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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

THE translator is assured that nothing is needed on his part to

commend this remarkable work to the philosophical student of

theology in England, beyond an apology for the imperfections

of the English garb in which it appears.

The great and growing interest of the subject, and the

profound and exhaustive learning which the author 1 has brought
to bear upon its treatment, had made the translation of this

book a desideratum to many, who only knew it by casual refer-

ence and quotation, long before this attempt was contemplated.
But the hope that such a work would fall into thoroughly

competent hands was indulged in vain, when, by the enterprise

of the publishers of the Foreign Theological Library, the pre-

sent translator was encouraged to do what he could to supply
the need. The result of his endeavour is here presented to

the English biblical student as a mine of wonderful depth and

fertility, which will well repay those who have the courage to

pierce through a somewhat unattractive surface.

1 The subjoined testimony of Dr Fuerst to the deserved reputation of

Dr Delitzsch, may not .be uninteresting to the English student :

Extract from the Preface to FuersCs Hebrew Concordance.

"Non possum quin publice gratum meum animum testificer Fr.

Delitzschio Phil. Dr. adolescent! doctrina disciplinaque prsestantissimo,

cujus vivo literarum amore et adjutrice consuetudine non paucse de

disquisiticnibus meis interioribus ac reconditis maturuerunt. Prseclara

ejus in literis biblicis ac judaicis eruditio quam jam coinpluribus operibus
satis luculente cornprobravit, eum, quamquam in rebus theologicis prorsus
a me dissentientem, socium atque adjutorem mihi adjuuxit, quern in literis

rabbinicis ac talmudicis antea auditorem et discipulum habuisse merito

glorior
** JULIUS FUERSTIUS.

"
LIPSLE, Idibus Juniis 1840."
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vi TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

The peculiar difficulties with which the translator has had

to contend, were not unanticipated by the learned author him-

self, and may therefore be reasonably pleaded in bar of severe

criticism on the way in which the task has been accomplished.

Dr Delitzsch, in a courteous reply to a communication in which

he had been informed of the intention to translate his book,

says :
" You are right: that book of mine greatly resists trans-

lation into English; it is full of newly-coined words and daring

ideas; and both its form and substance are most elaborately

involved." This witness is profoundly true; and should it

approve itself so to the reader in the course of his perusal
of the following pages, it is hoped that he will indulgently
remember this testimony.

Any attempt to criticise the work itself, the translator con-

ceives to be beyond his province. He contents himself, there-

fore, with briefly reminding the reader, that in giving all the

author's views and statements without comment or qualification,

he does not pledge himself to their indiscriminate adoption or

approval. His desire has been, as far as he was able, to convey
the writer's thoughts, in English which should as nearly as

possible be equivalent to the original.

WELLS, Dec. 30, 18G&



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

WHEN
}

in the summer session of 1854, I proposed a course

of Biblical Psychology, I was compelled to discontinue it before

beginning the middle division, because unforeseen circumstances

had laid me under the necessity of limiting the number of hours

appropriated to these lectures. Invited from many quarters to

complete the fragment, I laboured ceaselessly onward ; and thus

appeared this book, wherein I discharge to my dear hearers of

that time, a debt which, as I venture to hope, they had not

forgotten.

My preparations for the subject are so old, that as early
as the year 1846 I was endeavouring to arrange them. In

a Latin dissertation upon the elements of man's nature

sketched out at that time, but suppressed I proposed to myself
an answer to the fundamental question : Whether the soul, so

far as it is distinguished from the spirit, belongs by its nature

to matter or to spirit ? This question I proposed to consider

apart from the ecclesiastical doctrine of dichotomy that had

become prevalent, which, moreover, I defended in my Theology

of Biblical Prophecy (1845), and in both editions of my Com-

mentary on Genesis (1852 and 1853).
1 That dissertation, indeed,

is absolutely right in maintaining the essential unity of soul

and spirit ; but it suffers from the great defect, that it does not

do justice to the substantial difference between the two that

is everywhere presupposed in the Holy Scripture. If this de-

fect be not remedied, the psychologic mode of speech and

matter generally in the Holy Scripture will be an obscure

and formless chaos. The key of biblical psychology is found

in the solution of the enigma: How is it to be conceived, that

spirit and soul can be of one essence, and yet be distinct sub-

1 The first edition of the System of Biblical Psychology (1855) comes

between the second (1853) and third (1860) editions of the Commentary
on Genesis.
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viii PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

stances? It was not until I was enlightened upon this ques-

tion that my confused materials of biblical psychology formed

themselves as if spontaneously into a systematic unity.

My problem was an historical one, standing indeed in a

wholly different internal attitude to the psychologic views of

the Holy Scripture, from that in which it stands say to those

of Plato or of the Indian Vedanta. In seeking exegetically to

ascertain these views, and to combine them into a whole which

should correspond to their own internal coherence, I proceeded

from the auspicious assumption, that whatever of a psychologic

kind Scripture presents will neither be self-contradictory, nor

be so confused, childish, and unsatisfactory, as to have any

need to be ashamed in view of the results of late anthropologic

researches. This favourable assumption has, moreover, per-

fectly approved itself to me, without my having feared to con-

sider the psychologic statements of Scripture in any other than

their own light.
For while the Scripture testifies to us of the

fact of redemption, which is the revealed secret of human history

and the universe, it gives us also at the same time disclosures

about the nature of man, which, as well to speculative investi-

gation into the final causes and connections of things, as to

natural and spiritual self-contemplation, manifest themselves to

be divine suggestions. So far, perhaps, the book before us may
claim some consideration from inquirers into natural science and

philosophy from such, that is, as are not dissembling views of

the same kind as were lately frankly avowed by Carl Vogt.
But especially would I commend my work to the exami-

nation of all those who are interested in the controversy on the

fundamental question of psychology at issue between the Giin-

therish school and its opponents. For years the works of Anton

Gunther were my favourite study; and a book by a friend of

his, J. H. Pabst, who preceded him into eternity on July 28,

1838, entitled Der Mensch und seine Geschichte (1830), which

first called my attention to Gunther, even attained the im-

portance of a turning-point in my course of theological training.

Nevertheless I could never make the view of Gunther my own,
on the essential distinction between the human soul and spirit,

however I might have wished, and that for biblical and experi-

mental reasons, which I have explained in this book in several

places. The human soul gives life to the body by means of
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natural energies which appertain to matter, but the human soul

itself is not the substance of these natural powers.

The now greatly extended literature of the psychologic

controversy, which is raging in the Roman Catholic Church,

a controversy which has lately exploded in the face of all the

world in the Allgemeine Zeitung, has not been, I regret to

say, very familiar to me. In general, in the immensely wide

range of psychological literature, a great deal that is deserving

of consideration, both old and recent, has undoubtedly escaped

me. But I have read many writings also that were known to

me which I have not spoken of, because they were of no use to

me ; for an exegetically careful, intelligent, and liberal probing
into the depths of Scripture, an investigation which in the

church creed has its restraining barrier, but yet not its circum-

scribing measure, this just mean between a false bondage and

a false freedom craving after novelty, is a virtue not so fre-

quently found in the literature of theology.
I have striven after this virtue; and as I seek at no point

to overstep the limit of the church's judgment up to the pre-
sent time, without at the same time assuring myself that I am

abiding in harmony with the scripturally sound creed of my
church, I shall not be blamed for some theosophic sym pathies, espe-

cially as I have reduced what Jacob Bohme taught about God's

sevenfold nature to the more biblical conception of the divine

glory (doxd), and, moreover, have only so far appropriated it as it

commended itself to me on biblical grounds. It was immediately
in the light of this conception that the solution of the psycho-

logical problem occurred to me. In it (scil. this conception)
hitherto unduly neglected, and, as Weisse (Philosophische Dog-
matik, i. 617) not at all too strongly expresses it, emptied of

soul and life as it was under the hands of dogmatic philosophy
there are still to be found undiscovered treasures of knowledge.

I have still much to say to courteous readers. But I shrink

from bringing myself any longer personally in the front of my
book. In deeply conscious acknowledgment of its imperfection,
but yet with a grateful retrospect to the enjoyment I have found

in the inquiry, I resign it to the not less merciful than strict

criticism of the divine Fire (1 Cor. iii. 11-15).

FR. DELITZSCH.
ERLANGEN, September 1855.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

THE reason why I so long resisted the general wish for a

second edition of my Biblical Psychology, will be found in the

book itself. I wanted first to ascertain whether the substantial

view of the book approved itself to me anew. When this had

been the case, however, I was bound to yield to that wish with

the less hesitation, in consideration of the numerous studies of

language and history that I have stored in this book indepen-

dently of that fundamental view, to which I have now con-

siderably added, studies in a more rigid historical apprehension
of the nature of my undertaking.

I therefore beg all my readers carefully to distinguish the

unassailable historical matter that is here placed before them,

from that which is submitted to them for examination, and

especially from those merely individual attempts to arrange
it in general consistency with the scriptural view of God and

the world ; and to combine it systematically, agreeably with the

suggestions of the Bible. He who in this behalf desires to form

a competent estimate of my work, must first occupy a similar

dogmatic, or, which is the same thing, ecclesiastical position to

mine. That critics who are unprepared to answer the question,
What is the Son of man? and who pare down the holy truths

of faith in which they were baptized, and on account of which

they are called Christians, nay, evangelical Christians, for the

greater glorification of their scientific integrity, that such
critics should be able to find no enjoyment in rny book, is wholly
natural ; and that the exact critics, who have no taste for a

gnosis exercised in biblical paths, and the materialist critics,

who know of no other induction than one which is calculated

by atoms, should reject my book as a senseless production, is

neither more nor less than might be expected.

x



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION. XI

I rejoice in another estimate on the part of those who

regard everything earnest and without duplicity not merely
the book of nature, but also the book of the Holy Scripture as

the attestation of a divine revelation, and wrho acknowledge the

ground upon which I build (not without taking heed HOW I

build) as the one that endures for ever. If my building on

this ground should prove a failure, it is after all a first attempt,

which still perhaps may supply many stones for a more solid

and newer edifice. It is always something gained, that the

doctrinal material of biblical psychology here at length more

completely and successfully than formerly appears organically

articulated, as is required by the idea of science. And
if even many developments slip in, which appear to lose

themselves in what is fanciful, and can pretend to no de-

monstrative force, a reproach which no science will escape,

if it be concerned with the invisible, the spiritual, it is a

fault that may be easily atoned for by the instructive com-

munications of most manifold contents presented in connection

therewith.

In such readers, thankful, and yet critically examining and

sifting, the book has not hitherto been deficient. And if I

thank those who, as Noack and Strobel, have considered it

intelligently, although unfavourably, and have not despatched
it with an arrogantly brief notice, or still more arrogantly

ignored it altogether, I am doubly and treblv indebted to those

who, as v. Hofmann, J. P. Lange, Schubart, Werner, and
v. Zezschwitz, have submitted it to a more or less severe but

still friendly criticism. But I have been deeply ashamed of

the very favourable consideration which President Dr. K. F.

Goschel and General-Major v. Rudloff have devoted to my
work. These two honourable veterans, grown grey in the

noblest service, have prosecuted the examination of it step for

step in special writings. The one is no more among those who
live in this world, from whom he was removed on the 22d

September in this year, in the seventy-seventh year of his

age ; but as the church above and the church below form an

undivided living unity, my grateful greeting will find its way
to him above. And how deeply I know how to esteem the

loving service which the other has rendered to my work, this

revision will, I hope, show him, for which the delightful study
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of his work lias supplied me with an abundance of fertile

suggestions.

But otherwise, moreover, clear friends, such as Besser,

Biesenthal, v. Harless, Luthardt, J. Schubring, v. Strauss,

by epistolary, others by oral communication of their critical

observations, have rendered service to my work, especially
"
my

Elberfeld Critic," whose critical annotations, communicated to

me by the goof
dness of the mission-inspector, Dr Fabri, sug-

gested to me rich material for the revision and elaboration of

my views of biblical psychology. And although my book

should even contain but little that is good originating from

myself, yet care is taken that the reader should be made aware

of the communications of such others as might partly dissent

as to principles, partly might positively correct what has been

written. Important inquirers, such as Molitor, Hamberger,
R. v. Raumer, Fleischer, Tischendorf, have afforded such

contributions. Moreover, there are not wanting extracts from

rare books. There is found here the complete draught of the

biblical psychology of C. Bartholinus, which I discovered at

the library at Nordlingen in a compilation, where I had pre-

viously not looked for it; and passages important to the history

of science from other writings : moreover, an extract from a

mediaeval manuscript, entitled das leben der minnenden sele,

which is transferred from the library of Dr. Biesenthal into mine.

As only a few pages of the book have remained with-

out improvement and enrichment, its extent, in spite of the

unequally crowded print, has grown by four sheets. The
relation of the soul to the spirit will be found even now
also conceived as secondary, but everywhere more clearly and

simply expressed. The relation of the dosca to the personal
nature of God is represented, as I hope, more convincingly,
as well exegetically as speculatively (i. Sec. 3., IV. Sec. 6).

The distinction of nature and substance, which in the first

edition was assumed, is now discussed (ii. Sec. 4). The
trichotomic fundamental text, 1 Thess. v. 23 (n. Sec. 4), and

that of creationism, Heb. xii. 9 (n. Sec. 7), are searchingly con-

sidered. And equally so, the interpretation of the foundation

texts of the conscience, Rom. ii. 15 (in. Sec. 4); of the relation

of the soul to the blood, Lev. xvii. 14 (iv. Sec. 11) ; and
of the antinomy of the spirit and the flesh unabolished in this
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world, Rom. vii. (v. Sec. 6), are investigated anew. The just

claim of biblical psychology to be called a science (Proleg.

Sec. 2) ; the ideal pre-existenre of the historically actual
(i.

Sec. 2) ; the similitude of God, and not merely of the Logos in

man (n. Sec. 2); the dualism of spirit and matter (n. Sec. 4) ;

the distinction between a wider and a narrower conception of

irvevpa (iv. 4, 5, v. 6) ;
tlie fundamentally of the will (iv. 7);

the priority of the spirit over the soul (iv. b); the conception in

the evangelical history of the Kenosis (v. 1); the importance to

the history of redemption of the Descent into Hell (vi. 3); the

actual reality, in the sense of Scripture, of the conjuration of

the dead, 1 Sam. xxviii. (VI. Sec. 5) are all established anew,
with reference to the objections that have been advanced.

Language, as a psychological manifestation, is better appreciated
than before, as well in accordance with Scripture as experience

(iv. 4, 10) ; the nature of the dream is more sharply defined,

and its biblical name explained (iv. Sec. 14) ; and more atten-

tion is directed, in the region of extraordinary phenomena of

the life of the soul, to the individual degrees and conditions of

prophecy (iv. 14, v. 5). The earlier view of the psychologic
matter of fact of possession (iv. 16), and the view of the re-

lation of the resurrection-corporeity to the present one (vii. 1),

are justified. Many psychologic definitions of relation, as soul,

power, and matter (iv. 9), person (I) and nature (iv. 2),

heart and brain (iv. 12), are newly examined, and the history
of the views referring to them enlarged upon. In this manner

the revision is extended to every paragraph. The substantial

views, and the arrangement of the material, are nevertheless

first and last the same.

To the doings of the later physiology, empirical psychology,
and medical psychology, I have referred in this second edition,

as compared with the former, not more frequently, but rather

more seldom, because I have gained the experience, that the

representatives of this school of inquiry do not quite approve
of seeing themselves named by a theologian of my tendency.
And such references might, besides, easily be misunderstood,

as though biblical views ought to be modelled according to the

results of natural science (precarious though they are), or the

latter according to the former. Yet they were not always to

be avoided. But my task is one wholly uncon fused with that
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of these inquirers. The book whose answers to the questions

respecting the source, the operations, the conditions, and destinies

of the soul I have undertaken to discover, is not the book

of nature, but the book of Scripture ; and I have written

for those to whom the answers of this book of books are not

indifferent, and who know not merely a natural world of ex-

perience, but also one that does not give place to that, in reality

of self-conviction.

Thanks be to God for the capacity bestowed once again to

accomplish this work. May He bless it, to the stimulating of

further labours in this field of biblical psychology. Should it,

moreover, be impossible entirely to solve the problems which

meet us here, still the Creator of all things is to be glorified,

that He has granted to the human soul the capacity of raising
itself above itself by self-investigation, and with the necessity
for this investigation has imparted the blissful pleasure that

proceeds therefrom.

FR. DELITZSCH.

ERLANGEN, Mid-November 161.
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PROLEGOMENA.

11 A Deo discas quod a Deo habeas, aut nee ab alio, si nee a Deo.'*

TERTULLIANUS (De Anima).





HISTOKY OF BIBLICAL PSYCHOLOGY.

SEC. I.

JIBLICAL PSYCHOLOGY is no science of yester-

day. It is one of the oldest sciences of the church.

As early as the second century, we find, in the litera-

ture of the period, a book irepl -t/ri^TJ?
Kal crco/mro?

YI (read KOI) 1/009, by Melito of Sardis,
1 of which Eusebius

and Jerome make mention ; and early in the beginning of the

third century, the work composed by Tertullian in his Mon-
tanist days, De Animd, as 'the first ecclesiastical attempts to

supersede the Plicedo of Plato, and Aristotle's three books, irepl

^rvxflS' The work of Tertullian comprises all the leading

dogmas on the subject of psychology, and pursues the his-

tory of the soul from its eternal source and temporal mode of

origination, through its present duration and fundamental con-

ditions, into the state beyond the grave. Tertullian's treatise,

De censu animce adversus Hermogenem, wherein he maintained

against his opponent the divine and immaterial derivation

(census) of the soul, is unfortunately lost to us. This loss is

greatly to be deplored, because the writings of a teacher so able

and so rarely endowed as Tertullian, are still an inexhaustible

mine of profound knowledge. The tract irepl ^f%^9, addressed

to Tatian by Gregory Thaumaturgus, the pupil and friend of

Origen,
2

is a worthless and probably a spurious performance.

Hence, therefore, Melito and Tertullian must be regarded as the

only worthy inaugurators of the psychological literature of the

church. In the fourth century its foundations were strengthened

1
According to Rufinus, its title runs, De anima et corpore et mente;

according to Jerome, as in the Syriac version of Eusebius' Eccl. Hist., only
De anima et corpore. See Cureton, Spicilegium Syriacum, p. 96, and the

splendidly rhetorical passage there quoted from it, p. 53.
* See Mohler, Patroloyie, i. G53.
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4 PROLEGOMENA. [SEC. I.

by the abundant psychological elements contained in the works

of the three great Cappadocians, especially in those of Gregory
of Nyssa (and among them more particularly his dialogue, Trepl

tyvxTJs /cal avacrrdaeajs TT/JO? rrjv a^\<pr)v MaKpivav, edited by

Krabinger, 1837, and briefly known as ra Mtucpuna), which have

been systematically elaborated by E. W. Moller in his treatise

upon Gregorii Nysseni doctrina de hominis natura (1854), and

thoroughly compared with the view of Origen; and the still more

copious works of Augustine (among them De anima et ejus origine,

and the anti-Manichsean treatise De duabus animabus), from

which the Roman Catholic theologian Theodore Gangauf in

Augsburg compiled his metaphysical psychology of St Augus-
tine (185'2). After this appeared, in the beginning of the fifth

century, if not even earlier, the scientifically excellent work of

Nemesius,
1

bishop of Emesa, Trepi <ucre&>5 avOpcoTrov, based on

the Aristotelian plan, and the Libri tres de statu animce, directed

against Faustus Regiensis by Claudianus Mamercus (Mamer-

tus), the special purpose of which is to prove that the soul is

neither corporeal nor local ; in the sixth century, the treatise of

Cassiodorus, De anima, in twelve chapters, beginning from

the meaning of the word, and the conception of the soul, and

closing with its future condition ;
in the seventh century, the

commentary of Johannes Philoponus on Aristotle's work on

the soul, which appeared in Venice 2
in 1535, edited by Trin-

cavelli. Moreover, to this catalogue belong the Theophrastus
of the converted Platonist Aeneas of Gaza, finally edited by
Boissonade 1836, being a dialogue on the immortality of the

soul (about 490) ; and at the close of the patristic age, the

fourth book of the dialogues of Gregory the Great, treating
de ceternitate animarum (593-4). In addition to these, when
we name the numerous writings on the Hexaemeron, and

especially on the creation of man
(e.g. those of Lactantius and

Anastasius of Sinai), and the many writings upon the resur-

1 Edited by Chr. F. Matthaei, Halle 1802-8. The treatise taken up into

the editions of the works of Gregory of Nyssa, ^rspi -^v^q xl ecvxardasM^
is the second and third chapter of this work of Nemesius.

2 The Ao%ott vtpl -^VMS published by Tarinus.with Origen's Philocalia

(Paris 1619), and by Caspar Earth, with Mamercus' three books, De statn

animas (Zwickau 1655), are excerpta from Philoponus. See Creuzer's

Es'say, Scliriften Chrintlicher Philosophen uber die Seele, in his German

writings, sec. iii. vol. ii.
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rection, beginning with Justin Martyr or (if liis treatise pre-

served in fragments be considered spurious) with Athenagoras;

finally, the multitude of Christologic and Soteriologic mono-

graphs, which entered upon psychologic problems, it is plain

that the ancient church had a psychological literature that

claims respect no less for its extent than for its substance.

When, in the middle ages, Christian science became more

systematic, and the most distinguished teachers confessed, after

Augustine's example, that in the knowledge of one's self is the

starting-point of all knowledge, the subject of psychology be-

came a fundamental element of the Summa, or the complete
doctrine. But psychology was treated of by scholars of all

kinds in specific treatises also, not only by the specially

scholastic, but by the natural philosophers and the mystics,

partly in the form of commentaries on Aristotle's three books

on the soul, as by Alexander of Hales, Peter de Alliaco, and

others ; partly in independent monographs, as by Erigena,
William of Champeaux, Hugo of St Victor, Albertus Magnus,
Thomas Aquinas, and others, a long list which closed in the

fifteenth century with the Viola animce sen de natura homims
of Kaymund Sabunde, an abridgment in the form of a dialogue
of his great work on natural theology, which is in some sort

the keystone of the whole scholastic literature. From these

works there is still much to be learnt even in the present day ;

for with the dialectic mode of thought there was associated in

those times a calm introverted contemplativeness, and a living

experience almost elevated into ecstasy. But in general it is

their reproach that their minds ran more in Aristotelian than

in biblical modes of thought ; in addition to which, it was an

inconvenience, that as the readers of Aristotle did not under-

stand his works in their original language, they were in a great
measure dependent upon the Mohammedan translators and

interpreters. Even in Dante's Divina Commedia the psycho-

logic terminology is Aristotelian ; for in Dante's estimation

Aristotle is the master of those who know (il maestro di color

die sanno). There runs, indeed, also through the literature of

the middle ages, a strong tendency towards freedom from this

dependent relation. Combining Plato with Aristotle, there is the

attempt to read immediately in the Book of Nature, and to draw
out of the depth of the soul's consciousness ; but men did not
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see their way to a free and undivided reference to the teaching
of Holy Scripture ; and even had they wished to draw from that

source immediately, their ignorance of its language would not

allow them to appeal to it at first-hand.

It was only by means of the Eeformation that a really free

scriptural inquiry on all sides became possible. Psychology
could then bring its traditional store of knowledge into the

light of Scripture, and thus it advanced into a new phase.

Contemporary with Budaeus, Erasmus, and Yives, who were

esteemed the triumvirate of science, the German Reformation

had, moreover, as its representative a humanist of the highest
rank ; and the three books of Vives, De anima et vita (1538),

which aim at simplifying the traditional Formulas,
1

appeared
almost at the same time as Melancthon's Commentarius de

anima (1540), the first compendium of psychology written

in Germany. He frequently gave lectures upon it before

immense audiences, and published it anew in 1552 under the

title, Liber de anima. Even here also, Aristotle, whom Me-
lancthon could read in the original as none of the scholastics

could, is the highest authority next to Scripture, but its chains

are nevertheless broken
;
and although many psychologic writ-

ings of the scholastics surpass that of Melancthon in fulness

and depth of thought, it is superior to them all in a more elegant

learning, and a sounder, a more liberal, and a more serene

spiritual luminousness. As in Wittenberg, so also in other

German universities during the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies, psychology was studied, and disputations were held on

psychological questions with peculiar interest. The Collegium

psycliologicum, edited by John Conrad Dannhauer in his

twenty-fourth year, at Altorf (1627), consists of seven such

academical disputations. The internal progress of the science,

however, was not so considerable as it might have been. The

period in question was deeply conservative, and was satisfied

with what was already known and dogmatically formulated. In

matters on which the creed of the church had not yet decided,

men clung too anxiously to views anciently established and

maintained by the majority of orthodox teachers, and had no

1 Vives is in favour of unity of the soul : Anima humana inferiores

omnes vita sua continet. Humana mens spiritus est
t per quem corpus, cui est

amnexus, vivit, aptus cognitioni Dei.
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eyes to see clearly and without prejudice the rays of tru^h

which shone outside the range of their own confessions of faith.

Many a truth, sound, as rightly understood, was rejected on

account of possible and actual heretical consequences : as, for

instance, the trichotomy of human nature. Many a psycho-

logically significant statement of Scripture as, for instance,

upon the intermediate state between death and the resurrec-

tion was not done justice to. Mysticism, theosophy (with its

master Jacob Bohme,
1

incomparably and divinely taught, not-

withstanding all the errors into which he was hurried by his

zeal against the dead orthodoxy and the miserable ignorance
of natural science that then prevailed), the science of medi-

cine, which acknowledged the authority of Scripture, and

chemistry (represented especially by Paracelsus
2 and John

Baptista von Helmont, investigators
3

who, in their daring

originality, not unfrequently forestalled the lapse of centuries) :

these, in their more liberal movement, anticipated many a con-

clusion which has since been undeniably established by scrip-

tural investigation and knowledge. At that time it was an ad-

ditional misfortune for psychology as a science of the church,
that the method of systematizing was so prevalent, and the habit

of searching for the testimony of Scripture rather by reference

to individual texts than to the general scope and harmony of

Scripture, a habit which, above all, changed the analogia fidei

from a rule of scriptural interpretation into a measure of what

Scripture contained. But Caspar Bartholinus (ob. 1629), the

celebrated teacher of medicine and theology in the University
of Copenhagen, drew out, in his Manuductio ad veram Psyclw-

logiam e sacris literis, a sketch of biblical psychology in

which, although only slightly put together in an ungraceful

style, and deficient in just exegetic basis, there may neverthe-

1 To this place specially belongs his Psychologia vera, or Forty Questions

about the Soul, and Psychologic supplementum: Das umgewandte Auge is on the

same subject (vol. vi. of the collected works in the new edition of Schiebler).
' See Preu, System of Medicine of Theophrastus Paracelsus, 1838, in

which also the psychology of the great reformer of medical science is exhi-

bited in excerpta from his works.
3 In his psychological writings, says Spiess (John Baptista van Hel-

mont's System of Medicine (1840), sec. 53), Helmont exhibits himself in his

greatest depth and peculiarity ;
and he not seldom succeeds in forcing his

way into all the clearness of which so difficult a subject is capable.
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less be discerned, in the courage which breaks through the

customary formalities of scholasticism, some signs of promise
in that province of thought.

1

An entirely new era of scriptural investigation commenced

with John Albert Bengel (ob. 1752). Hitherto scriptural

inquiry had almost exclusively served for the apologetico-

polemical proof of truth already acknowledged. Now men

began, as well ,of free will as of divine necessity, to devote

themselves to the Scriptures, that they might bring the know-

ledge already possessed into the light anew, and deepen and

extend it. Oetinger's Inquisitio in sensum communem (1752),
and the Fundamenta Psychologies ex sacra Scriptura collecta

(1769) of Magnus Friedrich Roos, were fruits of this healthy

revolution, as also were several psychological treatises of Chr.

Aug. Crusius (who among the Saxons trod in the footsteps

of the above scriptural inquirers of Wurtemburg), viz. upon

superstition, upon magic, and generally upon man's relation to

the spirit-world.
2 All these are only preludes to a biblical

psychology ; even the tract of Roos 3

itself, which has become

very rare, brings together the texts of Scripture treating of

^V^T), Trvevjjia, /capbia without any principle, and in this lexicon-

like and mechanical method neither formally nor actually satis-

fies the problem of biblical psychology. But the fundamental

maxim, ita accedere ad scripturam ut nullum prcestruatur sys-

tema, gives, notwithstanding, to this little volume an air of

living freshness which enables it to contrast advantageously

1 "With respect to him, see Tholuck's Martyrs of the Lutheran Church

of all ranks before and during the time of the Thirty Years' War (1859), p.

234. According to Michaud's Bibliographic Universelle, torn. iii. (Paris

1843), p. 193, the Manuductio appeared in Copenhagen in 1618-9
;
but I

have failed to discover or to gain any intelligence of this edition : it is

not even in the possession of the Library at Copenhagen. Subsequently,

however, I found that the Manuductio is adopted into the Systema Physi-

cum, which appeared at Hanover in 1628. It is from this compilation that

I have given it in the appendix to these Prolegomena, only omitting some

trifling and unessential matters.
2
They are enumerated in my Biblico-prophetical Theology (1845), p.

140.
8 It has now appeared in a German translation (by Cremer of Unna),

under the title of Grundzilge der Seelenlehre aus heiliger Schrift, Stuttgart,

at Steinkopf's, 1857. Compare the notice by Sprinkhardt in Reuter's

Repertorium, 1858, pp. 41-45.
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with writings of such low rationalistic views as the Psychology

of the Hebrews of Friedr. Aug. Carus (published in 18(H), after

the author's death), and as Ge. Fr. Seiler's Animadversiones ad

Psycliologiam Sacram (1778-1787), which is not much higher

in its view than the former.
1 And for this reason it has not

been without influence. For, as the result of the Fundamenta

Psyclwlogica of Roos, appeared not only Stirm's extremely

careful researches in anthropologic exegesis in the Tubinger

Zeitschrift fiir Theologie, 1834, but also J. T. Beck's Umriss

der biblischen Seelenlehre, 1843, the first attempt to reduce

biblical psychology into a scientific form, and to promote its

claim to an articulated relation and an independent existence

in the organism of entire theology. The author treats (1) of

the soul-life of humanity as Nephesch (soul); (2) how it is dis-

tinguished from Ruach (spirit) ; (3) how it is comprehended in

the Leb (heart). We do not misapprehend the propriety of this

threefold division ; nay, we thankfully acknowledge, that by its

means Beck has succeeded in throwing light on many aspects

of the subject of biblical psychology; but probably there would

be few readers who would not gather from the compendiums
of Roos and Beck the impression that this vast scaffolding is

not sufficient to provide for all the varied abundance of the

subject, and that there needs another less abstract principle of

division to articulate it in a living manner, and to separate it

intelligently. The historical method leads more surely to such

a result. An excellent little compendium by J. G. F. Hauss-

mann, Die Biblisclie Lehre vom Menschen (1848), adopts this

course, adhering in other respects to Beck. It begins with the

origin of man, and ends with the new humanity and its perfec-

tion, a biblical anthropology, which in respect of psychology
and somatology stands in the relation of the whole to its

parts. Along with these two treatises of Beck and Hauss-

1 The Biblical Anthropology of Franz Oberthiir (Professor of Dogmatic
in Wurzburg), (vol. i. edit. 2, 1826

;
vols. ii.-iv. 1808-1810 : according to

the author's design, the second part of his dogmatics) misleads by its title,

but deserves no sort of consideration at all. Equally misleading by its

name is Grohmann's Anthropologie des alien und neuen Testaments, in

Nasse's Zeitschrift fiir die Anthropologie, 1824, iii. It is a survey of the

Old and New Testament history,
"
according to anthropologic points of

view."
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mann may be named the monographs of Gust. Friedr. Oehler,

Veteris testamenti sententia de rebus post mortem futuris (1846) ;

of Heinr. Aug. Hahn, Veteris testamenti sententia de natura

hominis (1846) ; and, by way of a copious collection of the

materials of biblical psychology, the work of Bottcher, De inferis

rebusque post mortem futuris (1846). Moreover, also, those por-

tions of the Schriftbeweis of J. Chr. K. von Hofmann which

trench upon biblical psychology (especially in the doctrine of

the creation and the last things), with which are to be compared
the kindred sections on prophecy and its fulfilment (especially

sees. iii. and iv.), as also with the Christian Ethics of G. Chr.

Ad. von Harless,
1 and the full, carefully executed, but rather

critically negative than positively constructive portion of Ge.

Ludw. Hahn's Theologie des Neuen Testaments, which bears on

the subject of anthropology (vol. i. pp. 385-475). Moreover,
the compendiums of anthropology and psychology by G. H. von

Schubert (1842, edit. 2), of Christian Heinr. Zeller (edit. 2,

1850), of Jos. Beck (edit. 4, 1852), and of Karl Phil. Fischer

(1850), to which was added not long ago the Seelenlehre of G.

Mehring (1857), a work rich in substantial knowledge, but

not yet noticed as it deserves ; all breathe a biblical spirit.

These labours, and what the three veterans. Jos. Ennemoser

(ob. 1854), Christoph. Ad. von Eschenmauer (ob. 1852), and

G. H. von Schubert (ob. 1860), in the course of a long life

of unceasing effort and rich in experience, have accomplished
for experimental psychology and its history, supply such

abounding materials for biblical psychology, that in the neces-

sary process of rigid sifting, it has some difficulty to avoid

being choked. The three last inquirers have in common the

tendency to the profoundest depths of thought. The most spiri-

tual and the finest of their works is von Schubert's Geschichte

der Seele, in two vols. (4th edit. 1850), of which the compen-
dium Der Menschen und Seelen Kunde is only an abridgment,
and to which the book Ueber die Krankheiten und Storungen
der Menschlichen Seele (1845), together with the 3d vol. on the

1 Both Harless and Hofmaim dispute the possibility of a system of

biblical psychology ; but, nevertheless, the works of both the one and the

other are substantially on subjects connected with biblical psychology, and
are concerned in the reducing to system of views of the same science. More
on this matter in the following section.
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Gescldchte der Natur (3d edit. 1855), and the Symbolik des

Traums (edit. 3, 1S40),
1 do in some measure belong as supple-

ments. The above-named works of investigators, both theo-

logical and untheological, deserve our gratitude, as having ren-

dered to biblical psychology a help not yet fully estimated.

To this science also C. F. Goschel has afforded (apart from

his speculative writings) welcome service, in his work on the

profound fulness of meaning of the creative writings of Dante

Alighieri.
2

Yet, nevertheless, when in the year 1855 this very
work appeared, the System der biblischen Psychologic, theo-

logy was constrained to bear testimony to her own poverty, to

the effect that, since the new era of scriptural interpretation

that began with Bengel, the books of Roos and Beck had been

the only attempts, with all the present exegetical resources, to

establish anew a science whose necessity had been acknow-

ledged as early as the first Christian centuries. At the present

time, when after long delays I am for the second time putting
forth my system of biblical psychology, the number of fellow-

labourers in this field are seen to be most gratifyingly upon
the increase. Besides the really valuable treatment of single

portions and aspects of biblical psychology by v. Zezschwitz

(Profangrdcitdt und biblischer Sprachgeist, 1859), Schoberlein

( Ueber das Wesen der geistlichen Natur und Leiblichkeit, in the

Annual Register of German Theology, 1861), and others whom
we shall have occasion to name further on, the entire scien-

tific material of the subject is carefully elaborated anew, with

critical reference to my treatment of
it,

in special writings of

Goschel (Der Mensch nach Leib, Seele, und Geist diesseits und

jenseits, 1856) and v. Rudloff (Die Lehre vom Menschen nach

Geist, Seele, und Leib, 1858). Grateful for the positive

instruction and critical suggestions received from these and

many other sources, I am attempting the subject once more.

3
Newly published by F. H. Rancke, 1862.

2
Especially deserving of consideration are the following works : Dante

AUghierfs Unterweisung iiber Weltschopfung und Weltordnung diesseits und

jenseits, 1842
;
Dante Alighieri's Osterfeier in Zwillings-gestern des Himm-

lischen Paradieses, 1849
;
and the Easter gift in a similar way, everywhere

pointing to Dante, Zur Lehre von den letzten Dingen, 1850.
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IDEA OF BIBLICAL PSYCHOLOGY.

SEC. II.

SOME well-known scriptural students of late have denied to

biblical psychology the capability of verifying itself. Harless,

in the preface -to the fourth edition of his Ethics, avows, that

while he has no fear at all of exact study of the so-called ma-

terialism in the field of psycho-physiology, yet, on the other

hand, he greatly dreads the idealism and spiritualism, upon
whose misty foundation such frequent and continued attempts

have been made to rear a sound psychology ; and in this

behalf he refers to Cams' Psyche, and Ennemoser's Geist des

Menschen in der Natur, as works in which he could place no real

confidence. " I believe," he continues,
" that our theologians

would do well to concern themselves very little about this

department of material investigation, which has only by a pro

cess of unauthorized abstraction come to be considered as if it

were important of itself, and entirely distinct from the spirit. It

is this circumstance which has prevented me from receiving the

same pleasure that others have done from the late attempts to

construct systems of biblical psychology.
1 For Scripture seems

to me to occupy the same position in questions of psychology as

in those of cosmogony. In each it is a finger-post directing

attention to the position of the world, as to the position of

the soul in questions of redemption ;
we must neither expect

in connection with one nor the other natural description and

natural knowledge, not because it could not have been given
us in the Scripture, but because it was not intended to be given
us. The meaning of its symbols is reserved for that scrutiny
to explain, which, not in words and names, but in the facts of

nature, toils after the understanding of the sacred hints in the

sweat of its brow."

In accordance with this, Hofmann says in the second as

well as in the first edition of his Schriftbeweis :
2 "A biblical

1 The preface is of the year 1849. Probably he means Beck's Umriss

der Isiblischen Seelenlelire. I am not aware of any System der biblischen

Pftyrhologie that had then appeared. Mine did not come out till 1855.
a

I. p. 248, edit. 1 (1852) ;
i. p. 284, edit. 2 (1857).
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anthropology and psychology have been got together, but

without finding any justification for it in Scripture, of which

Harless rightly says that we must not expect from it natural

description and natural knowledge, because it was not intended

to be given there. That presumed science is based merely upon
such Scripture texts as do not teach what the nature of man is,

but on the hypothesis that it is understood what kind of crea-

ture is meant when man is spoken of, declare his relation or

deportment towards God. " It has been replied," he adds in the

second edition, with direct reference to me,
1 " that the Scrip-

ture does nevertheless give almost in its first sections disclosures

which are deliberately anthropologic and psychologic, when it

narrates the process of man's creation ; and it cannot but be

worth the trouble to bring together even its anthropological
and psychological assumptions, since they could not be so

trivial as to be understood of themselves, nor so inconsequent
and unconnected as to be capable of no scientific organization.

But in respect of these disclosures, they only serve the purpose
of rightly defining in a general way the relation to God and

to the world, without the knowledge of which there can un-

doubtedly be no anthropology and psychology corresponding
to the reality ; and as to the presumptions, no one doubts

that they can be harmonized together, but without being justi-

fied in the expectation that they will form a scientific whole,

since they only come to light in proportion as they are used for

the expression of facts, which, while they touch on the anthro-

pologic and psychologic region, themselves belong to another.

A biblical psychology is just as little of a psychologic system
as a biblical cosmology is a cosmologic system ; and if it be

Pound practicable also to call it theological instead of biblical,

it will moreover be permitted to say that there is a theological

1
Referring to p. 181 of the first edition of this book of mine. I have

struck out in that place the words that I have here quoted from Hofmann,
so as not to repeat myself. R. "Wagner, in the Evang. K. Z. (1857), col.

189, and in his treatise Der Kampf um die Seek vom Standpunkl der

Wissenschaft (1857), p. 119, approves of them. But when he says (p.

114),
u
Biblical anthropology and psychology is the section of theology

which chiefly comes into consideration in the references to physiology,"

BO, on the other side also, he agrees with me in acknowledging the scien-

tific claim of biblical psychology, and rightly, as Fabri, in the Evang. K. Z*

1857, Nos. 96, 97, has proved in my defence.
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psychology only in the same sense as a theological cosmology

may be spoken of."

And thus the task which I propose to myself would be at

the outset a failure, because it would be impracticable. This,

however, is by no means the case. The problem, as I under-

stand it, is not at all touched by those objections. For that all

that Scripture tells us on the spiritual and psychical constitu-

tion of man is in harmony with the work and the revelation

of redemption, which are the special burthen of Scripture, we

deny so little, that we gather from it rather the idea of biblical

psychology as distinguished from the empirical and the philo-

sophical psychology of natural science. But what Scripture

says to us in pursuance of that its great design for the salvation

of man, is far more than is admitted by those two writers. For,

from the announcement upon the substance of man's nature as

it was created which we read in Gen. ii. 7, and which Harless

places at the head of his Ethics, there runs throughout Scripture
a many-linked chain of assertions upon the pneumato-psychical
nature and life of man of declarations which touch the most

important fundamental questions of psychology, and throughout

depend upon similar fundamental views, and are of such rich

import that even Hofmann devotes to these announcements

considerable portions of his Schriftbeweis. For all the great

questions How is man's soul related to his spirit ? How is

man's spirit related to God's Spirit 1 Is the substance of man's

nature trichotomic or dichotomic f How is man distinguished
as Nature and as Ego ? all these and many other psychologic

questions are there attempted to be answered from Scripture ;

while, nevertheless, it is maintained that Scripture teaches

nothing upon the whole subject. Now, therefore, whether it

be called teaching or not, Scripture certainly gives us, on all

these questions, the announcements which are necessary to a

fundamental knowledge of salvation
;
and these announcements

are to be exegetically investigated are, because they are of a

psychological nature, to be psychologically weighed are to be

rightly adjusted, so that they may cohere among themselves,

and with the organism of the personal and historical facts of

redemption. And here at once is a system ; to wit, a system
of biblical psychology as it lies at the foundation of the system

of the facts and the revelation of salvation ; and such a system
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of biblical psychology is so necessary a basis for every biblical

summary of doctrine, that it may be rightly said of the doc-

trinal summary which Hofmann's Schriftbeweis seeks to verify

by Scripture, that from the beginning to the end, from the

doctrine of the creation to the doctrine of the Last things, a

special psychologic system, or (if this expression be objected to)

a special complex of psychological representations, absolutely

supports it. What Scripture says to us of cosmology, may
certainly appear insufficient to originate a system of biblical

cosmology ; but assuredly it says to us infinitely more about

man's soul and spirit than about Orion and the Pleiades. And
I would not assert that Scripture offers to us no natural know-

ledge of the soul ; I believe it rather to the honour of God's

word, to be compelled to maintain the contrary. For, for ex-

ample, that the substance of man's nature is dualistic, i.e. that

spirit and body are fundamentally of distinct origin and nature

that is surely a natural knowledge, a dogma in the faith of

which, in spite of all remonstrances of rigid natural investiga-

tion, we live and die. And although what Scripture gives us

to ponder in such statements as Gen. ii. 7 and 1 Cor. xv. 45

may be called only suggestions, still a biblico-psychological in-

vestigation must be justified which takes the course indicated

by these hints. Or are we to leave these hieroglyphs to the so-

called accurate investigation f I hold this, no less than Harless

does, in fitting honour ; but the meaning of these hieroglyphs
lies beyond the limit placed to experiment and calculation. It

is possible to labour in the sweat of the brow even without the

scalpel or the microscope. Even historical problems are not to

be solved otherwise than in the sweat of the brow ; and our pro-
blem is an historical one, only with the distinction arising from

the fact that we stand in a different inward relation to the holy

Scripture from that in which we do say to the Vedas or to the

Avesta. We desire to bring out exegetically the views of Scrip-

ture, on the nature, the life, and the life-destinies of the soul as

they are defined with a view to the history of salvation ; and,

in accordance with that inevitable requirement which we must

impose upon our thinking when it is engaged on the subject of

Scripture, to reduce it into systematic harmony. This harmony
is only to be the scientifically intercepted reflection of the real

harmony in which these representations subsist of themselves.
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The risk which we run is not that of seeking to verify something
which is impossible, but of substituting for that objective cer-

tainty of inward consistency, a feigned consistency, of the exist-

ence of which we have persuaded ourselves. For a systematizing

of the iwaterial of biblical psychology is certainly not practicable,

without the endeavour to unfold many a merely indirect scrip-

tural saying, and to draw connecting lines here and there between

individual points, according to the scriptural meaning. But as

the Scripture is no scholastic book of science, this is more or

less essential in every science that is based upon it as a foundation.

Should we not always be successful in this task of construction

in hitting the sense of Scripture, it will be just as little argu-
ment against the claims of the material of biblical psychology
to scientific treatment, as it would be against the claims of

Homeric psychology, that the inquirers in that region
1
con-

tradict one another on some important points.

The task which I propose to myself is practicable ;
for

under the name of biblical psychology I understand a scientific

representation of the doctrine of Scripture on the psychical
constitution of man as it was created, and the ways in which

this constitution has been affected by sin and redemption.
There is such a doctrine in Scripture. It is true that on

psychological subjects, just as little as on dogmatical or ethical,

does Scripture comprehend any system propounded in the

language of the schools. If it taught in such a way, we should

need as little to construct psychology from it as we should

dogmatics and ethics. But still it does teach. If it proceeds

upon fundamental views whose accuracy it absolutely takes

for granted ; if it narrates or predicts facts about which we
should know nothing, or nothing certain, were they not testified

to us by it
;

if the most manifold natural and supernatural
conditions of the inner life of man find therein a self-evidence

which admits no suspicion of self-deception or distortion
;

if

it represents to us, in the way of consolation and warning,

1 The Homeric psychology has found representatives in Wagner, in his

PxycMoyia Homerica (Paris 1833) ;
v. Nagelsbach, in his lately edited

Homeric Theology (1840) by Autenrieth (1861) ; Grotemeyer, in his Pro-

f/ramm. Homers Grundansicht von der Seek (Warendorf 1854) ;
and others.

The extent of this literature, which began with Halbkart's obsolete

Psychologia Homerica (1796), is discreditable to biblical theologians.
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the influence of superhuman powers, both good and evil, on

the human life of the soul, all this is so, and its purpose is,

for our instruction, assuredly not to afford us an unfruitful

learning, and to satisfy unspiritual curiosity (and neither in-

deed is this the purpose of theologically scientific doctrine), but

to promote our salvation. But the science has the duty of

bringing to light the materials of doctrine latent in the Scrip-

tures, of collecting that which is scattered there, of ex-

plaining that which is hard to be understood, of establishing
that which is doubtful, and of combining the knowledge thus

acquired into a doctrinal whole, consistent and compact.
The formal possibility of the accomplishment of such a

task is guaranteed by the undeniable unity of character pre-

vailing in the doctrinal materials of psychology placed before

us in Scripture. Or are the psychological assumptions and

inferences of the biblical writers not in harmony with them-

selves ? We maintain thorough fundamental agreement, with-

out thereby excluding manifold individualities of representation
and mode of speech ; for in their essential spiritual unity the

special writers have each their characteristic stamp. The

passion for system exaggerates this. Its game is an easy one.

How little is required to imitate it ! Learned treatises would

prove that the Elohist and Jehovist of the Pentateuch, that

the author of the book of Job and of the words of Elihu,
that David and Solomon, psychologically differ from one

another
;
even although the science for that purpose should be

that of conceiving straw and bringing forth stubble. But let

the first page of the Holy Scripture be only read, and the

last compared with it ; and not until the reader has felt himself

transported with wonder at the majestic harmony of the word

of God from Alpha to Omega, let him tell of the peculiarities
of individual writers in the midst, of this divine-human concert.

That which is peculiar does not concern the fundamental views.

There is a clearly defined psychology essentially proper to the

Holy Scripture, which in like manner underlies all the bibli-

cal writers, and intrinsically differs from that many-formed

psychology which lies outside the circle of revelation.
1 There-

1 Thus we judge with Schbberlein, in his notice of v. Rudloff, Studien u.

Kritiken (1860), p. 145, which in appropriate words comes to the defence

of biblical psychology ;
and therefore we have, on scientific ground, the

B
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fore the problem of biblical psychology may be solved as one

problem. We do not need, first of all, to force the biblical

teaching into unity ;
it is one in itself.

The biblical psychology thus built up is an independent

science, which coincides with no other, and is made superfluous

by no other in the organism of entire theology. It is most

closely allied with so-called biblical theology, or (since what is

accustomed to be most unaptly so called is rightly occupied,

partly in the history of salvation, and partly in the history of

revelation), with dogmatics. Biblical, or, as may be said,

theological psychology (to distinguish it from the physical-

empirical and philosophic-rational science), pervades the entire

material of dogmatics, determining all the phases of man's

psychical constitution, conditioned upon those facts and rela-

tions momentous to the history of salvation which form the

substance of dogmatics. But it asserts in all these associations

its own peculiarity, in that it considers all that is common to it

with dogmatics only so far as it throws light or shadow into

the human soul, draws it into co-operation or sympathy, and

affords explanations upon its obscurities. Much which is only

incidentally dealt with in dogmatics, is in psychology, which

herein is subsidiary to it, a main feature : for example, the

relation of the soul to the blood, as material to the doctrine of

the atonement ; and the question, as important to the doctrine

of original sin, whether the soul is propagated per traducem

or not : as, on the other hand, the scriptural doctrines of the

tri-unity of God, of the good and evil angels, of the divine-

human personality of Christ, which in dogmatics are principal

matters, are only so far treated of in psychology as they are

connected with the formation of the divine image in man,
with the good and evil influences of the spiritual world upon

him, and with the restoration of the true human nature. The

new relation of God to humanity in Christ, which is the centre

of entire theology, is also the centre of psychology as well

as of dogmatics. Dogmatics have to do with analyzing and

systematizing the believing consciousness of this new relation

which rests on and in the Scripture. Psychology, on the con-

trary, has to do with the human soul, and forth from the soul,

right, which the critic in the Literar. Centralblatt, 1855, No. 45, refuses to

iu>, to speak of the Scriptures almost entirely as of one subject.
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with the constitution of human nature, which is the object and

subject of this new relation.

From this conception of our science which we are still as

ever convinced, resists the fiery trial of criticism we turn now

to the method of realizing it.

METHOD OF BIBLICAL PSYCHOLOGY.

SEC. III.

SINCE the Holy Scripture regards man not from the physio-

logic point of view of nature's laws, but everywhere as in

definite ethico-historical relations, we shall adopt the historical

mode, and prosecute the history of the soul from its eternal

antecedents to its everlasting ultimate destiny. Thus conceived

of, the matter of psychology divides itself into the following

seven heads : 1. Eternal Presuppositions. 2. Creation and

Propagation. 3. Fall. 4. Present Constitution. 5. Re-

generation. 6. Death and Intermediate State. 7. Resurrec-

tion and Perfection. Since psychology after this manner

proceeds from eternity, and passing through time turns back

again to eternity, there will not be wanting to it a completed

unity ; but the successful accomplishment of our task will de-

pend on our not losing sight in any wise of the distinction between

psychology and dogmatics. Our source is the Holy Scripture,
in union with empirical facts which have a biblical relation,

and require biblical examination. The Old and New Testament

concern us equally ; for the Old Testament, which is more

directed to the creation and nature, i.e. to the origin of things
and their external manifestation, gives us disclosures which the

New Testament at once takes for granted ; the New Testament,
on the other hand, affords us, on the ground of the incarnation

of the Son of God, far deeper and more accurate knowledge of

the nature of God, and of the ethical relations of man to the

invisible as to the visible world ; and, moreover, it is there that

we first learn to understand rightly the beginnings of man in

the light of the clearly and specially revealed last things. We
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must carefully consider this difference of the two Testaments,

and in general the gradation of the revelation
;
and we must

take pains to distinguish between what Scripture designedly

teaches, and what it adopts without close discussion, as the

psychologic view generally received in antiquity, or current

among the Semitic tribes, or become stereotyped in language,

in order to attribute to it its peculiar doctrinal value in ac-

cordance with its character of revelation. Finally, it is not

sufficient, by way of adducing proofs, to pick out individual texts

from Scripture ; but there is necessary, generally, inspection

and inquiry into the entire scope of Scripture, that we may not

fall back into the faults which made the ancient manner of

referring to Scripture proofs, un historical, one-sided, and frag-

mentary. Moreover, we must guard ourselves against the self-

deception of interpolating speculative thoughts suggested by

Scripture, or physiologic notices foreign to it, in Scripture itself.

To interpret into Scripture the circulation of the blood, or the

importance of the cerebral system to the activity of the soul,

would be just as foolish as to reject such new discoveries be-

cause no scriptural statements imply any reference to them. It

is the peculiarity of revelation to accommodate itself to the

degree of cultivation of every age, and to speak, not the language
of the school, but the language of life. This observation is just,

but it must not be pressed too far. It is incompatible with the

purpose of revelation to make use of an absolutely inadequate
means of representation, and incompatible with its truthfulness

to base itself upon false presumptions. How, for example,
could Gen. i. be a divine revelation, if the substance of what is

revealed were limited to the fact that the world is a created

work of divine power and wisdom, and if all the rest were mere

pageantry, not to be received by physical science ? a low view,
which has already been refuted in individual instances of im-

portance by physical science itself ! It is just the same with

the psychological presuppositions of Scripture. From the

standpoint of our present empirical knowledge they appear

unsatisfactory, because, as in the case of what Scripture says
on astronomical subjects, they are here or there only gathered
from the external form of the phenomenon ; but, never-

theless, they are not false : they only become so when the

form of the revelation, borrowed from the modes of repre-
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sentation and expression of daily life, is regarded as belonging
to its substance. Thus, for example, he who would reproach

the Scripture, that it always places the soul in immediate rela-

tion with the blood, and not with the nerves, would be just as

unjust as another would be foolish if he read in Scripture of

electricity, magnetism, and such like things, or perhaps of the

nervous fluid, abandoned as it is (I do not raise the question
how rightly) by modern physiology. Of all these things Scrip-

ture can say nothing, since the Holy Ghost speaks there with

a human tongue; and human representation and language had

not in those times any ideas and words for those things. But

we should deeply wrong the Scripture, if we thought that the

glory of its psychologic representations must grow paler and paler

in the daylight sunshine of the present day, and that biblical

psychology is perhaps such as the psychology of Homer nothing
but a fragment of the history of the training of the human

spirit, of only antiquarian value! Certainly, Scripture must

forego the honour of having anticipated physical research in

discoveries which have been made by sections and vivisections,

and all kinds of experiments on animal bodies
; but the honour

of Scripture consists in the fact, that it offers us a knowledge

just at that point where the knowledge of physical research

(which, without it, is more physiologic than psychologic) hope-

lessly fails, unless man's impulse of knowing allows itself to be

hushed up by idle promises of an undefined future. The path of

knowledge of experimental physical investigation advances from

without, inward, and has there before it a limit beyond which

it cannot now or ever pass. The mode of evidence of the

revelation, which gives itself to the internal experience, goes,

on the other hand, from within, outward, and has no other

bounds than those which it places to itself in accordance with

man's attainment in culture and need of salvation.
1 Natural

investigation, for example, can tell us most accurately how, by
means of a purely optical process, the forms of the outer world

1 " Where is the rule and the measure," cries to us, on the other hand,

Noack, in his Psyche, vol. iii. 1860, p. 330,
"
whereby this way of evi-

dence of the revelation which gives itself to the internal experience is to

be judged?" We answer: In the trial of its genuineness, which only the

real and genuine one can really undergo, and in the essential harmony of

the internal experiences of faithful Christians of all times and of all places.
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come in contact with the retina expanded on the background
of the eye ;

but here it must stop : it can go no further
;
for

how, by the further agency of the optic nerve and of the brain,

the image becomes a perception of this it can never tell us

anything. It is absolutely impossible to show how, by means of

the brain, irritation of the nerve of sensation is transformed into

perception; how thence into the thought-product of perceptions;

how thence into the self-consciousness that overrides and pene-
trates the entire physico-psychical mechanism. The final im-

pulses of the process of life, the Subject which, by means of

the nervous system, stands in reciprocal relation with the outer

world, and, as it were, superintends this telegraphic apparatus ;

the existence of the spiritual dignity and infinite perfectibility

which distinguishes man from the brute ; these are things of too

inward a character ever to be arrived at in the sensuous region
of firmly grasped physical investigation. Its method proceeds
from without inwards, and there strikes upon insurmountable

limits, which it is compelled to acknowledge, if it would not

fall into conceptions which by the laws and the necessity of

thought would lead ad absurdum. Divine revelation, on the

other hand, takes the reverse way : it begins at that which is

innermost in man the spirit ; expands itself thence over the

psychical life, and has no further interest in anatomizing the

marvellous edifice of the bodily organs of that life (although
the sacrificial worship promoted their study in brute bodies),

since for it this present corporeity, degraded to sin and death,

is a Karapyovfjievov. But as far as late experimental research

has actually revealed to us the secrets of human bodily life, its

results agree with the disclosures of Scripture about spirit and

soul, far removed from favouring a materialism which is

opposed to Scripture ; for, as a late opponent of the folly of the

materialistic view of the world has with only too much truth

observed, it is not the actual results of physical investigation,

but the hypotheses grafted on to them, and arrived at from

quite a different source, which imply the denial
1

of every

1 F. Fabri, in hia letters against materialism, 1856, and Evang. K. Z.

1857, col. 1069.
" Where the question is about the fundamental views of

a man, from which are built up his moral and spiritual views, there ia

primarily placed in the scale a factor which lies outside the domain of
'

strict demonstration,' viz. the will of man."
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nobler religious truth, and even of the substantiality and reality

of the spiritual altogether.

Our task reminds us not to leave unconsidered many of

those results attained by means of the dissecting knife and the

microscope ; for biblical psychology has not alone to bring out

the psychologic aspects of Scripture, but also to show, in the

face of later science, that, so far as they are well-founded

and fairly-balanced presumptions of the revelation of salvation,

there is due to them a continually better established claim to

subsistence and authority on our consciousness. In these

inevitable references to late physical science, and especially to

physiology, we shall make it our duty to use the strictest care ;

and we believe, therefore, that we have no occasion to fear lest

any one of the modern philosophers whom we shall name should

be able to point out to us that we have not understood him,

although he possibly might have to complain that we have not

applied what he has said, as he himself intended it. But are

we on that account to abstain from all references ? Scientific

theology has been lately admonished by a physical philosopher
1

for resting great hopes upon such rotten supports and in such

troubled waters as the results of natural inquiry. And with

reason. But neither has it any ground for entertaining great

apprehensions. The book of nature and the book of Scrip-

ture are precisely two books which from the beginning were

intended to be compared with one another. And if the student

of nature asks the theologian or himself as a Christian, How
readest thou? the theologian must also in return ask the stu-

dent of nature, How readest thou? The reciprocity of this

question has indeed almost ceased. It tends, however, to the

honour of theology, that its interest in the book of Scripture is

inseparable from its interest in the book of nature, just as it

adds discredit to the later physical science, that for the most

part it scarcely concerns itself about the book of Scripture, and

establishes a yawning gulf between the two divine records.

Theology cannot treat it in like manner, for the two books

have as their author the one God, from whom the science itself

is named. Therefore it cannot refrain from collating the two

books, and, moreover, the exegesis of the two books. And it

is this which is required in the nature of the problem itself,

1 Kud. Wagner, in Der Evang. K. Z. 1857, col. 367.
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in the field of biblical psychology. But if, in certain cases, a

palpable contradiction appears between the interpretation of

Scripture and that of nature, we shall be allowed to point out

that, for the present at least, the biblical representations are

not yet convicted of absurdity. With the materialism of our days,

however, we shall concern ourselves little. Biblical psychology

may remit the struggle against this barbarism to the empirical

and philosophical science. There are still many other forms

of vigorous opposition between the biblical manner of looking
at things and the modern consciousness, and these must impar-

tially be presented to us. On this account we shall certainly

here and there be constrained to adopt an apologetic tone. And
if we apply apologetically something of what has been said by
natural philosophers in such a way that what they have not abso-

lutely meant to say shall further the cause of Scripture, we are

sorry to give them this cause of complaint, and we console them

beforehand with the assurance that it shall not often happen.

For, for the most part, in our apologetic argument for the

Scripture, which is associated with the exegetic-historic argu-
ment from Scripture, we shall rely partly upon undoubted facts

of our own inward life, and partly upon well-attested facts of

psychical occurrence without us. In respect of the former, we
here upon the threshold make the avowal, that, in order to its

right treatment and understanding, biblical psychology pre-
sumes above all, that the student has personal experience of

that living energy of the word of God which is declared in

Heb. iv. 12 to divide asunder the inward man with the sharp-
.iess of a two-edged sword. Even that natural philosopher

1

just

referred to has not been ashamed to make the good confes-

sion :
"
Only he to whom it is given to apprehend the highest

mysteries of revealed religion in full subjective faith, will be

able with satisfaction to himself and to his age to philosophize

upon the natural phenomena of the life of the soul." Such
also is our conviction. That man only who in the way of

repentance and of faith in God has returned to himself, is

capable of any knowledge about himself which does not stop
short at the threshold, and indeed, according to the unalterable

law ex fide intellectus, is capable of a knowledge, genuine, rest-

ing on sufficient and reasonable grounds, and truly accurate.
1 Rud. Wagner, Der Kampfum die Seek, p. 112.
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Nevertheless, we are only here declaring the prerequisite of

any intelligent penetration of the material of biblical psychology,

and indeed we hereby desire to impress it chiefly upon ourselves

as a matter of serious warning. In reference, however, to the

well-attested facts of psychical occurrence external to us, there

has never perhaps been a time more favourable to biblical

psychology, as there has also never been a time that needed it

more than the present, which, in features that are constantly

becoming more manifest, earns the character of the last days.

For the spirit-world, good as well as evil, which for all times has

been the background of earthly events, is coming more and more

to the front in our times ; the end of the Christian era becoming,

according to a divine law in the formation of history, increas-

ingly like to its beginning. Powerful and awakening invasions

of good spirits into the psychical life of men on the one hand,

and on the other, all kinds of magic, even to the summoning up
of the dead, are becoming more and more frequent. We would

not be deaf to the preaching of repentance by the former pheno-

mena, nor blind to the pernicious power of the latter, in which

demoniacal influence and human quackery are adversely in-

volved. By throwing light from the word of God upon these

twofold phenomena, in order to draw from it the power of dis-

cerning of spirits as far as is attainable to every man, we are

satisfying an increasingly urgent necessity of the present day.

In the Holy Scripture we have the solution of these enigmas ;

but they are moreover a living commentary on the Scripture,

which we must not ignore, if we would not, to our everlasting

disgrace, neglect the consideration of the signs of the times.

Thus, then, for the second time, we tread anew the road of

inquiry, whose plan we thus projected. May God bless our

going out and our coming in ! Thanks, moreover, to all those

who have equipped us for this second pilgrimage by kindly

critical consideration of our first attempt. We acknowledge

good-will even in those who have not ignored our undertaking.

They will all find their names inscribed here as in a genealogical

table. They may all look on themselves as fellow-workers in

this second edition; for it is only by mutual assistance that

science makes progress. As it is said of the church, There are

many members, but one body ;
so it may be said of science,

There are many labourers, but one labour.
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GUIDE TO A TRUE PSYCHOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY,

TO BE GATHERED FROM THE SACRED WRITINGS.

ATTEMPTED BY GASP. BARTHOLINUS.

PROOEMIUM.

PHILOSOPHERS have taken credit to themselves, and have

almost triumphed in the course of many ages, in respect of

human comments upon the nature of the soul, its diversities

and faculties, and generally of dreams without sleep, and

shadow without substance ; closely written volumes having
been published on this argument, to the great damage not

only of paper, time, and labour, but also of truth.

As soon, however, as we consult the Spirit of God in His

oracles and in His most sacred records, it is very manifest that

the wisdom of the age has attained to little or nothing of the

truth. And how could it be otherwise in so sublime an argu-

ment, when those who are wise after the manner of men are

blind even to things which lie in their path and are obvious to

their senses, and who, as Scaliger says, lick the glass vessel,

but never touch the pottage? Wherefore, although in this

imbecility of our nature we neither can nor will promise an

exact and accurate ^rv^(p\o^iav^ yet we will contribute a

compendious introduction, with the hope of making the whole

matter more fruitful to others, and of affording both the occa-

sion and the subject for its discussion and elaboration.

The first foundation, then, of the true doctrine of the

human soul, appears as a sacred one in Gen. ii. 7, in these

words :
" Formavit Dominus Deus hominum pulverera de

22
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terra, et inspiravit in faciem ejus spiraculum vitarum, et fuit

homo in animam viventem."

Formavit, i.e. He constructed like a potter. Whence Job

(x. 9), "Remember that Thou hast made me as the clay;" and

Jer. xviii. 2, God is compared to the potter, and man to the

clay. The Hebrews will have the Hebrew word ^! written

with a double Jod, to signify the twofold formation, earthly
and heavenly; for the reason that below, ver. 19 in the same

chapter,
"1W is found in reference to the construction of other

animals with a single Jod, pointing to a single life, and that

not immortal.

Dominus Deus hominem pulverem. Not only out of the

dust of the earth, but man altogether was formed dust out of

the earth. For which reason below. Dust thou art (not only
" of dust"), and into dust shalt thou return.

De terra, or the mud of the earth.

Et inspiravit, i.e. He introduced breath with power. "Where

some persons are absurd who describe God anthropomorphically,
as having blown into Adam's nostrils like one with distended

cheeks, the breath or spirit, as if a particle of His own Spirit.

In faciem ejus. Thus the LXX. and Vulg. For in and

by his countenance, man is chiefly seen, and his various affec-

tions, as anger, joy, sadness, etc. Therefore, although the

inspiration was communicated to the whole body, yet that body
is characterized from the most noble and conspicuous part to

wit, the countenance. In other respects, in the largest signifi-

cation, aph and anaph mean that by which any kind of a thing
is beheld, what and what like it is, except when rpoTry, it is

taken for other things. Hence it is taken also for anger or

rage ; because chiefly this affection is manifest, and especially
in the face. Moreover, it is taken for the nostrils, by which

the face is largely characterized ; for an injury to the nose dis-

figures the entire face. Mercerus, therefore, takes needless

trouble to induce us to understand nostrils as the actual mean-

ing in this passage, since it cannot be denied that in many
places of Scripture this word implies the countenance.

Spiraculum vitarum, doubtless of more than one, and cer-

tainly of a twofold life, Heb. D s*n DDC^ (for neschama is the

same which in Greek is irvorj, breath, blowing, breathing, respi-

ration, and in construction nischmai), which two words placed
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conjointly Paul seems to repeat separately, Acts xvii. 25, where

he says that God gives to all &)?)z> KOI Trvor]V, i.e. life and breath.

Whence Forster, in his Lexicon, infers a distinction between

the natural man who eats, drinks, begets, etc., and the spiritual

and heavenly man regenerated by faith in Christ, who performs

spiritual actions, such as are knowledge of God, love and praise

and joy in God, such an one as shall be in perfection in life

eternal.

Et fuit homo in animam viventem. This is repeated in these

words in 1 Cor. xv. 45 :
" The first man Adam was made a

living soul."

And thus in that verse Moses impresses upon us all the

causes of man. The efficient cause, the Lord God; the matter,

earth
;
the form, the breath of lives ;

the object, that he might
become a living soul.

Then, in the way of foundation, are to be adduced what

things are said about the formation of man in God's image, in

or according to His likeness (Gen. i. 26, 27). Finally, to this

fundamental place is to be added what has been observed from

the concordances of the Hebrew Bibles, that the words '""JBO,

PM, and rrn are so different, that neschama is the efficient soul,

or the spirit with the idea of efficiency (although sometimes it is

put for nephesch) : nephesch is the spirit or soul, not simply, but

efficient in dust, or the soul efficient in respect of the subject
or the efficient subject (for which reason also it is sometimes

taken for a corpse, or a lifeless body, as Lev. xix. 28) : ruach

is efficiency itself, or energy, or the force and efficacy of power.

Wherefore, in the most sacred memorials, neschama and ruach

are attributed to God, but not nephesch.
From these three words in the holy writings, as if a priori,

the nature of the soul is aptly shown by the Spirit of God ;

that nature which the philosophers are compelled to investigate

only a posteriori; and thus, the foregone foundations being

given up to this point, we will approach the matter itself.

CHAP. I. That Vegetables are not animated or living, notwith-

standing the assertions of Philosophers.

Those things which philosophers call living things to wit,

endowed with a vegetating soul as they call it, as roots, plants,
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trees, etc. are not classed by God's Spirit among animate or

living things ; nay, they are absolutely distinguished and sepa-

rated from these (Gen. i. 30) ; and therefore we most correctly

say that herbs and trees are not animate or living. For the

more abundant confirmation of which assertion, I adduce other

passages of Genesis.

Gen. i. 24, the living soul is classified according to whatever

species the earth produces ; but herbs and trees are not enume-

rated, but cattle, reptiles, and beasts of the earth ; and there-

fore in ver. 30 the herb is distinguished from the living soul

by its being appointed for its food.

In Gen. vi.-ix. it is plain what things are said to have the

spirit of life, or are said to be living things, or a living animal.

For when God had determined to destroy every living soul that

was on the dry land, He comprehended nothing under this

designation except animals winged, and living on the earth

beasts, and men ; and these species He very often calls omnem
animam viventem, soil, in the dry land (vi. 7, vii. 22). Where-

fore the Hebrews never consider the vegetative life worthy of

being called by philosophers by the name of soul or life.

CHAP. n. Of the Senses.

The instruments and servants for the bodily, and, in like

manner, for the mental functions, are the senses. In brutes I

say they are for the purposes of nutrition ; in man correspond-

ingly they subserve the intellect.

CHAP. in. What Man is, and concerning his Origin.

Although philosophers accustomed to human speculations
do not speak with the Spirit of God, since they are left desti-

tute of suitable words in so sublime a matter, yet we most

rightly say, following the Spirit of God, that man is a soul,

that man is a spirit in the dust, etc. Thus also cattle, reptiles,

and beasts of the earth, are called living souls. But man is

called a soul, not by synecdoche, but by a scriptural phrase in

which nephesch is not a part of a man, but a spirit in the dust,

or the spirit of dust, i.e. man.

Besides, man is often called the world in the sacred writings,
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because he is, as it were, the nucleus of creatures (that which,

when it putrifies in the fruit, the rest also putrifies), and a

rwv /m0y/,aTG)z>, or chief of them all. Man especially is

and tcoa/jios, adorned and elaborated (and that not tropically or

figuratively only) by God.

But every KTUTIG has shone forth in God the Spirit, either

that they may become only entities, or at the same time living

entities, i.e. either entities potentially, or potentially living.

For the efficacy of the Spirit of God is sometimes one thing,

sometimes another, as some things may have received the spirit

by which they are, others that they may live. All things, how-

ever, were made by the spirit of His mouth, i.e. by speaking.
Hence being and living differ in the intensity of spirit, which

indeed is plain from the intensity of the letters in the Hebrew
words rpn and n^n,

mn and njn (conf. Ps. civ. 29 ; Job xii. 10 ;

Ezek. xviii. 4; Neh. ix. 6). Moreover, law and life have,

according to Forster's Annotations, a great affinity between

them.

Living things are divided, in respect of motion, into flying

things, creeping things, and walking things (Gen. vi. 19).

But a certain /trtcrt? shone forth in the embrace of love

in the moulded dust, to which, as there was its own face and

form (species) (whereby it is looked at, so to speak, or known),
the Lord, by the efficacy of His own Spirit, gave the spirit of

lives, and then man was made a living soul ; which peculiar

efficacy is in this /m'cret beyond the rest, that to them it is not

said that He breathed into them, although He made them by
His own Spirit, and gave them the spirit of life.

And how intimately it shone forth in God, Moses declares

(Gen. i. 26, 27), even into the very image of God with His

likeness, to wit, the airav^da^a and character of God giving
itself as an image, in whose close embrace it might obtain the

image of God Himself; that, as God Himself in His essence is

an act of light knowingly true, of love mightily willing, and of

the Holy living Spirit, so this /trtcrt?, in its essence mighty,

might exist in light knowingly true, in love mightily willing,

and in the Holy Spirit living.

Wherefore, as far as the spirit of lives is chiefly the spirit

of this KT/crt?, its proper potentiality is noted by the designation
of God's image; but as far as it is of bodily dust, it is described
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in words of fructifying and subduing. For the life of the

mental functions is to see God, ev ovpavols ; that of the bodily

functions is efoucrtafecr&w, etc., ev oucavpfvg*

Finally, we must observe that soul and spirit are sometimes

distinguished, as Heb. iv. 12 and elsewhere. For the soul is

so called in its natural powers ; but in so far as it is enlightened

by the light of the Holy Spirit, it is called spirit.

CHAP. iv. Of the Image of God in Man.

Thus man shone forth even in the image of God, which

before the fall was like, afterwards unlike. The likeness of

the image was, that his spirit beamed with love, or that it was

light, love, and spirit, as God is. After the fall the light indeed

remained, but unlike; the love remained, but unlike, etc. Thus
that likeness must be restored in holiness in regard of ourselves,

and in justice in regard of Xoyicr/jiov TOV 0eov. Before the

fall God shone forth in a fitting image, that man might reflect

God, which light was the life or the to live of man ; and this

life obtained from that light, that it might reflect God fittingly,

by which very thing man was eW/co?, and moreover ev&o/cifios

(who in himself was eV0eo?, and a partaker of the divine nature)
and eWo/Lto?. For he was a law unto himself, his own essential

conformity and perfection from within dictating to him what

God in other cases from without dictates and prescribes ; and
that life was in very deed the vision of God, while God was

shining forth in our spirit, and was thus being seen.

This light perished in the fall, and man died with death,
and thus became a'a/eo? and avopos. The fallen Adam indeed

retained his essence, and that a living one (Heb. ii. 14), but

dead in respect of the perfection of its position. Hence Adam
died. What life was left to him in life, was a dead life. And
we all received from Adam such a flesh : dead we are, cer-

tainly, born of dead flesh. Wherefore it is necessary that we
be transformed and daily assimilated to God, which assimila-

tion, in proportion as we realize, in that proportion we see

God ; and because man has lost the likeness of the image of

God, that is to be restored in Christ, in whom, as if in an

image, we are built, and in whom intimately made to shine

forth again, we have received elicova, from whom, I say, as if
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the head and beginning, the image of God Himself, the spirit

living, although in moulded dust, has subsisted.

For God's counsel remains one and constant, and is not

changed on account of the fall, scil. that we ought in \6y<p to

return elicova, and thus to be united to God in an eternal cove-

nant. That real change was made in the fall and by the fall,

that what we had before by nature is now conceded to us by

grace.

CHAP. V. What a-rda-is and virbcrraa-is are in Man.

Stasis is in its nature nothing else than that in which the

internal perfection of everything consists, and, moreover, that

by which the thing itself is made to stand perfect : it is the

internal status of the thing itself which the apostolic language

designates either by a simple expression crrdcrews (Heb. ix. 8),

or a compound one, whether wo-rda-eccs (2 Pet. iii. 5) or wro-

<JTao-6G)5 (Heb. i. 3, xi. 1).

Stasis and perfection, therefore, are one and the same thing,

in such a way, however, that perfection may be said to belong
to <7Tacrea>9, as that which is of stasis.

But craa-is and virbaTacrw are different, although they
sometimes concur in one. For mixed things, as this or that

plant, this or that brute, have their aTaaiv, but not vTroo-racrw,

because they have not yet attained to that ardoriv and TeXe/a>aw,

beyond which it is not permitted them to ascend. For a living

form, generally considered, is not restricted to the form of a

plant, but may ascend to a nobler grade. In God reXetWi? or

crracu? is called hypostasis, in whom all things are said to have

o-varacnv and <rrd<Tiv
9
not vTroo-raorw, man alone excepted, who

is next under God, or His o-rao-et, and in whom the image is

reflecting God; wherefore man is called both o-vo-raTos and

by reason of God, in whom all things have their

but vTroaraTos in himself, and in respect of our

inferior /cr/creo)?. Hence in this same airap^ TWV

VTrap&s and virbcrTacrw are different. For the rest of the

is vTrapicros and o-ucrraro? ; man, over and above, is

on account of reXeiaicnv, whereby he excels the inferior

Hence Christ, in respect of His human nature, is called, not
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,
but cru<7TaT09, although He had an ulterior per-

fection differently from us men. For the natural (JTCLCTI^ of

Christ, in which He was made like to us, is, that His human
nature should be equally perfect as ours; whence it has the

quality of being something, and not being reduced to nothing^
otherwise He would not have assumed perfect human nature.

But Christ in the divine crracn? is vTroararo^ which is a higher

0-raert9 and reXeiWt?, intimately in God, in whom it subsists in

the most internal manner ; whence His humanity obtains far

greater things than the privilege of not being reduced into

nothing. But because every essence consists of a threefold

<7Tacrt9 as there will elsewhere be an opportunity of saying

completing its reXeiwcrtz/, certainly also the human essence does

so, essentially considered in its universal amplitude. And

since, as regards the condition of matter when it is divisible,

the individual is divided into various parts, even the units are

called vTroarara or

CHAP. vi. Of t7ie Human Reason and its Acts.

Aoyos, or human reason, is that reXe/wo-i? and orders of

man, or of the human soul, by which, by its own internal

essential light, he can both receive, consider, and acknowledge,
and embrace, retain, and approve, whatever has any light to

shine by.

Therefore \oytrcol acts are excipere and amplexari. Some
call them intellectum and voluntatem.

But that essential light of human reason, in which it was

first established potentially efficacious by God, by that great

judgment of God, has even perished and become deprived of

its original perfection of brightly efficacious power, so that

there has remained to it only a certain spark of light. Where-
fore all men are exhibited by God's Spirit as rfj Biavola eV/co-

TLo-pevoi, (Eph. iv. 18), and in that respect are alienated from

the life of God by the ignorance that is in them.

Hence it is not sufficient for vividly embracing things, and

bringing them before one's self in the light, the things, indeed,

which refer to the life of God, and it plainly has no light left

by which they can shine forth to itself; but occult in perpetual

mysteries, secret and profound, they will be able to be revealed

c
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by no spirit but that of God Himself, to be expounded or to be

sought out by inquiry, concerning which thing we have spoken
in our orations concerning the use of the human reason in

divine mysteries.

CHAP. viz. Of the Twofold Life in Man.

Moreover, we have to determine how manifold that life is,

in such a way as that the number may not be needlessly great.

Some people ridiculously understand by many lives the two

openings of the nostrils. Others generally understand a three-

fold life vegetable, sentient, and rational. But we have

already shown above, that the vegetable is not anywhere called

a
life in the Holy Scriptures, but that rather the contrary is

suggested. Wherefore, since there is said to be in man the

breathing-place of many lives, it cannot be thought that they
are either other or more than corporis vita and mentis vita,

since nothing else in man can be said to live. That one spirit,

breathed into the dust from the earth, lives and pervades each

life for the safety of the body and the mind ; or, which is the

same thing, one living soul lives the life of either kind with

one spirit. But that the spirit of lives is also given to brutes

(Gen. vi. 17), is an objection which may be answered: (1)

That they have not neschama, but ruach chajim ; (2) That in

the same expression men are comprehended ; (3) That there is

in brutes also a certain other life than the merely nutritive,

yet not mental, but sensual, and in every one according to its

kind (comp. Prov. xxx. 25, vi. 6-8). The spirit of man is so

sublime, that in Prov. xx. 27, nischmat Adam is said to be the

light or lamp of Jehovah.

CHAP. vin. Of the Power of the Soul: in what way one,

or manifold.

Since, then, the essence of one soul is one, and if,
where the

essence is, the essence is potential, and that, moreover, in the

one potentiality essential to itself its essentially potential essence

is potential, and moreover one, its essentially one essential poten-

tiality is living, or actually able to live, with a twofold life. But

that the essence is created in which there is such a potential
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essence, is manifest because of existent creatures. It is one

thing elvai,) another thing drrjvat, : the former is to be ; oTao-t<?

is to be able, or potentiality. Whence, moreover, on human

ground, wise men concede that all created things, in respect to

God, are a potentiality. But in God ardo-i^ is an act, yea, it

is to act itself ; and when we speak of God, who gives orao-H/,

then o-rfjvai, also signifies to ordain, or to constitute. In order

that this may be better understood, we must know that of every
essence it is the essential condition to be prepared for action,

or acting, which, if it is not prepared for not acting, then that

essence is a mere act, or merely to act, because to act must

always be thought of in an act, so that it may not be called

potential in this sense that potentiality is opposed to act. But

if, moreover, it is essentially prepared for not acting, and thus

it is not a mere act, then it is understood and said to have a

potentiality to act, so that it is not less essential to it not to act

than to act, if the condition of the essence is turned to action ;

which potentiality of every essence, and, moreover, even of

human essence, is preserved and sustained by God in His

But that one essence, with a certain universality and generic

amplitude in proportion to the variety of objects around which

either life is occupied, is potential to perform actions distinct

in kind, although essentially participating in a generic com-

munity, as far as the actions are of an essence essentially poten-

tial, with its own only potentiality; which actions the one essence

of the soul and of either life controls.

Wherefore, although in itself the essential potentiality is

one in unity of essence, yet, in respect of its various effect in

various objects, potential in various manners and in distinct

actions, it is also invoked by distinct names ; so that sometimes

it is called the power of understanding, now of nourishing, of

increasing, of changing, etc., that essential communion of the

various actions in proportion to the variety of the objects mental

and corporeal remaining meanwhile in the essential potentiality,
as if with a general origin and general nomenclature, on account

of the condition of the common essence.

As mind and body, as far as they are to be vivified by the

power of the spirit of lives, are able to agree on many sides in

this respect in a certain general community, but in respect of
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the special condition of every one, to differ also on many sides;

thus also the destined objects of their life, and the actions of

the same objects for either life and ample community, agree,

and in special conditions differ. Whence, also, actions in either

life, and in respect of the community indeed, are like to one

another both in fact and in name, and for the special condition

of every one are different.

As mental life alone is truly human life, so the potentiality

which is called of the mental life in objects and actions is

primarily potential; secondarily, it subserves the objects and

actions of the bodily life. Hence, when in any action man or

human soul is set forth as powerful, it will principally bear the

appellation when around the mental life it is occupied in act ;

secondarily, when it serves the bodily life, unless in respect of

either the one or the other, whether of mind or of body, from

some special condition it is only peculiar to the other.

CHAP, ix. Of Death.

Death is the destruction of actions, or the defluxion (not

perishing and annihilation) of the perfection of every oTacreo)?,

as well of that wrhich is common to man with the brutes, as of

that in which he lives to God ;
and in respect of the latter, death

is sin : for as far as it is avo^ov it is called sin, as far as it is

dei/cov it is called death. For all sin is death, but not the

contrary. For death, as it is the privation of life by which we

externally live, is not considered as sin. Before the fall, God
communicated to man that he might be a vopos to himself; but

afterwards, because he became aet/co?, he became also avojjios ;

and it is called sin as far as man is dvo/jios. This interchange
of death and sin may be seen from Rom. v. 12, where it is said,
" All have sinned," only it is not intended to refer to actual

sin.

As soon as Adam fell, at that moment he began to die with

death, or to sicken to death
; for the potential essence was at

once cast down from its status on account of the threatening
uttered : In the day in which thou shalt eat of the forbidden

tree, morte morieris. Therefore the human soul is not only

mortal, but also most certainly dead, in a sense, not philo-

sophical, as if after death commonly so called it should
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survive, but sacred. For any one is called dead by reason of

the deficient image and Sofys TOV @eov, and of that vital image

by which any one is called living.

For this reason, as soon as man is born, he is in the same

position in which the fallen Adam was, as rightly said the poet,

although ignorantly : Nascentes morimur, etc. Man dies, I say,

daily ; that is, he is subject to successive waste and abolition

of his bodily actions, even to that sensible death, which death

in this life is common as well to the pious as to the impious.
But mental actions in the pious are renewed in this life gra-

dually by regeneration, by which actions the pious are perfected
in Christ and through Christ ; and moreover the soul is spiri-

tualized, until at length in the last day, joined with a spiritual

body (which was sown an animal body), it becomes one spirit

with God. In the wicked, neither is the soul spiritualized in

this life, nor the body in the last day : it will not be subtle,

agile, etc.
;
and although they rise again, yet they abide in that

death in which they were before they were buried. Thus, in

the Holy Scripture, resurrection of the dead is attributed to

them, but not resurrection from the dead.

But if you should ask whether Adam, if he had not fallen,

would not have been mortal also 1 I answer, To be mortal is

said of the power of dying, or of the necessity. Any one may
be in his essence prepared for the power of dying, and never-

theless of freeing himself from death. Because Adam was of

the dust, he certainly had the capacity of dying ; but if he had

wished, he had at the same time before the fall the perfection
of vindicating himself from death. But now, from the fall,

necessity of dying has taken hold upon him.

CHAP, x. Of the State of the Human Soul after Death.

When man dies by what is commonly called death, the soul

of the pious is carried into Abraham's bosom ; and where this

is, since Scripture says nothing on
it,

it is fit that we also

should be silent. It seems fitter to be said that the soul is at

rest, than that it is locally moved by deserting the body (as
the common people imagine), as a body from a body, since the

soul is a
spirit, not a body. Certainly, as in the good, every-

thing which is corruptible perishes and becomes spiritual ; in
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the wicked, that even that perishes and leaves the body which

hitherto was as if good, in respect to future evil. In the resur-

rection the wicked will not indeed be so well off as they have

been in the tomb ; although, moreover, they may feel horrible

sufferings immediately after death and burial, which before

they were not able to feel on account of this carnal life, in

which they were able in some measure to discharge bodily

functions.

What things may be objected to the matters brought

together in these few chapters, will be able to be solved from

the foundations laid in the procemium.

Mouiti meliora seguemwr.
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THE EVERLASTING POSTULATES.

A/ fooirrpov Iv etfaiyf&otTt. 1 COR. xiii. 12.





THE FALSE PKE-EXISTENCEu

SEC. I.

THE history of the soul, like all temporal history, has its begin-

ning and its ending in eternity. Not as though eternity itself

were like to time, and were related to temporal history in the

way of before and after in time. Eternity, indeed, is essentially

distinguished from time ; it is something else than temporal
endless duration : it cannot be conceived without getting rid

of the idea of time, although eternity is derived from cevum,

ceternitas = ceviternitciS) and, as a word from the language of

temporal existences, indicates by time that which is timeless,

as a lapse of ages (alcove? TWV alaivcov), veiled (D^iy from Dpy?
to

veil) both before and after, and thus illimitable.
1 Time is a

mode of existence, unfolding itself according to regular measure

and in regular progress, and arbitrarily limiting the existence

that dwells within it. Eternity, on the other hand, is no con-

tinuous line, but a constant point without dimensions, a centre

always the same of absolute contents, an absolutely present

noiv, which suffers no abatement by past and future, but which,
without being conditioned from without or limited in itself, is

ever expanded or contracted according to the limitless will

that rules therein (Ps. xc. 4
; 2 Pet. iii. 8). Nevertheless it is

possible to speak of an eternity a parte ante, and a parte post, in

so far as eternity is that which was before time, and that which

shall outlast time ; yet not as though the time that lies between

these extremes were a portion of eternity. Indivisibility is of

the essence of eternity. It not only was before time was, and

not only will be still when time is no more ; but even in the

midst of the current of time it is ever unchangeably existing.

1 Otherwise
ijpn, which, reverting to the fundamental meaning, to slide

noiselessly (Syr.), or probably to the root (Talm.), to conceal, imports the

imperceptibly-wasting temporal life, as such.

41
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Time proceeded forth from eternity, and goes back into eternity

again, but it also exists in eternity. The time-world is a globe

coming forth from eternity, and attracted by eternity, and per-

vaded by eternity, and is thus entirely suspended in eternity,

and enclosed by it; and its destination is to be altogether

received back into eternity, whether it be the positive eternity

of heaven or the negative eternity of hell.
1 This is the view

of Scripture from the first page to the last. For when it says

that all things are from God (ef auroO), that in God we live,

and move, and have our being ; that the things which are seen

are temporal (Trpocr/caipa), but the things which are not seen are

eternal (alcovia) ; that eternal life (fan) auovios) is attainable

even here, and that its manifestation only belongs to the future

state, it is therein asserting that eternity underlies the source

and the Being, and the future and the ultimate end of time.

It would be quite impossible for us to commence a study of

psychology with the everlasting postulates, if there were not

within time a self-evidence of eternity. But such a self-

evidence there is, and indeed a twofold one : we have it in

the Scripture, and in the inmost nature of our own soul. For

the word of God, which as such comes forth from the region of

the Everlasting, brings to us certain information upon what

everlastingly was, and is, and is to come ; and eternity is the

innermost core of every human heart, as the ancients declared

(Eccles. iii. 11): ceternitatem^ (D>yj"nx) indidit cordibus eorum.

In the inmost being of every man is a sanctuary of everlasting

being; wherein, in man's true craving for salvation, the ever-

lasting Godhead enters to make it His dwelling-place, fiovrj

(John xiv. 23).

It is, then, no over-bold beginning to take up the course of

our psychological investigation from eternity. Still we must

guard against too wide a grasp, such as Origen's, who regarded
1 "

Eternity," says my Elberfeld critic,
"

is a circle
;
the time-world a

horizontal line, which, however, is to be formed into a circle. Heaven wills

it, and so does hell." Another critic, on the other hand Noack, in his

Psyche, I.e. p. 336 finds " in the above apparent profundity nothing more
than the simple fact, that every finite event is generally only a part of that

which occurs and exists infinitely." But he who regards time as a segment
of eternity, has no correct conception either of time or of eternity.

2 LXX. :

"
Kect ye OVJ&TOLVTCC rov etluvce, ffaxt* h xctp^ia. etvrav." Eng.

version :
" He hath set the world in their heart." Tit.
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the earthly history of the human soul only as one epoch in an

historical series of changeful decay and restoration, extending
backwards and forwards into aeons

; and our temporal human

body as the place of repentance and purification for our spirit

exiled from a happier existence on account of committed sins.

That is the false notion of pre-existence usually associated with

the doctrine of the Metempsychosis, which, originating with

Pythagoras and Plato, gained currency not only in the Jewish

Alexandrianism and Essenism, but also in Pharisaism, in the

Talmud and the Cabbala.
1 This doctrine has even lately

been circulated as a most sublime revelation. Before man

appears on earth, it is said, he lived an immaterial life in a

spiritual world, where every one stays until his turn comes to

appear upon earth, and here to enter upon a life of probation

indispensable to him. Cahagnet relates of a person translated

in vision, that she wished to embrace in her arms a child in the

other world because it was so lovely, but she could not do so ;

and for this very reason, as it was told her, that this child had

not yet appeared upon earth, and on that account no earthly

spirit could come in contact with it.

Apart from the Metempsychosis, which is absurd, because

it annuls the distinction between the spirit of man and the

soul of the brute, in respect of which Augustine rightly says,
"Anima humana facta est ad imaginem Dei, non dabit irnagiriem

suam cani et porco," that doctrine of pre-existence which we
call the false one is not in itself repugnant to reason, as is seen

from the fact that Kant, Schelling, and among theologians
Jul. Miiller, have availed themselves of it, in order to transfer

the ultimate ground of the moral constitution of individual

men into a so-called factum intelligibile prior to time, (in contrast

with facium phenomenon,) and thence to explain the beginning
and root of sin in humanity. When Tertullian wittily observes

against Plato's proposition (in the Phcedo), that all

1 The Talmud teaches that the Messiah will not come till the souls in the

5)1:1,
i.e. the super-terrestrial abode of souls, have all together entered upon

earthly existence. Manasse ben Israel, in his work D^TJ HOBO (on the

immortality of the soul), declares it to be perfectly orthodox Jewish faith

that all souls were created within the limit of the six days' work. Upon
the Cabbala in this behalf, see Joel, Religions-philosophic der Sohar, pp.
107-109.
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is nothing else than avdfij^a-^,
" Plato scilicet solus in tanta

gentium silva in tanto sapientium prato idearum et oblitus et

recordatus est," his remark is more witty than true ;
for precisely

the same thought is found outside the range of the Hellenic

mind, in which, moreover, it is not limited to Plato
;
and when a

von Schubert says, in his Geschichte der Seele,
" In fact, I seem

often to recall to light in my soul a presentiment which I have

seen not with this my present, but with some other eye," it

is an experience of which assuredly others than he can speak.

But generally, the great principle frequently alleged against the

pre-existence in question (lately, for example, by Staudenmaier

in his Dogmatics), that man must needs have a distinct con-

sciousness of that pre-temporal condition in which he sinned

with freedom of will, is without any clear capability of proof.

For it is matter of experience, that conditions of a higher kind

through which the spirit of man consciously passes may be

buried in total forgetfulness as far as he is concerned in hia

present normal state, without justifying the conclusion that they
had not deeply impressed themselves on him ; and in the pre-

sumed case, probably, many reasons may suggest themselves in

the rectoral wisdom of God, why God should have sunk that

existence, already lived through in a previous state, into such

an unconsciousness for man.

Although, however, this doctrine of pre-existence is not in

itself absolutely absurd, it is nevertheless and this is sufficient

reason for biblical psychology to reject it absolutely contrary to

canonical Scripture ; only the platonically inspired apocryphal
book of Wisdom refers to it in the words

(viii. 19, 20), "For I

was a witty child, and had a good spirit. Yea, rather, being good

(just because I was good), I came into a body undefiled ;" and

Staudenmaier and others vainly seek to explain away,
1
in the

interest of their several creeds, the intimation of pre-existence
in this passage. For the rest, this doctrine is not exclusively
Alexandrian and Essenian (Jos. Bell. ii. 8, 11) : it is, moreover,
talmudic and cabbalistic. The Cabbalists refer to Eccles. xii. 7,
" The spirit returns to God who gave it." Origen infers a

moral destination of the embryo originating in a pre-existent

Btate (7rpov7rapj;is)j from the fact that Jacob and Esau, while

1

See, on the passage, Grimm in the Handbook to the Apocrypha of the

Old Testament.
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yet unborn, and prior to all earthly agency, are objects respec-

tively of divine love and hate (Rom. ix. 11-13) ;
as well as

from the fact that John, while still in the womb of Elisabeth,

leaped at the salutation of Mary (Luke i. 41).
" John the

Baptist," he says, enlarging on the interpretation of Mai. iii. 1,

" was an angel sent from God into the flesh, to bear witness ofO '

the Light." In his unrestrained allegorizing exegesis, it is

certainly easy to him to discover many other proofs of a dogma
which he regards a priori as established. Even the men of the

parable, who stand idle in the market-place, are in his view

souls not yet sent down into this present state. Only one of

his Scripture proofs is really striking, namely Jer. i. 5, where

Jehovah says to the youthful Jeremiah, when He calls him to

the prophetic office,
" Before I formed thee in the belly I knew

thee ;
and before thou earnest forth out of the womb I sancti-

fied thee, and I ordained thee a prophet unto the nations."

But our momentary surprise must at once yield to the recol-

lection, that Scripture knows no creation of man other than

that which comprises the body and the soul, which it records

in Gen. i. and ii. ; that it knows of no self-determination of a

human soul, which could have preceded the self-determination

of Adam, embracing as it did all human souls with it ; that

it traces back every moral destination under which man is

found, no further than to Adam, and to the connection with

our fathers and forefathers, by means of that procreation which

entails it. These three fundamental principles, occupying the

Scripture from beginning to end, substantially exclude the

false doctrine of pre-existence. But with what propriety do we

speak of the false doctrine? Is there, then, also a true one?

Decidedly there is. How else could Jehovah say to Jeremiah,

Priusquam te formarem in utero, novi te?
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THE TKUE PEE-EXISTENCE.

SEC. II.

ACCORDING to Scripture, there is a pre-existence of man,

although an ideal one ;
a pre-existence not only of man as

such, but also of the individual and of all ; a pre-existence not

only of the human soul, but of the entire man, and not merely

of the entire man in himself, but moreover of the individual,

and of all, in the totality of their constitution and their history;

a pre-existence in the divine knowledge, which precedes the

existence in each individual consciousness; a pre-existence, more-

over, in virtue of which man and humanity are not only a re-

motely future object of divine foresight, but a present object of

divine contemplation in the mirror of wisdom. For let it be said

at once, not only Philosophy and falsely boasted Gnosis, but

Scripture also, knows and speaks of a divine ideal-world, to which

the time-world is related as the historical realization of an eternal

fundamental design. That all which is realized in temporal

history exists from everlasting in God's sight as a spiritual

pattern, and therefore as an idea in God, is not only taught in

Plato, but also in the coherences of sacred history, of which Plato

knew nothing: Isaiah, for instance (xxii. 11, xxv. 1, xxxvii.

26, and throughout in chaps, xl.-lxvi.) ;
and the New Testa-

ment Scripture, which reveals the mystery in a way that was

yet unattainable to the Old Testament. There are, moreover,
two New Testament statements which even in form recall the

speculative Hellenic mode of expression. For when Paul (in

Rom. iv. 17) describes God as KaXwv ra firj ovra 009 6Wa, this

is in terms Philo's formula of God the creator, ra pr) ovra,

etcdXecrev et? TO elvai\ and although Paul, and Scripture in

general, are as far removed as heaven itself from teaching an

eternal I/XT;, a ^ ov in the Platonic sense, yet still Paul, no

less intentionally than Philo, says (where he expresses himself

punctiliously) pr) ovra, and not OVK ovra, on the ground that

that which comes forward into historical existence is not pre-

viously an absolute Nothing. Abraham, as the father of the

nations, becomes an everlasting subject of divine knowledge,
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and as such is a fivj 6V, waiting in readiness to come mto exist-

ence forthwith, as soon as the creative KdKeiv is uttered. The

other passage is Heb. xi. 3, where it is said that the world-system

in all its parts, ol al&ves, was created by God's word, els TO firj

e/c fyaivofjbevtov TO ^eiro^evov yeyovevai,. Here, also, the writer

purposely avoids saying ov/c ef ovr&v, as 2 Mace. vii. 28

(although this expression might have been justified, as in the

sense of creatio ex nihilo, by way of excluding the idea of eternity

of matter), but firj etc fyaivopsvav. All that was created by God's

word was, prior to that creation, a
fir) ^>aivo^kvov ; that is, some-

thing which was not yet brought forward into manifestation,

into temporal historical actuality. It existed only as a divine

idea. Even when
fjt,rj

is associated with yeyov&at) the meaning
is the same, for the contrast implied in addition is d\V e/c

vorjTwv ;
and these voyrd are the very eternal invisible exem-

plars, whence proceeded, as from their ideal source, by means

of the divine fiat, the visible reality. And faith is precisely

that which pierces through the phenomenal externality of the

world to this its supersensuous essential source, and to its

production therefrom by means of the purely spiritual power of

the divine creative word. Or could the author actually only
mean to say, that no sensible material was at the source of the

visible world ? The mode of expressing an assertion in itself

undoubtedly true, would be strangely chosen. The words them-

selves say, either that the visible did not proceed from that

which was sensuous (but spiritual), or else that it proceeded
from the supersensuous (spiritual). But what would be the

contrary of this sensuous, or what would this supersensuous be,

other than the thoughts of that world one day to come into

existence, thoughts formed and established by decree from

eternity, scil. the divine ideas? Thus, at least, that passage
was understood by Albertus Magnus of old, and in later times

by Staudenmaier, although the latter has made it the business

of his life to combat that which is unscriptural in Philo's doc-

trine of Ideas, and generally in that of the philosophers. But

we are not at- all in need of these two texts. What they

declare, as we understand it, is as we shall now proceed to

show, in order to draw therefrom psychological conclusions

the fundamental view of the entire Scripture.

We perceive and acknowledge on scriptural ground, (1)
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that the idea of man as such is an eternal idea of God ;
for when

Elohim says (Gen. i. 26),
" Let us make man in our image, after

our likeness," that is no decision come to in time, but only the

revelation of an eternal purpose : for the whole six days' work

was a priori intended to concentrate itself finally on the man,
and the man as such was thus the substance of God's eternal plan
even before the beginning of the temporal carrying into effect

of this plan. What is true generally of the entire agency of God
in time (Acts xv. 18), yvao-rbv anr atwz/o? rw icvpiw TO epyov

avrov, is true especially in reference to man, the great object
of the creative work. But (2) not only was man, as such, an

integral element of the divine plan : moreover, every individual,

in the totality of his nature and of his life's history, was a sub-

ject of eternal divine knowledge, and on that account also of

eternal divine will, as says the Psalmist (cxxxix. 16),
" Thine

eyes did see me as embryo, yet being imperfect ; and in Thy
book were they all written, the days which were still to be

fashioned,
1 when as yet there was none of them," for which the

Keri reads,
" and His (God's) is every one of them," i.e.

" He
had eternally in His sight every one of these days before it came

into being." What the Psalmist here acknowledges, Jehovah

says Himself in another place to Jeremiah,
" Before" (D^tpa,

properly, in the time when it was still to be expected that)
" I

formed thee in the womb, I knew thee ;" whereby it is not only
said that from the beginning Jehovah knew of the person of

Jeremiah, but since, in accordance with the just observation of

the ancients, the word VT usually indicates a nosse cum effectu

et a/ectu, that He chose this Jeremiah from everlasting for the

prophetic office (comp. Gal. i. 15), into which He now calls the

man who is manifested on the stage of temporal history. But

still more than this, (3) the Scripture says to all who believe

in Christ that God has pre-appointed and foreseen them irpo

KaTa/3o\fi<; Kocrpov to the relation of children in which they
stand (Eph. i. 4 ;

1 Pet. i. 2 et seq.) ; that the calling, justifica-

tion, and glorification, by means of which He leads them from

1
Or, moreover,

" The days already formed, and while still there was

none of them" (that is to say, actually manifested). At all events, IV
has the same meaning as in Isa. xxii. 11, xxxvii. 26, and elsewhere,

what is realized in time exists already long before as a spiritual type, i.e.

an idea in God.
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temporal foretaste to eternal enjoyment of blessedness, was

preceded by an eternal Trpoyvwvai, and Trpooplcrai (Rom. viii.

28-30) ; that all the grace which they experience is only the

<f)avepco(n<;
of a grace bestowed upon them according to a divine

purpose of love in Christ TT/OO xpovcav alwviayv (2 Tim. i. 9) ;

that all who are faithful here below are ordained, Teray/jLevoi,

to eternal life (Acts xiii. 48, where the participle passive, ac-

cording to the Hellenistic usus loquendi, e.g. Jer. xviii. 16, 2

Kings x. 27, LXX., can be understood in no other way), and

assuredly from everlasting; for only those escape condemnation

whose names have been written OTTO KaraftoXrjs aocrpov in the

Lamb's book of life (Apoc. xiii. 8, xvii. 8 ; comp. Isa. iv. 3).

Thus what is there spoken of Jeremiah in reference to his

office, is true of all believers in reference to their standing in

grace. And it is true not only of the church of believers in

Christ in its entirety, but of every one of its individual members.

All these, with their future temporal relation, were everlastingly

present to the knowledge of God, and were the object of His

election, of His predestination, and briefly of His special loving

purpose. We say of His special loving purpose, because there

is also in Scripture a frequent and earnest testimony to a

general purpose of love, in virtue of which He desires the happi-
ness of all men, without exception ; and this general purpose
of love, not less eternal than the other, is the presupposition
or postulate of that special one. But the particularizing of the

general purpose of love has its reason in the fact that God
does not merely contemplate men as such, but in their entire

future moral destination, although this divine foreknowledge
of their future actual use of freedom is to us absolutely in-

conceivable.
1

Scripture, however, expressly affirms this fore-

knowledge, as indeed the idea of God in itself requires it. For

that very reason the election has a non-election as its reverse

side. The godless and unbelieving are not only thus spoken

of, whose names are not inscribed from the foundation of

the world in the book of life of the Lamb slain (Apoc. xiii.

1 When v. Hofmann, in the Scliriftbeweis, i. 218, 257 (compare also

MecTcUnburgisches Kirclienblatt, 1845, iii. S. 209), says that the eternal

will of God operates not on individual men, or of men as individuals, but

on man and manhood, the distinction between a general and a particular

will of God is thereby denied, but in my opinion wrongly.
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8) ; Scripture does not hesitate also to say positively that they
are appointed to condemnation, a/cevr) opyrjs Kar^pna-^eva et?

d7ra)\eiav (Rom. ix. 22) ; still not in the sense of a purely

arbitrary prcedestinatio duplex, but in the sense that God has

men everlastingly before Him, in the entire future actuality of

their self-determination ; and in conformity with
it, yea, accord-

ing as He finds them in Christ, or out of Christ, and adverse to

Christ, He includes them in His love or in His wrath ; and

thus they minister to the future history of His glorification as

vessels of mercy or of wrath in His household, an everlasting

TrpoeTOLjjbd^eiv and /carapr/feti/, which is so far absolutely free,

as it precedes all temporal self-determination of man, but still,

moreover, not absolutely unconditioned, since it has as its object

the foreseen man, not in the position of indifference, but in

the condition arising out of his entire self-determination. For

the everlasting general purpose of love in God embraces even

the godless and unbelieving ; nay, it embraces humanity fore-

seen to be sinful, as humanity. God the Father loves humanity
from everlasting in His Son, or, as Scripture almost everywhere

expresses it,
in Christ. For (4) the eternal Son of God may

rightly be called Jesus Christ in His relation to the future

humanity, because the fact of the incarnation happening in time

is for God an eternally present fact. In this sense Scripture

speaks of a grace bestowed on us in Christ Jesus Trpo %poiwv
al(DVLO)v (2 Tim. i. 9), and names the New Testament work

of redemption the aTro/cakv^jns and ^avepcoai^ of a mystery

existing from eternity, but hidden and kept secret (Rom. xvi.

25 ; Col. i. 26). It is thus an eternal event brought about by
the reciprocally acting energy of the Father and of the Son,
that the Son placed Himself to humanity while yet future, but

eternally present to the Godhead, in a relation which was that

of a covering ("IB?) for its sins
;
so that, instead of being an

object of the wrath of the Father, it is the object of His love,

in that He looks upon it no otherwise than in Him, the Be-

loved. There appertains as well to humanity and to men as to

the man Jesus Christ, an absolute pre-existence, which, although
an ideal one, is still so real and genuine, that Scripture refers

all temporal events in the whole and in the individual to that

everlasting root.

It has been objected to me, that, strictly speaking, pre-
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existence is not the true conception, since in the view of God
the ideal-world is an eternal object of contemplation ; conse-

quently the existences that pass thence into history cannot by

possibility leave this ideal-world or vanish therefrom. In such

a case there is thus obtained a double-world, the drama of his-

tory is twice represented, and the fear occurs to one that the

divine government may be only concerned with that upper
world which is thus repeated and played over again here below ;

so that in our life we become detached from the heart of God,
since He strictly is only interested in the ideal-world. These

objections concern the Scripture itself, which neither regards
the history of this world pantheistically as a constituent part of

the divine proceeding itself, and as a segment of the infinity

within which it is developed ; nor as here and there the modern

Theism does does it teach a self-limitation of the divine omni-

science, lest the creative freedom should become a mere illusion.

Scripture acknowledges a supra-mundane God exalted above

the world which began in time, who from everlasting willed

the world, and, in creative effectuation of this will, realized

the world in time ; a God whose eternal omniscience com-

prehends not alone that which is general, but also that

which is most special of this world, thus eternally willed and

temporally to be made actual ; and not alone surveyed all the

possibilities arising out of the use of freedom by the per-
sonal Beings to be created, but, moreover, looked through the

future realization of this Free-being, even into its most in-

dividual and secret nature ; a God who, in virtue of this all-

comprehending and all-penetrating knowledge, exercising that

formative power over the mundane relations which appertained
to Him, without qualifying the freedom of the creature, moulded
this eternally willed future world into a whole, issuing forth for

the triumph of His love comprehended into a unity in Christ

(Eph. i. 10) the everlasting Son prepared for incarnation.

It is just this whole that we call the ideal-world. Pre-exist-

ence is a conception rightly applied to it, because the decreed

purpose is prior to its actualization ; the salvation which

comes into historical manifestation was already determined irpo

tcaTa{3o\f]<; KOO-/JLOV (Eph. i. 4), and even in some measure pro-
mised Trpo xpovwv aiwviwv (Tit. i. 2) and granted (2 Tim. i. 9),

to wit in Christ, the eternally beloved, who stands in the pre-
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sence of the omniscience of everlasting love as the reconciler

of the world (1 Pet. i. 20). Scripture is so little afraid of thus

detaching us from the heart of God, that it rather reveals to us

by this means how dear we are eternally to the heart of God.

And assuredly we need not fear that our temporal history will

thus become only a docetic reflection of that eternally ideal

tissue of events. The realization of that which has been

eternally known does not indeed happen below the sphere of

God's care : it is a self-movement of God Himself, even to

the depth of His heart. Every stage of history which absorbs

into realization the ideality of that which has been decreed,

is sympathetically experienced by God. And say we with

Dorner
1

although God's agency is eternally decreed, as His

knowledge of the present does not begin with to-day, yet the

moment of that living effectual interference, which even for

God is something more than the mere purpose, does not arise

until the occurrence in every case of the actual present. Thus

God Himself does not pass through the ideal that is everlastingly

present to Him in His counsel historically, until the world does,

and He interweaves into it His agency according to that purpose,
and now also with corresponding meaning and motive, as on

the other hand, in the divine counsel the moments of realization

are inwoven into the world of His thoughts of love.

Thus we come back to the point whence we started, that

there actually is, according to Scripture, an ideal-world, and

indeed such an one as that of which the Son of God made
Himself the centre by virtue of His incarnation ideal in like

manner. The mistake of all speculation, which, though pan-

theistic, has still claimed to be biblical, consists in having iden-

tified this eternal ideal-world with the eternal Son or Logos.
But there is an infinite distinction between the two. The Son
is God of God, the essential image of the Father veiling Him-

1 See the beautiful argument in the Jahrbb. fur Deutsche Theologie,

1858, pp. 592-605. Elsewhere, Stahl, Die Luth. Kirche und die Union,

1859, p. 226 :

" Our life is pre-existent in the sight of God, that is, it

appears, according to His point of view of eternity, not as subsequent to

His decrees, but as contemporaneously with them." According to this,

the conception of an seternitas a parte ante would be unjustifiable. But it

results necessarily from the creation beginning in time, as we said in sec. i.

The life of God historically involved in the world, is to be distinguished
from His eternal life.
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self with His nature; but the Ideal-world is an epitome

existing indeed in eternity, but yet not by its nature in-

finite of divine mental images of finite beings and their

history: for since God knows Himself from eternity, He
knows Himself moreover from eternity as the possible ground
of a world which is not Himself ; and the Ideal-world is just

the thought apprehended and shaped forth of this possible

Other-world, which is not God. 1 Therefore also Scripture

calls this Ideal-world nowhere vlbs or XOYO?, but no3n, ao<f)ia.

For Scripture knows the Wisdom not only as an attribute of

God the only and all-wise (Rom. xvi. 27) ; but, moreover, as

the objective eternal reflection in God of the world-plan, dis-

tinguishing this wisdom in the fundamental design (sapientia

sciagraphica) unmistakeably from that attributive wisdom.

When it is said by Job, at the conclusion of the twenty-eighth

chapter, that God, when He made a decree for the rain, and a

way for the lightning of the thunder, beheld wisdom, and

declared it
; He prepared it, yea, and searched it out, and said

unto man, "Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom," etc.;

the meaning is, that God in the creation of the world took for

an object the wisdom remote from man, by its pattern formed

the world, and gave to man the fear of God for the law, by

conforming to which he has his appointed portion in wisdom.

The wisdom that is attainable to man is even here plainly dis-

tinguished from the wisdom which alone is known to God, and

by which He brings the creatures into being, ordaining to

every one a relative portion therein. Thus Prov. viii. 22-31,
where the knowledge of this eternal wisdom is still further

advanced. It is here personified, and declares of itself that

God brought it forth before all creatures, as the first-fruits of

His way of revelation, and in the beginning anointed it as a

queen ;
that when He created the world, it was partaking in

that work
;
and as from everlasting, so always, it is God's plea-

sure, and it rejoiced always before Him. That here the wisdom

is not meant only as an attribute, but that an everlasting essen-

tially divine fact is announced, the ancients probably perceived:

their mistake was only in taking generally the birth of the

Logos to be this fact. It is not the person of the Logos which

1 See Dorner, in the Jahrbb. fur Deutsche Theologie, 1856, pp. 369-372,

whereby the above will be understood.
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here proclaims its origin from God, but the Wisdom which is

impersonal, and nevertheless existing still for itself, which is the

eternal reflection of the world-plan of the Godhead ; eo-oirrpov

aK7J\,t$(t)Tov TT}? rov Seov evepyelas, as the book of Wisdom

beautifully and pertinently says: for the Greek apocryphal

writers, and generally the Alexandrian school, have prosecuted
this knowledge offered to them by the Scripture more deeply,
and yet not even they without confusing a-ofyia and \6yos ; for

it was not till the incarnation of the Logos in Jesus Christ

that this mystery was cleared up, and the error of such avoided.

On the ground of such disclosures, we say (5) that man and

humanity are an everlastingly present object of divine contem-

plation in the mirror of Wisdom. The apostolic word assures us

of this, in saying (Eph. iii. 10, 11), that for the angelic powers
of heaven is made known in the earthly church rj 7roXv7ro//aA,o?

(T0(j)la TOV eov' Kara irpoOea-w TWV alcavitov, $)v 7rolr}<rev ev

XpiVTto 'lyo-ov TO) Kvpup r^Lwv. For that in this divine wisdom,
which on account of the riches of its contents (comp. Rom.
xi. 33) the apostle calls 7roXt>7ro//aXo9, not only the creation in

time, but also the redemption in time, has an eternal ideal

objectivity before God, we need not, after what has been said

above, be at any further pains to prove.
We have now pointed out in what scriptural sense a pre-

existence assuredly belongs to humanity, and to every individual

of it. The whole history of time, with all the beings that enter

upon it, and their development from the beginning to the end, in

which divine providence and creative freedom so marvellously
weave into one another, is present from eternity before God, and

that in so concrete, although ideal, an objectivity, that even from

eternity the Son of God has given Himself to be the centre of

this history. As the Christ He is the centre of this objective

eternal wisdom ; and it is called with reason the mother of all

things, for it bears them all before they exist, even every human

soul, in its womb. It stands indeed below the Son, for with-

out the Son the Father would not be Father ; but it is an

image of the Tri-personal purpose of love, and the Trinity

would without it be what it essentially is. Nevertheless,

although not the representation of the divine nature in such a

way as to be of the same nature with it, it is still in its manner

an image of God, and man is even called before other creatures
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the likeness of God. We must thus seek to have a clear

understanding of how far the Trinity itself is the original type
which comes to representative manifestation in that wisdom,

and especially in man, in order that we may understand the

nature of man.

THE DIVINE ARCHETYPE.

SEC. III.

IN order to apprehend the nature of the ideal -world, the

nature of the world of the actual, and especially the nature of

the human soul, it is first of all essential to apprehend the

nature of God, so far as it is yvwcrTov, i.e. so far as it is per-

mitted us to apprehend it, on the one hand in Scripture, on the

other hand in the creatures themselves ; for not Scripture alone,

but, moreover, the works of God existing from the foundation

of the world, reveal to us far more than the one simple truth that

God is. In them is perceived by speculative thought (yoelv), as

the apostle to the Romans says (i. 20), God's invisible nature,

or, according to the still more significant Greek expression, ra

aopara avrov. Such a knowledge of God as presents itself to

us in the mirror of God's word and in the mirror of the creatures

is not the problem of psychology, but it is one of its most in-

dispensable elements. Before advancing, therefore, from the

eternal conditions which are assumed to precede the actuality

of man, to the creative beginnings of that actuality, we must

represent to ourselves the aopara of God, as they have been

disclosed on scriptural ground to the general consciousness of

the church, and thence, further, to sacred investigation of a

profounder character. And here we say (1) to the catholic

dogma of the Trinity, a sincere, unreserved, hearty yea and

arnen. The Godhead is one in three persons a threefold self-

consciousness in indissoluble and co-eternal unity of nature.

God, moreover, is the Triune, irrespectively of the thought of

creation, and irrespectively of the thought of redemption ; for

both the one and the other have their origin, not in the neces-
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sity of divine Being, but in the freedom of divine Life : even

without them God would be what He is in the manner essential

to His nature. Moreover, we do not conceive that, while there

is in fact a Trinity immanent in the Divine Essence, Scripture
nevertheless only speaks of it oeconomically, i.e. in reference to

its relation to creation and redemption, as Urlsperger
1
and,

lately, Hofm&nn have taught. The Scripture passages con-

cerning it have their purpose in the history of salvation; but

this purpose is not the limit of what they contain : there are

texts of a super-historical and metaphysical character, pointing
to the final causes of the history of salvation to the eternal

design of God in the entrance of the Godhead into the field of

history. Behind the loving counsel of God, which embraced

the creation and redemption, Scripture leaves no unknown and

unnamed a; ; but it is just the Trinity of God which is the

background, the most remote of all and ever the same, of that

counsel of love which it discloses to us. God is the Triune not

only irrespectively of that counsel of love, which pertains to

the substance of His free absolute life : He is so also irrespec-

tively of His eternal essential manifestation, and irrespectively
of His historical free revelation. What we mean by this, will

soon be made plain : we have in the first place to show that

the Trinity is the eternally disclosed divine nature itself, not

merely a sundering of it adopted for the purpose of the revela-

tion of redemption.

But, nevertheless, we reject all apprehensions of the essen-

tial nature of the eternal procession which are irreconcilable

with the historical revelation of the Triune. Of this kind is

the erroneous notion that God becom.es conscious to Himself of

Himself in the development of Himself in the triune relation.

If the Son is o \6yos, the Father is o \ejcov ;
and is \eyei,v pos-

sible without conscious thought ? And if the Logos is o vib%

the Father is o */evvu>v ; and is yevvav possible without conscious

will 1 Certainly God is Trvevpa, and for that very reason He
is the most absolute antithesis of every blind proceeding of

natural necessity. If we get rid of the idea of the Trinity of

1 See Thomasius, Dogm. i. 487-491. Ph, Matth. Halm says on the

subject in a letter (Suddeutsche Originalien, published by Earth, Pt. iv.

p. 28),
"

I do not find Urlsperger's doctrine of the Trinity, as he describes

it, in the Bible."
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the divine nature, yet there is still infinitely conscious will,

which clings to our conception. It is only an abstraction
;
but

still it is justifiable, in order to enable us to perceive the fact

that God is not infinitely conscious will for the first time at the

conclusion of the procession of the Trinity, but that He already
was so at the commencement and in the midst of that procession.

But no otherwise than in this procession is He absolute Life

living itself forth. The conscious will of the Father, itself stimu-o /

lating itself, finds its satisfaction only in comprehending itself

in the exactly counterpart conscious will of the Son; and while

the latter lovingly turns back to the former as to the bosom of

its origin, and the mutual operation of both is diffused as if by

breathing itself forth, there arises a third conscious will, which

concludes the unfolding of the nature of the Godhead that

of the Holy Spirit. Or, to speak in the words of the ancients :

" Sicut dum Pater se ipsum in essentia sua contemplatur, ver-

bum mentis exprimit et sic Filium generat : ita dum Pater et

Filius se in imitate essentia? diligunt, affectus voluntatis, qui
est utriusque amor, simul ab utroque exprimitur sicque Spiritus

Sanctus producitur."

In these three facts of inexpressibly rich significance, sub-

sists God's eternally disclosed blessed life of love. And its

relations are not such that the Father may beget the Son, and

the Holy Ghost proceed from both, or not ; but without Son
and Spirit the Father would not be God, and without this

threefold substance the Godhead would not be the Light, and

the Love, and the Life.
1

Moreover, its relations are not such

that the Father at any time might be without the Son, and

both without the Spirit ; and neither are they such, that the

Son could at any time be so begotten of the Father, as that

He should be begotten of Him no more ; nor that the Spirit
should at any time have proceeded from both, so as that it

should proceed no more ; but these are everlasting facts which,
if eternity be conceived of as a duration without beginning or

1 Thus also Philippi, Glaubenslehre, ii. 123. The Father requires to his

subsistence existing by itself as Father the Son, not less in order to be a

Father, than the Son in His subsistence conditioned through the Father,
as a Son, needs the Father in order to be a Son : the nature of the God-
head itself consists from eternity only in these Three.
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end, are apprehended as in ever-during becoming, and never-

theless are still absolutely completed in every moment of

eternity.
" Nee Deus pater ita generat," say our dogmatists

in the words of Gregory of Nazianzen,
" ut nonduin perfecte

generarit, neque ita generavit Filium ut generare desierit."

And in a similar sense they call the processio Spiritus Sancti,

ceterna et pernianens. It is a process of everlasting becoming
without resting, and yet, moreover, of everlasting completion

without deficiency ; and although the Godhead is not the

product of this procession, yet its Being subsists in the three-

fold producing of this procession. It is exactly this interaction

of being and becoming which is the life of the Godhead.

But this Life of God, thus completed and hidden in itself,

according to which He, the Triune, is irvev^a^ has it not at all

been manifested as in the presence of itself ? Or, in other and

plainer words, is there not in God, prior to all creation, an

analogue of that which in the region of creation we call the

appearance inseparable from all being, the external corre-

sponding to the internal of the nature, its form, or even

its earliest sphere of action ? This question, as will soon

appear, is of the greatest psychological importance ; and al-

though no sufficient answer is furnished us either in eccle-

siastical dogma or in dogmatic philosophy hitherto, although
the subject itself has at least once been freely treated, namely
in the controversy of the Hesychasts,

1

yet we think, with-

out opposing ourselves to the general consciousness of the

church,
2
that we may say (2) that there is certainly an analogue

of the relation of phenomenon to Being, or of the external to

the internal in God ; to wit, an everlasting glory, which from

everlasting God has framed forth from the natural ground of

His personality, for the heaven of His dwelling-place, and for

the body of light of His spiritual nature, and for the sphere
of His essential divine agency, a glory which is not as yet a

free self-revelation of God designed for the creature, but is

first of all the everlasting radiation of His essential perfection,

and which, without itself being personal, has its source of

origination in the three persons of the Godhead, whose com-

1 See the art.
"
Hesychasts," by Gass, in Herzog's Real Encyclopaedic.

2 Least of all to Luther himself, who in reference to this says,
" The

ore lies still half in the mine." See Thomasius, Doym. i. 78.
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bined reflection it is, eternally caused by the Father, eternally

mediated by the Son, and eternally effectuated by the Holy
Ghost. To the question, Where, then, was God before the

creation of the world f our forefathers had the pertinent reply,

God was in being. He was in His essence. And our dog-

matists distinguish from the gloria externa of God, which has

become manifest in time, an everlasting gloria interna ; and

from the created coslum angelorum an uncreated ccelum Dei;

whereof they say,
" Coelum Dei majestaticum nullis limitibus

circumscribi potest, estque nihil aliud quam seterna et infinita

Dei gloria et majestas, quam Deus in se habuit ab seterno et

in seternum habiturus est."
1 With reference to passages where

K8

T
OC ;

, ovpavos, appears as God's name (Dan. iv. 23, Luke xv. 18,

comp. Matt. xxi. 25, John iii. 13), they say, hoc coslum est ipse

Deus.
2 And this cannot be far from the true account of the

matter, for the God of heaven swears (Deut. xxxii. 40) with

hand uplifted to heaven : in which passage an old interpreter

explains ad ccelum by ad se ipsum? But we must go further,

and say with more accuracy, this Heaven is the manifestation

of the nature of God the Triune a manifestation everlasting,

infinite, immaterial ; and God is called " the Heaven," as He
also is named "the name, DSfa" (Deut. xxviii. 58, comp. Isa.

xxx. 27), for the name is the expression of the nature. The
truth of the matter is this : As God, the absolute personality,
is Himself absolutely revealed to Himself Himself absolutely

present to Himself (sibi prcesentissimus) personality, indeed,

is presence to one's self ; so also, according to Scripture

(without entering more closely into the metaphysical grounds
of the question), there is an eternally glorious manifestation of

the nature of the Godhead, which is and has itself absolutely

present to itself. As in every nature there are distinguished
an internal and an external, so also, apart from its relation to

the world, are there in the nature of all natures. That which

within the kingdom of creation we call appearance, externality,

visibility, form, corporeity, is not without its archetype in the

Divine Essence. We are not philosophizing a priori, but are

forming a conception according to what is revealed in Scripture.

1 Thus Quenstedt, in his Systema Theologicum, T. i. c. 624.
2 The same, c. 626.
9
Raschi,
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There is an eternal 1133, in which the HB") of God, i.e. the

entire fulness of His good and holy nature, becomes apparent
in the way of manifestation.

1 The outward expression of the

highest goodness can only be the highest beauty ; but "
beauty"

is too trivial a form of speech for the Holy Scripture to use

immediately of God: 2
it calls the manifestation of God's

nature "
Glory," and invokes every mode of expression to

denote this inexpressibly great glory. The most usual appella-
tions are *N33 and S6%a. The former indicates the glory, with

reference to the impression produced by it, as weighty and

majestic (comp. ftapos Sof^?, 2 Cor. iv. 17) : the latter, a con-

ception akin to eitcwv (1 Cor. xi. 7); if it be derived from Soxeiv,

in the sense of fyaiveaOai, suggests the appearance, especially

that appearance
3 which is the expression of that which is pre-

eminently excellent. Ao%a is the glorious appearance of the

absolutely holy nature of God. More exactly defined, this glory
is that which He had Trpb Travrbs rov alwvos, prior to time,

and therefore everlastingly (Jude ver. 25) ; the Light, N"jin: y

which dwells with God (Dan. ii. 22), or God is called the

blessed and only immortal King, who from everlasting dwelleth

in this Light : <9 OLKWV aTrpocriTov, ov elSev ovftels dvOpwircov
ov8e ISeiv Bvvarac (1 Tim. vi. 16). It is thus Dip, the place or

sphere of the essentially divine self-life, whence proceeds God's

mundane agency (Mic. i. 3 ; Isa. xxvi. 21), and His glorious

self-demonstration in the face of heaven and earth (Ezek. iii.

12, comp. 1 Chron. xvi. 27), and whither He withdraws Him-
self from those who harden themselves in scornful thanklessness

against His love (Hos. v. 15).

Scripture is not even afraid of prejudicing the exaltation of

1
Kahnis, in his Diatribe de Angela Domini, 1858, translates Ex. xxxiii.

19, omnis pulcritudo mea, and remarks thereupon with propriety,
" Esse in

Deo naturam quandain quse ad revelationem in mundo vergit."
2 That Ps. 1. 2 calls the glory of God itself "the Perfection of Beauty"

(nonplus ultra) (LXX., Vulg., Luth.), is not so probable as that this is a

surname of Zion (Syr., Aq., Hier.) : for (1) according to the accents it must

thus be construed
; (2) Jeremiah (Lam. ii. 15) has thus employed this ex-

pression, and has probably thus understood it
; (3) Beauty, ijp

11

,
thus im-

mediately predicated of God, is without precedent.
8 See Schott on 1 Pet. i. 24. Ao'ga is a relative idea

;
it is the external

form, in any way perceivable, in which the life and nature of a personal or

real subject comes to its actual manifestation, represents itself to itself.
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God above the creature when it calls this eternal light-dwelling

of God, His body of light, His form of light: njton, Num.
xii. 8, Ps. xvii. 15 ; eZSo?, John v. 37 ; and popfyrj, Phil. ii. H.

It still further discloses to us the mystery, in giving us to

understand, that as, according to his self-revealing nature, God
is threefold in persons, so this His essential revelation is seven-

fold in powers. For the spectacle of the rainbow around Him
who is beheld, is that in which the glory of Jehovah, njrp 1133,

makes itself visible to the prophet Ezekiel (Ezek. i. 28) ; and

also Apoc. iv. 3, an tpt? of the colour of an emerald arches

itself around the throne of the heavenly King. They are eternal

realissima which are thus made manifest to the beholders. But

Scripture says the same thing also without any figure. He who
sits on the throne is there named (iv. 8), 6 rjv /cal 6 &v teal 6

epXppevos. It is the same whose greeting occurs in i. 4 ; but

here, in the place of the Ipis /cv/c\60ev TOV dpovov, are named the

7na Trvev/jLara who are before His throne the same seven spirits

which (iv. 5) appear as seven burning torches before the throne,

and (v. 6) as the seven eyes of the Lamb. These seven spirits

are not to be confounded with the seven angels ; but neither

are they, as is almost universally taught, identical with the Holy
Spirit, even if they be regarded as closely related to Him, as may
be gathered from Isa. xi. 2, and Zech. iv. 1-4, comp. 5, 6. That

the seer should call the Holy Spirit in the immediateness of His

nature " the seven spirits," is probably not in itself conceiv-

able ; and that he does not wish to be so understood, is clearly
evident from iv. 5, where he sees the seven burning torches
" before the throne," and from v. 6, where he calls the seven

spirits those who are "sent forth into all the earth." They
are the seven powers which, originating from the Father, the

Trarrjp TWV tywruv (Jas. i. 17), operating in the Son, the

aTravjaa-^a rvjs 80^5 avrov (Heb. i. 3), perfected through the

Holy Spirit, and for that reason partaking His name and

appropriated to Him in a special sense (Apoc. i. 4), form in

their harmonious mutually interacting life and operation, the

effected glory of the triune God, in unlimited possession of

which, moreover, the Son of God now stands as the exalted Son
of man.1 Or is the doxa of God actually nothing else than His

1 Philo is on the way to this acknowledgment when he interprets the

burning torches (Gen. xv. 17) allegorically of the divine powers, / fciat
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majesty in an attributive sense ? It has been objected that

our view confuses the personal conception of God by the

adoption of an impersonal one.
1 But the doxa, far removed

from being an impersonal accident
2 of the personal God, is

certainly not nature in God, in the sense in which the assump-
tion of a nature in God is rightly apprehended : it is not a

nature which precedes the will of God ; neither does it clothe

itself generally with the conception of the nature, which (when
this conception is otherwise applied) is its foundation and

material, but not itself. The doxa is the nature carried out

into form
; the effective formulation of that foundation of

nature which does not exist in God without His will, but, on

the contrary, separates itself by His own will from the actuality

of His Eyo : it is in its everlasting perfection the eternal

triumph of the personality of God, and in its light exalted above

all mistiness, the absolute negation of unfreedom. Or is God's
7 O

doxa perchance a priori absolutely light and absolutely har-

mony, without having become so by means of the balancing of

contraries ? It has been objected that the successive process of

development from below to above is peculiar to the creature,

and ought not to be transferred to God.3
But, that develop-

ment to a limited end that separation of the original unity
that re-union into an adjusted unity is not opposed to the

^wx^sis (518, 16), and understands by the good treasure of God (Deut.

xxviii. 12) the Logos teeming with divine lights, TOV Jyxt^oi/a 6ttu

(puTuy "hoyov (108, 20).
1
Thus, for instance, J. P. Lange, in the Deutschen Zeitsclirift, 1859, p.

22 :
" That God must have something impersonal in Himself, which should

be distinguished from Himself as the absolute Spirit, we deny ;
and it is, in

fact, contradicted when we call God the absolute Spirit." That God is

Spirit (John iv. 24), proves certainly more than that He is incorporeal. He
is absolutely free personality having power over itself, and the absolute

opposite of blind necessity Life entirely revolving on itself, indivisible, and

having nothing external to itself. That all that God develops out of the

ground of His nature must also itself be personal, does not follow therefrom,

only that everything is overpowered and penetrated by His personality.
2 Thus v. Rudloff, Die Lehre vom Menschen, p. 13, names it

" an

accident or attribute of the Divine Trinity, although it is one that belongs
to the nature of it." But if it were an accident, it would not for that very
reason belong to the nature

;
and if it were only an attribute, it would

not be the unapproachable light in which God dwells, not the (uncreated)
heaven after which God Himself is named " the Heaven."

* The letters of Molitor in the Appendix to this section.
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nature of God, is shown already in the procession of the

Trinity. And as to the doxa, the essential distinctive character

of its nature, as different from that of all created aspiration,

consists in this, that the basis of the development of the

creature is one that subsists without its will is given or com-

municated to it ;
and its development is one that is completed

in temporal succession, whilst in God there is nothing which

preceded His will, and nothing which at any time was not,

and for the first time became. He is altogether causa sui,

and His everlasting becoming is at the same time everlasting

fulfilment ; and the postulates of this eternal completion are

only capable of being known from His creative and historical

manifestation of Himself and of His nature.

We therefore introduce into the conception of God, who is

utterly Spirit and absolute light, no limitation and no mistiness,

when we say that God, considered in Himself apart from the

creation, is threefold in persons, and sevenfold in revelation of

Himself, the tri-personal One. But if we consider Him in rela-

tion to the creation, which according to Rom. i. 20 reflects TCU

aopara avrov, we only need a glance to Gen. i. 2, 3, in the light

of John i. 1-4, to apprehend that it is the Godhead in the

totality of its nature which brings creation into temporal ac-

tuality ; for the Father accomplishes it through the Logos with

the perfecting co-operation of the Holy Spirit in seven days,

of which the seventh is the blissful repose of perfection into

which the six other days enter. But tiie creation realized in

time is actually only the temporal realization of that which was

everlastingly present to the triune self-consciousness of God ;

and of the latter as of the former, the same principle is true,

that it is God in the totality of His nature from whom and

in whom it has its ideal existence. The conceptions of the

creation, future as to time, proceed from the Father through
the Son, and proceed from both through the Holy Spirit, and

form the ideal world of the triune Godhead which it fills with

its sevenfold doxa; as it will be the final purpose of the world

translated out of the idea into reality to be filled with the doxa

of the Thrice-holy (Isa. vi. 3). It is one of the most genial

flashes of Schleiermacher's spirit,
when in his sketch of a

system of moral philosophy he calls love "ilie desire of reason to

become soul" The doxa of God is the manifestation of His
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loving nature creating for itself out of itself a means and an

instrument of revelation. In the doxa, God who is Spirit has

not only what He inspires, but that wherewith He inspires it.

He dwells in it, and unfolds through it, that it may be mani-

fested in the world the depth of that riches of wisdom and

knowledge (Rom. xi. 33) which is personified in Scripture as

the wisdom, noan, <jo0/a, and has in the Logos its eternal

Mediator, in the doxa its eternal medium.

Here we have attained the result which we proposed to our-

selves at the close of the preceding section. God is All. All

has its original in Him. He is I, and Thou, and He, and It.

As I, the Father is the primal source of the Son. The Son,
as Thou, is the object of the Father's love. The Spirit, as He,
is the emanation of the love of the Father and the Son. The

Doxa, as It, is the reflection of the Triune, and the origin of

the Kosrnos. We apprehend now the threefold personal and

the sevenfold dynamical, the personally living, and the living

archetype of the everlasting Ideal-Model, in itself, indeed, im-

personal, but effected by the personality of God, and wholly

interpenetrated thereby, including, moreover, the human soul

and humanity in the image of God. We apprehend now, ac-

cording to the measure of our knowledge, the everlasting

postulates which precede psychological facts. And if anybody
fables to us of an eternal matter in a falsely philosophical

sense, we shall now have wherewith to answer him as Tertullian

did Hermogenes (chap, xviii.) :
u Habuit Deus materiam longe

cligniorem et idoniorem, non apud philosophos Eestimandam sed

apud prophetas intelligendam."
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JOS. FR, MOLITOE ON J. BOHME'S DOCTRINE OF THE

NATURE IN GOD,

I. From a Letter of the 22d Sept. 1858.
1

I GREATLY regret that, through my ill health, we were pre-

vented from going more deeply into the essence of God's

nature. If the Bohme-Baaderish view of nature in God be

well founded, it will follow that in God's essence there subsists,

as the fundamental basis of existence, a dim natural impulse,

or a dim natural instinct, which must, as in man, be overcome

by the ideal or principle of freedom, and glorified from

eternity to a higher spirituality. I think that this view could

in no wise be adopted by a theologian ; for it assumes too

much of what is finite and naturally necessary in the nature

of God, and degrades it therefore wholly into the range of

finite existence. A God wholly distinct from nature a spiri-

tualistic Divinity cannot be assumed : this view plainly con-

tradicts the words of Holy Scripture. But still nature in

God can just as little depend upon a blind, dark, instinctive

impulse, which originally is antagonistic to the Spirit, and

which, in the eternal process of the divine life, just as in the

temporal process of the life of the creature, has to be overcome

and elevated by the Spirit. But nature in God, which can

1 The following was written with trembling hand by the grey-haired

man, now at rest, when he was eighty years of age, and with a frame

weakened by repeated attacks of apoplexy, but with a clear spirit, and a

heart which desired for itself no higher good than "the grace of perfect
submission and inward conformity to the most holy will of God." On the

23d March 1860 he fell asleep.
"
Jesus, my love," were his last words.

Evang. K. Z. 1860, No. 52.

E 65
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be nothing else than the counterpart made objective of the eter-

nally subjective divine Ideality, can only depend upon an inner

free absolute necessity, of such a kind that, in the Godhead, we

are not entitled to speak of an overcoming and reconciling of con-

traries, as we may in the creature, since the Godhead is origi-

nally, in an absolute manner that, after which the creature is

bound to aspire : therefore in God the oppositions of life are

all established in original harmony; whereas in the creature

they require to be first of all combined into harmony. As this

question of the nature in God is a matter of the deepest interest

to theology and philosophy, I am very desirous of having your

judgment on this view thus submitted to you.

II. From a Letter of the 2lst Jan. 1859.

It is undoubtedly certain that there can be nothing in created

existence which has not in some manner, in the nature of the

Godhead, its source of origination and of manifestation, inas-

much as the Godhead is the archetype of the creature. Only
the question occurs, Does the creature form the direct or the

inverted likeness of the Godhead f Since the Godhead has its

source in itself, while the creature subsists by the Godhead, the

creature and the Godhead appear to stand to one another in an

inverted relation, of such a kind that what in the Godhead is

the positive, and primitive without respect to time, in the crea-

ture is the secondary and subordinate. Thus, in the creature

predominate ordination, externality, and conflict of contraries,

or, generally, the natural aspect of things : it advances suc-

cessively from a minus activity to a plus activity, from exter-

nality to internality, from the rough, rude, constrained rigour
of nature, to the inward, gentle, free, higher ideality; whilst

in the Godhead, which has its own origin freely from itself,

the inverted current of life appears to find a place, in that here,

receptivity, externality, natural ordination, are the product of

the ideal constitutive actuality. Thus, moreover, there is not,

in the nature of the Godhead, even conformably to the ideal, a

blind, impelled law of nature, which cannot be overcome except
in the divine process of life (certainly still only according to

the idea), but in the peculiar nature of the Godhead intrin-

sically everything seems to me to be original harmony, which,
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merely operating externally, comes into relation with the oppos-

ing condition of sinners, as inharmonious action. According
to the doctrine of Bohme, the process of life in the Godhead

is conditioned in a precisely similar manner as that of the crea-

ture, and it depends only on a difference of degree that the

former is infinite
and not related to time, while the latter is

finite and temporal. As a result of this view, there appears,

therefore, according to J. Bohme, in the procession of the

Trinity, the Father, as the dark, rigorous principle of nature,

which is propitiated by the Son as the gentle ideal principle.

But this view, harmonizing as it does with the most inward

fundamental nature of the doctrine of Bohme, is utterly false :

- in the Father subsists the same principle of compassion as

in the Son and in the Holy Spirit. The same is true also of

the principle of strict righteousness. Yet, because the Divine

Son, as the outworking principle, became man, in order to

reconcile the fallen humanity, the notion has been indulged by

many Christians, that the Son represents the love, and the

Father the severity, of the Godhead.
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THE CREATION.
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MAN AS THE OBJECT OF THE SIX DAYS' WOEK.

SEC. I.

THAT God created the world in six days, and perfected it on

the seventh, is not merely a humanitarian mould in which the

scriptural history of creation has been cast ; but, in the accepta-

tion of the Thora, which refers thereto not only the law of the

Sabbath, but the week of seven days also, it is an absolute fact.
1

We have observed how deeply this number seven of the days is

founded in the nature of God ; and if we consider attentively,

we cannot help observing how remarkably this scheme of crea-

tion is reflected in the relations of the creature and its history.

It is no mere chance, that in the so-called dual or binary system
of notation, the number seven is denoted by three units placed in

juxtaposition (III
=

7), and that the seventh member of every

geometrically progressing series is always a square, and a cube;

for example, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64.
2 Seven is the number that

represents the unfolding of the idea contained in the Trinity,

the number that indicates the complete development of the

possible, the number of the realization of the completion and

repose of all progress and endeavour.

But there is importance also, not only in the number of the

creative days, but in the consecutive order of the creative works.

It is deeply significant, that on the fourth day, which forms the

1 Thus also Hofmann, in his Sclirifibeweis, i. 279. Yet this subject, in

our view, has a far more comprehensive import when we derive the scrip-

tural account of creation, not from the intuitive knowledge of the first

created man, but from actual revelation, although not the revelation of

vision, as Kurtz, Keerl, and others.
2 Philo observed this (Opp. i. 26). Moreover, both he and the fathers

of the church take great pains to bring forward this, that in the funda-

mental sequence of numbers (1-10) only the number seven has the two

peculiarities, that it is neither produced by multiplication, nor ever produces
by multiplication any other number occurring within the given limits. It

is therefore called deiirapfaos. Vid. E. H. Lindo, The Conciliator of B.

Manasseh ben Israel, London 1842, vol. ii. p. 262.
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point of divergence of the two ternaries of days, the light of

the sun, of the moon, and of the stars, shines forth, and that

from that point, (assuredly not without harmony with its place

and sequence, let the influence of the stars be ever so much or

ever so little believed,) commence the creations of animated

natures. But what chiefly concerns us here is this, that the

creation of man closes the six days' work, and immediately

precedes the beginning of the Sabbath. With respect to the

six work-days, man stands at the end of all creatures as their

close ;
and with respect to the Sabbath, man stands at the

summit of all creatures as their leader on the way to God's rest,

i.e. to their destination.

Palaeontology, moreover, confirms the assertion that the crea-

tion of the terrene world attained its goal in man. A hundred

years ago, who would have ventured to dream, that from the

excavated bowels of the earth should emerge the most substan-

tial proofs of the historical character of the story of creation

which is the commencement of Holy Scripture? For the re-

mains of plants in the primeval world are discovered as early as

the transition and coal period, while the classes of vertebrate

animals do not occur until later on, in an order corresponding
to the degree of their perfection, first fishes, then amphibious

creatures, birds, and finally mammals; in respect of which

classes, moreover, it is to be observed that the individual types,

in proportion as they are more perfect in their organization,

emerge so much the later, and under the more limitations. Bat
human remains occur nowhere in a state of fossil petrifaction,

but only calcined, and therefore pertaining to the historical

period. Since the time that George Cuvier recognised in the

fossil, which Scheuchzer called homo diluvii testis, a great sala-

mander, the fact that human remains are not found among the
' o

fossil deposits has been established by continually increasing
evidences. Thus, in those periods of creation in which the gene-
vations of plants and animals appeared and perished, from the

primeval range of mountains down to the geologic deluge, to

T/vhich still belong the mammoths, the cave-hyaenas, and the cave-

bears, man had not yet been created. This conclusion of palaeon-

tology, confirming as it does the statement of Scripture-, is not a

matter foreign to our scientific purpose; but, on the contrary, it is

a psychologic result of the deepest importance. Man cannot be
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estimated psychologically, except as we know something of the

position in the world assigned to him by God the Creator.

He is the last link of the chain of degrees, which advances in

systematic progression from the creation of the ruder and more

incomplete, to the more noble and more perfect. Not as though
man were the highest and noblest product of any unconscious

natural development, left entirely to itself. It is in harmony with

a view so pantheistic and substantially atheistic as this, that such

absurdities are arrived at, as were lately promulgated by Bayr-
hoffer and others ; that the ape is the reflection of man as he

was, while still undeveloped from the brute, and that there only
needed one start of formative nature to reach from the ape to

the man. In order to effect for superstition such a creative

natura naturans, unnatural force must be put upon the under-

standing; and the man who, in the ape, greets his brother only
a little left behind, must needs have first substantially brutal-

ized himself, or he would rather shudder at this counterfeit of

his own degradation. No ! between the single steps of crea-

tion there are no primeval ova, or similar spawn of a generatio

cequivoca, but the seeds of divine creative words, from which

springs forth into temporal actuality that which had from all

eternity in the divine wisdom its gradual progress accurately

prefigured in the design of God. But this gradual progress
forms no uninterrupted continuity ; but as soon as, in the first

half of the sixth day, the nature-life has been elevated .to the

summit of opulence and intensity, beyond which nothing further

is possible, man, to whom the creation from the beginning

aspires, appears on the stage of existence, in the realization of

his heavenly pattern, which is no potentiality of the ape, but

the image of the Godhead. In respect of the soul of man, there

is between him and the chimpanzee or the orang-utang, the

most exalted among the ape tribe, an infinite distance of origin

and nature, absolutely immeasurable by any degrees. But, on

the other hand, it
is, moreover, true that man is a microcosm,

not merely so far as he, being a mingled nature of spirit and

body, presents, according to Gregory of Nyssa, wcnrep TIVCL /JULKTOV

Koa-fjiov awyyevrj TWV $vo KOCT/JLCOV ; but also, because everything
which distinguishes one above the other in the lower grades
of nature is concentrated in man. For in man the vegetative
life is subordinated to the animal, and the animal to the spiri-
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tual ; and his body combines actually in itself all the primitive

forms of the elements fire, air, water, and earth (earths and

metals), the body of the man of to-day indeed, as we shall find,

combining them in a different manner from that of the body
of the first created man.

We said (2) that man, as considered with reference to the

divine Sabbath, is placed at the summit of all creation ; as

considered with reference to the divine six days' work at its

end. Regarding carefully this aspect of the position of man
in the field of creation, we proceed from an empirical fact

already mentioned, which we cannot forbear considering, and

which, under the light of the Holy Scripture, leads us to im-

portant disclosures, or at least suggests weighty questions bear-

ing on the subject. This is the fact that before man came

into being, entire races of plants and animals which we now find

embedded in the mountain strata appeared, and again perished :

perished in a great measure by earthquakes, which surprised

them without warning ; in a great measure by mutual destruc-

tion; and partly also by painful mortal disease. The adversaries

of revelation do not fail to bring this fact triumphantly under

our notice, by opposing to us (to formulate their objection

alike briefly and well) that the SovXela T?}? <j)6opa$, to which,

in consequence of the fall of man, the creature was subjected

(according to Rom. viii. 20 et seq.\ was already in operation

prior to the fall of man, and in general before man existed at

all. What are we to reply to them I Must we deny the fact 1

It is undeniable. The fact is indeed as they state it ; but it

does not give them on their side any right to triumph. For

what the Pauline testimony affirms by way of commentary on

Gen. iii. 17-19, of the unwilling bondage of corruption of the

creature, is true only of the present form of the world, and of

its history as centralized in man. And, moreover, Scripture

gives us many intimations which may save us from embarrass-

ment, even although the fact of a bondage of corruption already

existing, and indeed preceding the creation of man, obtrude

itself upon us. When man was transplanted into Paradise,

with the purpose of dressing it and keeping it (Gen. ii. 15); and

when the secret meaning of these words ut custodiret soon

became apparent from the fact that, by means of a magic spell,

a brute becomes even in the midst of Paradise the instrument
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of speech for an evil spirit, who designed it for the ruin of the

man who had been appointed to watch over Paradise, these

things, even apart from the tree of knowledge with its deadly

fruits, are retrospective hints which give us to understand that

there is a destructive power to which man was placed in oppo-

sition, that he might overcome it
; and which, therefore, is

older than the ruin which man's overthrow introduced into the

last creation. This destructive power is not human, and yet it

is self-conscious ; and therefore it is an angelic power, a con-

clusion which, in its progressive development, Scripture entirely

confirms to us. It is true that the biblical story of creation

tells us nothing of the creation of angels. But that which in

itself is probable, we find taken for granted in Job xxxviii.

4-7, viz. that the angels were created before the creation of the

corporeal world ; for there it is asserted, that before Job, and

absolutely before man existed at all, stars and angels that is,

the hosts of heaven were there, and with songs of triumph
and exultation beheld the earth come forth, as the residence of

humanity, and the theatre of the great events which crowned

the loving counsel of God. The creation of angels is thus in-

cluded in the summary statement of Gen. i. 1 (comp. ii. 1, and

in addition Neh. ix. 6) ; and the more particular narrative, i. 2,

takes its point of departure at a time when the angels were

already created.
1 In this we are saying nothing new. Among

the fathers of the church, Gregory of Nyssa, Basilios, Gregory
of Nazianzum, and others, have taught of old, and Jo. Philo-

ponus (in his seven books of the creation of the world) has

strenuously maintained against Theodore of Mopsuestia, that

God created rov V\IKOV /coa/mov after He had perfected rbv

a-rrXovv fcal voepcDrarov TWV dopdrwv Swdfuecov KO<HJLOV. If this

be true, it is moreover obvious to place the fall of the angels
Lucifer at their head (as we have no hesitation in adopting
the church's view of the Satan as being the earlier prince of the

angels of light, comparing Luke x. 18 with Isa. xiv. 12), prior

to Gen. i. 2. The passage in 1 John iii. 8, CLTT
a/?%^}?

6 St,d/3o\os

suggests to us at least no limit in dating back this

1 Hofmann rejects these consequences (Schrifibeweis, i. 400) ; similarly

Philippi, Dogm. ii. 288. After repeated examination, we agree with Kurtz

and Keerl, Scliopfungsgeschichte, 291. The book of Job is rich in angelo-

logical disclosures.
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downfall ; and our old dogmatists, in saying that the angels fell

at all events intra hexaemeron, are only careful to assert that

their fall did not happen prior to the rpt?K"O : for, without con-

tradiction, JVtTfeO here is absolutely the beginning inclusively of

all creation. But the special narrative begins with the second

verse, with an existing condition of the earth that was to be,

which followed that primeval beginning. It is the condition

of iroi inn. Ho\v we are to apprehend this condition, occurs

to us when we reflect that thohu in every case, where it has

not the general meaning of wasteness, of emptiness, of nothing-

ness, betokens a condition of desolation by judgment of God

(Isa. xxiv. 10), and especially fiery judgment (Isa. xxxiv.

9-11 ; Jer. iv. 23-26) ; that moreover here, in the narrative

of creation, it is only said that in the beginning of the six days'

work God/o?/tt^ the earth in the state of tJiohu wabohu, but

not that this was the original state in which He had created it ;

as also none of the extra-Israelitish cosmogonies regard God as

Creator of chaos ; that consequently this condition must have

had a cause apart from God, which cause can be looked for in

no other direction than in that of the world of those spirits

whose creation preceded the six days' work, as is further shown

by their unauthorized intrusion into human history, and as is

expressly intimated in Job xxxviii. 4-7. Pondering this, and

holding it in connection with the undeniable fact that, prior to

the fall of man, painful death, mutual murder, and the like,

phenomena not conceivable out of connection with sin, were

present in the creation of the primeval world, we conclude

that the creation described in Gen. i. 2 presupposes the fall of

the angels ; that the world which here is created out of the

iroi inn stands in connection with that, which had been entrusted

to those angels as a territory under their jurisdiction ; that this

world, when the prince of the angels, created for higher glory,

instead of abiding in the truth (John viii.44), as god of this world

selfishly revolted against God, and fell into the fire of wrath ;

and that the imi inn was the rudis iudigestaque moles into

which God gathered together the world, inflamed by the fire of

the wicked one and of judicial wrath, when He quenched it

down and materialized it, in order to make it the substratum

for a new creation.
1 This coagulation did not abolish the prin-

1
Lucifer, says the author of the Qusestiones ex vetere et Novo Testamento
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ciple of wrath that had become operative therein, but placed

to it a wall of separation and a limit ; and thus, when the

divine love, in the interpenetrating activity of its almighty Will

and Word and Spirit, with the forming powers of the water

and the light, began its work on this chaos, and raised it gra-

dually to the condition of "good" 2ND, there emerged not with-

out continual attempt of demonaic powers, but nevertheless with

continual victory over them a world mingled of wrath and

love, but in such a way that the love had the dominion, and

Satan wras banished out of its territory, and was limited to the

principle of wrath (OVCOTO?, Eph. vi. 12), narrowed by this

dominion and supremacy. All, which in the primeval world re-

sembles him, which in the mid-world, according to the testimony
of Scripture, is the result of the sin that proceeds from satanic

seduction, was the expression of the principle of wrath involved

in the process of becoming conquered ; above which the creative

omnipotence in ever new deposits has reared higher and higher
its structures, but which still, as at first, bear on themselves the

traces of their chaotic origin. Then, when this conquest was

so far advanced that the love and its blessing reigned supreme,
it was required to place another, instead of the fallen and dis-

placed and exiled Ruler, on the throne of the earth, that had

been new created amid the songs of angels and of spheres ; and

with this purpose the Godhead proceeded, according to ever-

lasting counsel in the depth of its being, to the creation of

man ; and the biblical story of creation soars aloft as it were in

triumph, celebrating in three parallel members, as on a tripod,

the crowning of the six days' work, in the words :
" So God

created man in His own image ; in the image of God created

He him ; male and female created He them." l

(opp. Augustini, ed Bened. T. iii. Append, p. 35), beholding many spiritual

powers beneath himself, which he in the Paradise of God had surpassed in

knowledge of the heavenly mystery, puffed up with pride, wished to be

called a god. Hence it was that God, in order to bring to nothing his

arrogance, not by force, but by conviction, brought matter into being, this

chaotic material of the world which was thence to be formed Qiinc est unde

Deus, ut ejus prassumptionem non potestate, sed ratione destrueret
1
materiam

condidit qux esset rerum confusio, ex qudfaceret mundum).
1 I had just written thus far, when R. Rocholl, referring to my previous

controversy on the hypothesis of Restitution, proposed to me the following

questions for answer : I. Whence are we to explain to ourselves the wild reck-
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THE LIKENESS OF GOD IN MAN.

SEC. II.

SCRIPTURE nowhere says of any one of the visible creatures that

surround us, that it is created after the image of God. They
are works of divine wisdom, and therefore realized thoughts
of God (Prov. iii. 19 ; Ps. xcii. 5). To intelligent and pro-
found consideration they are emblems of divine aopara, and

substantial proofs of the eternal power and Godhead of their

Author (Rom. i. 20) ; and especially the nightly heaven of

stars rays forth bright characters of the divine name (Ps. viii.) ;

while, in face of the universe, the sun manifests and proclaims
God's glory in more distinct, and generally more intelligible,

announcement (Ps. xix.). But although, in Scripture, God is

compared to the sun, and His spiritual operation to the light

of the sun (Ps. Ixxxiv. 11
;
Mic. iii. 6; Mai. iii. 10), yet we

read nowhere that God created the sun after His image. Scrip-
ture says this only of man, and indirectly of the angels. For

in Scripture the angels are called DVi?Kn ^a, sons of God

(Gen. vi. 2; Ps. xxix. 1, Ixxxix. 6; Job i. 2, xxxviii. 7); and it is

characteristic of a son to be the likeness of him who begat him.1

lessness of the Evil One, whence, the animosity and invidiam of the Satanic

Being, if not precisely by means of the lost hierarchia ? 2. Whence is

there a fully sufficient explanation of the oip-^av rov xoaftov xoffpoxpotTop?;,

and of the appearance of Satan in the history of temptation, as generally
in the New Testament, except by means of this hypothesis ? The above

reply will show, as far as it is here permitted, to what result further inquiry
has led me since the second edition of my Genesis, and after manifold

correspondence with Kurtz. On the other hand, Strbbel, in his criticism

of this my psychology (Luth. Zeitschrift, 1857, p. 759), throws out, with

reference to sec. ii., the question, "What think ye? Does the ancient

Moses teach his modern interpreters, or do they teach him?" We answer :

The Mosaic history of creation proceeded from revelation
;
and since know-

ledge of salvation, and generally knowledge of the truth, has endured

subsequent to Moses for a period of thirty centuries, we are certainly

in a position to read things which transcended the intelligence of Moses,

between the lines of the Mosaic history of creation.

1 The counter arguments of Keerl have not yet appeared, as vol. i. of his

work upon man as the image of God (1861) only treats in a preparatory
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But the angels were already created, as we saw in Sec. I., when

God determined on the creation of man. It is thus possible,

and looking at other events recorded in Scripture, e.g. Isa. vi.,

as well as the extra-Israelitish traditions of creation more than

probable, that God, in saying union? tiotei D^K nfcWJ, uses the

plural number to comprehend the angels with Himself; as,

moreover, Philo explains it certainly according to the tradition,

SiaXeyerai, 6 TWV o\cov irar^p rat? eavrov Bwd^eatv. Man
therefore was to be created after the image of God, and of

those who already by creation bore the image of God; for which

reason, in Ps. viii. 5, these two things are both asserted, as well

that man is a nearly godlike, as that (according to the LXX.
arid Targum translations) he is a nearly angel-like, being.

1

This is a matter of the deepest psychological importance. For

(1) if man be created after the image of God and of the angels,
it follows that the image of God in man refers primarily to his

invisible nature.
2 And yet from that premiss an opposite con-

clusion has also been drawn. Because man in God's likeness

has a bodily form, some have presumed to infer backwards

therefrom that God also has a bodily form like to man, which

is related by way of prototype to the human form. This

confessedly in the fourth century was the doctrine of the sect

of the AndaBans or Anthropomorphites, and probably also pre-

way of the history of creation and of the doctrine of Paradise. The contra-

diction of Keil, Genesis, sec. xxvii., is merely a counter-assertion. We abide

by the view that, in asserting that the angels are sons of God, Scripture
declares at the same time that they are in the likeness of God, for that

which is begotten always resembles him which begot (comp. e.g. John iii. 6).
1 The words of the Psalm run : Thou hast made him fall a little short of

the Elohim
(jjp partitivum)j i.e. of the nature of the Elohim (derogasti ei

paullum Deorum = numinis Deorurri), but the nature of Elohim is divine

and angelic : God is Elohim, and the angels may equally be called so, for

they are sons of Elohim, and form with God the heavenly, one heavenly

family (jrarptei).
2
Man, says Philipp Nicolai, is semi-angelus and semi-mundus of angelic

nature in respect of the soul, and worldly in respect of the body. And :

Because man was finally prepared for the possession of the world and for

angelic fellowship, he has therefore a twofold nature also he is half angelic

and half of the world. For God has endowed him with body and soul
;

and as he subsists in these two natures, he is related by his soul to the

angels, and by his body to the world wherein he dwells. Vid. R. Rocholl's

communications from Ph. Nicolai, in the Luih. Zeitschrift, 1860, p. 193.
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viously of Melito of Sardis, in his work, Trepl eva-co^drov Seov.

In the beginning of the fifth century, a portion of the Egyp-
tian monks who dwelt in the desert of Scetys, maintained this

doctrine against those of the Nitrian mountains who, with the

so-called four Long Brethren at their head, subscribed to the

doctrines of Origen. The church rejected this humanizing of

God. We saw in the third section of the foregoing division,

that what Scripture calls the form of God is something wholly
different from a human form. Tertullian thinks substanti-

ally as we do, although he speaks of a corporeity of God ;

for when, for example, Adv. Prax. c. vii., he exclaims with a

certainty of conviction,
"
quis negavit Deum corpus esse etsi

Deus spiritus est," he adds, by way of absolute confirmation :

"
spiritus enim corpus sui generis in sua effigie." We may,

in a certain sense, speak of a corporeity of God ; but as the

idea of that which is material, elaborated, and articulated in

the form of man, is so easily associated with this expression,

this mode of naming the divine doxa is apt to mislead.
1

Certainly Scripture appropriates to God human members, but

still without anywhere speaking of a body of God; and certainly

such anthropomorphic expressions are more deeply founded, than

when it speaks of the eyes and wings of the sun, of the womb
and of the eyelids of the morning ;

for God, indeed, appears to

the seers in human form : nevertheless, the thought of an ever-

lasting self-investing of the divine nature with a corporeity of

human form is absolutely foreign to it. The oft-repeated remark,
that man thinks that God is anthropomorphic, because God
created man theomorphic, retains its truth even although the

human corporeity be not regarded as a copy of a divine one :

it partakes only in its degree of the divine likeness of the entire

man. But when God Himself represents Himself in visions an-

thropomorphically, it implies, according to John for example, in

his Gospel, xii. 41 an anticipation of the future incarnation of

the Son. The anthropomorphic inference back from Gen. i. 26

is, however, proved to be false, from the consideration that its

just consequence would be, that the angels also must have been

1 For this reason I purposely avoid the expression, which has become a

shibboleth in the use of J. Hamberger and others, just as, moreover, I do

not nan e the doxa God's "
nature," because the conception of the divine

nature, 2 Pet. 1-4, is a different one.
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formed like men. The biblical appearances of angels have in

this respect misled many, although, e.g.,
from Gen. xviii. we

can as little conclude that the angels are formed in the like-

ness of men, as from Matt, xxviii. 3 we should be entitled to

assert that they all wear raiment white as snow.1 The angels

have no bodies; but, by the miraculous power of their will,

they can make themselves visible, and take what forms they

please, according to the object of their mission, and the sub-

jectivity of the beholder. In the view entertained by the

ancient church, and now again very much ventilated, that

the angels are not absolutely incorporeal, the truth intended is

merely this, that their spiritual nature is not essentially hidden

from sight, but, like the divine nature, it is capable of manifes-

tation, and, moreover, is actually revealed by way of manifes-

tation. They have a Sofa external to themselves, and essential,

which, however, is not to be called ow/za, for the <ra>/ara

eTrovpdma (1 Cor. xv. 40) are not as Meyer, De Wette, and

others affirm they are meant of angels' bodies in this sense.
2

Corporeity, whether it be material or spiritual, is, within the

range of personal beings, absolutely only the specific peculiarity
of twofold-natured man. The assertion of Kurtz,

3
that a crea-

ture without corporeity is altogether inconceivable, does not

bear consideration. Certainly, being spirit-embodied men, we
can form to ourselves no clear representation of pure spirits,

but we are able to conceive of pure spirits without bodies ; and

if,
in respect of the angels, we do not avail ourselves of this

capability, we derange the limits of the creation, in that we
confound one with another the several classes of being : for

Scripture distinguishes the impersonal bodily world, and the

personal bodiless spirits, and the spirit-embodied man, who
stands between the two, and who, being at once exalted above

the bodily world, and yet not purely spiritual, is the connecting
link of all created things (Ps. viii. 5). His corporeity is, and

1
Tltpttje; ovv ctvrdig si fiovhet x.a,l iad-jra hsvKqv, says Jo. Philoponos (de

mundi creat. i. 9), defending the view of Basilios, that the angels are abso-

lutely incorporeal, and that while they have a -Treptypot^^ (circumscriptio)

X,O,TU. $vxp;, they have none xarec TOTTOV or Kara, (tiytQos, in opposition
to Theodore of Mopsuestia.

2 The heavenly bodies there referred to are the bodies of heaven,

moon, sun, and stars
;

s. von Hoffmann, Schriftb. i. 317, and Burger in loc.

3 Bibel und Astronomic, iv. sec. xviii. p. 142 (ed. 4).

F
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continues to be, a material one ; and because the monistic

representation of the spirit itself forming to itself its own body
is unknown to Scripture it is an imparted one ;

he remains

even when risen from the dead a compositum, although thence-

forth withdrawn from the region of birth and death (yeveais

KOI $6opd), and therefore relatively of a nature like the angels

(Matt. xxii. 30 ;
Luke xx. 35).

1

If, then, the nature of God
and of the angels be one, not indeed incapable of manifestation,

but yet incorporeal and purely spiritual, the divine likeness in

man is primarily, as we now repeat, referred to his spirit and

his soul ; and only so far to his body, as, in order that it may
be the organ of the life of the spirit and soul in the image of

God, it is formed suitably to this life, and is comprehended with

it in unity.
2 We now conceive also (2) on what ground, and

with what meaning, man is called D*JK. Surprise has of late

been expressed, that inasmuch as D"JN imports one that is formed

from the earth, the Hebrew language possesses no name of man
which expresses the characteristic dignity of his nature. For

the Indo-Germanic appellation Mensch, Sanscr. maim, ma.nusa,

from man, to think, denotes him according to his spiritual part;

and the Greek avOpwiros
= o avw dOpwv, the up-looking one,

at least characterizes him by his external appearance, as exalted

above the brutes ; but tnx, whether it be represented by 7iomo,

from humus, or by ya^a in
^<z//,at, ^a/^ae, ^a^ddev^ only deno-

minates him by the earthly side of his origin and condition.

Even the Lapp language has two names for man, of which

one (olbmuk) designates him by his spiritual, the other (sud-

dogas) by his perishable nature. The Old Testament language
has no word besides EHN and fc^tf to denominate man according:

1 From these very texts Kurtz infers the corporeity of the angels.

The point of the proof, he says, is found (see on the place referred to, 137)
in the fact that there are also creatures which are bodily, and still do not

marry. But it is found rather in the fact that the Sadducsean question

is, as such, absurd, because the risen natures, like the heavenly spiritual

natures, neither marry nor die. We abide in this matter on the side of

Philippi (Dogm. ii. 289-293), only there is wanted to him the truly recon-

ciling conception of the doxa (Luke ii. 9
;
Matt. xxii. 30, comp. xiii. 43).

2
Thus, for example, Sell also, Die Gottbildlickkeit des Menschen, 1856,

p. 52. The likeness of God is concentrated in the spirit, as the deepest

foundation of the human life, and is expanded in the soul and body into

operations which exercise a power that transforms matter.
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to his more exalted dignity. A Jewish scholar (Einhorn) and

a Christian one (Richers) have therefore, independently of one

another, both chanced on the conjecture that D*]K might be

derived from ^ (Ezek. xix. 10)
= mOT, and might thus indi-

cate man as made in the likeness of God. But this is a notion

just as verbally and practically untenable as when the first-

named scholar derives the name of the earth, pN, in favour of

Copernicus, from p"i, to run. Man has his name, D*JK, from no

other source than from the earth,
i

"
|

7^., because it is not this

which is his characteristic dignity, that God created him after

His image ;
but this, that God created him the earthly one,

taken from the earth in respect of his natural constitution,

after His image. Man has the likeness of God in common
with the angels j but that in his likeness of God he is D"JK,

is the peculiarity which constitutes him the point of union of

two worlds, the spiritual and the corporeal the centre, the

copula, or, as Ph. Nicolai happily expresses it, the heart (focus

vita) of all created being the final member of the work of

creation, and the moving principle of the world's history. It

is just in the fact proclaimed in Ps. viii., according to LXX.
version (apart from the application to Jesus in the Epistle to

the Hebrews), that man is made /Bpa^v TL Trap' dyyeXovs,
" a

little lower than the angels," in that he bears his likeness of

God in an earthen vessel ; it is just in this fact that consists his

exalted position in the universe above the angels. A third

consequence which follows from the fact that man is made
after the image of God and of His angels, respects the reci-

procal relations of men and angels to one another in time and

in eternity. For (3) in virtue of their common likeness to

God, angels and men exercise upon one another an attractive

power, in consequence whereof, from the beginning of human

history, a close and active intercourse has subsisted between the

two races, for the most part without the consciousness of men

themselves, who have become, for supramundane things, dull and

obtuse ; and as fallen angels also make an evil use of this reci-

procal relation established at creation, it has often resulted in

the destruction of men. Further, because the likeness of God
in man was in a mediate manner the likeness of angels, and

his position antecedent to the fall was a position similar to

that of angels, as Ezek. xxviii. 13-15 does not teach, but pre-
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supposes, the Holy Scripture indicates and describes the future

condition of blessed men as a condition of likeness to the angels.

They are lo-dyyehoi, and, like the angels, viol rov @eov, and

that, not because they are disembodied, but actually as viol r^?

avao-rdcretos (Luke xx. 36). For it is peculiar to man, as dis-

tinguished from the angels, that, as an earthly corporeal nature,

nnN, he bears in himself and on himself the image of God ;
and

therein will subsist the future restoration and completion of that

which was originally begun in paradise, that even man's cor-

poreity will then be the same thing perfected, for which God
from the beginning had destined it, in associating it with the

spirit. The body of man was appointed to be glorified into

the image of God, and thus, to speak with Gregory of Nyssa,
to become KaOcunep Tiva elrcova etVoVo?. Originally it was not

God's image, although it was God's likeness ; but by means of

the resurrection it attains also rrjv elicova TOV eirovpaviov (1 Cor.

xv. 49), in that it is transfigured into the image of the God-man.

If, therefore, the likeness of God be something common to

men and angels, it is natural enough, and, moreover, is gene-

rally not erroneous, with the teachers of the most ancient

church, to regard the spiritual, and as such the self-conscious

and free, nature of man (TO voepov teal avre^ovcnov) as the

image of God ; not (as only a few among the fathers) the

bodily formation, and not the dominion over earthly things,

which is only an effluence of the divine likeness, and not the

likeness itself. But this is far from being the true perception
of that wherein the image of God subsists. The image of God
in this sense is indeed incapable of being lost ;

but Scripture

passages, such as Col. iii. 10, Eph. iv. 24,
1
take it for granted

that we have lost the image of God. Our ecclesiastical creed,

in what it asserts of the image of God, keeps to such clear

apostolical words. And, moreover, our dogmatists for the most

part know nothing of the image of God, save as of a likeness

1 V. Hofmann, indeed, seeks to evade the force of proof contained in

Col. iii. 10, by connecting
"
knowledge after the image of Him that created

him" (Schriftb. i. 289); but it is contrary to the plain literal sense pre-

sented in Gen. i. 27. In the other quotation (Eph. iv. 24), Kotrd Qtov

might mean " in a divine manner;" but in the sketch of the contents of

the Epistle to the Ephesians (Zeitschrift fur Protest. 1860, p. 340), the

author of the Schriftbeweis submits to what is doubtless the most natural

meaning
"
the new man, which is created in the likeness of God," These
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absolutely lost through sin. Gerhard in the locis, and Calovius

in the Synopsis controv., actually deny that the image of God
subsists in Us quce ad essentiam animce pertinent et quce etiam

post lapsum naturaliter ei insunt.
1 Yet the same Gerhard says

in the Confessio catholica, that the likeness of God might be

conceived as generalis qucedam congruentia, qua anima hominis

Ta Oela exprimit ; and thus conceived, it is incapable of being
lost. Other dogmatists also express themselves thus, but almost

only in the way of accommodation, saying that the divine like-

ness in its deeper meaning involves ipsum esse spirituals animm?

It is this distinction of a divine likeness in a broader (physical)

meaning which cannot be lost, and a divine likeness in a nar-

rower (ethical) meaning which has been lost by the fall, which

is subject to the charge of an unmodified dualism that has been

felt even by our dogmatists themselves. Scripture only knows

of one likeness of God in man, which is at once moral and

physical, and which cannot be lost morally without being at

the same time physically disordered. Scripture nowhere says
that fallen man possesses the image of God still in living reality :

it places the dignity of man as he is now, only in the fact that

he is created after the image of God (Gen. ix. 6 ; Jas. iii. 9).

If we adopt the view of the fathers, that the divine likeness

subsists in the voepov /cat avrej;ovcriov, or, as we say, in the

personality, then the case is otherwise. The fallen man is a

person also. But this definition of the divine likeness, with

which the later theology rests satisfied, is insufficient. Person-

ality is only the basis of the substance of the divine likeness,

but it is not this likeness itself. Personality is only the unity
of consciousness which comprehends the entire condition of the

being in the likeness of God, and which is appropriate to it.

But this entire condition is a created representation of the

entire absolute life of the triune God, and not merely of the

Logos. For certainly it is true of man in particular, as of

Scripture testimonies claim for the divine likeness of the first created men,

although only looking back indirectly to them, an ethical destination, with

the loss of which the divine likeness itself, in the very essence of its nature,

and the brightness of its manifestation, faded away. To this effect, Thoma-

Bius, Dogm. 24th sec. (p. 221), and Philippi, Glaubensl. ii. 365.
1 Vid. Gottlieb Wernsdorf, Disputatioiies, vol. i. Disp. vii. (de reliquiis

imaginis divinse).
2
Thomasius, Dogmatik, i. 174.
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the whole universe, that he is created through Him and for

Him who is the image of the invisible God, and has from God
an origin which precedes that of all creatures (Col. i. 16) ; and

if the Logos be the ultimate purpose of the world, it must also

in some measure be its archetype. T^e world, and especially

man, is actually created tear eiicova TOV ei/covos, i.e. after the

image of the Logos, who is the express image, as from the

oldest
1 even to the latest

2
times has been unanimously taught.

Scripture does not directly say so. It only says directly that

God created all things bv the Lo^os, not that He created themO / O /

after the image of the Logos. It says in general only of man

directly, that he was created after God's image, but not of the

world. But from the biblical premises, and from the facts of

the history of redemption, result both the propositions, that the

world was created in the form of God, and that in a certain

sense it was created in the form of the Logos. As the Son of

God is the brightness of the Father's glory, so also within

creature limits the world is a representation of the Father's

glory ;
and the God-man laid in the grave is the grain of

wheat, whence not alone proceeds a new humanity, but more-

over a new heavens and a new earth. But if we should thence

conclude that the world and man were created after the image
of the Son, and not of the Father and of the Holy Spirit, it

would be a mistake. We can only conclude thence, that God
the triune created the world after the image of Himself in such

a manner, that it, and especially man, stands to the Godhead
in a similar relation of likeness, as that in which, within the

Godhead itself, the Son of God stands to the Father. Upon
the subject of this relation, no scripture leads us further.

Everywhere Scripture says only that man was created after

the image of the Elohim, or of the Godhead. And man, as

distinguished from the woman who mediately comes into ex-

istence, is called (1 Cor. xi. 7) eitca>v real Sofa @eoD, not Xpicr-
1 Not without the influence of Philo (and mediately also of Plato), but

which does not in itself render the truth of the matter suspicious.
2
So, for example, Staudenmaier (Dogm. iii. 474) ;

Liebner
;
v. Hofmann,

"
Man, the image of God, the archetypal purpose of the world" (Schrift-

beweis, i. 290) ;
Thomasius (Dogm. sec. xx.) ; Philippi (Glaubenslehre, ii.

361) ;
R. Lober (Lehre vom Gebet, p. 12) ;

Schbberlein (art.
" Ebenbild"

in Herzog's H.E. ; and appendix on the essence of the spiritual nature and

corporeality, in the Jahrbb.fur deutsche Tlieolopie, 1861.
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rov. The idea of humanity stands certainly in closest relation

to the Logos, which in all directions is the Mediator of its

realization, but it is not exclusively reduced, as is manifestly

seen from this constant mode of scriptural expression, (for

example, in Jas. iii. 9, icaff
1

o^oiwo-iv Beov), to the likeness of

the Logos. It is the entire living fulness of the triune God-

head which is reflected
1
in man ; and this reflection is at once 2

physical and moral, and by sin it is not only morally, but also

physically corrupted.

We are here still speaking in enigmas. What we mean,

and indeed, not as our meaning, but as the sense of Scripture,

will become more clear as we now proceed to consider the story

of creation.

THE PROCESS OF CREATION.

SEC. III.

IP we compare the narrative of the creation of man in Gen. i.

with the narrative in Gen. ii. 4 et seq., the latter seems to place

man on a lower level than does the former. For the account

of chap. i. raises man above all the other orders of being whose

creation precedes his, by distinguishing him above them all, as

made after the image of God ; but the account of chap. ii. 4

has no other designation for what man became, as the result of

the more closely detailed creative process, than that which in

chap. ii. 19, i. 20, 24, is equally appropriated to the fishes, birds,

and quadrupeds, nn tyB3. The Targums have sought to remedy

this, by translating or paraphrasing njn >S3 by K#"?lp
nn

"speaking, i.e. reasonable spirit" \oyiKov irvevfjia\ but this

paraphrase is an arbitrary substitution. Moreover, we do not

need such a remedy. Between the two accounts there subsists,

on closer consideration, no contradiction, but a hidden similarity.

For the remark that we made on the appellation D"JK, Sec. II.,

is equally true of the appellation njn t?M. It is not character-

istic of man, that he is in the form of God ;
but that, being

in the form of God, he is also D*iK, or, what is in a certain

1 Thus v. Rudloff, Lehre vom Menschen, p. 95.

8 So also Keil, Genesis, p. 28.
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measure the same, nn $33. Since then the two names desig-

nate man from the side of that which is common to him with

the lower living beings, the two accounts will be in perfect

accordance, if the more closely detailed mode of man's creation

in chap. ii. corresponds to the formation in the likeness of God,
which according to chap. i. makes the earthly man D

4

]^, the

closing link of all creation. And it is so : the process of man's

creation is essentially distinct from that of the brute creation.

"
Jehovah-Elohi'm," relates chap. ii. 7,

" formed man dust of

the ground, and breathed into his nostrils breath of life ; and

thus man became a living soul." If the conclusion were to be

drawn from the fact, that what was thus produced is called

n*n rsp no otherwise than is the case in the creation of brutes

that therefore by the manner of human creation, thus ex-

pressed, nothing peculiar is intended to be affirmed, it would

be a conclusion just as false as to argue, from the fact that man
is called D*JN, that even his likeness to God established in him

no essential distinction from the brutes. For the creation of

man after God's image (chap, i.),
and the manner of creation

recorded (chap, ii.), stand, as we shall now show, in the closest

parallelism in a relation of reciprocal modification.

We must not represent to ourselves the process of creation

in so anthropomorphic a manner as it is usually pictured/

Scripture gives us no justification in assuming that God formed

a clod of earth with His hands into a human form, and stand-

ing near
it,

breathed into
it,

from without, the breath of life.

Though mythology may thus present to itself its Prometheus

forming man in the likeness of gods, from water and earth (Ovid,
Metam. i. 7883: finxit in effigiem moderantum cuncta Deorum),
with Jehovah-Elohim it is a different matter ; and texts such

as Job x. 8 and 2 Cor. v. 1 would only be foolishly quoted for

the contrary: for, in the former passage, that external mechani-

cal view is of itself excluded, since Job is speaking of his own

coming into being in his mother's womb ; and in the latter

passage, the glorified body, as a " house not made with hands,"

1 "
Neque enirn," we say with Augustine, de civ. xii. 23,

"
hsec car-

nali consuetudine cogitanda sunt, ut videre solemus opifices ex materia

quacunque terrena corporalibus membris quod artis industria potuerint
fabricantes. Manus Dei potentia Dei est, qui etiam visibilia iuvisibiliter

operator."
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is contrasted not with the body of Adam, but with other habi-

tations erected by the hands of man.1 Man then came into

existence, as did also the other creatures, as a work of divine

omnipotence operating invisibly, and only appreciable in its

results. And, moreover, man has it in common with the other

creatures, that his endowment with spirit originates with the

divine breath : for the creator of all beings is God ;
arid the

reason of the origination of everything that actually exists is

His word, and the primal source of all life is His Spirit. But

herein is distinguished the creation of man, that all other crea-

tures of whom mention is made (chap, i.)
were called into being

by the divine command of power ; whereas, in the creation of

man, no such mighty command goes forth, but a solemn word

of self-determination precedes. This distinction is important.

The divine words of might go forth into the chaos, brooded

over by the Spirit, but still at the time involved in an unre-

conciled struggle of powers.
2

In the Spirit the creative prin-

ciple of effectual life is present, and in the chaos the general
substratum of material capable of being formed

;
and the divine

words of power are the forces which bring this material, and

the life that proceeds from the creative Spirit, into order, and

distributes them to their respectively appropriated natures.

Thus, in the creation of the land animals that came into exist*

ence in the first half of the sixth day, the divine word goes forth

to the earth. Spirit and matter are already present ;
and the

manifold creatures which arise, are the diverse combinations of

those two existing fundamental conditions of animal constitu-

tion, perfected by the significant divine summons. How totally

different is the origination of man ! The mode of his appear-
ance on the stage of existence corresponds to the personality of

his nature, as that of the brutes to the impersonality of theirs.

For while, in respect of his corporeity, man comes into being,
like the brutes, by means of a distribution of existing mate-

rials, still it is not on a command of God's power, but by an

1 See v. Hofmann, Scliriftbeweis, iii. 468, who thence draws the conclu-

sion, that in general the human body is not to be understood of either the

one or the other habitation.
2
Comp. Keerl, Schopfiingsgeschlchte, p. 324, where it is justly observed,

the Spirit of God has to liberate and to appease the disturbed arid agitated

germs and powers of life from their state of conflict and tension.
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act of God's immediate formation
;
and in respect of his in-

ternal nature, his origination is absolutely and wholly not by
means of the distribution of the entire natural life already

existing, but by a direct act of God's breathing. He comes
O' ' o

forth in a twofold relation, since the divine fiat took the form

of an utterance of God in the presence of Himself and His

Spirits, in words of self-determination,
1

by means of a directly

personal self-operation of God, by which, on both sides of his

natural condition, man is constituted
2 a priori into a moral

relation of personal kinship with God, and fellowship with God.

For, assuredly, though heaven and earth, and all creatures,

were made by the intervention of the divine Logos (Heb. i. 2 ;

John i. 3), who is the mediator of the realization of the world-

idea ; and they did not come into being without the divine

word (pr^a, Ps. xxxiii. 6 ; Heb. xi. 3 ;
2 Pet. iii. 5), which is

the seed of all things ; yet, nevertheless, every created thing

was not created, without exception, in one and the same manner.

All created natures are God's thoughts become actual
;
con-

stituted out of ideal being into actual existence, and therein

maintained by the divine word of might, pf/pa, which is the

application of the divine will as referred to the world, and the

medium of the creating and maintaining operation of God

through His Logos.
8 But none the less, on that account, there

is a difference between the manner in which the chaotic original

matter came into being, and that in which the world of bodies

formed from it came forth ; and man was created otherwise

than the living beings inferior to him ; and the super-terrene

spiritual beings otherwise than the spirit-embodied man. And,

generally, the idea of creation has no other essential charac-

teristics than those of conditionally and temporal origination,

as distinguished from the absolute and the eternal.

We cannot consider with sufficient care Gen. ii. 7 ; for this

one verse is of such deep significance that interpretation can

never exhaust it : it is the foundation of all true anthropology
and psychology. If we first of all consider the origination of

1
Rightly says my Elberfeld critic, the creation of living beings is not

at all to be conceived of without a fiat.

8 See the pertinent remarks in v. Zezschwitz, Profangracitat und bibl.

Sprachyeist, p. 34.

8 See my commentary on Heb. i., sec. iii. p. 12.
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the human body, what follows is of the utmost importance. 1.

The body of man came into existence prior to the soul. The
view that the body is the soul's own formation, is thus contrary
to Scripture : it is devised in the unscriptural endeavour to

exalt the original dualism of the condition of man's nature into

an original unity.
1 And although v. Rudloff 2 maintains that

u the first man had a soul already before the divine inbreathing
of the spirit," we maintain, in contradiction to this assertion,

that Scripture says the contrary ; and, moreover, we decline to

enter any further upon the consequences flowing from premises
that are opposed to Scripture. Still v. Rudloff himself con-

fesses that he can only adduce in defence of his view one proof

text, and that an apocryphal one, soil. Wisd. xv. 11 ; but this

one proof text attests the direct contrary of what he has gathered
from it. For it designates God as Him who inspired into man

(not, as v. Rudloff interprets, poured into him) an active soul,

and breathed into him a spirit of life (TOV e^Trveva-avra avrw

tyvjClv evepyovcrav /cal e/jL^varfcravTa TrvevfjLa farifcov). How is

this passage to sustain the representation that the soul of man
had been created before the inbreathing of the spirit ? The
denial of that unscriptural view cannot be more definitely for-

mulated than in these very words of the book of Wisdom. But,

moreover, to the reproach of J. P. Lange,
8 when he says that

it is a trifling bondage to the letter, to regard the narrative of

Gen. ii. 7 as implying successive acts, we reply with a down-

right "It is written!" For when he maintains that the soul

was created at the same moment with the body, and even goes

beyond v. Rudloff, in the fact that he regards the formation of

the body, the origination of the soul, and the inspiration of the

spirit, as actual contemporary impulses of one act of creation,

1 God did not permit the soul to be present at the formation of the

body, says Antiochos of Ptolemais (Maji Collect. Vatic, i. 3, p. 81), that it

might not glory at having been a fellow-worker with God.
2 Die Lehre vom Menschen, p. 14, against which Schoberlein (Stud. u.

Krit. 1860, p. 153) :

" In Gen. ii. 7, the relation of causal conditionality of

the soul upon the spirit is clearly declared."
3 Deutsch Zeitsclirift, 1859, p. 31. Moreover, Schoberlein, I.e., de-

clares himself against the "
subsequent to one another in time ;" and the

like is true of Kurtz (Bibel und Astronomic, iv. sec. xi.), according to

whom the two constituent elements of man are indeed toto co?.lo diverse, but

brought together uno momenta.
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it may be philosophical, but it is not biblical. Not as though
it only contradicted the fundamental passage (Gen. ii. 7) : it

contradicts the entire Scripture, it contradicts its representation

of man's natural condition of his life, his destiny, and his

history ;
for everywhere the Scripture assumes that man is a

nature originating first of all in respect of his earthly corporeity,

composite, and on that account a limited and mortal nature.1

As the six days' work is an ascending, gradual progression, so

also is the coming into being of man : it begins with the earthly

basis of his existence, in order that man may not forget that he

is r?.??"!
1? ^^ (Ps. x. 18), a mortal man who has the earth as

his ancestor. But, moreover, for the reason that man, in order

to become lord of the earth-world, must become, even in his

coming into existence, closely associated with it, he is constituted

with it, and it with him, in absolute connection : the being of

man plants its foot on the earth, and the being of the earth

culminates in man, for both are destined to the fellowship of

one history. 2. The body of man, in order to unite all elements

into itself, is formed from earth, the most composite of the ele-

mentary forms, and indeed, in accordance with the delicacy of

its organization, out of ">#, therefore of the finest portions of

the earthly material, and, what is not less worthy of note, out

of moist red earth : moist, for a cloud had just ascended, and

had watered it ; red, for the earth is called ""^"JN, as irvppd, ac-

cording to the unexceptionable testimony of the fathers (Joseph.

Theodoret, qucest. 60, etc.). The earth was watered, because

man was to be a microcosm, an image and copy of the Kosmos

baptized and drawn from the waters ; as also actually the ele-

mentary ingredients of the human body are united with such a

mass of water, that the quantity of water in the human body
amounts to more than three-quarters of its entire weight. The
earth was red, for red on white, DftKl HV, is the normal colour

of man's skin, the fundamental colour of beauty (Cant. v. 10 ;

Lam. iv. 7). And it was earth of Eden, the land of delight,

and therefore of the same source and ground whence sprang
the trees of paradise, and whence the beasts of paradise were

i Thus the interpretation of the mythos of Cupid and Psyche in Ful-

gentius' Mythologicon, lib. iii.,
is : Psyche of the three sisters, Caro, Libertas

(Mens), and Anima the youngest ; and, because it combines in itself caro

and liberlas, the fairest also.
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formed. Eden was the central land whence the whole eartli

was to become Eden-like ; and as the delight of Eden was con-

centrated in Paradise, so, on the other hand, the body of the

first-created man was the highest of all concentrations of the

possibilities of glorification contained in Eden. We say possi-

bilities, for the beginning of the creature was the restraint of

wrath by love the possibility of glorification ; and its end was

to be a complete abolition of wrath in love the realization of

glorification. 3. The body of man was formed by God, not

merely externally and mechanically, like a massive statue formed

man-like in its outline, but in its inward parts unarticulated.

There is, indeed, no trace of consciousness or presentiment in

us, that the spirit in us had co-operated at any time or in any

way in the organization of our body; but it knows and feels

itself to have been associated, without its own participation, with

the organized body. Consequently, in the formation of the

human body, the same forces must already have been at work

which complete the entire life of nature in their reciprocal

action, but in such a way that these forces first of all had their

unity only in the architect who made use of them. The general

prior conditions of life were present, but were not yet combined

into a living unity. The human body was material penetrated
with power, articulated, organically combined, but as yet not

an organic individuality, not an organism living of itself.
1

This it did not become till Jehovah-Elohim breathed into it

the breath of life. This breathing, says Hamann,
2

is the end

1 It cannot be otherwise, for the thesis that pervades the whole of the

later physics, and is developed in the clearest and most elementary manner

by Dubois-Reymond, in the introduction to his remarks on animal electri-

city, that matter is force, and force is matter, i.e. that there is no matter

without force, and no force without matter, maintains also, in the co-

herence of the biblical representation of the world, its irrefragable truth,

without leading to the consequences deduced therefrom by Vogt, Mole-

schott, Buchner, and others. Physics and chemistry have to do with

forces, whose operation they know and are able to turn aside, and teach

how to turn to account
;
but will both ever be able to produce or to repro-

duce any living thing? The power of life, that inconvenient and yet in-

dispensable conception of exact investigation, is something exalted above

the physical forces of attraction and repulsion : how much rather, then, is

the conscious soul, and still more the self-conscious spirit 1 Force, life,

soul, spirit, form an ascending climax.

*
Works, i. 65.
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of the whole creation, which, in comparison with the creation of

man, seems to be an opus tumultuarium. He is called flOtW

D^n, a designation which later in Scripture occurs especially,

perhaps exclusively, only of the breath of life. And the signi-

ficant word for the creative act of inbreathing is H3*1, LXX.
V<f)v<rr)a-6v.

1
It is not said that God, externally to Himself,

created a breath, and conveyed it into man, as our forefathers

believe they are obliged to assume, in order to establish the

created character of the human spirit. No : God breathes, He
breathes forth into the bodily form ; and he who breathes,

breathes forth from himself.
2 Was it, then, an externally pre-

sent TTvevfjia, when the risen Lord breathed upon the disciples,

evetyvo-qaev, and said, Aa/3ere Trvev/na ayiov*! (John xx. 22.) He
breathed out of the fulness of His nature, and thus also Jehovah-

Elohim breathed out of the fulness of His nature. But there is

a difference between the two actions : for the Redeemer gives

to the disciples a communication of the absolute Spirit of His

divine-human person as delivered from the restraints of the

flesh ; but God the Creator endows the human body with the re-

lative spirit which henceforth is to belong to man's own nature.

Nevertheless both acts are similar to one another in this respect,

that they proceed from within outwards. God the Creator creates

out of Himself that which man was to have of spirit in common
with Himself ; de vitali fonte spiritus sui qui est perennis, as

Lactantius says ; comprises it into an individual life, and thus

creates the human spirit. This is as far from being God as a

breath of man is from being man. " Nee tu enim," says Ter-

tullian (adv. Marc. ii. 8),
"

si in tibiam flaveris hominem tibiam

1 This verbal observation is old. Reuchlin, in his Rudimenta, p. 339

(the first edition, 1506), remarks: " Hoc vocabulum secundum rabi Abraham

Aben-Ezra de solo homine dictum invenitur." There were some, as Aben-

Ezra remarks, who derived niDBO from D"1^', and interpreted it "the
T T I

- T

heavenlies." Only Gen. vii. 22 is doubtful. But probably even here the

words,
"

all in whose nostrils were the breath of life," are a periphrasis for

the preceding "all men." When v. Hofmann (i. 286) pronounces this "im-

possible," this at least is an assertion which goes too far: for, 1st, the expression

refers to chap. ii. 7
; 2e/, this would be the only place where HE"*':) is attri-

buted to the brute. At any rate, HO^J usually means (as even Keil, Gen.

p. 39, admits) the human spirit, or the spiritual human soul.

2 It is a talmudic maxim of incontestable truth, nab i^
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feceris, quanquam de anima tua flaveris, sicut et Deus de spi-

ritu suo." And the human spirit is similarly none the less a

created thing : for it is a nature which came into being in time,

and is conditioned by a temporal beginning : came into being

by a free, but, in distinction from all other earthly natures, by
an immediate personal, operation of God. The spirit of man
is an inspiration

1

immediately passing over from God the per-
sonal into the bodily form, and by that very means constituting

it a person. It did not emanate from God, if with emanation

we associate those characteristics of natural necessity and pas-

sivity which conflict with the pure conception of creation
; but

if these characteristics be omitted, it may be said to have ema-

nated.
2 Thus teaches Scripture. For the word of Aratos, rov

Kal 7eVo9 eo-fjievy which Paul appropriates, Acts xvii. 28, is true of

man, not of the brutes. It is true of man precisely on account

of that special act of divine e/jLTrvevcns, of which Elihu speaks,

Job xxxiii. 4. And the Gentile consciousness testifies to the

same truth in myths. The Babylonish mythos makes man ori-

ginate from drops of divine blood mingled with earth
;
and the

Phoenician mythos makes him the son of Ko\iria and Bdav, i.e.

of the divine breath infused into matter. Bdav is }n3=VO
(the

solid mass without life or consciousness) of the biblical narra-

1 Since the human soul, says Anastasios Sinaiticus (in Origenis Philo-

calia, ed. Tarinus, p. 606), did not originate from earth, nor from air, nor

from water, nor from fire, nor from any other substance whatever, nor any
created visible nor conceivable nature, but from the undimmed, and infinite,

and incomprehensible, and unspeakable, and invisible, and illimitable, and

immortal, and untransitory, and impalpable, and unwithering, and incor-

poreal being of God Himself; this our soul the God-formed, the God-

given, the God-related and God-created is Being, and manifestation of

being and source of life by the power of that divine inspiration. Thence

it proceeded, as life and life-giving, as from a fountain of life, a little light

from the treasury of light, a breath as from an abyss of infinite fragrance.
2
Substantially thus, moreover, Oehler, Veteris T. Sententia de rebus

post mortem futuris, p. 11; Auberlen, art. "Geist" in Herzog's R.E. ;

Fronmiiller, art.
u Mensch " in H. Zeller's Billiscliem Worterluch ; against

which H. A. Hahn, Veteris T. Sententia de natura hominis, p. 10, revives

the pre-existence view, that God in the beginning created a store of spirit,

from which He infused spirit into individual beings. No- " Notre ame,"
we say with Avrillon in his Sentimens sur la Dignite de VAme, 1773,

" sort

du cceur, de 1'esprit et de la bouche de Dieu
;
nous avous tous e'te formes

dans ce coeur, exhales de cet esprit, et nous sommes sortis de sa boucne

adorable.'*
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tive of creation, Gen. i. 2
;
and Ko\nr[a is fl'B pip (sound of

breathing, i.e. inspiriting) : the root-word is rriB, a similar root

to nsj, whence nsw (he breathed), Gen. ii. 7*

As the breath of life proceeding from God, or the spirit

of life, is now associated with the body, which is pervaded by

living powers as yet without unity, man becomes nn PS!), a living

soul, i.e. a soul-enlivened nature. Let the suggestive distinction

be here primarily considered between the modes of expression
Dn TlBBU and nn

tyaj. In the designation of riBEU, D\n is a

substantive, standing to the former in the relation of a depen-
dent genitive ; in the appellation of t?3J, on the other hand, n*n

is not a substantive (as which it is only used in poetical style),

but an adjective, in opposition to which it can neither be urged
that it sometimes has the article

(i. 21, ix. 16, whereupon see

Gesenius, sec. cxi. 2), nor that it sometimes is construed as a

masculine (e.g. ii. 19, which never occurs except ad sensum).

The usus loquendi in this matter is altogether distinct and con-

sistent. On the one hand, njn nBO or nn nn is never and no-

where said (for in njnn nn, Ezek. i. 20, x. 17, njnn is a genitive

substantive) ; on the other hand, nowhere and never D^n S?B3.

And even the LXX. in this matter is exact and strict : it

always says irvorj or irvevfia f<w?79, nowhere nrvorj wcra, Trvev/ua

%u>v ; always i^v^f) ftwtra, nowhere ^v^r) o>?}9. Paul also says,

with just consideration, 1 Cor. xv. 45, ^v%?? &5cra; and John,
in the Apoc. xvi. 3, hardly wrote iraora ^v^rj 0)779, as xi. 11,

irvev/JLa fcoi}?. The oldest authorities here waver between iraaa

^v^r) fwcro, and Tracra ^v^rj Jco?}?. The Cod. Alex, and Ephr.

give o>?}9 ; the Vat. and Sin.,
1 on the other hand, cocra

; and

thus also read Andreas and Aretas, the two expositors of the

Apocalypse.
2 In the German, moreover, Geist has the signi-

fication of a stronger, and Seele the signification of a weaker,

moving principle ;

3 and we speak perchance of the breath of
life,

1 The text of the Cod. Sinaiticus runs, as Tischendorf informs us, Truaot

fyvypi faff* ofreQxvtv STTI TYIS $aAoK7<77C.

2 The text of Andreas in Cod. Coisl. 224, collated by Tischendorf, has

only 'Troiaet i^y^^, and even Primasius drops vivens (vitas). In favour of

vaiacc TJ/vxh also, without addition, are many cursive MSS., and two MSS. of

the Slavonic translation, of which one includes with it the commentary of

Andreas. The Andreas collated by me, however, of the Cod. Mayhin-

gensis reads : wciaot. ^v^vi tyact. dTriQaviv kv
rfi &a.\u,Gay.

8 See the quotation of R. v. Raumer in the Appendix to this division.
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the spirit of life, but never of the soul of life. It is the true

reciprocal relation between spirit and soul which is reflected

in this involuntary strictness of terminology apparent in the

use of language. The spirit in man is the source of life. The

commonly received passage, TO Trvev/jid ecrrt, TO ^WOTTOIOVV, John

vi. 63, comp. 1 Cor. xv. 45, is anticipated in the collocation

D^n flDKO. The soul, it is true, is also living in itself, but not

by itself : it is that which lives in a derived and conditioned

manner. How deeply language is conscious of this, is seen in

the fact that, although nn
(see the word, Gen. iii. 8) and

niJBtt

(from DEO, related to 1W, *1?>J), as well as Btej (see Isa. iii. 20,

and comp. ni, to breathe forth again, respirare), revert to the

verbal fundamental meaning of breathing (irview and ^v^ew/),
still nowhere is D'?n fc^a: said. As D^n riBU is referred to God
the Inspirer, the God of the spirits of all flesh (Num. xvi. 22,

xxvii. 16), so n;n Efej
is referred to t^n HOBO.

Thus, when the narrative of creation says that God breathed

into man's nostrils the breath of life, and that, in consequence

thereof, man became njn E?B3, this certainly has in this place the

metonymic meaning of a being
nn B>B3 tiTWfe

(i. 30) ; as when

men, because they have in them flesh and blood, are at once

named a-ap^ /cal alpa (&]} ~^?)- But without doubt it will

therefore be said that man was endowed with soul by means of

that inbreathing of the breath of life ; that thus through that

inspiration, not alone, as v. Rudloff teaches, was awakened the

actuality of life, slumbering till then, of the soul that had been

created in us with the body ; but that thereby the living soul

now for the first time came into existence, in virtue of which

man is a being with a living soul. We have here two erro-

neous views to controvert. (1.) It is erroneous to regard the

breath of life as being the creative spirit itself, entering into

individually operative immanence in the man that is coining
into being, so that thus the designation of the created imma-

terial inward nature rises into njn tPBJ. According to this view,

the soul is certainly related in a subordinate manner to the

spirit, but it is to the Divine Spirit.
1

It has come into being

1
Tims, for example, Engelhardt (Zeitschrift fur Protest. 1856, p. 252),

who concludes from Gen. ii. 7 as we do, but not in the same sense: The
soul is thus not a presupposition of the spirit, but a consequence of the

communication of the spirit. Just so Schoberlein (.Jdhrbb. 1861, p. 18) :
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through the Spirit of God, and subsists by the fact that that

Spirit is immanent in
it, and is spiritual because it is immanent

in
it,

and so far as it is allowed to rule in it. Kindred to this

also is the theosophic view, to which we shall return in Div. iv.

Sec. viii.,
that the soul was contained as a potentiality in the

bodily form ; that through God's breath it became a living soul ;

and that this has first to realize the spirit forth from itself, by

allowing the spirit-type (the Idea) manifest in it to attain to

itself Form.1 This is an ethical process, whose reality we do

not here pause to question. But the denial associated with it,

of the fact that the breath of God became the spirit of man, we

pronounce arbitrary, even although it take the form, that through
God's breath the human soul was first of all brought to life

and set in movement only with the capacity to receive
spirit,

and the power to appropriate to itself spirit. That which is

designated by a later representative of this view 2
after the

example of Beck as the fundamental error of the modern so-

called biblical psychology, to wit, "that"man received a self-

subsisting spirit," is, in truth, the fundamental assumption of

the Holy Scripture. For, according to passages such as

Isa. ii. 22, xlii. 5, Job xxvii. 3, E^n JIOGW must be understood

of the created breath of life of man. And of God it is not less

said that He made the human fiBEO, than that He
(
n^y) made

the human B>BJ, Jer. xxxviii. 16, Isa. Ivii. 16, and formed the

spirit, nn, or the heart, ^, of man in his inward parts, Zech.

xii. 1, Ps. xxxiii. 1 5. The ""J?^> spirit-soul, of man is called in

Prov. xx. 27 a candle illumined by God; and Paul expressly

distinguishes this self-conscious spirit of man (1 Cor. ii. 11)
from the self-conscious Spirit of God. But the fact that

God pours by inspiration His creative Spirit into the body of earth, and,
as the result of this influence, goes forth the soul, the living !

1 Thus my Elberfeld critic. The spiritual endowment is brought about

first by the inward birth of the idea, not without man's own agency.
2 Th. v. Thramer, in his Grundziiyen einer Schriftgemassen Seelenlehre,

in the second part of the treatises of the Evangelical School Union, 1858,
and equally Zockler, Naturtheologie, i. (1860) 749. Man in himself, and as

such, is soul, while he has a body and is to become spirit. The defenders of

this view, indeed, say also that man has a spirit, but as a gift (Beck), or

as a principle and completion of his being (Zockler), or as an endowment
accessorium (v. Rudloff), who, indeed, goes so far as to distinguish the

spirit as an accident, from the soul as the subject.
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and nn of man are directly called divine in other places, has, as

we have pointed out, its reason in the special mode of the

spirit's origination : it comes into being by means of divine

inspiration ; although in such a way, that as life of itself, it is

none the less a made, a formed life immediately constituted by

God, as the soul is constituted mediately : for the created breath

of life is the power of man's life appointed by God ; and the

soul is the life which proceeds from this power of life, and is

therefore life mediately constituted. But not in such a way that

(2), as many of the ancients say, the creative breath of life con-

ferred upon man should be a spiritual and physical principle of

life in inseparable unity.
1 The endowment with soul, indeed,

appears as a result of the endowment with spirit ; and spirit

and soul are therefore, in Scripture, actually distinguished.

For that reason we cannot say that the created irvevjAa entering
into man was psychically individualized, or, to express it other-

wise, that spiritual substance took to itself a soul-form, so

that spirit and soul are distinguished as general basis and

individual special manifestation. Tho ^v^r) must be more

than the form of existence, the individuation of the spirit ;

for the Scripture certainly appropriates to the spirit and to

the soul distinct functions, and often speaks of the two

in juxtaposition. They must be distinguished yet otherwise

than as general and special, for the general certainly only

actually exists in form of the special, and man would then not

be able to speak of his spirit specially, and of his soul specially.

Rather might spirit and soul be apprehended as only two dis-

tinct sides of the one principle of life : so that it might be said

that this nott^ was named rrn, Tri/eO/za, as immaterial in relation

to the supersensual ; B>B3, ^rv^ as organically associated with

the material corporeity in relation to it,
and determined by

it. But even this distinction is far from being sufficient for

the case in question. The spirit is certainly called &*}] DOK/J

and D^n : the latter, not from without, but from within, of the

plural number, indicates the life as the summary of the reci-

procally acting powers and phenomena of life : the spirit

also bears the former name as a principle of life absolutely in

1
So, for example, Calovius on Gen. ii. 7 :

"
Spiraculum vitae non est

Spiritus S., sed ipsa anima rationalis, quae in homine simul est vegetative

et sensitiva, ex qua oritur respiratio et exspiratio, unde ^v^y et >iM dicta."
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all relations of life ; and the soul cannot be the spirit itself in

the latter or the former reference. No; it is the bearer and the

mediator of the life that proceeds from the spirit. It proceeded
from the spirit, in that the spirit unites the corporeity per-

sonally with itself, without the spirit being expended in it.

The spirit is superior to the soul. The soul is its product,
1

or,

what is most expressive, its manifestation.2 Even the soul of

the brutes, as all life, and every living soul, is a manifestation

of the spirit ; but only the soul of man is a manifestation of a

spiritus vitce, peculiar to him, and breathed into him imme-

diately from God, the personal God.

But with what justice, then, do we avail ourselves of the in-

breathing of the breath of life for the communication of the

created spirit ? It is indeed breathed into man's nostrils (VBS37

in nares ejm\ and man has it in his nostrils, Gen. vii. 22, Job

xxvii. 3, Isa. ii. 22 (i5>N2i7
in naso suo). Those parallel passages in

which *1S is interchanged with D'SK, show that &)2N is not meant

here in the more general signification of "the countenance"

(LXX., Vulg.). It means the nostrils (Trgg. Lth.), as the

avenue of the process of breathing, and as the organ of the sense

of smell, closely associated therewith. All the less do we seem

called upon to regard the breath of life as the thinking spirit

1 "Of all the attempts," says v. Radowitz in the second vol. of his

Fragments,
" to approach more closely to the perception of the active im-

pulses in man, the mode of explanation has always appeared to me the

most suggestive, that, by the inbreathing of the Spirit of God into the

matter of the body, the soul has been begotten in the body ;
the soul, which

is appointed and equipped thence to become a product of the spirit in the

body, and to bring about the efficiency of both in man." Exactly thus is

the priority described, Gen. ii. 7.

2 Thus, in a purely scientific interest, Damerow expresses himself, when
he says, for example (Allgem. Zeitschrift fur Psychiatr. 1860, p. 438) :

" We know that the spirit in man, although, in order to be able to be in

reciprocal action with the material world, in order to appear as soul, it is

united to the brain, operates through this organ, and acts as soul, yet still

transcends the soul : we know this not only from our own inner experience,

but also from our daily experience in errors, and in diseases of the soul."

On the other hand, Schb'berlein says (Studien and Kritiken, 1860, p. 159) :

" The soul is not independent existence, but only spirit appearing through
the body." But is not, then, the effect the manifestation of the cause? Is

not that which conditions revealed in that which is conditioned? And is

not the soul also, in a certain measure, the embodiment of the spirit, in so

far as it is the manifestation of the spirit conformed to the corporeity ?
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in man. But (1) it is still plainly intelligible, that what God
breathes into man cannot be the air which man inspires and

expires ; for this is not itself that which breathes in man, but

only that which is breathed. (2.) Thus D^n flKO, referred to

the breath, is the same thing in man which is the subject of

the capability of breathing, and, as with the inbreathing the

life of man takes its first beginning, the same thing in man
which is the subject of life absolutely in every relation, irvev/^a

^(DTiKQV) as the book of Wisdom says (xv. 11), and there-

fore at the same time ^v^f) evepyovaa i

1
for the breath of the

Almighty is not only the primal cause of human bodily life,

but also of human spiritual life,
Win ^ nP3 (Job xxxii. 8).

And as (3) man is not a living soul until the breath of life

enters into him, the latter must needs stand to the former,

if not in the relation of a temporal prius and posterius, yet in

the relation of the principium to the principiatum ; and we
find ourselves thus thrown back upon the identity of the breath

of life with the spirit, as distinguished from the soul
(
nj??^ or

nn
?

as distinguished from B&?). The inbreathing into the

nostrils, therefore, can only be meant to affirm that God, by
means of His breath, brought forth and united with the bodily
form that same principle of life which became the source of

all the life of man, and announced its existence thenceforth by
the breath passing into and out of the nostrils. When Ezekiel

in the vision (xxxvii. 1-14) is called upon to summon the wind

(mi) from all the four quarters of the wind (nirpn), that it might
breathe upon the bones of the dead (2 nspj) and make them

live, the representation there is still more phenomenal. The

wind is a figure of the Spirit ; for in ver. 14 Jehovah says, in

interpretation of the vision, "I will put my Spirit into you."
It is the created spirit of God which is given back to the dead

of Israel, so that they arise from their graves. The wind

symbolizes it, because breath is the external naturally necessary

manifestation of spiritually embodied life. Moreover, language
could not indicate spirit and wind by one and the same word,

and the wind (e.g. the thawing wind, Ps. cxlvii. 18), especially

that which is raised up for the purpose of special demonstra-

1 See Grimm, in loco. The book of "Wisdom does not here agree with

Philo, who distinguishes the anima vitalis (W/xjj) and rationalis

as a lower (brutal) and higher (specifically human) principle of life.
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tions of power (as Ex. xv. 8, 10 ; Num. xi. 31 ; 1 Kings xviil.

12
; 2 Kings ii. 16), could not be called 'n nn, if the wind were

not the elementary phenomenon which most corresponds to the

nature of the spirit, and if the breath were not a sensible ana-

logue of the supersensuous spiritual life.

We may now at length form to ourselves an entire concep-
tion of the process of the creation of man. It begins with the

constitution of the body, as the regeneration (Palingenesia) of

man shall one day end with the reconstitution of the body.

God first formed the human body, introducing the formative

powers of entire nature into the moist earth taken from the

soil of Eden, and placing them in co-operation ; whereon He
then breathed into this form the creature spirit, which, because

it originated after the manner of breathing, may just as well

be called His spirit as man's spirit,
because it is His breath

made into the spirit of man. This spirit, entering into the

form of the body, did not remain hidden in itself, but revealed

itself, by virtue of its likeness to God, as soul, which corre-

sponds to the Doxa of the Godhead ; and by means of the soul

subjected to itself the corporeity, by combining within the unity
of its own intrinsic vitality the energies of the bodily material,
as they reciprocally act on one another in accordance with the

life of nature. As Ezekiel beholds Jehovah, surrounded by
His rainbow-like Doxa, enthroned upon the Mercaba (chariot) ;

so the spirit, surrounded by the soul which originates from it,

is enthroned within the body : for the soul, as Tertullian says,
is the body of the spirit, and the flesh is the body of the soul.

1

1
Similarly the English physician, George Moore, TTie Power of the

Soul over the Body (translated into German by Susemihl, 1850), S. xxv. :

" As the dust was formed by immediate contact of Jehovah's finger, the

human figure took the impression of the Godhead. But that this figure of

earthly form and heavenly meaning might not remain like a temple with-

out its indwelling glory, God breathed into the body of man the continuing

spirit of separate life, and this enlightened it with the moral reflection of

the divine character."
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THE FALSE AND THE TEUE TKICHOTOMY.

SEC. IV.

IT is of no avail to say that either Dichotomy or Trichotomy

exclusively is the scriptural representation of the constitution

of human nature. There are such various kinds of views of

dichotomy and trichotomy, that, in general, neither conformity

with, nor opposition to, Scripture can be predicated of either.

Scripture speaks at one time in a definitely dichotomic strain,

as e.g. Matt. vi. 25, Jas. ii. 26, 1 Cor. vi. 20 (according to

the reading of the textus rec.) ; at another in a strain as abso-

lutely and undeniably trichotomic, as 1 Thess. v. 23, Heb. iv.

12. For there is a false trichotomy, and in opposition thereto

a scriptural dichotomy ; and there is a false dichotomy, and in

opposition to it a scriptural trichotomy.

We proceed from the fact, that Scripture primarily requires

of us to recognise the essential opposition, and thus the dualism,

of spirit and matter. At the outset it is not to be denied that

matter is not a word which occurs in Scripture. The word

certainly does not occur, but probably the idea does. All life,

according to Scripture, is activity and operation of the spirit,

whether that that which is Living is spirit itself, as God, who
as the absolute Living One is called Trvevpa (John iv. 24,

comp. Isa. xxxi. 3), and the super-terrene personal creatures

which are called Trvev^ara (Heb. i. 14) ; or that it is pervaded

by the spirit, as is the whole of nature
; or is endowed with

soul by spirit, as are individual personalities. There is thus

a distinction between the spirit as the living and the lifegiving
on the one hand, and the corporeal as that which in itself is

lifeless on the other; and this corporeal nature, lifeless in itself,

is precisely that which we call matter. Scripture distinguishes
so sharply and stringently, that, in its estimation, even flesh and

spirit are considered as contraries, although in the flesh there is

inseparable the conception of that which belongs to soul ; for

flesh is that which is bodily endowed with soul, or that has been

endowed with soul. None the less "M??
1
anc^ ^ are PP sed

1 The fundamental conception of this word may clearly be gathered
from the Arabic, where laschara means to smooth over, to rub, to rasp, to
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to one another, inasmuch as flesh is not itself spirit (Gen. vi. 3 ;

Isa. xxxi. 3) ; and the Lord says (John vi. 63),
" It is the Spirit

which quickeneth ; the flesh profiteth nothing." In the intro-

duction to the history of creation, moreover, actually appears a

Hyle, not eternal indeed, as that of the philosophers, but still a

Hyle as yet absolutely formless and lifeless, the iliolm wa-bohu,

which, as absolute negation, not so much of power, which indeed

may also operate destructively, as rather of form and life, may
be called pure matter. The Spirit of God, which brooded over

this Hyle constituted under the waters, for the purpose of crea-

tive formation the aboriginal chaos is the mediating cause

of all endowment with form and life, co-operating through its

whole course with the creative work now beginning. Thus,
even on the first page of Scripture, matter and spirit are placed
in essential opposition. And this opposition subsists not only
between God's Spirit and chaos, but also between the Spirit that

endues man with soul, and the body of man; between the Spiri*,

that endues the brute with soul, and the body of the brute ; be-

tween the Spirit that pervades entire nature, and the grossest as

well as the most delicate material in which it comes to mani-

festation. The opposition, indeed, is no yawning gulf. The

essentially different is united by unity of origin ; for from

God, as Scripture tells us, are all things (1 Cor. viii. 6), etc.

" The unity of the source of all things," says a late natural

philosopher
1
in harmony with this,

"
promises a homogeneity

of the things among themselves."

But if, from this relation of the spiritual and corporeal
realities to a final Cause, the conclusion be drawn that there

subsists no essential distinction between soul and body, Scrip-
ture is diametrically opposed to it ; for as it bids us from its

first page to look upon the Kosmos, so also it bids us look on

man dualistically. Another natural philosopher
2

acknowledges
this ; not, however, without observing by the way, that an abun-

scratch something on the surface
;
then generally to handle, to take hold

of attrectare and tractare. Flesh, basar, is thus materies attrectabilis, the

opposite of the spiritual, impalpable, incomprehensible.
1 E. Earless, in his RedeUber Grenzen und Grenzgebiete derphysiologischen

Forschung (Munich, at the expense of the Academy, 1860), 27.

2 R. Wagner, Der Kampf um die Sede von Standpunkt der Wissenschaft

(1857), 47.
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dance of reasons might be borrowed from the Bible in defence

of a more spiritualistic, monistic, and even in a certain aspect,

conditionally materialistic view. But the matter does not stand

thus. Scripture teaches a final glorification of the material

world, and still, for all that, does not conceive it spiritualistically.

It comprehends the spiritually embodied man as a substantial

unity, and yet does not on this account conceive it monistically.

It subjects the entire man in the way of nature to death ; and

yet, for all that, it does not conceive of man in a materialistic

way. But, that it calls spirit and soul by names which are

borrowed from the most subtle forms of matter, arises from the

fact that it speaks in human language, with which even the

most abstract and the most exact philosophers must needs be

satisfied. It is neither in favour of conditioned nor of uncon-

ditioned materialism ; for the spirit, and indeed the derived

spirit not less than the divine, is in its view something essentially

different in its nature from matter. According to its representa-

tion, man is the synthesis of two absolutely distinct elements.
1

The narrative of the creation of man in Gen. ii. is specially

intended to give us the recognition of this composite nature of

man, and thence, on the one hand, to tell us of the importance
of his position in the world

; and, on the other hand, of the

possibility of his dissolution by death. It could not in any way
more sharply indicate the essential reality of the opposition
of spirit and matter, than by representing man as originating
from the combination of an immediate breathing of God, with

the body of earth. Beyond contradiction, therefore, it is

against Scripture, to make man a Being, so to speak, out of

one piece or at one casting. The body is neither the precipitate

1 We cannot therefore adopt the opinion of Fabri, Sensus Communis,

1861, p. 62, in saying, "The dualistic division of spirit and matter, which,

contradictory to Scripture as it is, has penetrated from philosophy even into

theology, and even to this day is absolutely powerful therein, in number-

less points stands in the way of a deeper acquaintance with biblical truths."

For that "
all matter is phenomenal, and only the revelation and embodi-

ment of spiritual potencies," is absolutely a philosophic statement contrary

to Scripture, according to which matter is certainly a sensible phenomenon,

but, precisely as such, is the opposite of the purely spiritual. Moreover,

Fabri appears not to reject dualism in itself, but only a dualistic division,

which cuts asunder spirit and matter as opposites, without a higher unity

and reciprocal relation capable of modificatiou.
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of the spirit,
nor the spirit the sublimate of matter. Both

views derange the limits of creation drawn by Scripture.

With the decision in favour of the dualism of spirit and

nature, however, the question as to dichotomy or trichotomy is

in nowise settled. Besides the apprehension that the essential

distinction of spirit and nature might be obliterated, there are

especially three errors, the fear of which has caused a prejudice

against trichotomy: (1.) The pseudo-Gnostic view, that the spirit

of man is a portion of Divinity incapable of sin, as Origen

thought:
1
aveTTiSe/cTov rwv ^eipovwv TO Trvev/jua TOV avOpairov TO

Iv CLVTW (torn, xxxii. in Joannem). (2.) The Apollinarian error,

that Christ had body and soul in common with us, but that the

eternal Logos had in Him usurped the place of the Spirit, a

narrowing of the true humanity of Christ, whereby the tricho-

tomic view, after prevailing in the two first centuries of the

church, came into discredit as a Platonic-Plotinian error among
the orthodox teachers of the fourth and fifth centuries. (3.)

The semi-Pelagian error, that the spirit is excepted from the

original sin which affected the body and soul, an extenuation

of human corruption, which probably contributed most of all to

make our old dogmatists averse from trichotomy. But, in the

face of all these errors, its opponents must confess that man may
be regarded trichotomically, without in the least degree implying
the adoption of such erroneous views. And the reproach of

Platonizing, which was cast upon trichotomy, contained nothing
which could specially redound to its dishonour. Assuredly
Plato teaches trichotomically concerning the soul, when he

distinguishes from the undying part of the soul (TO \O^LO-TIKOV)

two mortal parts (TO 0iyzoetSe9 and TO einOv^TiKov) ; and cer-

tainly the later academy taught in like manner a trichotomic

view of man ;

2 and it may be that Apollinaris, as Nemesios

declares, constructed his peculiar dogma from the anthropologic

trichotomy borrowed from Plotinus crw/za, tyv%i], and vovs.

But is what Plato or what Plotinus teach to be absolutely

1 But not without contradicting himself, in that he teaches of the soul,

? iJ'W %" 0'Tg M* %" $vxA (De Princ., ed. Redepenning, p. 10), it has fallen

from the position of the vovs ;
it is chilled divine fire.

2
Thus, for example also, the little book of Hermes Trismegistus, An die

menschliclie Seek, translated from the Arabic by Fleischer (Zeitschr. fur
historische Theologie, 1840-1X The active, intellect which man, in himself
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branded, because Plato and Plotinus teach it? Certainly

the anthropologic fundamental conceptions which underlie the

substantial fact of the history of redemption, will not be dis-

covered in Plato and Plotinus. We must needs turn to the

Holy Scripture, and accept without prejudice what it answers

to us, whether it be Platonic or anti-Platonic.

But if we consider dichotomy first of all in its coarsest

modifications, it is not difficult to point out its opposition to

Scripture. When our dogmatists say that njn syaa (Gen. ii. 7)

does not denote a tertium proceeding from the combination of

corpus terrenum and spiraculum vitce, but the compositum pro-

ceeding therefrom which is named after the pars potior ; it is

sufficient, by way of reply, to recall the distinction, sharply

stamped on the language, between D^n (T\T\)
rw'j and n*n $03

?

according to which the two are related to one another as cause

and effect, and therefore cannot be absolutely identical ; as well

as that D^n and P33 are conceptions which in no way coincide

(vid. 1 Sam. i. 26, Ps. Ixvi. 9, Prov. iii. 22 ; comp. Job iii. 20, x. 1).

Another dichotomic view according to which Scripture knows

nothing of a created spirit, but only of a created soul (in oppo-
sition to which is a whole array of texts, as Rom. viii. 16, 1 Cor.

ii. 11, and others), continues to have an interest for us, because

it is an actual proof of the strong impression made by the

assumption that governs the usus loquendi of Scripture, that the

created spirit of man is a spirit that proceeds from God. It is

the view propounded by Hofmann in Prophecy and its Fulfil-

ment. Man thus runs the teaching subsists dichotomically
of body and soul : the soul is that which constitutes person-

ality in man, as the individual life willed into existence by the

eternal Spirit and present in time ; the spirit, distinguished from

the man himself, is that in man which rules over him, in respect
of its actual occupation, the spirit of man, but essentially, the

Spirit of God. As this view which stands in unmistakeable

contradiction to unequivocal passages of Scripture, as Zech.

only potentially a reasonable nature, receives, is there considered as essen-

tially distinct from the soul. To the original matter of the elements

succeeds, in ascending gradation, the substance of the heaven of the spheres,
and to this, the substance of the soul, and to this, the reason, which, of all

created things, is necessarily the noblest, the subtlest, and possessing the

highest rank.
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xii. 1, 1 Cor. ii. 11, Rom. viii. 16, and Deut. ii. 30, 2 Cor. vii. 1

has been given up by Hofmann himself, it is sufficient to refer

to my examination of it given elsewhere.
1 What this view has

to offer, in harmony with the dogmatic system of the Bible, the

shrewd system atizer has known how to preserve in another way,

by none the less maintaining an indwelling of God's Spirit in

man, established by the creation. For in the Schriftbeweis
2

it

is indeed admitted that Scripture knows just as much of a

created spirit as of a created soul : of both, not as two kinds of

substances, but in such a way as to name the breath of life as

the condition of the individual life, nn, and as the individual

life itself in its conditional state, WQ : nvi as power effecting

movement, t?SM as Being existing in movement. But there is

added the limitation, of immeasurably more consequence to the

system, that it is the everlasting Spirit of God dwelling in man,

by virtue of whom man has his breath of life, which is just as

much his spirit as his soul. The immanence of God's Spirit

in man, as the source and support of his life in him, is there-

fore also maintained in this form of doctrine.
3

I find nothing
of it in Scripture. There is no indwelling of God's absolute

Spirit in man taught here, that is distinguished from that

general presence of the Godhead in the world which supports

every created thing in its own special character
; and, indeed,

the scriptural proof adduced for it from some few passages, as

1 In my Theology of Biblical Prophecy (1845), pp. 187-195, where,

however, as is remarked above, on account of the endeavour to maintain

the essential unity of the created spirit and the soul, the distinction be-

tween them is made of too little account.
2 See the same, i. 292-300

; comp. von. Zeschwitz, Profangracitdt

und bibl Sprachgeist, pp. 67-69, where the isolated texts brought forward

in von Hofmann's Schriftbeweis are rightly declared to be insufficient to

found on them a doctrine of a far-reaching character upon the facts of

creation.

3 Thus also teaches Schb'berlein : Man consists of body, soul, and the

Spirit of God immanent in the soul
;
for he remarks (Jahrbb. 1861, p. 24),

u The Spirit may be reckoned in man among the actual elements of his

being ;
whereas of natural beings, because the Spirit forms a power which

only rules in them, but is incomprehensible to them themselves, it would be

said that they only consist of body and soul." Scripture does not say so,

and that the Spirit of God could be an element of human nature is a con-

tradiction in itself
;
for which Hofmann, in substantially a similar view,

consistently reproaches trichotomy.
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Gen. vi. 3, Job xxxiii. 4, xxxii. 8, is manifestly feeble and

inadequate. And as for the essential condition of man, I

certainly agree entirely with the view that the spirit and soul

of man are distinguished as primary and secondary, but not

with the view that spirit and soul are substantially one and the

same. In the abstract, it is difficult to conceive how, in such

a case, they could be distinguished as conditioning and condi-

tioned ; but, moreover, there occur to us two New Testament

passages (viz. 1 Thess. v. 23 and Heb. iv. 12) which here

claim special consideration, because they denominate, not only

casually but designedly, the condition of man's being ; and their

logically rigid trichotomic mode of expression cannot be sum-

marily set aside with the assertion, that in them is meant the

condition of man's life, and especially of the Christian's life,

not in relation to its three distinct elements, but assuming the

existence of only two elements, only in reference to its three

distinct relations.

We direct our attention first of all to 1 Thess. v. 23.
1 In

this passage of the earliest written of his epistles, Paul names

at the outset of his prayer for God's blessing,
" the God of

peace," because sin has brought discord into man's natural

condition and community, and peace, which takes away this

discord, is God's will and gift. And the very God of peace,

says the apostle, sanctify you oXoreXefr, Lat. vos totos ; Ger-

man, as Luther pithily translates,
"
through and through," so

that nothing in you remains uninfluenced by the sanctification;

and 6\6/c\r)pov VJJLMV TO Trvev/Jia KO), *) ^v^r) KOI TO crco//-a, i.e.

sound and entire (integer), may your spirit and your soul and

your body be preserved blameless at the coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ (or, "to this coming;" comp. Jas. v. 7)! The
wish of the apostle, we gladly concede to Hofmann, is certainly

not directed to their remaining entire men, but probably to

their being so kept in the totality of their human condition of

1 There was a time when this Pauline text could hardly be cited with-

out incurring suspicion. Thus it happened to Freilinghausen, who referred

to it in his admirable Grundlegung der Theologie (a popular dogmatic

treatise), where he speaks of renewing and sanctification. The editor of

J. J. Kombach's Lectures on the Grundlegung remarks,
" The auctores of

the Unschuldigen Nachrichten had created an offence out of the quotation
of this passage, as if the author were appearing to constitute (statuiren)

three essential parts of man w
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being, that when the Lord shall appear in judicial glory, no

blame may fall on them. And the apostle strikingly analyzes
the human condition into Trvevjuia, tyvxtf, and aw^a ; nay, he

moreover regards every one of these three elements as being in

itself again many-sided or many-parted, inasmuch as he refers

the expression o\6ic\r)pov
l
to every one of them. It is the view

that forces itself upon every unprejudiced person. Should any
one prefer to express it, that the apostle by irvev^a and ^rv^
is distinguishing the internal condition of man's life, and espe-

cially of the Christian's life, in respect of two several relations,

even this will not be false. For the three essential elements

which he distinguishes are in nowise three essentially distinct

elements. Either spirit and soul, or soul and body, belong to

one another, as of a similar nature ; and the apostle's view is

thus in the final result certainly dichotomic. But supposing
that he regards spirit and soul as the essentially similar inward

nature of man, it seems to correspond very little with the

regular ordination of the three anthropologic fundamental con-

ceptions, if we attribute to the apostle the notion that irvev^a

and
'tyv'xf)

are only two several relations of that essentially

similar inward nature, and not two distinct elements of it. It

appears, therefore, that Paul distinguishes three essential ele-

ments of man, to every one of which the work of sanctifying

grace extends in its manner.

How else, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, which, if not

written by Paul himself, is still Pauline (iv. 12), could a divid-

ing asunder of the soul and
spirit, which God's word effects in

us, be spoken of? This passage, which, together with 1 Thess.

v. 23, is valuable as the special deposit of the Pauline view of

the essential condition of man, is disregarded by Harless, when

lie confesses
2
that he can by no means find in 1 Thess. v. 23,

a trichotomy, that cannot be proved from other passages of the

apostle.
Hofmann endeavours to avoid the concession, that in

1 The fundamental idea of JAC^A^O?, according to Schleussner, is cut

totum inest quod sorte oltigit. Doubtless xhqpos in this connection means
"
possession,"

"
estate,"

"
inheritance;" and oXoxAqpoy means what repre-

sents the whole undivided possession, what is not weakened by division,

and thus subsists in perfect integrity. Hesychius explains it by auov, and

e'AoxXnp/ by 6vff/j,
"
uniting," unity, in contrast with dissipation into parts.

2 Ethics (1853-60), p. 30.
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this case ^rv^rj
and irvev^a are two separate elements of human

nature, by saying that he regards the genitive ^tn^rj? /cat Tvev-

fjLdTOS as depending upon ap/mwv re KOI yu-veXw^ ;
thus making

the writer say that the word is so penetrating as to divide

asunder and dissolve, as well the joints as the marrow of the

inner life, i.e. the secret links of its coherence, and the inner-

most marrow of its substance. But we cannot consent to sur-

render the trichotomic view of the writer so plainly outspoken,
at the price of this unnaturally-inverted expression, wherein,

over and above the objection that the " inner life" is substituted

for the twofold conception -xjru^r}?
KOI Trvev/jLaros, we can find,

in the fact that in dpfjuwv re KOI fjbve\wv there is a figurative

meaning associated with a literal meaning in -^1^779 KCU Trvev-

/zaro9, no necessity for the adoption of a construction such as

would require the writer to speak, in a daring figure indeed of

the joints and masses of marrow (yLtueXcG^, not merely /j,ve\ov),

of the spirit and the soul. I maintain the view discussed in

my Commentary, in loc., that the writer attributes to the word

of God a dividing efficacy of a moral nature, which extends to

the entire pneumatico-psychical and corporeal condition of

man
; and that he regards as well the invisible supersensuous

as the sensible sensuous condition of man as bipartite, dividing
in the former the ^1/^77 and Trvev^a^ in the latter the appol
which serve for the life of motion, and the jjbve\oi which serve

for the life of sensation. Riehrn,
1

indeed, considers that, in

applying the dividing power of the word of God, which

analyzes and lays bare all things, to the human corporeity

also, I am " confused and contradictory ;

"
but if in our body

and its members the law of sin and of death has become

dominant, it is precisely the word of God which can take

to pieces this structure penetrated with sin, just as it can

divide in our immaterial internal nature, soul and spirit, not

merely in conception, but actually ; and can with exact subtlety

analyze all that has therein been creatively constituted, or has

been inherited by birth, or in any other way has from any
source been superinduced, or has been spontaneously cultivated.

Nevertheless, this is not the place to pursue this question
further. As far as the matter concerns us here, Kiehm

agrees with us. It is pretty generally acknowledged, says
1
Lelirbegriff des Hebraerbriefs (1858), p. 65.
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he,
1
that the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, in naming

(ch. iv. 12) i^v^r) and Trz/eO/m in juxtaposition, as composing
the immaterial substance of human nature, announces a tricho-

tomic view of the nature of man.

But although, in accordance with such classical texts of

Scripture as the above, to which v. Rudloff rightly adds 1 Cor.

xv. 45, soul and spirit are separable elements of the internal

structure of man, still we must guard against establishing a

gulf between them. In the actual natural position of man, the

Psyche has certainly attained a dominion and an independence,

which, as it proves on the one hand that it cannot be identical

with the Pneuma, so, on the other hand, must not be abused

for the purpose of proving that, in relation to the Pneuma, it is

the primary element, or that it is an element essentially distinct

from it.
2 No ! spirit and soul are not distinct natures. The

Giintherish school makes them so, when it rightly conceives of

man as the synthesis of spirit- and nature-life, but wrongly ap-

propriates the Psyche to the latter as the highest internalization

of the natural substance, as the capability of the formation of

conception pertaining to the knowledge of itself, in contrast with

the formation of ideas by the spirit. The trichotomy of Plato

and Aristotle is in substance just this. For the soul of passion

and the soul of desire
(Ov/jut/cr)

and eTTtOu^TLicrf) are, accord-

ing to Plato, mortal
;
and to the latter he adjudges sensibility

(6&&Qn<n<$) : so that it occurs at least as a consequence of his

system, that to this mortal twofold portion of the soul are to

be generally appropriated the forms of activity common to man
with the brute.

3 And Aristotle, who, in like manner, declares

that the sustaining and sensitive soul (OpeTm/ctf and alaOrjTi/crj)

is decaying, and only the reason (z/ov?,
and indeed the vovs

TroiyriKos) is immortal, attributes to this mortal soul expressly

not merely appetite (o/ye|t5), but, moreover, sensuous percep-

tion, imagination ((fravTaaia), memory (/jLvtjfi7j)y recollection

(avdfjLW)<Ti$)i and thus every activity of the soul that belongs to

the brute also.
4 That which is new in the fundamental view

1
Lehrbegrijf des Htlraerbriefs, p. 671.

2 See the striking remarks in v. Zeschwitz, Profangracitdt und biblischer

Spraclujeist, pp. 48-50.
3 See Zeller, Die Philosophie der Griechtn, ii. (18,16), 27
* Ibid. ii. 486-489.
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of Giinther, is only the distinction applied to the relation of

spirit and soul of the formation of ideas and of conceptions,

although, following the example of Paracelsus, J. B. van

Helmont teaches, that to the soul, as distinguished from the

intuitively and essentially perceiving spirit, belongs the ratio,

formatrix syllogismi, discurrendi sermocinalis facultas. The
distinction of the so-called higher and lower capacities of the

soul has, as we shall be convinced further on, its substantial

truth testified even by Scripture ; but, for the rest, the false

trichotomy consists actually in that distinction of spirit and

soul which points to these two several spheres of being. There

is no special need of a refutation of this trichotomy from the

Scripture, since it is absolutely incapable of being established

on scriptural authority. Since t^M, ^v^y, according to the

usus loquendi of all the books of the Bible,
1

frequently denotes

the entire inward nature of man, and in more frequent me-

tonymy denotes the person in reference to its whole internal

and external life; and since the Holy Scripture still more

frequently says that man consists of body and soul than that he

consists of body and spirit, the soul, as essentially distinct from

the spirit, cannot possibly, in the sense of Scripture, belong to

the natural side of man
; as also it is an unscriptural view,

that the brute-soul is the " acme of the self-internalizing pro-
cess of nature :" for all the life of the creature, even of the

brutes, according to Scripture, is not a life which proceeds
from the spontaneous activity of matter, but a life effected in

matter by God (Ps. civ. 30; Job xxxiv. 14); and Josephus

(Ant. i. 1, 2) rightly says, in reference to Gen. ii. 7, Trvevpa

eviJKev CLVTO) /col ^V^TJV^ i.e. the divine inspiration was the

endowing with spirit and with soul combined.

We maintain the dualism of nature and spirit as strenu-

1 Even according to that of Paul, in whom, according to Krumm, de

notionibus psycliologicis Paulinis (1858), -^v%y] is nothing more than vis

qua corpus viget et movetur (similar to the otlfffairtKJ of Philo, and the

sTTidvff/iTizov of Plato). Then the idea of the Psyche in Paul would be

different from the one in the Epistle to the HebreAvs and in Luke
;
and the

apostle, moreover, would not be consistent with himself in such passages

as Eph. vi. 6, Col. iii. 23, Phil. i. 27. Krumm accordingly makes him

speak in such passages in an inconsequent manner, according to the vulgar

usus loquendi. In such culs-de-sac, the desire of system is checked without

possibility of return.

M
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ously as we maintain the dualism of God and the world, and

in the same degree we regard the body and the spirit of man
as being of a distinct nature. But the soul belongs to the

side of the spirit.
The essential difference between a human

nature-psyche and the human thinking spirit is an invention

contrary to Scripture and to experience. The dualism of

Psyche and Pneuma, under which man, considered ethically,

is groaning, is a consequence of sin, which has disunited in

itself his life-principle which he had received immediately from

God. For it is one principle from which are derived both his

bodily and his spiritual life. The body without the spirit is

dead (Jas. ii. 26). There is no natural-psyche between spirit

and body, but only a life of the soul that proceeds from the

spirit itself. We thoroughly agree in this respect with Thomas

Aquinas, the ingenious elaborator of the fundamental thoughts
of Aristotle. "

Impossibile est," he says (Pt. i. 2, Ixxvi. art. 3

of his Summd),
" in uno homine esse plures animas per essen-

tiam differentes, sed una tantum est anima intellectiva, quas

vegetative et sensitive, et intellective officiis fungitur."

Notice here the idea essentia. The understanding soul and

the bodily soul are in their essence and nature one.

Moreover, the view of Goschel,
1
that the soul proceeds at

once from body and spirit in order to unite the two, i.e. to

elevate the body from the flesh to the
spirit, and to appropriate

the spirit to the body, and that, because otherwise there would
be a dualism, it must be such a third nature as themselves,

originating in like manner from the body as from the spirit,

this view, I say, is not to be received. For (1) it proceeds on

the assumption that the body, prior to its endowment with spirit,

was already a naturally living body of flesh, which not only
contradicts the literal reading of Gen. ii. 7, but the scriptural
view generally, according to which all fleshly life is the result

of the spirit of life
(
n?^ and nvi) dwelling in the bodily crea-

tion ; (2) although the soul is the medium of the dominion of

the soul over the body, it is not the appointed mediator between

1 In his work, Der Mensch nach Leib, Seele, und Geist diesseits und

jenseits, 1856, p. 6, and throughout. On the other hand, according to

Dante, by divine spiritual endowment the fruit, of the body arises wi* alma

sola che vive e sente e se in se rigira, an individual soul, which lives, and

feels, and revolves within itself (Purg. 25, 70-75).
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the two ;
and (3) a mixed nature originating at once from the

body and the spirit,
is absolutely inconceivable. On the other

hand, it may be represented that the spirit, entering into the

earthly body, combines the natural powers met with therein

into the unity of soul
;

so that the soul should be indeed a

nature-psyche, but originated through the union of the spirit

with the body. But scriptural passages such as Matt. x. 28,

and a hundred others, would then be inexplicable. The con-

clusion, then, is, that the soul is of one nature with the spirit.

But if, according to Scripture, the soul do not belong to

the side of man's nature, but to the side of his spirit, it is either

one and the same with his spirit, or it is a substance proceeding
from it. When the above-named Thomas Aquinas, in his

Summa (Pt. i. 2, Ixxvii. art. 6), says,
" Cum accidens proprium

et per se causetur a subjecto secundum quod est in actu, et

recipiatur in eo in quantum est in potentia, constat omnes

potentias animae ab ipsius animse essentia emanare," the vege-

tative, sensitive, appetitive, motive, evidences of life which

we attribute to the soul, like the intellectual, which we call

spiritual, appear to him purely accidental emanations from the

nature of the soul, which is potentially capacitated for them
;

or (to transpose his words into our manner of expression) the

soul (Psyche) is to him only as an accident of the spirit

(Pneuma), only as a sum-total of acts effected and determined

by the body, that the spirit begets out of itself, and may take

back into itself. If we, on the other hand, raise the question
whether soul and spirit are not rather to be substantially dis-

tinguished, we are not apprehending substantia as one and the

same with essentia ; for that in this sense spirit and soul are

of a like substance, we have already maintained against the

Giintherish school ; moreover, we would not have understood

by substantia that which has the foundation of its being in

itself (quod nulla alia re indiget ad existendum) ; for, apart
from the fact that in this sense generally no creature is sub-

stance in any other than a very limited manner, we award to

the soul a priori no other being than one derived from and

dependent on the spirit, and therefore no subsistence in the

sense of independence. But whilst we distinguish essence as

existence thus or thus limited, and substance as real and per-
manent and existing by itself, we contrast substance with acci-
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dent, and especially with the accidental actus, and ask whether

then in truth what we call soul, as distinct from spirit, be nothing
more than the actuality of the spirit referred to the corporeity ;

or, according to Tertullian, whether the spiritual-psychical in-

ward nature of man is to be regarded as uniformis duntaxat sub-

stantia, and the soul as nothing more than substantice officium, i.e.

the self-operation of the spiritual substance. This question we
believe we must, in the sense of the Scripture, answer in the

negative, and say, as does v. Rudloff, spirit and soul are of one

nature, but of distinct substances.
1

If any one would rather

say that the soul is a Terbium, or third existence, not substan-

tially indeed, but potentially, independent, between spirit and

body, but by its nature pertaining to the side of the spirit, we

have no objection to it.
2 The principle in which it results is this,

that the soul, whether it be called substance or potentiality, is not

the spirit itself, but another nature conditioned by it, although

standing incomparably nearer to it than the body. We do not

purpose to prove it from individual texts where soul and spirit

are named in juxtaposition, and are distinguished from one

another, as Isa. xxvi. 9. The main proof is found, on the one

hand, in Gen. ii. 7, according to which the human soul is related

1 My reviewer in the Catholic Literatur-Zeitung, 1855, No. 48, charac-

terizes my view as false, and contrary to reason, that the soul emanates

from the spirit, and is no distinct nature, but a distinct substance from the

spirit. He remarks :
"
Copiat qui capere potest. For, apart from the fact

that it is a question whether a created spirit can emanate from itself, still

that which had emanated could not possibly be another new substance, in

the same way as in the Trinity the three Persons are not distinct sub-

stances." This reproach I think I have now replied to in the above more

accurate explanation. As far as concerns the emanation, it is conceded by

my reviewer, (1) that in the Holy Scripture the spirit and soul of man are

in nowise contrasted as essentially opposed ; (2) that the human soul is

nowhere placed in juxtaposition with the spirit as an independent monad.

I add, moreover, (3) that they are none the less distinguished as condition-

ing and produced, and that precisely from these three points the conclusion

results to me, that the soul stands to the spirit in the relation of emanation.

For the rest, emanare is certainly an expression not exactly suited to the

subject. The names HI"! (ndKO) and $QJ rather suggest spirare. But

both expressions are only natural figures of that which is supernatural.
2 Thus v. Zeschwitz, Profangracitat und Bibl. Sprachyeist, p. 49, comp.

37, where irvtvp* is with perfect justice defined as the highest spiritual

power, comprehending, ruling, penetrating all the powers of the soul and

the body in the power of its own connection with God.
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to the inbreathed creature-breath of life, just as the brute soul

is related to the absolute Spirit which brooded over the waters

of chaos ; on the other, in the undeniably biblical representa-

tions, that in consequence of sin the human spirit is absorbed

into soul and flesh, and man, who ought to pass over from the

position of the ^fv^rj fcotra into the position of the

faoTTOiovv, has become, instead of TrvevfjiartKo^^ a being
and o-apKi/cbs ;

and further, that just for that reason, because

the spirit stands in immediate causal relation to God, all the

divine operations having redemption in view address them-

selves first of all to the nvi, irvev^a^ and only thence attain to

t^BJ, ^rv^rf : for when God manifests Himself, He appeals to

the spirit of man ; and if He deliver man from the old nature

of sin, it is man's spirit which is renewed (e.g. Ps. li. 10 ; Tit.

iii. 5). Not as though the soul were not a participant in such

divine operations, but they determine themselves in the spirit,

in order then to concentrate themselves in the soul ; and we may
thence conclude, that although it originates out of the essence

of the spirit, it is not of absolutely identical condition with it,

or, as we prefer saying, that it is not one and the same substance

with the spirit, but a substance that stands in a secondary
relation with it. It is of one nature with it, but not one distinct

nature, as the Son and the Spirit are of one nature with the

Father, but still not the same hypostases.
This internal divine relation, however, is not quite that

which is prototypical herein. When Justin (fragm. de resur-

rectione carnis) says, ot/eo? TO crw^a ^v^f)? Trvev/jLaros Se ^rv^rj

oZ/eo?, and when Irenaeus calls the soul spiritus velut habitaculum,

they are referring to another prototypical relation ; and when

Philo (de opificio mundi) calls man, in relation to the powers of

his soul, /3jO<z^u? el Bel raX^e? eltreiv ovpavos ;
or when Peter,

in the Clementine Homilies (xvi. 12), says of the eternal wisdom,

TIVWTCLI ft>5 ^V^TI rco @ea>,
1
the true substance of the matter is

still more plainly intimated : the human soul is related to the

human spirit as the divine doxa is related to the triune divine

nature. This is a similitude which is certainly not strictly

completed in the Scripture,
2 but for which Scripture offers all

1 See thereupon Mb'ller, Geschichte der Kosmologie in der Griech. Kirche

few aufOrigenes (1861), p. 471.
2 It would be almost strictly completed if Ps. xxiv. 4 were translated,
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necessary premises. For if the human niDCM (= nn) is a candle

of Jehovah (Prov. xx. 27), and if the Lord calls the spirit of

man TO c/xw? TO ev trol (Matt. vi. 23, comp. 1 Cor. ii. 11), what

can the soul be other than the aTravyao-jiLa of this light, since,

according to the prevailing use of scriptural language, the soul

is related to the spirit as life to the principle of life, and as the

effect to that which produces it I And as the human spirit is

the self-knowing nature, as is collected even from its origin, and

as 1 Cor. ii. 11, comp. Prov. xx. 27, expressly says, how could

{$M, ^rup?7, so very commonly denote the entire life the whole

internal nature the person of man if it were riot the self-

expression, and, so to speak, the reflection of the spirit the

sphere essentially like to it of its own self-knowledge 1 PSJ, in

a general sense, is the name of the person, not because the soul

is that which forms the personality of man, but because it is the

mediating link of the spirit and the body, and the peculiar form

of its personality. The spirit is the inbreathing of the God-

head, and the soul is the outbreaking of the spirit. The spirit

is spiritus spiratus, and endows the body with soul, as spiritus

spirans. The spirit is the life-centre provided for the body, as

the Object of its endowment with soul, and the soul is the raying
forth of this centre of life.

1 The spirit is (let it be well con-

sidered) the inward being of the soul, and the soul is the external

according to the original text,
" who does not exhaust my soul for vanity :"

for the soul of God would then be here His name, Ex. xx. 7, and then a

revelation of the nature of God
;
as also Jer. Ii. 14, 1^233, per animam swam,

is explained by i!0^3, per noinen suitm. The Cheihib,
" who does not lift

his soul to vanity," certainly reads more naturally. But the Keri 1^33 is old,

and recognised by the oldest testimonies (even LXX., Cod. Vat., TSJ* -^v^v

ftov) ; only Elias Levita rejects it, but on the ground of a misunderstood

Masora (see Bar's Psalterium Hebr. p. 130). Norzi, whose critical judg-
ment I followed earlier, and also Hupfeld in foe., distort the fact.

1 So far as spirit and soul stand related to one another as centre and

circumference, we might express the relation also as Philo does in B. i. de

opificio mundi. The spirit is, so to speak, the Psyche of the Psyche, as the

apple of the eye in the eye (vovv i/proj> Haptiro -^v^ TIVOC. -fywxflv Kxd^sp
KWW iv ofpfahftij/i) ;

and so far as the soul serves to the spirit as the means

of self-attestation and of operation on the cosmical side, we might say that

the soul is as the chariot (the mercaba) of the spirit, and the spirit ita

charioteer (z/ovf 01% "^vyflS qio%os retif otfaOqaeotv i*WT9}ff;). Const. Apost,

vii. 34, 3.
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nature of the spirit ; for there is nothing internal without a

corresponding external, and nothing external without internal.

From the side of the body it is the beaming forth doxa of the

spirit its immaterial bodily self by means of which it governs
the material corporeity, with the powers that are involved in it,

as the Godhead, by means of its doxa, fills and pervades the

world. Therefore in the Old Testament the soul also is abso-

lutely called Hi23, Gen. xlix. 6 (where it is constructed as femi-

nine because it is akin to PB?.), Ps. vii. 6, xvi. 9,
1
xxx. 13,

Ivii. 9, cviii. 2
; for the spirit is the image of the triune God-

head, but the soul is the copy of this image, and is related to

the spirit as the eir-ra Trvev/jLara are related to the Spirit of God,
or to God the Spirit.

How deeply penetrating the parallelism is, will appear as

we now proceed to consider the psychical origin of man in an

ethical point of view.

THE OBIGIN OF THE PSYCHE IN AN ETHICAL
POINT OF VIEW.

SEC. V.

IF the soul be related to the spirit as the doxa to God, of

whom the Scripture says irvev^a o 0eo? (John iv. 24), it might
be supposed that Adam, even as he was created, was at once in

the position of glorification. But we are forbidden to assume

this, not merely by 1 Cor. xv. 45, but by the entire tenor of

Scripture. Glorification is there never regarded as the begin-

ning, but as the end and aim, of man. The apostle formulates

it thus : ov irpwrov TO TrvevjuLariKov, a\\a TO

1 Let these passages of the Psalms be compared with 1 Thess. v. 23,

and nb will be found to correspond to nvivpct, (vovi), and thus 1123 to the

fyvM, which, as Hupfeld observes, is so named either as the most precious

possession of man, or as the brightness of the divine TQD- We decide for

the latter view. Just so does Bb'hner, Naturforsclmng und Kulturkben

(1858), p. 21, who is with us in this matter.
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TO irvevfiarLicov. What is affirmed in tins thesis follows, more-

over, of necessity from the nature of man as a creature spirit-

embodied. For (1) the nature of man subsists not alone in

the spirit formed in God's image, and reflected in the soul as the

spirit's likeness: it comprehends besides the body of earth, which,

as we have shown, Sec. II., was not itself immediately after God's

image, but was created only for personal union with the spirit

in God's likeness, and destined to become glorified into a similar

likeness of God.1
If this body were the effluent doxa of the

soul, as the soul is the effluent doxa of the spirit, it might be

thought that the existence of the first created man was imme-

diately a glorified existence. But the body was created before

the spirit, and thus the beginning of man's being was uncon-

sciousness : the basis of his natural condition was an existence

in itself blind and dark, preceding his knowledge and his will,

to enlighten and to govern which, was the province of the spirit.

This task, however, was no physical task, although it had refer-

ence to the innate physis, but primarily an ethical one. In the

most peculiar sense it was a spiritual office : for (2) in order to

discharge it,
man had, on the one hand, to abide in the fellow-

ship of God ;
on the other hand, opposed to the actual material

corporeity imprinted on him, he had to maintain the dignity of

his spiritual personal freedom. The attainment of the position

of glorification was thus not possible without a twofold energy
of man's own, which is to be conceived of not merely as a means

to the end of glorification, but as an end of itself leading to the

result of glorification. But as it conflicts with the conception
of a free nature, that any kind of agency or action is innate

therein, man is to be conceived of, as God his Creator completed

him, only as provided with the means for that twofold activity.

He found himself, indeed, not in the position of absolute moral

indifference ; but lie was good, ^tD, in every relation, although

1 I cannot acknowledge the counter observation of my Elberfeld critic,

that the body is also as certainly created in the form of God as pertains to

the organic unity of the human nature, for
" we did not become compounded

in our mechanism till after the fall." Man is originally a compositum,

death, decomposition; resurrection, recomposition, but in such a way
that in the position of spiritual corporeity the composition is as good as

abolished. The organic unity of man requires, in respect of the body, only
a communication, not an immediate likeness of God.
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the reality of this good was, in respect of ethical results, still

onlv a potential, not yet an actual one : he was holy, but not

yet actu, only potentia. His glorification depended upon the

exchanging of this potential holiness into an actual one.

It would be a mistake to suppose that the coming forth of

the soul from the spirit was the first step of this actuality. No !

man bears here also the vivid impress of the opposition in which

the creature, as such, stands to the divine. The question has

been proposed,
" How came the corporeity of man to stand in

need of glorification through the spirit, before sin had pene^
tratedit?" For this reason, that, even apart from the sin

which intervened, man in the way of temporal development
was to become relatively a partaker of that glory which God
from eternity possesses, as always perfected. It has been further

asked,
" Why the light of consciousness which came into the

corporeal being with the breath of the Spirit, did not enlighten
and pervade this being with light at once, and entirely?"

1

For the reason that generally no creature is light in its own

nature, in such a way as God is in His not even the angels,

much less spirit-embodied man. As the human existence mani-

fests its conditionality by commencing with unconsciousness,

so, moreover, with the human soul it is totally otherwise than

with the divine doxa. This is the product of a known and

\villed process ;
but the human soul finds itself not only in a

body which exists without its knowledge and will, but also in

a body which is endued with soul without its knowledge and

will. Not only the existence of man's body, but even of his soul,

is prior to the beginning of his actual consciousness. For as

man received the breath of life by the creative act, he became a

living soul precisely in consequence of this creative act. When
he for the first time conceived the thought of I, it was the

totality of his nature that had originated without his concurrence,

and consisting of spirit, soul, and body, which in this thought
of I he comprehended. But the glorification of man was not

to, and could not, ensue without the knowledge and will of his

spirit. God had left nothing wanting to man which could make

him capable of glorification ; but, in order to become glorified,

it was essential that man should not be wanting to himself.

1 A. Scliubart proposes these questions in the Padagogische Revue, 1857,

p. 223.
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The apostle designates this advance from the possibility of

glorification to the actuality of glorification, as an advance from

tyvxf) ftocra to TTvevfjua faoiroiovv. Man was created psychical,

but with the destination and the means to become spiritual.

The important point of his beginning lay in the soul, which

unites his spirit-life and his corporeal life, by means of which,

spirit and body stood in a reciprocal relation, whose aim was

the glorification of the body. The life of the spirit, attaining

to constantly increasing intensity, was to make the soul, and by
its means the body, the reflections of itself ;

so that the twofold

life of man, as it has, in a natural and naturally necessary

manner, the soul for its connecting link, so in an ethical and

spontaneous way might receive the spirit as its all-determining
and all-pervading principle.

In order to estimate rightly the position of the ^rv^rj &aa
into which, and the position of the Trvev^a ^WOTTOLOVV for which,
man was created, we must consider that the process of the soul

from the spirit is just as little a fact completed at once, once

for all, as is the procession of the doxa from God. The soul,

as little as the doxa of God, has an existence severed from its

origin, and stiffened into passive deliberate neutrality ; the

egress of the soul from the spirit is a continual process engaged
in constant accomplishment, whose progress is only distin-

guished from the creative commencement, by the fact that,

after man is once created, both, without any temporal before

and after, have an existence absolutely contemporary, and

placed under a similar law of development. Moreover, that we
are to conceive of the being of the

spirit, and its manifestation

as soul, not as an inflexible neutrality, but as a living process,

necessarily follows from the indissoluble coherence in which

spirit and soul stand related, and from the characteristic of

ever-during actuality subsisting in the appellations nr
(
n^^)

and PB3. If it be really so, it follows thence that the God-
established formation of the mutual relation of spirit and soul

in which man found himself at the first moment of his con-

sciousness of himself, was thenceforward transferred to the

power of his freedom. The soul, as God created it mediately
with the spirit, was the reflection, harmonious in the manifold-

ness of its powers, of the spirit in the form of, and united with,

God, proceeding from
it, and unselfishly reverting to it : it
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was, if I may avail myself of a natural analogue, the pure and

beautiful sevenfold refraction of its light. The essential con-

dition of man bore the stamp of holiness. The soul was the

likeness of God's image, and the body was to become so by the

expansion of the God-established relation of the spirit to the

soul, strengthening to ever-deepening intensity, over the cor-

poreity. The decision, however, of the problem, whether this

was to be the case or not, lay hidden in the mystery of human
freedom.

Up to this point we have considered man in the condition

in which he was placed prior to his becoming subject to the

distinction of sex. For as the human history would be with-

out unity of beginning, and thus without unity of coherence,
if God (although His eternal foresight wras directed to one

humanity, consisting of many individuals) had created many
men at once, He did not create man at the very first in pairs,

because not until man was created as one, did the unification

of the male and female principle in the one become manifest

as 3to"W. But how ? Unification of the male and female

principle ! We leave, in this matter, out of consideration, that

still even now the sexual determination of man is only gradually
formed out of a state of uncertainty and slumber into a state of

contrasted semiety or halfness, to which the poet refers, when
he says

Lo ! in the tender child two lovely flowers united

Maiden and youth ;
the bud still veils them both.

We refer only to the important fact of the primeval begin-

ning, that the woman was created out of Adam ; and it was only
as a consequence thereof that Adam became the husband of

the woman. What thus became independently existent in the

woman, had existed previously in Adam. We say it was in

him, not it was his ; for a glance at scriptural passages such as

Luke xx. 35, 1 Cor. vi. 13,
1 which point to the abolition of the

1 Keil (Genesis, p. 49) will not allow this passage to avail for the con-

clusion which, with Hofmann, we draw from it
;
but the apostle says

(certainly with reference to nourishment and digestion) that the belly is

appointed for duties with which it itself shall cease to be
;
and as he, in

1 Cor. xii. 23, acknowledges among the members the existence of ao-^^oj/a,

and therein is thinking, doubtless, of the organs of excretion and of sex

(v. Burger, Corintherbrief, i. p. 174), he denies the perpetuation of tha

belly in respect to both kinds of uncomeliness.
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bodily distinction of sex in the future life, instructs us that,

as the end is but the fulfilment of the beginning, Adam was

externally sexless.
1 But being externally sexless, the distin-

guishing of the sexes was effected by a separation of opposites,

which up to that time had been united, not outwardly, as per-

taining to Adam, but inwardly in him
; and the bodily distinc-

tions of sex are only the external manifestation of the bodily

organism transformed in conformity with that inward separa-

tion. The psychological importance of the distinguishing of

the sexes is self-evident, after these preliminary observations.

THE DISTINCTION OF SEX.

SEC. VI.

IF the contrarieties of male and female, or rather the contra-

rieties which lay at the foundation of the separation of male

and female, prior to their independence of one another, were

united in the man, we ask, Wherein did they consist? And
the answer is at hand. The male principle in man was the

spirit, and the female was the soul. There would indeed be

little ground for this assertion, if it were based simply in the

grammatical distinction of genders of the two German appella-

tions, although it is always worthy of remark, that this distinction

of genders is impressed also on the Latin (animus and ammo),

1 We cannot form to ourselves any representation of the body of Adam
before the creation of the woman, without falling into a monstrosity (as

e.g. is shown by the eccentricities of the Bourignon).
" Man is, by virtue

of the power of thought given to him, only made capable of repeating in

himself, of imitating, and of acknowledging the thoughts, expressed and

visible, in the universe : he can create nothing originally no atom, no

reflection, no thought." P. Jessen, Psijcliologie (1855), p. 70. "When, there-

fore, Noack refers scornfully to the form of the embryo prior to the fourth

month of pregnancy (Psyche, 1860, p. 330), this scorn affects us not
;
and

when he asks whether the brutes of that obscure primeval period are in like

manner to be represented as sexless, we are ready with an answer, that, for

the above reasons, it is evidently only man who, according to the biblical

history of creation, was not at once created in pairs.
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and in some measure on the Greek (jrvevjAa, Xo7o?, vovs, and

tyvXn) i and that also in Hebrew, t?SJ only once occurs in the

masculine gender by means of a constructio ad sensum, while,

on the contrary, nn is not less usual as a masculine than as a

feminine word (e.g. 1 Kings xix. 11, Ps. li. 12, and especially

Gen. vi. 3,
" My Spirit shall not always strive," i.e. the spirit

granted to him, in man ; for that he, man, is flesh). The
substantial proof of our assertion consists herein, that the dis-

tinction of the woman from the man in all its characteristics

coincides with the distinction of the soul from the spirit. If we

compare the external form of the man and of the woman, the

appearance of the man is beautiful in proportion as it bears the

stamp of a noble spirit ; and the appearance of the woman, in

proportion as a beautiful soul becomes visible therein. Genuine

masculine beauty is like the nature of the spirit itself become

transparent, and genuine feminine beauty like the nature of

the soul itself become transparent; wherefore the significant

Greek myth personified the soul in conformity with its pro-
foundest and most delicate features in the female form of

Psyche. The relation of the woman to the man is the impres-
sion of the secondary receptive relation of the soul to the spirit.

Man and woman are distinguished, as are spirit and soul, by
self-conscious energy on the one hand, and resigned passiveness
on the other. Those faculties of the soul which correspond to

the will, and thought, and experience of the spirit, sell, the

desire and longing, the fancy and imagination, the feeling and

foreboding, and those properties which correspond to the rela-

tion of external and internal in which the soul stands to the

spirit, soil, of sensitive excitability, of variable vivacity, of deli-

cate power of observation, and of direction to the individual

and the special;
1
these are predominant in the woman. And

as the spirit is connected with nature only through the soul,

while the soul is interwoven with the harmony of nature with

all its powers, the life of the woman is more manifoldly and
more closely linked with the whole life of the creature, and,

moreover, more instinctively and more necessarily dependent

upon the natural basis of its own kind, than that of the man.

1 See v. Thramer, Grundzuge, p. 57. Beside the distinctions here given
of the nature of the man and woman, we find in this arrogant production

nothing worthy of reference.
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We say this without iu any way heing led to these thoughts by
the Jewish Cabbala. But that this latter has glanced with

extraordinary profundity into the relation of the woman to the

man, has been proved by Molitor. According to it (the Cab-

bala), man forms the principle which is positive, independent,

operating productively, and expanding from within outwards,

corresponding to the |

"
I

5?^> ^- e ' ^ the spirit. The woman, on

the other hand, is the man inverted : in her preponderates the

principle negatively active from without inwards, turned from

the circumference to the centre, living itself forth in adopting
and receiving, which corresponds to the t?B3, i.e. to the soul.

Man, more independent of nature, represents the spiritual, ideal,

sunlike aspect ; and woman the psychic, real, moonlike aspect :

in the former lies hid the mystery of the spirit ; in the latter,

the mystery of nature. These are only the most external out-

lines of the observation on the distinction of the two sexes
1

recorded in the Cabbala, and admirably reproduced by Molitor.

One confirmation of this distribution of the spiritual and the

psychical principle respectively to man and woman is moreover

found, among others, in the fact, that when, in the Holy Scrip-

ture, soliloquies occur, the spirit is nowhere addressed. Every-
where the spirit speaks as the stronger manly part of the man,
to the soul as the cr/teOo? ao-Oevearepov (Ps. xliii., xliv., ciii., civ.,

cxvi. 7 ; Jer. iv. 19 ; Luke xii. 19 ; comp. Ps. xi. 1, xvi. 2,

cxxxi. 2). Even when David, in Ps. Ivii. 8, says,
" Awake up,

my glory," it is his soul that he thus names ""l^?.
2

In consideration of this, we say, without any need of appeal-

ing to the Cabbala, with Tertullian (de anima, ch. xli.), that

the relation of spirit and soul resembles a connubium, in that

1 See the epitomized communications from the 3d vol. (1839) of Molitor's

Philosophy of History, in v. Rudloff, LeJire vom Memchen, pp. 122-126.
2 As "itaa, so also HTTP, Ps. xxii. 20, xxxv. 17, is a name of &%}. It

signifies not merely the soul of the rejected or tempted one as abandoned

of God, but, as the parallel word ^'gfl and the analogy of 1U3 show, the

soul in general, as the only one, i.e. not twofold, present, and therefore in-

valuable because incapable of being replaced. The denomination is not to

be explained according to Ps. xxv. 16, but according to Gen. xxii. 2, Judg.

xi. 34. Thus LXX. ryv povoyevvi pov, and Vulg. unicam meam. Isychius

on Lev. xix. 29 says : Anima nostra nobis filia unigenita est. The translation

^ovoygj/ij is significant. Moi/oysj/'^, according to Wisd. vii. 22, is a surname

of the Sophia. As it is related to God, so is the soul to the spirit.
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the spirit of man (to speak with Augustine, Ixxxiii. qucest. qu.

64) is quodammodo animce quasi maritus^ and conclude further,

that the internal reciprocal relation of the spirit and the soul,

this mother of life, received a representation external to man

by the creation of woman. Whether this externalization was

necessary in order that man might be propagated, is a dogmatic

question with which here we have nothing to do. This only is

psychologically important to us, that the bodily distinction of

sex is the sensible representation of an inward one, which sub-

sists in the fact that man as such has his definite character

from the prevalence of the spirit, and woman as such has her

definite character from the prevalence of the soul.
2

Observa-

tion and Scripture confirm this. Observation confirms it
; for,

apart from what has been already remarked, the creatively

established dependence of the woman on the man, as probably

nobody denies, is founded on the fact that the man is consti-

tuted pre-eminently spiritual. Scripture confirms it still more

directly than in the hints that we have mentioned, by the history

of the origination of the woman, for the woman was formed

from the lowest rib of Adam ;
thus from the bone and flesh of

that region of the body where, as we shall see further on, the

most important organs of the life of the soul are situated. And
the tempter approaches her, for the reason that he hopes to arouse

in her, rather than in the man, on account of the predominant
life of the soul, a selfishly inflamed craving for sensual gratifica-

tion, whereby the divine prohibition should be superseded. She,

moreover, is not without the spirit in the divine image ; but

she has it not immediately from God, but mediately from God

through man.3 Her flame of life is kindled at that of man, fc^tf,

whose name is allied to K>K. She is absolutely and wholly e

os, as she is Sia TOV avSpa. The man is, as Paul says

1 The principle often asserted by the fathers, anima sexum non liabet,

remains true none the less in the sense in which they mean it.

2 This is what Joannes Scotus means when he says, de divisione naturx,

iv. 18 : Naturse humangs vir est intellectus, qui a Grsecis vocatur voi/s, mulier

sensus, quifeminino genere *ta0wf$ exprimitur ; for, according to his doc-

trine, man consists ex corpore h. e. formata materia visibili, et anima h, e.

sensu et ratione, et intellectu, et vitali motu (ibid. sec. ii.). And all this is

found literally in Philo.
3 V. Dietrich., Abhandlungen fur Semitische Wortforschung (1844),

p. 248.
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(1 Cor. xi. 7), immediately elictov KOI Sofa @eov, but the woman
is Sofa avSpos ; whereupon Grotius admirably observes, minus

aliquid viro, ut luna lumen minus sole. As the soul is originated

from the spirit (anima ex ammo), so the woman is originated

from the man ;
and as the soul is the image of the image of

God, so the woman is the doxa of the doxa of the man. And
as, according to 1 Cor. xi. 3, Eph. v. 23, God is the head of

Christ, and Christ is the head of the man, so is the man the

head of the woman ; and the true relation of the woman to the

man is, as is the true relation of the soul to the spirit, vTrorayrj.

Man, says Saint Martin, is the spirit of the woman, the woman
is the soul of the man, and the two are one under the common
Lord.

In these statements we have everywhere assumed that the

woman, not only in respect of her bodily external nature, but

also in respect of her pneumatico-psychical, internal nature, is

from the man. We have now to justify this assumption. This

justification is inseparable from the question which from the

primitive times has been discussed in the church : Whether the

pneumatico-psychical nature of man is propagated, as we are

accustomed to express it, per traducem ? or, Whether in every
act of begetting there is the product of a superadded divine act

of creation ?

TRADUCIANISM AND CKEATIONISM.

SEC. VII.

SETTING aside the details of the answers that may be or have

been given, the question runs, Is the pneumatico-psychical
nature of the descendants of the first created man the imme-

diate, or only the mediate constitution of God ? Psychology
cannot evade this question, even if its conclusions in reply

should be the confession of Lucretius
(i. 113) :

44 For it cannot be said what are the conditions of the soul,

Whether it is itself begotten, or produced in those who are begotten."
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And biblical psychology must especially investigate this ques-

tion, since Scripture meets it,
not only with numerous state-

ments, but also with the facts of the history of redemption,

which are closely associated with this question. Its importance

in respect of the doctrines of the incarnation and of original

sin is manifest. Hence in the church, from ancient times till

now, it has ever been a point of controversy, debated with

great earnestness and zeal. Within the range of heathenism,

contrary to what one might have expected, creationism was the

old Italian view. The ancient Latin Church abandoned it.

In its fold, Tertullian was the most decided and the boldest

defender of traducianism :
" Duas species confitabimur seminis,

corporalem et animalem, indiscretas tamen vindicamus et hoc

modo contemporales ejusdemque momenti." It was thus he

spoke, and with him, according to the testimony of Jerome,

maxima pars occidentalium. Jerome himself was a decided

advocate of creationism. In the East, Apollinaris was a declared

traducianist ; but when he maintained that souls are derived

from souls, as bodies are from bodies,
1

it must not be forgotten

that he regarded man as consisting, in the sense of Plotinus, of

three elements, crw^a, ^f%^, and vovs ;
and therefore he doubt-

less excepted the vov? from this mode of origination. The

Apostolic Constitutions, however, teach concerning the soul

indiscriminately, that, as in the primal beginning, so also after

conception, God creates it into that which is becoming man,
e/c rov firj 6Wo? ; and most of the Orientals were of this

opinion, so far as they were not pledged, as probably even

Clement of Alexandria was, to the theory of pre-existence.
Nevertheless this latter theory is not less strongly opposed to

traducianism than is the creationism which identifies, as to

time, the origination of the body with begetting, and that of

the spirit with creation. Augustine, of whom it would be

thought that he must have been the most exclusive tradu-

cianist, was wrestling with this question all his life ; and

it does great honour to his scientific accuracy and candour,

that he openly acknowledges his dissatisfied wavering between

for and against, although Pelagius availed himself of crea-

tionism to oppose the dogma of inherited sin. From this

1 See his foundation for this assertion, in Nemesius, c. ii. (ed. Matthsei),

p. 108.
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hesitancy of the great church teacher, in which, in excessive

dread of notions accordant with materialism and emanation, he

still substantially inclined rather to creationism, and from the

semi-Pelagian tendency of the ecclesiastical anthropology, which

was ever growing stronger and stronger, it is plain that the

dominant church doctrine tended to become more decidedly
in favour of creationism. The saying of Peter Lombardus,
Creando infundit animas Deus et infundendo creat, became an

authentic formula ; and in the Roman Catholic Church, this

view, inherited from the Scholastics, of creationism, or, as it was

also called, infusionism or inducianism, was maintained the more

strongly in proportion to the facility with which it accorded

with the semi-Pelagian view, that had become prevalent, about

the corruption of man. Anton. Giinther defended it with great

ingenuity, on the ground of the essential dualism of spirit and

nature, referring emanation and procreation to the life of nature

as exclusive attributes, and making the soul only to be propa-

gated with the body, but the spirit to come into existence by an

immediate act of God's creation. Just so also Baltzer, in his

diss. de modo propagations animarwn (1833) ; Staudenmaier,
in his Dogmatics ; Gangauf, in his Metaphysical Psychology of
St Augustine, and many other adherents of the system of

Giinther; whereas traducianism in the Romish Church has

only a few isolated defenders, as Klee, Oischinger, Mayrhofer,
and Frohschammer. In the Lutheran Church, the opposition
to the Eomish semi-Pelagianism so strongly suggested the tra-

ducian view, that creationism was almost rejected as heresy.

In the meanwhile, the German reformers themselves were still

undecided on this matter. In a sermon preached on the day
of the conception of Mary, Luther expresses himself still

remarkably in favour of creationism.
1

Melancthon, in his

Psychology, declines any decision of the question. Brentius

declares himself absolutely and decidedly on the side of crea-

tionism, yet, as Quenstedt observes, solus fere ex tyvrjo-la)?

Lutheranis ; for Martin Chemnitz, in the Locis, designated the

1 Works (Erlangen edition), xv. 54, where he distinguishes the infu-

eion of the soul as the second conception, from the first bodily conception.

Yet, in the year 1545, Luther declared himself only inclined to maintain

traducem ; but he went no further, although especially Bugeuhagen very

much urged him to do so.
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principle animas creando infundi et infundendo creari as a

temeraria assertio, which was responsible, or partly responsible,

for the disfigurement of the pure doctrine of inherited sin.

Calovius went so far as to adopt the maxim, Hominem generare

hominem idque non tantum quoad corpus sed etiam animam,

among the articles of a creed in his consensus repetitus, riot only
in opposition to the Romish, but also to the Calvinistic theo-

logy, which, as it sharply distinguishes dualistically divine and

human nature in the person of the God-man, so also distinguishes

spirit and body in the person of man, and besides also, in its

predestinarian view, would rather acquiesce in creationism.
1

In the seventeenth century there was hardly left one Lutheran

teacher who interested himself in creationism, but many who

opposed it by all the means in their power.
2

And we are of their opinion. Although later Protestant

thinkers e.g. Goschel (in his doctrine of the last things)
rend asunder spirit and Psyche, and assume that the latter is

propagated by way of procreation, the former by way of creation,

it is, according to Sec. IV., a view which to us is wholly unten-

able. Nor is the view any more acceptable to us, that the human
soul comes into existence through the operation in every case of

the creative spirit upon the material element which is propa-

gated, and does not become spiritual until the creative spirit is

implanted into it, making it its own, and making it one, as is

taught by Schoberlein (in his A bh. uber das Wesen der geistlichen

Natur und Leiblichkeit)* For as it is true that spirit, and idea,

1
Compare Schneckenburger, zur KirchlicTien Christologie (1848), pp.

82-84. Calvin himself says : Animas creatas esse non minus quam angelos

certo statuendum est.

2
So, for example, Balth. Meisner, in his Philosophia solria ; Theodore

Thummius, in his treatise de Traduce, against which the Jesuit Wangner-
Eck wrote his tractate, de creatione animse rationalis; Vake, in his work on

the origin of human souls (1692).
3
Jahrliicher, 1861, p. 28: " The creation of souls occilrs on the basis

of the material element, therefore not in such a way as that the soul would

be independently formed and then placed into matter, but so that it is

called forth as the higher potentiality of the general nature of the power
which reigns in the matter through the operation of the spirit in the

matter ;" and p. 31 :
" The soul of man is essentially a natural soul

;
but a

distinction between man and the mere natural being is established, in the

fact that the created spirit is absorbed into the soul of man, into a true

internal union with it, and the soul thereby is participant and possessor of
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and word, are from the era of creation continually operative

powers in that which is created, and as it is true that man only
attains by the operation of God's Spirit to that spirituality, or

rather holiness, which is his ideal destination, so the trichotomy
which is assumed in this modification of creationism is destitute

of sufficient Scripture foundation, and is contradictory in itself,

a trichotomy according to which the Spirit of God Himself

is an element of human nature ; and a spirit distinguishable

from his soul, created and personal, is a priori denied to man.

No ; the man of creation is not unity of bodily-psychical life

in the power of the Divine Spirit, but unity of bodily-spiritual

life by means of the connecting link of the created soul. And
his pneumatico-psychical nature is either, according to the

Romish doctrine, God's immediate constitution in every case, or,

according to the old Lutheran doctrine, it is God's immediate

constitution in every case through the mediation of the act of

begetting. We purpose inquiring for which of these two special

possibilities Scripture decides.

As Scripture nowhere declares in a doctrinal manner any*

thing on the origination of the pneumatico-psychical nature of

man as distinct from the origination of his bodily nature, so

no result is to be attained in the ordinary way of proof from

Scripture ; and it is not to be wondered at, if Augustine

says, "Dere obscurissima dispntatur, non adjuvantibus divin-

arum scripturarum certis clarisque documentis." The proof is

not to be gathered from individual passages of Scripture (as,

perhaps, Gen. xlvi. 26, Acts xvii. 26), but from facts which

are equally certified throughout the whole of Scripture. There

are such facts as, in our conviction, are inconsistent with crea-

tionism. Among these occurs to us 1st, THE CREATION OF
WOMAN. The act of divine e/jbTrvevais by which the pneumatico-

psychical nature of Adam came into being is not repeated in

the origination of the woman (Gen. ii. 21) ; on which account St

Paul (1 Cor. xi. 8) says, without any limitation, <yvvr) e ai/^poV,

and Epiphanius, by way of developing this passage, says,
" The

woman was formed for him (Adam), out of him, resembling

him, out of the very same body, and by the very same inspira-

the spirit itself, so that it can be comprehended and defined with a conscious

free meaning in reference to the divine idea of its bein regnant in the

spirit."
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tion (KOI rov avrov e/x^yo-rj/^aro?)." That Adam calls the

woman only flesh of his flesh, and bone of his bones, is no

argument against this, for he designates marriage only as the

union of man and woman *in$ ^?fi without thereby excluding
the idea that it is a fellowship of two souls, mutually comple-

mentary of one another. The narrative, indeed, throughout
adheres to the externality of the manifestation, without on that

account disowning the supersensuous background that exists

therein. Still with the relation of the woman to the man, let

the antitypical relation of the church to Christ, according to

Eph. v. 22, be compared. This also is ex rfjs crap/eo? auroO, but

it is moreover ev irvevfj.a with Him (1 Cor. vi. 16) : it has its

being and life not only from Christ's glorified corporeity, but

primarily from Christ's Spirit. It has been objected,
1 " The

inspiration (endowing with spirit) was given to Adam and the

woman, both in one, in the still undivided, complete man. Eva
is certainly not Adam's child, but Adam himself in a different

sex." This is true; but does not this very duplication of the one

principle of life speak very strongly in favour of traducianism?

Another fact which militates against creationism is, 2d, THE
SABBATH OF CKEATION. This is a limit sharply drawn by
God Himself between His direct creative foundation, and His

continuous mediate creative control (John v. 17). Scripture
does not make any distinction in expression between the

immediate and mediate production of God ; but between the

two kinds of operations of God's power, closely connected as

they are, but yet absolutely distinct, there stands as an actual

wall of separation, the Sabbath of creation, with which it is

impossible to reconcile the principle that God is still every day

immediately creating millions of souls. Of a creatio continua,

in the special sense of the idea of creation, Scripture knows

nothing, although it frequently speaks of the creation as of a

continuous agency of God (especially in such characteristic de-

scriptions as Isa. xl. 28, xlii. 5);
2 and certainly it looks upon the

divine maintenance of the world as a creatio continua, but only
for the reason that all duration of things subsists in continuous

pulses of the primeval creative impulse, and it is absolutely by

1
Goschel, in his publication, Der Mensch diesseits undjenseits, p. 14.

2 The disconnection of such participles in historical relative passages is

at least not always allowable (see e.g. Ps. xxxiii. 7).
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the same omnipotence which first created and now sustains the

things, that they endure, in that the endless chain of causes and

effects in every one of their memhers remains conditioned by
the overruling and all-penetrating will of the Author. When,
then, it is said that God makes our souls (rrtBteJ and nto^J, Jer.

xxxviii. 16 ; Isa. Ivii. 16), that God's Spirit makes us, and the

breath of the Almighty gives us life (Job xxxiii. 4), that God
forms the spirit within us (Zech. xii. 1, comp. Isa. li. 13), it proves

absolutely nothing for creationism : for in these cases, without

raising the distinction between immediate and mediate production,
the origination of our pneumatico-psychical nature is referred

back to God's absolute original causation and power as its final

source
1

(comp. Ezek. xviii. 4) ;
and elsewhere, from the supposi-

tion that every mediate calling into being is only the repetition

of the primal immediate one (Ps. cxxxix. 15 ; Job xxxiii. 6), is

ascribed to God just in the same way even the formation and

development of the foetus (Ps. xxii. 10, cxix. 73, cxxxix. 13-16 ;

Job x. 8-12, xxxi. 15 ;
Isa. xliv. 2), as the Lord likewise in Matt,

vi. 30 speaks of the lilies of the field, and the apostle in 1 Cor.

xv. 36-38 of the grain of seed of the plant, equally in the tone

of creationism. Another fact which compels us to the adoption
of traducianism 2

is, 3d, INHERITED SIN. There subsists between

all men, and the first created pair who became sinful, according
to the teaching of Scripture, confirmed by well-founded experi-
mental self-knowledge, a close connection, in virtue of which

every individual regards the beginning of the human race as

his own beginning ;
so that not only the sin of the race is his

sin, but also the transgression of Adam is his transgression, and

thus also his guilt.
3 Thus it cannot be otherwise than that the

spiritual-bodily origin of humanity is one which, by virtue of

the creative foundation, and of the maintaining providential

co-operation of God, continues itself from itself
; and thus the

spirit of the individual comes into existence by an immediate

appointment of God on each occasion, just as little as does his

body. It has been, indeed, remarked in the Roman Catholic

1 As when Eusebius, on Ps. c. (xcix.), says, el xcci IOKOVOIV ol

iroiilv rot Tixvot) AA' ovv 6 so$ roiVTce, 7ro/g7, xoti 6 ftiu otirto;, o/ Be

u; ru ! oip%vi$ otvrov Otxx.ovovvTi$ 'Trpoarxyf^otTi.
9
Frank., Theologie der Concordien-formel, i. 53.

Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, i. 640
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interest, sophistically enough, that the transmission by inherit-

ance of Adam's sin can only be spoken of on the hypothesis of

creationism, since the divinely created spirit which enters into

the sensitive nature derived from Adam, inherits at the same

time with it the sin inherent in it.
1 But the meaning and

substance of inherited sin is rather this that man, as soon as

he attains to the thought of I, and to self-knowledge, finds

everything that he, the I, the person, has in himself, i.e. the

entire circumference of his spiritual-bodily natural condition,

permeated with sin. It is not only the corporeity of man,
but the totality of his entire nature absorbed in the crapl;,

in

and with which sin is transmitted, so that the sinful disposi-

tion of the entire being of the individual anticipates his actual

self-conscious and self-determining life ; or, in other words, is

prior to the commencement of his personal life. But if it be

supposed that the spirit of the individual is at every time im-

mediately created by God,
2
there result therefrom the conse-

quences, contrary to Scripture and experience, that the human

spirit stands independently, without any actual relation to

original sin ; that it is God Himself who concludes the human

spirit under the consequences of it
;
that there is only a sinful

determination of the bodily nature including the so-called

natural-psyche, but not an inherited sin comprehending man's

whole personality, and certainly not an inherited guilt ; that

substantially every begetting is a new commencement of human

history : for, since freedom belongs to the essence of the spirit,

and God cannot imprint upon it the impotency of unfreedom,
without becoming Himself the originator of evil, it cannot

continue to be an absolute necessity for it to subject itself

slavishly to the sinful crapt; of Adam
;
and there could at

least be no question of an imputability of inherited sinful-

ness, so long as the spirit had not yet actually consented to this

condition, and extinguished in itself the image of God. Such
1

e.g. Staudenmaier, Dogmatik, iii. 447-449.
* Thus e.g. also Fronmiiller (art.

"
Geist und Seele," in the Zelkr.

Bibl. Worterb.), who says that,
4t to the soul at its origination is added im-

mediately the spirit, as a spark of the Divine Spirit, and that this does

not prejudice the fact of inherited sin, but rather places the expressions of

Jesus about the childlike mind in their true light." Opposed to this, we
hold to the above consequences, and refer to their further development in

Frohschammer, Ueber den Ursprung der Menschliclien Seelen, 1854.
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results, and others, contrary to Scripture and experience,

flow, in respect of inherited sin, from creationism. Augustine

plainly perceived this. When, therefore, the young Vin-

centius Victor, disapproving Augustine's wavering, very de-

cidedly embraced the side of creationism, Augustine in the

most earnest way reproached him with his youthful inconside-

ration ;
and although he was the older teacher, he even con-

jured the younger Jerome and others to help him over those

difficulties of creationism of which Pelamus knew so well howO
to avail himself.

1
But, moreover, 4^7i, THE INCARNATION bears

an actual testimony against creationism. Wherever Scripture

speaks of Christ in conformity with the human aspect of His

personality, it places it under the point of view of begetting,

conception, and birth ; nowhere of immediate divine creation.

Since the temporal beginning of his existence corresponds to

the everlasting beginning, Christ is, even in His human

nature, vios TOV Seov, but so that at the same time He
is,

in full absolute truth, vlo<s TOV avOpwTcov. He has all that

belongs to the human natural condition on the one side etc

Trvev/jiaTos djLOVj on the other side e/c ryvvaiicos. Pie has it by
the reception of the Holy Ghost, and overshadowing of the

power of the Most High (Luke i. 35), from Mary not only
the body, but also spirit and soul. Only on this supposition

is He in truth (not merely according to the natural basis of

human nature) our aSeXcio? ; and only upon the supposition
that on all sides of human natural condition He is rooted in

the compact consistency of humanity, was its universal redemp-
tion possible through Him : for, proceeding from the maxim of

Gregory of Nazianzum, TO aTrpoaKeiTTOV aOepaTrevrov, our dog-
matists rightly say Si Christus non assumsisset animam ab

anima Marice, animam humanam non redemisset.
2

The last and principal support of creationism is the prin-

ciple, that the assumption of the spirit's ability to propagate
1 See Gangauf, I.e. pp. 250-266, where the position of Augustine to

the question in debate is set forth with praiseworthy impartiality. That

Augustine convinced himself of the truth of creationism after many inward

struggles, as Staudenmaier says in his Doymatik, is untrue. Even in the

retractations he still confesses that upon this question he is still, as ever,

unable to give an answer (nee tune sciebam, nee adhuc scio).
2 These counter evidences against creationism are very well collected in

the sketch of physiology by E. A. Mirus, in his Kurtzen Fragen aus der
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itself is contrary to the dualism of nature and spirit, and trans-

fers the nature of the latter to the former, thus confounding
two departments that are sharply distinct. This reproach,

however, touches Scripture itself, and proves itself unjustifiable

there. For although the Scripture, as well of the Old as the

New Testament, teaches that God is a Spirit, yet it reveals to

us an eternal act of begetting and of birth in the Godhead

itself (o TraTTjp and o t/fo?), and an eternal emanation of God
the Holy Spirit from God the begetting, and God who is

born. Moreover, Wisdom sayt>, "When there were no depths,

I was brought forth," ^?^n (Prov. viii. 24) ; and Scripture does

not shrink from calling God's creative production Tpln (Job
xxxviii. 28) and Tfin

(Ps. xc. 2; Deut. xxxii. 18), compare 1JJ,

Ps. xc. 2 ;
and His new creative production avayevvav (1 Pet.

i. 3) and dirotcveiv (Jas. i. 18) : nay, it speaks directly of a

divine crirepfia (1 John iii. 9 ; compare 1 Pet. i. 23). The

Scripture could not teach and speak in this manner, if be-

getting and participation, indivisibility and propagation, were

coincident ideas; and if there were not a manner of beget-

ting which corresponds to the nature of spirit, in which the

essential distinction of the spirit from the nature remains un-

abolished.

After these counter evidences against creationism, the one

passage of Scripture which for the most part favours it (Heb. xii.

*.), will not be able to suggest to us another to succeed it. Our
fathers are there, as r% aapKos fj/Awv Trarepe?, contrasted with

God as Trarrjp ra>v Trvev/jLarcDV, and certainly in a physical, not

in an ethical sense. God is not called our spiritual Father, in

opposition to the merely natural paternity of our parents ; but

the divine co-operation in the origination of our spiritual-bodily
existence is raised so much the higher, as the spirit is exalted

above the flesh
; the latter we have from our ancestors, the

former from the Father of spirits, sell, the spirits of all flesh

(Num. xvi. 22, xxvii. 16).
1 There can hardly be a more classical

Pmumatica Sacra (1710), pp. 206-209. Gen. v. 3 is here rightly referred

to. The likeness of God did not propagate itself in the immediateness of its

origin, but in the mediateness given by Adam's self-determination, which

ensued in the meanwhile, whereby human instrumentality is required for

the origination of the entire man, even of his spirit.
1 See my Commentary in loco, and Riehm's confirmation of the argu-
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proof text for creationism. But if it be considered in con-

nection with other statements of Scripture, and especially of

the Epistle to the Hebrews itself, the matter appears somewhat

differently. For when
(vii. 5) the writer says that the Israelites

came out of the loins of Abraham, and (vii. 10, comp. Gen.

xlvi. 26) that when Abraham met Melchizedec, Levi was still

in the loins of the former, his ancestor, he means thereby, that

the subsequent 'family, on the one hand indeed, not by the

necessity of nature, but according to promise, but, on the other

hand, not only partially according to the flesh, but generally

according to its entire substance, was determined in Abraham ;

for only on this supposition is the meaning conveyed, that in

and with Abraham, Levi also had mediately paid tithes. The

passage xii. 9 cannot thus be quoted in favour of creationism,

in such a sense as that the writer's traducian view, so strongly

expressed above, should be afterwards negatived by it
;
rather it

will appropriately supplement this latter view, by taking up into

it that which is true in creationism.
1 In other words, the writer

does not mean to say that the new beginning of a human life

is effected bodily indeed by procreation, while spiritually it is

constituted by a divine new creation ; but rather that the body
as well as spirit of the child comes into being at the moment of

procreation : the former, however, in virtue of an act of human

will, by means of material impregnation ; the latter in virtue

of a divine impulse of creative power, by means of an inspira-

tion performed through the medium of the spirit of the person
that begets, an inspiration in which the original method of

endowing with spirit is continued. For this reason God is

called (Zech. xii. 1) the Former of the spirit of man within

him, and (Ps. xxxiii. 15) the Fashioner of the hearts of all

men. Our corporeity is referred to a process of nature, our

spirit to the creative concurrence of the Father of spirits.
2

ment there for the (briefly) creationish sense of the passage in his Lelirle-

griffdes Helraerbriefs, pp. 678-681.
1 In the same way, Goschel, Der Mensch diesseits und jenseits, p. 13

;

comp. Philippi, Glaubenskhre, iii. 102, "It is possible that the concursus

generalis of the sustaining activity of God in procreation is changed into a

concursus specialis (miraculosus) of a more creative character."

2 Luther also aimed at this when he thus expressed himself : Animam
Deus ex semine patris creat. He means to say that the creative operation

does not resemble the creatio prima ex nihilo^ but is creatio secunda
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The origination of man is, indeed, on all sides a mystery

(Prov. xxx. 19; Eccles. xi. 5). That which in these passages

was said by the ancient Israelitish Chokma, must also still be

said by the latest physiology. But, without seeking to unveil

this mystery, we may, on the ground of Scripture, and of our

previous scriptural inquiry, state the following principles : (1.)

In the pneumatico-psychical nature of Adam, was at the same

time potentially constituted that of all men who were to come into

existence ; for according to Scripture, without any limitation,

the woman is e ai/Spo?, and the whole human race is ef ei>o?

af/6aro5 (Acts xvii. 26). (2.) After the distinction was estab-

lished between the sexes, this potentiality was a divided one ;

for the bringing into existence of man is thenceforward condi-

tioned by the fact that the man knows the woman, and the

woman the man (Gen. iv. 1; comp. Num. xxxi. 17, Judg. xi.

39) ; a biblical mode of expression, which, as also ?S N13, is

everywhere used only of human, and never of brute coition ;

because the former, as distinct from the latter, is a free moral

act, not merely performed by the flesh, but moreover by the

spiritual-soul. It is a figure in harmony with Scripture, when
the ancients say that the tree of humanity, in its entire ramifi-

cation, as it stood before God in the mirror of wisdom, was

originally enclosed in the soul of Adam as a grain of seed,

which after the creation of the woman is distributed to man and

woman. (3.) Not only in the man, but in the woman also, is

the potentiality of the whole man that was to come into exist-

ence according to his spiritual- bodily nature.
1

It is in both,

according to distinct aspects, for in both is spirit and soul, but

in man prevails the spirit effecting life, in the woman the soul

ex prxjacente termino. Leibnitz says, with reference to the divine con-

currence: Ordinaria an extraordinaria operatione Dei non definio. See

Goschel, I.e. p. 26. Together with other places referring to procreation in

v. Lasaulx's Pliilosophie der GescliicJite (1857), the expression communicated
from the Indian book of law of Jdgnavalkja is very remarkable :

" In the

union of man and wife, if blood and seed be pure, the Lord takes the five

elements (ether, fire, air, water, earth), and is Himself the sixth."
1
Among our old theologians, Sal. Gesner says, that the soul of the

child is lighted at that of the father, as a light at a light. In the same

way, Balth. Meisner excludes the mother, but remembers at last the truer

representation, that the souls of the parents, in the act of procreation, act

reciprocally, and that the soul of the child is derived from the souls of
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representing and developing life.
1 From the fact that the

Logos receives from Mary the entire natural condition of a

man, proceeds the result that even in the woman, although

partially, is the potentiality of the entire man. And from the

fact that this potentiality is made actual in Mary by the opera-

tion of the Holy Spirit, we appear to be compelled to the con-

clusion that, in virtue of the divine creative power mediately

operating in the act of procreation, the establishment of a new

human beginning of life is effected by the man's prevailing

spiritual nature, to which corresponds the fructifying male

sperma, exerting an influence upon the woman's prevailing

psychic nature, to which corresponds the female ovum waiting

for fructification ;
as we in comparing ncrra, Gen. i. 2, with

Luke i. 35,
2
are the better able to assert, because Scripture

does not attribute to the woman a sperma of her own ;
and yet

not merely the capacity of conception, but also of the perfecting

of the male sperma (Lev. xii. 2), and therefore an accessory

participation in the production of the man. We might refer

also, for the distribution of the spiritual and psychical portion

of the power of procreation, to Gen. vi. 1-4, comp. Jude 6,

where the sons of God, who are still nirpn, engender with the

daughters of men ; yet we fear that we may be accused of

confounding that which is divine, natural, and demoniacal,

both, as when a torch is illumined at two others, where it cannot be said

that its light comes exclusively from this or from that.
1 When the Jerusalem Targum, on Gen. ii. 7, says that God created man

TTTT) DTIC> pDID (red, black, and white), and a Midrasch (see a collection

of small Midraschim brought out by Ad. Jellinek, Ft. i. p. 155), ynfD K^Nn
DUN njHTD n ;xm pf> (the man impregnates white, and the woman red),

it coincides with what is said above. For white (the colour of light) is the

symbol of the spirit, red (the colour of fire) the symbol of the soul, and

black (the colour of earth) the symbol of the body. According to another

view, resting on Lev. xii. 2, which must be taken into consideration in Heb.

xi. 11, a male fruit is produced when the female seed anticipates the male,

and a female when the male seed anticipates the female. This also agrees

with the above. The spirit has the impulse to become Boul, and the soul

has the impulse to become the medium and the representative of the spirit.
a This reciprocal relation is doubtless aimed at

;
and as Basilios (after

the example of his friend Ephrem) remarks, in reference to the nsmD of

the genesis of the Kosmos, x,otro^ rqv ilx-ova, 7% i'xua.^ovGnt; 6'pi/tQo;, so not

less strikingly (after the example of Theophylact) Maldonatus, on the

eTTurMoifftt of the genesis of the God-rnan : Sicut solet avis ova sua tegere,

ut ejus calore pulli gignantur excludanturque.
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especially as of late an emphatic protest has been made again

by Keil, Philippi, and Keerl, against the angelological appre-

hension of what is there narrated (which we, with v. Hofmann,

Kurtz, and v. Zezschwitz, maintain). But, on the other hand,

it is still an undeniable truth, that divine and spiritual are in

many ways the transcendental archetype of created and natural,

and that the latter is an anagogic type of the former ; as well

as that in the demoniacal kingdom (as will be confirmed

further on by the examination of many experimental facts of

psychology) is manifoldly represented that caricatured counter-

feit (which is characteristic of the darker magic) of the divine.

(4.) From the fact that conception frequently ensues when
the passions of the man and woman are worn out, and does

not ensue in spite of all the fervour of love where any bodily
hindrance of any kind, often pathologically incapable of recog-

nition, is opposed to it, manifestly results the principle that the

event is completed by means of a creatively established and

providentially conditioned natural necessity within the depart-
ment of nature withdrawn from the self-consciousness and free-

dom, as moreover the act of begetting is truly an absorption of

the person into the natural ground of the species, and is always
associated with a veiling of the self-consciousness, and a surrender

of the freedom to the force of nature. Thus it will probably
remain an enigma, how, through the mutual agency of the man
and woman, the man in his spiritual aspect comes into being ;

and the formula borrowed from the propagation of cuttings per
traducem is not a solution, but only an imperfect resemblance.

1

Better in proportion is what the ancients say : Cum flamma
accendit flammam neque tota flamma accendens transit in

accensam neque pars ejus in earn descendit : ita anima parentum

generat animam filii ut ei niliil decedat. But even this is only

a similitude borrowed from the region of that which is natural.

1 Therefore Quenstedt says : Distinguendum est inter traductionem vel

propagationem animse ipsam et traductionis vel propagationis modum.

Propagationem anhnse fieri manifestum est, modus vero definitus non

est adeoque ab ejus determinations et definitione abstinemus. Klee, a

Catholic adversary of creationism, has coined the name Generationism

instead of Traducianism (see v. Berlepsch, Anthropologist Christianaa

Dogmata, 1842, p. 61, a youthful work of Bomish zeal), a name to

which even Frohschammer gives the preference :
" Generare is not a

traducere, but a secondary, a created creare
"
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We know inferentially only thus much, that while in the world

of angels no spirit can produce another out of itself, the

human pneumatico-psychical nature, because it is associated with

matter, is planned for the purpose of propagating itself out of

itself at the same time with the bodily procreation. But how
this happens is a still greater mystery than the bodily process

of procreation, which is only as the dim shadow of the more

exalted spiritual process ; and since the magnificat of the first

mother, "I have brought forth a man with Jehovah!" every
birth is and remains a marvel, only to be explained by the co-

operation of God's creative power. Aristotle says man begets

man with the co-operation of the sun (avOpwiros avOpcoTrov

yevva real ^Xto?) ;
we say with the co-operation of the Father of

spirits.



APPENDIX.

SPIRIT AND SOUL ("GEIST" AND "SEELE")

REFERRED TO THE FUNDAMENTAL IDEA OF THEIR GERMANIC

APPELLATIONS.

BY R. VON RAUMER.

THE words "
geist

" and "
seele

"
(spirit and soul) are of those

whose derivation is not yet satisfactorily ascertained.

In the word geist, it does not assist us much to refer to the

oldest forms accessible to us. The Gothic does not possess

the word, at least so far as our sources reach ; rather the Gothic

translates the Greek Trvevjjia by alima. The Anglo-Saxon has

the word in the form gdst ; in the old Saxon it appears as gest ;

and even in the old High German it reaches far back in the

forms geist and keist. On the other hand, again, it is wanting
in the old northern, which reproduces the idea of nrvevfjia, spiritus,

in the word andi (masc.). But even this andi does not occur

in the rhythmical Edda, and seems generally only to be used in

prose, and in such poems as bear a distinctly Christian character.

All the forms in which the older Germanic languages present
the word geist, testify (1) that the initial sound is a mute in

the Gothic degree of sound g ; (2) that the vowel of the

word (High German ei, Anglo-Saxon a, old Saxon ^) corre-

sponds to the Gothic ai. Hence it follows that the derivation

of the word geist from the old High German jesan (fermenlescere,
to ferment) is untenable. Grimm (Gramm. ii. 46) traces geist

back to the root geisan, gais, gisun (ferire) ; but this root itself

is only assumed to exist. There remains, therefore, nothing to
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do but to bring together the words of the Germanic languages
whose sound accords with geist, and whose import points to a

connection with this word. In a peculiar manner the two old

Germanic languages from which the word geist proceeds, actu-

ally present some words which probably lead us to the funda-

mental idea of the word. The old-northern has a trace of a

word geisa cum impetu ferri, cito cursu ferri, mere. But the

Gothic renders egto-ramt, Mark iii. 21, by usgaisjan ; Luke ii. 47,
and elsewhere, e^iaracrdat, by usgeisnan. We should thus be

led to suppose that the idea lying at the root of the word geist

is that of quick, hasty movement. The old northern substan-

tive 6&r (Voluspd 18), spirit, offers an analogy with this ideal

affinity in its reference to the adjective 6&r, rash, impetuous,

fierce, and to its root, vada proet. : od, to go along eagerly,
with force.

The word seele (soul), Gothic saivala, seems to be con-

nected with the Gothic saivs (late High German, See) ; and the

connecting idea appears, in like manner, to be that of movement,

although of a gentler kind. The word seele occurs in the

Gothic (saivala), old High German (s$la), Anglo-Saxon (sdvul,

sdvly sdul), old Saxon (sSola, siola). On the other hand, the

word does not seem to have appeared in the old-northern until

the period of Christianity. In the whole rhythmic Edda, only
the distinctly Christian Solarliod contain it. We have the original

psychological mode of expression of the north German in Voluspd
1 S, where odr is interchangeable with geist, and and with seele,

without, however, implying thereby that these ideas are hidden

there in all their meaning and extent. At all events, it looks

as if Christianity had been the first means of representing the

odr of the Edda as andi, the o'nd of the Edda as sal. The
Icelandic translation of the New Testament (Kaupmannahaufn,
1807) renders irvev/jia by ande, ^v^tf by sal. There needs

still further investigation to tell us how far, in the other Ger-
manic languages also, the promulgation of the words geist and

stle might be associated with the introduction of Christianity.
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THE SIX OF THE SPIEIT AND THE SIN OF

THE FLESH.

SEC. I.

WE have already seen, in the sixth section of the previous

division, what was the reason that the tempter did not appeal

to the man, but to the woman. The woman was, briefly to

repeat it, only mediately in the form of God
;
she was compara-

tively less spiritual than psychical ;
and just for that reason she

was more susceptible of the influences of the natural upon her

and around her. For this reason the tempter approaches her,

not as a pure spiritual nature, but in the form of the crafty

serpent, which speaks by the power of demoniacal delusion.

By this means the woman allows herself to be enticed into a

dialogue. The disguised tempter renders the divine command

suspicious to her, as being unlovingly strict, and falsely tells

her that want of love was its motive and origin. Thus inwardly
led into error respecting God, the woman surrenders herself,

with her sight and imagination, to the forbidden tree ; and this

appears to her so delicious to the taste, so attractive to the sight,

so enticing to a closer contemplation, that she takes of the fruit

of it, and eats. In thus surrendering herself up to the tree,

her soul is already stained, and sin is received into it. The

eating is only the external performance of the deed which had

already been internally committed. As soon as the woman

had succumbed to the serpent, she became the serpent to her

husband. The tempted one became, in her turn, a tempter ;

and Adam abides not in himself and in God ;
but in sight of

the enticing fruit in the hand of the beloved one, every thought

of God's love, and of the death which He had threatened,

vanishes from his mind. And thus he incurs an equal sin.

The essential condition of man subsisted in three concentric
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circles. The innermost was his spirit ; the inner, his soul ; and

the external, his body. With his spirit, man lived and moved

in the love of God. The body stood, by means of the soul,

under the potential influence of this light of love, and was

thence expecting its glorification. By sin all this has now

become reversed. It began by the spirit becoming dislocated

from the divine love, its true life-centre. For the temptation

proceeded from the suspicion of God's love, and thence advanced

to the absolute denial of that love. Let this be well considered.

Sin did not begin by the discovery of the woman that the for-

bidden tree was so irresistibly enticing ; but by the infused

suspicion of the loving reason of the prohibition, and generally
of God's love. The sin was not the result of the darkening of

the consciousness of God's prohibition to the woman, by means

of the sensual charm of the tree
;
but it was the result of her

giving admission to the serpent's insinuations that envy and

jealousy were the grounds of the prohibition. The point of

departure of the original sin was therefore in the spirit.

Nevertheless, there is a vast difference between this and the

sin by which Satan became Satan. Scripture, indeed, tells us

nothing directly of what the fall of this lofty spirit consisted in ;

but when it speaks of him, we always see in him (although he is

compelled to serve God) the enemy of God as such, and of godly-
minded people as such. He behaves as if he were God (Matt,

iv. 8) ; and in some measure, moreover, he is a god, 6 #eo? rov

alwvo? TOVTOV (2 Cor. iv. 4). His sin was, therefore, what it

still is revolt against God : striving to surpass the glory which

was conferred on him by creation, he wished to rule in divine

pre-eminence. We have to conceive of his sin and his over-

throw, with the Fathers, according to scriptural statements,

such as Isa. xiv. 1215. Arrogantly reflecting himself in his

glory, he did not continue in submission to God's light and

love ; but, desirous of exalting himself above measure, he

incurred the divinely ordained punishment of such frantic

selfishness.

The primal sin of man had this in common with the primal
sin of Satan, that, like it, it was a forsaking of God's love,

wherein every creature has its good original position, a con-

tinual advancement in which is its true development. For God
is ajaTrrjj and because a^dirrj^ He is <w? (1 John i. 5) ; and
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loving God, and loving what God loves, the creature, self-con-

scious and free, abides and moves ev TQ> </>om (1 John i. 7,

ii. 10), and its life is a progressive fjL6Ta^op(j)ovor6at CLTTO &or)<$

et? o%av (2 Cor. iii. 18). All sin is transgression of the limits

imposed by this love (Trapd/Baais), and attendant degradation

and decline from the sphere of this love (TrapaTrrMfJia) : it is

dvojAia, for every law of God is an appointment of His love, as

even the Thora was a gift of love to Israel (Deut. xxxiii. 3),

and 'n~ns rnnaA is its first and last claim. Departure from

God's love is the common nature of all sin ; and when the

departure from this love was associated with a desire to pro-

gress in the direction of a selfishly appointed end, rather than

of the end divinely appointed, this was the common nature of

the primal sin of the spirit-world and of humanity.
But the distinction is,

that (1) Satan was the originator

(Trarrjp) of sin, while men succumbed to the power of sin al-

ready intruded into the good creation of God ; that (2) Satan

revolted against God of himself alone, but men were withdrawn

from the love of God by being ensnared from without
;
and

(3) that, in the immediateness in which Satan, as purely a

spirit, stood opposed to God, his sin was a direct, perfectly con-

scious rebellion ; whereas the sin of men, as spiritual-embodied

beings, was accomplished in that being misled in respect of

God's love, without absolutely conscious denial of
it, they re-

ceived the decisive impulse of the forbidden object through the

power of sensual attraction. By the first distinctive charac-

teristic, the sin of the first-created man is distinguished from

the sin of Satan, but not from that of the angels who fell with

and after Satan. By the second and third, however, man's sin

is also distinguished from that of these latter. For the angels
that fell with Satan decided also absolutely of themselves they
fell by imitation, not by seduction ; and the sons of God of

which Gen. vi. speaks, did not fall as men did, in consequence
of a possibility of becoming fleshly, established in the reciprocal

relation of their nature to that which was natural outside them,

but by an unnatural violation of the divinely appointed limit

below, as Satan and his angels fell by an unnatural violation

of the divinely established limit above.

To shorten the matter : the distinction is this, that the

primal sin of Satan was a direct, purely spiritual revolt against
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God ; the primal sin of man was indirect revolt corporeally

effected against God brought about by means of a masked

power of deceit coming from without (Gen. iii. 13, ^N^n, comp.

efyTraTijcrev, 2 Cor. xi. 3, 1 Tim. ii. 14), and by the superadded
material and sensual attraction of the forbidden tree.

1 Not as

though there were an evil principle in matter in itself : the

material world of the six days' work is good ; but considered

apart from God, it becomes actually, by means of its goodness,
an evil enticement.

The world was good, and man was good ;
the world crowned

by the creation of man was very good. But it was brought
forth from chaos to this very good position ; and even the very

good position of man rested upon the chaotic foundation which

was made the substratum of his life. The potentialities of this

foundation, which of themselves alone were possibilities of wrath

and of death, were made serviceable to life by the spirit of life ;

and this life was linked in the personal man, on behalf of the

whole earthly world, to God the living one ; and in fellowship
with Him, it was to be maintained and to be progressively

established. But as man fell away from his life which had its

being in God's love, the natural ground of his life became the

abyss of death.

After having psychologically discussed the nature of the

primal sin of man, in distinction from that of demoniacal beings,
we proceed, in a similar psychological point of view, to consider

its consequences.

1
Satan, says my Elberfeld critic, wished in his arrogance to surpass

God
;
man failed in love to God by means of love to the vain world, and

therefore by endeavours after that which was sordid.
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THE ETHICO-PHYSICAL DISTURBANCE.

SEC. II.

CERTAIN and inevitable death (Gen. ii. 17, iii. 3) was the

penalty threatened upon transgression ; death, in the sense of a

return to dust. If men do not become dust immediately after

indulgence, it is to be gathered therefrom that the threatening
of punishment did not imply this. Meanwhile, as by the crea-

tion of the woman the possibility of a ground of mitigation of

the guilt had been created, so also had been the possibility of a

fulfilment of the threatening, without breaking off the course

of human history. But that man, as an individual, from the

same day incurred the punitive decree of death, is shown
(iii.

19) ; and that by the sin of one, as the sin of all, death became

an inevitable power for all men, is proved by Rom. v. 12.

Death as a return to dust, and therefore a dissolution of

the body, is only the sensuous external side of the penalty of

sin established in the natural constitution of evil. Evil is a

product of the will, that wills itself out of God and against

God. The body that belongs to the nature of man, and to the

unity of his personality, would not be liable to death if there

had not preceded it, in the spirit and in the soul of man, a

change which tended to the death of the body.
1

The spirit which was breathed into man was, indeed, the

condition of life to his body. But life, light, and love, are

throughout the whole Scripture, ideas that are interwoven one

in the other. Departed from the love of God, the spirit had

thus become incapable of being the principle of life and of

glorification for the body. Instead of the life that aspired to

glorification, had appeared a life that was sinking back down-

wards to corruption.

1
Pruys van der Hoeven (Prof, der Medicin zu Leiden) says, in accord-

ance with this, in his Studie der Christelijke Anthropologie (ed. 3, 1856) :

" That man, conscious to himself of his own independence as a person, who
can rule over himself in his life, should die, is an enigma that can only be

solved by the fact of the degeneration of his nature" (door de ontaarding

zy'ner natuur).
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But the spirit itself cannot possibly die in the manner in

which perishes the bodily form of dust. Such a death is con-

trary to its nature, and contrary to its origin. It cannot be

dissolved into its elements, for it is not composed of elements.

Moreover, it cannot be annihilated, for it is of immediate divine

origin. It might indeed be conceived, that, without substan-

tially annihilating it, God should place it back into the condi-

tion of non-self-subsistence and of unconsciousness ; but that

God does not do this, is seen in the condition of the evil angels,

whom He did not annihilate, although they are incapable of

redemption. Thus, when Scripture appears to declare a re-

sorption of the spirit into God's nature (as Ps. civ. 29, Job

xxxiv. 14), nothing else is meant than that the impersonal spirit

of the brute, whose individuality is constituted by the spirit

(Eccles. iii. 21), is taken back into the general spirit of nature ;

but the personal spirit of man returns to God who gave it

(Eccles. xii. 7), and, indeed, to God the Judge (ver. 14) ; and

therefore probably still without any loss of consciousness. And
that Scripture, in saying even of the soul WO, and even calling

the dead body t?BJ, is not proceeding on the notion of the dis-

solubility and corruptibility of the soul, we shall see subse-

quently: for the present it is sufficient to refer to the Old

Testament representation of Hades, which quite plainly sup-

poses a perpetuation of souls. According to Scripture, the

soul is as little mortal, in the way of dissolution or annihilation,

as the spirit whence it proceeded.
But Scripture knows of a spiritual death (1 John iii. 14

;

Matt. viii. 22 ; Luke xv. 24 ; Eph. ii. 1, 5, v. 14 ; Apoc. iii. 1)

and of a second death (Apoc. ii. 11, xx. 6, 14, xxi. 8) ; thus,

of a kind of death which, without being annihilation, may yet
concern both spirit and soul. The second death is the condition

of punishment in hell, that lies on the further side of the first

death ; but spiritual death is the natural condition of punish-
ment in this life, wherein every man apart from grace finds

himself, and it is thus a consequence of the primal sin. If it

be said that this spiritual death is the alienation of the inner

man from God the living, this declares less wherein it consists,

than whence it proceeds. It must consist in a dissolution similar

to bodily death, and in a disappearance of the previous life

similar to bodily death. And this is just the case. In con-
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sequence of the first sin, the internal nature of man became

possessed by death, by the dissolution of the previous unity of

the manifold powers reciprocally acting in the life of the spirit

and of the soul ; and by the disappearance of the spiritual life

in God's image, and its reflection in the soul. Hitherto God's

love filled the spirit's will, thought, and feeling : this threefold

divinely filled life of the Spirit was the holy image of the God-

head in man. But when satanic thoughts of a loveless God
found entrance into man's mind, then entered enmity (e^Opa,
Rom. viii. 7) into the place of love, and Turba 1

into the place

of peace : the powers of the soul, at peace in God, fell into

confusion, and kindled in passionate eagerness opposed to God.

The spirit had fallen away from the love of God, and the soul

from the dominion of the spirit.
This is the background of

morte morieris, and since its fulfilment we must all chime in,

in the song of lamentation : Quaternis elementis componimur et

quaternis corrumpimur. Our life is since only a shadow of life,

and from the ground of nature whence it has risen extend

many arms,
2 which finally draw down the fleeting shadow into

the darkness of death.

As, however, there is a great distinction between the primal
sin of Satan and that of man, so also is there between the

1 As science is entitled to bring biblical representations to terminologic

expression, we shall further on sometimes call this disharmony of the powers

previously united in God, by an expression borrowed from theosophy the
" Turba" a word of the same meaning as dxotTotaTotatce,, or, as Luther and

Melancthon say, arat/a, confusio partium. It is the opposite of fipqvn

(1 Cor. xiv. 33) and lixctioovvy (which, moreover, in Plato, especially in the

Republic, indicates the perfect relation of the fundamental elements of the

natural condition of man, which corresponds to his idea), of svor^s-, as unity
of the differing, and

&pft,o*fet (by which Pythagoras characterized the

essence of health, and every good, and God Himself), as the Hebrew

flKKJ (ilfctf 6?) means a confused savage noise, and in opposition to harmony,

euphony, and a condition of union, devastation, and destruction. The
u Turba" as the abolition of that which the Apology for the Augsburg Con-

fession calls sequale temperamentum qualitatum corporis, is the antecedent of

(ptiopa. ;
arid the position was maintained by Flacius, that, since the fall, the

Turba, or ammse partium horrenda perturbatio, is the forma substantialis

of man (v. Preger Flacius, ii. 409).
2
Comp. Keerl, Schopfunysyescliiclite, p. 420. The human organism could

never more be subject to death, if the latent causes of this corruption were

not hidden in it.
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results of both. In men, by the first sin, was laid the founda-

tion of all sins ; in Satan, however, and his angels, the first sin

was, as it were, the summit of all sins. The opposition to God
into which Satan emerged was an absolute opposition. After

he had inflamed his being in sin, and had fallen like lightning
from heaven (Luke x. 18), he hardened himself in the dark-

ness of his extinguished glory ; and e^ovaia rov ^aravd and

6 0eo9 are now the contrasts symbolized by TO CTATOTO? and TO

<<W9 (Acts xxvi. 15). The primal sin of man, however, had

not that insuperable intensity of self-induration. Through
their fall, men had fallen into the power of Satan, without

being able by their own help to deliver themselves thence ; but

they were not froward in their position, changed as it was by
sin

; but they were ashamed of
it,

and afraid.

SHAME AND FEAR.

SEC. III.

THAT men, after they had fallen, were ashamed of their naked-

ness, and on account of their nakedness were afraid in the

presence of God, these are certainly indications that they had

not become absolutely satanic ;
but Scripture relates them to

us as the evil consequences of their fall.

In the position of innocence they were not ashamed of their

nakedness. They were naked, but yet they were not so. Their

bodies were the clothing of their internal glory, and their in-

ternal glory was the clothing of their nakedness.1 Their bodies

were not yet spiritual, but they were of the Spirit ; not yet

pervaded, but illumined by its light ; not yet glorified, but

1 It is this which Ph. Nicolai (see die Mitfheilungen RocJiolls, in Luth.

Zeitschrift, 1860, p. 201) simply describes when he says : Men before the

fall were invested and clothed, and as it were shadowed, with an external

glitter and shining, as is the moon, instead of clothes. Comp. my Com-

mentary on Genesis, ed. 3, p. 163.
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surrounded by the power of glorification.
1 The earthly, animal

element of their bodies retreated, as if vanishing away, towards

the super-terrene, God-resembling element of the spirit, which

by means of the soul controlled them.

But when the divine efficiency of the central spirit upon
the soul, and outwardly from this upon the body, yielded to the

satanic influence proceeding from the surrounding body upon
the soul, and from this upon the spirit, and the spirit had fallen

away from the love of God, and thus from the truth of its

nature, the likeness of God in the spirit, and in consequence
thereof the likeness of the spirit in the soul, and in consequence
thereof the corporeity conformed to both for glorification, be-

came a distortion. The bodies of men had now forfeited the

glory which proceeded from the spirit and the soul upon them,
which had hitherto clothed them. Thus the Scripture says,

that after the transgression the eyes of both were opened, and

they knew that they were naked. The longer these words are

pondered, the harder, but also the more weighty and important,

they will be found. It cannot be said from these words that

they now for the first time became aware of their nakedness ;

such blindness contradicts the assumed self-knowledge of theO
first created men. The meaning of the words

is,
that as well

in respect of their nakedness in itself, as of their subjective

relation to it, a great change occurred in the instant of their

fall. In respect of their nakedness in itself : for the naked-

ness, although it was not of another nature, was still an essen-

tially different thing. Hitherto subjected to the influence of

the spirit in God's image, it was now displaced and distorted :

it had become a nakedness itself, and thus, because deprived
of spirit, it had become, from a material thing, a coarse mate-

rialistic thing ; from a aaptcivrj, it had become a
c-apiciicr).

In

respect of men's subjective relation to their nakedness : for the

sight of sense had till now been in the service of the spirit,

1 Jo. Scotus Erigena, when he says, de div. nat. iv. 12,
" Illud corpus,

quod in constitutione hominis primitus est factum, spirituale et immortale

crediderim esse ac tale aut ipsum, quale post resurrectionem habituri

sumus," goes, like the later theosophy, too far. The resurrection body is

the perfect completion of the beginning constituted in the original body,

and our present fleshly body is the reversed operation of the advancement

for which the beginning was designed.
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which in God ruled over itself and the outer world ; but now,
when the spirit had become the slave of sense, and that which

was natural had escaped from its authority, the sight of sense

for the first time began its special existence, insomuch as it had

now become its own, and the spirit was slavishly surrendered

to the impressions which it transmitted. In other words, sen-

sible sight had until then been a sight effected by sense eV

TTvevfAari, ; now it had become a sight absolutely sensual im-

mersed in itself, hurrying away the spirit with itself, and

reflecting upon it its own ruin. And now, when, with the eyes
of their sense opened, men perceived their degraded corporeity,

and in this as in a mirror the degradation of their spirit and
their soul, they felt for the first time the experience hitherto

unknown to them of W&snn. When anything that degrades us

in the judgment of others, not without our own guilt, become*

public, or when we are apprehensive that it may become public,
we are ashamed.1 The first result is, that we recoil before that

which brings or may bring us shame (Ps. xxxv. 4, cxxix. 5,

etc.) ; the second, that the retreating blood accumulates upon
the heart, and causes it to fall into violent and stormy con-

tractions, the result of which is, that the blood streams forth to

all those parts which by their demeanour can betray our sense

of guilt, especially to the countenance and its immediate vicinity

(comp. e.g. Ps. xliv. 16). Thence arises the blush of shame, "isn

(from the root 1Q, doubled in Tropfyvpeo^ purpureus) ;
and if the

blood, when terror rises high on account of the impossibility of

concealment, recedes, the paleness of shame, Bfa (akin to P13
,

comp. Aram. ^3, paj(, pax, tin, and JOg as a verb, Ps. xxxiv. 5,

Targ. to be ashamed). That "isn and t$3
originally indicate

these several colours of shame, is plainly seen from Isa. xxiv. 23,

comp. xxix. 22. Moreover, these hues are only the most ex-

ternal manifestation of the events that transpire within the pneu-

matico-psychical-somatic nature. Scripture does not analyze
for us the shame of fallen men ; but when it tells us that they
sewed fig-leaves together, and made themselves aprons, it gives
us in a few words the profoundest disclosure on the way in

which shame came into existence. It is the region below the

hip that is veiled by men : complete nudity, without covering
this region of the body, is confessedly regarded even among

1 F. W. Hagen, PsycUoloyische Untersuchunyen, p. 41, etc.
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savage nations as disgrace. And this has as its reason that

there are situated the outlets of excretion for the food that has

been used, but especially that there are placed the organs of

propagation, which in biblical language, and generally in the

common speech of men, are called shameful parts (pudenda).
These are directly called nny

(e.g. Gen. ix. 22) and ">K>a
(e.g.

Lev. xv. 2, comp. Ex. xxviii. 42), because nakedness and flesh,

which men are required by shame to hide, culminate in them.

Even without supposing that a physical change passed upon
these parts by reason of the fall, yet it is plain wherefore the

bodily results of the fall must just in this place be most evident.

After man had been distinguished into man and woman, he re-

sembled (in respect of propagation, and looking to the physio-

logic-anatomical externality of its apparatus and accomplishment)
the brutes. But in reference to its pneumatico-psychical back-

ground, and to the ethical character stamped upon it beforehand

by the spontaneous power and sanctity of the spirit, he was in

this respect also elevated above the brute. But when men suc-

cumbed to a temptation of Satan effected by means of a brute,

and the power of glorification had been changed into the effi-

ciency of a materiality become absolutely selfish, the contrast

between the former time and now, forced itself nowhere so

sadly upon the perception as in the members of propagation,
where converged all the rays of the naked naturalness, now
divested of the glory of the spirit, as in their source. The

opposition, now without unity, of the spiritual and natural, was

here at the coarsest, and the likeness to the brutes of the human

corporeity appeared here as the most brutal : therefore men
were ashamed, and covered themselves, in order to hide from

themselves, and from every beholding eye, the sight of their

honour converted into shame.

A second feeling which seized the fallen ones was fear.

That they were ashamed, was an advantage which they pos-
sessed over Satan ; but that they were afraid, was common to

them with him. We mean the conscious fear before God with

which they were possessed, when they were aware of the sound

of Jehovah-Elohim, as He walked in the garden in the cool of
7 O

the evening, and they hid themselves in the midst of the trees

of the garden (iii. 8-10). Fear in the presence of God, as dis-

tinct from the fear of God and comprehending in itself the
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manifold gradations of apprehension and anxiety, terror and

anguish, fright and dismay is the consequence of the sense of

the wrath of God, which is inseparable from the feeling of guilt

and shame. But the wrath of God, as Scripture teaches us to

recognise it,
is (1) self-excitement of His holy personality in

the presence of sin ; (2) excitement of the lower strict poten-
tialities of His glorious splendour, or, as we may also say, of

His nature, in itself wrought out into cloudless light ; (3) send-

ing forth powers of destruction operative in the world from

the judicially aroused doxa ; (4) kindling of the lower natural

potencies of the created personality itself, that has become

opposed to God. In other words : The wrath of God has a

personal aspect, and a natural aspect : it is a purpose of wrath,

the correlative of Echthra on the side of the creature ; and fire

of wrath, the correlative of the Turbo, on the side of the creature

(Div. IV. Sec. VI.). God is angry, in that His personal holi-

ness repels sin, and in that He stirs up the flaming aspect of

His glory. Wrath, as such a stirring up, is called *|K, DVT, *|yt,

T^p, 0^0777 (QvpoS) Apoc. xix. 15, from Oveiv^ synon. of ee/, to

seethe) ; and as such a setting on fire, it is called pn or nn.
And man is afraid, in that feeling, consciousness, experience,
of this divine excitement places him in fear and quaking ; for

the characteristic behaviour of this fear, to the fundamental

idea of which almost all appellations revert (NTT
=

Jnj, *1PIB, py?

DwSj etc.), is trembling. This trembling, in its highest degree,
resembles the convulsion that follows electrial shocks, to wit, as

the Scripture says, the lightning of God's wrath (Ps. xviii. 15,

cxliv. 6). Fear in this sense, and love, exclude one another.

<o/3o9 OVK <7Tt>v V Ty a/ya7r?7, 1 John iv. 18.

That men were ashamed, was the essential consequence of

the fact that their glory, that clothing of honour of their body,
had been perverted into the shame of nakedness (Apoc. iii. 18) ;

and that they were afraid, was the essential consequence of the

fact that they had retrograded from God's love, and had there-

fore incurred God's wrath. Doubtless it was better that they
should have been so ashamed and afraid, than that they should

not have been ashamed and afraid. It is true this shame and

fear were not anything positively good they were only the

arbitrary reflection of lost good ; but in this, that men allowed

themselves to be mastered by these feelings, without crushing
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them by forcible resistance, is shown that their fall, deep though
it was, yet did not approach in depth to that of Satan. They
had sinned against their conscience ; but after they had sinned,

they did not put to death their conscience, which testified against

them. For as well shame as fear operated by means of the

conscience ; by men now perceiving themselves out of God,
not without a knowledge of what they ought to be, and what

they had been, in God.

CONSCIENCE, AND EEMOTENESS FEOM GOD.

SEC. IV.

THE systematic treatment of a scientific matter has the great

advantage, that isolated thoughts, which had previously been

entertained upon questions associated therewith, as they must

be brought within a closer and more many-sided connection,

have to undergo an examination which, for the most part, leads

to their adjustment, their definition, or their completion ; and

the historical method which we have chosen benefits us besides,

by relieving us of the associated prejudices derived from decep-
tive self-observation, and teaching us to recognise their true

nature in the first beginnings of psychologic facts, with at least

far less risk of delusion. Thus it is with the questions, What
is the conscience I and of what kind was the intercourse of

God with the first man, before and after the fall? On both

questions not a few fallacious views are prevalent, which, be-

cause they are not absolutely without truth, are liable to corrupt
the truth, and to be transmitted in almost traditional formulas.

It will be manifest how false they are, when we compare them

with the judgments that we have previously come to, and with

the inexhaustibly instructive records of primitive history con-

tained in the first pages of the Bible.

Nothing is more commonly read, than that conscience is

a voice of God within us. Surely, literally and logically re-

garded, this is wrong. For conscience (conscience)
from con =

cum, crvv) is closely related to the Greek o-vvelSrjais (conscientia),
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and is thus a subjective idea, and indeed a purely subjective

and not a correlative idea, as v. Schubert defines it in his

History of the Soul, after v. Baader's example :
"
Privity of the

soul with the omnipresent, omniscient God." The o-vv is not

that of fellowship or intercommunion, but o-welSrjo-ii: imports

(keeping in view the distinction between the / as knowing and

the knowledge, vid. 1 Cor. iv. 4) the knowledge dwelling in the

person of man; and indeed, as an ethical conception, the know-

ledge proceeding from man's consciousness of God, i.e. from

his inalienable knowledge about his conditional nature arising

through God, as it were inalienable knowledge about his moral

reciprocal relation to God briefly, his moral-religious con-

sciousness. It must therefore be said, conscience is the moral-

religious consciousness, adapted to man by virtue of an inner

self-attestation of God. But, moreover, this is not true, if it is

meant thereby that there are continually repeated self-evidences

of God, of which conscience is the echo, and of which man
stands in need in order to have a conscience at all. Scripture
nowhere speaks thus of the conscience. It speaks of it every-
where as of something belonging to the most special nature of

man. The Old Testament, in which this conception is not yet

distinctly denned since JTO, Eccles. x. 20 (LXX. eV vvvei-

Srjo-ei, <7oi), indicates only the quiet inward consciousness

expresses it as i? (3^).
1

Conscience appears there as a know-

ledge of the heart (1 Kings ii. 44) ; the rebuke and punishment
of conscience, which man experiences as *Tin and H3n of his

heart (Job xxvii. 6, comp. LXX. ; 1 Sam. xxiv. 6 ;
2 Sam.

xxiv. 10) ; reproaches of conscience, or shocks of conscience

(Trpocr/co^araj comp. Acts xxiv. 16), as HBCHp, 1 Sam.

xxv. 31. The New Testament Scripture also ascribes to the

heart the functions of conscience (Rom. ii. 15 ; Heb. x. 22
;

1 John iii. 19) ; but it has at the same time attained in crvvei-

Srjcris a clear conception and expression for the fact of the

testimony of conscience ;
and has assigned to it, under this

name, its distinctive place henceforth in the spiritual nature

of man.2
If we ask about the nature of the conscience, it is

1 Luther translates, accordingly, Josh. xiv. 7, Job xxvii. 6, conscience,

but elsewhere heart.

2 See von Zezschwitz. Profangrcicilat und biblischer Sprachgeist, pp.

52-57. The whole of Grecian antiquity knows the fact of the testimony of
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everywhere found that it is not God who gives witness to

the conscience, but the conscience that gives witness to man

(2 Cor. i. 12) : avfjb^aprvpelv is not said of the conscience, in the

sense that it bears witness with God who witnesseth, but in the

sense that it testifies with, or in man, Rom. ii. 15, ix. 1 (comp.

crv^fJuapTVpelv in a similar sense, of an inwardly given and

indwelling attestation, Rom. viii. 16). Accordingly, also in

1 Pet. ii. 19 (comp. Rom. xiii. 5), a-weibrjffi? eov is not the

consciousness having the conscience as God dwelling in
it, and

testifying, but as consciousness of God, to wit, of His will

and pleasure. The view is not well established in Scripture,
that the conscience is the reflex of an immediate self-evidencing
of God in man, still less that it is this self-evidencing itself.

Moreover, supposing that man had dwelling in him, from crea-

tion downwards, God's Spirit as the foundation and support of

his
life, a view to which we must on the surface deny the

conformity to Scripture that it claims on the strength of a few

texts that may easily be differently understood, conscience

would still not require to be denned as the self-attestation of

this spirit.
1

If we look into primitive history, the erroneousness of this

view is confirmed. When, in the presence of the serpent, the

woman shows herself aware of the rigid divine prohibition, and

expresses herself accordingly, that which she so utters is the

testimony of her conscience. And when she and Adam, never-

conscience, says the author, but its wavering expression betrayed the

deficient apprehension of its nature. And " even the Old Testament was

no favourable ground on which to build up this conception. The positive

law took its significance from the natural moral consciousness." "We

observe thereupon, that the Grecian antiquity nevertheless very much

anticipated the Israelitish, in the impression of the idea of conscience.

For Periander is said to have replied to the question, ?{ tarty faevfap/a, by
the words dyaQy) ovvsfiwis. It is plain here, moreover, that Christianity
has melted together the Old Testament truth with the elements of Hellenic

truth
;
and it is consistent with this, that (except in the section of the

woman taken in adultery, John viii. 9) awefliwts does not occur in the

Gospels.
1 It must at least be said, as Thomasius, i. 167 : There occurs a constant

inner living intercourse of God with man, and the RESULT of this com-

\nunion is that which we call conscience. For assuredly the conscience is

an impulse of the human spirit, but this impulse is ESTABLISHED by the

Divine Spirit testifying itself in it.

L
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theless, transgress the divine prohibition, it is the result of their

having declined from God's love to sensual lust, and having
crushed the warning witness of their conscience. But when the

sin is committed, and is manifest to them in its consequences,
the restrained conscience breaks forth again. Looking upon
their nakedness, they are seized with shame

;
and perceiving

God's nearness, they are seized with fear. The two things would

not have been possible, if their conscience had not reminded them

of the divine prohibition, and
. represented to them the guilt of

its transgression. Let it now be considered that an immediate

self-attestation of God to Adam preceded the transaction between

the serpent and the woman, scil. the prohibition of the tree of

knowledge ;
and an immediate self-attestation of God follows

it,

scil. the conviction and the sentence; and the narrative could not

give us more plainly to understand that the conscience is not

itself even the reflex of an inward immediate self-evidencingo
of God, to say nothing of its being itself such a self-evidence.

1

The apostle tells us, however, in Rom. ii. 15, precisely that the

conscience, in regard of the objective factor of its nature, is not the

echo of an immediate divine self-evidence at every moment, but

1 Nevertheless v. Hofmann says (Schriftbeweis,i. 572): "Both shame and

fear were announcements of the conscience. But the conscience is, according
to its nature, not a something in man, nor an effect produced in him, that he

could ascribe it to himself, but an immediate self-evidencing of God in him,
to perceive which, is neither a sign of a right relation to God, nor serves to

restore such a relation." Then further on it is said, p. 573 :

u
Men, become

sinful, in those experiences of shame and fear neither recognised announce-

ments of conscience, nor consequences of their sin
;
but there was needed

an expressive word of God before they acknowledged in themselves and

confessed to themselves that they, only in consequence of their sin, were

ashamed before one another, and afraid before God." Marvellous ! The

conscience is no knowledge, but only an actus directus of divine self-attes-

tation to men which causes shame and fear, but no knowledge. For this

definition of conscience there is no reference to a scriptural word, as it

upsets the subjective idea; but to v. Harless' Ethik, p. 59, where we read,
" Conscience to me is generally so far identical with the human spirit, as it

is not spirit in the spirit, not the divine in the created, and generally not

anything." What then ?
"

It is actual reciprocal relation of God with the

human spirit, and the reverse. It is, according to its nature, an ever

operative assurance of God to our spirit, and the like." We cannot ap-

preciate all this, and we must hold every definition of the idea a priori

as a failure, which does not start from the fact that conscience

as the rationale of the word implies is a species of knowledge.
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the knowledge of a divine law which every man even he who
does not know the positive revelation of the law bears in his

heart. The final destiny of a man (this is the connection of

the thoughts) is decided not according to the possession of the

law as such, but according to his moral conduct (ver. 12); "for

not the hearers of the law are just before God, but the doers

of the law shall be justified" (ver. 13). The heathen furnish

the proof for this, for they indeed have no law that they could

hear (therefore no law historically revealed) ;
but if the heathen,

who are still without law, do by nature works that the law pre-

scribes to them, they are, in spite of their being without law,

a law unto themselves, and prove thereby that a godly conver-

sation is possible even without the possession of a law, to wit,

of a positive law. They are, moreover, not absolutely without

law ; but, doing by nature (</>uera) what the revealed law claims,

they bear actual witness to the fact that a knowledge of what is

right before God is established in the 0ucrt9, i.e. in the creatively

ordained constitution of man : they have, as they prove by such

conduct according to law as is possible to them, TO epyov TOV

VO/JLOV ypctTTTov zv rat? KapSiais avT&v ; i.e. the conduct by which

God's law is performed, of whatever kind this conduct is,
stands

as an objective pattern, written with ineradicable traces in their

heart, as it stands for Israel on the stone tables and the docu-

ment of the Thora
;
wherefore in Isa. xxiv. 5 it may justly be

said of all the dwellers in the earth, in relation to the final

judgment,
"
They have transgressed (God's) laws, changed the

ordinance" (LXX. i

jrapij\6ocrav rov VOJJLOV Kal rfXXa^av ra Trpocr-

When the apostle adds, a-v^aprvpovo-^ avrwv TT}?

,
he places conscience in a relation to that inner law,

which resembles that of prophecy to the Thora. As prophecy

(which has been strikingly called the conscience of the Israel-

itish state) testifies to the Thora, and places the circumstances

and conduct of Israel from time to time in the light of the

Thora, thus conscience gives witness to that inner law in

man in his own sight (av^apTvpeT)^ impels and directs man to

act according to that law (the so-called precedent conscience),

judges his doings according to this law, and reflects his actions

and his circumstances in the light of this law (the subsequent

conscience): not as though the conscience were a special spiritual

activity associated with the will, the thought (judgment), and
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feeling; but it is the effectual power in the spiritual forms

of activity concerned in those internal experiences.
1 From

the side of this critically judging or condemning activity, the

conscience is conceived of in reference to one's own doing

(Heb. x. 2), and in reference to the doings of others (1 Cor.

x. 29 ;
2 Cor. iv. 2, v. 11). The conscience, therefore, is the

natural consciousness to man, as such, of the law in his heart ;

the religious-moral determination of his self-consciousness dwell-

ing in the human spirit, and effectuating itself even against
the will in all the forms of life of man ; the ethical side of the

general sense of truth (sensus communis), which remained in man
even after his fall; the knowledge concerning what God will

and will not have,
2

manifesting itself progressively in the form

of impulse, and judgment, and feeling. Inasmuch, then, as the

conscience gives witness to the inward law, there appear in some

degree before a man, and there arise in him whether it be that

he reflects on his own individual conduct, or upon his entire

condition thoughts called forth by the testimony of conscience,

on the one side accusing, on the other side excusing, which

1 In substance thus Glider, Die Lclire vom Gewissen, in Stud. u.

Kritiken, 1857, pp. 265-270
;
and Schenkel, art.

"
Gewissen," in Herzog's

Real-Encyklopadie, v. 138. But while the former teaches that conscience

is an activity which is effected by a co-operation of the various capacities

of the spirit, soil, the form of manifestation of the consciousness of God

immanent in the consciousness of self, practically certifying itself to the

self-activity ;
the latter teaches that in its nature it is no activity, but a

determination of the self-consciousness, which, however, as such, regulates

the activities of the spirit in which the self-consciousness expresses itself,

scil the thinking, feeling, and willing. The two views, as is frequently

the case, contradict one another only logically, not substantially. Con-

science, according to its nature, is no activity, but a determination, although

an effective one
;
and according to its expression it is an activity, but no

contingent one : for, as Guder says, to the consciousness of God is appro-

priated the practical tendency to bring on the conditionality of the free

personality corresponding to him
;
and what is conscience other than, in

all forms of spiritual life, this self-effectuating knowledge of man about

God, as the morally determining absolute will ?

2 The scholastics distinguish synteresis or syndercsis (OVVT/Ipwii) as the

habitual knowledge of the divine will in general, which is considered as the

scintilla spiritus remaining in man, and conscientia as the actual synderesis,

i.e. as the operation of conscience administering that general knowledge

normally or judicially. The synteresis seems to them in the syllogismus

conscicntix, as propositio major ; comp. Schenkel, l.c. p. 135.
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occur as in a law-suit, in controversy with one another

a\\rj\a>v). With this law written on his heart, with this con-

tinuous attestation of it by conscience, with these thoughts of

self-accusation, or moreover of self-justification, called forth by
the testimony of conscience, the heathen, as says the apostle

to the heathens, comes to stand eventually before the judgment
of God, which He executes by Jesus Christ, the Saviour not

only of man, but of humanity.
1

Conscience, therefore, is not an echo or abode of an imme-

diate divine self-attestation, but an active consciousness of a

divine law established in man's heart ; for all self-consciousness

of created natures capable of self-consciousness, is naturally at

once a consciousness of their dependence on God, and a con-

sciousness of their duty to allow themselves to be determined

by the will of God, and consciousness of the general purport
of that will. That which is said by ancients and moderns of

the conscience as God's voice in us, has in it this truth, that the

testimony of conscience certainly rests on a divine foundation

woven in our natural condition, soil, on a divine law in man,
ordained with his created constitution, the existence of which,
its claims and judgments, are removed from his subjective
control. If a man know his doing to be in harmony with

this law, his conscience is a^aOrj (Acts xxiii. 1
; 1 Pet. iii. 16,

21
;

1 Tim. i. 5, 19), tca\ij (Heb. xiii. 18), /ca0apd (1 Tim. iii.

9 ; 2 Tim. i. 3), aTrpoo-KOTro? (Acts xxiv. 16). If his doing
be evil, so also is his conscience, inasmuch as it is consciousness

1 u If a heathen," thus v. Hofmann fills up the meaning of v. 14 in

tke Zeitschr.f. Protest. 1860, p. 69,
u

if a heathen do what is claimed by
the revealed law, he is in nowise ashamed before God that he has not the

law : he is to himself what the Jew has in his law, in that he, by his doing,

proves that its contents is the desire of his heart testified by conscience,

and accompanied by the interchange of thoughts accusing, or in the day
when God through Jesus Christ judges the hidden heart's-ground of men,
in the spirit of the gospel message appointed even for the heathen world

moreover excusing him." This linking of the I* yptpx, with the clause v)

KXI dvo'ho'yovp.tvav I do not approve, as appears from what has been said

above
;
but the thought that, in that day in which God exercises His

judgment through Jesus Christ the Mediator of grace, even heathens may
be accepted to grace, is without doubt in the meaning of the apostle. We
remember the expression of Jesus on the men of Nineveh and the queen of

the south (Matt. xii. 41). Compare also Hebart, Die Natiirliclie Theologie
des Ap. Paulus, 18(31.
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of such evil (Trovrjpd, Heb. x. 22): it is pe/JUdo-pewr) (Tit. i. 15;

1 Cor. viii. 7), so far as the evil deeds shadow themselves in it

like blots ;
or KeKavTypiao-jjievv) (I Tim. iv. 2), so far as it bears

them in itself ineradicably and indelibly like brands. All these

characteristics prevail in the so-called subsequent conscience.

In respect of the so-called precedent conscience, prevails in

Scripture generally the fundamental position that man is to act

in proportion to himself, i.e. according to the measure of his

conviction and his faith (Rom. xiv. 23 ; comp. Ecclus. xxxvii.

13, xxxv. 13), without thereby exalting the conscience to an

infallible oracle. The precedent conscience may be right or

wrong, weak or strong (ao-Qevrjs, ao-Oevovaa^ 1 Cor. viii. 7, 12) ;

it may err and waver in that which is right before God; but in

all cases it remains the norm, or law, for the occurrent doings

of man. For action without conscience is, as such, absolutely

blameable, although action according to conscience is not abso-

lutely on that account right before God. For man, even

on account of the confusions and perversions of his conscience,

is responsible to God; and the weakness of conscience, which

depends on deficiency of right knowledge (1 Cor. viii. 7), and

is to be spared (1 Cor. viii. 9), may, in its exercise of judg-
ment upon the freedom of conscience of another (1 Cor. x.

29), result in a self-induration and vain-gloriousness most peril-

ous to the soul.

If man, indeed, were not fallen, the conscience would be in

us the always truthful and assured witness to itself of the will

of God, and the blessed consciousness of the unity of our will

with the divine ; or was there really before the fall of man no

need to appeal to conscience? "So long," say many,
1 "as man

lived in immediate fellowship with God not yet interrupted by

sin, he had no conscience, i.e. his self-consciousness harmonized

immediately with his divine consciousness : there could as yet

arise no distinction of the two, as of two natures essentially

diverse from one another, or forms of consciousness contra-

dicting one another." But self-consciousness, world-conscious-

ness, consciousness of God, are still absolutely three several

sides and tendencies of the personal life of the spirit; and

1
Thus, for example, Schenkel, art.

" Conscience "
in Herzog's Real'

Encyklop. v. 132
; comp. K. v. Raumer, Geschichte der Padagogik, ii. 212,

where conscience is called the correlative of original sin.
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man's will and God's will are always two, if not different, still

several, wills
;
and God's will was, and is, and remains our la\v,

as surely as the sense of absolute dependence on God to which

even the seraphim give utterance will not leave us even in the

blessed eternity.
1

Why, then, ought not man's knowledge
about his relation to God from the first beginning to be called

conscience, especially as, even to those who were first created,

the will of God, having in view the confirmation of their free-

dom, was made known in the form of a positive law 1 Con-

science in its primitive form was precisely knowledge knowing
itself in God, and knowing itself not otherwise than conformed

to God's wr
ill. But, in consequence of the fall, it not only be-

came a painful consciousness of disunion of the two, and therefore

a consciousness of guilt, of which man, although for a time he

may hush it up, can never wholly get rid ;

2

but, moreover, in

its claims, which it urges upon human conduct, it has in-

curred the corruptions of eclipse and stupefaction. It is no

longer the perfectly true mirror of God's law in us. This law

itself, however, subsists in man as the ineradicable dowry of

his divinely constituted nature. Even in man fallen is written,

that abiding in the divine love is the truth and the peace of

his nature ; that his conduct must be so ordered as to be con-

formed to the divine love ; and that, if it be otherwise ordered,

it incurs the divine anger. The powers of the spirit and of

the soul themselves are as the decalogue of this creative Thora

established in us. Only the prophecy of conscience, although

inextricably related to this objective law of God, is subjected
to the consequences of the fall ; and after man had fallen from

God's love, there needed a re-establishment into this holy sphere

(comp. Rom. ix. 1), that the conscience should testify to him

just as faithfully arid surely of the will of the divine love as of

the incurred divine wrath.

1 We cannot therefore agree with Harless (Eihik, p. 34), who refuses

to conscience, considered according to its nature, the form of the law
;

because he regards consciousness of the divine will as law, and dissent of

the human will from the divine, as inseparable.
2
Objectively represented by heathenism in the Furies, the personified

terrores conscientias, as is acknowledged by heathendom itself, as soon as

the spell of the mythology is broken. See the expressions of Cicero,

Juvenal, and others, in Thomasius, Grundlinien z. Religions- Unlerricht, sec.

xi. (ed. 3, 1858), and Harless, Ethik, p. 26.
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And as it is wrong to name conscience the voice of God, so

it is also wrong to name conscience, as such, the voice of God
the Redeemer. It is the one generally received view, since

Giinther and Pabst, that conscience is not a psychologic fact

appertaining to the creation, but to redemption. No ; conscience

is inseparable from the personal nature of man, and comes into

being contemporaneously therewith. For the self-conscious

man is, as such, conscious to himself also of his conditionality
in respect of God and his duty, to allow himself continually to

be conditioned in his self-determination by the will of God. The
existence of conscience, therefore, reaches beyond the fall, and

has, in its manifestation of itself, run through a changeful

history : it was one thing in its original position ; it is another

in its position under sin
;

it becomes another in its position

under grace, through which it becomes renewed, together
with our likeness to God. While it testifies to man of his

separation from God, and excites the longing after harmony
and peace with God, it assuredly helps to prepare the way for

redemption ; but it is so little a gift of redeeming grace, that

rather it needs itself not only purification through grace (Heb.
ix. 14, comp. ix. 9, x. 2), but correction, establishment, sharpen-

ing (comp. 1 Cor. iv. 4) through grace. Thus, moreover, what

has often been maintained, after Gunther's example, is unsound,
that the call of God, H3JK, is the origin and essence of conscience,

and that this latter is therefore the beginning of the grace that

seeks the sinner.
1 When Eve, in the presence of the serpent,

shows herself conscious of the divine prohibition and of its rigid

obligation ; when shame and fear seize upon the fallen ones, it

is God's law (established in the first, as in all men,) of the

obedience of thankful love clue to God, which then made itself

manifest. The call of Jehovah-Elohim, Where art thouf is

not therefore the first beginning of conscience, and conscience

is not the continued echo of that call. Men had a conscience

which testified to them of God's loving will, even in the rela-

tion of nearness to God in which they stood before the fall :

they had a conscience which placed them in shame and remorse,

in the relation of remoteness from God in which they stood

after the fall ; and it is nothing else than the struggle of

1 See the chief passage from the school of speculative theology that

preceded Giinther, in Thomasius, Dogm. i. 354.
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thoughts of self-accusation and of self-exculpation in the court

of conscience, to which Jehovah-Elohim puts an end by bringing
the testimony of conscience concerning their guilt to a certainty.

1

But when God approaches them as a Judge, he at the

same time approaches them as a Redeemer. This advance

of Jehovah-Elohim in the garden is the first historical move-

ment of God to the work of redemption the first historical

step to the incarnation. For that this mode of intercourse of

God with men was the primitive mode, is a prejudice that rests

upon no demonstration. The intercourse that till then had

subsisted, took another form in consequence of the fall. The
life of men, while still un fallen, was a life in God, and in His

love. If they addressed themselves to themselves, they com-

muned with God in the spirit; and if they turned to the outer

world, they communed with God in His works. But when they
swerved from God's love, they became strange to God, and God
became remote from them. But, according to His eternal counsel

of love, He would not remain remote from them. He approached
them again, but now in a manner that corresponded to their

materialization and alienation. He gives to Himself a manifesta-

tion limited by the sensuous perceptions of men, and probably
human. This is no childish representation or mythologic in-

vestment of the narrative. Certainly the being of man, even

1 We refer here to (F. Weber) Die Leltre vom Gewissen mit bes. Absehen

auf Hire Bed. filr die Kircliliclie Praxis, in the Zeitschr. f. Protest. 1860,

pp. 65-89. This appendix is a well-considered commentary supplementary
in many ways to this paragraph of my Biblical Psychology. Compare
also the opinions of Glider, acquiescing in previous opposition to the false

making-objective of the idea of conscience, in his Lehre vom Gewissen, I.e.:

"The conscience is in nowise a transcendent operation of God in the

subject." Gbschel, Der Mensch diesseits und jenseits, p. 56
; Philippi,

Glaubenslelire, iii. 13,
"
Knowledge of the human spirit about the divine

law implanted in it;" Fronrnuller, art.
" Gewissen" in the Zellersd. JBibl.

Worterbuch; v. Zezschwitz, I.e. ; v. Rudloif, p. 142
; Riehm, Lelirbeyriff des

Hebraerbr., p. 675, where is well and briefly given, by way of definition,
u

Syj/g/ciflj;^ is the knowledge of man about himself concerning his relation

to God." Schenkel, art.
" Gewissen" in Herzog's R.E.: "

It is not accu-

rate to define conscience as an existence, or a voice of God in man. In the

conscience God is not the subject, but man is the subject ; while, on the

other hand, God is the object. Man has God objectively in the conscience;
God is objectively to man in the conscience." My Elberfeld critic, following

Baader, defines " Conscience is the knowledge of our being known"
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after the fall, is a being in God (Acts xvii. 28) ; or, what is the

same thing, God the omnipresent is in man also after his fall.
1

But because man is no longer in God's love, it is true equally

that he is out of God, and God out of man. The relation of

love is severed. It is this which now becomes historically

manifest. How distant God has become from men, is plain from

the fact that He now advances to them from without ; and how

strange men have become to God, is plain from the fact that

they hide themselves from His presence. The breach of the

relation of love, however, becomes manifest in so historical a

manner, because a new restoration of men in the course of the

history is the loving purpose of God. The preparatory form

of this restoration is this, that on the part of God, the promise,

and on the part of man, the faith, penetrates the separating
wall of partition, a psychological event of the profoundest

significance to the history of redemption.

THE PEOMISE AND THE FAITH.

SEC. V.

ALTHOUGH shame and fear, the effects and expressions of

conscience, do not constitute any real atonement, yet it is not

to be denied that fallen men, by the immediate self-evidence of

God the Judge and the Redeemer, very soon enter upon a

position truly prepared for atonement. How comes it now,
that God's grace did not make that which had happened, in

1
According to Scripture, no more can be said

;
for that God's Spirit is

inborn into man as the ideal principle of divine fellowship, without never-

theless being able to manifest it of itself, and that the Holy Spirit the Spirit

of the incarnate Son of God, as the real principle of the divine fellowship

was the first that brought the actual personal unity of man with God into

operation (Schoberl. Jahrbiicher, 1861, p. 59), is a view irreconcilable with

the unity of God's Spirit. Scripture knows nothing of an immanence of

God's Spirit in man, as such, even fallen. The Spirit of God, in passages
of Scripture such as Gen. vi. 3 (see my Comm.), is the Spirit in virtue

of which humanity has its origin from God, in a manner exalted over all

earthly creatures, and can say, We are His offspring (Acts, I.e.).
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such a way not to have happened, that the history of mankind,

placed back at its commencement, established by creation good,

might have begun anew 1 Why was there needed, in order

that the loving relation of God and men should be restored,

such a fact influencing the Godhead in its own proper nature,

and effected from eternity into time, as the incarnation of the

Son I Wherefore did God permit, that, from the fall of the

first man downwards, sin and grace, without extirpation of

the former by means of the latter, should propagate themselves

in an historical course of thousands of years I and wherefore

did He ordain, that not till the middle as the fulness of

these long periods, should the Restorer appear, who would

perfectly retrieve the good beginning that had been lost I To
these questions the general answer is, that the work of restora-

tion was a work of free divine love, but that, if it were to be

effected, it could only be effected thus, and no otherwise. The
reasons of the kind and manner of its accomplishment lay in

God's nature, and in the divinely constituted nature of man.

On the one hand, it was in the nature of freedom that the sin

of men, as their free action, could not become annihilated, with-

out at the same time annihilating men themselves together
with this beginning of free self-demonstration ; and it was in

the nature of spiritual-corporeity, in virtue of which men
are not only independent persons, but also a self-propagating

species organically linked together, that the determination

against God of the first created ones must become of decisive

consequences for the whole of humanity constituted in them,
and developing itself forth from them. On the other side,

it was in the nature of the divine holiness, that God cannot

abrogate the self-punishment which sin bears in itself, and pro-
duces from itself, without atonement offered ; and that He
cannot love the sinners, without the sin which rejects Him,
and which He rejects being completely made amends for.

These answers to the above questions are right in outline, but

they do not become convincing, until we apprehend that the

ethical consequences of sin are at the same time physical.
No

atoning pains of men were sufficient to restore to them again
an internal and external form conformed to the holiness of

God ; for sin had disordered their likeness to God, and there

needed a new creative restoration of this, that God might again
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recognise Himself in men, and love them. Further, wrath and

love are not merely two different modes of feeling in God ; but

two principles, distinct as fire and light, of the everlasting reve-

lation of the glory of His nature. God is love, but lie is so in

everlasting, absolutely cloudless, bright, triumph over the ground
of fire which, in historical revelation of God, is called bpyr}, and

according to which God Himself is called
rrrvp

Karavdhia-Kov.

The spirit of .man dwelt in God's love, and his soul was the

copy of that triumph of light. But when man swerved from

God's love, he sank down into the fire-ground of his nature,

which originated in the fire-ground of the divine. Man was

now a
<j>v(rei, re/cvov opyrjs (Eph. ii. 3) one that had incurred

wrath. He was no more tcoivwvos Oeias fyvcretos (2 Pet. i. 4);

and if he were to become so again, not only was a change of

disposition in God necessary, but an act of divine love, to lift

him up out of the depth of wrath again to the altitude of the

light. This act of divine love is the everlastingly decreed and

temporally fulfilled redemption of men from wrath through the

Son to love, who betook Himself down into the depth of the

Godhead's wrath, clothed the humanity, which had forfeited

the divine likeness, with His own absolute divine likeness, took

the wrath upon Himself, and in Himself annihilated it, and

thus brought back the creature that had fallen from love, again
to the principle into which it had been created. It will be ob-

jected that these are words of the fancy, and not of the under-

standing pictures, and not ideas. But of such mysteries we can

only effectually stammer in figures ; and your abstract concep-

tions, we appeal to the objectors, are nothing but a perforated
sieve for these most intensely real of all realities. Scripture

says, moreover (Gal. iii. 13), that Christ must first become

Kardpa, that the promised evXoyla might be brought forth :

Kardpa is the manifestation of the anger, and evXoyi'a the mani-

festation of the love. The Kardpa of the Sinaitic law which

He, as the crucified, *&$, set forth* in Himself, is only an his-

torical expression of the 0^777, which abideth on all those who

despise the act of reconciliation (John iii. 36), which humanity
had thus incurred (Eph. ii. 3), and subject to the penalty of

which, without Christ, it would have remained.

This change of the divine wrath into love through the self-

surrender of the Son of God to and for fallen humanity, is
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an eternal fact; for God's will of love and counsel of love, in

respect of humanity, in eternal prevision of its fall, are ever-

lasting. When, therefore, the fall of man had been realized

historically, then also began at once, rooted in the eternal fact

of reconciliation before God, the historical self-manifestation

of the divine loving will, and the historical self-fulfilment of

the divine counsel of love. The judicial sentences upon the

serpent, the woman, the man, are expressions of the divine

wrath ; but the wrathful will becomes at once manifest as a

wrathful will of love, i.e. not absolute, but a will of wrath

subdued and enclosed by love ; for the extreme of the curse

upon the serpent, the bruising of its head by the seed of the

woman, is blessing for humanity. At first it is only a ray of

light, which breaks through the gloom of the alienation of men
from God, only a gleam of light, which shines out in the midst

of the fire of wrath. It is a word which speaks of a future One ;

for, because God has become remote from men, their salvation

also now comes from afar. And because men have externalized

themselves by sin, this word of promise points thus externally
to victory over the serpent. What the divine love means,
remains concealed, as behind an emblematical form of enigma.
And yet the whole gospel is contained in this Protevangelium.
The n$s

jnj, the Kin, thoroughly understood, is no other than

Jesus, the Son of God, and the son of Mary. Yea, this is He
who, in and with this word, establishes the foundation of His

coming in humanity ; for from this word inwardly, and from

this word outwardly, He advances through the Old Testament
to the purpose of His incarnation, and through the New Testa-

ment to the purpose of His mission. But that the self-demon-

stration of the divine love, that the self-proclamation of His

coming, should subsist in such dim, and more or less external

words, concerning a future person, is thejesult of the remote-

ness of humanity from God.

Salvation moves towards humanity from the distance; and by
what means does it become near to it ? By faith. Scripture

appropriates the activities of faith and conditions of faith, as well

to the spirit (e.g. Ps. cxliii. 7, Ixxviii. 8, li. 12) as to the soul (e.g.

hoping, waiting, trusting on God, depending on God, resting in

God, Ps. cxvi. 7, cxxxi. 2). But Scripture nowhere says, the

spirit believes, or the soul believes ; because faith
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is an operation of the human Ego, which is distinguished

from spirit, soul, and body. It says, indeed, that with the

heart it is believed, /capita TrtoTeuerat (Rom. x. 10), because

faith is a central, yea, the most central human operation j

1

but,

moreover, it distinguishes from the heart itself that which is

itself believing in us : for the peculiar nature of faith scarcely

anywhere expresses itself more plainly than Ps. Ixxiii. 26, where

Asaph says,
" My flesh and my heart faileth ; but Elohim is the

rock of my heart, and my portion is Elohim for ever." His Ego
remains trusting in God, even although the body, and even the

heart therefore the spirit- and soul-life, or his external and in-

ternal man 2

decayed : even then he held fast to God, as to the

rock which abides when everything is wavering, and to the pos-

session which must remain to him when all else is lost ;
he held

fast to him for ever, himself imperishable, because associated

with the imperishable. This recourse, breaking through all in-

ward and outward contradictions through sin, sorrows, death,

and hell to God the Eedeemer ; this longing after God's free,

merciful love, as His own word declares
it,

a longing, reach-

ing forth, and grasping it ;
this naked, unselfish craving, feeling

itself satisfied with nothing else than God's promised grace ;

this eagerness, absorbing every ray of light that proceeds from

God's reconciled love; this convinced and safety-craving appro-

priation and clinging to the word of grace ; this is faith.

In its nature, it is the pure receptive correlative of the word

of promise ; a means of approaching again to God, which, as the

word itself, is appointed through the distance of God in conse-

quence of sin : for faith has to confide in the word, in spite of

all want of comprehension, want of sight, want of experience.

No experimental actus reflexi belong to the nature of faith.

It is, according to its nature, actio directa, to wit, fiducia

supplex?
1 Thomasius, Dogm. iv. 158.
2 Thus is removed the doubt of Oehler in Herzog's R.E. vi. 20, that

" heart" in connection with u
flesh" seems to indicate the bodily heart: it

indicates that which is within the body, and generally that which is within.

Comp. also my Commentary on the Psalms, in loco.

3 Nowhere is this discussed more instructively, or with more profound

experience, than in Ehrich Pontoppidan's (author of the Menoza) Clear

Mirror of Faith, Copenhagen and Leipz. 1726, 1768
;

vid. the Appendix
to this division.
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While now from tlie God of love the remote God the

word of promise comes to meet man ; and man as Ego, with all

the powers of his spirit and his soul, reaches forward to meet

it faithfully, the primitive relation of love renews itself once

more as in its budding commencement. This incipient form is

retained, moreover, through the entire history of salvation here

below, although the revelation of salvation progresses, and the

difference of the two testaments is considerable. For even

after Jesus had historically appeared, and had completed the

redemption, it is the word which with all its clearness is still

GaoTTTpov eV alvfyfJMTi (1 Cor. xiii. 12), and the faith, which no

otherwise apprehends Him than in the word, which encloses

all other means of grace. Our natural life remains subjected to

wrath, and finally succumbs to the attack of death ; but in the

midst of this wrath we live, who believe, with our Ego, with our

innermost man delivered from wrath, in the principle of divine

love ; and all the wrath which we experience is of no effect any
more upon us according to our true nature, but for the disinte-

grating of the Natural, from which we ourselves are ever long-

ing to become delivered. Our likeness to God, our doxa, is

lost ; but in Christ, wrhom we have apprehended in faith on His

word, we have it again. He is our divine image, and our doxa,

till the time when all wrath, not merely in the way of imputa-

tion, but also actually, shall be extinguished for us, and our

whole natural condition shall be transformed into the image
and the glory of Christ.

We return to the psychological elucidation of these facts of

the redemption in the concluding divisions. The strictness of

the systematic method would have properly bidden us to be

silent on the subject for the present. But we could not deny
ourselves this precursory glance, since the ground of our natural

condition established by the creation, which the section that

now follows will determine, is already, from the first historical

moving of the solution of the enigma of redemption, pervaded

by grace, and only remains in existence because it has this for

a background.



APPENDIX.

From Pontoppidati s
" Mirror of Faith."

PETRUS MOLIN^US (Du Moulin) has briefly and clearly shown,
3

that the special nature of faith consists merely in the repentant
soul's recourse to Christ ; and that the consolatory experience,
with the strong assurance that arises therefrom, belongs not so

much to the nature as to the perfectness of the faith : for the

nature, or forma essentialis, of faith may be found in him who,
like the father of the boy with a dumb spirit, is compelled to

acknowledge with weeping eyes,
"
Lord, I believe ; help Thou

mine unbelief." Du Moulin distinguishes in that respect a

twofold assurance, an assurance of refuge (confiance de re~

cours), and an assurance of experience (confiance de sentiment),

or, what is the same thing, fiducia supplex and fiducia trium-

phans. The recourse of faith to Jesus, and the laying hold of

His merits, is actio fidei directa; and the powerful experience
that follows thereupon of the attestation and the firmness of

faith, is actio fidei reflexa. The believer attains to reflex faith,

i.e. to faith which recognises and experiences itself in the

divine light with joy, partly by proving himself according to

God's word (2 Cor. xiii. 5), and finding himself standing in

the faith (reflexio activa, rationalis vel syllogistica) ; partly by

receiving without his own agency impressions of the Holy

Spirit, which in the ground of his heart give to him the sweet

and comforting assurance of his standing in grace, and assure

him that he is a child of God (reflexio mere passiva et super-

naturalis). The reflex faith in this latter sense is separated

from the direct faith, just as the repeating echo is distinguished

from the voice that calls it forth.

1 In his excellent Traite de la Forme essentielle ou nature de la Foi

justifiante, an appendix of his Traite de la Paix de VAme.
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IV.

THE NATURAL CONDITION.

"Nil dignius est anima, nil excellentius hac unica cognitione, quam qui

j;erfectara haberet Deo similis esset, imo Deus ipse." FRANCISCUS SANCHEZ.





PEESONALITY AKD THE "EGO."

SEC. I.

HAVING now considered the fall of man psychologically, and

having, moreover, taken a psychological anticipatory glance at

his restoration, we proceed to consider, apart from this work of

grace, his present condition. The method which we adopt for

this purpose is from within outwards. That which is most ex-

ternal of man is his corporeity. Powers which are common to

this with the whole of nature are active herein the presupposi-

tions or postulates of bodily life. In these powers, rules the soul,

combining them into the unity of individual life. The soul, on

the one hand, is turned towards these powers, and towards cor-

poreity ; on the other hand, it is turned inwardly towards the

spirit, whence it has its origin. The soul is the external aspect
of the spirit, and the spirit the internal aspect of the soul

;
and

the most internal nature of man is his Ego, which is distinct

from spirit, soul, and body. From this we begin. It is the

same course which is adopted by the work of restoration. This

also addresses itself first of all to the human Ego, and thence

extends to the threefold condition of man's being. For the

faith with which it commences is, as we saw at the close of the

previous paragraph, the union of the Ego with the word of grace.

It is then no philosophic abstraction with which we begin,
but a natural psychologic fact of the greatest soteriologic

importance ; for which reason we may expect that the self-dis-

tinguishing of man as Ego, from all which belongs to his nature,

will be very sharply impressed on Scripture. And it is so.

How clearly is man as Ego distinguished, Isa. xxvi. 9, from

his spirit and his soul ! how clearly (Prov. xxiii. 15, ^^"DJ ^P,
and Eccles. vii. 25, ^l S

JK) from his heart ! And how ingeni-

ously is the twofold relation of the Ego to the human natural

condition indicated, by the fact that the Israelite speaking
173
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of the spirit, soul, heart says not less frequently vjf than '3

or S

3"}i?3 ! In the former case, the Ego appears as the centre,

which has the natural condition above itself, or around itself ;
in

the latter case, as the circumference, which encloses the natural

condition, and contains within itself all that belongs to it. (See

"^ Wi, Ps. cxlii. 4, cxliii. 4; "^ 'Bto, Ps. xlii. 5, 6, 7, 12, xliii. 5,

Job xxx. 16, Lam. iii. 20; ^^,'jer. viii. 18, Neh. v. 7; and

compare with these, passages such as Ps. cvii. 5, Lam. i. 20,

where we read instead, ^3 or S

3~)P3.)

So far as man is able in the innermost depth of his innate

being to apprehend himself as Ego, and to comprehend the

entirety of this being in the thought of Ego, we call him a

person. Scripture indeed makes use of TrpoaayTrov (LXX., 2

Cor. i. 11), D^a, not in this sense, but of man, or even of God
in His self-representation in the externality of His manifesta-

tion. 'TTroaracns also (Heb. i. 3, comp. xi. 1) indicates in itself

not that which knows itself, but the substance that underlies

the appearance. But "person" has now come into use, to ex-

press a nature self-conscious, capable of introspection, even to

the thought of the Ego, and self-consciously determining itself.

The classical use of the word has most undoubtedly the ten-

dency to give it this later meaning, which is brought about by
the Romish law and the ecclesiastical dogmatics. It were only
to be wished that "personality" should not be confounded with

"individuality," as still so frequently occurs. Personality is

that which is common to all men as such, whereby they are

elevated above plants and beasts (for even between the idea,

feeling, and instinct of the brute, and the subjectivity of man,
which knows itself, and determines itself from itself, is an

impassable gulf). Individuality, on the other hand, is the

peculiarity of the individual man, whereby he is distinguished
from the other beings of his kind.

1 In Scripture we cannot

naturally expect these conceptions of scholastic language. But

even in the narrative of creation, where pp is only used of

plants and beasts, and not of men, it suggests that man is more

than an individual of a po he is a person. And Paul says,

in connection with a word of Aratos, that humanity is 761/09

1 Let it be observed how Cicero, de
offic. i. 30, expresses himself here-

upon : Intelligendum est, duabus quasi a natura nos indutos esse personis,

etc. The one is
"
personality," the other "

individuality."
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TOV Seov (Acts xvii. 28) : it is an entirety of individuals, which

at the same time are persons, as God is a person.

Everything which pertains to man's essential condition and

his inborn individuality, he possesses without his own agency.
But in apprehending himself as Ego, he constitutes himself as

the centre of this inherited being, and makes it the circle of

his knowledge and his power. It is to this being that belongs,
as was said above, even the C'SM. Nowhere does B%j| indicate

the Ego of man as distinguished from his substantial nature.

For although ^W, tyv%ij JJLOV,
is in many cases interchanged

with *JN, 670), and may be substituted for 'OK, 6*70), yet it does

not signify "my Ego;" but in saying ""PBJ, I distinguish myself
as Ego from the soul which appertains to me. But that t?JM

may indicate not only the entire inner nature of man, but also

his entire personality, i.e. all that pertains to the person of man

(the personality, conceived, as our dogmatists say, not formallter
et prcecise, but materialifer et concretive), has its reason in the fact

that the soul, and indeed (let it be well considered) the soul

capable of spirit and spirit-like, is the mediator in man, having
two aspects, bearing upon the spirit and the body respectively,
nvi would only very unintelligibly indicate man, since he is

not pure spirit; and "B>3, adpg (Ps. Ivi. 5 ; frequently in

Trdcra
(rapt;, and in the New Testament crapj; /ecu alpa= D*1J

indicates him only in reference to the sensuous, perishable side

of his nature. As little as t?SJ is the Ego of man, so little could

it be concluded, from this mode of using it, that it is this which

constitutes the person of man. It is not, as we have already said

in Div. II. Sec. IV., that which constitutes the person, but it is

the bond of the personality, i.e. of the spirit-embodied nature of

man. Precisely on this account B>SJ is used in the sense of Person.

SPaa is used in the sense of somebody ; B*J", Travel ^v^rf, in

the sense of everybody (for which, after the example of Deut.

xx. 16, also is used nDtW'fe), Josh. x. 40, xi. 11, 14, 1 Kings
xv. 29, as in the Arabic nesemeh, but nowhere nvrfep) ;

and

numbers are reckoned, as well in the New Testament as in the

Old, by souls (e.g.
1 Pet. iii. 20, OKTCD ^v^aL, and often in the

Acts of the Apostles). It would thence be wrongly concluded

that the soul is what constitutes the person of man; for the brute

is also called B>B3. In Btep. in itself is not involved the concep-
tion of the personal living, but only of the self-living (the indi-
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vidnal). In such cases WZ} indicates the person of the man
<

but not the man as a person. That we are able to translate it

"
person," is accounted for not in the idea of the word, but in

the nature of what is denoted by it (comp. Rom. xiii. 1 writh

ii. 9) ;
for man and beast are $33 in essential diversity. The

beast is $33, as a self-living nature by the power of the spirit

that proceeds from God and pervades entire nature, the indi-

vidual constitution of which
spirit is the soul of the brute

;

but man is $33, as a self-living nature by the power of the

spirit that proceeds from God, and is in the form of God, and

is therefore personal, the operation of which spirit is his en-

dowment with soul. That which constitutes the person of man,
i.e. that, by virtue of which he is a being knowing himself, and

determining himself out of himself, is his spirit ;
for the God-

breathed noB'3 is the light of God which searches through all

the chambers of his internal nature, Prov. xx. 27 ; on which

passage Elster rightly observes: "It is the mystery of self-

consciousness which is here represented in a sensible form.

The human spirit, when it is trained to the height of the

capacity of development quiescent therein, is able to make

objective to itself, its own life, its own nature ;
it can set oppo-

site to itself its own feeling by its reflection, and thus can

reflect itself in itself. This capability of self-consciousness,

however, is the most essential part of the divine likeness, and

it is therefore called a Light of God, because herein especially

the human spirit announces itself as a ray of the divine."
* The

New Testament Scripture says just the same of the created

1 In this passage Hitzig understands by Hft$3 not the spirit, but the soul,

appealing to a word of Kafswini (Cosmogr. i. 355). The soul (en-nefs) is like

the lamp which shines around (with which all around is enlightened) in the

corners of the house. But in this expression en-nefs means the spirit-

soul
;
for ^yjull, according to a usus loquendi that has become prevalent,

is the spirit-soul, originating out of the spirit-world, and
-*jr>\

the soul of

nature turned towards the sense-world the bearer (*ve-) of the natural

powers of life. Therefore nihi
(.j^-j^)

*n Arabic is used quite in the same

sense as in Hebrew, nafshi myself (ipse). Moreover, according to a pre-

vailing rabbinical terminology, $33 is the intelligent, immortal
; no$3 on

the other hand, the animal soul, which passes away with the body (see

Scheyer, Dca psychologische System des Maimonides, 1845). According to

a better distinction, JQ3 is the lower soul, ni~l the spirit of life ordained
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human spirit.
It is there called the internal eye, the internal

light (Matt. vi. 23).
1

TV? yap olftev dvOpanrav ra TOV dv0po)7rov,

el fir) TO Tcvevfjia TOV avOpamov TO ev CLVTW (1 Cor. ii. 11)1

Therefore in the New Testament, where those testimonies and

operations of God which are addressed to our self-consciousness

are spoken of, we nowhere find the ^v^rj named. God mani-

fests Himself TO) 7rvevp,aTi, TJ^LCOV (Rom. viii. 16), and we be-

come renewed TO> TrvevpaTt TOV ^005 r^w (Eph. iv. 23). The

spirit is that which constitutes man's person, and there accord-

ingly begins the work of grace, which restores the intercourse

of the personal man with God the absolutely personal, and has

in view the entire condition of man's nature, held together

by the Psyche, and encircled by the self-consciousness of the

Pneuma. The object of the saving facts of redemption is called

A/rtn^rj,
for ^rv^TJ indicates the individual entire life of man

; but

the object of the internal operations of grace, completing them-

selves in the li^ht of the self-consciousness and of the self-O

determination, is called Trvev^a (/capSta, vovs) : for this is the

abode of all self-conscious will, thought, and perception, where

the personal relation of man to the proffered salvation is deter-

mined and formed.2

above it, and conditioning its standing, and jiBBfo the intelligent soul. Thus

distinguish Saadia, Abenezra, Schemtob.
;

vid. Egger's Psycliologia Rab-
binica (an excellent Basel dissertation), 1719. Here at least niO0 occupies

the highest place; but, according to a representation absolutely opposed to

the Bible, flfl appears as spiritus vitalis between the inferior and the rational

soul. This confusion of the use of language is widely spread. Accord-

ing to Hermes, in Stobseos, i. 1, 40, the vov$ is the most internal, and the

Kvevpoi (the life-spirit traversing throughout by veins, and arteries, and

blood) the most external of the inner man : 6 voi>s zv TV Xo'y&>, o X&'y? \v TW

fyvw, j) Is i]/v%q h r$ wevptotTi. Similarly Robert Flud (died 1637),
"
Spiritus interpositus est inter animam et corpus haud aliter ac aer inter

solum et terrain;" and Campanella (died 1639), "Triplici vivimus sub-

stantia, corpore scilicet, spiritu, et mente. Spiritus vehiculum mentis,
mens vero apex animae in horizonte habitans, quae spiritum et corpus item

informat." This also is the terminology of Comenius : anima or mews,
the spirit; spiritus, the animal soul (see the first Appendix to this Division).

Similarly Lord Bacon of Verulam.
1 In like manner, Aristotle says of Nus, that it is the divine eye of the

soul (-^VMS Qiiov oppa,}, that it is in the soul what the power of vision is

in the eye (o\}/i$ ev otp^A^w).
2 See v. Zezschwitz, Profangradtat u. Ubl. Sprachgeist, p. 45.
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But has the soul, then, no self-consciousness of its own ?

We answer provisionally : the self-consciousness of the soul is

just the self-consciousness of the spirit. The spirit is substance

knowing itself ; the soul is substance, but knowing itself only
in virtue of the immanence of the spirit ;

1 and the Ego is not

substance, but the thought of the spirit combining in thought
the entire essential condition into this one luminous point.

2

Since J. G. Fichte, it has of late been often and urgently said,

that the self-consciousness of the spirit is its existence itself.
3

This assertion is not without meaning, if by spirit be under-

stood the realization of the soul's foundation of self-conscious-

ness. But for us, who hold the self-consciousness to be the

realization of the foundation of the spirit itself, it is without

meaning and intelligence. The spirit is potentially and actually

self-conscious, i.e. Being reflected in itself, not the self-con-

sciousness itself. The spirit is essence
;
the self-consciousness,

in its actuality, is the confirmation of this spirit-essence; and the

self-thought is the result of the consummation of self-conscious-

ness is the general self-thought, which underlies all special

thoughts, of the spirit which apprehends itself and its sphere
of operation as its object. How rightly and in what meaning
we assert this, will appear more clearly when we examine the

distinction which has grown usual and important in the later

biblical theology, of the personal life and the natural life, ac-

cording to Scripture and experience.

1 In a similar but not an absolutely identical sense, Schb'berlein, Jahrl.

1861, p. 49 :
" The soul is the subjective principle in man. The spirit,

indeed, causes the soul to soar up into the Ego : the spirit is that which

constitutes the person, but the seat of the Ego-personality itself is the

soul
;
in the soul man leads his own, his self-life." This representation,

that the spirit is that which constitutes the person the soul is itself the

human-personal can only be carried out, if, with Schoberlein, we under-

stand by the spirit the Divine Spirit, but not if we distinguish spirit and

soul as separate created substances (see below, Sec. VI.).
2 It is only a confirmation of the above, when my Elberfeld critic says :

Ego is not a fourth nature by the side of the Trine Soul, Spirit, Body as

the one God is not a fourth nature.
* V. Preger ; Flacius, ii. 401.
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PEKSONAL LIFE AND NATUKAL LIFE.

SEC. II.

NATURAL life is neither an idea nor an expression absolutely

foreign to Scripture. It is true that the Old Testament has no

word for nature. Even the LXX. nowhere uses the term (frixns.

But in the New Testament, <f>vcrts
occurs frequently. In its

largest sense, it signifies the kind and manner of being, proper
to an existence in consequence of an internal tendency to

become, which precedes its actual manifestation
; or the consti-

tution inherent in it of itself, apart from any other kind of

determination, or even of self-determination superadded, than

the nature itself thus constituted.
1 Thus

17 Oeia fyvvis (2 Pet.

i. 4) is applied to God, who is what He is and appears, by
virtue of a spontaneously powerful conscious becoming so; but

usually the term is used of brutes and men, who have become
what they are and appear in the manner of creation and pro-

creation, (Jas. iii. 7,) where
77 ^uo-t? r) avOponrivr] indicates

the class of being to which men belong, with reference to their

innate eminence above all kinds of brutes. With this use of

(frvcris,
in contrast with that which is imparted from with-

out, is associated the adjective (frvcriKos (Rom. i. 26), i.e. what is

according to the implanted inborn constitution. The contrast

is applied somewhat differently, 2 Pet. ii. 12, comp. Jude 10.

In this case the brutes are called vviKa, as natures whose life

is passed in necessary expenditure of the being implanted in

them. In the former case, <f>v(n<$, comprehending in itself,

according to the nature about which it is used, that which is

corporeal, psychical, and spiritual, was the opposite of art, of

grace, of what was abnormal ; here it is the opposite of the

Xoyi/cbv, of action with intelligence and freedom. The two

opposite relations meet, if by nature we understand that which

anticipates man's will, and thus interpret it that which is

already in existence in him when he first comes to self-con-

sciousness.

1 V. Hofmann, Schriftb. i. 564.
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In tliis sense Hofmann distinguishes between natural life

and personal life. Man is both : he is the conscious Ego, and

the occupant of a nature thus or thus qualified, in which

he already finds himself before he becomes personally con-

scious of any self-determination. In his personal life he is

free: the spirit of God which dwells in man from the creation,

is to him an actively present ground of self-consciousness and

capacity of self-determination ; and according to the reality of

his personal conduct, is determined his relation to God, and his

eternal destiny. In his natural life, on the other hand, man is

not free : he stands here under the determining operation of

the divine spirit dwelling in him
;
and according to this is

moulded the form of his personal conduct, and his historical

position, serving to the self-fulfilment of the will that rules the

world. That which is natural in man, that which is inborn in

him, together with all the conditions appertaining to
it, is

ordained of God : man is free as Ego, but necessary, as his own

nature usincr himself as a means.
?!?

Apart from the divine spirit implanted in man by way of

creation, which I do not find taught in Scripture (but with

which the view presented in Ps. cxxxix. 5, Acts xvii. 28, and

other places, may easily be confounded), all this is scriptural

undeniably, and consistent with experience. That man, in

entering into the position of conscious self-determination (Isa.

vii. 15, comp. Deut. i. 39, 2 Sam. xix. 35), finds himself con-

stituted as Ego into an individual condition of life, and estab-

lished into relations of life individually and generally historical,

which are conditioned thus and not otherwise, without his know-

ledge and will, is manifest. This sphere of life, which is inborn

in man, and into which he is born, began without man's co-

operation, and even in respect of its being or not being, is with-

drawn from the freedom of man. It is a sphere of unfreedom,
in which the Ego finds itself as a centre, and related and refer-

ring itself to which, it determines itself in accordance with, or

in opposition to, that which is godly. In this self-determination

man is free ;
but in the determination of that which he has in

himself, and around himself, he is not free. It is not his

agency, although he not merely experiences influences there-

from, but also exercises influences thereupon. For " man's

personal relation to God, to which he determines himself, stands
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in a constant reciprocal relation with the operation of God
which determines him in his nature, by virtue of which the

moral self-determination of man even reaches into that region
in which, as nature, he is determined, and on the other side has

the prior determining operations of God of the latter kind, as

their precedent ground."
1

It is not to be denied, that this distinction of person (Ego)
and nature, with a view to indicate the idea, has something of

inconvenience about it. "Nature" thus becomes a homonym,
inasmuch as one and the same word serves to denote two ideas

that are not congruous. For when we elsewhere say, that the

soul, according to its essence, belongs to the side of the spirit,

and not to that of nature, then spirit and nature are apprehended
as contraries : spirit as that which constitutes the person per-

sonally living, and producing all life, even the psychical; nature

as that which is corporeal, and unconsciously, or even con-

sciously, i.e. psychically, but not personally, living. And the

meaning of our dictum is this, that the human soul, as dis-

tinguished from the brute soul, is not merely that it is the

individuation of the entire life of nature, but that it is the

principle of the bodily life, personal, and proceeding from the

personifying spirit. Here, on the other hand, where we contrast

man's person (Ego) and his nature, we comprehend by nature,
not merely the corporeity, but also soul and spirit, inasmuch as

the Ego of man makes even these objective to itself, and is

distinguished from them.2 And not only so : soul and spirit,

as well as corporeity, have their determined natural constitu-

tion even before the personal conduct of man begins : there is,

indeed, the whole threefold natural condition of man, which is

developed out of the basis of unconsciousness, and subsequently
becomes the substratum and means of free conscious self-

demonstration. We thus comprehend the idea of nature at one

time in a narrower sense, at another time in a wider sense.

But, moreover, the language of Holy Scripture itself does not

escape this homonymy : for as, on the one hand, it names the

brutes
facri/cd, as belonging to the impersonal world (2 Pet. ii. 12),

so, on the other hand, it names man, in the epitome of his entire

creatively constituted being, 97 $>VG-LS f] avdpwjrivr} (Jas. iii. 7) ;

1 Thus v. Hofmann, I.e. i. 312.
* Thus also v. Hofmaim, Schriftb. i. 296, comp. 313.
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and from the idea of <ucrt9 it so little excludes the spiritual side

of his being, that it speaks, moreover, of a Oeia fyvaw (2 Pet.

i. 4), and thereby understands not the divine doxa, but the entire

essence of the personal God (deioTrjs). We are not therefore

departing from the biblical usus loquendi, when we understand

by nature, all in us which is prior to the beginning of our per-

sonal life, including soul and spirit in their condition as trans-

mitted to them- in the way of birth, precisely as Scripture names

the entire nature of man in its condition transmitted by inherit-

ance and implanted in us, in some measure per synecdochen,

vdp%.
1

And thus, therefore, we call natural life, the man's indi-

vidual mode of existence, involved in continual ordination of

itself, which, without his own knowledge and will, he has from

nature, ^
f

..has by God's appointment from his birth, and which

is peculiar to him ; even although he does not raise himself

above it as Ego, and place himself into this or that freely chosen

and conscious relation thereto. By this natural life the per-
sonal life is most closely fenced in, that is to say, the assertion

of the man as Ego in the midst of that existence which is trans-

mitted to him without his knowledge and will, and which, more-

over, manifests itself without his conscious influence thereupon,
and his conscious acquiescence in its influence upon himself.

The person is the man in every stage of his growth, and in all

conditions; even in the embryonic state, and in the state of

morbid unconsciousness ; but personal life is first present, and

only present, when the capacity of the man to apprehend him-

self as Ego as contrasted with that which he has in himself,

and experiences comes forth into activity out of the bondage
of the germ and of potentiality. In the man of mature age,
with whom we are here concerned, is no longer found the

natural life in such nearly pure abstractness of its conception
as in the child ; and yet it is easy to him, although natural life

and personal life are artificially involved, to distinguish the

manifold appearances of the former from the manifold relation

which the Ego assumes to them.

1
Schriftb. i. 559

; corap. Philippi, Glaubenslehre,\\\. 218, where likewise is

conceded that Hofmann does not merely understand by aa,^ (ase.<jr. Meyer)
the materially psychical, and thus the lower, but the whole sensuous

spiritual nature as it is inborn in man burdened with sin and death.
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Man lias not only a corporeal, but, moreover, a pneumatico-

psychical nature. The spirit is indeed also included in the

individuality transmitted to us by birth ((frveaOcu, nasci) ; and,

besides, in the general human corruption transmitted to us

from Adam. Now it is assuredly the spirit itself, by virtue of

which man is a person, and can apprehend himself as Ego.
The thought of Ego is of the spirit ; but in man's apprehen-
sion of this thought, everything which he has in himself, even

his spirit, is objective. And this is possible in a twofold

manner: either in such a way that man apprehends himself as

Ego within the natural life itself ; or that he elevates himself

above
it,

and releases himself from it. Philosophy, as is well

known, distinguishes between the empirical and the higher

Ego. Scripture distinguishes between them both in the pro-
foundest ethical relations. When the apostle (Eph. ii. 3) says
that we formerly had our conversation in the lusts of our flesh,

TTOIOVVTCS ra Oekri^ara r?)? aapKos teal TWV Biavoi&v, he means

that our personal life was wholly absorbed into the natural life,

which, even on its spiritual side, was determined by the impulse
or the direction of the inherited sinful nature.

1 On the other

hand, in Gal. v. 17, when he says to the Galatians that spirit

and flesh are contrary the one to the other, a/a ^rj a av 6e\7)T,

ravra Trotrjre, he supposes an Ego which is withdrawn from the

nature-life, and has as its basis a spirit with a renewed consti-

tution of nature.

For the nature-life of man, as it is by birth, is in the posi-

tion of ill-regulated harmony, and therefore of commotion

opposed to the likeness of God. In the language of theosophy,
as has already been observed (Div. III. Sec. II.), there is found

for it the appropriate and scripturally consistent expression

turba, the opposite of Dw, as if of a wildly excited sea (Isa.

Ivii. 20), or of a constantly flowing poisonous spring (Jer. vi.

7). Even in the etymon of JJBn the condition of the sinner is

conceived as disharmony ; for this word has, as the Arabic

shows, the primitive idea of a loosening and dissolution : thus

he is called loose, and indeed loosed from God, Godless, who,
because he has lost his hold upon God, is in the condition of a

characterless freedom from restraint, and of fierce convulsion ;

1 This impulse is called by v. Hofmann nature-will, in distinction from

personal-will, Schriftb. i. 517.
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according to Isa. Ivii. 20, like a sea opened up by the storm.
1

And even the most general name for the wicked, 5H, points to

this turba ; for WH signifies as well to rage as to become evil

(Isa. viii. 9). The spirit, too, is swallowed up into this

nature-life, penetrated throughout by the principle of opyrf.

Because it is withdrawn from God's love, it has therefore lost

God's image, and therewith the truth of its nature. Therefore

man abides as he is by nature, when he apprehends himself as

Ego, imprisoned within the nature-life. He abides so, because

even his spirit has fallen into the power of the turba. There

proceed, e.g. from the flesh, enticements to sensuality: the

spirit, no longer having control over itself, yields to these with-

out effort and power of resistance ; and the man is placed in

the midst of the sensually stimulated flesh as a centre, that

is, 6e\f]p,a TT}? 0-apfcos. Or the man is in the condition either

to sin or to die ; but his ^f%?}, which has become superior to

the spirit, clings to the body, and trembles at the sight of death
;

and the man is placed in the midst of this death-shunning

^u%?7, craving in an unspiritual manner after self-preservation

as a centre, that is, 6ekr]^a TT}? t/^%% in the sense of Matt,

x. 39. Or there arise in the spirit suspicious, loveless thoughts:
the spirit is continually torn asunder by them, and the man
is placed in the midst of this rush of ungodly thoughts as a

centre, that is, OeX^^a TWV Siavoiwv. The 6e\ew in all three

cases is of the
spirit, but of the spirit absorbed into the crap^

into the ^f%?}, into its own corrupted 0u<j<?; and of its Ego
establishing itself here or there in the midst of this nature-

life as a centre. But if, for example, he who is attracted to

sensuality by his flesh, confesses that he who yields to these

allurements disorders his body, and ever incurs tormenting

stings of conscience, these are thoughts of the spirit, on the

foundation of which the Ego seeks to resist, although it may
be without result, or even without the right motive. But

already there is a disunion between that which wishes to

establish itself as a centre in the sinful nature-life, and the Ego' o
that wishes to oppose itself thereto. There is a disunion in

the Ego itself, which on the one side is imprisoned, on the

1
Accordingly, ys>h appears to be akin to c>jn, tn ;

but the Arabic refers

for this word to another fundamental meaning, to wit, to be slack, loose,

in opposition to p1V 5
which originally means to be hard, firm, close.
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other side wishes to set itself at liberty. In what way this

disunion expresses itself if grace has effected it, is shown

by the cry of the father of the child possessed with a dumb

spirit (Mark ix. 24), TTicrreua), ^or\Qei /JLOV rfj aTriarla ; and

Joseph flying from the wife of Potiphar with the loss of his

garment is a type of this better Ego, which withdraws itself

from the seductive power of the nature-life, and leaves behind

all that it has attached to itself. But we must here break off,

that we may not stray over into the subject of the fifth division,

where, considering the pneumatico-psychical life of the regene-

rate person, we shall return to this dualism, even then still

unabolished, although overcome.

These are facts of experience of which we speak, although

they are the more mysterious the longer we reflect on them.

This mystery of the Ego, which is distinguished from the spirit,

and disunites itself in itself, is the mystery of human freedom.

FKEEDOM.

SEC. III.

MAN as such is free : this is a thought which, thus expressed,

nowhere occurs in Scripture; for ^*an is everywhere in the

Old Testament (apart from Ps. Ixxxviii. 5, where it implies

relaxed, stretched forth, languishing; comp. 2 Kings xv. 5)

the free man, and indeed the freed man (as distinguished from

"ih, SHJ, and other words, which usually denote the free-born

man). ""ips points to this or that obligation (e.g. the duty of

defence, Deut. xxiv. 5) being released and made void. "riTJ is

the freedom from imprisonment, debt, and slavery, which the

year of jubilee brought ; and even in the New Testament, the

external political legal meaning of e\ev6epo<$ is prominent (see,

among other places, o avrov cov, ov/c d\\ov ; comp. n^b for

JWSH, Deut. xxi. 14). As, in the classical e\v0epo<5, the word

proceeding from this sense takes the moral signification liberalis ;

so also, in the passages of the New Testament, where they are

used in a meaning of spiritual internal enlightenment,
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e\ev6epia, eXevOepovv, return everywhere to that primitive

politico-legal sense : freedom as the peculiarity of man, as

man, is everywhere taken for granted in the Scripture, without

anywhere being so named.

Instead of saying man is free, Scripture says man can

choose C"^
2

,
LXX. alpelcrOai, alperi^ew, 6/c\e<yecr0ai,) ; he can

act fofona
; he can do vrya aten. Life and death, blessing and

cursing, were put before the first men, the people of Israel, as

the result of the giving of the law on Mount Sinai : they could

choose; and Joshua gives to his assembled kindreds of the

people the choice between Jehovah and idols. Man can choose

what God wills, and can choose what he himself, and not God,
wills : he is free in his conduct towards God, as moreover God
the righteous is in His conduct towards man (Isa. Ixv. 12, Ixvi.

3). The New Testament, moreover, everywhere takes this for

granted : man has the choice to occupy a given position, or

otherwise, with respect to Christ. Christ came not into the

world iva Kpivy (John iii. 17, xii. 47), but yet He came into

the world et? icplfia (John ix. 39), in that man in His presence
must determine himself, and thus decide upon his own eternal

destiny. OVK r)0e\r)craT6 is one of the last parting words of

Jesus to Jerusalem (Matt, xxiii. 37).

That this freedom of self-determination is a common pos-
session of humanity, Scripture indirectly says when it indicates

the entrance into maturer age as an entrance into the position
of nits? linyi jna Dto run (Isa . vii. 15, comp. Deut. i. 39).
Decision supposes distinction, and free self-determination sup-

poses conscious discrimination (Sid/cpicrts, Heb. v. 14) of that

which is diverse, and conscious reference of the same to the

discriminating subject. Freedom of self-determination is thus

something that is developed contemporaneously with the self-

consciousness ; and personality and freedom in this sense are

inseparable correlatives. It is no contradiction of this, that Win
yil DID was attached to the forbidden tree of Paradise, as the

result of man's self-determination ; for knowledge of good and

evil is in some sense the consequence, and in some sense the

postulate, of self-determination. Men already knew good and

evil prior to their determination : the divine prohibition distin-

guished the two for them. But this theoretical knowledge did

not become practical until their self-determination. They first
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knew what good and evil were, then they knew from their own

experience what were the relations of good and evil ; in such a

manner, nevertheless, that they recognised the contrasted good
from the position of evil, instead of recognising the contrasted

evil from the position of good.
We call this freedom of self-determination the freedom of

choice. "Man is free to choose" would, according to the Old

Testament mode of speech, be,
" he is rrvrnn pyn." God thus

originally created man, and put into his hands the free decision

for good or for evil a^ijfcev CLVTOV V
%et/ot iaf3ov\iov avrov

(Ecclus. xv. 14) ;
and thus it is still. An external constraint

may be used upon man's freedom of choice, which makes

impossible its being carried into effect outwardly, or, as Paul

expresses it (1 Cor. vii. 37), takes away from him the e^ovala

Trepl rov IBlov ^eX^'/zaro?; but only God could exercise an inward

constraint which would compel man to do that which, in the

moment of doing it, is not his own will
;
and God does not use

this power : it would be a neutralizing intrusion into the nature

of man ; for, to be compelled to will what a man does not will,

is a contradiction which annuls will itself in his nature. The

strongest impulses might bias and urge the will of man in one

or other direction ; but for it to come to determination and action

without man's self-determination and consent, is impossible. The
ancients name this freedom libertas naturae; in Bardesanes and

other Syrian writers, it is called chirutho (Heb. ^"in). That it

is just as incapable of being lost as the will itself, to whose nature

it belongs, is among our dogmatists not at all questioned. They
for that reason do not regard it as the image of God, as do

Raymond of Sabunde, Bernhard, and others ; even these, how-

ever, not without distinguishing between imago and similitudo.

Since the fall also, man is free to choose, and for that

reason is accountable ; but equally certain it is,
from Scripture

and from experience, that by his own guilt he is not free. He
is free to choose, in so far as no foreign will can irresistibly

constrain his to will against his own will. He is not free, in

so far as within his own personality the sin is dominant which

has been allowed by himself which enslaves his will (Rom.
vii. 14) ; and even when his Ego wills what is good, makes it

impossible to him to execute that which corresponds to the will

of the Ego (TToelv, TrpdrreLv, evepyelv, KarepydZeaOat,), Rom. vii.

K
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19. In the former case the will itself is absolutely enslaved,

in so far as, having forfeited its holy original position in which

it was the free power over the opposites of good and evil, it fell

under the power of evil, and thus became not independent in

the presence of good. In the latter case also the Ego of man
is enslaved, which on the one side has become free from the

sinfully-excited nature-life, and the spirit-will absorbed into the

flesh (de\rjfia r^? aapicos) ;
on the other side is impotent, by

the entire downward tendency of sin, to bring the desired good
to the only actuality. But in both cases it is man who does not

succumb to sin without willing it,
and is thus free to choose.

1

In the former case he wills the sin with his whole will ;
in the

latter case, according to the better part of his Ego, which in

itself is twofold, he wills not sin
;
but the part of the Ego ab-

sorbed into nature-life the d/juapTia with which it has become

one, gains the upper hand (Rom. vii. 20). Man in both cases

acts with formal freedom, but without substantial freedom: 3

or, as we prefer to say, he acts in both instances with freedom

of choice, but not with freedom of power.
Man never has been and never is in a position of absolute

indifference with respect to the contrasts of good and evil.

God made man "it
(rectus), Eccles. vii. 29. The will of

the first created men had its position in good. But instead of

becoming permanently independent in good by willing obe-

dience to God, they became permanently independent in evil

(Gen. iii. 22). The entire natural condition of man fell

thereby into the principle of wrath, and even the will of man

became choked by the Turba. This situation, not to be recti-

fied by any determination of human will, is what is natural to

all men.3

By nature we are Bov\ot, TT}? cLftdpTtae,
and hence

1 Very justly says Earless, EtJiik, p. 42 :

"
Precisely in the obliga-

tion to one's own inclination the will' is free. The will is not free only

when, instead of one's own inclination, any kind of outward or internal

pressure conditions the volition; whereas, by virtue of his own inclination,

man has the ground of determination of his will absolutely in himself, i.e.

is free. Thus obligation by an evil inclination, considered in the abstract,

is certainly not unfreedom. Man, in this obligation to his inclination, is per-

fectly free, as certainly as inclination is perfectly different from constraint."

2 Ed. Nagelsbach, Der Gottmensch. i. 58-66.

8 The church dogma expresses itself thus : the libemm arUtrium is lost.

In opposition to the Pelagian melting away of freedom into mere freedom
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(Rom. vi. 20). For either man resigns

himself to righteousness, to love, or he resigns himself to sin,

to wrath: a third alternative is not possible; the freedom is

thus, withal, always a voluntary bondage (SouXe/a), in that man
either allows himself to be conditioned and determined by God,
or by that which is foreign to God (1 Pet. ii. 16). If man
succumbs to sin, to wrath, his freedom is degraded to a shadow

;

for although sin is manifest to him in its results, as bringing

ruin, he yet has no more power over them and over himself : it

is a power opposed to his Ego, which he increases by every
sinful motion of his will, and every sinful action. If he, on

the other hand, surrenders himself to righteousness, to love, he

remains in his true nature, wills and does what is good, as that

which is according to his nature, for his own satisfaction, with-

out needing an external law, and has power over evil, in that

he keeps it off from himself, as that which is destructive of his

peace and his happiness. Of such an one, Old Testament

language says (Ex. xxxv. 21, 26, xxxvi. 2), fe& tabu, inn innru,
i.e. he rises from within outward to the good deed : he is spurred
to it not from without, but from within. The spirit of such an

one is H2HJ nn (Ps. li. 14) ; for without inward constraint, such

as sin exercises over him, out of the innermost, freest excitement

of its nature in the likeness of God, it impels him to good. Such
a man is fltonj, i.e. absolute voluntariness (Ps. ex. 3). He cannot

will, and do otherwise : he wills and acts joyfully, according to

his nature, and according to his inmost need, not Kara avdyKrjv

that is, an externally compelling necessity; possibly, however,

according to an inwardly impelling necessity, or, which is the

same thini;, Kara eicovaiov (Philem. 14). nvsn B>DJ3 (] Chron.Cv \ / 7 T -; v v : \

xxviii. 9.

Only such a man is truly free, for he is free as God is,

because he is free in God. God, indeed, is never called in

Scripture, the Free ; but in calling Himself nviK
"i^K

nviK (Ex.

of choice, liberum arUtrium (libertas arbitrii) has become almost exclu-

sively used in the sense of freedom of power ;
but it is necessary, especially

in the face of the Romish dogmatics, always to remember that even

the Lutheran doctrine attributes to man in all cases of responsibility the

libertas a coaclione: for will without freedom, as Job. Gerhard says, isr

a self-contradiction, like something warm without warmth. " Yoluntas

quae potest cogi et cogitur," says Luther himself, "non est voluntas sed

noluutas."
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iii. 14, comp. with the expression, Ex. xxxiii. 19, 2 Kings viii. 1),

and thus unfolding His name of Jehovah, He designates Him-

self, the Controller in history, as the absolutely Free. As He
is so in history, He is so in Himself. The Divine Existence,
as such, is an existence engaged in constant self-fulfilment, i.e.

living ; and in this His manifest life is directed and determined

by nothing else than His own nature. Similarly the will and

deed of the man surrendered to God are conditioned by nothing
else than by his own nature in the divine image, existing in

God ; he is thus free, like to God. But our natural position
out of God is unfree : for allowing sin to rule in us, we feel

as is no otherwise possible ourselves in contradiction to our

true nature, and are nevertheless imprisoned in this contradic-

tion, yielding ourselves up therein to freedom of choice, but

without being able to struggle forth therefrom into freedom of

power.
This is the case with man. Apart from grace, his freedom

is nothing but the shadow of that freedom in the image of God,
which he lost. The same is moreover true of his spirit, the

living source of the thought of Ego, and of freedom. The

spirit of man was the image and mirror of God, as the Triune.

Out of this, his past, which also is his future, Scripture teaches

us to understand his present. But, moreover, this divine mirror

reflects it to our gaze only in enigmas : therefore the conscious-

ness ought never to forsake us during the progress of the fol-

lowing investigation, that they are only fragments which our

present knowledge grasps, fragments, however, which serve

to enhance our eager longing to attain thither where we shall

know God even as we are known of God.

THE TEIPLICITY OF THE SPIEIT.

SEC. IV.

MAN is in the likeness of God, but God is spirit (John iv. 24) :

the first and most special subject of the divine resemblance,

therefore, is the spirit
of man. From what has been thus
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asserted, it follows that, in the human
spirit, the triplicity of

the spiritual nature of God is referred to as a type. What we
thus conclude, is everywhere the scriptural assumption. It takes

it for granted, when it attributes to God even the same modes

of activity that are proper to the human spirit. It takes it for

granted when it calls the mediating divine Hypostasis by the

name of o \6yos ; for Xctyo?, however it may be conceived, is a

spiritual mode of activity, or the product of such an activity :

hence the divine XOYO? is the divine archetype of exactly that

which is so called in the region of man's spirit-life. And
how closely Paul suggests to us the resemblance of God's

spiritual nature and man's spirit, when he compares (1 Cor.

ii. 11) the knowledge about the depths of the Godhead which

belongs to the Spirit of God not as distinguished from the

Father and the Son, but as a Spirit of revelation, as dis-

tinguished from all other beings with the knowledge of

man's spirit about what is in man ! Hence the old church

literature is full of the thought that man's spirit is el/cow or

fjiifjLTjfjia
of God's spirit-nature. As a piece of glass, says

Gregory of Nyssa, reflects the entire form of the sun, although
in very diminished proportion, thus out of the limited nature

of our spirit shine forth the copies of the inexpressible attri-

butes of the Godhead. In the same sense he calls our spirit,

an eye, created of a kindred nature with the sun, in order to

look upon the sun.
1

If this be scriptural, the triplicity of the

human spirit will not be too bold an expression for us to use.

Moreover, Jo. Scotus Erigena is not the first to speak of a

trinitas nostrce natures in the form of God (de div. nat. ii. 23),
but Augustine, before him, teaches a trinitas mentis like to

God's (de trin. xiv. 12) ; and, that this is an expression corre-

sponding to a matter of fact, which obtrudes itself not only on

the path of scriptural inquiry, but also on that of self-obser-

vation, how many testimonies intentional, and by no means

arbitrary may be accumulated to prove! "Les perfections
de Dieu," says E. G. Leibnitz, in the preface to his Theodicee,
" sont celles de nos &mes, mais il les possede sans bornes : il est

un ocean, dont nous n'avous recu que des gouttes. II y a en

nous quelque puissance, quelque connoissance, qnelque bonte,
1 Vid. E. W. Moller, Gregurii Nysseni doctrina de liominis natura, sees.

9,10.
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mais elles sont toutes entieres en Dieu." Among the moderns,

Cams confesses in his Psyche although as little allied to Scrip-

ture as dependent on Augustine a "
triplicity

of the higher

psychical life;" and both he, in his Grundzugen einer neuen und

WissenschaftlicJien Cranioscopie, and E. Huschke, in his work,

Schddel, Him, und Seele, place this trinity of our fundamental

spiritual powers in connection
1 with the trinity of the convolu-

tions of the skull and of the brain, an association which had

obtruded itself on the ancients, and not on the ground of

arbitrary fancy, but of pathological consideration, as the later

physiologists of the brain, certainly not without surprise, may
perceive from Nemesios.2

The triplicity of the human spirit is a fact which is estab-

lished, even although we should not succeed in attaining the

exact truth in its development. But, in attempting this, we
have to adopt a different method from that of the empirical or

rational psychology. For the treatment of this latter is regres-
sive : it analyzes the human spirit, and thus attains to its tri-

plicity, perhaps as a result ; whereas, for the biblical psychology,
on the other hand, this triplicity is a postulate. For its method

proceeds according to scriptural direction, which leads from

knowledge of God to knowledge of ourselves not backwards

from the spirit to God, but from the archetype forwards to the

antitype. We are primarily concerned about nothing less than

about the right knowledge of the internal divine process of the

Trinity, so far as the Holy Scripture and living experience
render this knowledge a posteriori possible to us.

We have already referred (Div. I. Sect. III.) to a modern

conception of this process wholly foreign to Scripture. It is

considered as the growth of the divine self-consciousness. If

it be thus supposed, that it is in the Spirit generally that God
first attains to self-consciousness, so that thus commences the

growth from unconsciousness, or even from a mere potentiality
1

Similarly e.g. Hanne, in his Confessions (1861), p. 64.

2 He teaches that the fore-brain is the organ of the Qa.vTotaTix.ov (the

power of representation), because from it proceed the nerves of sense v&vpa;

the mid-cavity of the brain the organ of the HixvoyTixov (the intelligence) ;

and the hinder, the organ of the ftwipovevTixov (the capacity of memory).

Certainly this rests upon a false view of the division of the brain, and of

the nerves of sense, among which only the nerve of smell is associated with

the fore-brain.
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of consciousness, the process is a blind and naturally necessary

process, whereby the nature of God is annulled, except for those

who identify it pantheistically with the world. Or the self-

consciousness, which is engaged in the becoming, is conceived

as growing higher by the use of means, so that the becoming
thus proceeds from immediate self-consciousness. In this case,

the process conies under the partial point of view of the

thought, and there results the supposition, unworthy of God,
that in advancing from a lower degree He attained to a higher;
in that He proceeds, although not from unconsciousness or

mere potentiality of consciousness, still from consciousness un-

developed, and not yet become capable of itself. 1 Cor. ii. 11

is only seemingly in favour of this. Certainly God's Spirit
in a peculiar manner is that in God which knows, but not as

distinguished from Father and Son, but as distinguished from

all creatures by virtue of its proceeding from the Father and

the Son : it alone knows both, because its nature primitively
exists in both, and is immanent in both

; and as the historical

process of salvation corresponds to that which is within God,
so there is no knowledge of the nature and will of the Father

and the Son possible, which does not proceed from Him who

proceeds from Father and Son. Where could there be found

even one scriptural passage, whence could be gathered that the

Father is not already, at the commencement of the process,

perfectly conscious of Himself ? God becomes objective in an

exact resemblance of Himself, but not in order to become per-

fectly conscious of Himself to Himself. This likeness is,

indeed, called XOYO?, in so far as it is the perfect knowledge
of the Father about Himself, which comprehends and imprints
itself therein ; and vib<s, inasmuch as the bringing forth of this

exact likeness is not merely an act of thought, but at the same

time, and primarily, an act of will.
1

But if the proceeding of the Trinity is no process of growing
self-consciousness, the antitypical triplicity of the human spirit

does not subsist in the triplicity of the momenta wherein the

1
Against the view which prevailed in the middle ages, that the beget-

ting of the Son was effected ver intellectum divinum, and the emanation

of the Spirit per voluntatem divinam, Duns Scotus observed with much

justice, that the intelliyere did not become yiynere until the interference of

the velle.
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higher self-consciousness is accomplished. When the spirit, for

instance, itself takes its place as existing, it first of all represents
itself to itself as something else which it has in front of itself,

and further attains to higher self-consciousness by the recogni-
tion of itself in this other nature, knows it to be one with itself,

and thus returns into itself as a self-conscious spirit from this

externalization, in other words, in the act of this higher self-

consciousness, the Ego is a nature presenting itself to itself, a

nature presented, and a nature recognising itself in this pre-

sentation, and thus a threefold nature in uncancelled numerical

unity.
1 We do not deny that even in this the process of the

Trinity is reflected by way of likeness, but very far from

exhaustively. There is generally no act of the human spirit,

in which the process of the Trinity is not in some way
shadowed forth. Even that completion of the higher self-

consciousness is such an act. It is the beginning of all

thought that which underlies all thought, and the general
basis which accompanies it. But, assuredly, thought is a

reality which partially and in some degree resembles the divine

life of the Trinity. The name XOYO? proves this, for ivord is

surely nothing else than composed and formed thought. But
does God attain for the first time to the thought of Ego in the

Logos? So little, that He rather comprehends His entire

perfectly conscious nature in the Logos as His exact image.

The process of the Trinity is made finite, by conceiving of it as

the accomplishment of self-consciousness ; and, at the same

time, it is made one-sided when it is conceived of only as a

process of thought.
The process of the Trinity, as the Scripture instructs us

about it, comes chiefly (1) under the point of view of the will ;

for the Father, in begetting the Son, desires an object of His

love, who, in order to satisfy His loving will, must be of like

nature with Himself : (2) under the point of view of thought
and knowledge ; for, in begetting the Son, He thinks Himself,

and combines the whole fulness of this self-thought in Him, the

Logos, i.e. the Word ;
He knows Himself in begetting the Son ;

and after He has begotten Him, He knows Himself in Him :

(3) under the point of view of experience ; for, after that God
1 Read the instructive article

"
Trinitat," by Hagemann, in the Wetzer-

Wclteschen Catholic Church Lexicon.
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had attained an object of His love, the love of the loving one,

and the responding love of the loved one, as the one finds Him-
self in the other, become a reciprocal experience of love, which

is hypostatized in the Holy Ghost, who proceeds from both.
1

The process, in all the momenta of this its self-completion, is

undergone by the divine self-consciousness, which does not come

into being first of all in the middle of the process, but precedes

it, and throughout accompanies it ; for neither will, nor thought
and knowledge, nor experience, are possible without self-con-

sciousness : they are all personal acts. It is a trine of acts,

which, however, form an indissoluble unity. For as little as it

can be said that God first attained to self-consciousness in the

third hypostasis, as little also can it be said that He then first

attained to experience. For (1) the will which becomes the

fact of the begetting of the Son, has as its precedent ground
the perception of the want of the Ego in respect of a Tu, and

the experience of the longing of love for such a Tu. This

perception and this experience are the impelling forces of the

will. (2) The thought and knowledge which become the ob-

jectiveness of God in His own likeness in the Word the Logos

have, as their precedent ground, the experience of want of

satisfaction, and the will to make to themselves an object, in

order to find satisfaction therein. (3) The experience has, as

its precedent ground, the knowledge of the one by the other,

and the will passing over into one another, reciprocally imma-

nent in one another. There are three acts, but in such a way
that every single act involves both the others in itself ; and it

is thus a tri-unity of acts. These three acts are not the three

persons of the Godhead themselves, but the foundation of their

actus personates.
" In the divine love-nature," says an old theological scholar,

2

" which is merely unending life, there is a central, or most

inward of all, infinite, and experiencing will, or willing ex-

perience, which power of experience may be called the dis-

position ; and in it the feelings may be distinguished from

the understanding (the subjective primitive wisdom of God).
The infinite will of God must have an infinite desire, longing,

1 On the internal necessity of this hypostatizing, compare the discussions

of Richard of St. Victor, brought to remembrance by Liebner and Sartorius.

a The anonymous German editor of John Pordage's works.
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and aspiration after an adequate that
is,

infinite object, that

it may unite itself therewith ; and because there is no other

infinite nature than the spirit of eternity itself, it has an infinite

hunger after itself, as the only object which can suffice all its

craving and appease all its hunger. Therefore it excites its

whole nature, and turns and impels it upon itself into its central

or innermost disposition. And thus the eternal will begets or

generates, by such inward turning of its whole nature upon its

own foundation upon its everlasting heart, an eternal infinite

essential living, all-filling, all-satisfying, and sufficing experi-

mental notion and knowledge of itself, which is the essential

image of itself, and the sufficing immediate object of its desire.

" In this birth we have to observe the coincidence of two

things, attributes, or perfections, one active, the other passive,

to wit, (1) the strong, eager desire of the divine will, which

stirs the whole nature of the Godhead, forces together and

throws all its rays as a divine seed into its own innermost

being; and (2) the passive disposition, (which, although in

itself it is absolutely life, power, and influence, is nevertheless

passive in respect of the will, and of this impregnation,) that

receives into itself all these irradiating powers, grasps them,
holds or fixes them, gives to them, as it were, an abiding

nature, and moulds them into an eternal birth of a blessed

essential knowledge, perhaps the deep source of the two in-

fusions
1

in nature, male and female, which concur in the

bringing forth of all things.
" From these two (the infinite desiring subjecto or base, and

the all-filling infinite objecto or object) originates and proceeds

infallibly a third, to wit, an infinite essential triumphant joy,

which flows through the whole being, and tinges it,
as it were,

with an infinite, all-surpassing, inconceivable restorative flavour of

its own, and thereby concludesand perfects itsown infinite blessed-

ness. For by virtue of the divine unity of nature, every reality

or perfection in God communicates itself to all the rest, which

can occur no otherwise than by one influencing the other, and

therefore by one beaming into the other its essential effluences.

And thus all the powers of the contented and satisfied subject

or ground, in most intimate union with the all-satisfying object,

must communicate to one another a taste and comfort of their

1
Tincturen, orig.
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joy, by essential irradiations of every one of them into all the

rest ; which most holy mutual irradiations of every one into all

the others together, constitute, as it were, a divine air, respira-

tion, breath, or spirit,
which penetrates the entire divine nature."

Let not offence be taken at the quaint grossness of these

words ; the process of the Trinity can hardly be better ex-

hibited a posteriori than is here accomplished. Chiefly it is

rightly concluded from them, as elsewhere from theosophy, that

the primitive ground of the Godhead is a will originating by

nothing, infinite, and conceiving itself: not as though this will in

God could in any way have temporally preceded being and self-

consciousness, a representation militating against the eternal

absoluteness of God, against which we have already sufficiently

declared ourselves
; but the true conception of God requires

that, even in relation to being and self-consciousness, the will

should be apprehended as the primitively causal first in God. 1

Later theology will be compelled to acknowledge this more and

more ; for the great problem of Christology the Kenosis is

absolutely insoluble without this prior assumption. In carefully

weighed consideration of the incarnation, Thomasius therefore

conceives of the will as the absolutely primitive in God :
" The

nature of God is not inflexible dead substance, but throughout
is will, life, actitSj is itself ordaining itself, itself willing itself,

itself absolutely powerful over itself."
2 And he remarks there-

upon, that this definition of all effort must be placed at the

summit of theology. When God Himself declares His own
most mysterious name (Ex. iii. 14) by nviK n^x nviN, He gives
to its meaning the will which wills itself and determines itself

out of itself as the root.
3 And when the apostle (1 John iv. 8)

1
Thus, what J. P. Lange remarks against this (Deutsche Zeitschr. 1859,

p. 23), does not touch us :
" The will, without which the thought and

experience are not yet consecutive, cannot be conceived of as spirit ;
as a

dim impulse of becoming, it comes under the category of natural develop-
ment." We are far from attributing to God self-unconscious will, which

indeed would be a blind natural impulse ;
but none the less His self-willing

will passes with us as the ground of His being, and his one self-compre-

hending will as the ground of His self-consciousness.
*
Dogm. 8, comp. 41 (ii. 203).

8 See the remarks of Drechsler in my Commentary on Genesis, p. 67,

ed. 3. In the personal creature, being precedes will : in God, indeed, the

will does not precede existence
;
but. as distinct from the creature, God
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says of God, not that He is tJie love, but that He is love

(o/yaTTT?), i.e. that He is love in the deepest ground and entire

circuit of His nature living itself forth, we obtain the dis-

closure which follows, besides, from the fact, that He is light,

absolutely free from darkness (1 John i. 5), that the will which

is the root of His being has love as its impulse, and is thus the

will of love. Therefore Scripture places the process of the

Trinity under the point of view of love. It is mediated in the

Son of Love. The loving will of the Father begets, when

entering into the ground of His self-conscious and self-expe-

riencing nature, engenders the thought and longing there after

an object of love that is present, forms it into the Word, and

satisfies it in the Son ; and the Son is the brightness of the

Father's glory, and the very image of His hidden nature, in

whom the Father knows Himself, and which acknowledges the

Father in itself and of itself, the substance of His self-acknow-

ledgment brought forth and realized by the Father's loving
will

; and the Holy Ghost is the breathing forth of the mutual

love of both the breath of love of the loving one and the

beloved one the emanation of the experience of love, in which

the loving one discovers the beloved one, and the beloved one

discovers the loving one. If I were to picture to the senses in

a figure the process of the Trinity, I would paint a fiery circle

as the symbol of the fiery loving will of the Father ; and in this

circle a sunlight centre as the symbol of the Son, the object

of love, which lights the whole infinite depth of the divine

nature of love ; and proceeding from this sunlight centre to the

circumference of the fiery circle, an abundance of rays, as the

symbol of the triumph of love going forth from the Father

through the Son, and entirely filling Father and Son.1

is Lord of His own existence, absolutely causa sui (opposed to Philippi,

Glaubenslehre, ii. 63-65). The name of Jehovah designates Him, be the

etymological origination of the idea what it will, as the absolute Ego as

the absolute personality, ruling with unconditioned freedom (Keil, Genesis,

p. 37).
1 In the Lutheran monthly publication Lehre und Wehre (St Louis

1858, iv. 63), a word of Gregory of Nazianzum is recalled to me, in re-

ference to the above passage :
" On the subject of God's birth we ought

with reverence to be silent." But Gregory, with the other fathers who were

faithful to the Nicene faith, has himself pointed out that it is not un-

becoming to speak of this mystery with adoring veneration, and to reflect
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If we now consider the human spirit, there are three funda-

mental forms in which its life manifests itself : a striving for-

wards, a going forwards, a going into itself and being still. It

strives and longs after the attainment of its destination in God :

it attains in the way of thought to its object ; and then reposes
in His nature, as in a continual current and constant circular

motion.
1

Briefly, the life of the spirit is a threefold unity of will,

thought, and experience. We say of experience ;

2
for as there

is a psychical experience, which consists in direct perception of

the irradiated sensuous charms of experience, and a psychical

feeling of pleasure or displeasure, which proceeds from further-

ing or restraining impressions which intrude into our psychical

life, so there is also a higher spiritual experience, which receives

its excitements even from the thinking and willing life of the

spirit itself : as, for example, the peace and the joy which are

the reflex of the idea of God taken up by the spirit into its

thought and will, which idea nevertheless, in fact, has nothing
to do with our nerves of perception. Without thus interchang-

ing experience and feeling, in the sense of these conceptions
that is now customary, we analyze the life of the spirit into will,

thought, and experience. There are three well distinguishable

realities, of which, however, none comes into operation, none

is present in actuality, without the other two being somewhere

therein like to the
irepL^coprjcrt,^

of the three divine acts and

the three divine persons, which, by virtue of their likeness of

nature, invariably penetrate and live through one another : so

that every person, by its relation, shares in the possession of the

nature of the two others ; and their knowledge and will, reflect-

ing itself in reciprocal love, is an absolutely united nature.
8

on the hints of the Holy Scripture with trembling joy : for to be able to

think is the dignity of man
;
and even to be allowed to think upon the

holiest of all subjects is one of his most blessed prerogatives, which indeed

must be exercised in the consciousness of our infancy in this state (1 Cor.

xiii. 11) : for
" woe to the wise in their own eyes," we are nothing but

stammering children.
1
According to Goschel, Der Mensch diesseits und jenseits, p. 35.

2
Not,

"
of feeling," as e.g. Kahnis, in the psychologic section, ix. 2

(p. 135), of his Dogmatics, according to which the feeling, thought, will,

of the spirit, correspond to the experience, perception, desire of the soul.

8
Zockler, Naturtheol. i. 758, says, with reference to the above, that I

compare thought to the Son
;
and that this comparison of the will, thought,
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The threefold life of the willing, thinking (word-forming), and

experiencing spirit which points back to this archetype, is man's

own, even still in his present natural condition, without its being

possible to call it a remainder of the primitive divine likeness ;

for it is only the framework that is left to man of that which

has faded away. Willing, thinking, experiencing, are indeed,

in themselves, mere forms of life. In the original condition

this threefold life of the spirit was a life of love in the likeness

of God, filled up by the power of a glad conscience, which knew
itself one with God, an image of the eternally resting flow, and

the eternally flowing rest, of the blessed life of the Godhead.

As God has satisfaction in Himself, so the human spirit sought
and found satisfaction in God. God was the object of his will,

the contents of his thought, the fountain of his experience.
Not as though he had not also made created being the object

and contents of his will, thought, and experience, but every-

thing in God, and with a view to God. For the necessity is

based in the nature of the spirit to possess an object correspond-

ing to the nobility of its original source, with which it might
make itself one, and in the union with which with itself it might
feel itself blessed. God is indeed love, and the spirit of man
is the inspiration of this God ; therefore the life of the spirit

is love, and nothing truly satisfies it but the love whence it

originated. After he has fallen from this love, still his life does

not renounce this character of love implanted in it. For what

he continues to make the substance of his will, thought, and

experience, has the purpose of satisfying this necessity of love,

or of removing what is adverse to this satisfaction. What a

French philosopher lately maintained Aimer Jest vouloir, et

vouloir cest aimer is,
in substance, true also of thought and

experience. Each of the three has for a final purpose the

apprehension, acknowledgment, and experience of an object of

and experience, with Father, Son, and Spirit, almost corresponds to the

Taulerish triad concupiscenlia, ratio, ira. But this triad is the wholly use-

less dregs of a Platonic representation ;
and the case does not stand thus,

that I compare the thought to the Son
;
but the act by which the Father

the will, having its original foundation in Himself brings forth the Son

I compare to the thought : for the Son is Ao'yof, Word, i.e. embodiment of

the thought which the Father conceives in thinking of an object of His

loving will, that may be like to Him with exact likeness.
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love which satisfies the spirit's need of love. In the present

natural condition of man, none of the three indeed have the

right direction and the right contents
;
but the triad of spiritual

activities, and their working one into the other, is nevertheless

a shadow of the three acts of the divine life, and their Peri-

choresis.

This consideration of the spirit in the light of its archetype,

affords us the great advantage of making known to us those

capacities and activities which belong to
it,

even apart from the

Psyche. As in this division we wish to advance gradually from

the most internal to the most external nature of man, this is to

us doubly important. We do not even become till now capable

of finding our way in the biblical nomenclature of spiritual powers

and efficiencies. Proceeding from the psychological mode of

speech in Scripture, we should have been entangled in a laby-

rinth, as the psychological researches of Roos and Beck show.

For the use of language in Scripture is absolutely swayed by the

fundamental view, that the spiritual life in itself, that the spiritual

and psychical life, that the threefold life of man the spiritual,

psychical, and corporeal life is a unity. The same Perichoresis

which unites the three spiritual activities compactly into effi-

ciency, shows itself also in their verbal denominations. Willing,

thinking, experiencing, are never distinguished in Scripture

with terminologic sharpness. The word V1J indicates not merely

knowledge, but also experience ;
the word QytJ? n t merely taste,

but also understanding ; the word ntpi, not only thinking or

representation, but also remembering or purpose to do anything.

In ly.
1

*., thought and will are combined as one forming activity

of the heart. And rich as the Old Testament language is in

words which signify to will, and to desire, yet there is never

once imprinted on it the distinction between inclination of the

will, and determination of the will, which in the Greek is re-

presented by povKeaOat, (wherewith ?K], Hiph. FKfal of a like

root) and 6i\eiv. The efficiencies of the spirit are neither dis-

tinguished in themselves, nor are the activities of the spirit,
as

such, sharply distinguished from those that are psychico-sornati-

cally effected. Will, thought, and experience, and all the higher
and lower activities into which these spiritual

fundamental

activities ramify, are predicated of nn, 3J?, and K>B3 indiscrimi-

nately, in so far as nri is the supreme principle, B^BJ the
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secondary principle, emanating herefrom towards the side of

the corporeity, and 3? is the internal focus of the threefold life

of man. Thus all three, in their manner, partake in the highest

and lowest activities and affections of that life. It may, at

any rate, be said that the spirit of man, in the immediateness

of its origin, is called HC^J ; in the concentration of its activi-

ties, especially of its thought and will,
37

;
in the circumstantial

and sensitive unity of its thought and will pervading from HDB'J

throughout the 3gj nvi. But even this distinction is not

clearly marked
; although certainly

nvi by far the most fre-

quently designates the spirit, not as thinking and willing, but

as experiencing, or the general circumstantial character and

disposition which includes thought and will in itself. A reflex

of the relation of the trinity is not easy to be mistaken in the

mode of speech ;
but it is not to be gathered from it by itself,

without close examination through the typical relation that has

just been considered by us.

In the New Testament, especially in the Pauline writings,

the psychologic mode of expression is much sharper and pro-

founder. The mystery of the Trinity, that has become histori-

cally revealed in the work of redemption, throws here its

noonday light into the depth of human nature; and it
is, indeed,

the conceptive, highly-cultivated Greek tongue, in which the

primitive condition, the actual condition, and the destination of

man are treated upon, not without the interposition of the

endeavour already made in Alexandrianism, to introduce into

the religion of revelation at the same time with the elements of

truth contained in the Greek philosophy, the forms of speech
that it had coined. There are especially three ideas, to which

the New Testament disclosures upon the likeness of God in

the spirit-life of man are bound. The psychologic main and

universal idea which the New Testament, as distinct from

Hellenism, primarily establishes, is Pneuma, spirit; the three

ideas which we have now to consider strictly, according to the

New Testament meaning and use, are the threefold develop-
ment of this one main and universal idea.
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NOUS, LOGOS, PNEUMA.1

SEC. V.

WHEN the eternal person who was manifested in Jesus Christ

is called by John o \6yos, we are plainly pointed back thereby
to an intrinsically divine archetype of the created human

Xoyo?. Humanity is Oeov 70/09 precisely for that reason,

that it is essentially distinguished by means of the \6>yos from

the a\o<ya fwa, which know that which they know 0u<rt/cco?,

not \oyiKcbs (Jude 10). Nevertheless 6 Xo^yo?, as the name
of the eternal person manifested in Jesus Christ, signifies not

ratio, but oratio or verbum. In the New Testament Scripture

1 V. Zezschwitz, Profangrcidtat und UU. Spracligeist, p. 33, objects to

this triad, because the bringing forward of Xo'yo? as an independent capacity

of the spirit contradicts the biblical usus loquendi, which constantly rejects

Aoyof in the sense of reason, and because irvsvpot. occupies a position which

contradicts its meaning. But (1) they are not three independent capaci-

ties of spirit which I put forth in the above triad, but the three factors in

which, as in the theogcnic procession of the Trinity, the human spirit-life is

brought to complete development. (2) I do not understand (as the reader

will find) Xo'yo? in the sense of reason, but in the sense of word
;
and find

the circumstance not a little favourable to my parallel of the divine type,

that the Scripture so constantly rejects the former meaning, guarding

thereby against the arriving at a false representation of the divine Logos,

by starting from the constituent factors of the human spirit-life. (3) It

need not appear strange, that within the pneumatic nature of man is

assumed the existence of a Pneuma in a narrower sense, since even within

the pneumatic nature of the Godhead we distinguish a Pneuma in a special

sense. This, moreover, answers the objections of the eminent Swedish

physician, 0, M, Witt, in his work on empirical and biblical psychology,

Sjcilen, i normalt ocli sjukligt tillstand (the soul, its normal and morbid con-

dition), Pt. i. (185S), p. 8-i, that Logos nowhere occurs in Scripture as a

part of man, and Pneuma does not occur in a double signification. Krumm
also, in his treatise de notionibus psycholoyicis Paulinis (1858), finds in the

above triad a strange divisio spiritus in tres paries, and remarks against

it, (1) that hoyog is not at all a conception of biblical psychology; (2) that

he does not perceive how weis/aex. in the narrow sense is distinguished from

Kotp^ict,. But it is only in the immediate meaning of ratio that it is not

a conception of biblical psychology, but probably in the meaning oratio

(word and faculty, or gift of the word) it is a most weighty and important
one

;
and if human Trvsvpai. is distinguished from human j/ovV, Trissvpa, can

certainly not coincide with xotptiiM, because, even according to the repre-

O
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generally, \6yos nowhere occurs in the meaning ratio, not

even in John among his many other significations, a fact

which, as observed by an ancient investigator of biblical psycho-

logy, has its reason in a divine decorum.1 In the Joharmean

writings it means throughout the Word, sometimes the indi-

vidual word, as an expression of Jesus, John ii. 22; of God,
x. 35 ; of the prophet, xii. 38 ; of the Scripture, xv. 25 ; of the

people generally (proverb), iv. 37 ; sometimes the entire word

of Jesus, as
e.g.

viii. 31, if ye remain Iv TM \oy&) rc5 epa* ; or of

God, e.g. xvii. 17, o X6*709 o 0-09 ak^Oeta ecrriv, both of which

are essentially one and the same word (xiv. 23). Thus also

o Xo709, John i. 1 ; 6 Xo7<>9 rf)s 0)779, 1 John i. 1 ; 6 Xo709 TOU

&eov, Apoc. xix. 13, will signify respectively the Word, the word

of life, the word of God. Elsewhere it is the word of the pro-

clamation, the tenor of the p^ara TOV @eov, which is so called

sentation and .<? loquendi of Paul, discursive reflective knowledge is a

function of the KP^I itself : for man knows the mystery of his salvation

by the enlightened eyes of his heart (Eph. i. 18), in which the light of

spiritual knowledge shines forth out of darkness (2 Cor. iv. 6). In his

passion for system, Krumm attributes to the apostle a different mode of

conception from all the rest of the biblical writers, even from Luke (vid.

Luke i. 51, xxiv. 25), in that he (and this is the fundamental thought of

his whole treatise) makes him the author of the division of the Kvwpa, into

uttvg as iittelligendi organum, and xp^iot as sentiendi organum, and limits the

reference of the passages, in which the heart appears as the organ of know-

ledge, to immediate experimental knowledge as perception. But, in truth, it

is the case in Paul's writings, as everywhere in the Holy Scripture, that Kotp^ia.

is the internal spiritual-psychical hearth of man's life, and, moreover, the

workshop of the i/o^xroe, (Phil. iv. 7). On the other hand, Paul gives us

in the Hellenic vov;, less frequently used than %ctp?)iei, the first member of

a distinguishing of the spiritual process of life in itself, to which xapoiu is

in no way the second member
;
but Kvevpoc, TOV voog (Eph. iv. 23) is at any

rate the closing link. For the rest, Krumm more nearly agrees \\itii

the above triad than he thinks
;
and though this Sec. V. looks to him

strangely theosophic, we will still not be angry with the young philosopher,

since even he acknowledges the important premiss, Splritus liumanus et

substantid et efficientia simillimus est divino (p. 20), which we have ventured

to consider somewhat more deeply, and will confidently await the result

which Gbschel, agreeing with us, states, confessing out of his riper and

richer experience (in p. 37 of his work, uler den MenscJien diesseits und

jenseits),
" He who observes himself in his thinking, will learn from his

own experience to distinguish vov$, M'/OS, and irvivpot. rov VQG$."

1 H. W. Clemm, Schriftgemasse Gedanken von der Krdften dtr mcnsch-

lichen Seek (1760), p. 90.
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(comp. John vi. 68 ; Apoc. i. 2, 9, etc.). The word of the

proclamation, and the word that appeared in Jesus, are dis-

tinguished in such a way, that the latter is the personal Word,
which preceded the former ; in which God has from everlasting

given to His counsel of love an objective existence in His own

sight. Moreover, that He, in this everlasting Word, has not only

expressed His will, but also His nature, in His own presence,

John affirms in the brief 0eo? f)v 6 \6yos. The Pauline testi-

monies which lead up to John i. 1 e.g. Col. i. 15-17 ; Heb. i. 3

say it still more circumstantially. And if further proof were

needed for this metaphysical apprehension of the Logos, it

would be found in Philo : for it is an undeniable fact, that the

Johannean doctrine of the Logos is not without relation to the

doctrine of Philo. The apostolic proclamation did not scorn

the forms of ideas already coined by the Alexandrian philo-

sophy, but it filled them with the contents presented by the

history of their New Testament realization. As Christianity

withdrew the limits from the spirit of the Old Testament reve-

lation, and separated the imperishable gold of its substance

from the dross of the cosmical elements, so it became a refining
fire for Hellenistic and Hellenic philosophy, the transfiguration

and consecration of what was true, and of the forms in use in

both for the presentation of the truth.

The admitted propriety is sufficient for us here, of the

assumption, that o ^,0705, in the trinitarian sense, is the God-

spoken eternally personal Word, which comprehends in itself

God's nature and will. From this assumption we can much
more clearly apprehend the antitypical threefold spirit-life of

man. That in man which wills, thinks, and experiences, is

called in general irvevfia, as God is the Tri-personal
But in this self-conscious irvevjjia are distinguished 1/01)5,

and Trvevpa, a representation of the Father, Son, and Spirit.

That which, or by means of which the self-conscious spirit,

thinks and wills, is called vov<s (mens, animus, as distinct from

anima), or also Sidvoia (ratio). According to its etymon, vovs,

from the Sanscrit root grid, signifies spiritual perception and

comprehension (for 71/01)9, as nomen, narus, n<ivus, for ynomen,

gnarus, gnavus), certainly only the thinking nature;
1

as also

1 Vid. Autenrieth on v. Nagelsbach's Homeriscker Theologie (1861),

p. 393.
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mens (/-teyo?, v. Passow), Sansor. manas, is named from man

mndj to think ; but the will (tfeX^crt?) allows itself to be taken

up into the thought (yoelv, iavoel<r6ai,\ inasmuch as all will is

an endeavour of the
spirit, from a ground that has become

conscious, towards an object that has become conscious, and

thus is enclosed on both sides by thought : as again the thought
is a seeking and, as such, a will of that which is to be found.1

This is the universal scriptural view, on which account, e.g.

njn (SjH) whence JH, W|, PT] unites in itself the ideas of

will or endeavour, and of thought (comp. especially Ps. cxxxix.

1, 17). That vovs is both, as well the willing as the thinking

faculty in man, is seen from Rom. vii. : in man, when by the

divine law he has attained to consciousness about what is good
and evil, commences a conscious will for the good that is known
and approved of God. The subject of this will is his I/OT)?.

The moving causes of conduct lie herein, effectuated by the

thought (Rom. xiv. 5). That, therefore, by virtue of which

man thinks and determines himself, the thinking and willing

faculty in him, is his vovs. As the will of the vovs is to be

distinguished from longing, so is its thought to be distinguished
from conception, and its knowledge from perception. The

aopara of God are called (Rom. i. 20) voov^eva : the created

world is sensuously perceived tcaOoparai by man when his eye
falls upon it ; and in penetrating through the multiplicity of

that which appears in this or that manner, to the root of its

source in this or that way constituted, he attains by means of

his rot)? the idea of the Godhead. In a similar sense, the

Epistle to the Hebrews (xi. 3) pronounces the fact of the ori-

gination of the world by the word of God to be a voovpevov of

faith, scil. of the believing vovs. To recognise the not pheno-
menal eternal source of origination of the visible universe

beginning in time, is a concern of the 1/01)5. And in Apoc.
xiii. 18, comp. xvii. 9, it is the vovs which unriddles the cipher
of the future. Thus voeiv is the radical, ideal, penetrating

thought and knowledge, directed to the essence of things, and

which, in a word, are spiritual or rational, and the will deter-

mining itself in conformity thereto, distinct from the kindred

psychical facts of presentation, perception, and desire.

The product of the vovs is the \6yos ;
for the human spirit, as

1
Similarly Gregory of Nyssa, in Holler, Lc. p. 27.
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not merely endowed with consciousness, but with self- conscious-

ness, for that very reason is also, as the Targums (Gen. ii. 7)

interpret, N^pPP nv^ i.e. speaking spirit spirit capable of speech.
1

The vov$ is related to the ^0709, as the speaking ^070? (ratio) to

the spoken \6yos (oratio, verbum). In the New Testament Scrip-

ture, as already observed, \6yos in this signification does not

occur; but its use of \oyLKos, (2X070?, \ojL^ecr0at,, avaXo<yi,ea6ai,

cnAXo7i
/

e<70afc, Xo7oyz,o9, 8taXo7tcr/i09, refers to this aspect

of the idea : \6<yos is distinguished from
<f)o)vr)

and ^%09, as

the speech or word of a personal nature endowed with Xo709

(capacity of thought). This twofold Xo709, the thinking and

the spoken, is related, according to Philo's expression, as 7777777

and aTTopporj ;
and as Xo709 in the former sense is a capacity or

an efficiency of the 1/01)9, so in the latter sense the Xo709 is the

organ of the 1/01)9 : they are related, once more to quote from

Philo, as Moses and Aaron (Ex. iv. 15) i/7ro/3oXeL>9 Xo7ou

J/OU9.
2 What we are here asserting, is nothing foreign to the

Scripture. The Old Testament use of the word ION
proceeds

from the essential identity of thought and speech, for "18K
sig-

nifies both, the thought as inward speaking (with or without

topa), and the speech as audible thinking ; just as also
<"!jn

and

n^ (LXX. /jL\6Tav, aSoXecr^etz/) denote meditation, as wholly

internal, or as faint, solemnly audible, speaking. Thinking and

speaking, spirit and speech, are necessarily associated. Human

speech, indeed, is effected psychically and corporeally, and is

indissolubly bound to this agency ;
but speech in itself

;
even in

the pure spirit, even in the Godhead itself, is inseparable from

thought, for the word is the comprehension of the thought. And
that word which, according to Rousseau, it is necessary to pre-

suppose in order to supply the foundation for
3
the human use

of the word, is finally no other than the word of all words the

archetypal Logos.
4 Novs and Xo709, in the way of likeness, stan d

1 In the later Hebrew scholastic language, "IZHDH is the speaker, Arab.

en-natik, and thus, as related to it, man, and n"121Dn~^23n, the speak-

ing soul, Arab, en-nefs en-natikeh, and so, as akin to it, anima rationalis.

2 Vid. thereupon Grossmann, Qusestionum Philnnearum, p. 11 (1829), 4.

3 See Bautain, Experimental-psychologic, transl. by Dalhoff, ii. 145-

156.
4 See my Jesurun, pp. 43-45

;
and besides, the opinion of Hamann in

reference to the origin of language ( Works, iv. 33
; comp. Gildemeister, Lelen
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in such essentially necessary relation as God the Father and God
the Son j

1
for if we wish to name Him in a way corresponding

to 6 \0709, the Son's name, the Father is o ^01)9, soil. 6 TWV o\wv

vov<$ (Philo), o atto9 vovs (Athenagoras), o reXeto? vovs (Justin),

i.e. the absolute nus, whereof it is said, rt? eyva) vovv Kvpiov

(Isa. xl. 13, LXX. ; Kom. xi. 34; 1 Cor. ii. 16). His nus,

which designed the plan of the universe, is unsearchable. And
there are infinitely many of the divine words proceeding from

this nus : for of His thoughts (TJH, Ps. cxxxix. 17), how im-

measurably great is the sum ! But the Son as Logos (frOC^D ;

and Jerus. Targum, Gen. xxviii. 10, K"J51 or fcOlin) is the one

eternal self-thought of God ewor^d TOV Seov (in Clemens

Alex.) the thought of His whole proper nature, made objec-

tive, independent, personal in the Word the Word absolutely

the Word of words. As the Logos is the basis of all other

thoughts and words of God, so It is the archetype of the

human Logos, primarily of the thought of Ego, wherein man
becomes objective to himself as a person, and of the word for

it
;

then of every thought or inward speech that is effected on

this ground of the self-consciousness involved in thought and

word. For the voelv does not begin until man becomes objec-

tive to himself as Ego ; and this voeiv is no otherwise possible

than by the originating thought, completing itself by taking

upon it the form of the word. Intelligible speech is only the

sensibly perceptible announcement of this inward speech, this

^0709 eV8ta$ero9.
2

Thoughts, according to a biblical figure,

are branches (D'sy^ or D^jn^ Job iv. 13, xx. 2 ; Ps. xciv. 19,

cxxxix. 23), and words are flowers and fruits, which, rooted

in the spirit, and springing from it, blossom and ripen forth

through the mouth and lips (Isa. Ivii. 19 cornp. Prov. x. 31,

Prov. xviii. 20 comp. xii. 14, xiii. 2). Man thinks by speaking

inwardly : this speech often occurs so rapidly as not to be

H.amanns, ii. 63). All that man heard in the beginning, saw with his eyes,

and his hands handled, was a living word, for God was the Word.
1 As in man is Logos creatus, says Ph. Nicolai, quoted by Rodwell, l.c.

p. 199, thus God the Father has Logon seternum increatum.
2
Precisely thus Eusebius says on Ps. Ivii. (Ivi.) 5: Our Logos, which has

its substance in syllables and words and names, and is spoken out by means

of tongue and voice, is not properly and truthfully to be called Logos: for

it has another as a producer the inward Logos ;
and this only is specially

and properly to be called the true Logos.
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observed ; but there are always words by which the thought

is thought, as all reckoning, even the most rapid, is by means

of figures. To think apart from language, is to think apart

from thought itself. Unreflected consciousness without lan-

guage is possible, as manifestly in the case of brutes ; and as

there is a condition of being Ego, as foundation and ground,
whence the realized self-consciousness and the realized conscious

self-determination are developed, so consciousness reflected in

itself is also possible without language, as was manifest in the

first created man. For there was implanted in him, indeed,

the capacity of speech, but not the speech itself. His first

condition was an intercommunion of speechless love for the

God of his origin. His will, produced by his condition of

Ego, but not yet enlightened by actual self-consciousness, in-

clined thankfully to the will to which he was indebted for his

being ; and from this relation of self to God, proceeded a

feeling of delight, which still lay at the threshold of self-

consciousness, and was no precipitate of darkened conceptions,

but, so to speak, a chaos of ideas that were not yet lifted up
into light. The external world copied itself in his senses, and

presented itself in psychical forms of perception before his soul :

his spirit was only first turned to this world of forms actu

directo ; the apperception, the transformation of these forms of

intuitive perception into ideas, was first impending; but as soon

as this spiritual efficiency began, language also began with it :

for the moulding of the contents of the supersensuous, or of

the sensuous, consciousness, is thinking ; and this thinking is, as

such, speaking also, primarily internal, and inasmuch as man
is a spirit-embodied being not purely spiritual, but pneurnatico-

psychical, wherein the word is as absolutely pre-formed, as it is

subsequently uttered by means of the bodily organs of speech.

What is related to us in Gen. ii. 19 is not the first genesis of

language. By way of illustration, however, it is there set forth

to us how language came into existence. Previously the indi-

vidual kinds of beasts were objects presented by means of the

five senses for the primal man's contemplation ;
but now those

considerations which sensible perception supplies to him, be-

come to him an object of inward contemplation, his spirit

forms from them ideas : he grasps them as compact, strongly

outlined thoughts ; or, which is the same thing, he gives to
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the beasts names, which are the apprehended expression of

the impression that proceeds from the individuals, and is now

spiritually apperceived or comprehended.
1 We may here forego

the question as to the original formation of language, whether

Adam's language came to perfection by the spiritual ground
of things itself being that which entered into the region of his

spiritual being, and then assuming for his Ego the form of the

inward word.2
It is only necessary here for us to observe,

that, beyond all doubt, language was the creation of the spirit

as distinguished from the soul ; and, moreover, the creation,

sensibly and psychically accomplished, of the spirit capable
of speech, and in itself created (even apart from the fact of

association) in need of language. Certainly the primal man
was the only one whose existence preceded language : sub-

sequently, language has a concrete subsistence independent of

man, by which his special capacity of speech is determined

ab extra, and his spirit is replenished with material already
formed and regulated. And assuredly there subsists for us

a knowledge only imperfect, and still to be acquired in any
scientific method, about the value of the meaning of words in

their relation to things ; language, as a transmitted possession,

is for us only a system of conventional signs of ideas, which

we have instinctively appropriated to ourselves. And this

language which we speak is one of many: it bears absolutely
the stamp of the individual character of the people to which

we belong : it is no longer the one speech of the beginning,
the pure language of the divinely formed spirit : it remains,
inasmuch as it was transmitted, always something more or less

external to the thinker, however natural it may have become

to him, and however masterfully he may handle it : deeply as

he penetrates it, it is still to him always a substance more or

less opaque ; and thus it limits and obscures his thought, just as

much as it is its inalienable means. None the less, in itself,

language is, and remains apart from its materializing pro-
duced by the fall of man, and its nationalizing produced by the

confusion of tongues a shadow of the divine Logos; and, in its

1
Comp. Steinthal, Charakteristik der hauptsachtlicJien Typen des

Spraclibatfs, I860, p. 76.

2 See thereupon the anonymous (theological) work on Language and its

relation to PsycJmKiyy, Freiburg, vol. i.
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indissoluble connection with the thinking spirit, a shadow of

the unity of nature and life between the Father and the Son.

In this analysis of the life of the spirit, as it lives itself

forth, we are upon a biblical and experimental track, which

must lead us, from this beginning, and by this means, to a right

result. The human understanding, thinking in all directions,

comes to the word, and by the word it advances further. It

meditates, and breaks forth, as it were, out of the chrysalis, and

wheels round, and, as in birth-pangs of reflection, attains to form

and shape to the sharply outlined thought-investiture of the

word. The word is the means, the organ, the conditioning of

the thought ; the word is the expression of all will and thought,

whereby it first of all comes to itself by defining itself. But the

third and final stage is that in which words are at an end, w
rhere

the understanding is at a pause, where the spirit, although in

a more realized sense, is again in thought, as in the beginning
before the birth of the word. For the thought and will, which

serve to develop the spirit, and find their expression in the

word, cease without a word : the crown of the word is the spirit

without the word the innermost sanctuary of the heart.
1 This

is what the apostle means in Eph. iv. 23 (comp. Rom. xii. 2)

by irveviia TOV voo$. There is thus not only a vovs, which

according to its nature belongs to the irvevfia, and in the

natural man is vovs TTJS aap/t6<$ (Col. ii. 18), instead of 1/07)9 TOV

TrvevfJLCLTOS ; but, moreover, a Trvevjaa which, according to its

nature, belongs to the you?, and is therefore inversely called

Trvev/jLo, TOV ^oo?.
2 What kind of a irvevfjia this is, is to be

gathered although it has escaped the commentators 3 from

1 Cor. xiv. For here vers. 14, 15, 19 the apostle, speaking
of the speech with tongues, distinguishes between a human

and the human vovs. Five words spoken oia TOV voos

he says, are more profitable for the church, than ten

thousand eV 7X060-0-77 ; and wherefore ? Because the five words

serve for the instruction of others, and the ten thousand do

riot, unless that a Biep^rjvevTrjs translate them into the lan-

1
According to Gb'schel, Der Mensch. diesseits und jenseits, p. 36.

2 The Latin mens animi, by which Krumm, de notionibits Paulini*

Psychol. p. 23, renders it, does not correspond. Hvtvpoc, TOV voos is, on the

other hand, animus (spiriius) mentis.

3
See, on the other hand, Hilgenfeld, Glossolalie, p. 56.
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guage commonly understood. Inasmuch as the five words

proceed from the vovs thinking with reflected consciousness

in the mother tongue, they are all ideally intelligible, and

capable of being expressed in language. But he who prays or

sings 7X0)0-077, prays or sings not ra> VOL] but TW irvev/jban ;
and

therein his vov? is aKapiros. The actuality of the self-con-

sciousness is repressed by the divine influence, which absolutely
takes possession of him who is speaking with the tongue : the

activity of thought of the z/oO?, bringing forth fruit in thoughts
and words, benefiting itself and others without any further

agency, ceases. The divine influence occurs in the human

region of immediate experience and intuition, and expresses
itself in a language corresponding to this immediateness, not

passing through the vovs of the actual utterer, and thus there-

fore unintelligible to the vov<$ of the hearers. The apostle calls

this region of immediate experience and intuition, the irvev^a^

as distinct from the vovs, of man. It is the spirit in the

narrower sense (distinguished from irvev^a in a wider sense,

as 1 Cor. v. 3, vii. 34, 2 Cor. vii. 1), as experiencing, and

especially as seeing with immediate intuition the image of the

divine Trvevjjia ayiov. For as the activity of the loving will and

the loving thought of the Father and the Son in the Holy Ghost

goes forth into the actual condition of loving experience, in

which loving will and loving thought are reciprocally satisfied,

and as it were combined; so the human Trvevfjba in this narrower

sense is the seat of the experience of the divine love, and of

the immediate intuition of its mysteries (Dytp and n&n, Ps.

xxxiv. 9) ; a Tertium in which will and thought, passively

surrendering themselves to a new form of love, blend and

dissolve.
1

1 Even Krumm understands Kvtvpoi (1 Cor. xiv.) of the capacity of

mystical intuitive absorption into the divine depths ;
and gives, to my

apprehension of it, involuntary testimony, when he says, p. 18,
"
Cogitatio

in spiritu nondum sejuncta est a sensu et voluntate, sed hse tres actiones una

quasi comprehenduntur ;" and when, p. 67, he observes upon the boasting

spirit-seer puffed up, CTTO TQV voo$ 7% vetoxog (Col. ii. 18), "fwrff/f Chris-

tiana atque verse revelationes in spiritu gignuntur
"

(IN THE HEART, NOT

IN THE FANCY). For if j/ov? as the capacity of reflective thought, and

xoipoiot as the capacity or organ of immediate experience and perception,

be distinguished from the Tn/sD.wc*, as from the undivided unity of both,

then becomes absolutely necessary also the distinction of a irvevftM in the
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But as man is by nature, it is not the divine love which

man experiences in this his Trvevfjia. The vovs has become

vovs T?}? a-ap/cbs, given up to the flesh (comp. Prov. xxxi. 3 ;

LXX. Siftovcu TOV vovv <yvvai%'i) ;
the Sidvoiai, like the OekrjfiaTa,

are determined by the flesh (Eph. ii. 3) ;
and the irvevfjia, in its

God-resembling nature, glowing and panting with love (1 Thess.

v. 19 ;
Rom. xii. 11 ; Acts xviii. 25), is,

as it were, extinct and

dead. The true nature of the irvevfia is not indeed destroyed,

but it is buried beneath a tendency which contradicts it.

Therefore man needs to be renewed (TOJ TrvevjJLari TOV 1/005,

Eph. iv. 23).
" But ye," says the apostle (Eph. iv. 20-24) to

his christianized heathen readers, contrasting them with the

actual heathens,
" but ye have not so learned Christ ;

if so be

that ye have heard Him, and have been taught in Him, since

truth is in Jesus : that ye should put off,
1

concerning the former

conversation, the old man, which is corrupt in consequence of

the lust of delusion
;
and be renewed in the spirit of your mind ;

and that ye put on the new man, which after God is created

in righteousness and true holiness." The renewal seeks to make
the vovs spiritual again, this fundamental power of the human

spirit, which has become fleshly, and therefore lays hold of

7rvev/j,a TOV 1/009, which, instead of being penetrated by the

Holy Spirit, whose image it is, is possessed by the spirit of this

world. It is the life of the heart that is meant, which on the

one hand is the summative unity into which the willing and

thought-forming activity of the vovs is dissolved
; and, on the

other, the secret spring whence the vov? receives its impulses,
which it adopts into consciousness, and translates into acts of

will.
2 Here divine love gives to man to taste its hidden manna.

Here God and the soul, which are not according to substance

narrower and wider sense, namely, a -xvivpix, proving itself in thinking
and experience, and one that proves itself in both at once.

1 The additional vp&s is in itself not opposed to this association of the

infinitive with &<8x6irr; and, moreover, the repetition of the subject
here is explained as occasioned by the parenthesis. Vid. Alex. Buttmann,
Gramm. of the New Testament Language, p. 235.

2
Tlvsvpu. TOV voos resembles very closely the Homeric 6vp6;, e.g. in the

combination, XOITU. Qptva, x,a,l KO,TU, Ovpw (in mind and heart). I do not
find that this important psychological idea is illustrated by anybody satis-

factorily, or at least searchingly, (Schriftb. iii. 292,
" renovation to a newly

inspired personal life;" v. Zezschwitz,
" the spirit which reigns in the *oS,-,
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and nature one, become one through love.
1 Here is the

standing-place of the peace of God, which surpasses Trdvra

vovv (Phil. iv. 7) ; here is the bottom of all ethically profound

experience (vid. Luke i. 47 ; Mark viii. 12 ; John xi. 33, xiii.

21, and elsewhere) ; here, the sanctuary of all immediate com-

munion between God and man.2

In Scripture, this innermost threefold personal life is called

o ecrco avOpwTros (Rom. vii. 22
;
2 Cor, iv. 16 ; Eph. iii. 16) ;

and in reference to the unity of its origin, its seat and home,

/cpvTTTOS T% tcapSlas av0pa)7ros, the hidden man within the

heart (1 Pet. iii. 4). These ideas do not belong exclusively,

as does o KCLLVOS (z^e'o?) avOpcoiros, to the life of regeneration.

Every man is, as such, an external nature subject to the

perceptions of sense, and an inward nature not sensibly per-

ceptible ; although, in the position of nature the inward man

the spiritual power of the sense;" Krumm, internet spiritus restoratid), except

only perhaps H. "W. Clemm, in his Scriptural Thoughts of the Powers of the

Soul (see the epitome in the Appendix of Div. V.). Luther, in his transla-

tion,
" in the spirit of your heart," points in the right direction

;
for heart

is "the deepest inwardness of the free personality, in which thought and

will rest, together with the testimony of the conscience, in immediate unity"

(Schoberlein, Jahrbuch, 1861, p. 53). Only the genitive ought not to be

taken appositionally, as Master Eckhart (p. 317 of the Pfeiferschen Ausg.):

in the inner spirit, which is called mind, that is, in the heart.

1 See G. Charles Schmidt, Etude sur Jean Rusbroek (1859). It is, as

Luther says on one occasion (Opp. Lat. xviii. 252, ed. Erlang.), thalamus

consciences ubi sponsus et sponsa soli cubant.

2 Anastasius of Sinai, in his beautiful and thoughtful work on man's

creation after God's image and likeness, which at first was edited by Jo.

Tarinus, together with Origenis Philocalia (Paris 1618, 4), recognised the

importance of 1 Cor. xiv. for the assertion that the Spirit is a fiovd$ t

Koe.1 Tpix? iv ftovoc^i : on yap x.otl
ftioe.

earl ry ovaioc. (y i^f^ij) x.ex.1 ov

TYI dscupi'cf.
T7t g exvTVis ftep&v, wyhafft a&Qas o sl^av' ^/cthu ra Kusv/uotTi,

x,oe,i TM voi" -Trpofftv^oftiCi.i ru> TTusvpotTi, Trpoasv^Oftcii "be xoti TU vo'f (1 Cor.

xiv. 15). According to Anastasius, the fyvx.v) corresponds to God the

Father
;
the vovs or Xo'yo? to God the Son

;
the Trvtvpa, (Kvwpot. rov t/ov) to

the Holy Ghost
;
which (scil. irvsvpot) he designates as TO farutov xxi

ovffToe.Tix.ov xotl (jvpir'hypMTix.ov, so far as the intelligent soul has in the spirit

the condition and the completion of its life. It is plain that this is not the

right conception of the irvsvpet attributed to the $v%vi voipoc, (Xoy/%ij in

1 Cor. xiv.), but Anastasius is on the right track
;
and so much the richer

in grand and true thoughts is his comparison of the Son to the word born

from the soul (oratio), whose internal silent origination he regards as the

copy of the internal divine birth of the Son, and whose external origina-
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has lost its independence of the outer, and is estranged from its

true being. But, moreover, distorted as the life of the inward

man is, still the features of the archetype are recognisable

therein. "
Ego et Pater," says the Lord to the soul,

" et

caritas nostra unus Deus sumus, tu mens rationalis et verbum

et dilectio tua unus es homo, ad similitudinem auctoris tui

factus, non ad aequalitatem; creatus nempe, non genitus. Ee-

cede ab his quse infra te sunt, minus formosa quam tu es.

Accede formatrici forma?, quo possis esse formosior, eidemque

semper adjungere, quia tanto ab ilia speciei amplius capies,

quanto te illi caritatis pondere magis impresseris."
*

But a consideration which inevitably obtrudes itself is

then experience the unity into which will and thought coincide,

and not rather the unity out of which both proceed ? To this

we answer, for the present, that as, in the triune life of the

tion, effected by the instrument of language, he regards as the copy of the

temporal birth of the Son :
" For the word is first born in the heart, hi

incomprehensible and incorporeal manner of birth, and remains unrecog-

nised in the internal nature of man
;
then it is born in a second and

corporeal mode of birth by means of the lips, and this without destroying

its connection with the soul which bare it : this is a general, manifest, and

instructive resemblance of the two births of God the Logos." Augustine
formulates his trinitarian conception of the human spirit variously, now as

memoria, intelligentia, volumas, or mens, imeliectus, voluntas (as, after him,

Thomas Aquinas, Dante in Purg. 25, 83, Eckhart, Rusbroek, and others) ;

now as esse, velle, scire, or also esse, novisse, diligere; and in conformity

therewith, mens, notitia sui, amor. Jo. Scotus Erigena, on the other hand,

distinguishing after Dionysius Areopagita the three divine hypostases as

ovate*, MvcifAi;, ivipysiee. (a distinction which is partially founded upon mis-

understood passages of Scripture), divides also the spiritual nature of man
into essentia, virtus, and operatic. None of these triple divisions is capable
either of biblical, or logical and empirical examination. On the other

hand, Erigena approaches the true state of the case when (as he thinks

without self-contradiction) he distinguishes in yet another manner. "
Quid

tibi videtur," he asks, de div. nat. ii. 23,
" de famosissima nostrse naturae

trinitate, quae intellectu et ratione et sensu intelligitur? Sensum autem dico

non exteriorem sed interiorem;" in Greek, as he himself states them further

on, vov;, A&VO.CJ oioivoiot, the tres motus animse according to Dionysius, and

mediately according to Proclus. Verbally, Gregory of Nyssa entirely

agrees with us, in his work on the likeness of God, separating Trvtvpa.,

^.oyog, voi>$, as factors of the human trinity; but he adopts these words

more in a philosophical than a biblical sense.

1 Claudianus Mamercus, de statu animse, i. 26 (partially according to

Philo) ; p. 96, the edition of Gasp. Barth.
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Godhead, all three acts of life are together immanent in ever-

lasting presentness,
without temporal sequence ; so also in the

threefold life of the human spirit,
all its impulses so work one

into the other, that every individual one, although prevailing

at the same time, bears the others in itself. A more satisfac-

tory answer will occur when we analyse as we are now about

t do the nature of the human soul.

THE SEVEN POWEES OF THE SOUL,

SEC. VI.

WE have shown from Holy Scripture in Div. I. Sec. III.,

that there is an eternal sevenfold doxa of God ; and, as was

indicated in Div. II. Sec. IV., the relation of the human soul

to the human spirit corresponds to the relation of this eternal

sevenfold doxa to God the Triune. We here assume both of

these positions to be scripturally affirmed. But from the fact

that Scripture designates eTrra irvev/j-ara as the constituent

powers of the divine doxa carried into operation by God's

Spirit,
1
there occurs to us the problem in conformity with

the parallel once drawn between doxa and psyche to show the

nature of the human soul to be a sevenfold nature. And here

first of all arises the question, what those eirra Trvev^ara are,

whose possessor, according to Apoc. iii. 1, is the God-man, and

in what order they stand to one another. And our first glance
falls on Isa. xi. 2. Here they are named, and named so as to

be enumerated from above downward, or from right to left;

for the spirit of the fear of Jehovah is the basis of all, as <"iDDn

is the object which, from 'n DKT, is arrived at (Ps. cxi. 10 ;

1 J. P. Lange (Deutsch. Zeitsch. 1859, p. 23), with reference to Apoc.
i. 4, questions the impersonality of the seven spirits ;

but however it may
bt , interpreted, they are certainly not seven persons, but seven powers or

operations of the personal God, and of His Spirit, whereof J. Bohme

(Dreif. Leben, iv. 82) strikingly says,
"

It is the Holy Spirit who reveals

God in nature. He spreads forth the glory of the Majesty, that He may
be beheld in the wonders of nature."
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Prov. i. 7 ; Job xxviii. 28) ;
and the Spirit of Jehovah ab-

solutely is the heart of all, corresponding to the midmost

flame on the shaft of the seven-flamed lamp (Zech. iv.)

the fourth therefore, as four is the middle of seven.
1

If

we arrange them in a row, in which, from left to right, they

correspond to the seven flames of the typical lamp, their

order is as follows : (1)
'n JiKT nn

; (2)
'n nxn irn

; (3) nn
rrvaa

; (4)
'n nn

; (5) nsy rpn
; (6) rwa nvi

; (?)
nmn rpn. But

the seven spirits are here named, not so much according to what

they are in themselves, as according to what they effect. In

such sevenfold efficiency, the sevenfold doxa, which proceeds
from the Father and the Son by means of the Spirit, is to de-

scend upon the second David. It may be expected that the

ethical efficiency of the seven spirits will correspond to their

metaphysical nature. Our inquiry, therefore, must proceed
from another quarter.

And from what other quarter than from those portions of

Holy Scripture which narrate to us how the divine doxa has

allowed itself to be beheld ? To Abraham it appears as a

smoking furnace, out of which a burning torch appears (Gen.
xv. 17) ; thus flaming and enlightening from a dark ground.
On Sinai, its manifestation begins just in the same way with

gloom of smoke and cloud, from which breaks forth 'n 1U3 n&jno

as consuming fire (Ex. xix. 16, xxiv. 15) ; wherefore it is said

indiscriminately, that Jehovah spoke to Israel
IJSJH TjifiB, or that

He spoke Eton Tjtao (comp. e.g. Deut. iv. 12 with Ex. xxiv. 16) ;

and here therefore, also, the manifestation was that of flaming
and enlightening from a dark ground. In the leading of Israel

through the wilderness, the self-manifestation of the divine

glory by the cloud or by the light of fire was assigned to day
and night (Ex. xiii. 21, xl. 38; Deut. i. 33; Ps/lxxviii. 14),

but in such a way that
IJJfl

B>K are in one another
; and even in

the day-time, if Jehovah will, fire breaks forth from the cloud

(Ex. xiv. 24). In Ezekiel, this involution of fire, light, and

1 The accentuation which gives Athnach to 'n fin is thus therefore

justified. For the most part, it is held that "
Spirit of Jehovah "

is the

general idea, which is separated into three pairs. But thus we have not an

actual seven according to the apocalyptic requirement. Seven is the divine

in the multiplicity of its development (vid. Genesis, p. 640). Even the un-

folding of the principle opposed to God, appears in the Apocalypse sevenfold.
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gloom, is circumstantially described. He sees a great cloud,

and flDippnp &$ reciprocally enfolding itself, i.e. fire whirling,

circling, and fiJJ,
the brightness which beams from the fire,

round about the cloud (i. 4). This brightness into which the

appearance is projected, is expressly designated as like a rain-

bow, and as the exact 'n 1U3 nan
(i. 28). The fire thus goes

forth out of the gloom, and the light out of the fire. This

relation, moreover, is manifested even in Him who sits upon the

throne. From His loins upwards He appeared to the Seer as

brightness, "inf, and from His loins downwards as fire, BW (Ezek.

viii. 2, comp. i. 27, LXX,).
1 The Johannean description of Him

that sits on the throne (Apoc. iv. 3) agrees with this :
" And

He that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine stone ;

and there was a rainbow round about the throne, in sight

like unto an emerald." The jasper, which in ch. xxi. 11 is

called as clear as crystal, and stands in ch. xxi. 19 as the

first foundation, corresponds to the bright side of the divine

doasa ; and the sardine, which has the appearance of fire and of

blood (TrvpcoTTos TU> eibei /cal at/xaToetS/??, as Epiphanius says),

corresponds to the fiery side of the divine doxa? Fire and light,

moreover, are the elements and modes of appearance of the

stream or sea before the throne of God, which comes into the

visual horizon of the seer. John beholds just the same river

proceeding from God, which becomes visible to Daniel as a fiery

stream
(vii. 10), as a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal

(Apoc. xxii. 1), and another time as a sea of glass mingled with

fire (Apoc. xv. 2). The fire ("n:) points to the wrath, and the

crystal clearness to the love ; and the mingling of the fire with

the glassy clearness, to love that does not come to breaking forth

without manifestation of wrath. And as John beholds the

seven spirits as seven burning torches before the throne of God

(iv. 5), so God as Father of glory is called by James
(i. 17)

Father of lights T&V (f>6ra)v.
Thus everywhere in the divine

doxa, appear united the potencies of the fiery gloom and of the

1
Zullig, in Hengstenberg, Comm. tiber die Offeiib. i. 263, observes, in

addition : Below, opposite the earth, appeared to me, He \vho sits on the

throne in the angry glow of His function of judge and avenger, above in

the pure brightness of His calm, undisturbed heavenly majesty.
2
Hengstenberg, I.e. p. 261. The sardine stands here for an indica-

tion of the primitive righteousnebS of God of His wrath.
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brightness. Let it not be said that these are only types.

Types they certainly are, but types of heavenly realities, which

thus portray themselves. How otherwise could the Scripture

gay of God, He is light, <co?, and on the other hand, He is

fire, irvp ? (Deut. iv. 24, ix. 3
;

Isa. xxxiii. 14 ; Heb. xii. 29.)

Certainly He is neither of the two in the sense of earthly ele-

ments; for the bush in which the fire of the doxa appears to

Moses is not destroyed (Ex. iii. 2), and the light which shone

around Saul and his companions was far "above the brightness
of the sun" (Acts xxvi. 13). God is fire and light, in a sense the

most actual of all, but in a way that is absolutely supersensual,
and above that which is created. He is light, and in Him is no

darkness at all (1 John i. 5). According to Jas. i. 17, He is

the Father of lights, in whom is found no change from the light
to the darkness (7rapa\\cuyij), or falling of a shadow, such as sun

and moon suffer in consequence of a changing (rpoTrfjs GLTTO-

oTftao/ia). On the other hand, however, Scripture also says
that God is a consuming fire ; that there is in Him a power of

wrath, which He being angry arouses (Ps. Ixxviii. 38) ; that His

purpose of wrath has flaming fire as its result, which is His

judicial manifestation (2 Thess. i.8), by which His anger effectu-

ally proves itself (Heb. x. 27), which proceeds from Him (Lev.
x. 2, comp. Num. xvii. 11). It considers the wrath absolutely,
not merely as an affection of God's will, and an action of God's

will
; but, at the same time, as something belonging to God's

nature, which is in God, and is through sin (Jer. xvii. 4) judi-

cially aroused against sinners, and is sent forth
(e.g. Ex. xv. 7) or

poured out from God (e.g. Ezek. xxii. 20-22). And as for the

darkness, Scripture does not hesitate to name God not only the

former of light, but the creator of darkness
("H^'n arils, Isa. xlv.

7) ; and, where it describes the manifestation of the divine glory,
to distinguish in it darkness, fire, and light. How otherwise

is all this to be reconciled, than by assuming that God, in re-

spect of His personal nature, is indeed love, but love which has

as its reverse side the might of wrath ; and that God, in respect
of the doxa of His nature, is indeed absolutely light without

disturbance, but light which, in the face of the world opposed
to God, can let loose powers of gloomy fire eternally excited in

Him ? In His doxa^ the darkness is eternally swallowed up by
means of the fire in light. In the fire, darkness and light are

r
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distinguished ;
wherefore Scripture comprehends fire and light

sometimes as primarily contrasted, sometimes as synonymous
ideas : for the fire, as the fire of love (Lev. ix. 24), is light ;

contrary to which, as fire of wrath (Lev. x. 2), it is the syrio-

nyme of darkness. Dwelling in this His doxa, God the triune

dwells omnipresent in every created thing. In itself it is the

absolute triumph of light. But in the presence of the creature,

it externalizes itself as fire or light, even as the creature takes its

position in the dark-fiery or in the fiery-light principle of the

same. In the godly, God reveals Himself as light, namely, as

p^l Dirni pan (Ps. cxii. 4) ; but to the view of sinners, the light

of Israel becomes fire, and the Holy One of Israel i.e. that

which in itself is absolute light and purity becomes flame

(Isa. x. 17), to wit, by means of a backward grasp at the poten-

tialities which form the substratum of His glorious light. The

fire and darkness of hell proceed from God's doxa, not less

than the light of glorification (Isa. xxxiii. 14
;
Ps. cxxxix. 8).

So far as by the power of His wrathful will, fire and darkness

prevail in the creature, He rules over both in the might of

His light (Ps. cxxxix. 12). In Him Himself is neither dark-

ness nor fire which are not merged in absolute light. Without

such views as these, Scripture unless its statements are emptied
of all meaning is in a great measure absolutely unintelligible.

We know probably the ingenious representations into which

the presumed fantastic symbolism of Scripture allows itself to

be interpreted ; but they are only the caput mortmim of its in-

finitely more ingenious figurative expression. We believe that

we rightly interpret this, in saying that God's doxa has a dark-

fiery and a fiery-light side, that in the fire both principles are

distinct, and that the former principle is absolutely over-

powered and pervaded by the latter.

We go further : if the doxa which is by the Father and

the Son effectuated by the Holy Ghost be a reflection of the

Godhead, then as well the loving will, and the loving thought of

the Father, as the loving satisfaction which the Father finds in

the Son, and the Son in the Father, as also the loving experience

of the Holy Spirit, will be reflected therein. The light that

shines forth in the midst of the process of the doxa is the

reflection of the birth of the Son of God ;
for He is, as we so

frequently read in the Gospel of St. John, the
self-living

absolute
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light that goeth forth from the Father
(i. 4, viii. 12) the atrav-

^aa^a of the paternal doxa (Heb. i. 3; comp.Wisd. vii. 26, aTrav-

yaa/jia <o)T09 albtov of the cro^ta).
1

It follows thence that the

three first Trvev^ara describe the offspring of the Father's love.

But how otherwise than by prototypically representing the three-

fold law of every fyvans : (1) the contraction into itself, (2) the

outward pressing beyond itself, (3) the unrest of becoming ; to

which there follows, (4) the breaking through of that which has

been aimed at, as it were, a priori? This agony of becoming,
which at the same time is a pleasure of becoming, is the charac-

teristic of all self-life. It is a constant circle a wheel revolving

around itself T/OO^O? yevecrecos, according to Jas. iii. 6.
2 Of

late, the po\ver of attraction, the power of expansion, and the

polarity which results from the operation of these two polar

forces, has been named the "
trinity of power."

3 Jacob Bohme
calls it the fiery triangle in every living thing. These three

forces or forms in themselves are the principle of life (&
S

?D)>

whose emblem is scarlet (coccus), as the colour of fire and of

blood,
4 but not yet the principle of the life of light or of love.

They do not become this until a further advance of the process.

In themselves they are infinite agitation and excitement Ovpos
or opyrj in the first primitive meaning. Therefore they are

expressed, when God's love is repelled, as instruments of divine

1
Athanasius, C. Arian. iv. 2 : u$ yocp XTTO Trvpog QMS, ovrug tx, Qsov

Augustine, de Symb. ch. iii. : Occurrat vobis (he is addressing the catechu-

mens) ignis pater, splendor filius, ecce invenimus cosevos.
2
According to Bottcher, Schriftprolen, p. 83, there exists even m the

root of nTJ to wit, TI the fundamental idea of the circling line returning

into itself. According to the Arabic, on the other hand, the root-meaning
/ /

is rather comprehendere or contrahere. For the word t^>>- indicates, ac-

cording to the Kamus, to bring together and to secure : conjug. viii., to

lay one's self around something ;
conjug. vi., to wind into one another, to

curl one's self (of the serpent), to wrinkle, to crisp one's self. According
to this, life maybe called el-hajat, as close-binding (contrast of death, maut,

niD, as stretching out, i.e. loosing of that which has been hitherto bound
and contracted) ;

as Shame, Jo/a, Bddawi on the Koran, Sur. ii. 24, is

denned " as a retraction of the soul to itself (contractio sui), apart from that

which is shameful from fear of blame." The serpent, however, is called

el-Jiajja, as curling itself, or as the living one xr' I&MV.
3 Prof. Owen, in a work so entitled (Niirenberg 1856).
4
Bahr, Symbolik des Mosaischen Cultus, i. 333.
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wrathfulness ; and so far not as though there were everlasting

wrath in God they are called also the principle of wrath.

The impelling power of the process is indeed the God of

love, in whom the urgency of love, the satisfaction of love, and

the triumph of love, eternally coincide. Therefore the three

first forces those of contraction, expansion, and rotation are

only the basis of the fourth, the force of decussation
1
or inter-

section, in virtue of which, out of the released fire the light of

love shines forth, as, in Ezekiel, from the midst of the fire shone

a flashing brightness, te^'nn J^3 (i. 4). The emblem of this

fourth power is the fourfold figure of the cross, significant to

all the orders of heavenly and earthly existence.
2 The other

powers or forms correspond to the Holy Spirit, which, on the

one hand, is receptively related to the loving relation of the

Father and the Son, by adopting into itself its impression ; on

the other hand, is productively related thereto, by becoming the

expression for the promulgation of this impression (comp. John

xvi. 13-15). Corresponding to that is the fifth power that

of the passive resignation to the light of love ; and the sixth

that of the distinct and manifest production of the nature

imprinted by God on the doxa as it comes into being. The

fifth is the prototype of the fruitful and moulding water, which

receives into itself, and reflects, the forms of things: for in

Scripture water and light are things very closely bordering

upon one another (Ps. xxxvi. 9) ;
and there is an everlasting

spring of living water, of which it may equally be said that

God Himself is it (Jer. ii. 13, xvii. 13), just as He is light as

that it is in God (Ps. xxxv. 9 ; Apoc. xxi. 6, etc.), just as the

light is in God (Dan. ii. 22). The sixth is the prototype of

the sound or of the voice (^p, Ezek. xliii. 2), which, considered

in respect of itself alone, is the doxa, or glory of the word. The

Holy Ghost reveals Himself in the fifth power rather as the

Spirit of the Father, and in the sixth, rather as the Spirit of

the Son (Logos). In the sixth grade the doxa is the intelligent

and intelligible revelation of the nature of God, and its sub-

stance. But there is still wanting one power, which unites all

the powers together with their contents into a substantial and

compact whole. It is the efficiency of the seventh. As the

1 See the article
"
Geist

" in Oetinger's Biblischem Worterluch.

8 See the article
" Cross" (Kreuz) in Oetinger's Worterbuch.
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sixth power corresponds to the day of the creation of man, so

this seventh power answers to the Sabbath of creation. Seven

is everywhere the number of peace. Thus the seventh beati-

tude of the Preacher on the Mount concerns the peacemakers

(Matt. v. 9) ;
thus the seventh of the attributes which, according

to Aboth de-Rabbi Nathan, ch. xxxvi., attend before the throne,
is Peace. The seventh power unites all the powers of the

divine doxa into peace. Its emblem is (Apoc. iv. 3) the emerald,
for green is the most comforting and the mellowest of all com-

binations of colours. The seven spirits are an organization of

sabbatic harmony, and they are this, without beginning and

without end ; for the formation of the doxa is an everlasting,

but never incomplete, becoming. All the seven spirits exist

from eternity in majestic light and peaceful activity of love.
1

" I was by Him," says Wisdom (Prov. viii. 30),
" as His work-

mistress ;

2 and I was daily His delight, rejoicing alway before

Him." The chokma which is here personified is not distinct

from the doxa. The doxa is called chokma (^3n or fiton) so

far as it involves in itself the divine ideas in pre-existent ele-

mentary actuality. Both are sevenfold. The wisdom that is

from above has, in James' epistle (iii. 17), seven characteristics,

as the house of wisdom, according to Prov. ix. 1, has seven

pillars. For the divine wisdom, as the divine doxa, is TTO\V-

Tnn'/aXo? (Eph. iii. 10). In both is reflected the divine nature

and its rich substance. This reflection, as a reflection of the

divine nature, is called doxa ; and as a reflection of the contents

of the divine nature, i.e. of the ideas, it is called sophia, or wisdom.

But both are one. For if the sophia says (Prov. viii. 23),
" I

was anointed a king
3 from everlasting," in what respect does

that differ from the everlasting Sofa of the /3a<7tA,eu9 TWV

alwvwv (I Tim. i. 17) ?

These are the seven spirits or, as we may venture to say,

the seven powers or forms of the divine doxa: spirits, in

consideration of their vitality, spiritually effected, excluding

1 See the beautiful statement of this movement, reciprocal Source and

harmonic Unity, in Rocholl, Beitrdge zu einer Gesch. der deutschen Theosophie

(1856), pp. 57-59.
2
(German, Werkmeisterin. Auth. vers. :

" one brought up with Him."

_TR.)
8
(Auth. vers. :

" I was set up from everlasting." TR.)
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everything material and accidental, pure and simple ; powers,
in consideration of their peculiar manifestation, and the cosmic

operations of which they are the sources of efficiency ; forms,

in consideration of the divine doxa, which they all together in

indissoluble unity, but every one in special manner, show forth.

We have here attempted to solve the problem which Scripture,

without offering its direct solution, proposes to the gnosis that

proceeds from faith. The knowledge of the problem is primi-

tive, for long ago Philo and the Cabbala have striven to solve

it, by placing at the head of the ten Sum/^et? or rf"WDD, a triad ;

and thence deducing a heptad the seven brooks into which the

ocean of the divine nature is divided.
1 But in these attempts

there is missed not only the inward necessity, but also all

scriptural foundation that is in any measure satisfactory.

Moreover, the seven names are only names of divine attributes

(as 1 Chron. xxix. 11), from which attributes the reference of

the typical relation of the human soul to the divine doxa is

wholly incapable of being drawn out ; and apart from all, the

gloom in which these attempts grope after the mystery, is set

aside by the New Testament unveiling of the trinity of the

divine nature. Whether our endeavour, which for the most

part is due to Jac. Bohme,
2

approaches to the truth, will now
be proved, as we come to confront the archetype with the copy.

1 v. Grossmann, Qusestionum Philonearum, Pt. i. p. 241, and the late

works of Franck and Joel on the Cabbala, but especially that of Molitor

(Philosophic der Geschichte oder tiber die Tradition, 4 vols.), besides its

replies by Hamberger (Die hohe Bed. der altjud. Tradition, 1844) and

Rocholl (Beitrage, 1856). The three last named Christian scholars assume,
after the example of Mirandola and Knorr von Rosenroth, a too respectful

attitude to the Cabbala. This latter is not without lights (see e.g. above,
Div. II. Sec. VI.), but it is full of false lights. Above all, there requires

historical criticism to distinguish the actually old tradition from the mediaeval

and new.
2 Naming him, I cannot forbear recalling the words of Lavater in his

review of his physiognomical predecessors :

" And then I name one more,
absit blasphemia dicto, Jacob Bohme ! "Whether we laugh now or weep,

probably nobody had more natural perception, feeling of nature, or sense

of the language of nature, than this unintelligible theosophist. Doubtless

our dictatorial journalistic age will finely impale this thought, and cry,

Crucify him ! I know that I have friends, who, from love to my theolo-

gical and philosophical reputation, would be sufficiently weak-hearted and

good-hearted to buy out of this page these four or five lines with as many
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As the divine doxa is related to the tri-personal spiritual

nature of the Godhead, so the human soul is related to the per-

sonifying human spirit. But the same process, which in respect

of God falls into the domain of self-consciousness, and of that

freedom which is one with internal necessity, on the side of

man falls into the domain of entire unconsciousness and entire

unfreedom, because man is a creature, and the beginning of

his existence, by which he is a witness to himself of his own
character of a creature, precedes in every relation his own know-

ledge and will. As the spirit of man is the product of the divine

inbreathing, so the soul, by virtue of the continuously operative

impulse of this divine inbreathing, is the product of the human

spirit : its origination is a W (Gen. ii. 7), and thus full of

mystery as all God's creations. The necessity is implanted into

the nature of the created spirit, to bring itself to essential mani-

festation, and, so to speak, spiritually to embody itself. So it

is even with the heavenly spirits, as we see in their self-mani-

festations in visions ; for although they make themselves visible

in such cases in a manner accommodated to human perception,
still the diversity of their forms (e.g. cherub, seraph) points
back to an actual supersensuous externality of their nature.

Not as though the angels also had souls : we could only speak
of the souls of angels, as of a B>jM of God (e.g. Amos vi. 8 ; Isa.

i. 14), by means of an anthropomorphism.
1

Soul, t?S3, is the

louis d'ors, if it were possible ;
but if they were willing, and, if at the same

time a poor man stood by me who might want these louis d'ors, I would

not take them." The rest may be referred to in Lavater's Ausgen. Schriften,

edited by Orelli, iv. 64.

1 The question whether, without contradicting Scripture, we may speak
of the souls of angels, is discussed by Origen, de princ. ii. 8. He considers

that, if by soul is understood a sulstantia rationabiliter sensibilis et mobilis,

it is allowable to speak of the souls of angels. This is certainly true. In

this sense, Philo calls the mid-natures between God and man (the angels

or demons, i.e. Logoi and spirits of the air) everywhere in his works bodi-

less souls
I e.g. i. 431 : san xotl Kotra, rot/ dtpoc, \]/v%6)it daafAotruv hpuru.ro;

ruv ovp&viuu' dyyt'hovg yotp rocg i]/v%oi$ rotvrot; ti'uQs x,c&hiiv 6

The mode in which Plutarch speaks of demons (spirits

of the air) is entirely the same. But the New Testament Scripture, even

where the same might be expected, as in Eph. ii. 2, vi. 12, expresses itself

otherwise. Hahn, Theologie des N. T. i. 404, very justly observes: "The

angels are named irt/ivfioc., but never \]/v%otii living men are called

/,
but never
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peculiar doxa in which the spirit of corporeal natures is reflected.

Therefore Scripture only speaks of souls of men and of brutes.

Even of brutes, for they have souls which are the individual

particularizations of the spirit of life inwrought into universal

nature by the creative spirit of God, which the ancients call-

by a name certainly not to be justified from 1 Cor. ii. 12 l

spiritus mundi. The Scripture acknowledges in plants life

indeed, but no soul. Even although *n
(Ps. Iviii. 9) is not to

be referred to the thorn-bush, yet the notion of the life of plants

is evident from Job xiv. 8, Ps. Ixxviii. 47, Jer. xiv. 30, Jude 12 ;

for only what is living can die. But they do not belong to the

KTicr/jLara e^ovra T/rt^a? (Apoc. viii. 9). The prevalent idea of

an anima vegetativa, which scholasticism adopted from Aristotle,

is foreign to Scripture. They are endowed with life, but not

self-living. The general spirit of life lives in them, contracting

its essence in the grain of seed, and unfolding it in the shoot,

according to the idea of the plant already pre-formed in the

seed. Its wheel of life does not oscillate itself, but it is oscil-

lated ;
as also is that of the lowest of the brutes when just

engaged in the transition to psychical life, and partaking
thereof.

We turn back to the soul of man, to the effluence of his

spirit, which is essentially distinguished from the spirit of the

brute by the fact that it is no individualization of the general

spirit of life, but the immediate constitution of the spirit itself

by God. Before we set out the seven powers of the soul, let

the position be very clearly established, that the soul, made

personal indeed by the spirit, is yet in and for itself impersonal,

as its archetype, the divine doxa or cliokma, of which therefore

we just now said that it is personified in Prov. viii. That the

divine doxa or cliokma is impersonal, although brought forth

from God's will, and pervaded by God's self-consciousness, and

enclosed by God's personality, needs no proof ; thence it follows

of necessity that God, as He has revealed Himself and declared

1 For in this place iruevpei rov xovptov does not mean the Spirit of God,

as it dwells as a created spirit of life, as a physical-psychical power of life

in the world, and even in Christians as men (thus Theod. Schott in the

Luih. Zeitschr. 1861, p. 232) ; but, as the contrast shows, the spirit which

is not from God therefore the principle opposed to God, and operative in

the worldly life, which is breathed into the world by the prince of the world.
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Himself to us, is a tri- and not a quadri-personal nature. That

the soul is impersonal, strange as it may sound, is ajb least no

new view. It is, moreover, the view of all those who attribute

the soul to the corporeity of man, and essentially distinguish it

from his spirit,
the dualism of the Guntherish school, defended

of late by Zukrigl, Gangauf, Esser, and others. But still, if we

only read Gen. ii. 7, we see that man is not already endowed

with soul before the spirit is breathed into him, but that it is

even by that inspiration that he is endowed with soul. And
how could Scripture say that the body without the spirit is dead

(Jas. ii. 26), if the soul belonged to the body? The whole

Scripture, from beginning to end, contradicts this view of a

dualistic distinction of the soul and the spirit. Spirit and soul

are not essentially distinct. Even in Homer, Ovpos and ^f%?;
do not stand in this relation. The view of Nagelsbach, that

6vfi,6<s in Homer is the spiritual, and ^v^y the animal principle

of human life, essentially distinct from the former, has been

already shown to be untenable. That which continues to

flourish of man after death is called ^f%^?
but sometimes also

OujjLos (II. TJ. 131); because both are of one nature, and for the

rest are only separated just as spirit (mind) and soul are. Yet

that trichotomic view which places the soul on the side of cor-

poreity is not absolutely destitute of truth. That which is

true therein is, (1) that spirit and soul are substantially distinct;

and (2) that the spirit, and not the soul, is the personifying

power in man. We have already often seen for what reason

Scripture is accustomed to call the self or Ego of man by the

name of IPBJ : it is because the soul is the medium and link,

and the proper and essential form, of the human personality.
1

But itself is only personal so far as the spirit is immanent in

it ; it is impersonal when we consider it in itself, abstracting it

from the concrete matter of fact. The self-consciousness i.e.

that consciousness in virtue of which man apprehends himself as

Ego and all the functions conditioned by it, belong originally
to the

spirit, and come to the soul only in a derived manner, by
means of the immanence of the

spirit.
2 The spirit is the power

1 The spirit is the essential foundation of man
;
the soul his peculiar

essential form
;
the body his essential manifestation. Thus J. P. Larige,

Dogm. p. 298. The expressions are excellently chosen.
2
Comp. Oehler in Herzog's R.E. vi. 16 :

" The soul is the supporter
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of self-consciousness, and the soul, its place; and the spiritual

soul, its subject, and the whole man, its object.
It has its root in

the spirit. Therefore, when the Scripture speaks of spiritual

functions as such, it never says t?B3, x/rir^,
but always nn,

Trvevpa. Thus, for instance, in 1 Cor. ii. 11, where the writer

is speaking of the self-consciousness of man, probably ^i^
could as little be substituted for irvev^a^ as in Ps. Ixxvii. 7 T?3.

for *nvi, or the a!? which is commonly used in the Old Testament

instead of 1/01)9. Even in 1 Chron. xxviii. 12, where it is said

of David, that he had before him in the spirit the design of the

future temple, ^'??3B would not be allowable in place of HV13.

And although, moreover, JTP is rarely and exceptionally said of

the soul in the sense of higher perception, as Ps. cxxxix. 14,

of the Ego-life, the peculiar self of man, certainly by the power of the

immanence of the spirit ;
but so that this latter is only the personifying

principle, not the human person himself." Fault is found by Oehler, that

I characterize the soul as impersonal in itself
;
but if, according to his own

words, it is indebted for its personality to the immanence of the spirit, it

follows that in itself it is not personal, but is related to the spirit, as, per-

haps, the moon to the sun. Moreover, v. Rudloff, p. 34, says :
" Without

the spirit, the soul would be no reasonable soul, no human soul, would have

no self-consciousness would be no Ego." In other words, man is a per-
sonal anima viva, by virtue of the spirit immediately inbreathed into him

by God (comp. Gen. ii. 7, Prov. xx. 27, 1 Cor. ii. 11) : the spiritual soul

is its proper essential form (forma informans, according to the Aristotelian

expression), but the personifying spirit is the principle and ground of that

essential form which distinguishes him from the brute. V. Rudloff's formula

the soul is the principale, the spirit the accessorium according to this, is

inconsistent with itself. It must be said the spirit is the principale, the

soul the secondarium. When finally, moreover, Zockler (Naturiheologie, i.

734) puts it down as a complete reversal of the true state of the case, that I

should regard the spirit as the peculiar personifier in man, I hold, in oppo-
sition to him, that he himself looks on the spirit as the energetic principle

which completes the personality of man. But if it be that which completes
the person, it is also self-consciousness

;
and if it be self-consciousness, it is

also the personifying power, or with the distinction of a self-conscious

spirit and a soul self-conscious, not through the spirit, but in itself, the

unity of man's natural condition is altogether lost; since that cannot

otherwise be maintained than, as says Schbberlein (Studien u. Krit. 1860,

pp. 153-155), by regarding the spirit from which the soul has existence

and personality, as the absolute divine spirit entered into man, or by

looking on spirit and soul as only two aspects of one substance, or the self-

consciousness of the soul as the self-consciousness of the spirit immanent

in the soul.
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Prov. xix. 2, still in passages such as Ezek. xi. 5, xx. 32, D32 ;

S3

could hardly be said ; as Scripture speaks indeed of an erring

spirit (Isa. xxix. 24) or heart (Ps. xcv. 10), but never of an

erring soul (against which, for two obvious reasons, is not to be

alleged Num. xv. 28) ; because perception of the truth in the

deeper sense is a function of the spirit, and not of the soul.

Just so, in texts such as Judg. viii. 3, Job xv. 13, Isa. xxxiii. 11,

NXV. 4, Ps. Ixxvi. 13, where nn, as often elsewhere, denotes

the spirit of wrath vehemently declaring itself in pantings,
$fiU

could not be used : passionate excitements overcome man, from

his spirit (Eccles. vii. 4), and take possession of him from thence

outwards. And why does Scripture speak of the truly humbled

one 3?"")2CO (broken heart) and nvr&S2n
(contrite spirit)

everywhere naming heart and spirit (Ps. xxxiv. 19, li. 19 ; Isa.

Ivii. 15, Ixvi. 2, etc.), and not soul? For the reason that the

selfish Ego-life which penitence breaks down has its root in the

heart, and the self-consciousness, from whose fallacious elevation

penitence brings down, has its seat in the spirit. Similarly,

according to the New Testament mode of expression, which in

this respect is still more stringent, the renovation of man's

person-life has its seat in the irvevfjia or 1/01)9 (Rom. xii. 2 ; Eph.
iv. 23) : it is there that man receives the testimony of his

adoption (Rom. viii. 16). For that man is
i|rir^i/<co9,

i.e. that

the ^v^yj has become that which designates his person-life, is

the result of sin. But, moreover, this psychical self-conscious-

ness is the self-consciousness of the spirit only psychically
determined. For the soul is, indeed, the very counterpart of

the spirit ; but not as the Logos is of the Father, but rather as

the doxa is of the Trinity. It is of similar nature with the

spirit, but not similar to it. The psychical functions which

are the types of the spiritual, correspond to the spiritual func-

tions, but are not like to them : they are rather the broken rays

of their colours. The soul is no Ego, distinguishing itself from

the spirit. The self-consciousness which forms the background
of its spirit-copied functions, is that of the spirit from which

it has its origin, and of which it is the organ made essential

by the spirit-corporeity of man, and the first sphere of its

operation.

The existence of the soul has its origin in the spirit, and,

indeed, in its struggles to reveal itself. It reveals itself first of
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all to itself, and tins its revelation of itself to itself is the soul.

In order to have any deep understanding of the sevenfold

character of this, we must enter in thought into the process, by
means of which, when God breathed into man the spirit in

God's likeness, immediately therefrom proceeded the soul. In

doing this, we are conceiving as separate and consequent, what

in reality was associated without place, and contemporaneous
without time. Still we are at liberty to do this, because that

which we are conceiving as distinct is absolutely separable ; and

that which we are conceiving as consequent actually forms a

chain of cause and effect ; and that in such a manner, as that

every effect is always again the cause of a subsequent effect.

The beginning and basis of the soul's existence are the three

constituent fundamental powers of all life D^n that of con-

traction, of expansion, and of rotation. At the first stage, it is

substance contracted into itself
;

at the second, striving away
from itself, and out beyond itself ; at the third, fallen into the

restlessness of becoming ; the effect of the first power, and the

counter effect of the second, begets, for instance, an excitement

or commotion, which becomes a revolution (Tpo%o<s yevecrews), as

the soul, coining into existence, has in itself no satisfaction, and

still is not willing to lose itself : for in every moment of self-

comprehension, it urges itself away from itself, and in every
moment of this avoidance of itself, it comprehends itself. The

impelling power of the process is the spirit, which is engaged
in producing a living likeness of itself a likeness of its own

light, threefold, nature. The constituting of the soul, as of a

living thing, is the founding of this likeness. The purpose of

the process is light, in the divine spiritual sense. Embracing

itself, the soul is dark ; fleeing itself, it presses outwards to the

light ; oscillating on itself, it is, as it were, in birth-pains (comp.
^n

?
to revolve, circumagi, to bring forth). The form in which

it proceeds out of this agony of becoming, is, however, not at

first light, but fiery. In the fourth power, that of breaking

forth, fire and light are distinguished.

Fire and light ! If to any person this sounds too purely

physical, let him consider that the life of fire is a scriptural

designation of the selfish life of self
;
and the life of light a

scriptural designation of the self-life, after the likeness of God
or the spirit.

These two several kinds of the self-life are dis-
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tinguished in the fourth power. The form of the spirit, which

is the central agent of the process, here comes to light : the

self-life of the soul in itself, transforms itself here to self-life

in the spirit. It becomes the life of love, which is turned in

love towards the spirit. Therefore the next power is that

of perception (atcr^o-t?), of reflection, or of spirit-like recep-

tivity : the soul surrenders itself passively and receptively to

the
spirit, and becomes, as it were, impregnated with its thoughts :

the substance of the spirit becomes, as in a copy, that of the

soul. And by means of the sixth power that of manifestation,

of revelation, or of spirit-like productivity it reveals this con-

ceived substance, serving to the spirit as a means to imprint the

spiritually formed material of its consciousness on words which,

before they pass over by means of the organs of speech into

sensible externality, already bear on themselves the pre-formed

complete determination of the word which is to be outwardly

dispersed in sound : for as the soul, on the one hand, is the

mirror in which the outer world is reflected to the spirit ; so, on

the other hand, it is the workshop or laboratory in which the

spirit forms its thoughts into words, and, as it were, embodies

them. For the \6yos eV&a^ero? of the spirit becomes \6<yos

TTpocfropiKos in the soul ; and it is there that the word, with its

sound and its form of speech, is made ready, before it comes

forth as
fytovr] prjfjidrwv (Heb. xii. 19) into sensible perceptibility.

The seventh power embraces all the former in one harmonious

organic unity : it is the power of substantiality ;
for the powers

of the soul that have been referred to, are not its inherent attri-

butes distinct from the soul ; all these powers together are the

substance of the soul itself ; and therefore the seventh is that

in which the spirit-resembling essence of the soul is sabbatically

completed.

But in all this we have only considered the nature of the

soul in its intercourse with the spirit ; but not yet, as we shall

do later, in its aspect towards corporeity and the outer world ;

for primarily, as has been said, it is the extern alization of the

spirit itself. And in representing its origination, we went

back to the primeval process ; because, after the loss of the

spirit's
likeness to God, the soul's presence still only makes

itself perceived by its primeval going forth from the divinely-

imaged spirit.
For the soul has lost by the fall nothing of its
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sevenfold substance only its spirit-resembling determination.

The fifth and sixth powers, which brought the spirit-resembling

nature of the soul to its completion, are still only the remaining
outlines of a failing type the forms that are left of a lost sub-

stance, but still only truly intelligible from this their original

constitution and destination.

The soul thus consists, in conformity with its archetype

the divine doxa of seven powers.
1 As are the seven spirits to

the Spirit of God, unfolded in a sevenfold aspect towards the

world, so is the soul to the human spirit unfolded in sevenfold-

wise towards the body. It resembles as we say with Luther

in his exposition of the Magnificat the candlestick in the

sanctuary, with its seven branches and lights ;
for this, as it were,

is an embodied doxology of the church 2

giving back sevenfold

to God in the echo of praises, the sevenfold glory in which He

has revealed Himself (comp. the psalm of the seven thunders,

Ps. xxix. 1). The holy candlestick, rightly understood, is thus,

in reality, a fitting type of the human soul, which indeed is

for that reason called *li23.
3

Its constitution, as we have shown,
is sevenfold. There are seven circles : the first (contraction) is

the narrowest ; the centre, which here still is concealed in its

1 How even apart from Jac. Bohme (v. Hamberger, LeJire Jac. Bourne's,

p. 129) and Pordage psychology strives after such a sevenfold expres-

sion of powers, is shown by the Religions-lehre of C. A. H. Clodius (1808),

pp. 122-125, the author of Eros and Psyche, an ingenious poem of a psy-

chologic and religious character, that appeared after the poet's death, in

twelve cantos (1838). And Flacius' representation of the genesis of the

faith in Thomasius, Dogm. iii. 2, 185, offers an analogue of our psychical

sevenfold nature. But the knowledge of the gospel beginning to soften

the sting of conscience is the fourth degree, not the third.

2
Hofmann, Weiss, und Erfiillung, i. 143, has shown that the sacred

candlestick does not signify so much the light proceeding from God, as

rather the light by which Israel makes visible the dwelling of its God, just
as he also has rightly interpreted the visionary candlestick in Zechariah

(ibid. p. 343). The remark of Zbckler, Naturtheol. i. 787, against me,

goes on the mistaken supposition that the candlestick is a symbol of the

Spirit of God in its operation on the spirit of man. The lights burn,

indeed, by being fed with the divine oil of the Spirit. It thus signifies,

in any case, the human endowed with divinely produced light which even

Kbhler misses in his interpretation.
3 The most learned Jewish epigraphist of late times says of the symbol

frequent in Home on the Jewish cemeteries, e.g. of the Via Portuensis the

Menorah (Epigrapldsche Beilrdge zur Geschichte der Juden, in the Jahrb.
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impulse, but typically disclosing itself, is the spirit. In the

fourth power shines forth, for the first time, the spirit-resem-

blance of the soul, while the spirit's
will immanent in the

process maintains the supremacy. In the ternary beyond, is

repeated the first ternary in inverted order ; so that the fifth

power is the correlative of the third, the sixth of the second,

and the first of the seventh. To the expansion according to its

nature (2), corresponds the expansion of the spirit-resembling

nature (6) ; to the excited restless circling round itself (3), cor-

responds the gentle, submissive surrender to the spirit (5) ;

and to the unity of the germinating origin (1), corresponds the

perfected unity in multiplicity (7). The three first powers

correspond to the procreative urgency of the Father's love

reflecting itself in the doxa ; the fourth to the birth of the Son

exhibited in the doxa; the fifth and sixth to the inhalation of

love and the exhalation of love of the Holy Spirit, manifesting

itself in the doxa; and the seventh completes the nature of the

spiritual soul as the image of the threefold spirit, as in the

archetype the nature of the divine doxa was completed as the

image of the threefold Godhead.

The biblical use of PBJ, ^L^T), is conformed to the powers
that we have inferred, on the supposition that the human soul

is the type of the divine doxa. For in respect of the first

power, PM imports the self of man, e.g. Deut. xiii. 7, 1 Sam.

xviii. 1
;
in regard of the second power, $33 imports in the most

manifold reference, desire, longing, e.g. Prov. xxiii. 2, Ps.

xxvii. 12, xxxv. 25, and the internal impulse (Eph. vi. 6 ; Col.

iii. 23) ; in respect of the third power, B*!M implies life, e.g.

Job ii. 6, John x. 11 ; in respect of the fourth power, tPBJ

signifies, in virtue of the immanence of the personifying spirit,

the Ego, e.g. Isa. xxvi. 9 ; in respect of the fifth power, ^23

implies the disposition of mind, as it may be inclined and de-

termined by natural (Ex. xxiii. 9) or by spiritual (1 Pet. ii. 11)

events ; in respect of the sixth power, B>|M implies the expressed

will, Ps. cv. 22 (synon. with ns
?
Gen. xli. 40, as also in the

second meaning (Isa. v. 14) it is synonymous with na) ;
in

respect of the seventh power, $B3 imports the soul in the totality

fur d. GescJi. d. Jud. ii. 282) :
" The candlestick with the seven branches

is a type of that which is placed in the sanctuary, and, according to Prov.

xx. 27, it passes for the symbol of the human soul."
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of all its powers, e.g. Jer. xxxviii. 16, and as the spiritual

medium of the spirit and body, the entire person of man, e.g.

Gen. xlvi. 26. Thus, moreover, the biblical mode of expres-
sion teaches us to recognise the soul, (1) as comprehending
itself ; (2) as stretching itself beyond itself after another

; (3)

as self-living ; (4) as penetrated by the spirit, which knows

itself ; (5) as thus or thus affected ; (6) as speaking, i.e. form-

ing the thoughts of the spirit into audible words ; (7) as united

in one in a multiplicity of powers. And even in the seven

spirits which are named by Isa. xi. 2, our result is confirmed

so far as they without constraint correspond to the seven powers
or forms of life of the soul. For if we consider man in the

position of the restored likeness of God, even as God by His

Spirit dwells in the spirit of man, so God's Spirit proves itself to

the spirit of man, by means of the first power of the soul, as

n nNV nn (comp. Ps. Ixxxvi. 11), in opposition to sinful selfish-

ness ; by means of the second power of the soul, as 'n njn rrn
?

in opposition to sinful craving; by means of the third power of

the soul, as irvoa r\n
y
in opposition to sinful passionateness ;

by means of the fourth power of the soul, as 'n
rni^ in oppo-

sition to secularity ; by means of the fifth power of the soul,

as TO nn
?
in opposition to worldly bondage ; by means of the

sixth, as n^Sl
nvi

?
in opposition to worldly thoughts and customs

;

and by means of the seventh, as ^ft^n T1

"
1

,
i.e. in opposition to the

Turba of all the powers, as the spirit of the wisdom which holds

them all together, and regulates them harmoniously, or still

more biblically expressed (comp. Rom. xi. 33 with Eph. iii. 9),

oeconomically.
1

We do not suppose that we have proved our view of the

sevenfold unity of the soul from the Scripture by these means.

But it is sufficient that it is the not unscriptural result of an

inquiry, towards which we found ourselves led by Scripture
hints worthy of consideration. The capacities of the soul which

psychology is accustomed to enumerate, and copiously to treat

of, are different. We desire to show how our analysis main-

tains its claims in the face of that psychological analysis which

diverges from it.

1 See the admirable recapitulation of this paragraph in Goschel, Der

Mensch, diesseits undjenseits, p. 37.
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THE ESTABLISHED VIEW OF THE CAPACITIES

OF THE SOUL.

SEC. VII.

WHERE, then, it will be asked, are the capacities of perception
and representation, with memory, fancy, and understanding I

where the capacity of feeling, where the faculty of desire, with

inclination and choice ? We formulate the question even as

it is required, when we leave out such faculties as have been

already shown to belong to the spirit, as such (reason, disposi-

tion, free-will). All the capacities named are actually proper
to the spirit-resembling soul, as such. The soul is the perceiver
in us. "Thou hearest, O my soul," says Jeremiah (iv. 19), "the

voice of the trumpet, the sound of war." As it is here said

that the soul hears, so elsewhere, that it thinks, and speaks, and

knows (1 Sam. xx. 4
; Lam. iii. 24 ; Ps. cxxxix. 14) : it must

therefore so far partake in the spirit's capacity of thought and

knowledge, that the faculty of representation is proper to it :

to make to itself anxious representations is called, in Ps. xiii. 2,

^a:a Dtey JVP. Imagination is called, in Eccles. vi. 9,

to conceive, to think with one's self ; Esther iv. 13, 1PBJ3

That memory and forgetting are affairs of the soul, is shown by
Deut. iv. 9. Thus, that passions and affections of all kinds are

declared of the soul, as subject and object, there need absolutely
no special texts to prove : t?BJ indicates in that behalf absolutely
the general disposition of a man's mind, proceeding from events

or circumstances (Ex. xxiii. 9, comp. lB*W
Tja^, 1 Sam. i. 15).

That there is a capacity of desire belonging to the soul, is shown

by the customary phrase Bfej m_K, e.g. Deut. xii. 15, comp. Apoc.
xviii. 14. Nay, P'aj, ^vyy, signifies in that respect absolutely
the longing, e.g. Prov. xxiii. 2, and the thing longed for (Ps.
xxxv. 25). It implies, in contrast to the external urgency, the

impulse (Col. iii. 23) ; and in opposition to the self-dominion

of the
spirit, the internal arbitrary choice.

We have therefore formulated the question which we pro-

posed at the beginning, as it requires. The faculties of the

soul, which are wanting in our representation, certainly belong

Q
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to the soul to wit, in virtue of the fact that it is the copy of

the spirit, and that the spirit is immanent in this its likeness.

But in the arrangement of the deficient faculties of the soul we

have followed the established method, by which it is usual to

place the capacity of perception and of representation first, and

the capacity of desire at the end.
1 This arrangement is never-

theless neither consistent with the fact, nor with Scripture. It

is not according to Scripture ;
for in the idea of $|M, ^f%^, as

Scripture uses it, is altogether manifest the characteristic of

desire, predominant over everything, and pervading everything;
so much that l?B3 even signifies by metonymy the most external

bodily organs of desire, the mouth and throat (Isa. v. 14), and

the stomach (Isa. xxix. 8, xxxii. 6 ; Prov. vi. 30) ; and similarly

the counterpart of appetite food (Isa. Iviii. 10), and the means

of providing the daily bread (mill and mill-stone) (Deut. xxiv.

6) ;
and $W arn (Prov. xxviii. 25) is broad-souled, as opposed

to greedy, covetous (narrow-souled).
2

Generally, Scripture con-

siders will, knowledge, and experience absolutely as one unity.

We showed this when we treated on the triplicity of the spirit.

We shall prove it further, when we discuss the biblical use of

the word &, /capita. For that in man which thinks and perceives

could not be called in Scripture 3P, /capita, unless the will were

the peculiar central feature in man, which precedes perception,

and comprehends it in itself; while through the perception super-

added, the will becomes self-determination and self-decision.

Arthur Schopenhauer
3 has built his philosophical system on

1
Thus, for example also, in the able psychological compendiums of Jos.

Beck and Christ. Heiur. Zeller, founded as they are on biblical principles.
2 Distinct from J? nrn (Ps. ci. 5), broad-hearted, which is contrasted

with puffed up, arrogant.
3 In his work, Die Welt als Wille und als Vorstellung ; comp. his work

on the will in nature (2d ed. 1854). We might, moreover, have proceeded
above from Schelling ;

for that there is no other means of being able to

know the being and life of the Godhead, as of the soul and of the spirit,

than by the will (that which first of all wills itself, and is not objective)

this is also the fundamental thought of the (later) system of Schelling.

We have, however, avoided it, in order to avoid the false appearance of

being dependent on this system whilst we have the Holy Scripture before

us, and independently follow the guidance of the profound German thinker,

through the study of whom Schelling's thoughtful labours since the inquiries

on the nature of human freedom, 1809, have appeared newly fertilized and

made young.
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the fundamental position, that the thing in the abstract, or the

final substratum of every phenomenon, is the will ; for that it

has been a mistake hitherto to regard will and knowledge as

absolutely inseparable nay, to regard the will as a mere opera-
tion of knowledge, which is the supposed basis of every spiritual

fact. Will and choice were confounded, which latter is only a

mode of appearance of the will. For the will is the agent,

moreover, of all occurrences without cognizance; but choice

is will where knowledge enlightens it ; and thence arise motives,

that is to say, representations which are moving causes to it.

The difference between movements which are arbitrary and not

arbitrary does not concern the essential and primary element,
which in both cases is the will, but merely the secondary the

calling forth of the externality of the will, whether this occurs,

for instance, in the guiding clue of special causes (as in inor-

ganic bodies), or by attraction (as in vegetable-animal life), or

by motives, i.e. through the knowledge of pervading causes (as

in psychico-spiritual life).

These principles are not without truth, if only this were not

abused, in connection with this system, into a foundation of the

most peculiar idealism and wretched atheism, so as to be dis-

figured thereby. Even K. Fortlage indicates the " will or

impulse
"

as the fundamental relation of the psychical nature

as the empiric Ego :
" the impulse," says he,

1 "
is built under

all being as its deepest foundation." And Hinrichs, although

distinguishing will and impulse, in opposition to Schopenhauer,
still defines all life as the appearance of impulse, inasmuch

as in his work,
2 which exhibits very ably the essential like-

ness and essential difference between brute and man, he

proceeds from the position,
" that the feeling of self is the

foundation of the possibility of life, inclination or impulse the

internal condition of its coming into existence : the possible
life in the feeling of self, which as such is an inseparable

unity, is rendered effectual by inclination." On our side, we
maintain that experience attributes to inclination, not to the per-

ception of self, the priority. For the sense of self of the living

nature awakens in the degree that the inclinations natural to it

i.e. innate, stimulated by sensational allurements, and ideas

associated therewith begin to express themselves, a process
1
System der Psychologic, i. 464. 2 Ueler das Leben in derNatur, 1854.
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of development which reaches back even into the still restrained

life of the foetus swimming in the amniotic fluid of the womb.1

The inclination aroused by sensations and ideas, and thus found

in existence by them, is, however, the lowest ground-form of the

will, willing in the light of self-consciousness ; yet, as appears
from the fact that the willing power can transplant itself, by
virtue of its will, into the position of unconsciousness, not

first begotten by self-consc.'ousness. At least the Godhead
would not be causa sui, if its being, and even its self-conscious-

ness (as we have seen in Div. IV. Sec. IV.)? na<^ not wu
^j

an<^

indeed, will purely self-determining from itself (without stimulus

from without) as its primitive ground, or, as we might even say,

as here is the limit of all thought losing itself in the infinite

its no-ground. God is prior to all will, for He is love ; and to

love, SHX, is before all, to will,
rn

(HJK), avere (corresponding
to the Vedic root av, to desire, to love) : true love is good-will

itself. But even elsewhere, Scripture does not make the will

subsequent to perception.
"
Scriptura de cogitationibus," says

M. F. Roos, with careful consideration,
2 " non ita loquitur ut

voluntatem vel volitiones sejungat, quemadmodum id in scholis

philosophorum fit, qui discrimen inter intellectum ac voluntatem

ingens constituerunt et intellectui regimen, voluntati obsequium
attribuerunt." " What is will ?" asks Oetinger ;

3 and answers,
" My soul is pure will, nisus indifferens, which is first determined

by certain objeclis and becomes sui conscius ; so that, as it were,

the will gives birth to the understanding by the objecta." This

answer is scriptural. All existence, njn ?
is in its deepest source

will, njK (comp. t^'iM rnn, Mic. vii. 3, for H^ 4

) ; for which reason

also an immediate 0e\ew (John iii. 8), i.e. a Oe\t,v not produced

by the way of knowledge, is attributed to the entire life of nature

unconscious of itself. But in the latter instance the question
of the priority in the Godhead itself is decided in favour of the

will. Therefore, when we considered the triplicity of God as

the archetype of the triplicity of the spirit, we everywhere gave
will the precedence before thought and knowledge. According

1 See Kussmaul, Unlersuchungen uber das Seelenleben des neugeborenen

Menschen, 1859.
1 Fundamenta Psychologist ex S.S. Collecta, p. 182.

8 In his work on the Psalms, p. 627.

4
See, on nin (whence inn), Mart and infa'ane, Hupf. on Ps. T. 10.
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to Scripture, the will is the root of the Godhead and of the

spirit, having its primary existence in God, and consequently

also the root of the soul, having its primary source in the spirit.

Although, therefore, in our view of the soul, the faculty of

desire seems to be omitted, yet, in case the seven powers com-

prehend it in themselves, it will probably be contained in the

first of them. And thus it actually is. For what is the first

power wherewith the being of the soul commences, other than

a will as yet immediate, having no object but itself, embracing

itself, and therefore dark? In the second power the immediate

will is already become an effectuated will with a motive. There

is associated with it the idea of a purpose placed outside of

itself ; and this idea becomes a motive which forces it out of its

immediate existence within itself : desire has here stepped forth

from its mere reference to itself, and has become impulse.

In the third stage we find passion and conception striving with

one another ; passion seeking to possess itself of the thing con-

ceived, in opposition to other possible conceptions : desire here

appears as arbitrary will, or faculty of choice. Thus, in respect

of its three first powers, the soul is a copy of the spirit's loving

will and loving thought, just as this latter is the copy of the

Father's loving will and loving thought directed towards the

Son. The destination towards which the soul struggles in the

third stage, is that it may press through to a conformity with

the spirit.
This pressing through is carried into effect in the

fourth stage, where the spirit has before itself the soul, as the

image of itself, and the soul has before itself, itself as the image
of the spirit.

Here is the place of the plastic power of the

imagination or fancy (eVflu/^crt?, Acts xvii. 29), which, if it

dissolve the harmony with the spirit, becomes a scene of con-

fusion, of entangled and ignoble phantasms, and not less also

of the faculty of foreboding, since it is here where the soul

is penetrated with misgivings from the veiled depth of the

future, and generally of that which is mysterious, i.e. immediate

perceptions, like lightning, or like glimpses of light.
In the fifth

stage, the soul, pervaded with likeness to the spirit,
is receptive

of the substance of the spirit so formed into it, and is passively

turned towards it. It perceives it, it sensitively reflects it, it

preserves that which is perceived and felt, in all, a true mirror

of the
spirit, which unfolds itself to it as a pattern. Perception,
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feeling, memory, have here their place ; for perception and

feeling (sentire) are inseparable, and memory is nothing else

than the retaining of that which is received by way of percep-
tion and feeling. In the sixth stage, the soul is confirmed in

possession of this important deposit, in that by the power of the

nous (manifesting itself here as understanding) of the spirit

immanent in it, it divides
it,

and arranges, or comprehensively

systematizes it, and translates it into the sound-forms of audible

speech. In the seventh stage, the spirit-resembling nature of

the soul is then completed by the organizing power of wisdom.

Thus, in our view of the soul, none of the faculties are omitted

which are usually enumerated as psychical. Their sequence,

indeed, is different from that which is commonly received, but

it is more accordant with their genesis: we see one unfolded out

of the other in gradual progression. In all, however, it must

not be forgotten that the soul has no self-conscious existence

for itself ; its capacities are the refractions of rays of the

spirit's light ; it is what it
is,

and as what it proves itself, by
the power of personal association with the personifying spirit.

The seven powers of the soul are not the soul's own powers,
but the psychical powers of the spirit itself ; as the " seven

spirits
"
of the Apocalypse are, so to speak, the powers of God

the Spirit, and especially of His Spirit, brought into operation
as the doxa, or in the way of the development of His glory. The

understanding (H3'3, &V9, 0/?e^e?, avvea^) is a mode of opera-
tion of the reason psychically effected

(i
3^, ^V?, i>o09, fyz/wtri?

1

),

Job xxxii. 8, 1 Cliron. xxii. 12, 2 Chron. ii. 11
;
and wisdom

(ncon^ (ro<f)ia)
is in the highest sense a mode of operation of the

knowledge of the spirit (njn, yvwo-is) psychically carried into

effect : for as God has <yi/wo-fc9, so far as Pie knows Himself the

Triune, but
a-o(f>ia

in relation to His doxa and to the world
;
as

7^0)0-^9 and crotyla (Rom. xi. 33) are so distinguished, as that the

former is the knowledge of God, by means of which the world's

history with all its intricacies and abysses is eternally known to

Him, but the latter is the wisdom of God, by means of which

1 It is a very just tact by which Luther (although not consistently, still

very generally) translates n^B, n^3fi, <p/&z/$, GUVSGIC, by "understanding,"

andfljn, ^3b yvutrts, Xo'yo?, vovs (vinpoi), by "reason;
1 '

comp. especially

Prov. xviii. 15, xix. 25, xxi. 11.
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He has established for the world's history its destination, and

selects the right means to lead it towards this destination the

design and substance of the ol/covo/jbia rov fjLV(TTr)plov (Eph.
iii. 9) ; even so

<ro(/>/a,
as the completion of the nature of the

human soul, is the typically reflected knowledge of the spirit

itself, in the harmonious disposition and regulation of all its

powers. All wisdom, which pertains to the spiritual soul by
virtue of the immanence of a spirit detached from God, is

tyv%iKr) in an evil sense (Jas. iii. 15 ; comp. on the other hand,
Col. i. 9).

The soul has, however, not merely a side turned towards

the spirit, but a side turned towards corporeity and the world.

But before applying ourselves to the consideration of this

aspect of the soul's life, we have to deal with a weighty objec-

tion. According to the usual view, the spirit's life is related

to the soul's life, as its blossom and flower
; according to our

view, it is its root. The human process of development

appears to contradict this view, to which we attach ourselves

on the ground of Scripture. It is this which we are now

engaged to investigate.

THE COMMENCEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF
THE THKEEFOLD LIEE.

SEC. VIII.

WHEREVER the Holy Scripture speaks of the act of begetting
and conception, e.g. Ps. li. 5, it speaks of it as of a fact to which

is referred the beginning of the being and the threefold life of

the whole man of man absolutely and without exception entire.

Even the male or female sexuality is already distinguished

according to Scripture in this moment of commencement (Job
iii. 3 ; Luke i. 36).

The embryo is called in Hebrew Di?i (Ps. cxxxix. 16). As
is known, the embryo does not lie straight, but so that the front

of the head is inclined forwards to the front of the belly ; the

extremities are folded, and all is as much as possible thrown
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into the form of an egg. The Israelite had skill in this know-

ledge, in consequence of the practice then frequent in war times

of laying open the womb of the mother (nftfj 2J53, 2 Kings
viii. 12, xv. 16 ; Amos i. 13 ; Hos. xiv. 1). A more significant

word for the embryo could hardly be found than that tAa,

ierived from D/3, to roll together.
1

The development of the embryo, to the wisdom of the

Israelite, stands for one of the profoundest mysteries. "As
thou knowest not what is the way of the wind," says the

Preacher (xi. 5),
" nor how the bones do grow in the womb of

her that is with child" (as thou knowest not the growing of

this into a man) ; even so thou canst not know the works of

God, who maketh all." " I know not," says the mother of

the seven in the time of the Maccabees to these her children

(2 Mace. vii. 22), "I know not how ye came to being in my
womb ; neither gave I you spirit and life, nor did I arrange
the members of you (aTo^elcoa-tv SiepvOpricra)." Two poetic

passages of the canonical Scripture speak at large of this

mysterious development. We translate them : first of all,

vers. 13-16 of the 139th Psalm of David :

" For Thou hast brought forth my reins.

Thou inweavedst me in the womb of my mother.

It was a fearful wonder, therefore I thank Thee.

Marvellous are Thy works !

And my soul knoweth it right well.

My bones were not hidden from Thee

When I was made in secret,

Variously wrought in the lower parts of the earth.

Thine eyes did see me as an embryo,
And on Thy book were they all written

;

The days of the future, of which none existed then."

Then verses 8-12 (one strophe) from ch. x. of the book of

Job:
" Thine hands have formed me and fashioned me

Altogether round about
;
and now Thou hast destroyed me.

Remember still, that as clay Thou hast fashioned me
;

And wilt Thou change me into dust again ?

The LXX. translates dxetripy OKJTOV [tov, Symmachus,
In the Talmuuic, c6j implies the unformed man, especially the still un
formed vessel.
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Hast Thou not poured me out in form as milk,
And allowed me to curdle like cheese ?

Thou clothedst me with skin and flesh,

And interweavedst me with bones and sinews.

Thou hast shown to me life and grace,

And Thy protection defended my breath."

The most important matter to us in these two passages is this,

that the female uterus is called pK n^Jjinn.
1

It is called thus,
as the secret workshop of the earthly principle, with the same

reference back to the first origination of man's body from dust

of the earth, as when Job ( i. 21) says, "Naked came I out of

my mother's womb, and naked shall I return thither again."
This back reference is expressed according to both aspects, when,
on the one hand, it is said of Elihu (Job xxxiii. 6),

"
Behold,

I am, even as thou thyself art, of God : I also am moulded
out of the clay;" on the other hand, ver. 4 :

" God's Spirit
hath made me, and the breath of the Almighty hath given
me life." In the origination of every man is thus repeated,

according to the view of Scripture, the mode of Adam's
creation.

But if it be the case that the primeval coming into being
is the type of every following instance, we are not, with Fr.

Nasse,
2
at all to assume in respect of Gen. ii. 7, that the child has

no soul of its own until its birth ; but, on the contrary, the sub-

stance of the germ from which man is developed must be taken

for an interaction of body and spirit effectuated by the soul,

which proceeds from the spirit ; and this view is to be held

although it cannot be proved by inquiry, and has the apparent
evidence against it. Thus (1) the view is objectionable, that

the body is even from its first beginning the image of the soul

embodying itself.
3 " When we suppose," says K. Heyder,

4 " that

1 Reuchlin had previously interpreted briefly and well in his Rudimenta

(1506) : Contextus sum in inferioribus terrae id est in matrice.
2 In the Appendix, "of the Animation of the Child," Zeitschr. fur die

Anthropologie, 1824, i., and 1825, iii. In both, the author depends on

Gen. ii. 7.

3
So, for instance, the author of the Seelenfreundlichen Briefe (1853),

p. 57, and especially J. H. Fichte.
4 In his notice of the Wagnerian work on the struggle about the soul,

Zeitschr. fur Protest. 1857, p. 345. Just thus decides A. Zeller, art.
" Irre"

in Ersch and Gruber's A.E.
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God has endowed the soul with anything of creative power, by
which itself produces its own bodily appearance, and, indeed, in

such a manner that, by divine contrivance, its previously existing

material offers itself as the conditioning of its operation, we

think that we are not therein coming into contradiction with

the Holy Scripture." As a recommendation of this opinion, the

observation is premised, that in general
"

it is not the purpose
of Scripture to give us scientific disclosures on the problem of

the union of body and soul." But, however that may be, the

Scripture certainly has a fundamental view on the relation of the

soul to the body, which it holds unchanged from its first page
even to its last

; and this fundamental view, it must be conceded,

is decidedly dualistic. This decisiveness is not diminished by
the fact, that it none the less comprehends the union of body
and soul as an internal and essential fact. The narrative of

creation (Gen. ii. 7) which certainly has another purpose than

that of making scientific disclosures is actually, with respect

to this its other purpose,
1
the most express protest against monism.

And as in this foundation text, so throughout, Scripture con-

siders body and soul as distinct creations of God, and the latter,

not as that which produces the body, but only as that which

enlivens it; as also the brute soul has not formed to itself its

own body,
2 but it is the constitution of the creative Spirit, which

came forth at the divine call to being, at the same moment
with the body. Nevertheless the origination of the child differs

from that of the first man in this respect, that certainly the

beginning of the individualized corporeity absolutely coincides

with the beginning of the individual soul that vitalizes it ; so

that, from the first moment of its beginning to be, the embryo
is a germinating concrete unity of body and soul. And, more-

over, it is true, that from this first moment the soul is a co-

efficient factor of the bodily development ; but it is false to say

(2) that it is a plastic or organizing principle of this develop-

ment,
3 and the body only the external formation of the soul's

inner natural life, effected by attraction from the natural world

1 See thereupon Drechsler, in my Commentary on Genesis (I860),

p. 138.
2 Thus Keerl, Schopfungsgeschichte, pp. 575-578.
8 Thus e.g. K. Ph. Fischer, in his Anthropologie (1853), see especially

sec. 82.
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of the corresponding material.
1

This view is only another

variation of that which has just been rejected, which makes the

soul a productive principle. For if the soul, according to an

idea dwelling in it, forms the material beginning of the body
into a skilfully articulated organ of itself, it is the creator of

the body, although it does not bring it forth out of nothing,
but out of a plastic chaos. And this is contrary to Scripture,
and contradicts itself. It is contrary to Scripture ; for, look-

ing to the history of creation in Gen. ii. 7, the skilful struc-

ture of the body is prior to its endowment with soul ; and in

the origination of the child, the body, according to Scripture,

equally as then, is God's structure, and the soul, equally as then,

God's inspiration, equally, although effectuated by those who

beget it,
inasmuch as the creative impresses of the primitive

beginning are continuing to operate in the act of procreation.

But, moreover, it confutes itself ;
for if the origination of the

body and the origination of the soul absolutely coincide, so that

neither of the two precedes the other, then the body is, even in

the first moment of its individualization, a germ, preformatively

bearing in itself the idea of its development,
2

a D/3, i.e. an

undeveloped thing, but a thing capable of development out of

itself; in conformity with that capability, it is already all that

it subsequently becomes ; and the final impelling cause of its

development, according to Scripture, is God, not the soul. To
understand this, it must be remembered that the elementary

germinating substance of the body, even apart from the soul, is

not an absolutely dead mass. It has already a part in organic

nature-life, although as yet it is not individually living. It

is indeed fructified from the father's life
;

it is rooted in the

mother's life ; it is pervaded by powers from which its vege-
tative development may be comprehended even without the

addition of a soul. But there is implied in the preformative
idea of this development, that the corporeity has to be moulded

1 Thus literally Schoberlein, Jahrbb. 1861, p. 47.
2 We know well what modern psychology is pleased to say against this :

"
It is nothing but a phrase which pretends to satisfy, bub dissolves in

the hand that would grasp it to say that it is the idea of the creature

involved in the egg, which is confirmed by the derelopment, and that the

idea is awakened by fructification." Bergmann-Leuckart, Vergleichende

Anatornie und Pliysiologie, 1855, p. 572. Assuredly ideas cannot be grasped
with hands.
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into a suitable organ of the soul. The soul is thus the purpose,
and link, and support of this growth into being : it is the self-

living centre, round which all the atoms of the body are grouped
and arranged. Certainly also it influences this growth into

being, in that it not merely lets it happen that a body forms

itself, but it operates for this purpose, that a body correspond-

ing to this soul, in such or such a way determined, should

form itself to it thus conceiving for the growth into being of

the body the stamp of its individuality. So far it is, as the

unity of the end of this growth into being, so also the unity of

its foundation, but not absolute, only in a certain measure.

A third view is confuted by that resemblance which Scrip-

ture assumes between the act of procreation and the primeval

act of creation. For instance, (3) it has been often and much

taught, under manifold modifications, that the spiritual soul, free

in itself as it forms its real external organization (the body),

so further, by spontaneous relation to this organization, de-

velops also its ideal spiritual nature, or internal organization,

which is the medium of its self-realization into the concrete

spirit,
or to the spiritual personality.

1 The human soul (in this

respect distinguished from the brute soul) is thus, as it were,

b, priori spiritual, but only potentially so : the spirit does not

become actual until the soul realizes this potency, and thus

completes itself. This is not only the prevailing philosophical

view, but also the theosophic view, although the latter considers

the process of development not as physical, but ethical. It

pertains to the fundamental views of J. Bohme, and his great

interpreter Fr. Baader, that the soul has its primitive standing

in the fire-life of the Father, which is as well a longing after

light and existence, as the power towards both
;

that in it is

implanted by the Son, as the bearer of the world of ideas, the

idea or the divine image of human destination ; and that it has

in the body the essentiality, which must come to a spiritual

conformation through the Holy Spirit by His actualizing

that idea, and so making the soul itself spiritual.
2 We will

not dissemble it, but, on the contrary, in love for the truth,

we will most urgently declare it,
that this is the point at which

our conception of the relation of soul and spirit has to undergo
1 See K. Ph. Fischer, Antliropologie, sec. 84.

8 See J. Hamberger, in the second Appendix of this division.
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the hardest and most decisive trial. Here is the motive which

first decided me, after long delay, to allow this my system of

biblical psychology to issue to the world a second time. For

whether the development of man is to be placed under a natural

or a spiritual point of view, most weighty considerations occur

to us here. But they still cannot determine me to subvert my
fundamental view. In writing biblical psychology, we are con-

cerned to know whether the fundamental view in question is

biblical ;
and of this foundation we are now as ever assured.

The act of divine inbreathing (Gen. ii. 7) is not appre-
hended by theosophy as endowing with spirit, but as the en-

kindling of the essentials of the soul present in the bodily form,
and the awakening of the idea, or of the spirit-form of the

soul, by the Holy Spirit. It is this which calls the soul into

life, and makes manifest the idea in it, which primarily is a gift,

but at the same time a charge, so far as the soul is to allow it

now to attain form in itself, and, as Baader expresses it, to

become spirit through the inbirth of the idea as seed of the

spirit. But these are thoughts which cannot be read from the

biblical text. For the breath of life (nischmath chajim) is a

breath of God which not only effects this and that in the con-

struction of the body, but, as is shown -by Gen. vii. 22, Isa. ii.

22, and other passages, enters into man as a continual element

of his nature. Man is henceforth living soul by the power of

the spirit of life, wherewith God has endowed him in a manner
elevated above the origin of the brutes. He is an individual

endowed with soul, and, at the same time, a spiritual person-

ality. The endowing with soul is the consequence of the en-

dowing with spirit, and the endowing with spirit is not previously
the object into which the endowment with soul was developed.
The God-willed object of development is penetration by the

spirit, i.e. spiritual permeation of the whole condition of being,
but not the outworking of the spirit itself. The realization of

the idea is not the becoming of the spirit itself, but the problem

proposed to the threefold spirit with the co-operation of the

seven powers of the soul. In the spirit shines forth the light
which corresponds to the birth of the Son. The entire three-

fold life of man has as its destination to develop itself forth from

its ground of fire to the life of light. The entire man is to

become a child of light by becoming a light in the Lord, the
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everlasting Light which became the Light of the world. This

is the biblical truth of the theosophic view.

The philosophic view of the priority of the soul, and of

its first gradually ensuing self-development into
spirit, not

merely dynamically present, but actual, has, at all events,

experience in its favour, so far as man does not enter except
with advancing growth into the position of intellectual self-

determination j as, moreover, Scripture assumes (Isa. vii. 16).

This gradual progress is altogether undeniable; and, moreover,
we are far from opposing to the proposition that the soul de-

velops itself into spirit, the reverse proposition, that the spirit

develops itself into soul. No ; we concede that we should

thereby be flying in the face of experience. But this conse-

quence is not at all involved in our premiss, that the priority

in relation to the soul belongs to the spirit. For we maintain

this priority with reference to the created origination of the

two, and their position in respect of creation to one another,

but not with regard to the development of the man, which in

general, following the procedure of creation, begins from below

upwards, in order then to complete itself from above downwards.

What results from that premiss, with reference to the develop-
ment of man, is only this : that in the first germinating begin-

ning of man, spirit and soul also are placed together in the way
of germ ; that they both together emerge by degrees into actu-

ality ; and that the life of the soul does not unfold itself, without,

at the same time, the self-consciousness of the spirit glimmering
near it in the background, and so glimmering on throughout
the development. The Scripture at least knows absolutely

nothing of a PB3 developing itself into nvi, of a ^f%^ becoming

TTvev^ua ; rather it supposes, that with the embryonic beginning
of bodily life is produced, at the same time, the beginning of

the spirit's and soul's life. The human life, says a philosopher
who in this matter agrees with us

1

comprises three periods of

development and training, the bodily, psychical, and spiritual,

the characteristic features of which are predominantly denoted

by the age of life of childhood, youth, and manhood. None of

these elements is wholly absent in any one epoch of life ; but

the rest are subordinated to the spiritual, not only manifestly in

1
Windischmann, in Fr. Nasse's Zeitschr. fiir d. Anthropologie, 1823-4,

p. 382.
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the time of greater maturity, but also from the beginning, onfy
in a more hidden manner: in the psychic element they have

their natural effectuation and reciprocal action.

For when, according to Luke i. 25, John even in his

mother's womb was said to be full of the Holy Ghost, it is

plainly assumed that the fruit of the body has not only soul,

but also spirit; for it is precisely the human spirit which is the

organ for the reception of the divine. Besides, moreover, Scrip-

ture relegates secret events, which primarily concern the spirit,

back into the life of the embryo, especially the separating and

sanctifying to a lofty call (Isa. xlix. 1, 5 ; Jer. i. 5 ; Gal. i. 15).

And as well believing love of God (Ps. xxii. 10 et seq., Ixxi. 6),

as self-turning departure from God (Ps. Iviii. 4
;

Isa. xlviii. 8),

are dated back at least without any limits into the period of

infancy, to say nothing of Gen. xxv. 22, Hos. xii. 4, Luke i.

41. It is therefore impossible that the Scripture should so

separate spirit and soul in the child, as that the former should

be only potentially included in the latter. Spirit and soul are

factors, present from the beginning in proportional correlation

in the process of man's development. If the Scripture appa-

rently contradicts this, by saying that the beginning of man is

psychical, and the aim of his development is pneumatical, it is

meant of the ethical development that is to be completed on

the ground of the physical condition. The first position of man
is the implanted or inborn one of psychical immediateness deter-

mined in this or that way ; and from this position he is to pass

over into the self-effectuated spiritual one of all, even to the outer-

most end of the self-determination that rules over the corporeity.

We stand here before a riddle, which, however, is equally

enigmatical, whether we suppose that the soul is the self-copy of

the spirit,
or that the spirit is the culminating point of the soul.

In both cases it is mysterious, that the existence of the spirit

to which it is essential to be conscious of itself begins with a

condition of unconsciousness. For the actual and reflex know-

ledge, especially the knowledge of itself, begins, like the percep-
tion of the sunlight, not until after birth (Eccles. vi. 3-5).

How is it possible, it is asked, that man, beginning to be, should

have spirit without yet having self-consciousness? Personality, as

Philippi teaches in reference to the question, is that which lies at

the foundation of self-consciousness and free self-determination:
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something deeper that peculiar internal nature which is re-

flected in these two forms of appearance that spiritual Ego-ness
of which man becomes conscious in his self-consciousness, and

which, in his self-determination towards the external, he disre-

gards, as is shown in the child in which the Ego-ness is already

present as a germ, and still does not develop itself in conscious-

ness and freedom.1 The fact is true, although its mode of

indication may be questioned. This Ego-ness is the personally

implied, but not yet personally efficient, individuality of man,
which is not so much the essence, as it is rather the ground of

possibility of self-consciousness and of freedom ;
or still more

plainly and definitely, this Ego-ness is the spirit of man itself,

to which self-consciousness and freedom already potentially

belong before they become energetic. The human spirit
is

thus a self-conscious spirit before man becomes conscious of

himself. That is just the enigma. But this enigma is a fact

which could not be otherwise. If spirit and body were to enter

into a unio personalis, it was indispensable that ths spirit

should be subjected to a similar law of development with that

of the body. How this was possible may be guessed, if we

remember that (as has been shown) the basis of the life of the

spirit and of the soul is not knowledge, but will
;
but it can

just as little be apprehended as the unio personalis infinitely

more mysterious of the divine and human nature in Christ.

We experience the actuality of this incomprehensible thing in

ourselves daily. For there are many normal and abnormal

conditions, in which the human spirit is put back into that state

of unconsciousness or restrained consciousness with which its

existence began. And as it has forced itself upwards from

darkness to light, it has (itself herein being a witness of its

conditionally) even now still a gloomy depth, in which every-

thing great that it brings forth is wont embryonically to ripen
2

before it is born into the light.

1
Glaubenslehre, ii. 144.

2 C. Gust. Carus, in his book entitled Psyche, has exquisitely repre-

sented the region of unconsciousness still ever subsisting in the neighbour-
hood of the conscious life of the soul. Also in the work, Sckadel, Him,
und Seek (1854), of E. Huschke, there occur some profound considerations

having reference to this subject.
" In our spirit," we read, p. 186, "there

is constantly active gloom, half gloom, and clearness
;
and while the clear

back into gloom, a gloom is labouring upwards to the daylight of
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But if spirit and soul stand in inseparable causal connec-

tion, and if the spiritual functions of the soul are the beamings
forth of the spirit itself, the development of the spirit in its

normal consummation must of necessity keep equal pace with

that of the soul, and the advance of the spirit must at the same

time be the advance of the soul. And thus it actually is. Of
the child normally developing itself, Scripture says, /cparcuovcrOcu

Trvevjuari, (Luke i. 80, comp. ii. 40, 52). It is readily felt how
almost impossible to be said is KparaiovaOai, ^f%5, for this

reason, namely, because the latter is comprised in the former,

and would have specially suggested the idea of speaking of a

strengthening of the soul in distinction from the spirit there-

fore of a defective development. That for the rest even in

children, and plainly in them, a determinate development of

the three activities of the spirit is possible, no one will doubt,

who remembers that the mysteries of the kingdom are revealed

to infants vrjTrlois (Matt. xi. 25) ; and that God has chosen

TO, fj^wpa roij Koa/jiov to bring to shame the wise (1 Cor. i. 27,

comp. Ps. viii. 2). Precisely in the child that is to say, in

the rightly trained child the spirit comes to the first develop-

ment, which corresponds to its nature of love originating from

God ; and the soul of the child which is not yet clouded by
the gloomy shadows of sensuality, and is not yet thoroughly
disordered by the magic power of the passions is the still clear

lovely mirror of that firstling life of the spirit.

In the commencement and advance of the threefold life of

man, closely considered, there thus appears no counter-proof

against our view, founded on Gen. ii. 7, of the priority of the

spirit in relation to the soul. Undisturbed in our view, we may
advance to the consideration of the aspect of the soul which is

turned towards the body and to the world, just as we have

already more closely considered the aspect turned towards the

spirit.

consciousness." Similarly, J. H. Fichte, and especially Fechner in his

Psychopliysilc (2 vols. 1860), in which he, with a Herbartish application of

mathematics to psychology, seeks to establish the wave-like vicissitude of

consciousness and unconsciousness according to law.
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THE TWOFOLD ASPECT OF THE SOUL.

SEC. IX.

EVERT spirit has its doxa, even as God has ; but not every
doxa is called

t^'aj. Scripture nowhere speaks of souls of the

angels, and only anthropomorphically of a soul of God.1 For
PM

is, in any case, only the doxa of the spirit united with a

material body. Man has a soul, and the brute has a soul.

The soul of the brute is the individualized breathing forth of

the spirit of entire nature ; the soul of man is the self-out-

breathing of his personal spirit. There are always in bodies

living natures, to which Scripture adjudges rrtt^M. With re-

spect to such, God is called "i?*?"^
nnnn t)r6tf (Num. xvi. 22,

xxvii. 16) ;
and with respect to such, He says, Ezek. xviii. 4

(comp. Job xii. 10),
H3H ^ rrtBtojrrb |n. In the idea of K ;SJ

there is thus involved the fact that it is the incarnate doxa of the

1 Ex ea istud (sell, esse Dei animam) significatione commemorari soli-

turn est, qua et manus et oculi et digiti et brachium et cor incor-

porali Deo connumerantur. Thus with great propriety Hilary de trinitate,

x. 58. Beidawi, on the Koran, observes, that God has ruach, but not

nefs; and thus if it be said to God,
" in my soul is not what is in Thy

soul" that the &L&y (a rhetorical figure similar to the Zeugma) is as

if, e.g., the one who possesses a hut were to say to the other who has a castle,

I find myself just as well in my hut as thou in thine. When Scripture

speaks anthropomorphically of a soul of God, there is brought into consi-

deration, man's soul transferred to God, as the means and link of the spirit-

embodied condition of nature. God swears "
by His soul," i.e. by His very

own self. God's soul hates this and that (Ps. xi. 5
;

Isa. i. 14) ;
or abhors

it as repulsive (Lev. xxvi. 11, 30
;

Jer. xiv. 19) ;
or satisfies itself by

punishment (Jer. v. 9) ;
i.e. He Himself, in the innermost depth, and in

the entire circumference of His nature. It is only once said that God's
" soul

"
delights namely, in His servant (Isa. xlii. 1

;
Matt. xii. 18, els o

ivlox-wtv yj tyvxn pov). Even here, soul seems to mean the very deepest

inward self, comprehending the entire condition of nature. Origen (deprinc.

ii. 5) conjectures that the Son of God, who is God's word and wisdom, is

named anima Dei. But this is untenable
;
and altogether, there is only one

single text in which God's soul implies a name of God
;
and this is allied

in meaning to doxa of God, soil. Ps. xxiv. 4, whereupon we have spoken

,'tbove, Div. II. Sec. IV., towards the end.
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spirit that it is the principle of bodily life in the form of the

spirit. In conformity to its nature, it is double-sided:
1

for, on

the one side, the spirit is manifested in it in its own sight;

on the other side, the unity is effected by the spirit through it,

for which the spirit is allied with corporeity.

It is a question of very ancient times, and of history that

reaches into the latest periods, how any reciprocal action is

possible between spirit and body. We refer to the much dis-

cussed suppositions of a physical influx (originated by Thomas

Aquinas) ;
of a divine assistance (to the so-called Occasionalism

of Cartesius :
" Deuin occasione animse in corpus agere et vice

versa) ; of an action upon one another only occasioning, and

furnishing opportunities (the occasionalism as systerna causarum

occasionaliwn of Malebranche and De la Forge); and of a paral-
lelismus inter corpus et animam, by virtue of a harmony pre-

established by God (Leibnitz), as well as to the later strained

attempt to supply the void, either by an idealizing of matter,
or by a materializing of the spirit. Even scriptural-minded

inquirers have not known how to help themselves otherwise

than either by regarding the spirit as the final link in the

advancing process of the centralization of matter, and as such

for its arbitrary counterpart;
2
or than by explaining spirit and

body as two several modes of manifestation of one power, or

one life, as space and time, form and law, perceptibility and per-

ception ;

3
or than by seeking to grasp in any other wav the last

existing element (TO vTrofceinevov) in spirit and matter, as being

essentially one and the same.4

The answer of Scripture is none of all these. If God, who
is spirit, created matter, and if God's Spirit, as we read in the

first page of Scripture, gave life to matter, and formed it,
it

follows of necessity that the created spirit which is originated
from God will be able to exercise a powerful agency upon

matter, resembling the creative power of God and of His Spirit.

1 The soul Haussmann,in his Biblical Doctrine ofMan, 1848, briefly and

well says is a twofold and mediate nature, fleshly and spiritual soul in one.
2
Rothe, Ethik, i. 170.

8
Heinroth, Psychologic, p. 264.

4 Thus v. Schaden, in his work, ilber die Hauptfrage der Psychologic fur
die Gegenwart (1849), according to which the power of extension is that

common substratum.
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It is implied in its nature that it is super-ordinated to matter, and

in its appointment to act through and to pervade matter. And
there is no insurmountable barrier between them, for although

they are opposites, yet, on account of the unity of their final

source, they are no absolute opposites;
1

so little, that the son

of Sirach, in an absolutely scriptural sense, is able to express

the proposition, that sounds so entirely pantheistic, TO irav earlv

auro? (Ecclus. xliii. 27). The powers of the spirit, as of the

matter, have, in a like manner, the actual presence of God in

every created thing as the background that supports them (Jer.

xxiii. 24). All life, individual as well as universal, has, as its

ground of origination and subsistence, as its root and its link,

God's Xcryo? (Ecclus. xliii.
26),

and God's irvev^a (Wisd. i. 7,

xii. 1). There is therefore no need of a pre-established har-

mony. Everything lives, and moves, and subsists, closely

united, and reciprocally attracted to itself in one element, eV

avrq) (Acts xvii. 28).
" As an army is organized by its general,

and is arranged according to his plan of battle," thus speaks
a theological scholar, who stands at the summit of the present
scientific knowledge of nature,

" even so are banded together
the starry hosts and the groups of atoms according to the will

of the one eternal Spirit. This creating and ordaining Spirit

pervades every cell, generates and regulates the flight of every

working bee, according to the eternal purpose of the whole.

Everywhere in nature, the relative contrasts stand in the closest

reciprocity, by means of their higher united nature. That

which generates the galvanic current in the most opposed ele-

ments of the voltaic pile that which gives the living weapon
of defence to the electric eel, by the contact of moist hetero-

geneous parts that which inclines the magnetic needle to the

north, precisely the same creative principle orders and controls

the whole fabric of the world creates and vitalizes the organic
cell arranges the intercourse between spirit and matter, the

association between soul and body. Everywhere the inner

living unity of the larger system rules over all the parts that

1 It is true (as in Div. II. we have already ascertained), as E. Harless

said in his Grenzen u. Grenzgebiete der physiol. Forschurig, p. 27,
" the

unity of the foundation of all things suggests a homogeneity of the things
with one another, and thus is assured the possibility of their substantive

reciprocal action."
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belong to the whole."
1 Above the material stands the power

as the material of materials, and above the power stands life as

the power of powers, and above life stands the spirit as the life

of life, and above all spirits stands God as the Spirit of spirits ;

and there is no solution for the enigma of the reciprocal action

of all things, but this all-effecting and pervading chief monad,
which unites all contraries in itself and through itself, and has

united them in man as in a microcosm, as even in itself it is no

monad in the sense of the doctrine of monads, but the absolute

unity of diverse and infinitely manifold life.

The reciprocal action of spirit and matter is thus explained
on the one hand by reference to the origin and the destination

of the spirit, on the other by reference to the common ground
of existence in God, which systematically includes together all

things (Col. i. 17). The influence of matter upon spirit is,

however, essentially of a different kind from the influence of

spirit upon matter. Spirit acts upon matter by the power of a

conscious will, but matter acts upon spirit when spirit makes

matter the object of its cognizance, which it is able to do by
virtue of its eminence above it (Ps. xciv. 9), and allows it to

act upon itself. There is in matter no will which overpowers
the will of the spirit, but matter becomes manifest to the spirit

in its own Unlit, as when, e.g.,
the narrative of creation says of

God, N"|3 ; and the impressions which are made upon it by
that which was manifest to it are feelings, thoughts, determi-

nations, to which it is decided by reason of that manifestation,

as when, e.g.,
Ps. civ. 31 says that God rejoices in His works,

or when, according to Gen.vi. 2, the daughters of men became

an object of attraction to sin for the sons of God. Matter with

its powers is incapable of carrying its action over into the

region of the spirit. But in that the spirit takes up this or

that material fact into its consciousness, or enters into it with

its consciousness, it may allow that of which it is conscious

to become a moving impulse to one of its three fundamental

powers. Briefly, matter has no power over the spirit, except
so far as the spirit itself makes it to have, for it is the power
over matter.

But hitherto w?e have only had in view the relation of

1 Bohner (pastor in Dietikon at Zurich) in his work, Naturforschung und

Kulturklen (1858), p. 216.
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matter to the spirit as such. In man it is otherwise. In him,

spirit and matter are combined into a personal unity, by means

of which the spirit not only, as we saw Sec. VIII., is brought
under the law of natural development, but also is in many ways
conditioned by matter in a fashion withdrawn from its own spon-

taneity. Here, for the first time, the relation of spirit and matter

becomes really for us a closely veiled mystery ; and Augustine
is quite right in saying that this mystery is in no respect Jess

deep nay, if possible, is still deeper than that of the personal

union of God and man in Christ.
1 We must not indeed forget

that the present condition of man represents to us a condition-

ing of the spirit by matter, which is a deplorable caricature

of the original relation. But even apart from this, spirit and

matter in man are in such wise fenced in, that the spirit is

limited by matter; for development and limitation, which the

former is gradually overcoming, are altogether inseparable.

How are we to explain to ourselves this conditioning of the

spirit by matter in man ? Holy Scripture gives us the dis-

closure on the subject with which we may be satisfied. It

does not explain to us that which is inconceivable physically,

but as it were from God's level.
2

It teaches us that the body is

an image of God, and that God has established the spirit under

conditions of this body, wherewith it may prove itself in progres-
sive strengthening as a power over matter. That is the distinc-

tive task allotted to it, the importance of which, in connection

with the world's entireriess and the world's history,we know. This

present crass materiality is no original creation of God. It came

into existence by the perversion of this (vid. Div. II. Sec. I.).

Man is destined to overcome this perversion. For this purpose the

spirit of man is absorbed into this crass matter, that it may raise

it up again to the lost standing, and to its completion, a result,

however, although the spirit was added to the matter, which could

accrue in no other way than by the Logos Himself becoming flesh.

1
Gangauf, Psychologie des h. Augustinus, p. 308; v. Thomasius, Dog-

matik, ii. G3. On the other hand, it has lately been maintained by Lotze

with much truth, that " in the reciprocal action between body and soul

there subsists absolutely no greater enigma than in any other instance of

causality, and that only the idea of knowing more in that other matter

has begotten the astonishment that here nothing is known."
2
Thus, for example, also Gregory of Nyssa, in Moller, I.e. p. 33.
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Scripture, therefore, opens up to us the mystery, at least so

far as that it gives us to apprehend the reason in the history of

redemption for that which is physically inconceivable. For that

destined vocation man is created, and indeed et? ^v^v ^waav.

The soul is the link between spirit and matter in man, as he him

self, as the unity of both, is the link of all created things. Only,
in man, spirit and matter are united in one individual life, stand-

ing in mutual reciprocity of action ; and that which effectuates

this reciprocal action is the soul, which only in man is an indi-

vidual manifestation of an individual spirit; but in the brute

world, on the other hand, is the individual manifestation of the

general spirit that pervades it. The soul, indeed, is not less

immaterial than the spirit; but yet, by the object of its exis-

tence, it is more nearly and more immediately related to matter

than it.
1

It is, so to speak, the outside of the spirit, whereby
the spirit is personally united to the externality of the body.
It is the speculum conveying to

it,
the speculator, the spectra

of the outer world ; or, moreover, as Augustine permits himself

to say, specula mentis, the watch-tower whence the spirit looks

forth, and receives objects of sight. It is the mirror of the

spirit in twofold relation, as well in respect of the spirit reflect-

ing itself in it again, as in respect of the outer world reflecting
itself in it to the spirit. Besides this one soul, man has no other.

It is this by which the powers of nature, operative in the body,

1 E. Earless, I.e. p. 2G, denounces those who, proceeding from the

erroneous supposition of a specific opposition between spirit and matter,
wish to arrange this opposition by means of an interpolated phantom
which is neither fish nor flesh. This does not concern our biblical-psycho-

logic view, for (1) we indeed separate spirit and matter specifically, but

still recognise a profound homogeneity of both in the unity of their original

ground ; (2) we do not interpolate the Psyche between spirit and body as

a third element, but it stands to us as a phenomenon of the spirit itself
;

and (3) to the question whether it belongs to the side of the spirit or

of matter, we give the decided answer that it is not a mongrel thing, but

of a spiritual nature. The appendix of E. Harless, on the Apparatus of

the Will, Zeitschr. fur Philosophic, 1861, i., is in favour of this our sub-

division. For the nervous system, which is stimulated from without, still

has the Psyche, in which the stimulus becomes a reflex of sensation, as its

background ;
and the Psyche, on the other hand, has as its background

the self-conscious spirit, to which it conveys the sensations, and which

governs the physically caused ideas (perception, form, and inducement of

motion) with the light of thought and the freedom of the will.
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are comprehended into a united life. There is no especial

fleshly soul, and the hypothetic nervous aether, if there be

such a thing, is no soul.
1 Man consists only of three essential

elements, which the Latin language appropriately designates

by the masculine animus, the feminine anima, and the neuter

corpus. The spirit vivifies the body by endowing it with soul.

As God, the eternally Triune, reveals Himself in eternal doxa,

in order to fill eternity, and to fashion it into his heaven; and

as, within the range of history, He lowers His doxa to fill the

temple of Israel ; and as at last the whole earth is to become

the vessel and reflex of His doxa (Isa. vi. 3, comp. Ezek. xliii.

2), so the human soul is the doxa proceeding by the power
of the creative impulse from the human spirit, for the purpose
of filling the body as its house, and of absorbing

2
it into the

region of spiritual life. The trine of the fundamental powers
of the spirit is here developed by the power of creative arrange-

ment into a septet of powers, by means of which the
spirit takes

possession of the body, and propagates even upon it its psychical

image. As the seven spirits of God on the one side are turned

to God as the sevenfold glorious mirror of His threefold

nature, on the other side, to the world as the powers that carry
out the process of the glorious realization of the world-idea ; so

the seven spirits of the soul, or powers of the soul, are on the

one hand turned to the spirit as the sevenfold glorious mirror

of its godlike threefold nature, on the other hand, to the body
as the powers that effectuate the process of its becoming united

into the life of the spirit, or more briefly, of its spiritual ization :

for the body may become pneumatical, because matter and

spirit are only opposites relatively, not absolutely. The soul is

the double-sided mid-nature which unites the two; as the seven-

coloured rainbow, originating from the effect of the sun on the

dark cloud, symbolizes the willingness of the heavenly to per-

1 V. Rtidloff (Lehre vom Menschen, p. 90) regards the nervous spirit as

the anima, the principle of animal life.

2 Gbschel (Letzte Dincje, p. 181) strikingly calls it Personation :
" The

personality which has its root in the self-consciousness of the spirit, is in

man the principle of development ;
for the process of development sub-

Bists essentially in progressive penetration and personation of the entire

organism." Augustine has previously used personare in a similar way,

when, for example, he says, Deus est qui nos personal.
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meate the earthly, and, according to the tradition, is the bridge

(t/^9 from eipeiv) between heaven and earth.

I think that thus we gain a profounder glimpse into the

essential condition of man, than when Philo regards the soul,

considered in Plato's sense, as tripartite (\6<yo$, Ovpos, eiri-

6vpia\ as "the reflected brightness of the blessed, thrice

blessed nature of the Godhead"
(ii. 356) ; or when Augustine

(de symlolo) says,
" Homo habet tres partes, spiritum, animam,

et corpus, itaque homo est imago S. S. Trinitatis" (although

he elsewhere limits the resemblance to the three fundamental

powers of the spirit-soul), and when later writers suppose, in

conformity with this fallacy, that the body corresponds either

to the Holy Spirit
1
or to the Son.

2 Both views are prodigies.

That the human body should correspond typically to one of the

three persons of the Trinity, is in itself a notion unworthy of

God. If we say, on the other hand, spirit, soul, and body are

related as are God, doxa, and the world, we therein maintain

as well God's supramundane spirituality as man's likeness to

God, and microcosmic world-position closely connected there-

with. For man's resemblance to God does not merely subsist

in the fact that God's nature is imaged forth in him, but, more-

over, that God's relation to the world is so typified. As it is

the object of the world's development that the thrice-Holy

should, so far as it is permitted by creature limits, assimilate it

to Himself by filling it with His doxa ; so it is the purpose of

1 J. F. Von Meyer, Glaubenshhre, p. 71, and previously Goschel, in a

wholly peculiar manner. V. Kudloff (Lelire, vom Menschen, p. 102) also

places spirit, soul, and nefesch (= nerve-spirit) in typical relation to the

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Even Witt draws the nerve-spirit herein

into the parallel, remarking, p. 138, that if anything in man corresponds
to the divine doxa, it is not the soul, but rather the nerve-spirit (sa vore

det val snarare nervanden).
2 Thus the author of the work, Der MenscJi nach Geist, Seele, und Leib

dargestellt, Diisselthal 1844. And equally (Seele Abbild des Vaters, Leib

Abbild des Sohnes, und Geist Abbild des h. Geistes) Zockler, Naturtheologie,
i. (1860), 727, where (p. 739) more ancient defenders of this conception of

the relation are named, among whom, however, J. Bbhme is reckoned, only

according to expressions entirely misunderstood. According to Bohme, the

body is an image of the essentiality ^_^ effected by the spirit, which
forms the dwelling, the enclosure, f/\\ and, as it were, the body of

the Ternary. The emblem thereof is
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the development of corporeity, that the spirit, which bears in

it the form and the idea of the thrice-Holy, should, so far as is

permitted by the boundary drawn between matter and spirit,

assimilate it to itself, by taking it up by means of the soul into

its own region, and imprinting upon it the full effect of its own
likeness to God. This is the scriptural parallel. Between its two

members there subsists, according to Scripture, even the closest

causal relation. For, in proportion as the body of man is the

reflection of the spirit-resembling soul, the world also is the reflec-

tion of the God-resembling doxa. The glorification of the world

has its point of issue in the glorification of the human body. This

latter is a microcosm, not alone in respect of its construction i

1

it is so, moreover, as the first object of man's worldly calling,

and as the historical centre to which the circle of the micro-

cosm is contracted ; for, according to the fundamental view of

Scripture, the history of man is the heart of the history of the

world. In it is decided the future of heaven and of earth.

But if the body is destined as the microcosm, and in it the

world as the macrocosm, to become spiritual, it must now of

necessity be shown how the soul which in the septenary of its

powers reflects the nature of the spirit possesses in the body an

organ conformed to this septenary, by means of which it can

bring itself, and mediately the spirit, to living manifestation.

THE BODY AS THE SEVENFOLD MEANS OF SELF-

EEPKESENTATION TO THE SOUL.

SEC. X.

THE saying of Thornasius 2
is true, in addition to that of Harless

and Hofmann, that Scripture has no intention of giving a

physiology of man. For this reason biblical psychology is not a

1
According as xo'o-^of is conceived of as the entirety of all creation, or

(as Gal. iv. 3, Col. ii. 8, 20, Heb. ix. 1) as the entirety of all material

existence, man, or even only man's body, may be named microcosm. Both

are really as well as literally scriptural.
*
Dogm. i. 166 (2d ed.).
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natural philosophy of the soul of man. But as Scripture con-

siders man not merely under the point of view of redemption, but

also under that of creation, and inextricably interweaves its doc-

trines of salvation with some constant and fundamental considera-

tions of the natural condition of human existence,
1
so it contains,

moreover, abundant material in reference to the natural know-

ledge of the human soul ; although this natural knowledge is not

its object, but only a means to its purpose of salvation. And
even this material having reference to the nature and the natural

life of the soul, falls into the region of the psychological problem.

Certainly Scripture is a book just as much human as divine. It

speaks of man, when it is not giving announcements that bear

the specific character of revelation, in the language of antiquity,

and especially of the Hebrew people. But it will be a justifiable

endeavour, to compare these its appropriate popular representa-
tions with its revealed fundamental doctrines, and to see whether

there is manifest an internal consistency between them, and

whether the truthfulness required of them is inherent in these

representations. How copious is the material of biblical psycho-

logy, is shown as a matter of fact, by our not finding ourselves

more than midway advanced, after the long course that we have

already traversed. And nobody can reproach us with having
hitherto anywhere displaced the boundaries between Scripture
and natural science. The risk of doing this does not begin
until now, when we are undertaking to bring into juxtaposition
the declarations of Scripture on the relation of the soul to cor-

poreity. We trust that we may escape this risk. Or have we

aiready incurred it, in proceeding upon the useful prejudice,
that Scripture declares nothing about the relation between soul

and body, whereof it needs to be ashamed in the presence of

the present physiological knowledge of man I

The most popular biblical figure of the relation of the soul

or of the spirit to the body, is the figure of the body as of the

1 "
It is a weak objection," says Ebrard, Dogm. i. 206,

" that it is no

purpose of Holy Scripture to give instructions in natural history. It is

very true. But it supplies first principles in the consideration of nature,

which have a significance of an immediately religious character." And

Fabri, in the Evang. K.Z. 1857, col. 1072 :
" The result consequent on the

canon, that we must not expect from Scripture any natural knowledge,
will not only be to mislead dogmatic philosophy from the perfect sense of

Scripture, but continually to entangle it in unscriptural spiritual views."
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house of the inward man. This house is called, with reference

to its origin (Gen. ii. 7, comp. Job xxxiii. 6), a house of clay,

(Job iv. 19) : the body, as <j)0aprbv awpa, is called 7eoj8e?

(Wisd. ix. 15). In this ovc^o? (or, as Doric poets and

the Pythagoreans call the body, a-Kavos) there is an allusion to

the fragility and the final breaking up of the habitation of gross

elements. The body, as St Paul more accurately expresses it,

is a tent-house, olfcia TOV O-KIJVOVS (2 Cor. v. 1), in which we

are not at home (wfy/jLovfjiev) without at the same time being
in a foreign country (e/cS^/Ae^) : we depart from it at length

(ercfyfJioviAev), and as a shepherd's tent, \p bnx
(Isa. xxxviii. 12),

it passes away from us : death is aTroOeais TOV <ncrjva>fj,aTo<s (2 Pet.

i. 13). According to another representation which likewise

refers to the dissolubility of the double condition of the human
nature the body is called the sheath, ru*JJ (|^3) ?

of the spirit

(Dan. vii. 15), a figure which, even apart from the Holy

Scripture, was propagated from further Asia as far as Home.1

Death is as the drawing forth of a sword from its sheath, nfe>
C3 7 T T

(Job xxvii. 8). According to a third figure, the body is the

vesture, eVSu^a, of the soul (2 Cor. v. 1), as flesh and skin are

the vesture, B^p, of the body (Job xxx. 18, comp. x. 11). In all

three figures
2
there is only expressed the relation of the temporal

association of the soul and the body, and that indeed (which is

important) as a relation that is capable of dissolution without

the destruction of the soul ; but there is not expressed in any

way the cause of this mutual relation. Such an expression is

given in some degree, when, in carrying out further the figure

of the tent, the soul is called the tent-cord, "tfV (Job iv. 21),

which holds the tent upright and expanded; or when the life is

compared to a web (scil. the life of the soul, since this is the

1 See Gesenius, Thesaurus, p. 854. The Talmud, 5. Sanhedrim, 108,

interprets accordingly JIT"^ (Gen. vi. 3). Moreover, the Indian Vedanta

says that the soul is in the body as in a sheath (Koslid), or a succession of

sheaths, proceeding from within outward (Colebrooke, Misc. Essays, i. 372
;

and Graul, JZibliotheca Tamulica, i. 139).
2 See thereupon Tobler's essay, Haus, Kleid, Leib, in Pfeifer's Germania

Vierteljdhrsschrift fur Deutsche Alterihumskunde, Jahrg. iv. Pt. ii. (1854, pp.

160-184). That the body is called (Gen. xlix. 6) "ita3 and (Ps. ciii. 5)^
and therefore the doxa of the soul, as Juda ben-Bileam supposes (see Aben-
ezra on Gen. I.e.), is not confirmed.
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cause of the bodily life), the cutting loose of which from the

thrum is death (Job vi. 9, xxvii. 8 ; Isa. xxxviii. 12). But

nowhere is the original connection of the soul and the body
more designedly symbolized, although in enigmatic and allego-

rical form, than in one of the latest canonical books, which is

called Ecclesiastes, because Solomon, to wit (Solomon redivivus),

is there introduced speaking as the incarnate preaching Wisdom.

There (xii. 6) the young man is warned, mindful of his Creator,

to rejoice in his youth,
" or ever the silver cord be loosed, or

the golden lamp be shattered, or the pitcher be broken at the

fountain, or the wheel be broken at the cistern." The first

image places before our eyes a lamp hanging down from the

tent-covering (Job xxix. 3) by means of a silver cord. The
silver cord is without doubt the thread of life, or more accu-

rately the soul, which holds and supports the body in life. By
the silver cord being suspended from above, may probably be

intimated that the soul, to which the life of the body is attached,

itself depends again upon a higher cause to wit, on God. It

is further plain that the hanging down, dependent n?3
?
is the

body. But that this is called a golden vessel, because it is

royally and wonderfully made,
1 seems to me very improbable ;

for a golden vessel is certainly not shattered when it falls down :

moreover, the body would not consistently be said to be of gold,
while the soul is represented as of silver.

2 The body is indeed

<7K6vo<; oa-TpaKivov (2 Cor. iv. 7). Thus also it is here meant ;

for the writer has in view Zech. iv., where, in the descrip-
tion of the seven-branched candlestick of the vision, n?j| is the

oil reservoir, which is in the midst of the lamps, and above them ;

and of the two ejects of this oil reservoir, it is said that they

empty out of themselves the oil necessary for the burning of

the lamps. But the oil is here called ^njn. It is the golden oil

which flows from the two olive branches, which are close to

the two ejects, into the npa, wherewith then from the n^3, by
means of the seven pipes, the seven lamps are supplied.

3 Thus

1 Mich. Baumgarten, in Scldeswig-Holstein Gnomon, 3d ed. p. 170.
2 Thus justly observes Hitzig in his explanation of Ecclesiastes, p. 214.
8
Hofmann, Weiss, u. Erf. i. 344, understands the gold of the lamp

itself taken up in the flow of constant becoming ;
but the gold in the repre-

sentation of the prophet comes from the olive trees. It is thus golden oil.

Thus also Kohler, Zacliaridh, i. 142.
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by 2n-jn n?3 is to be understood the designation of the body.
But if the gold is not the material, but the contents of the vessel,

then that the soul is represented by silver can only imply the

spirit, of which ch. v. 7 says that it returns to God who gave it.

When the silver cord of the lamp gives way (PDT.j according
to the Keri pW, is unchained, or as certainly Ni. in privative

meaning is without example when it collapses), the lamp full

of gold is shattered, the body becomes wro^ta (Matt. xiv. 12,

comp. Num. xiv. 32), and the golden oil and light of the

spiritual life, whose reservoir it was, is all lost.
1

Up to this

point the interpretation is tolerably certain, but the two other

types can only be conjecturally explained. That they are only

general personifications of death,
2
in connection with the pre-

ceding very special symbolism, is to me not probable. Per-

haps 13
(the bucket or pitcher) is a symbol of the heart, and

?3?a (the wheel of the draw-well) is a symbol of the respiratory

apparatus.
3 For 1?^0, which is here said of 13, is a usual

scriptural word applied to the heart when it has come into the

1 The spirit the one spirit says an Indian didactic poem in Grant.

Bibl. Tamulica, p. 185 enlightens the senses at whose summit is the under-

standing, as the lamp does a vessel.

2 So Jerome,
"
Contritio hydriae super fontern et confractio rotie super

lacum per metaphoram mortis senigmata sunt
;

" and just so Winzer, who,
with many others, in all the three figures only finds the thought, antequam
macliina corporis destruatur (in Commentatioms theol. 1825, i. 1, p. 104).

8 Rich. Mead takes a different view in his Medica Sacra (in the sixth

chapter of which this allegorical description is explained of old age) : he

understands the golden lamp, of the head (distillationes humoris ex capite in

nares, fauces etpulmoneni), the urn, of the bladder (fcedum stillicidium urime),

and the wheel, of the circulation of the blood (cor vi sua defectum concidif).

Similarly the interpretation given by Witt in his Swedish work on the

soul (Sj&leri) t
from Westerdahl (in his Ilehans bevamnde, Maintenance

of Health, 1768). The latest interpreters of the book of Ecclesiastes have

different explanations Hengstenberg (1859) and H. A. Hahn (1860).

According to the former, the pitcher= individual life, the fountain =
general life, the wheel= life by reason of the swift movement, the well=
the world

; according to the latter, the pitcher= the body, the fountain

= the spirit, the wheel u to the cistern
"= the life turned to the spirit

supplying to the body the powers peculiar to it. A plain and sensible

interpretation of this allegorical passage is contained in Gbschel's work,
iiber das Alter., 1832. He finds in ver. 6 the gradually ceasing aspiration,

expiration, and inspiration represented (dvennioq, Ixz-vos?, gjWyoaJ), while

he regards the "silver cord of the gold fountain" as the draw-rope.
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condition of death, or of nearness to death (Jer. xxiii. 9 ; Ps-

Ixix. 21) ; and Scripture says as well 37
^Bj? (Lam. ii. 19) as

B>|M Tjaip : moreover, the heart can actually be compared to a

bucket, in relation to the blood that courses through the body.
And if we reflect that the words which come out of the mouth
are compared to deep waters (Prov. xviii. 4), and the mouth
of the righteous to a well of life (Prov. x. 11), that to draw
air (comp. nn t\$wy

Jer. ii. 24, xiv. 6) is spoken of as well as

inrav aepa (Wisd. vii. 3), and that the throat (with the larynx) is

called
fli">|1l, from "V]|, to draw, as also

|ilj (Isa. Iviii. 1 ; Ps. cxv.

7, cxlix. 6), in probably similar meaning, from rn
j ; it is not so

very unreasonable to find the thought in the third image before

the breath is stifled, or stopped, and in the second before the

heart is broken or paralyzed. Still these are only conjectures.

For us at present the important point is only this, that the soul,

or the life of the soul, is represented as the link which is the

condition of the continued union of the body and the spirit.

Proceeding now from the incontestable position which

Nemesios 1

very rightly formulates, TO crw^a TT}? ^frv^fj^ Spyavov

vTrdp^ov rat? ^V^LKOL^ vvdfj,(ri o-vvStaipeirai,, we have indeed

no direct scriptural statement io our favour, when we further

assert that the soul, as in its inclination towards the spirit it

reflects the nature of the spirit in seven forms of life, so in its

inclination towards the body, and by its means, it sets forth its

own nature in seven forms of life. We do not wish to appeal
to the fact that the number seven has already been found to

be significant in the origination and development of life, by
the natural philosophers of antiquity,

2

among whom, as the

Canticles belong to the range of the literature of the Chokma,
their author might be referred to, as speaking of a sevenfold

corporeal beauty, which is praised (Cant. iv. 1-5) in Shulamith.3

We would rather rely upon the fact that the number seven is

absolutely, plainly, and confessedly a fundamental number in

1 .De Natura Jiominis, ch. v.

2
According to the view of the Graeco-Roman philosophers and physi-

cians, the capacity of life of the foetus does not begin till the seventh month,
and the whole life of man runs in a gradual progression of weeks of years

(Hebdomads); v. Sprengel-Kosenbaum, Gesch. der Arzneikunde^ i. 427, 465,
488.

3 This observation of Hengstenberg and Hahn is just.
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the human body for the head of the full-grown man, or the

region of the head that reaches to the middle of the neck,

exactly measures the seventh part of the entire length of the

body ; and as in the neck of man (also of almost all mammals)
there are found seven vertebrae, so seven ribs form the enclosure

of his breast.
1 But the point on which we depend is another

to wit, that guidance of Scripture which bids us to understand

spirit and soul by the relation of God to His doxa. We pro-

ceed from the fact that the soul is the image of the spirit, and

makes the body the image of itself. It will be manifest that,

from this scriptural assumption, all things which appear in the

Scripture as a pervading prevailing representation of the bodily

life, articulately work into the whole texture, and mutually

explain one another.

The first of the seven forms of life is that of the D?5, or

embryo. The soul which, upon the lowest basis of its spirit-

resembling nature, is direct will appears here, at the lowest

grade of its nature, manifested as corporeal as a blind, even

still undeveloped agent of the idea that forms the body : spirit,

soul, and body are in process of becoming, but "ttlDS
(Ps. cxxxix.

15), i.e. in the dark laboratory of the womb, and, as the spirit

is still as undeveloped as the soul, in the dark region of absolute

unconsciousness. This original unconsciousness remains even

subsequently as the gloomy foundation of man's life ; it is the

root of life, all the processes of life which are performed in

unconsciousness are based in this lowest psychico- corporeal
form of life, which enters into the subsequent forms without

becoming destroyed by them. The second form of life is that

of the '"IBE5

?, or of the breathing ;

2
for immediately after

separation from the circulation of the placenta, the child

1 M. Frankel, Trifolium, p. 48, where occurs, moreover, the striking

remark, that "in the physical nature of man the number seven predomi-

nates ;
in the spiritual, on the other hand, three" The anatomical con-

sideration of man in Zeller's Seelenkhre, sees. 13-22, has the same sug-

gestive view.
2 J. P. Lange (Deutsche Zeitschr. 1859, p. 30) finds that here there is a

jump into another category; since after the embryo should follow the

suckling, the child, etc. But we wish to show how the embryonic be-

ginning itself advances even to the perfect working out of the body as the

organ of the soul. The subsequent form of life is developed always on

the basis of the preceding, which is modified by it, but carried on with it.
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breathes and cries : hitherto the mother has breathed for the

child, now it breathes itself. We ought here to be reminded

of the now generally known fact, that breathing in its funda-

mental nature is one and the same chemical process as the

heating of an oven that chemical process, to wit, whose

manifestation is fire, and whose result is the warmth of the

body and the blood.
1 Thus the second form of life is fiery,

as the first is dark. Without wishing to substitute for Scrip-

ture a knowledge of that bio-chemical process, we still think

that we may observe that breathing and burning are regarded
in Scripture, especially where it speaks of God's wrath, as very

neighbouring ideas, e.g. Job xli. 13, Isa. xxx. 33. We lay a

greater stress on the fact that t^BJ actually signifies the breath-

ing (Job xli. 13), and that the same words by which the spirit

is named, denote also the breath exspired and inspired through
nose and mouth: to wit, """?!j^,

Isa. ii. 22, comp. Gen. ii. 7, vii. 22
;

nn, Job xxvii. 3, Lam. iv. 20, etc., comp. I?a. xi. 4, Ps. xxxiii. 6,

cxxxv. 17 ;
nvi riBO, 2 Sam. xxii. 16 ; so that spirit and air

(Job iv. 15), life and wind (Ezek. xxxvii. 5), are nearly related

ideas, and breathing out of the soul is associated with dying

(Job xi. 20, xxxi. 39 ; Jer. xv. 9). Whence arises this pre-

vailing mode of representation and expression in Scripture,

except from the fact, that really the breathing or the self-sus-

tenance by the element of life which is found in the air, is that

form of life wherewith the life begins to become self-life, and in

a continual succession of ejection and infraction (HVi ^CJn, Job

ix. 18) to evidence itself outwardly I With the commencement

of breathing, the current of the blood of the child, which

hitherto has been dependent on that of the mother, becomes

independent. We purposely avoid saying the circulation of the

blood, for antiquity was aware that the blood flowed through
the body, but did not know that it circulated. With the first

drawing breath of the child, the soul is manifested in its third

form of life the form of life of the Q% or the blood : this also

is fiery, for the blood is red, D'lK
; and TO irvppov is at once

the Colour of fire and of blood ;

2
the bright red of the blood

1 The breathing, on the one hand, regulates the animal heat as a process

of cooling, perfecting itself in interchange and exchange; on the other hand,

it effects the same as a process of fire.

8 V. Hofmann (Weiss, u. Erf. ii. 329) on Apoc. vi. 4 : "The horse of

S
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actually passed with the ancients, and not without reason, as

the effect of a process of fire.
1 Moreover that the soul, imme-

diately after operating in the breathing, whence it has its name,
reveals itself in the blood, is declared by the direct testimonies of

the Noachian (Gen. ix. 4) and of the Mosaic Thora (Lev. xvii.

11-14, etc.) : to pour out the soul is equivalent to die (Isa. liii.

12 ; Ps. cxli. 8). This moving of the soul in blood which is

independently the infant's own, begins with the first breathing

(not first with the dividing and binding up of the umbilical

cord, Ezek. xvi. 4), so closely is linked the third form of life to

the second. And not less closely is the fourth form of life to

the third that of the 27
?
or heart. In the heart, whose move-

ment presupposes the breathing, and is suspended at once by
its cessation, the soul attains for the blood in which it rules, a

reservoir (com p. BOJ, to wither from the heart, Ps. cii. 5) : it is

the pitcher at the fountain of blood which draws and pours
forth : it is the principal vessel of the blood-life become inde-

pendent, whereinto it discharges and whence it proceeds, for

D' sn rrix^in BO (Prov. iv. 23).
2 The heart is the centre of the

wheel of life (Jas. iii. 6), a representation which is so prevalent

in Scripture, that it speaks even of a 37, i.e. of a middle of

heaven (Deut. iv. 11), of the earth (Matt. xii. 40), of the sea

(Ex. xv. 8 ; Jonah ii. 4), etc., yea, even of an oak-tree (2 Sam.

xviii. 14). But if the heart be the centre of the life revolving

round itself, as the individuation of this life is fundamentally

completed in it, we may scripturally say that the natural light

of life,
Dnn nta (Job xxxiii. 30, Ps. Ivi. 14, comp. Job iii. 20),

proceeds in it on the ground of the preceding forms of life; and

we are justified in the conclusion that the form of life of the

J? will be just as much followed by three, as it has been pre-

ceded by three. And this expectation is actually and without

any constraint realized. The next which follows on the concen-

tration of the three first forms of life in the heart is this, that

now nourished by the blood which moistens all the organs, even

the second rider is fiery red, and points, in contrast to the former, to blood-

shed and burning."
1 See Schubert, Gesch. der Seek, i. 142

; comp. Fr. v. Baader, Werke, xv.

566 : "The water of life the blood is at once fluid and heat
;
and it perishes

when both of these elements are separated from their concrete condition."

8 See Hitzig, in loco (p. 37 of his commentary of the year 1858).
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the nerves, the life of experience and of sensation, carried on by
means of the sensitive and sensuous nerves, begins, by means

of which the soul comes into relation with its own corporeity,

and with the outer world. It is the form of life of the nb,

or of the nerves. But as, in the idea of nb (Job xxi. 24), there

is no distinction between the marrow of the bones and of the

nerves, and as generally the nerves, as organs of feeling and

of sensation, were unknown to antiquity,
1

this name might

appear ill chosen. It is not, however, so ill chosen as it appears,

for nb is also a name of the brain and of the spinal marrow,

which, as is known, are the central portion of the nervous

system, although in the sense of antiquity they are not named

as such. The brain (Syr. mucho) was probably called in

ancient Hebrew nb
;

2
and of this (as is primarily implied in

the plural form /jLve\ol, Heb. iv. 12 : v. Passow) it was the cere-

bral medulla, with the spinal medulla, whence the ancients at-

tained a glimpse of the nature of the nerves, and of their causal

relation to feeling and perception. This being considered, nb,

if we open up the idea still undeveloped in the Old Testament,
is no unsuitable and unauthorized denomination of this fifth

form of life.
3

Primarily there are, on this fifth stage, the

organs of the five special senses (n&fj, opav, VftW aicoveiv; n'nn,

: from which in the New Testament only 007-177
=

eveaBaii P$3, ^O, T\rr)\a$av, ameer0ai) 9
which

are the means of the receptive relation of the soul corporeally

1
Herophilos in Alexandria (about 300 years before Christ) is the first

in whom there is a dawning perception of the functions of the nerves
;
vid.

Sprenger, I.e. p. 511.

2 It is said in b. Menachotli, 80, &, of a man without judgment : I

fancy that he has no brain in his skull (nplpl nb "6 {IN^O-
8 More suitable than D^TS (Gen. xxxii. 33

;
Job x. 11

;
Ezek. xxxvii.

6, 8), which, without distinction (as vevpa, rivovres, TOVOI, avv'btafAtjt, in the

older medical language of the Greeks
;

vid. Harless, Gescli. der Him und

Nervenlehre in Alterihum. i. 23-30), denotes muscular fibres, ligaments of

the joints, and generally every elastic and tense fibre in union with the

body (from T3 = *UK, 1py)> and thus excludes that which we now call

nerves. Hupfeld, Psalms, i. 99, and Rb'diger in the Tlies., translate Prov.

iii. 8,
" It shall be healing to thy nerves" (nervis tuis) ;

but this would not

be understood in the present current meaning. i> (from TlC^, strong)

means the sinews, and especially the umbilical cord, and then generally
the navel.
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manifested to the outer world ; the organs of tlie cuo-#?;<<?, or

the alo-drirripia (Heb. v. 14 ; comp. Jer. iv. 19, LXX.), for

which, biblical Hebrew has not as yet any generic name,
1

among them chiefly sight, which in the Holy Scripture is the

most general and comprehensive characterization of psychico-

corporeal feeling and perception : so that, e.g.,
it says, I have

seen the heat, instead of feeling it (Isa. xliv. 16); and speaks of

seeing that which was spoken, or generally audible, instead of

hearing it (Jer. xxxiii. 24
; Mark v. 38) ;

of seeing life instead

of enjoying it (Q^.n n^"j ?
Eccles. ix. 9 ; comp. oTrreaOai ^wrjv,

John iii. 36); and seeing death or corruption, instead of suffer-

ing them (rnp HfrO, Ps. Ixxxix. 49 ; ISeiv Odvarov or &ia<j)0opdv,

Luke ii. 26, Acts ii. 27, and elsewhere; Oewpelv OdvaTov, John
viii. 51; comp. ryeveo-Oai Oavdrov, Matt. xvi. 28, and elsewhere,=
rabb. nniD

DJ7B). Every perception, whether it be effected by
means of the organs of sense or not (as the prophetic percep-
tion and seeing), from the most spiritual apprehension to the

mere passivity that loses itself in unconsciousness, is compre-
hended in and named by Scripture, as seeing. We are certainly

not wrong, if we gather in this mm loquendi an assistance

towards the naming of that common perception, which is want-

ing in the biblical as generally in human language, which percep-
tion lies at the base of all feeling and of every experience, which

immediately affects the organs of sensation. The Scripture
calls this common perception (sensus communis or sensorium)*
in default of another word, a seeing ; and as it endeavours to

reduce the multiplicity of the sensual perceptions and sensual

organs to a unity, in which all their radii combine, and whence

1 The post-biblical Hebrew names it D^in, according to the Aramaic

&&n (comp. Isa. xxxiii. 11, LXX. and Grdt.), to perceive.
2 " Est addita sensibus exterioribus," says Melancthon in his Liber de

Anima,
"

alia superior facultas magis miranda, quam simplex adprehensio
sensuum exteriorum." This superior facultas is just the sensus communis,
which the ancients comprehended with the compositio objectorum, scil.

ratiocinatio and the memoria, under the name of the three sensus interiores,

manifestly confounding heterogeneous things. Comp. K. Fortlage, System
tier Psychologic, i. 18, where it is rightly observed, that Locke indeed estab-

lished the analysis of the inner sense, but did not first introduce the expres-
sion into science

;
which expression was already known to Albertus Magnus

and his predecessors. The Arabians compare this common perception to a

membrane stretched like a sounding-board under the five external senses.
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they proceed, it is manifest that, in speaking of the ears of man

as of an ear,
1 and still more frequently of the eyes of man as of

an eye (e.g. Ps. xxxi. 9 ; Lam. iii. 48-51, etc.), it does so in

order to indicate the sense of all the senses. And this is just

the fifth form of life of the soul manifesting itself corporeally,

that it sets at work this common perception, whose organ, as

we know, is the nervous system, in the multiplicity of external

perceptions, and thus first of all comes into a receptive relation

to the outer world. To this stage of the sensual and nervous

life the outer world, and primarily its own corporeity, becomes

for the soul luminous : for HN*J and "rtK (comp. Matt. vi. 23) are

correlatives. To this receptive fifth form of life is allied the

productive sixth. In proportion as the soul thus shows itself

capable of receiving and of acting upon the influences of the

external world made clear, which occurs at the latest in the

domain of the sense of hearing,
2

there is developed also, under

the co-agency of the blood, the action upon the external world

effected by the influence of the nerves upon the muscles, and

especially speech effected by the muscles of inspiration and of

the larynx, and the cavity of the mouth, including the tongue,
the work of the understanding, the externalization of the Nous

or Logos. This form of life might be called that of the 1^, if

it were proved that 1 as TOZ/O? (rovaia) unites in itself the

meanings of sinew or muscle, and sound or voice.
3

It corre-

sponds to the second form of life, as the fifth to the third.

The fifth corresponds to the third, for the blood is concerned

in the formative process of the nervous germs of the embryo :

it nourishes the nerves, and maintains and stimulates their

activity. Moreover, there are generally in man no two factors

1 Thus always in the expressions jftf r6a, nna, "l^H*
*n which D*OTK is

never used.

2
Kussmaul, Unters. uber das Seelenlehre des neugebornen Menschen

(1859), p. 27 :

" There may not be an absolute defect of the sense of

hearing in the newly born child
;
but of all the senses, hearing slumbers the

most deeply."
3 In Ps. xix. 5, the LXX. translates Dip by 00eyyoff, Symm. by jj#ff

Jerome by sonus; but perhaps it is to be explained by Jer. xxxi. 39, and

other passages. Moreover, whether 1p~1p (Isa. xviii.) means muscular,

strong, is uncertain
;
but it is acknowledged that the Semitic designations

of strength recur most to the fundamental meaning of tension and elasticity

of the muscles.
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of his bodily life which stand in such close reciprocity as do

blood and nerves. The sixth form of life, moreover, corre-

sponds to the second : for, on the one hand, the breathing

standing in the closest causal connection with the blood, in so

far as it is instrumentally effected is the first setting at work
of the muscles of the child, proceeding in contraction and ex-

pansion ;
on the other hand, the in- and ex-spiratory stream of

air without which no vibration of the ligaments of the glottis

and no breathing murmurs are possible is the inevitably

necessary means to the origination of all sound of speech. The

progressive character of this sixth form of life, compared with

the others, is plain. In the fifth, the soul attains for the cor-

poreity an external mirror, receiving the impressions of the outer

world, just as itself is the internal mirror of these impressions
to the spirit ; but in this sixth form it makes the corporeity a

means of influencing the outer world in word and deed. In

speech, the nature of man, united in multiplicity, comes to the

most spiritualized material manifestation. The air (nri, Trvev^a),

by which man is placed in the closest reciprocity to the whole

life of nature (it is indeed his pabulum vitce), becomes in speech
the material (comp. Ps. xxxiii. 6 with cxxxv. 17) in which the

reasonable spirit (nn) portrays the substance of its thought

(therefore in Aramaic called Nfep nvi, speech-spirit, i.e.

thought-spirit) ; but this occurs through the mediation of the

soul, which, in conformity with its twofold aspect, on the one side

receives and prismatically refracts the thoughts of the spirit ;

on the other side, blends the sounds that have become distin-

guishable in
it,

with the distinguishableness of the sounds formed

out of the air (Pip), and thus begets language ("^IP 7iP, Deut.

iv. 33, etc.; Dnyj ?ip?
Deut. i. 34, v. 25, etc.; $p ^P, Job

xxxiii. 8
; <j>G>vrj pij^aTuv, Heb. xii. 19).

1 For thus the indi-

vidual impulses of the origination of speech may be thought of

as distinct from one another. The things of the outer world

are first formed in the perceptions of man, e.g., upon the retina

of the eye, and thence become representative pictures which

the soul offers to the spirit : the spirit receives them into its

self-consciousness, makes them, as thoughts, its own property,

1 Otherwise language is called by metonymy ptjj?
or riDb>, yAawae, the

mouth, as the organ of speech is called, Cant. iv. 3, ")3"jp.
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and gives to these thoughts in the soul the sounding elementary

form of speech of the inner word, and then, by means of the

power that it exercises by means of the soul over the organs of

speech, establishes this inner word in a condition of sensible

perceptible external realization. Human speech, therefore, is

the creation of the spirit by the mediation of the soul.
1 We

find ourselves here on the outermost light side of the corporeal

self-manifestation of the soul ; for all that becomes manifest,

says the apostle, Eph. v. 13, is light ;
but in speech the spirit

becomes manifest : it comes by way of the soul to light-like

manifestation ; as, moreover, fyavai with <ao9 (<?) goes

back to the like-sounding root $A (Sanskr. Ihd bhdsh}? and

generally between seeing and hearing, light and sound, colour-

scale and tone-scale, there subsist noticeable connections which

are referred to in the Old Testament language.
3 This cor-

poreal self-manifestation of the soul pressing out from darkness

to lio;ht is completed in the seventh form of life. We call it

the form of life of the "iNfr (Judg. viii. 18 ; 1 Sam. xxviii. 14),

or of the Trpoawirov rrjs ryevecrecos (Jas. i. 23), as the third is

1 When H. Steiuthal (Grammatik, Logik, und Psychologie, 1855) says

that the formation of language is the effort of the soul to transform itself

into spirit, this is, if rightly understood, not untrue, for the soul in the

formation of speech serves the advancing ideal self-realization of the spirit,

which is the alpha and omega of human development.
2 I say intentionally like-sounding, not "

like ;" for although the view

that in the root Ihd the ideas of lighting and speaking lie side by side, has

authorities such as Wilson and A. W. v. Schlegel on its side, I still always
entertain the scruples expressed in my Jesurun, p. 142. But the word

"1IOS has in no case anything to do with the light (see Gesenius, Thes.

p. 119) : it has the fundamental meaning of bringing aloft, sounding aloft.

What a pity it did not please Bahr, in his Symbolik, i. 445, to prove the

position that he there expresses, that u
nearly in all the ancient languages

light and word, to lighten and to speak, are kindred ideas."

3 See thereupon, Neue Beitrdge zu dem Geist in der Natur of Oersted

(Leipz. 1851), p. 87. In ^n, the meanings, to be clear, and to sound,

coincide
;
in ^nv, the meanings to glitter, and to cry out

;
in 1VH, the

meanings to be bright green, and to crash
;
in l^n, the meanings to shout,

(in, TTTl) and to glisten (lin). In the Greek there belong to this cate-

gory, "hiyvg (e.g. in ashsvotiYi Tuyytpsyyer/j), and the expressions vuvoi

(p^eyovToti (Bacchyl. xiii. 12, Bergk), vouait Kapiret (Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 182),

ehetft-^s Qa.ua, (ibid. 468), nfravw luav (Philoct. 216), and more of a

similar kind.
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that of the rpo^o? TT)? yeveo-ew. In this seventh, the preced-

ing forms of life come to a united blending ; and the psychical-

corporeal individuality, which in the first form of life was

only constituted as a germ, becomes here a completed stamped

psychico-corporeal or natural determination (natural temper or

disposition). Temperament and character, physiognomy,
1 and

the entire bodily habitus, inclusive of the formation of the

cranium, as the psychically effected expression of the spirit,

are here realized in manifestation. As in the seventh form the

doxa becomes God's perfected fiop^rj, and the soul becomes the

spirit's perfected pop^r], so in this seventh form the body
becomes the perfected /Aoptyr) (t'8ea,

Matt, xxviii. 3) of the soul;

and as the spirit attains from the revolving thought to the

word, and from the word to the profound internal voiceless

memory which fulfils itself on the basis of the spirit (Trvev/jia

TOV 1*009), and to contemplation that cannot be expressed, so

the bodily life culminates in the physiognomy, that pervad-

ing combination of all the impulses of the nature of man, that

speaks without words. And, which is not less deserving of

consideration, in all three regions, that of the spirit, of the soul,

and of the body, the end (Pneuma, the concentration of all

the powers of the soul, physiognomy) is associated with the

beginning (will as impulse, intention, embryo).
2

These are the seven forms or stages of the corporeal self-

representation of the soul. They do not follow one another in

sections of time, and the growth of one is generally not

sharply cut off from that of another. It is a sevenfold process, in

which the coming into being of the first is at the same time the

coming into being of the last, and all mutually acting, are com-

prehended in one another ; but still so that every individual of

the seven in every involution maintains its own peculiar nature.
8

1 The most admirable thing that has lately been written on this subject

occurs in Mehring's Seelenlehre, of which the third part treats of the forming

soul, or of the self-expression. In Scripture, physiognomy is characterized

as the expression of the countenance, giving the heart to be known, Isa.

iii. 9, D"OB D"13n, especially agnitio vultus h.e. id quo se agnoscendum dat

(comp. TO tldo; TOV Trpoav'TrQv, Luke ix. 29).
2 Thus Gbschel, Der Mensch diesseits und jenseits, p. 41.

8
'Epoi Soxes/, says Hippocrates, de locis in Jiomine, ii. p. 101,

ovv ov^e f^iat. tiva.i TOV avftctTO;, aAAsi Traina, optotas oipx,y xotl KMVTOC
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Moreover, let us guard ourselves against misunderstanding,
as though we had fallen into the self-deception of supposing
that such a septenary of psychico-corporeal forms of life is di-

rectly taught in Scripture.
1 We say only that Scripture offers

us fundamental views of the relation of the soul to the spirit,

and of the body to the soul, from which its scattered declara-

tions on the psychico-corporeal life arrange themselves into such

a combined form as corresponds to the physiological result, a

form which, in order to be recognised in its internal necessity,

is to be considered in its all-sided associations.

Having now seen how the soul presents its sevenfold nature

corporeally, the relation of the soul to the blood, upon which

direct and richly suggestive statements of Scripture occur, still

attracts to itself our special attention.

SOUL AND BLOOD.

SEC. XL

UPON the relation of the soul to the blood, Scripture contains

statements not merely casual, but deliberate, to which it attaches

itself the greatest fundamental importance. We assure ourselves

at once, without further reflection, that there is a meaning and

coherency in these statements. Such are the following: (1.)
1 The -reproach of R. Wagner, Der Kampf urn die Seek, p. 120, that

** in this paragraph such a breadth is given to the arbitrariness of scrip-
tural interpretation, that no criticism can be brought to bear against it,"

is none the less unjust. I have the assurance, that what I have said upon
the individual forms of life, not only permits, but also bears criticism : the

association of each individual will of necessity only be regarded as arbi-

trary, when the postulates of this association are regarded as untenable.

This is true also against Noack, who, in respect of Sec. VI., at least con-

cedes: "It certainly cannot be said that the play of these powers was
carried into the psychical life of man absolutely, and that in reality nothing
at all may be referred to that of the analogue

"
(Psyche, 1860, p. 346) ;

and
in respect of Sec. XL, declares,

"
Something true there always is in the

propositions of the biblical-theological writers; but as soon as they are laid

hold of decidedly and in earnest, they appear equally ill-founded and arbi-

trary. They are a play on words, figures, and relations
"

(ibid. p. 347).
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Gen. ix. 4-6. The word ^ introduces a limitation of the per-
mission to eat flesh, freely given in ver. 3 :

" But flesh with its

soul, which is its blood, ye shall not eat." to"n is an apposition

to iBte? ;
and in this closer determination of the l^fM by to

subsists, briefly intimated, the foundation of the prohibition.

The blood of beasts is for this reason excepted from the per-

mission to eat, because it is the soul of beasts. But, according
to ver. 5, man's blood and man's soul are even more closely

associated. Man is to eat of the flesh of beasts, but not the

blood of beasts. To this restricting "but" is added, in the

"nevertheless" (Eng. ver. "and surely") of ver. 5, a restriction

referring to man's own blood : the former is not to be eaten,

and is therefore to be poured out; but the latter is strictly for-

bidden to be shed. "
Nevertheless, your blood of your souls," i.e.

whosesoever soul it may be to whom it belongs,
" will I avenge:"

thus the life of man contained in the blood of man is not to be

touched by beasts or men, under the penalty of death. (2.)

Lev. xvii. 1014. That he who eateth any manner of blood

(no matter whether it be the blood of sacrifice or not), whether

he be Israelite or stranger, is to be destroyed, is here established

in the following manner : Yer. 11. "For the soul of the flesh,"

i.e. of the nature living in the flesh,
"

is in the blood; and I have

given it to you upon the altar, to make an atonement for your
souls: for the blood by means of the soul (^333) is an atonement."

To translate this ^'233
7
with Luther, according to the LXX.

(avrl ^v%%, Cod. Alex, avrl TTJ? tyv%f)s) and Jerome (pro
animcB piaculo), the blood is the atonement " for the life

"
(as

even Ewald, sec. 2S2a
: the blood atones for the soul), we are

compelled to regard with Kurtz as inadmissible, since "IB3 may
perhaps be constructed with 1^3 (e.g. Lev. ix. 7), but otherwise

never with 3, of that which is to be atoned for. Eather it might
be explained with Hofmann, the blood atones as the soul in this

character; for the noun with which Beth essentice is associated,

may just as well be grammatically defined (as "the soul") as

undefined (as "soul"): it occurs with proper names, which

(without adopting the article) are determined by themselves,

and with appellatives which are more closely defined by suf-

fixes annexed to them.1 But why should the 3 be otherwise

1 Vid. Hofmann's Schriftleu'eis, ii. 1, 239, and my Commentary on the

Psalter, vol. i. p. 272.
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understood here than as it is to be taken elsewhere in connec-

tion with 123 ? In the action of the atonement, it is the Beth

instrumenti which indicates the means of the atonement (as e.g.

Gen. xxxii. 21
;
Lev. vii. 7 ; Num. v. 8 ;

2 Sam. xxi. 3). The
blood atones by the means or by the power of the soul which is

in it. The life of the sinner, says Knobel in loco
}
has specially

incurred the punitive wrath of Jehovah ; but He accepts for it

the substituted life of the sacrificial beast, the blood of which

is shed and brought before Him, whereupon He pardons the

sinner.
1 The prohibition of eating the blood is thus doubly

established : the blood has the soul in itself; and it is,
in conse-

quence of a gracious arrangement of God, the means of atone-

ment for the souls of men, in virtue of the soul contained in

it. The one reason lies in the nature of the blood, and the

other, in its destination to a holy purpose, which, even apart

from that other reason, withdraws it from a common use : it is

that which contains the soul, and God suffers it to be brought
to His altar as an atonement for human souls ; it atones not by

indwelling power, which the blood of beasts has not, except per-

chance as given by God for this purpose, given, namely, with

a view to the fulness of the times foreseen from eternity, when
that blood is to flow for humanity which atones, because a soul

united to the eternal spirit (see on Heb. ix. 14) has place

therein, and because it is actually of such absolute value, that

it is able to screen the whole of humanity. When hereupon it

is said that the blood of slaughtered beasts is to be poured forth,

and the blood of game slain in the open field is, besides, to be

covered over with earth, the above reason follows once more,
somewhat otherwise applied and solemnly sanctioned (ver. 14) :

" For the soul of all flesh fcfln lEto to whereof I said to the

children of Israel, blood of all flesh (whether it be of beasts

sacrificed, or slaughtered for the common use) ye are not to

1 Thus also Ba'hr, Symbolik, ii. 207, and most of the Jewish interpreters,

according to the traditional maxim {^33 ~>y "IQDJTl >D3 K3D, one soul covers

or atones for the other, i.e. the offering atones so far as it is a substitu-

tionary surrender of the life of the beast that flows in the blood, instead of

the life of man: e.g. David b. Abraham in his Lexicon, written in Arabic, jnHtf

(see in Pinsker. Zur GescJi. des Karaismus, p. TDp). The blood atones

through the soul : this is its fundamental ground, and for this reason it

atones for souls ('aw en-nufus), and takes their place (/fltnfi&M,
from which

nalb, the representative).
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eat, for its blood is the soul of all flesh : whosoever eats of it

shall be destroyed." The passage here (which the LXX. has

simplified by omission of the ^333) is difficult. Wessely and

other Jewish commentators explain, as concerning the soul of

all flesh (whether it be of tame cattle, wild beasts, or feathered

fowl), its blood is most closely associated with its soul : it can-

not be said of the blood of the slain beast, that the soul is as

little therein any more, as a man is in the house from which

he has gone forth ; for there remain in the blood, the elements

which served the soul as media of its efficiency, and thus are

themselves of a psychical kind. This explanation is not incon-

sistent with the meaning of the Thora; for the prohibition of

eating blood has actually its reason in the continuous psychical

arrangement of the blood. Otherwise Knobel, who, however,
takes the preposition

2 similarly in the sense of the prohibition :

" The life of all flesh it is its blood with its life, i.e. it subsists

in its blood, nevertheless, only so far and so long as this latter

is united with its B>BJ, and includes and contains it : it is not the

material of the blood in itself that is the life, e.g. not therefore

coagulated and dried blood, from which the >2: has vanished,

but blood associated with the E%0. But this distinction between

blood that still contains soul, and blood deprived of soul, lies

altogether outside the range of the prohibition of blood : it comes

into consideration only in a certain measure within the law of

sacrifice, in that there the atoning power cleaves pre-eminently
to the blood of the soul flowing forth of itself the so-called life's

blood (Q^.nn D^)." Against both explanations, as well that of

Wessely as that of Knobel, it is, however, to be observed, that

a passage which regards blood and soul as united, and therefore

holds them as distinct from one another, does not truly agree
with those that identify them (lla, 146) by which it is sur-

rounded, according to which it is more probable that 3 is to be

apprehended in the sense of immanence, rather than in the

sense of concomitance, which, besides, in such a simple decla-

ratory text, is more according to the usus loquendi. Moreover,
neither does Baumgarten's explanation commend itself :

" As

regards the soul of all flesh its blood is in its soul (N*n re-o \

ferred back to ton), i.e. it has therein its being it is its mani-

festation ;" nor the explanation proposed in the first edition :

" This is
(fcvin

referred back par attractionem to tt'By its blood in
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its soul, i.e. its blood existing in its soul having this for its exist-

ence, and bringing it to manifestation."
1 Both explanations are

hair-splitting, not sufficiently simple and natural. Equally con-

formed to the connection and to the usus loquendij on the other

hand, is Hofmann's explanation, according to which ^'wa is a

predicative idea, introduced by Beth essentiale: " Of all flesh, soul

avails thus much, that to it its blood is that which constitutes its

soul."
2 The blood has the peculiarity of being the soul of the

nature living in the flesh ; therefore it is even to be allowed to

flow from the body of the beast not offered in sacrifice, and to

be covered with earth. It is to flow forth because it is not to

be eaten, and, as it were, to be buried, out of respectful awe,
to wit, for the blood is C'SJ as the corpse is 5?BJ, the former

as that which has been the vehicle, the latter as that which has

been the shrine, of the soul. (3.) Deut. xii. 23. Beasts of

sacrifice, it is said here, may be slaughtered and eaten for com-

mon use, generally like the roebuck and the hart, i.e. beasts not

of sacrifice :
"
Only be sure that thou eat not the blood

;
for the

blood is the soul, and thou mayest not eat the soul with the flesh.

Thou shalt not eat of it ; thou shalt pour it upon the earth like

water." How much the Thora relies upon this prohibition of the

eating of blood, is seen from the fact that, without closer reasons,

it is often repeated (Lev. iii. 17, vii. 26) ; so that in the Mosaic

legislation itself, it occurs in all seven times (Lev. iii. 17, vii.

25-27, xvii. 10-14; Deut. xii. 16, 23, 24, xv. 23).
3 The

later literature, moreover, shows us that eating of blood was

acknowledged in Israel as sin (1 Sam. xiv. 32). Even in the

prophets, who otherwise meddle little with the prescriptions of

the law in detail, the transgression of this special one is not

left unpunished (Ezek. xxxiii. 25, comp. Isa. Ixvi. 3). And
even in the New Testament, where the seasonable occasion of

the prohibition in the sacrificial use of the blood ceases, absti-

nence from blood outside or inside the body of the beast

1 Thus also David b. Abraham, from Fes. I.e. :
*' The blood is in the soul,

i.e. the one is in the body, in and with the other, so that with the condi-

tion of the one, that also of the other stands or falls."

2
Schriftbeweis, ii. 1, 238, with which I have declared myself agreed in

the Commentary on Genesis, p. 272 (3d ed.).
3 The pre-Mosaic texts (Gen. ix. 6), and that which does not specially

belong to the subject (Lev. xix. 26), are left in this out of the question.
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TO? teal TTVIKTOV) is maintained (Acts xv. 20, 29, xxi. 25) as

binding upon the Gentile Christians. The ancient church

adheres strongly to
it, as numerous witnesses testify: Erubescat

error vester Christianis Tertullian is able to oppose to the

suspicions of the heathens qui ne animalium quidem san-

guinem in epulis esculentis habemus, qui propterea suffocatis

quoque et morticinis abstinemus.1

The idea of the unity of the soul and the blood, on which

the prohibition of blood is based, comes to light also, everywhere
where the Scripture speaks of violent death, in its mode of ex-

pression. In the blood of one mortally wounded, his soul flows

forth (Lam. ii. 12), and He who voluntarily sacrifices Him-
self pours out His souJ unto death (Isa. liii. 12). The blood of

man shed, which as plural is named B
1

^,
2
cries to heaven for

vengeance (Gen. iv. 10
;
Heb. xii. 24), for which, in Job xxiv.

12, comp. Apoc. vi. 10, it is said that the soul of those that

were slain cries out. Of the murderer of the innocent, Scrip-
ture says that he slays the soul of the blood of the innocent

(tyvXVv afaaTos dOwov, Deut. xxvii. 25), and that the blood of

the souls of the innocent (aifjLara tyv^wv dOcoayv) cleaves to his

skirts (Jer. ii. 34, comp. Prov. xxviii. 17, blood of a soul).

And because the blood is the soul, that which is true of the

person is said of the blood : *Pj
tt

(Ps. xciv. 21), aipa ^IKCLIQV

(Matt, xxiii. 35).
3 This idea of the unity of the blood and the

soul is not exclusively peculiar to the Holy Scripture. How har-

moniously antiquity thus expressed itself, has been set forth by
Bahr in his Symbolism of Mosaic Worship. That in the ancient

Egyptian hieroglyphics, the hawk, which according to old tra-

dition feeds on blood, implies the soul, proceeds, according to

Horapollo (i. 7), on just the same idea. Virgil, in his jffineid,

gives to it the boldest expression, when in ix. 349 he says

of a dying person, purpuream vomit ille animam. Many Greek

and Roman philosophers and physicians sought to establish it

scientifically as the true view among the many various notions

of the situation of the soul.
4

Critias taught absolutely: the blood

1
Opp. ed. Oehler, i. 149.

2 Vid. 011 this plural of the product, my Commentary on Genesis, p.

204.
8
Beck, Biblische Seelenlehre, p. 5.

* Vid. Aristotle, vtpl ^VMS, B. i. ch. 2, and Tertullian, de anima, ch. xv.
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is the soul.
1

Pythagoras and others : the soul is nourished by
the blood. Empedocles : the heart's blood (aipa TrepiicdpSiov)

is the seat of the soul.
2 The Stoics : the soul is the exhalation

(avaQvfjLiaa-is) of the blood. In the supposition of these last

tli at the soul is developed from the blood as gas from the

fire, they derived ^v^r) from ^v^euv in the sense of cooling.
3

The better knowledge is found in Homer. The Psyches in

Hades, when it is granted to them to take up blood into them-

selves, attain again the power of thought, language, and ex-

perience. The blood is thus not absolutely one with the soul.

It is only as, moreover, Scripture supposes it the means of

its self-attestation.

Turning back again to the Scripture, it is first of all

1 Matthsei observes, in Zoco, when Nemesius mentions this, that this

Critias at any rate, if anybody had, had a soul of blood : he was one of

the thirty tyrants.
2 He says it in the verse often cited in the church fathers, alpx, ya.p

dvdpaTTot; irspix*pbtov sari vo^ot ; comp. Cicero, Tmc. i. 9 : Empedocles
animum esse censet cordi suffusum sanguinem.

3 The Stoic derivation of the name -fyvw appears, moreover, differently

used, e.g. by Chrysippus, in Plutarch, de Sloicorum repugnantiis, ch. xli. :

" The child is naturally nourished in the womb like a plant ;
but when it is

born it is cooled by the air (^v^o^evoy), fills the mouth with breath, and

thus passes into a living life
;
wherefore the soul is fittingly so named

from the cooling breathing (voipx ryv *//|/z>)." Just so the physician

Hicesius, in Tertullian, de anima, ch. xxv. (where he contends against the

view that the child is not endowed with soul till birth) : Hicesius jam
natis animam superducens ex aeris frigidi pulsu, quia et ipsum vocabulum

animse penes Grsecos de refrigeratione respondens. Plato succeeds better

in etymology, in the Cratylus, p. 399 :
" The soul is the cause of life, which

procures to the body the capacity of breathing, and refreshes it (dvx-^v^o^
"

for -fyvYfiv signifies to breathe, to blow, and also to cool, inasmuch as a man

breathing cools himself, and blowing cools anything else. The simplest is

Dio Chrysostomus, Or. xii. p. 387 (in union with the view of the endowing
with soul at its birth) :

" When the child has left the womb, the air

awakens it to life by means of breathing and inbreathing (etWygtwc; KXI

i/<n//
v!?)." Moreover, Origen assumes that the soul has its name from

\]/v%pov, but a refrigescendo de statu diviniore etc meliore, as it were cooled by
its journey down into the world of darkness (aTov^yygiVoi). See Lobeck's

AglaophamuSj i. 759. One remembers in this, Plato and Heraclitns ; for

the latter (see Gessner, de animis Heracliti) distinguished damp or moist

(sinking down) and dry (ascending) souls : the latter are those akin to

the primitive fire, and drawn from Him whose AnoaKaapatriot,
the souls are.
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deserving of consideration, that it always combines soul and

blood only nowhere spirit (D^) and blood, as a unity. Philo

has noticed this. It is only the sensuous soul he says quite

correctly not the intelligent and thinking soul, whose ovaia

is called the blood : the blood is the ovaia of the soul ; but the

ovaia of its nobler part, which is related to it as the apple of an

eye, to the eye as it were the tyv%r) ^U^TJ? is the spirit which

originates from God.1 The spirit, say we on the foundation

of such christologic passages psychologically applicable, as Heb.

ix. 14,
2 Acts xx. 28 is only mediately immanent in the blood,

in that it is immanent in the soul. The spirit reveals itself

in the soul, and the soul lives and moves in the blood. How

sharply the Scripture here separates and defines, is seen from

the fact that internal bodily organs such as the heart, the

kidneys, etc., are frequently named as the localities of spiritual

occurrences, but never the blood. It is thus only the soul on

its physical side which is so pre-eminently in the blood, that it

can be said to be one with the blood : not in the sense of

identity, for the expression
" the soul is the blood

"
alternates

with "the soul is in the blood;" and not in the sense of local

enclosure, for the soul, although an unextended nature, is cer-

tainly capable of being localized in an organic body, but not in

such a way as that one part of the organism should exclusively

include it in itself. The scriptural view, at least, is entirely op-

posed to such a localizing of the soul in one part of the human

corporeity. According to Scripture, the soul is not in the blood

in such a way that it could not also be outside the blood.
8 For

it is also in the organs of respiration and of nutrition : the

breath is actually called PM (Job xli. 13), and even the yawn-

ing mouth is called
B>'aj (Isa. v. 14). It is everywhere where

1 See Pliilonis Op. ed. Mangey, i. 206, 480, ii. 356, and Opp. ed.

Tauchnitz, 1. vi. pp. 258, 390.

2 The -xvivpa, oiluviov of Christ stands here in contrast with the perish-

able soul of the beast
; according to the difference of their TrvevftctTx, is

measured the respective value of the bloody self-sacrifice of Christ and of

the sacrifice of beasts. The bold assertion of the contrary, by Liinemann,

On the Hebrews, p. 289 (ed. 2, 1861), that the Scripture throughout knows

nothing of a irvtvftoc. of beasts, is contradicted by Ps. civ. 30, Eccles. iii. 21,

Gen. vii. 15, comp. 22, and other places.
8 Cassiodorus thinks, in naive ignorance of language, that anima is

perhaps therefore related to oiyoupat.
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bodily life is
;
and where it is, there it is always entire, although

here and there in different manifestation.1 The question only
occurs : With what justice is the soul, that manifests itself in

all corporeal forms of life, brought into so pre-eminently close

a union with the blood ?

The identification of the blood with the soul which prevailed
in antiquity, appears at first to have no further foundation, than

that a sudden diminution of the quantity of blood in the body
causes death. But this phenomenon itself has the deeper reason,

that all activity of the body namely, that of the nervous and

muscular systems depends on the quantity of the blood ; for if

a part of the body be deprived of the flow of blood, all activity

therein ceases a sensible part in a few minutes loses all sensi-

bility a muscle no longer either serves the volition, nor is it sus-

ceptible of reflex irritability. The consequence which antiquity

gathered from the phenomenon that blood-shedding and death

coincide, is thus perfectly justified on physiological grounds.

Irritability, sensibility, capacity of movement, all activity of

the body, are lost with the loss of blood. The blood is actually
the basis of the physical life; and so far, the soul, as the principle
of bodily life, is pre-eminently in the blood. Therefore in the

1 Our old dogmatists express both the above propositions in the fol-

lowing manner: "Anima in ubi est corporeo, sed non corporaliter neque
local!ter;" and, "Anima in toto corpore tota et in singulis simul corporis

partibus tota." Even the Calvinistic dogmatists maintain the former

position, but not the latter. It is true also of the brute soul. Claudius

Mamertus (i. 21) says even of the plants, not without truth : Aut cuncta

quse de seminibus prodeunt intra eadem semina corporaliter ostende, aut

herbarum quoque vitam incorpoream confitere. In extreme opposition

thereto, it is said now, pointing to the fact, that from the lower beasts,

e.g. polypi and worms, from the one hydra or naid, by mechanical division,

two, three, or several hydrae or naids may be formed by divisibility of the

soul yea, indeed,
"
of the consciousness." The expression is old (e.g.

in

Albertus M., de anima, i. 15, with reference to the same experimental
fact : Anima quse uno numero fuit in toto efficitur duae numero per
divisionein), but inappropriate; for, as it has been rightly said in opposi-

tion,
" that which is divisible must, moreover, be extended

;
and what is

extended is a body." That which is multiplied as the result of the cutting

up of the bodies of lower creatures (comparable to the setting of a plant),

is only the body, to which neither individualized life, as in the higher kind

of beasts, nor, what is the same thing, psychical life, cleaves. As concerns

the multiplication of souls, however, in the process of generation, this is

110 division, and ought not therefore to be called so.

T
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sacrifice, the blood of the sacrificial beast represents the soul of

the offerer, and, indeed, as we have elsewhere shown, not in

symbolical, but in intercessory and substitutional worth.
1

There is still, besides the principle that the blood is the

basis of the psychical life, a second, without the addition of

which the biblical prohibition of the eating of blood, although
it doubtless seeks to prevent a brutal degradation of man,
cannot at all be comprehended. The blood is not only the all-

conditioning basis, but also the all-embracing source, of the

physical life. Scripture expresses itself on this point as decidedly

as possible (certainly without purposing to give us physiological

information), when, in Acts xvii. 26, it says that God hath

made ef eyo? at/zaro? all nations of men on all the face of the

earth; and in John i. 13,
2

that man by nature is born ef

aifjLarwv. The blood is there plainly considered as the original

material, and, as it were, the chaos, from which the whole human

organism proceeds. This view, moreover, is scientifically con-

firmed : for it is generally acknowledged, that from the point at

which in the embryo the nervous marrow and blood have come

into existence, all further secretion and formation arises from

the blood ; and that even after birth, in every body endowed with

soul, all the material for growth, i.e. for all sorts of nourishment,

as well as of secretion, proceeds from the blood. Only it is still

scientifically in debate, whether the various kinds of material are

contained in the blood in a state of actual diversity, and thence,

1 See the second final consideration of my Commentary on the Epistle to

the Hebrews, 1857 :
" When the priest," says Nachmani on Lev. i. 5 (to

appeal to a Jewish witness),
u
sprinkles the blood on the altar, this repre-

sents the position of the blood and of the soul of the offerer, that he may
consider, when this occurs, that he has sinned in his body and his soul

;
and

that properly his blood ought to be shed and his body burnt, if God had

not graciously ordained this substitution (mion)."
2 In this passage, OVA g| ad^a.ruv denies the material basis; ovbe Ix. Qthh-

potros axpxos the causality of the fleshly, therefore unspiritual, unsanctified

will; ovte i* 6&qftTOs dvlpog the causality of man's, and therefore of

created will. An Old Testament parallel does not occur to the above two

New Testament passages. For the "
blood-relationship

"
is in Hebrew

(fellowship of the flesh), Lev. xviii. 17. My blood relation is

i-)^, or "ntol s

5pVV-
In bth those New Testament passages,

Hellenic and Israelitish views appear to prevail. Comp. Euripides' /on,

AXhuv rp*(peis atf etif4.a,ruv. But it is only the Hellenic usus loquendi
which here defines the biblical: the view is old-Israelitish.
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by virtue of the relations of affinity which the several organs
have thereto, are transferred to these as actual products;

1
or

whether they are first changed by the organs themselves, by
virtue of the functional powers of these organs, in such a way
as to furnish them with certain characters and qualities. If

the former view be true of some materials, and the latter of

others, it is the fact that the restlessly prosecuted investigation
of the blood, in respect of the manifold material of healthy and

unhealthy life, supplies to the view of its pre-existence in the

blood, a continually extending support.
2 The same acknow-

ledgment, although not as yet scientifically stated, lies at the

base of the biblical prohibition of the eating of blood. The
blood is thus stringently forbidden, because it is the substantial

centre whence the animal life in all its forms is radiated intc

development. Everything fluid and firm, which, in the body
endowed with soul, separates itself, by way of assimilation or

secretion, exists already either as a product, or else potentially,

in the blood. The immanence of the soul in the body is thus,

physically regarded, nowhere so intensive as in the blood.

The blood is the soul, not only as the principle of bodily life,

but also as the principle of bodily formation in its sensible

manifestation.

But only the blood of beasts is forbidden, in order to pre-

vent the contact of the human soul with the brute soul. That

the traditional practice allows the blood of fishes, arises from

the fallacious idea that the blood of fishes has not the same

relation to their life as the blood of other creatures. Mean-
while the Thora certainly does not expressly forbid the blood of

fishes; and, moreover, it does not forbid human blood. Human
blood, says Wessely, is legally permitted, for no reason exists

to forbid it.
3 Wherefore not 1 Because it is homogeneous to

man. He, therefore, who thus sucks the blood perchance from

one who has cut himself, does nothing unlawful. And when
1 See e.g. Rosch, Bedeutung des Blutes, p. 8 :

" The blood as the primi-

tive fluid is a homogeneous liquid, which, notwithstanding, contains all

differences, whereby it is possible that even the most different things can

be formed from it, and be nourished from it, depositing this in one place,

that in another, and thus it is dispersed as the light is broken up into

colours." It is the so-called humoral-pathologic view.
2

See, for example, Budge, Memoranda, ii. sec. 268.
8 no*6 m DJJB jw n-nnn JD nmo DIN DI-
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the Lord, in the last supper, ordains His blood for drink, that is

not, on the legal standing, so startling as when Peter receives

the command to eat of the living things in the descending
vessel. In the former case, the purpose is to transplant the

life of the God-man into us; and this life is so far homogeneous
to us, that it is the life of man, in which the idea of humanity
has attained to its highest conceivable perfection.

Thus much upon blood and soul. That spiritual functions

are nowhere attributed to the blood, we have already observed

above. So much the more multifarious are the functions which

Scripture attributes to the heart, which is the reservoir of the

blood. And in conjunction with the heart, there scarcely occurs

any mention of the head, which is the reservoir of the brain.

Here, if anywhere, biblical psychology encounters difficult pro-

blems, which, however, when they shall be solved, are equally
evidences for the just claims of the science, with the building

up of which we are concerned.

HEART AND HEAD.

SEC. XII.

"
QUID sine capite est homo," cries Ambrose,

" cum totus in

capite sit !" According to thorough investigation and evidence

of Scripture in all its parts, however, the heart is the innermost

centre of the natural condition of man, in which the threefold

life of man blends together ; wherefore 31, inwardness, inter-

nality (although properly of a broader meaning than 37
?
Ps.

xxxix. 4, Lxiv. 7), is used in a sense almost the same as 3!? (Arab.

qalb) (e.g.
Ps. v. 10, xlix. 12) ; and 37, /cap&la, denotes also the

middle or centre of other natural things (see Sec. X. of this

division). The heart is (A) the centre of the bodily life, it is the

reservoir of the entire life-power (Ps. xl. 13, comp. xxxviii. 11),

and indeed in the lowest physical sense; for eating and drink-

ing, as strengthening of the heart (Gen. xviii. 5 ; Judg. xix. 5 ;

1 Kings xxi. 7 ; Acts xiv. 17 ; Jas. v. 5, comp. Luke xxi. 34),

becomes the strengthening of the whole man. It is (B) the
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centre of the pneumatico-psychical life, and (a) of the life of will

and desire. When the man determines of himself upon any-

thing, it is called tep iop (Esther vii. 5, comp. Eccles. viii. 11,

ix. 3), or iriN^ nnj (Ex. xxxv. 29), or fa*? to (Ex. xxxv. 21),

or ^ jn; (Eccles. i. 13), or teWy Db> (Dan. i.S) ;
in the New

Testament, TrpoaipelTai T{J /capSla (2 Cor. ix. 7). When the man

designs anything with a consciousness of the motive and object,

it is called taafa rrn
(Isa . x. 7) or m^DJ> (1 Kings viii. 17,

x. 2): it is HIXJPi (Ps. xxi. 3), evBo/cla (Horn. x. 1), Trpbdecns (Acts
xi. 23), of his heart ; and when he is strongly determined, he

is efyato? ev rfj tcap&la (1 Cor. vii. 37). What is done gladly,

willingly, and of set purpose, is done 2??p, etc KapBias (Lam. iii.

33; Rom. vi. 17 ; comp. Prov. xxiii. 7). The heart is the seat

of love (1 Tim. i. 5) and of hatred (Lev. xix. 17). Whom a

man loves, to him he gives his heart (Prov. xxiii. 26 ; Judg.
v 9), and him he has in his heart (Phil. i. 7 ; 2 Cor. vii. 3).

The heart is (b) the centre of the pneumatico-psychical life, as the

life of thought and conception. The heart knows or perceives,

Deut. xxix. 3, Prov. xiv. 10 ;
it understands, Isa. xxxii. 4,

Prov. viii. 5, Acts xvi. 14 ; it deliberates, Neh. v. 7 ;
it reflects,

avfjiflaXXei, Luke ii. 19 ; and estimates, Prov. xvi. 9. The
heart is set or directed (B"^, W&) when one gives heed (Deut.
xxxii. 46 ; Ps. xlviii. 14) : it is turned away from, or inclined

towards, according as one's sympathies are turned away or

turned towards an object (Deut. xxx. 17; Josh. xxiv. 23).

That which one impresses on one's self, and makes one's own, is

said to be settled, bound, written on or in the heart (Deut. xi. 18;

Cant. viii. 6 ; Prov. vi. 21, iii. 3) ; one knows in his heart if he

is conscious to himself (Deut. viii. 5), and with his whole heart

if he is absolutely conscious (Josh, xxiii. 14 ; comp. 2?, know-

ledge about anything, in the phrases, 2 Kings v. 26, Gen. xxxi.

20) ; and everything which comes into our mind or memory rises

in the heart (^'^ ty or nW, Isa. Ixv. 17, Jer. iii. 16, or

nirto a, 2 Chron. vii* 11; avaftalvet eVl icapSia, Acts vii. 23,

1 Cor. ii. 9) ; the heart is the storehouse of all that is heard

and experienced (Luke i. 66, ii. 51, xxi. 14). Thinking is

called ^ni, Gen. xvii. 17, or nWs, Gen. viii. 21, xxiv. 45;

iray -a-nj Eccles. i. 16, or aWy, 1 Sam. i. 13 ; \fyeiv or eiireiv

cV rfj /capSia, Matt. xxiv. 48, Apoc. xviii. 7. The heart itself

discourses inwardly, and then speaks, by expressing itself out-
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wardly ("i^, Ps. xxvii. 8 ; If?, Ps. xli. 7, Prov. xxiii. 33 ; run,

Prov. xv. 28, xxiv. 2, Isa. xxxiii. 18). The heart is the birth-

place of the thoughts : thought is called nun, Ps. xlix. 3, ffan,

Ps. xix. 14, or I^SH, Dan. ii. 30, of the heart ; its thoughts,

ntaB>n, Gen. vi. 5 ;

h

i?pn Or "npn, Judg. v. 15 ; ntotip, Jer. xxiii.

20;
;

51V, Prov. xvi. 1 ; ntofco, Ps. Ixxiii. 7 ; 'gnto, Job xvii.

11 ; {3ov\al, 1 Cor. iv. 5 ; StaXo7tcr/zot, Matt. xv. 19, Luke v. 22,

ix. 47, xxiv. 38 ; evOvfttfa-eis, Matt. ix. 4
; eWotat, Heb. iv. 12.

Wise thoughts, as well as inventions (1 Kings xii. 33 ; Neh.

vi. 8 ; Isa. lix. 13) and deceits (Jer. xiv. 14, xxiii. 16), originate

from the heart : it is the heart which forms them
("TCP,

Gen. viii.

21), and devises them (B^n, Prov. vi. 18). Because it is the

birth-place of the thoughts, the heart is, moreover, the birth-place

of words. Words are brought forth from the heart (Job viii. 10),

are spoken with the heart (Ps. xv. 2) ;
the mouth speaks etc

rov Trepio-a-ev/jLaros T?}? fcap&tas (Matt. xii. 34). The heart

thus comprehends both vovs and ^0705 ; therefore the wise

man is called 3^"D?n (Ex. xxviii. 3), and 3? is pregnantly used

as equivalent to understanding (Job xii. 3 ; Prov. xv. 32 ; Hos.

iv. 11) : thence XXFttafy the man of understanding (Job xxxiv.

10, 34), and ^pn (Prov. x. 13) or n!rpK (Hos. vii. 11 ; Jer.

v. 21), the man void of understanding ;
for heart without B>

(Job xvii. 4) or HD^n (Prov. xiv. 33) is no better than none.

The heart is (c) the centre of the pneumatico-psychical life,

as emotional, i.e. the life of the feelings and the affections

(affections of the mind). To the heart are attributed all

degrees of joy, from pleasure (Isa. Ixv. 14) to transport and

exultation (Acts ii. 46 ; Ps. Ixxxiv. 3) ; all degrees of pain,

from discontent (Prov. xxv. 20) and sorrow (John xvi. 6) up
to piercing and crushing woe (Ps. cix. 22 ; Acts xxi. 13 ; Isa.

Ixv. 14) ; all degrees of ill-will, from provocation and anger

(Prov. xxiii. 17 ; Jas. iii. 14) to raging madness (Acts vii. 54)
and glowing desire of vengeance (Deut. xix. 6) ; all degrees of

dissatisfaction, from anxiety (Prov. xii. 25) to despair (Eccles.

11. 20) ;
all degrees of fear, from reverential trembling (Jer.

xxxii. 40) to blank terror (Deut. xxviii. 28 ; Ps. cxliii. 4). The

heart melts and writhes for anguish (Josh. v. 1
; Jer. iv. 19),

becomes weak by despondency (Lev. xxvi. 36 ; Deut. xx. 8),

glows and ferments for sadness (Ps. xxxix. 3, Ixxiii. 21), dries

up and withers under the weight of sorrow (Ps. cii. 4
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Ezek. xvi. 30), is broken and crushed by the anguish of ad-

versity, wrath, and punishment (Ps. cxlvii. 3 ; Jer. xxiii. 9 ;

Ps. li. 19), is turned for sympathy (Hos. xi. 8) ;
is set into a

sacred burning by God's word (Jer. xx. 9 ; Luke xxiv. 32).

Briefly, A 9 /capita, is the conscious unity of the pneumatico-

psychical life in all its directions
;
and therefore ^HK

37, KapSia

fj,iay is the conscious perfect unity of will, thought, and feeling

(Jer. xxxii. 39; Ezek. xi. 19; 1 Chron. xii. 38 ; Acts iv. 32).

But as will, thought, and feeling are always conceived by Scrip-
ture from an ethical point of view, it is thence understood of

itself, that the heart, moreover, is (C) the centre of the moral

life ; so that all moral conditions, from the highest mystical love

of God (Ps. Ixxiii. 26), even down to the self-deifying pride

(Exek. xxviii. 2, 5), and the darkening (Rom. i. 21) and harden-

ing (Isa. vi. 10, Ixiii. 17 ; Jer. xvi. 12 ; Lam. iii. 65 ;
2 Cor.

iii. 14), are concentrated in the heart as the innermost life-

circle of humanity (1 Pet. iii. 4) ; and the moral character is

called precisely 2? (comp. 3J?J 3?, an ambiguous character, Ps.

xii. 3, 1 Chron. xii. 33), or with reference to the heart, "WJ

(Deut. xxxi. 21 ; New Testament, iavoia, Luke i. 51, eTrlvoia,

Acts viii. 22). Therefore ">?, clear; "!^9> pure;
1

"i^J, upright;

D.to, whole
; DF), perfect ; |toJ, strong ; JONJ, faithful, and so

further, with their opposites, are appellations of the heart, the

discussion of which, however, is not a problem of psychology, but

of ethics. The heart is the laboratory and place of issue of all

that is good and evil in thoughts, words, and deeds (Mark vii.

21 ; Matt. xii. 34); the rendezvous of evil lusts (brffivfiiai) and

passions (irdOrj eVt^iyua?, Rom. i. 24 ; Mark iv. 19, comp. 15);

a good or an evil treasure (Luke vi. 45). It is the place where

God's natural law is written in us, and effectually proves itself

(Rom. ii. 15) ;
as also the place of the positive law put within

by grace (Isa. li. 7; Jer. xxxi. 33). It is the seat of conscience

(Heb. x. 22) ;
and all the testimonies of the conscience, e.g.

\ John iii. 19-21, are ascribed to it. With the heart it is

believed, /capSta Trio-Teverai (Rom. x. 10) ; and also disbelief

places there the dregs of all wickedness (Heb. iii. 12). It is

the field for the seed of the divine word (Matt. xiii. 19 ;
Luke

1 It is characteristic of the rather Hellenic than Hebraic language in

which the idea is expressed, that the book of Wisdom (vii. 27) says

I\ where the Old Testament (Prov. xxii. 11, LXX.) says wrteti xu
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viii. 15). According as it makes its decision, it stands under

the inspirations of God (e.g. 2 Cor. viii. 16) or of Satan (John
xiii. 2 ; Acts v. 3). It is the dwelling-place of Christ in us

(Eph. Hi. 17), of the Holy Ghost (2 Cor. i. 22), of the peace
of God (Col. iii. 15); the receptacle of the love of God shed

abroad (Rom. v. 5), the place of rising of the heavenly light

(2 Cor. iv. 6; 2 Pet. i. 19), the closet of secret communion

with God (Eph. v. 19 ; comp. Lam. ii. 18, iii. 41, Hos.

vii. 14); a great mysterious depth, which only God fathoms

(Prov. xv. 11 ; Jer. xvii. 9 ; Ps. xliv. 22 ;Rom. viii. 27).
1 To

speak with Beck, it is the centre of the entire man the very

hearth of life's impulse the supporter of the personal con-

sciousness, combined with self-determination and the activity of

the reason the training-place of all independent actions and

conditions
; it is the agent of all relations and conducts, as well

on the spiritual as on the bodily side, so far as they ensue

with self-consciousness and free agency. It is by the heart that

is characterized the moral condition of the man : in the heart

are found the postulates of speech ;
in the heart is affirmed the

natural law, and, by means of regeneration, the new law of God
as a living power. The question of v. Rudloff,

2 whether the

heart belongs to the domain of the spirit or of the soul, needs not

at all to be proposed in this mode of comprehension. It is the

pneumatico-psychical inward nature of the man in its concrete

central unity, and on all sides of its dynamic efficiency and its

ethical determination. All that Hellenically and Hellenistically
is called

1/01)5, XOYO?, o-welBijcn^ QV/ULOS, is involved in KapSla;
and all by which iba and t?aj is affected, comes in J? into the

light of consciousness. The heart, says Solomon (Prov. xiv.

10), knoweth the bitterness of his soul. It is obvious, from

this mode of conception, that the heart is the place where, as

Oehler expresses it,

3
the soul is at home, and becomes conscious

of all its doing and suffering, as its own. All the rays of the

life of soul and body converge thither, and again develop
themselves thence (comp. e.g. Prov. xiv. 30, xvii. 22). Heart,

1 "Where hitherto, in the individual cases, only one illustrative text or a

few or many of them are cited, it has always occurred with design, and
after a previous review of the collected texts pertaining to the point.

2 Die Lehre vom Menschen, p. 42.

Art. " Herz" in Herzog's R.E.
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soul, and flesh, is the Old Testament trichotomy (Ps. Ixxxiv. 3,

xvi. 9) ;
heart and soul, the Old Testament designation of

the pneumatico-psychical inner life (Deut. iv. 29, vi. 5 ; Josh,

xxii. 5, xxiii. 14; 1 Kings ii. 4 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 3; 1 Chron.

xxviii. 9 ;
2 Chron. vi. 38 ;

Prov. ii. 10).

We have purposely spared neither ourselves nor the reader

the trouble of a tabular survey thus dry and wearisome, that the

importance of the questions might be duly estimated which are

associated with the view which is expressed in so continuous and

various a manner in Scripture, from beginning to end. Mai-

monides disregards all difficulties, when, in view of this biblical

mode of speaking, he says that X> is a homonyrnous word, which

primarily denotes the principal organ of life, and then, more-

over, thought, sentiment, will, and intellect.
1 Between heart

in the lower bodily-vital sense and heart in the higher pneu-

matico-psychical sense, there must subsist a deeper and more

real consistency than that of a mere figure of speech. From the

fact that Scripture speaks nowhere of a heart of the brutes in a

higher sense (a fact to which Roos first of all calls attention),
2
as

moreover the Arabic Hamasa, p. 513, says directly, the brute is

without heart (c^J^j^o), it cannot be proved that the higher

conception of the human heart is a purely spiritual one: for the

difference of the human and the brute heart has its foundation

in the distinction of the human and the brute soul ; the organ
of which in both cases is the heart of flesh : the fleshly heart of

man is divested of humanity, when his soul is brutalized (Dan.
iv. 16). That, moreover, when Scripture speaks of the heart

in the higher sense, its reference is not to be so entirely with-

drawn from the fleshly heart, is proved by almost all the

passages where the heart appears as the object and subject of

affections, e.g. Job xxxvii. 1 : "At this also my heart trem-

bleth, and is moved out of his place." These are for the most

part symptoms of the fleshly heart, as Ps. xxxviii. 10; the im-

petuous quickly recurring contraction and expansion,
3

by which

1 Moreh Nebuchim, i. 39.
2 See also Beck, Seelenlehre, p. 70.
3 Not to say movement of rotation, for which "imnD is the strict ex-

pression, the heart revolves in every condition of its efficiency a little round

its axis leviter sese quasi contorquet. as Harvey expresses it
;
and with
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the sentiments are indicated. But, moreover, Scripture conceives

of higher spiritual occurrences in association with the fleshly

heart. " I will give them," says Jehovah, in Ezek. xi. 19, of the

Israel of the future,
" one heart, and I will put a new spirit

within you ; and I will take the stony heart out of their flesh,

and will give them an heart of flesh" (">^3 37). And Paul says

to the Corinthians (2 Cor. iii. 2) :
" Ye are our epistle written

in our hearts, known and read of all men : inasmuch as it is

manifest of you that ye are the epistle of Christ ministered by

us, written not with ink, but with the Spirit of the living God ;

not on tables of stone, but on fleshly tables of the heart."

Irenseus not unjustly avails himself of this passage as a proof-

text for the resurrection of the flesh : Si ergo mine corda

carnalia capacia spiritus fiunt : quid mirum si in resurrectione

earn quse a spiritu datur capiunt vitam I
*

Will it perchance be opposed to us, that this concentration

of all pneumatico-psychical life in its sensuous agency upon the

heart is not at all peculiar to the Holy Scripture ? Even

according to the Indian view, the sun of knowledge rises in the

aether of the heart : there dwells the part
" which stands at

the crest" (Kutast'a) of the universal Brahma, who, by his

reflection, bestows the needful light on the spiritual capacities.
2

Of the Persians, Firmicus Maternus tells us that they regard
the heart as the source and ground whence the thoughts branch

forth like a wood 3
(in modum silvarum). In Homer, KpaSiT)

(rjrop) likewise serves as the central living hearth of man, and

stands to typeves directly in the relation of an internal nature.

It is only because of the distinct and more elevated position

which philosophy and physiology award to the vov$, that the

brain gradually attained a higher significance. Pythagoras
was the first who isolated the vovs in the brain. Alcmaeon, his

pupil, considered the brain as the organ, as well of perception

(afc&yarc) as of thought. Even Plato located the vovs in the

head, wearing the form of a terrestrial globe. In like manner,

convulsive states of the heart is associated at times a feeling as if the heart

were in a rolling motion.
1
Opp. ed. Stieren, i. 753.

2 Grant, Bibliotheca Tamulica.
8 In a passage given in full in the following section, in Gersdorf, Biblio-

theca Patrum, vol. xiii. p. 67.
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the younger Hippocratic school,
1 and most of the Alexandrian

physicians. Nevertheless Erasistratos taught (under Seleucus

Nicator), according to Galen's testimony, that not alone the

spirit of life, but also the spirit of the soul, had its seat Kara

rrv tcapSiav. This view, moreover, found scholastic support

elsewhere. Empedocles gave the heart's blood to the soul,

Diogenes of Apollonia the cavity of the chest to the vo^ais ;

the author of the Hippocratic work, Trepl /capbias, gave the left

ventricle to the yvcb/jLT) (intelligent soul), as its place. But

the chief assertor of the heart as the central organ of the

soul is Aristotle, with the school of physicians that adopt

his philosophy. The heart, from which the formation of the

embryo takes its beginning, is,
in his estimation, the centre

whence proceed all the organs of sense, and whence, therefore,

the soul, as the entelecheia of the body, develops its activity.
2

Moreover, among the Stoics, Chrysippus taught that the heart

is the abode of the reason and the affections ; and Posidonius,

that the one soul, with its three fundamental powers (\o<y%cr6ai,,

0vjjiovcr6ai,, e7rt$v//-eti/), has its one proper dwelling-place in the

heart.
3 And generally, the heart appears to the entire Greek

science something more than a mere mechanical forcing-pump
of the blood ; for even Plato (followed by Philo), although he

regards the head with the senses as the seat of the Xo^o?, places

the OVJJLOS in the chest or the heart, as the eVt^u/z/a in the liver,

or the umbilical region. In Homer, the slain man, as wanting

the light of consciousness, is called atcrjpeos, without heart ; and

also in the Latin, cor, although here superseded by animus, is

used in a pneumatico-psychical sense, as is shown by the adjec-

tives excorsy socors, vecors, and the forms of speech, cordi esse
y

cordi facere, and the like. Of a clever, cunning girl, it is

1
Hippocrates himself, in his genuine writings, nowhere attributes to

the brain the functions of the soul. This Galenistic view did not occur

t .11 the later apocryphal Hippocratic works : see Herm. Nasse, Commentatio

de insania secundum libros Hippocraticos, 1829, iv. p. 4. The work, vipi

itp'/is vovaov, would therefore not be genuine; for there (Opp. ed. Littre,

vol. vi. p. 392) it is expressly said that the brain, and not the heart, is the

seat of the intelligence.
2 See Brandis, Aristoteles und seine akademischen Zeitgenossen, second

part (1857), p. 1144. Zeller, Philosophic der Griechen, ii. 487; comp.

v. Zezschwitz, Profangrdcitdt und bibl. Sprachgeist, pp. 24-31.

3 See Max. Heinze, Stoicorum de affectibus doctrina (1860), p. 50.
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said in Plautus : Ut habet sapiens cor, quam dicit quod

opust.
1

It is thus a fact, that this mode of regarding the heart is

common to Scripture with classical and oriental antiquity, and

that, in classical antiquity, even great scientific authorities look

on the heart as the central organ of the soul. But is the marvel

of the matter thereby explained ? Is it,
on that account, the less

an enigma that needs explanation ? In the extra-biblical sphere

one might pass on, and be satisfied with the fact that this idea

of the heart as, perhaps, that of the revolution of the sun round

the earth is one of the many puerile ideas which belong to the

early times of humanity ; ideas, of which science has not even

yet been able altogether to divest herself. But in Scripture
it is so involved with the idea of the blood, and this so much

implicated with the ritual of sacrifice
2 and the doctrine of

atonement ; and even were this not the case, it has there so per-

vading an influence upon the mode of thought and expression,

and such an all-pervading control, that it is impossible to be

satisfied with that cheap and superficial mode of explanation.
For only the book of Daniel sometimes names the head, where,

according to the prevalent mode of speech in Scripture, the heart

might have been expected : it considers the head as the locale of

visions
(ii. 28, iv. 2, 7, 10, vii. 1, 15 ; comp. on the other hand,

ii. 30). This T\WXlW by the side of ^iJ? ^3p in the book of

Daniel, is a hint of the greatest value ;
but it is also the only

trace of the reference of pneumatico-psychical events to the head:

for, in respect of such passages as Eccles. ii. 14, it would only
be a misapprehension of the true matter of fact to assume any.

Certainly moreover the head is, according to Scripture, evi-

dently the noblest part of man ; standing in the closest relation

as well to soul and spirit in the man, as to all psychic-spiritual

influences which arise to the man. Because in the head, the

human organism culminates, Christ is called the /ce^aX?}
3
of

1
Persse, iv. 4, p. 84, ed. Ritschl.

2 In the whole-offering the head and heart of the beast were burnt

upon the altar (Lev. i. 3, viii. 20) ; otherwise, only the fat, kidneys, and

the liver : Philo (Opp. ii. 190) neglects the former, while he finds the

reason of the latter in the fact that head and 'heart are the seat of the

iytytw/jeei', i.e. of the v<iv$.

8 See my Four Books of the Clmrcli, p. 14.
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the church His body, (see especially Eph. v. 23; Col. ii. 19;

comp. 1 Cor. xi. 3) ;
and for the same reason, Wtf~\ is the gene-

ral metaphorical appellation of him who is most exalted, the

most excellent, the chief. He who blesses lays his hand upon
the head of the person to be blessed (Gen. xlviii. 14, comp.
xlix. 26; Prov. x. 6), and he who consecrates, on the head of

the person to be consecrated (Jer. viii. 10) ; so that from thence,

blessing and consecration, like the anointing oil (Ps. cxxxiii. 2,

comp. Lev. viii. 12), should flow down upon the whole natural

condition, and pervade it. Precisely for the same reason,

tongues of fire are distributed on the heads of the apostles, and

they become thus full of the Holy Ghost (Acts ii. 3) : it was

their heavenly laying on of hands (np^pp). There is a similar

reason for the healer laying his hand upon the person to be healed

(Matt. ix. 18) : the power of healing (Luke vi. 19) goes forth

upon the head, in order to go forth from thence upon the whole

man. And it scarcely needs a proof, that the countenance

or front of the head
is, moreover, regarded in Scripture as the

mirror of divine influences upon the man of all affections, and
of the entire life of soul and

spirit. When Moses beheld the

glory of God upon Sinai (Ex,, xxxiv. 29, comp. Matt. xvii. 2,

2 Cor. iii. 13), it was his countenance which shone long after-

wards. The wisdom of a man, says the Preacher (viii. 1),

brightens his face, and, through boldness, his countenance is

defaced or changed. In the physiognomy is reflected the moral

condition of the man (Isa. iii. 9 : see above, Sec. X. towards the

end). Therefore God's D^a is Himself, in His essential revela-

tion (Ex. xxxiii. 14
; Deut. iv. 37) ; as the Angel of Jehovah,

as the medium of this revelation, is called VJ3 Tjtfta (Isa. Ixiii. 9).
As the person, in respect of its internal nature, is called t^M,

i ; so, in respect of its external nature, it is called D^Q,
or PHI (Judg. v. 30 ; 1 Chron. xii. 23), and even

1 (Ex. xvi. 16, xxxviii. 26). The visible personal presence
of any one is called his countenance, e.g. 2 Sam. xvii. 11. In

all these relations the head is very highly exalted, but without,
as v. Schubert 1

thinks, attributing to it any spiritual or higher

1
GescTiicJite der Seek, i. 270

; against which Einhorn, Princip. des J\lo-

saismus, i. 174, observes :
" The head is to the external appearance what

the heart is to the internal agency of the soul
;
and only on this view is a

prominent position attributed to it in the biblical point of view."
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psychical functions. And even where Scripture speaks of the

functions of the organs of sense, especially of seeing and hear-

ing, as of conscious functions, and transfers the appellations to

purely intellectual and spiritual transactions, it nowhere justi-

fies us in supposing that there the head which, even as the

chief organ, unites in itself the organs of sense is represented
as the seat of the soul and the spirit, which are the background
of every sensuous perception or perception similar to it.

The result of our investigation is pretty much this : that

the Scripture, without excluding head and brain (as we may
see on a glance at Dan. ii. 28, etc.) from the psychico-spiritual
activities and affections, attributes the central agency of these

to the heart. We have set forth the state of the case wholly
without prejudice, considering the Scripture in its own light,

and not in that of the later physiology and psychology. So
much the more uncompromisingly is manifested the contradic-

tion in which the scriptural view stands not only with the

scientific idea that has been customary since the middle ages,
1

but also with our own natural self-observation. For as it is

indubitable that, by the blood in its normal design, the integrity

of the psychical functions is conditioned ; and that privation of

blood by disease, or violence, or superfluity of blood, has, as

its consequence, a scale of symptoms, from their most extreme

agitation even to their absolute suppression ; and as it is experi-

mentally certain, that with anger, love, and every eager psychical

excitement, is associated palpitation of the heart that the blush

of shame has its cause in the heart-beats which drive the arterial

blood towards the countenance that generally, in a mysterious

manner, mental affections change the pulsations of the heart
;

so it is to us also indubitable, and experimentally certain, that

anything which mentally affects us from without, does not

become a conscious affection, without the brain being interested,

as well in its origination as in its consequences. That the brain

1 Thus teaches, for instance, the Jewish physician and astronomer,

Schabtai Donolo, that the r\ftWl which withal he takes strictly in a dicho-

tomic sense, as spirit of thought and life has its seat in the membrane of

the brain, which is expanded over the brain and the fluid, as the divine

Schekinah in the highest heaven arched over the waters. Below the mem-

brane there is, without anatomical division, the dura mater, together with

the arachuoidea.
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is the organ of all conscious vital activity, and therefore the

peculiar organ of the soul, i.e., as Damerow strikingly expresses

it, the central organ of the spirit which appears in man as soul,

is not only the testimony of science, but is assured to us by every

headache that results from over-strained thinking, and every

congestion of blood towards the head that checks our thinking,

by every self-reproach to which we give expression by striking our

forehead, by every sense of stupefaction arising from forcible

depression of the skull.
1

It is further a fact, that after de-

struction of the brain and spinal marrow, the animal muscles, i.e.

the muscles that obey the volition, sink into absolute quietude,

from which they can only be aroused by external stimulus, a

proof that brain and spinal marrow are the chief organs whence

proceed all those stimuli which from within put the animal

muscles 2
in motion. Thus, for the present, there prevails no

doubt at all that the higher self-conscious activity of the soul,

in all its tendencies, has its laboratory in the brain,
3

although,

even to the present day, we have not succeeded in discovering

1 "The problem of the biblical significance of the heart is solved very

simply by the absolute ignorance of the brain and nervous life." Thus

Noack dismisses me (Psyche, 1860, p. 348). But is it necessary to know

the life of brain and nerves, to feel that we think with the head ? Such a

solution is none at all.

2 In contrast to the organic muscles, which are the agents of the vege-

tative life, and withdrawn from the volition, a usual distinction since the

time of Bichat.
3 "

By heart (xo5;V)," says Harless, Ethik, p. 15,
" we understand

nothing else than the naturally offered designation of the living spiritual-

bodily personality, so far as it is capable of inclination or disinclination, of

love or of hatred. Of a seat of this capability in the heart, we need speak

just as little, as of a seat of the intelligence in the brain, or of other

similar seats of the spiritual life." Where, then, is left the respect for the
u so-called materialism of exact criticism," expressed in the preface to the

Ethik ? Nothing is more certain to him, than that the brain is the special

seat of the soul
;
and how does it agree with this, that, according to a

thorough biblical inspection, the heart is not only the seat of the impulse
and of the inclination, but also of the intelligence and the will ? It is just

the question put to the science of biblical psychology, which is surely not

satisfactorily solved by the fact that the heart is the natural centre of man.

For the rest, the "
spiritual-corporeal personality of man "

is nowhere in

Scripture called J?, but always ^j;j. The heart nowhere appears as personal

power (im),
nowhere as personal link

(

:

D:i),
but always only as a personal

organ.
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that unique constituent of the brain which is the indispensable

condition of psychical phenomena, and therefore the peculiar

ultimate as it were, definite seat of the soul. Neverthe-

less, all disturbance of the soul is esteemed pre-eminently a

morbid state of the organ of the brain ; and it has not sufficed

to regard the thoughts as coinciding with the nervo-electric

oscillations of the brain fibres, or as being at least accompanied

by them, even a plastic corporeal existence has been attributed

to them in the brain.
1

The treatise of Fr. Nasse which appeared in the year 1818,

on the psychical reference of the heart, is of still undiminished

value for the question with which we are here concerned.
2

This eminent investigator, whose glance was not limited to his

own department, and who embraced all regions of science and

of the spirit with observant and living sympathy, declares him-

self here decidedly against the hypothesis of a single organ of

the soul for the soul united in itself. Thence he ventures

the conjecture, that a psychological significance belongs not

merely to the brain, but, moreover, to other organs of the in-

ternal corporeity, a significance which antiquity anticipated

and stamped upon their language, but which later science has

not yet dispassionately examined, and therefore, moreover, has

not duly estimated. Above all, it is the heart, to which, in

opposition to the exclusive reference of the psychical life to

the brain, he seeks to win back the hitherto mistaken close

relation to the soul, especially to its capacities of feeling. But

he goes too far when he attributes to the heart an immediate

psychical agency, i.e. a proper production of psychical func-

tions taking place without concurrence of the brain. For

although the heart in itself is only a great muscle, and is thus a

mechanism without sensation, which drives round the blood in

the body, by means of the pressure which it brings to bear upon

it,
it yet includes ganglia (nervous centres) and nerves, which

belong to its nature not less than the muscular mass. These

1 Thus e.g. Buchez, s. Edel. Untersucliunyen tiber das Intellectuelle Leben,

1855.
2 In the first quarterly part of the ZcltscTir. fur psycliisclie Aerzte, but to

whom also the treatise on the relation of the chief tendencies of the soul to

those of the body is to be attributed, in addition, in the Zeitschr. fur die

Anthropologle, 1823, 1.
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nerves are partly of cerebro-spinal, partly of sympathetic nature,

as generally between the two systems of nerves there subsists a

close reciprocity. This is not the place to allege the results of an

anatomical investigation of the nerves of the so-called organic

region, and to adduce the facts of experimental observation

which place that relation of reciprocity, probable as it is,
a priori

beyond a doubt. When for a long time the cerebral system
had been regarded as too dominant, the reaction prepared by
Fr. Nasse, experimentally established by Yolkmann and Bidder

in favour of the sympathetic system, laid claim to an indepen-
dence for it, which, if not absolute, was yet a relative one ; and

the result of it was the acknowledgment of the nearest material

relationship and causal reciprocity of the two systems. And if

I be not deceived in my judgment of the present position of

the inquiry, the heart, in the measure that this compact dualism

of the nervous system has become recognised, has again attained

significance ; and although, at the present time, not much will be

thought of the experimental facts asserted by Fr. Nasse, that

sometimes melancholy and mania are associated with defects of

the heart in the most manifold forms, without, at the same time,

any noticeable affection of the brain, and without any disease

of the brain appearing in the corpse ; and that the post-mortem

investigation of men, brutal and degenerated into the inhu-

man, has shown all kinds of deformities of the heart,
1

still, it

might become conclusively manifest, that brain and heart both

together are the nearest and most influential bodily organs of

the human soul. If the notion of finding the point of the

brain wherein is the abode of the psychic-monad be only
first substantially given up, then, instead of the view of the

single seat of the soul, the ancient Stoic supposition of an

extended seat of the soul, lately experimentally demonstrated by

1 See on both, moreover, Steuder's Diss. de Cordis Morlorum vi ad

Animum, Kiel 1855. Against the former, it may be said that the proof

per enumerationem simplicem (from individual cases) is too weak to build

thereon the assumption of a deeper causal-connection
;
the latter has not

yet been confirmed, at least for the present, by later observations. Charles

n., the last of the House of Hapsburgh on the Spanish throne, the favourite

cf the Inquisition, and the amateur of the auto-da-fe (died 1700), presents
an example not mentioned in Fr. Nasse :

u The heart of the king was not

larger than a pigeon's egg, and soft as moistened chalk
"

(see Kayserling,
Em Feiertag in Madrid, p. 9).

U
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Fechner,
1
will be more and more confirmed ; and then, more-

over, the acknowledgment of the fact, that the ganglionic system
serves for the perception of the general conditions of life which

proceeds from external impressions and single sensations, will

further tend to this result, that the expansion of the seat of the

soul extends not only to the heart, but that this latter, moreover,

is a principal hearth of the soul's activity.
2

Thus, while considering the contradiction which the biblical

assertions on head and heart meet, we have attained a point

from which may be anticipated a possibility of arrangement.
It is certainly too little, when Beck, in order to apprehend the

spiritual significance which Scripture attributes to the heart,

makes the following observation, which, in itself, is entirely

true :

3 "
Centrality, with independently acting combined power,

as well as with power of circulation stimulating and nourishing
in all directions this forms the essential characteristic of the

heart's life ;
and as the soul, with its peculiar character, is

organically involved in the blood, so the central chamber of the

blood-life, the heart in its declared peculiarity, forms the organic

basis of the entire soul-life." It is too little
;
for although Scrip-

ture makes blood and lower soul-life to coincide with its

spirit-resembling functions, it nowhere makes blood and higher

soul-life: there subsists a mediate connection between these

two, but no immediate ; the spiritual significance of the heart

must yet be found elsewhere than in its being the central organ
of the blood. But if it can be proved that the heart, considered

in respect of its nervous character and not of its muscular

mass, is the central point, in which, because it is the fountain

of the blood, the two nervous systems coincide in a more signi-

ficant manner than anywhere else, as it has already been shown

1 In his Elements of Psycho-physics, ii. 382-428 (against Lotze, who,
with Herbart, postulates for the simple soul-nature also a single place of

retreat, and is inclined to consider the annular protuberance in the brain

as this seat of the soul).
2
Comp. Mehring, Seelenlehre, 1857 (sec. 46, on the seat of the soul).

8
Seelenlehre, p. 65

; compare, however, also p. 13. Granfelt expresses

himself less definitely in his Observationes circa Notionem cordis humani

biblico-psychologicam (Helsingfors 1847), that, from the biblical presump-
tion that the heart is the centre and laboratory of the blood, we are led ad

simile quoddarn centrum adytamque intimum, cui basin visibilem et naturalem

cor carnale prxbeat.
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that brain fibres go to the heart, and not merely sympathetic
nerve-fibres are inwoven therein, then the spiritual import-

ance which, according to the view of Scripture and antiquity,

attaches to the heart, might be explained from the fact, that

everything which mentally affects man comes to his conscious-

ness indeed in the brain, but from thence it stimulates the

heart, and from the heart reacts upon the brain, as sentiment,

i.e. affection taken up into consciousness ; in other words, from

the fact, that the capacity of being subject to emotions of ex-

ternal or internal impressions, i.e. impressions originating either

in the way of perception or idea, begins and ends in the brain,

while it has its intermediate place in the heart. Nevertheless,

this explanation is only partially satisfactory still ; for, accord-

ing to Scripture, the heart is not merely the seat of emotion,

but also of the will and the thought. All the three spiritual

activities, so far as they are reflected in the soul, and accom-

plished in the body, converge in the heart.

We shall approach the true solution, if we do not refuse
1
to

give an unprejudiced and inquiring consideration to a pheno-

menon, to which in spite of a scepticism only seemingly scien-

tific, that closes its eyes to it,
and in spite of the abuse and

fraud whereby it has been degraded must be attributed, on the

ground of the most harmonious and credible testimony, the most

indubitable authenticity. It is the phenomenon of somnambulism.

It only so far comes within the range of our investigation here,

as the declarations of somnambulists remarkably and uninten-

tionally accord with the statements of Scripture on the spiritual

significance of the heart. A perfectly trustworthy reporter,
who had opportunity of observing two somnambulists, a little

girl of ten years old, and a young man who for twenty years,
in the condition of so-called magnetic sleep, preached Christian

devotedness in a manner that marvellously transcended his own
educational position and human capacity both somnambulists,
not by human agency, but by divine dispensation, says on this

matter :
" From the presumable hypothesis, that the two natural

forces of positive and negative electricity correspond to the two

spiritual forces of knowledge and will, whose result is percep-

tion, and that positive currents are conveyed by the several

1 We are glad herein to have the agreement of Oehler in Herzog's
R.E. vi. 21.
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nerves of sense to the knowing power of the spirit, while the

willing power conveys negative currents to the muscles, and

thus through them reacts upon the external world, I conceived

of the place where occurs the flowing into one another of the

two electricities, as being in the two hemispheres of the brain
;

because all our physiologists acknowledge the brain as the

chief seat of the spiritual activity. It was not until after the

somnambulist said to me that the light-beam of knowledge not

only penetrates to his heart, but that it also streams forth from

our heart to him, that I was able to renounce this general

assumption ;
and I am now conjecturally of the opinion, that

the region of the heart and of the stomach (namely, the so-

called ganglionic system, which directs all the involuntary
movements of'the internal organs, as the chief conductor of the

negative element) is the abode of the spiritual perception ; and

that here is formed, by the overflow of the two electricities, the

spiritual light of conscious actions stimulated from without, or

of purely subjective acts." We are far from wishing to appro-

priate to ourselves this combination, not only of nervous power,
bat also of psychico-spiritual capacity, with electricity : it lies

altogether beyond the horizon of our capability of judgment ;

but the facts from which the originator of that conjecture

proceeds, are, in our estimation, uncommonly weighty, and

it will not be found without result if we record at least two

of them.

When the somnambulist K. (the second of those above de-

signated) observed that one of the auditors wished to question

him, but hesitated, he said,
" I see through your thoughts even

without question; but in order that I may glance through
them with facility, would you be good enough to place your
hand at the pit of my heart, and with vivacity think of a ques-

tion which you wish to have answered,without asking it aloud?

I will then at once answer." At this moment, his wife, who

was separated from his sleeping couch by other auditors, and

stood at the door of the room, thought very vividly how she

would like to press forward and submit to him in thought the

question long ago contemplated, whether he could long bear

the bodily exertions which somnambulism caused him, in addi-

tion to his heavy smith's work, or whether her melancholy

prognostic would be fulfilled, that he could not live long?
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Immediately the character of his speech sympathized with the

mournful tone of feeling and the anxious cares of his wife.

What he replied, notwithstanding the heavenly consolation

mingled therewith, made upon her so deep an impression, that

she was carried out fainting, and all further question ceased.

The above-mentioned narrator relates the second fact sup-

plied by way of illustration in the following manner. When I

asked the somnambulist H., of ten years old, whether she could

even see my thoughts in undulations of light which penetrated
from my heart to her, she answered me,

"
No, I cannot see

them ; I am as yet still too weak for that ; but I feel them

dimly in my heart." As she answered me to no thought

questions, but to questions expressed aloud in words, I asked

her whether then she could hear my words, and she replied,
"
No, I hear them not with my ear; but I perceive them in my

heart and in my breast, as they press into my spirit."
1

Another somnambulist, when questioned on the nature of

thoughts, gave the remarkable answer: "I apprehend the thought
in the nervous system, and neglect it in memory. It seems

to me at first like an electric spark which circulates in the

nervous canals ; hereupon it passes into the blood in the form

of a crystalline atom, and comes forth thence to the daylight
after it has burst the husk of its birth, and begins its operation."
The conversation then continued in the following manner :

Q. Where does it come to light? A. In the heart and in the

brain. Q. In which of these two organs does it show itself

first? A. I say to thee, in the heart and in the brain. Q.

Which agency does it express in the heart? A. That of the

feeling : it there makes itself visible to the spiritual eye. Q. I

thought, on the contrary, that the brain sees
it, and the heart

1 Thus far from the writings of the head-master, M. Beesel, in

Schbneck at Danzig, upon somnambulists and somnambulism there. There

are the following works: (1) Communications of the Somnambulist C. W.

Kohn to Suckczyn at Danzig, 1851
; (2) Last Sayings of the Somnambulist

Kohn, 1851; (3) Literal Statements of several still living Somnambulists in

the neighbourhood of Danzig, 1853
; (4) Vital-Magnetism, or Association

of the oscillating-formative Spirit- and Life-Powers with the Vibrations and

Currents of the ^Ether, 1858 (in commission at Homann in Danzig). These

four works may serve rather than others to enable us to form a well-

founded judgment on somnambulism. We commend them to such as may
be capable of testing it.
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merely feels it ? A. No, the heart sees it first ; but the

sympathy between the two organs is so great, that it is seen

almost at the same time by brain and heart.
1

We see from these facts and statements, which might easily

be multiplied by hundreds, that the head as the apex of the

cerebro-spinal system, and the heart as the centre of the so-

called vegetative nervous system, are two corresponding poles

of the bodily agency of the psychico-spiritual life,
2 and that

the heart is related to the head, as the hidden root to the

manifest and outwardly-turned top of the tree. The root

contains in itself all that is developed out of it. In those

conditions in which the external senses are closed, the sensitive-

ness of the outer corporeity is as it were dead ; the blood from

the external parts is withdrawn, and the breathing is almost

imperceptible : then the powers that are concentrated in the

root break forth in fullest intensity. Although now somnam-

bulism is a phenomenon which always falls under a pathological

point of view (by which, moreover, the interference of divine or

demoniacal powers is not excluded),
3

yet still it is precisely that

which is morbidly abnormal, that is recognised as a principal

means of ascertaining that which is normal and primitive. And
we do not at all want somnambulism to prove that the internal

nature of man, with its centre the heart, is the place of the deepest
internalization of all psychico-spiritual activity. As well the most

intensive degrees of mystical self-internalization, as the divinely
effected prophecy in many of its modes of manifestation, are an

evidence of it.
" Like the tortoise," says an Indian religious

treatise,
4 " man must draw all senses into himself. Then

Brahma appears in him as fire, as lightning. In the great fire,

in the aperture of the heart, a little flame will blaze upwards,
and in its midst will be dtma (the spirit) ;

and he who makes

1 From a work of L. A. Cahagnet, which, for the rest, I put aside, as

in a great measure trenching on the department of the magic forbidden in

the Holy Scripture.
2 See Solger, Nachgel Scliriften, i. 230, which, together with many

erroneous consequences, draws moreover this right one, and places it at.

the head.
3 "

It is not known," says Purkinje somewhere,
" whether the magnetic

conditions are to be classed among the pathologic or the hyper-physical."
I conceive it is not a dilemma that concerns us.

4 See in Steinbeck, Der Didder ein Seher, p. 125.
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all longing after external knowledge to be silent in him lie

breaks like a hawk through the meshes of the net, and lias

become one with nature." And in respect of prophecy, it is

indeed the characteristic of false prophecy, that it originates
out of the prophet's own heart, and follows the tendency of his

own spirit (Ezek. xiii. 2) ; but, moreover, the true prophet
receives the perception of the impulse of the Divine Spirit in

his heart (Jer. xx. 9) ;
and with what else does he see,

except with the internal eye, which is not opened unless the

activity of the outward man be withdrawn to the position of

the inward man ? Therefore Balaam calls himself the man of

the closed eye (Num. xxiv. 3, 15). Therefore he whose inner

eye is opened sees, while others see nothing, and only perhaps
receive a vague impression of an extraordinary occurrence

(Dan. x. 7 ; Acts ix. 7). It is
" the concealed paradisiacal

glory (restrained in materially forming activity) of central doing

and seeing"
1 which is there released. For "faith, power of

faith, divination, the degrees of religious ecstasy and convulsion,

the steps of the wonder-working operation of faith, these are

all manifestations of the inner man, set free from bondage in

the night-side, in the vital vegetative region, and established

into the eternal centre."
2

But still the question always remains unanswered, how Scrip-

ture and antiquity came to the determination of regarding that

spiritual importance which the heart attains in the various kinds

of manifest and obscure forms of ecstasy, as the usual normal

fact; and of giving it an expression in language, which from its

first unanticipatory coinage, even to the latest time, which still

always distinguishes psychically between head and heart has

maintained an almost undiminished dominion.3
I know not how

to answer it otherwise, than that the view which forces itself

upon us, that all psychico-spiritual life has its seat in the head,

is the result of a psychico-spiritual one-sidedness, which was

1 Thus J. P. Lange, in the Zeitsclirift fur Christl WissenscTiaft, 1852.

2
Rocuoll, Beitraye zu einer Gesch. der deutschen Theosophie (1856), p.

100.
3 We say

"
almost," for we should hardly now continue to express

ourselves as e.g. Luther on the Holy Communion ( Works, 30, 87) :
" The

heart eats that spiritually, which the mouth eats bodily ;
but because the

mouth is a fellow-member with the heart, it must finally live in eternity

also for the sake of the heart."
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foreign to the ancient world. " The humanity of those timec,"

says, moreover, a later Homeric commentator,
1 " knew no one-

sided activity of the understanding no abstract thought : its

perceptions were directed to practical life ; and were therefore

accompanied by greater or less excitement of feeling, which

manifests itself in the breast by deeper and quicker, fainter

and more slow breathing, as well as by a more or less lively pul-

sation of the heart. Therefore it conceived of the breast as the

chief place of the life of the soul. It was not until an abstract

mode of thought was developed, certainly with the sacrifice of

unprejudiced simplicity of mind, that the significance of the

head in respect of the spiritual life was apprehended." This is

precisely our judgment, but without foregoing the hope, that the

simple self-consciousness of the yet unbiassed man of antiquity

will one day still vindicate itself to modern science, as it did in

Aristotle to ancient, in the way of physiological knowledge.
2

In any case, the present excentric preponderance of the brain-

life is, on the one hand, the result of a one-sided intellectual

advance, wherein we have far surpassed antiquity ; but, on the

other hand, it is the result of a one-sidedness of the psychico-

spiritual life, wherein we are far inferior to antiquity. For

this life has its root in the heart, and its crest in the head ;

and is therefore only then perfect, when between these two

poles there subsists, without any confusion of them, but also

without absolutism of the one or the other, the destined re-

ciprocal relation.
3

We have hitherto everywhere considered the heart not as

isolated, but inclusive of what surrounds it, namely, of the

nervous tissues woven through the cavity of the breast, and

1
Grotemeyer, Homer's GrundansicJit von der Seek (1854), p. 5.

2 As v. Zezschwitz, Lc. p. 30 :

" This is the way of all spiritual develop-

ment of man, that what was once consciousness of living possession of

nature, is found again on the path of science." Fr. Nasse says, in his treatise

on the psychical relation of the heart (1818), p. 88 :

" We find confirmed,

at least in the main features, what Plato, what Pythagoras, taught of the

immediate relation of the heart to the soul : we must also here confess that

in earlier times very many a thing was better known than in later."

8 Grace re-establishes this life, and then, moreover, there corresponds

to it, the condition of truly spiritual self-knowledge, as e.g. is proved by
J. Bohme's answer to the question, How and in what place is the seat of

the soul in man ? (Q. 11 of the 40 questions on the soul.)
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the abdomen, and the viscera in its neighbourhood. The

following section will show with what well-founded scriptural

justice we have done so.

WITHIN THE BODY THE INTESTINES AND
THE KIDNEYS.

SEC. XIII.

THE most usual Old Testament denominations of the parts inside

the body, situated below the head and neck, bounded towards

the back by the true and lumbar vertebrae, and held together
below by the pelvis, are ^p and JB3, of which the former espe-

cially designates the cavity of the chest with heart (1 Sam. xxv.

37, and frequently), and lungs (1 Kings xvii. 21, although their

Hebrew name, "'K'n, does not occur in the Old Testament): the

latter especially designates the cavity of the abdomen with the

stomach (Prov. xiii. 25, xviii. 20, etc.), and the cavity of the

pelvis with the organs of generation (Job xix. 17 ; Prov. xxxi.

2, etc.). That 2")p appears not only as the locale of feeling

(Isa. xvi. 11), but also of the spirit (Zech. xii. 1), of spiritual

life (Ps. li. 12 ; Isa. xxvi. 9), and of divine wisdom (1 Kings
iii. 28), cannot appear strange, since the heart is the centre of

the y$. Even the psychico-spiritual entire condition of man, and

the effort and endeavour that realize it, are called his !"} (Ps.
v. 9, xlix. II).

1 But in the Old Testament also, JBH is not only
the name of that within the man which feels (Hab. iii. 16 ; Job
xx. 23) ; but, moreover, of that which thinks and wills (Job
xv. 35), the recipient of that which is spiritual (Prov. xxii. 18),

and its moulder (Job xxxii. 19) ; and it signifies Jtplpvin (cham-
bers of the body), with its many secret corners and recesses,

which the spirit penetrates with its light of self-examination

and self-knowledge (Prov. xx. 27, comp. 30). Used in just this

way, we read Koi\ia (Ecclus. li. 21, xix. 12), and in that utter-

1 The LXX. frequently translates 2"ip, xuplia, e.g. Ps. v. 9 : once, when
it would not be expected (Ps. li. 12), very materialistically roe. iyxotTa ;

once

very spiritually $ivota (Jer. xxxi. 33): neither of the two without reason.
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ance of the Lord so abundantly stimulating to reflection, John
vii. 38 :

" He that believeth on me, from his belly (e/c TT}?

Koi\ia<; avrov), as the Scripture saith, shall flow streams of living

water." Here every spiritual possession is placed in the Koi\la;

for the spring of living water which flows over upon others in

streams, i.e. in abundant and efficacious manifestations, is the

gift of the Holy Spirit. Thus, not only the head with its

instruments of sense, but moreover, and even especially, the

interior of the body, is regarded in Scripture as the place of

psychico-spiritual experiences and activities ; as in Ps. xxxi. 9,

^33, my soul, stands significantly in the midst, between W, mine

eye, and ^B3, my belly.

The bodily contents of the interior of the body are the in-

testines or viscera. These, as well those which are situated in

the cavity of the chest, as those which are below it (see e.g.

Gen. xv. 4, xxv. 23), are called (B^P only in Ps. ciii. 1) usually

DTO.1 When David (Ps. xl. 8) says, "Thy law is within

mine inward parts" (marg. my bowels), they are here named

(as elsewhere a?, Ps. xxxvii. 31, Isa. li. 7 ; ^.P, Jer. xxxi. 33 ;

Kapbia and KOI\IO) as the place of the most profound spiritual

occupation. But far more frequently the Scriptures of the Old

and New Testament, including the apocryphal Ecclesiasticus

(xxxiii. 5, etc.), place the viscera in passive relation to the vehe-

ment affections. The intestines are in pain on account of sorrow

(Jer. iv. 19), boil and ferment for pain (Job xxx. 27; Lam. i. 20,

ii. 11), groan for sympathy (Cant. v. 4
;

Isa. xvi. 11
; Jer. xxxi.

20). They are especially the seat of lively sympathy ;
wherefore

D^rn, proceeding from Drn, the womb,
2

properly signifies the

viscera of the abdominal and pelvic cavity, but directly sig-

nifies compassion (see the parallelism, Isa. Ixiii. 15). The LXX.

usually translates it by oucnppot, and in a few places, where

the transition from the bodily meaning into the psychical is very

evident, by firjrpa (1 Kings iii. 26), evrepa or ey/cara (Gen.

1 This is the traditional expression, not DTO ;
the sing, is 'yo (as

i to

, e.g. in Schabtai Donolo (in the tenth century) : see his treatise, ilber

den Menschen als Gottes Ebenbild, edited by A. Jellinek, 1854.

2 The connection is an actually established one
;
for stronger sympathy

is readily reflected, and especially in the sexual organs. The word Qrn,

to love tenderly, is denominative : no deeply experienced compassion with-

out the shadowing of the feeling of love.
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xliii. 30), and crTrXdy^va (Prov. xii. 10) : in this latter passage

especially, another translation was hardly possible. In the

New Testament (comp. also even Wisd. x. 5), a'jrKdj^ya and

tJTfKaryyyiCpdQai are altogether usual words to express tender,

sympathizing, and especially compassionate love. Paul names

Onesimus ra e'/za (T7r\arf^va (Philem. ver. 12) ; as also in Latin,

viscera mea, in medullis ac visceribus hcerere, and similar

expressions are used of every one who is deeply beloved.
1

In that passive relation in which Scripture places the affec-

tions in respect of the viscera, there is as little remarkable, as

in the passive relation in which the bones (E
S

P^ or fltaj;)

those bodily frameworks which contain the marrow of life

stand to deep internal good or ill health, or to powerful

spiritual-psychical excitements and commotions ;

2
for experience

and self-observation in this matter confirm the statements of

Scripture. That deep passionate excitements of mind stimu-

late the intestines into sympathy, we have the opportunity of

feeling frequently enough. But while active expression (not

merely passive emotion) of exulting joy is attributed to the

bones only in two passages (Ps. xxxv. 10, li. 8), and that

with a poetic boldness whose justification is to be sought for

in the idea, not in the reality, Scripture (without, in this case,

the poetic language sufficing as a ground of explanation) places

even special intestines in causal relation to definite affections,

and even to higher spiritual events. It is here first of all

noticeable, that the cross-membrane which parts off the cavity
of the chest below, from the abdominal cavity this dividing
wall (diaphragma) of the upper and under prcecordia, which,

moreover, itself is called prcecordia^ Gr. <^ei>e<?,
8 and

is,
accord-

ing to the ancient Greek idea, the seat of the dvpos and vov$

nowhere occurs in Scripture (although the " walls of the heart,"

Jer. iv. 19, appear to comprehend in them the diaphragm on

which the heart obliquely rests) : only once (1 Cor. xiv. 20)

(frpeves occurs in the usual metonymic meaning, as understand-

ing. Even the liver, placed on the right hand at the top in the

1 E. F. Nagelsbach, Lateinische Stilistik (1858), p. 361.
2 See the passages in Hupfeld, Psalmen, i. 99.
3 Sometimes as the integument of the heart xpotbtn, or qroo hi

<pps<r.
so

that the name thus comprehends in it the membranes covering the cavity
of the chest.
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abdominal cavity under the ribs p??). and the gall (
n
"!5,

%oX/j) fixed on to the under surface of the liver, are never

named, or certainly only rarely, in a psychical connection. Bit-

terness, venom, gall, are in the Scripture kindred ideas. " The

gall of bitterness," therefore (Acts viii. 23), is a metaphorical

designation of malicious envy and ill-feeling : the reciprocal re-

lation of the organ, and of the affection that is expressed there-

by, is nowhere more -closely intimated. But the liver which,

according to a widely diffused idea of antiquity, is considered as

the seat of sensual desire and pleasure
1 seems actually to be

named not without this reference, when (Prov. vii. 23) it is said

that the young man suffers himself to be enticed by the prostitute,

till the " dart (of sensual love) strikes through his liver ;" which

reminds us of jecur ulcerosum (the love-wounded liver) in Horace

(Od. i. 25, 15), and the designation of love in Plautus, as

morbus hepatarius ; against which, in Lam. ii. 11, "My liver is

poured upon the earth
"

is only meant of the extremest bodily

experience of pain ; and Gen. xlix. 6, ra riirard pov, is a false

translation of the LXX. The spleen is wholly unmentioned in

Scripture : its old name, which the Talmud has preserved to us,

was
?in:p.

2 Before all the other intestines there are the kidneys

1 The firm elastic mobile heart is, according to Nemesios, ch. xvi.

(p. 215, ed. Matthrei), the organ of the 6vpix,ov, and the soft liver the

organ of the faifoftviTtxw rov It alo6wea$, i.e. of the longing effected by
sensual feeling. Mamertus (iii. 9) therefore names insensible, dull men,

tepidi jecoris homunculi. Firmicus Maternus says of the Persians : Unam

partem capiti assignant, ut hominis iram quodammodo denotare videatur
;

aliam in corde statuunt, ut diversarum cogitationum varietatem, quas mul-

tiplici intentione concipimus, in modum silvarum tenere videatur
;
tertia

pars constituitur in jecore, unde libido nascitur et voluptas. Among the

Arabs, on the other hand, the liver (kibd) is regarded as the seat of courage

(Daumas, Pferde der Sahara, p. 185), and the Talmud Berachoth, 60a

(comp. Midrasch, Ps. ciii.), where the functions of the individual bodily

organs are enumerated, says of the liver, DVO 133, thus attributing to it

anger and passion. Among the Malay peoples, the liver (afi) is the seat of

all moral impressions and feelings. One names another caressingly,
"
My

liver."
" My liver is sick

"
is, in other words,

"
I am angry."

" My liver is

anxious,"
" My liver wishes," is absolutely equivalent, in other words, to

"My heart," "My soul" (Ausland, 1860, p. 90).
2 The Talmud says, I.e., prnt? blHD ;

and this gives to the spleen a

share in laughter. We recall, in connection with this, the distich : Cor

sapit, pulmo loquitur, fel concitat iram
; Splen ridere facit, cogit amare

jecur.
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(I"riv3, ve(J3pol\ placed on both sides of the lumbar vertebrae on

the hinder wall of the abdomen, of which the Scripture makes

such frequent mention, and in the most psychically significant

manner. It brings the tenderest and the most inward experience
of a manifold kind into association with them. When man
is suffering most deeply within, he is pricked in his kidneys

(reins, Ps. Ixxiii. 21). When fretting affliction overcomes him,
his kidneys are cloven asunder (Job xvi. 13, comp. Lain. iii. 1 3) ;

when he rejoices profoundly, they exult (Prov. xxiii. 16) ; when
he feels himself very penetratingly warned, they chasten him

(Ps. xvi. 7) ; when he very earnestly longs, they are consumed

away within his body (Job xix. 27) ; when he rages inwardly,

they shake (1 Mace. ii. 24). As the omniscient and all-pene-

trating knower of the most secret hidden things of man, God
is frequently called (from Ps. vii. 10 to the Apocalypse) the

Trier of the hearts and reins
;

J and of the ungodly it is said, that

God is far from their reins (Jer. xii. 2), that
is,

that He, being
withdrawn back into Himself, allows not Himself to be per-
ceived by them. Moreover, Dins (Ps. li. 8 ; Job xxxviii. 36)

is,
without doubt, a name of the kidneys, very significant (from

HID, to cover with fat), as the kidneys are embedded in a cushion

of fat. In the latter passage, which I translate,
" Who hath

placed in the reins wisdom, and given to the cock insight?"
the kidneys are regarded as the organ of the faculty of fore-

boding,
2
as the cock is considered as a weather-prognosticator.

According to the former passage, it is the kidneys into which

a spiritually upright nature (*">% as aX^eta, Eph. iv. 21) is

implanted.

We have thus made good what we wished to substantiate, that

the Scripture subjects, not only the heart, but also the organs

surrounding it, or, as without speaking against the sense of

Scripture, we may say from the standing of later physiological

1 In Wisd. i. 6, kidneys, heart, and tongue are placed in association, as

feelings, thoughts, and words.

2 In Plato, it is the liver (not the kidneys) which, so far as the craving

portion of the soul experiences influences of the reason, is the organ of

foreboding (potvreioi) and of enthusiasm (Zeller, Philosophic d. Griechen, ii.

275). Therefore the prophetic inspection of entrails among the Greeks,

Etruscans, and Romans, was especially inspection of the liver (^orroaxoTr/V) :

the liver and gall are called absolutely TX o^'huy-^va, (exta), and the liver

TO
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knowledge, the entire ganglionic nervous system (the sympa-

thetic, or, as it is also called, the vaso-molor nervous system),

to the influences of the soul and of the spirit ; nor yet so

as to place the head and the intestines in opposition to one an-

other, as the life of thought and of feeling ;
but so as to suggest

to us to apprehend the two in both relations, as poles correspond-

ing to one another. The heart is the centre, whence, according
to the Scripture, the soul pervades the body, everywhere pre-
sent in a manner which manifests itself locally, but yet is not

local. That this pervading presence is effected by a bipartite

compact nervous system, is not asserted in Scripture ;
but it is

only by assuming the fact, that what Scripture says becomes

intelligible. The nervous system, which extends through the

entire corporeity, even to its most delicate and extreme sub-

division of tissue, is the inner body of the soul, ever anew

restoring itself from the blood. It is, as E.eil
*

ingeniously ex-

presses himself,
" the peculiar body of our Ego (rather of our

soul) : the other parts are the body of this body, the nourishing
and protecting bark of this its tender pith." Whether, besides

this anatomically attested nervous system which of itself has

a wondrous arrangement that is lost in mystery
2

there is also

a so-called nerve-spirit, is questionable. The Holy Scripture
knows nothing of it ; the name of the soul, $B3, has nothing
to do with it. We cannot be satisfied when v. Rudloff 3

defines

nephesch as the immaterial spiritual inner body of man formed

from the nerve-spirit, and, in exposition of Gen. ii. 7, makes of

a being with a living soul, a being endowed with a nerve-spirit.

1
Huschke, Schadel, Hirn, und Seek, p. 165.

2 " In order to give only a weak conception of the character of this mar-

vellous mechanism," says ISpiess, in a discourse of the bodily conditioning of

the activities of the soul (1854),
"

I will mention that here generally micro-

scopic relations are treated of, and that the thickness of single nerve-fibres

themselves being taken at 1-200th part of a line (and the central fibres of

the brain are incomparably finer still), in a single square inch nearly six

millions of such fibres are packed, and that the mass of a civilised man's

brain may, perhaps, contain upwards of 60 cubic inches. Astonishment

seizes us when we think upon the marvellous riches of such an organiza-

tion
; and, perhaps, we may doubt whether we shall ever attain to pene-

trate into its mysteries, and ever to learn to know only the coarser relations

of this disposition of filaments, and only the general relations of their

activities entwining with one another."

8 Lehre vom Menschen, p. 54.
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Even the Cabbala understands by nepliescli, conformably to its

ascending triple division, nephesch, ruach, neschama, not nerve -

spirit, but the animal soul. And this nerve-spirit can in no

case be taken to be spiritual,
in the special sense: rather it

forms (if we assume its existence) the imponderable inner

corporeity, adjacent to the soul, and effecting its connection

with the material body in certain circumstances probably also

operating outwardly ; for anything else than an excessively

subtle fluid, withdrawing itself from sensible perception, as the

agent of nervous activity, has never been understood thereby.

The case is different, however, with this nervous aether, from

what it is with the liglit-aather. The latter is a postulate of

physics, which is on all sides experimentally confirmed; but the

former is an auxiliary hypothesis of the ancient physiology,

which the present science avows that it needs no longer, in that

the doctrine of innervation finds, in the laws of electricity, that

illustration in defect of which the nerve-spirit was discovered.

Nevertheless, even now some scientific suffrages are still found

to befriend it ; and in the manifold departments of magnetic

clairvoyance, it is a thing harmoniously and unanimously main-

tained and proved by numberless facts for which credibility is

claimed. We do not venture to declare it a phantom ; so much
the less, as there are only the ordinary natural phenomena of

life, for whose explanation science does not need it. But since

no difficulty has been made in asserting, as an hypothesis, by way
of explaining this, the existence of a periphery outside of the

nervous system withdrawn from perception, i.e. of a nervous

atmosphere,
1

it might perhaps be possible that this hypothesis
should establish itself scientifically, if science be no longer too

proud to examine inquisitively the extraordinary phenomena of

the life of the soul, and no longer so frivolous as to be deservedly
mocked by them. We conceive that it is modest, and yet not

superstitious, when we will not deny the existence of a medium

like to aether, by means of which the nervous system this skele-

ton of the inner body of the soul forms a compact whole
;
and

that the soul under certain circumstances, by means of this

medium, can produce extraordinary effects upon bodies, both

endowed and unendowed with soul, and can come into relation

with a world closed to its ordinary intercourse. But, as already
1 See Hoppe, Medicinische Briefe, p. 288.
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observed, this medium is in no case purely spiritual. It is a

physical power, falling, under a physical point of view, into

union with the most subtle material as its vehicle.
1 And as the

anatomically recognisable nervous body, so this also the nerve

or soul aether, which from the scientific stand-point is still

hypothetical for the present is by no means the substance of

the soul itself, but only the most delicate material manifestation

of the soul, which in itself is immaterial.

But in order rightly to understand the relation of the soul to

that many-branched light-tree of the nervous system, and gene-

rally to the corporeity, it is necessary to renounce the monistic

view as contrary to Scripture as it is to experience that the body
is the self-formation of the soul. We have already referred to

this error in Sec. VIII., and shown that the body, if we regard
its original, does not at all proceed from the soul in the way in

which the soul proceeds from the spirit. Thence it happens
that the natural laws of the body bind the soul, arid mediately
the spirit also, against their will : thence also that the soul, in

spite of its ubiquity in the body, can still only receive impres-
sions and exercise influences in the measure of the existence of

conditions which are present without its co-operation : thence

that the organic processes of healthy life, and, moreover, those

which accompany the functions of the soul, take place without

our knowledge and will, and, in a great measure, are withdrawn

from our consciousness and our control. It must not here be

forgotten, that dependence and powerlessness of the soul in

relation to the body actually subsist in a measure which entirely

contradicts (as we have shown in Div. II. and III.) the original

position, and (as we shall show further on) the destination, of

man ; neither, on the other hand, must it be forgotten, that

even in the present position we can still always bring into

experience the eminence of the soul over the corporeity, by

being able to draw the unconscious into our consciousness, and

to affect that which is independent by intention and direction

of will. The soul knows that all the life of the body, even to

its extremest end, and most delicate atom, goes forth from it ;

but it must also know, that the conformity to its purpose of the

so wonderfully complicated nervous and muscular processes, to

1
Rightly therefore rejected by Kurtz, Bibel und Astronomic, 1858,

p. 580, on behalf of the angelic corporeity maintained by him.
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which it is related passively, or, whether in an instinctive or

conscious and voluntary manner, actively, is neither its own

work nor its own operation. It is the impelling power of the

body ; but the mechanism, however conformably to the soul it is

constructed, is still not constructed by it. The body, with the

regularity of its organic processes, is related to the soul as a

Pandean pipe, which is so arranged, that, however unskilfully

the player applies himself to it, a certain harmony of tone is

inevitable. If the melody which the instrument gives forth

originate from the soul, the soul must know the height and

depth of the individual pipes, as also their arrangement with

one another. But if it know nothing of all this, the melodious

association of tones is only conditioned by the organization of

the pipes and the soul effects nothing but the impulse of breath,

which awakens that, which, in a designed form, is already,

although only passively, present. In this similitude of a dis-

tinguished philosopher,
1 we are at once reminded of Isa. xvi. 11,

where the excitement of the intestines in the deepest compas-
sion is likened to the sounding of a harp ; and of Jer. xlviii. 36,

where the excitement of the heart in a similar affection is likened

to the sounding of pipes. It is the breath of the soul which

vibrates the strings of this harp, and blows this pipe; but

neither the stringing of the harp, nor the pipe's capacity and

fulness of sound, are the soul's own work.

If we now glance once more back to the relation in which

the Scripture places the intestines to the affections, it cannot

be denied that it makes definite organs to be made use of by
this or that affection, and refers it to them. It would, indeed,
be involved in an untenable popular view, if Johannes Miiller

were right in saying,
" I know no single proof, but mere tradi-

tions, that in the healthy man a passion acts more upon one

organ than upon another. No special passion acts regularly

upon the stomach or the heart : in the sound man, their effects

extend radiatim from the brain over the spinal marrow, over

the animal and organic nervous system. Every special effect

is also individual."
2 But this assertion, directed against Bichat

1 A. W. Volkmann, in R. Wagner's H. W. ii. 542, 546.
2
Physiologic, i. 815 (1834) ;

and not otherwise Henle, Volkmann, and
moreover A. Zeller, art.

"
Irre" in Ersch und Gruler's A.E. :

" In the affec-

tions is shown that the entire body is a psychical organism ;
and only a

X
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and Fr. Nasse, who consider the organs of the abdomen and of

the chest as the seat of the passions, although it has otherwise

become popular, does not bear the test of close examination,

and analysis of the appropriate phenomena. The following

is the remark of a philosopher who has entered into the most

special investigation of this matter: "The assertion that the

several movements of feeling do not affect the special organs of

the body in a different manner, both quantitative and qualita-

tive, is one-sided, and in contradiction to the experiences of life :

it i not true that sorrow and joy stir the heart in the same

measure ; it is an error to say that every passion may be inten-

sified into weeping ;
it is false to say, that only in the case of

those who already have diseased liver, or an innate excessive

tendency to disease of the liver, does anger disturb this organ.

Who by unprejudiced examination would ever come to the

conclusion, that the bodily phenomena of amazement and of

cheerfulness, of persistent heart-breaking sorrow, and of unre-

strained joyousness, are the same ? The more the affections are

considered without prejudice, and the more closely they are

psychically analyzed, the more firm is the conviction, that as well

the kind of excitement, as the most special nervous lines in which

that stimulus proceeds, are peculiar to individual emotions. Why
this is so why sorrow acts upon the lachrymal duct, and con-

fidence and hope upon the tone of the muscles, is certainly not

to be understood. We may, indeed, call in the help of teleo-

logy and symbolism ; but the wisdom as well as the poetry of

these arrangements is not unfrequently exposed to serious risk."
1

Damerow also acknowledges the undeniable fact of experience,

and commends it to general and casuistic investigation.
" Alto-

gether special consideration," says he,
2 "

is required in connec-

tion with the bodily effects of the affections and passions, for the

altogether individual, special, constant, or varying effects upon
this or that organ." The hypothesis of Scripture, that peculiar

false tradition makes the special passions act exclusively upon special

organs. Only in the affections, which require a distinct member for the

realization of an urgent idea and craving, does a special current towards

that organ occur."

1 Domrich, Die psychischen Zustande ihre organische Vermittelung und

ihre Wirkung, in Erzeugung Korperlicher Krankheiten (1849), p. 207.

2 Damerow, Ueber die Grundlage der Mimik u. Physiognomik, in the

Allyem. Zeitschr. fur Psychiatrie, 1860, p. 429.
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effects upon single organs are proper to different affections, is

thus something more than a traditional popular superstition : it

is actually a scientific problem.
1

Besides, also, Scripture, in

this matter, does not draw too sharply defined limitations.

Among what manifold affections does it distribute the reins !

It is marvellous that it thus appropriates the reins the kidneys.
The kidneys confessedly suggest the urinary apparatus;

2 and

even a mutual relation of the function of the kidneys and the

sexual function has been observed, which must depend upon
the co-operation of the renal and spermatic nerves. Our self-

observation, however, allows us only to detect mediately an

influence of terror on the kidneys, by a resulting secretion of a

watery urine. With what justice Scripture associates the kid-

neys, e.g. with aspiration, we cannot conceive. Does Scripture

perchance name them only by way of illustration, instead of

the innermost inward parts of the body 1 Or did antiquity

feel, in this respect, otherwise than we do namely, more pro-

foundly and more plainly ?

The solution of our psychological problem has here reached

its result. The natural state of man, as Scripture conceives

and represents it, is now plain to us. We have sought to make
it plain to ourselves, by pursuing it from within outwardly,

according to our design expressed in the opening of Sec. I.,

and considering first the spirit ; then its self-manifestation,

the soul ; thirdly, its means of representation to itself, the

body. From the natural condition, we turn now to the two-

fold pair of contrasted fundamental circumstances which inter-

changeably prevail over it. These are the contrasted conditions

of waking and sleeping, of health and disease. Our position

here also is the biblical one, and our point of view the psycho-

1 What occurred in the investigation of the psychical significance

(psychica dignitas') of special inner organs, may be found in Friedrich's New

Magazine of Psychology , 1832, i. pp. 101-104, to which we direct succeed-

ing labourers in the field of biblical psychology.
2 The method and manner in which Haussmann, Die "biblische Lehre vom

Menschen, p. 33, after Beck, squares together the action of the kidneys in

secreting urine, with the psychical importance attributed to them in Scrip-

ture, is altogether too vague. The thought of Hegel (Encycl}, that even

the intestines are a "
system of the corporealization of the spiritual," easily

leads to results without foundation. For the body is for the soul (in its

attraction to the material), but not through the soul.
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logic one. The material on which we work consists in the

direct statements of Scripture on these circumstances, and the

indirect means of knowledge which it presents to us for form-

ing a right judgment of them. Our next subject is waking
and sleeping, with the intermediate condition much referred

to in Scripture of dreaming.

SLEEPING, WAKING, DKEAMING.

SEC. XIV.

THE soul, as we have concluded on biblical grounds, as well in

respect of the spirit whose self-manifestation it
is,

as in respect
of the body, by means of which it brings itself to manifestation

in the midst of its sensible surroundings, is sevenfold (septi-

formis). In virtue of its seven spirit-like forms of life, it is

the doxa of the spirit ; and as it fills the seven soul-like forms

of life of the body with its life, it must make this body its own

doxa, and mediately that of the spirit also. When these twice

seven forms of life are engaged, in full activity of their inter-

acting, ascending, and descending functions, so that even the

bodily life is disclosed outwardly, and, so far as this is possible,

serviceably accompanies conscious and voluntary emotions of

the soul, this is the condition of waking, the condition of "tty

(Hellenistic ypyiyopelv, formed from eyprjyopevcu), or, so far as

it is purposely maintained, of *1\?& (dypvTrvew).
But sleep is the periodical sinking of the seventh, sixth,

fifth form of life, back into the fourth, even to the first. To
this nature of sleep corresponds in the most marked manner
the Greek Karafopd, from KaTa<f>epe<T0cu, (Acts xx. 9). The Old
Testament appellations of sleep form a climax of three degrees :

1. noun (HDU), from DW, LXX. wo-Tay^o^ from vvard^Lv

(Matt. "xxv. 5) ; 2. futf, from jt, LXX. virvos (VTTVOVV), the

intensive of the previous word (Isa. v. 27 ; Ps. cxxi. 4) ; 3.

riDT^ from DY^, LXX. e/ctrrao-t?, for which other translations

have Karatyopd or icapo? or #w//,a, i.e. deeper (Acts xx. 9) or

heavier sleep (Luke ix. 32). The highest degree of profound
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sleep, effected or ordained by God for a special end, is desig-
nated by 'n nTin

(1 Sam. xxvi. 12
; comp. Gen. ii. 21, xv. 12).

When man falls asleep, the first thing is,
that the activity

which unites everything that characterizes waking, and which

is the essence of the seventh form of life, withdraws. The acti-

vity, moreover, of the sixth form of life ceases, in that the speech,
which proceeds from the understanding that prepares the ideas

arid words, as far as it is outwardly spoken, with the organic
functions that co-operate to produce it, and generally every
action that is related to the outer world, and accomplished by
the muscles, are suspended. Thirdly, the outer senses are

closed ; the origination of perceptions and ideas caused by sen-

sation, and thus also the subjective impression of them on the

mind, ceases; the receptivity of sensible perception, wherein

subsists the essence of the fifth form of life, is checked. It is

no extinction of these manifestations of life, only a binding;
still more correctly expressed, an involution. A further retro-

gression is not possible. The activity of the fourth form of

life continues, in the pulsation of the heart ; that of the third,

in the flow of the blood ; that of the second, in the breathing
in and out ; that of the first, in the incessant renovation of the

organism from the fountains of its origin. A sick man's sleep
affords hope of his recovery (John xi. 12 ; Ecclus. xxxiv.

(xxxi.) 2),
1
because that renovation is more intensive in sleep

than in waking. It resembles the embryonic plastic power,
as sleep, when it is profound, recalls in other ways also the

embryonic condition. "
Every night we sink back into that

state whence we came ; and the spiritual, as the bodily, life of

every day contracts itself to its first roots, in order to spring up

again on the following morning with new living vigour. In

sweet distraction of thought, our spirit retires at first out of the

hemispheres of the brain, into the chain of the large cerebral

ganglions. They also become paralyzed, however : the corpus

striatum, the thalamus opticusj and corpora quadrigemina are

1 It may be translated : Sleep recovers heavy sickness, i.e. (with special

reference to feverish disease) heals it
; or, since tnvytyeiv is elsewhere only

used intransitively according to the reading, sKvtyei sleep washes away
(eluit) severe sickness. But this occurs, moreover, in the reading VKVOV,

which gives a more fitting meaning to the first half verse
;
as this, that

heavy sickness does not suffer sleep to come on.
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able no longer either to enliven the glance or to support the

limbs ; the eyelid droops, forsaken by the paralyzed nerve of

the muscles of the eyes ; the balance is lost. Only the ever-

wakeful source of our life the medulla oblongata remains

unaffected by this retirement. Like the heart primum
rnovens and ultimo moriens it still maintains the play of the

vital muscles of the body, and the vital processes themselves.

If these limits are passed, there ensues powerlessness and

death."
1

To the four bodily forms of life, to which in sleep life

retreats, correspond also the spirit-like psychical : for the dream
is a characteristic psychic phenomenon, in which the spirit,

with the activities proper to it, transferred, as it were, into

a position of repose, represents the spectator, and which it

annuls as soon as its will, appearing out of inactivity, or out of

a reaction as yet only feeble, begins to interfere either by way
of restraint or stimulus.

2
If the sleep be profound, the sleeper

does not dream at all : the soul has retreated absolutely into

the unconsciousness of the first form of life, which consists

in direct yet dim self-apprehension ; it lives, and is moreover

active, but without being manifest to itself in the lowest hid-

den ground of its nature. If the retreat of the forms of life

pause at the fourth, or if it raise itself from the deeper sub-

mergence back again to this, the dream begins, Dvn, ZVVTTVIQV

(oveipos only in the book of Wisdom ; ovap only in Matt.).
3

The unconscious will proceeds out of itself as an impulse,

which, according to the man's disposition, expresses itself in this

or that way, but always with less restraint and more strongly
than in waking life. And the impulse seeks for itself within

the world of forms, that has been stored up during the waking

1 E. Huschke, I.e. p. 161
; compare the able treatise 011 sleeping, wak-

ing, and kindred states, by Purkinje in R. Wagner's H. W. iii. 2, 431.

Also Erdmann, Psychol. p. 19, apprehends sleep as " a return into the

embryonic life."

2 Hence we perceive a meaning, when Erdmann (Das Traumen, ein

Vortrag, 1861, 12) calls sleep the feminine, and waking the masculine, side

of human life.

3
Gb'schel, Der Mensch diesseits und jenseits, p. 43 :

" As sleep may be

represented as sinking (xtr<po/?a), the dream may be represented as the

rising (duaQopd)." Comp. the luminous representation of the course of

events in Kohler, Zachariah (1861), p. 42.
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life, an object corresponding to its own determination, in the

representation of which, or its fantastic new formation, idea and

volition are concerned, a kind of birth-labour, which comes

to breaking forth in the fourth form of life ; &>? wSivovays

fyavrd^erat, xapSia, i.e. as the heart deviseth to itself forms in

travail
l

(Ecclus. xxxi. (xxxiv.) 5). For the proper laboratory
of the dream, according to Scripture, is the heart. Thus the

Scripture names the seat of the imagination (Sec. VII.), where

that, which in the first forms germinates, and expands, and

struggles forth, comes into daylight prepared, and the seat of

the capacity of presentiment, which does not bring forth images,
but receives images into itself that

is, receives immediate

impressions of the future, and generally impressions full of

mystery. The head indeed is so little unconcerned in dream-

ing, that in the book of Daniel dreams are even called " visions

of the head," and forms of the brain therefore
; but depending

on the day's activity of the brain, this relation is rather secon-

dary and passive. The activity of the region of the heart, on

the other hand, is increased ; and thence where, moreover, lie

the roots of thought spring forth (without piercing to the

clearness of the spiritual, daylight consciousness of the free,

fully conscious thought) dreams formed and coloured by sense,

and, as it were, painted on the cloud-gloom of the vegetative
life.

" I slept," says the Shulamite, beginning to relate a dream

(Cant. v. 2),
" and my heart was waking."

2
Dream-forms

which obtrude themselves falsely upon man as divine revela-

tion, are called deceit of the heart (17 n
sD"n

?
Jer. xxiii. 26).

3

There is none of the manifestations of life belonging to

the three highest forms of life which is not carried on in the

dreamer ; but although not in unconsciousness, still only in phan-

tasy, not in outer reality. For the genuine activity which is

1 Grimm remarks that the mention of women with child was rather to

be expected. Not only, however, in the case of pregnant women, but also

in those who are actually bearing (and even those who are shortly about

to bear), various nervous disturbances may be considered as degrees be-

tween the morbid impulses and high degrees of psychical alienation (e.g.

mania) degrees which not seldom express themselves in hallucination.
2 See my Canticles, p. 123.
8
Corresponding to this biblical representation, the spirit of Clytem-

nestra, in ^Eschylus' Eumen., says, v. 104, to the sleeping chorus of furies,

opoi Be ?r?v>jyf ratals xotpfiiot at&tv.
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instrumentally carried on by the body of those powers that

act externally, has ceased ; they have, as being reduced to

potentialities,
entered into the fourth form of life, and there

often in such a lively manner, that the dreamer, without know-

ing it, becomes the speaking echo of the impressions inwardly
received

1

carry on their play in the picture-world of the heart.

The dream is only a phantom of the waking life, a shadow

which fleeth when one awaketh (Job xx. 8). Therefore the

melting of the dream at awakening is in Scripture a favourite

image for destruction without trace left (Ps. Ixxiii. 20 ; Isa.

xxix. 7). And emphatic warning is given against trusting
in dreams. " Where many dreams are," saith the Preacher

(Eccles. v. 7),
" there are many vanities and words." The son

of Sirach carries on this, when in ch. xxxi. 1 he says :
" The

hopes of a man void of understanding are vain and false, and

dreams lift up fools. As he that catcheth at a shadow, and

followeth after the wind, so is he that regardeth dreams. The
vision of dreams is a resemblance (TOVTO KCLTO, TOUTOU), even as

the likeness of a face to face (Trpoo-coTrov 6/Wo>/m)."
But this prevailing illusory character of dreams has, more-

over, its reverse side. The dream is a domain of experience,

to which is appropriated an intellectual, ethical, and spiritual

significance far transcending the unimportance of appearance
or seeming. As spirit and soul are associated as essence and

manifestation, and as the peculiarity of man as such subsists in

the reciprocal modification of his spirit-life and bodily life by
the soul, which is the link that associates the two, it is certainly

impossible, that when the soul and its corporeal self-manifesta-

tion retire to the sources whence they originated, there should

not at the same time follow a withdrawal of the spirit. It may
be said without hesitation, that when the man sleeps, his spirit

also sleeps, so far as it does not make itself manifest outwardly
as in waking life ; just as the Scripture says of God, that He,
as it were, sleeps (Ps. xliv. 24, Ixxviii. 65), when He does not

interfere in what is happening externally, as might be expected
from His righteousness and truth. But, on the other hand,
what the Scripture says of God, Ps. cxxi. 4, is also true of the

1 This sleep-talking is called in Scripture njn, Isa. Ivi. 10
; comp. Cant,

vii. 10.
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spirit, that He neither slumbers nor sleeps. As the activity of

the soul and of the body only changes its character, and does not

cease, still less does that of the spirit.
"
Quiescit a munere suo

externo," says Hamann in his Latin Exercitium,
1 " uti conditor

ab opificio suo quievit; attamen pergit operari, seque ac vivere in

somno haud cessamus, quamvis per quietem vitam non sentia-

mus." The distinction is only, that in God there is no distinction

of the consciousness of day and night ; but to the self-conscious

creature its own nature is never so transparent as that of God
is to Him. And especially we, the men who live in an earthly

body, have, as the background of our being, a dim region, out

of which our thinking labours forth to the daylight, and in

which much goes forward, especially in the condition of sleep,

of which we can only come to a knowledge by looking back

afterwards. Experience confirms to us the assertion of Scrip-
ture (Ps. cxxvii. 2), that God giveth to His beloved in sleep.

Not only many poetical and musical inventions, but, moreover,

many scientific solutions and spiritual perceptions, have been

conceived and born from the life of genius awakened in sleep ;

and as Lavater confesses in his Pontius Pilatus :
2 "If we take

together all the dream-visions in the Bible, and consider them

with a calculating glance ; if, of the innumerable histories of

ancient and modern days, of all which Plutarch, Valerius

Maximus, Pliny, Suetonius, Velleius Paterculus, and so many
wise and honourable men of antiquity relate, we grant nothing,
and are willing to explain all, without exception, as deliberate

falsehoods or childish superstitions, a course which seems to

me to involve no praise of our reasonableness and wisdom, of

our love of truth and perception of truth ; if we, moreover,
bound by the spirit of our free-thinking age, declare the whole

to be falsehood and folly, and merely hesitate at the review of

all the biblical dreams, can we, as reverencing the Bible we

who pardonably believe in the Bible histories can we help

1
Comp. Kahnis, Dogmatik, i. 186 :

" At the source of the actual con-

sciousness, i.e. that which is definitely imprinted on the individual powers,

directed to a definite purpose, and associated with the nervous functions,

lies the potential self-consciousness, the innermost core of the spirit, which

is affected by no change of the nervous functions, an image of God, who

neither slumbers nor sleeps."
2 Lavater's Ausgewahlte Schriften, von J. K. Orelli (1841), Part i. p. 155.
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confessing that there is in human nature a sensorium for

invisible, absent, remote, future, contingent things, for real

images and sensuous symbols of such things ; which senso-

rium, under certain contacts of higher natures, under certain

influences, which in natural ways are hidden from us, may be

set in motion and disposed for the perception of such things
as can be perceived by no other sensorium I"

Certainly the deep of man's internal nature, into which in

sleep he sinks back, conceals far more than is manifest to him-

self. It has been a fundamental error of most psychologists

hitherto, to make the soul only extend so far as its consciousness

extends : it embraces, as is now always acknowledged, a far

greater abundance of powers and relations than can commonly

appear in its consciousness. To this abundance pertains, more-

over, the faculty of foreboding, that leads and warns a man
without conscious motive, and anticipates the future, a faculty

which, in the state of sleep, wherein the outer senses are

fettered, is frequently unbound, and looms in the remoteness

of the future; as, among the ancients, especially JEschylus

beautifully and appropriately says :

l

"Ev^ovaot yap Qpw oppouiiv KotjATrpvi/STcti,

ev qf&spcfi ^s fAoip
1

dTrpoaKO'TQs (fiptvuy.

For in sleep the spirit is clear-sighted ;

By day the spirit's vision of the future is limited.

With respect to this natural gift of divination, the Talmud
names the dream the sixtieth part of prophecy ;

2 and Tertullian,
with respect to it, suggests, in his psychological section de somno,
the question, Quis tarn extraneus humanitatis, ut non aliquam

aliquando visionem fidelem senserit ? The dreams of Joseph in

his father's house (Gen. xxxvii. 5-11), which, as became plain

1 Eumen. v. 106.
2 The ingenious talmudic passage Berachoth, 576, runs :

" Five are a
sixtieth. Fire, honey, and Sabbath, sleep and dreaming. Fire is a six-

tieth of hell
; honey is a sixtieth of manna

;
Sabbath is a sixtieth of the

future world
; sleep is a sixtieth of death

; dreaming is a sixtieth of pro-

phecy." Similar to this is another passage, Genesis Rabta, c. xvii. :
" Three

things are fallings off (as foliage from the tree) : sleep is a falling off from
death

; dreaming is a falling off from prophecy ;
the Sabbath is a falling

off from the future world." R. Abin adds to these two more: " The sun
is a falling off from the light of heaven ; the Thora is a falling off from the

wisdom of heaven."
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to him subsequently (xlii. 9), figuratively predicted to him his

future eminence over the house of Jacob ; the dreams of the

chief butler and the chief baker of Pharaoh (Gen. xl.), which,
as Joseph interprets them, signify beforehand the forthcoming
several issue of their destiny ;

the dream of the warrior in the

Midianitish camp in the time of Gideon (Judg. vii. 13), are

illustrations of such dreams of presentiment (^avraalai, oveipov

Trpofjirjvvova-ai, Wisd. xviii. 1719). In all these cases the

dreams are not designated as divinely produced ; and there is

no need of any other source of origination than that natural

gift of insight
1

innate in the soul, and variously allotted to

individuals and peoples, which slumbers when the man wakes,

and often wakes up wrhen he slumbers. Its representation of

the future is often concealed behind enigmatical symbols ;
and

with reference to this, Scripture recognises a science of dream-

interpretation (fl">na or "^P), but as a capacity bestowed from

above (Dan. i. 17 ; comp. Gen. xl. 8, xli. 16).

Another significant aspect of dreaming is the ethical. It

is not alone the external world, with its operations echoing and

growing dim in the distance, which is represented in the dream

(wherefore the Preacher says, v. 3 :
" The dream cometh from

the multitude of trouble ") ; but, moreover, our entire innate

and acquired subjectivity is manifested there in a natural truth-

fulness, that breaks through the pressure of external relations

and the simulation of the waking life. In the dream the man
has himself before himself as in a mirror (KaTevavn irpoautTrov

ofjLottofjui Trpoo-toTrov, Ecclus. xxxi. 3). And not merely the con-

stitution and contents of the soul, including the state of the

body, but mediately also the constitution and contents of the

spirit, come to manifestation in the dream as in a hieroglyph.

Is the man of a carnal tendency ? It may be said of him, in

some measure, when he is unconsciously sleeping, what is said

of a dead man in Rom. vi. 7 (o airoOavcDV BeSifcalayrai atrb T?}?

,
so far as the actual sinning ceases, although in sub-

1 Vid. J. P. Lange, art. "Ahnung" in Herzog's R.E., and E. von

Lasaulx, Die prophetische Kraft der MenscJiliclien Seele in Diclitern und

Denkern, 1858, 4. "As," says the Spanish physician Huarte,
" there are

men who excel others in remembering past events, or in the perception of

the present, so there are also men who have, more than others, the natural

capacity of representing to themselves the future."
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stance it is only dammed up at its fountain. But as soon as

ever dreaming is combined with the sleep, the spirit suffers,

from the side of the dark and fiery life of the soul withdrawn

from its light driven about by the flesh and self a degra-
dation towards the soul ; and from the selfishness of the soul,

its selfish impulses, its restlessness stimulated by selfishness, are

formed in the heart all kinds of sinful images, of which the

man is ashamed when he awakens, and on account of which

remorse sometimes disturbs even the dreamer, especially those

dreaming forms that proceed from the sexual impulse and its

allurements, which will be all the more dominant and unchaste

the less the man in his waking state strives, and is accus-

tomed, to keep himself in strict discipline on this side of his

natural disposition. The modern doctrine of the soul, indeed,

regards these dreams as free from guilt;
1 but Scripture de-

cides otherwise, and even looks upon the involuntary emission

of seed, as a loathsome contamination, which makes him who
suffers it unclean for the current day (Lev. xv. 16), and even

banishes the warrior from the camp (Deut. xxiii. 10) ; for it is

a disgrace of the spirit that it has lost its royalty, and must

allow itself to be involuntarily driven about by the wheel of

nature. Our own conscience confirms the judgment from which

the institutions of the Thora proceed ;
and the whole of anti-

quity, from India to Egypt, is unanimous on this ijuaivew Trjv

adpKa of the dreamer (Jude ver. 5). These licentious dreams

show just this, that the spirit has let go the reins
; it attains to

the perception of it in the veiling of the spirit that follows them.

For so far as man in God has once more attained power over

himself, the spirit of the sleeper sinks not into the flesh,
2 but into

God, from whom it originated : it communes with God, and finds

1
Thus, for example, Schemer, Das Leben des Traums (1861), p. 192 :

44
Collectively, the sexual impulses, and their dream-images that occur in

sleep, are morally wholly indifferent."

2 The Semitic Di^n (Syr. chelmo, Arab. Tiulm) specially designate such

sexual, lustful dreams
;
see the true development of the meaning of the

verbal stem in Ges. Thes. But the word has become then the conception of

a species of the dream: u so nevertheless, that, at least in Arabic, this deno-

mination of the dream, on account of the sexual-sensual meaning attached

to it, is avoided when prophetic, spiritual, pure, and true dream-visions are

spoken of, and mandm or ruja is used. It would be a kind of contradictio

in adjecto to say l}ulm fsadik, a true dream
;

all the world says mandm
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itself with its senses in God, as in falling asleep, so also still iii

awakening (Isa. xxvi. 9 ; Ps. cxxxix. 18, comp. iii. 5, iv. 8).

A third significant aspect of dreams is the spiritual : they

may become the department and means of a direct and special

intercourse of God with man, for specific purposes, individual,
or general. We divide dreams, in this view, into dreams of

conscience and dreams of revelation.
1 The witness of con-

science which, besides, in man's conscience, instinctively and

judicially attends all his doings may make itself objective, and

expand within the dream-life, and the night-life generally,
into inwardly perceptible transactions between God and the

man. Thus God appeared threatening and warning Abime-
lech (Gen. xx.) and Laban (Gen. xxxi. 24) by night, in a

dream ; and the wife of Pilate warned her husband against

being concerned in the death of the Just One, in consequence
of the terror that she had experienced in a dream (Matt, xxvii.

19). Such a phenomenon, with the purpose of establishing

the conviction of the sinfulness and nothingness of man, is the

vision of the night with the spirit's voice, which Eliphaz re-

lates in Job iv. 12-21. And Elihu describes (with reference

to Job's utterance, vii. 13) such experiences of the sleeping
man as may kindle repentance (xxxiii. 15) :

" In a dream, in a

vision of the night, when deep sleep falleth upon men, in slum-

berings upon the bed; then He uncovereth the ear of men,
and sealeth warnings to them, to release man from crime, and

to withdraw arrogance from man. He keepeth back his soul

from the pit, and his life from falling on to the sword."

Dreams, or even dream-like visions, that overtake man within

his nightly perception, bring him to self-acquaintance, self-

consideration, and draw him back from the brink of the abyss.

fsadik or ruja fsadekeh. On the other hand, hulm, plur. ahlam, is entirely

in its place, when disordered, nonsensical, confused, and phantastical, vain,

and lying dreams are spoken of
;
as the Koran (xii. 44, xxi. 5) says con-

fusion of dreams, ahlamin = confused chimeras" (Fleischer).
1
According to Synesius (de insomniis), these correspond to those respec-

tively which we call dreams of foreboding, of conscience, and of revelation

the Greek expressions 6'vstpog, xpypanapo?, opctpa, contrasted with which

the dream as a reflex of experience is called tvvMtov, and as the picture of

the creating imagination, (^a.vra.a^a,. Compare, for the rest, also Philo'a

two books on dreams. Of the original five books, only the second and

third remain to us.
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They print the call to repentance deeply and past forgetting,
on his heart, and seal the work of grace that brings him round

by chastisement from destruction. These are the dreams which

we call dreams of conscience.

There are, moreover, dreams, by means of which God's

special will is made known to man by the voice of God, or of

an angel, in a way that it could not be known to him only from

God's written word, and the points of view and motives pre-
sented by conscience ; and dreams, by means of which future

occurrences are made present to man, events, the foresight of

which, on account of their speciality, and their relation to God's

counsel, and its fulfilment in redemption, lies far beyond the

limits of the faculty of presentiment, and is essentially distinct

from the mode of expression of presentiment. The prevailing

psychological tendency does not acknowledge the truth of such

occurrences thus apprehended : it says that in them the man
becomes his own genius, and the substance of his own religious

inward nature is there portraying itself. But the Holy Scrip-

ture, which has for the beginning, middle, and end of its

contents and purpose, a personal intercourse of man with the

personal God, although, on the other hand, warning expressly

enough against dreams on account of their predominantly illu-

sory subjective nature, yet claims a recognition of such dreams

of revelation as those in which God and man stand in presence
of one another as I and thou, and divinely produced forms

enter into the dream-life of the sleeper, in that the Spirit of

God applies ideas and conceptions which man has attained in a

natural way during waking life, to give him by their means an

expressive experience of the future and of eternity. The means
of representation here also are human ; but that which is repre-
sented itself, and its efficient cause, are divine. Such dreams as,

like everything divine, bear in themselves the evidence of their

divine original, are an essential link in the chain of the tem-

poral working out of redemption. Scripture relates a great
multitude of them. Illustrations of such, by which God's mind
and will are revealed to the individual, are found in the dreams
of Jacob in Bethel (Gen. xxviii. 12) and in Haran (Gen. xxxi.

10-13) ; the dream of Solomon in Gibeon (1 Kings iii. 5) ; the

dreams of Joseph the husband of Mary (Matt. i. 2) ; the nightly
visions of Paul (Acts xvi. 9, xviii. 9, xxiii. 11, xxvii. 23), if
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(which is not expressly said) they were experienced by the

apostle in a sleeping condition. In such dreams as relate to

the way of life of the individual, God perhaps even at times

answers to sincere inquirers (1 Sam. xxviii. 6). And the

dreams of Nebuchadnezzar and Daniel are examples of dreams

concerning the history of the future having a more general

horizon ; perhaps also, considering their introduction into the

history of God's people, the dreams of Pharaoh (Gen. xli.), al-

though these moreover not excepting xli. 25 may be regarded
as God-ordained dreams of presentiment. If he who has such

dreams of revelation be an appointed agent of divine revelation,

they are prophetic dreams in the special sense. Waking visions

probably are to be distinguished from these prophetic dream-

visions, which the seer whether by day (Ezek. viii. 1 ; Dan.

x. 7 ; Acts vii. 55, x. 9-16), or, as for example Zechariah

(comp. Acts xvi. 9, xviii. 9), by night receives in a waking
state. In both cases the external senses are in repose ; and

in both cases the freedom of action is limited to the range of

that which is beheld, and otherwise is in bondage. But in the

former the restraint is the natural manifestation of sleep, in

the latter, the extraordinary result of an operation of God.

Every deep sleep, indeed, so far as the soul is withdrawn from

its relation to the outer world into its relation to itself and the

spirit, and through the spirit to God, is an eWracrt? (LXX.
for nD*nn) ;

1 but there is also in the waking state an internal

withdrawing like to sleeping and dreaming, which may arise

to such a point, that the man is taken out beyond the limits

of the region of his temporal life, and comes into contact with

a remote world withdrawn from his usual perception (comp.

OT}3, Dan. viii. 18, x. 9). This is ecstasy (from eKorrjvai,

opposed to a-u^povew, i.e. daylight, calm, discursive thinking,
2 Cor. v. 13, and to yevecrQai, ev eaura>, i.e. being in one's self,

Acts xii. 11), the condition of prophetic visionary intuition

(Acts x. 10, xi. 5, xxii. 17), or of special charisma (1 Cor.

xiv. 2), or, moreover, of individual extraordinary events (Acts

1 Just so Philo, in Genesin, p. 17, ed. Aucher : Somnus in se proprie

ecstasis est, non ea quse propior est amentias (pavia) sed secundum

sensuum solutionem absentiamque consilii (Koyiapov). Tune etiam sensus

recedunt a sensibilibus, et intellectus abest a sensibus, non roborans nervoe

eorum neque prsestans motum illis.
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ix. 3, comp. ix. 7 with xxii. 9 ; 2 Cor. xii. 2-4), in the Old

Testament |ftn, as distinguished from E^n (Joel iii. 1 ; Dan.

i. 17), a divinely wrought concentration of the entire human
life upon the spiritual (Apoc. i. 10), an internalization which

is effected to the limit of the bodily life and of death, i.e. of the

'separation of the soul from the body (2 Cor. xii. 2-4). This

ecstasy in waking stands above the dream of revelation,

wherefore the revelations which Daniel receives begin with

dreams or visions of the night (Dan. ii. 19, vii. 1) ; as, on the

other hand, that immediate constant vision of God of which

Moses was declared worthy (Num. xii. 6-8),
1

is above them

both : for neither in the dream nor in the ecstasy is the object

seen altogether without the veil of symbol and enigma, which

are occasioned by the remoteness of God and of the spirit-

world from man. That, for the rest, even in dream and ecstasy,

phantoms of the heart may assume the appearance of divine

revelations, Scripture is fully conscious. It warns of them,

specifies the criteria to distinguish them (Deut. xiii. 2 ; Gal.

i. 8), and is rich in warning examples. For that is the very

blinding and deception of the false prophets, in whose dreams

the fleshly wishes and hopes of the people that they are beguil-

ing are embodied (Jer. xxix. 8, comp. xxiii. 32, etc.).

This classification of dreams has already led us some steps

beyond the limit of this division, in which we have to consider

the natural psychological condition. The dreams of the second

and third kind (those of conscience and of revelation) pertain
to the sphere of grace and of miracle, which break through
nature. If the spirit of man, according to its original inten-

tion and destiny, rested in God, all the sleep of man, without

needing supernatural operations of God's grace and power,
would be a union into God ; and the fulness of the spirit like

to God, and united with God, would be reflected in the soul all

the more intensively, that it would be the less developed by

being retracted from the last forms of life to the first. Of
such a kind was the sleep of Jesus. For of Him the sinless

Son of man we read indeed that He slept, but not that He
dreamt. Our sleep, on the other hand, is associated either with

total obstruction of our consciousness, or with confused dreams.

For after the soul has come into the service of the body,

l Tholuck, Die Proplieten u. ihre Wdssagungen (1860), pf. 50-52.
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and the divine image of the Spirit is faded and darkened, the

sleeping life of man bears the character of the Turba that the

harmony of man's powers has become
; and that which is in

man is there manifested in confused and sinful images. Even
when the innermost nature of man the will of his spirit is

directed to the God who is his original, it has the entice-

ments, pollutions, and disturbances that proceed from the Turba

incessantly to drive away and to retreat from ; and, that it

may express itself more freely and purely, and become a more

fitting organ of divine revelation, there is necessary a restrain-

ing and putting to death of the self-life of man's psychical

body, which has incurred sin and materiality a restraining of

a more pervading and overmastering kind than that which is

usual in healthy and normal sleeping and dreaming.
It will become still clearer to us how distorted and disturbed

is the relation of the bodily life to the life of the soul and spirit

in the present natural condition of man, when we proceed to

consider psychologically, according to the hints given by the

Holy Scripture, the alternate states of health and sickness be-

tween which the life of man vibrates backwards and forwards.

HEALTH AND SICKNESS.

SEC. XV.

IN what, then, according to Scripture, consists the essence of

sickness ? Many will think that an answer to this question is

neither to be sought nor found in Scripture ; yet Scripture does,

in truth, give us the profoundest disclosures on the essence of

sickness. It tells us what is the essential origin of sickness,

namely, wrath. It tells us what is the essential condition of

sickness, namely, Turba. It tells us what is the essential pro-

cess of sickness, namely, dying, or a tendency to death.

The essential reason of sickness is wrath. " We are con-

sumed," says the Israel of the wilderness (Ps. xc. 7),
"
by Thine

anger, and by Thy wrath we are troubled. Thou hast set our

misdeeds before Thee, and our secret sins in the light of Thy
Y
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countenance." Death is declared (Gen. iii. 19) to be a wrath-

ful decree of God : so therefore is sickness, that "
lightning of

death." A man's falling sick indeed, as the book of Job shows,

may also be a dispensation of divine love, which desires to chastise

and prove him
; but sickness on that account just as little fails

to be an effect of anger as death does, the sting of which is sin

(see Num. xxvii. 3, where the daughters of Zelophehad say of

their father, who was not implicated in the sin of the company
of Korah, HD

tefina, he died through his own sin). Sickness is

an effect of the wrath that prevails in the world, and especially
in humanity, in consequence of sin

; and its relief the relief

of sickness in its entire extent is for that very reason declared

in Matt. viii. 17 to be the office o'f the Redeemer. By Him,
love has made wrath subject to itself, in order to bring itself

in humanity through sin and death to the sole dominion. But

although the will of wrath has become a pure will of love

towards all who lay hold of the finished redemption, yet the

natural consequences of wrath still continue; and our sinful

body must first yield to the fire of wrath, before the love set

free by the Redeemer can begin its work of glorification in it.

The fundamental peculiarities of wrath, moreover, are also

really the fundamental peculiarities of sickness : it drives man
into a dull, obtuse, gloomy condition of inward being, breaks

forth in violent pains, transposes the action of the wheel of life

into a feverish, fiery oscillation, for which reason so many names

of sickness express the ideas of burning and glowing heat.
1

Sickness thus manifests itself as an abnormal enhancement of

the three first forms of life, and as a hostile exaggeration of

them above the others.

For its essential condition is Turba. Sickness is always
a fiery excitement, alternating with dark depression, which

disturbs the equilibrium of the powers, and puts them in

opposition to one another. It is always S'n (Job xxxiii. 19),

the opposite of DW. How profound a fact it is, that the Old
Testament language has the same word for health or soundness

(valetudo), and peace, Dife
(e.g. Gen. xxix. 6) ! When in the

relations and mutual relations of the bodily, and psychical, and

spiritual powers, peace prevails, the man is sound, a condition

1 To these belong
njp^i,

irnn, nrng, pnp,
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which, since sin has gained possession of humanity, is never

predicable in an absolute, but merely in a relative manner.

Sickness is dissolution of this relative harmony. It is no

parasitic form of life, which intrudes by the side of those which

constitute the life of man i

1
it is a partial or total, a greater or

less, setting of these themselves at enmity one with another.

Moreover, its essential process is dying, or tending towards

death. Scripture gives to this fundamental feature of sickness

a very definite expression in naming recovery njn (ivHD), (e.g.

Josh. v. 8 ; 2 Kings i. 2, xx. 7). Sickness is therefore always
a disposition towards death, a slow decease, as convalescence is

always a reviving.
2

It is in this sense that the threat,
" In the

day that thou eatest thereof, dying thou shalt die," is actually

fulfilled on the day of the transgression. Men are from that

time not merely mortal, but dying. Their healthy life, for the

nourishment and strengthening of which the tree of life was

appointed, is from that time forward subject to the wrathful

decree of death, and does not incur it immediately, only for the

reason that grace maintains the decaying organism. It is still

always thus. That living we die, is the result of God's wrath
;

that although dying we nevertheless live, is the result of God's

grace.

Since sickness has God's wrath as its essential reason, and

man's sin as its cause, the root of sickness lies in the spirit.

Sickness in humanity began in the fact that the spirit of man

became sick ; both soul and body became sick only after the

spirit had become so. This indeed ill accords with the view of

the later psychiatry.
"
That, in the true sense of the word, the

spirit or the soul can be sick," says an acute French mad-

doctor,
3 u no one can possibly grant. It is logically impossible

that a spiritual potentiality a power of pure unity and pure

activity can be affected by anything at all, that would be

analogous to our idea of sickness. Sickness is a peculiarity, or

1 Thus v. Ringseis in his so-called
"
Ontologic" Medicine; and thus also,

among the older physicians, Leonh. Fuchs, in the time of Flacius (v. Preger,

Matth. Flacius, ii. 235), calls sickness a substance by the side of, and in

the substance of man.
2
[The point of the original antithesis of expression is lost in the transla-

tion: ableben and aufleben
=

living-down and living-up, have no exact English

equi valent. TR.]
8
Buchez, lei Edel Untersuchungen iiber das Intellectuelle Leben, p. 9.
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rather a destiny of things in the corporeal world, i.e. of things

that are composed of parts, of things which are not uncon-

ditionally one like the soul, but, on the contrary, are formed by
an aggregation of manifold molecules, which are mutable, and

subjected to a constant change." On this view, according to

which soul-sicknesses or soul-disturbances are properly only

bodily-, and indeed brain-sicknesses, it is maintained that the

spirit of a crazy man is perhaps related to the outer world, some-

what as the performer on an instrument spoiled and out of tune,

to his auditors; and that sickness of soul or of spirit can only
be spoken of per synecdochen, just as, when a man has ragged

clothes, he himself is called a ragged man. But that axiom of

the modern psychiatry is false. For the soul, although not

composite, is still not simple ; and although not simple, it is

nevertheless a unity. The same is true of the spirit. Scripture

teaches us, in the archetype of the Spirit, which is the essence

of God the Triune, that unity and simplicity are not at all

coincident ideas. Assuredly spirit and soul fall sick in their

manner, as does the body in its manner. The bodily sickening

affects the material means of self-representation of the soul's

seven forms of life ; the psychic-spiritual sickening affects

these seven forms of life themselves, and the three fundamental

powers of the spirit.

As Scripture names the result of departure from God

spiritual death, so must it also be said, since this death does not

consist in annihilation of the spirit and the soul, that the life

of both is sick in the ethical sense, when it either is tending to

spiritual recovery or ends in spiritual decease. In this sense

we read in 1 Tim. vi. 4, vovelv, of a morbid desire of the spirit

(vow) after a knowledge indifferent to the blessedness of God,
and estranged from it; and in similar reference, in 1 Tim. vi. 5,

2 Tim. iii. 8, of men with corrupted spirit (SieQOapjjuevoi, rov

vovv). And Jeremiah says (xvii. 9) of the heart of man as it

is by nature, that it is uneven or rugged (comp. Isa. xl. 4
;

Ps. cxxxi. 2), and deadly sick (^K), in a manner that is only

altogether manifest to God. The relation of the spirit and the

soul to God, to themselves, to their own corporeity, and to the

world, has sustained a perversion militating against the will of

God and the destination of man, which is of necessity at the

time a morbid affection of the constituent powers of the
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nature of the soul and spirit (Div. III. Sec. II.) . But if soul

and spirit be morally perverted, the body also is not in a normal

condition. The primal sin of the first created men had decease

of their bodies as its consequence ; and the inherited sin, in

which it is propagated, has a manifoldly diversified, but still

never absolutely failing, bodily inherited sickness as its accom-

paniment. And as inherited sin breaks forth into actual sins, so

does the inherited sickness, in consequence of those actual sins,

break forth into all kinds of actual sickness. Spirit and soul,

when they in a conscious manner pervert themselves, make the

body sick, either by making use of it directly as an instrument

of their sinful impulses and lusts, or by consuming it by their

passions (e.g. sensual love, 2 Sam. xiii. 2), or by not knowing
how to regulate it, by reason of the discord prevailing in them-

selves and thus disproportionately cultivating it, wantonly

exposing it to danger, and generally disturbing and distorting

the compact co-operation of its elements. The prevailing sin

in the human race, into which the individual is entangled by
his birth and relation, is the cause of all sickness; and the

actual sins of the individual are the cause of many sicknesses.

Very few physicians have a perception of these sources of

sickness. One who really cares for the soul is here the best

physician, but power and blessing come from God the Saviour.

We class the sicknesses caused by excessive affections with

those that are caused by actual sins.
"
Hope deferred," says

Solomon (Prov. xiii. 12),
" maketh the heart sick." Deep in-

ward sympathy, anxious care, is called directly, in 1 Sam. xxii.

8, n^n (vid. Ges. Thes.) ; and the highest degree of heart-

sorrow bears the name of B'UK
(Isa. xvii. 11

; Jer. xxx. 15).

Experience corresponds to this manner of speaking. If the

affections, by which passing or abiding feelings are accom-

panied, become so strong and deep, that they make the life

of the body sick, or altogether destroy it, it is always the

inward man who first allows himself to be overpowered by
them. As the sicknesses of the first kind are rooted in the

fact that the spirit, perverting itself to sin, perverts also the

life of the soul and body ; so the sicknesses of the latter kind

are based in the fact, that the spirit having altogether, or even

only for a season, forfeited its power over itself in God, knows

not how to maintain itself against forcible impressions, but
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itself exposes to their attacks, together with itself, the life of

the soul and body. This powerless subjection of the spirit

has its degree. If it goes down to a very low grade, the

man becomes mad (VjIfB, Deut. xxviii. 34). Thus, also, in

such cases the psychical-bodily sickness has its issue in the

spirit. The essential condition of man would not be that

of personal unity, if those were right who think that the

human spirit would remain unaffected in such a case, and be

suspended on high unapproachably, like the moon behind the

clouds. But if the spirit, as we maintain, be at once interested

in a primary manner, then the sicknesses of this second kind

also have their mediate final source of origination in sin. For

the powerlessness of the spirit, its immediate ground of origi-

nation, is the consequence of its separation and remoteness

from God. United with God, it would participate in God's

blessed peace, and power to subdue all disturbances of the

same. We are not forgetting in this, that there is also a divine

zeal which consumes the corporeity (Ps. Ixix. 9) ; a guiltless

pure love (Cant. ii. 5) ; a justifiable affliction over the decay
of the church (Amos vi. 6) ; a salutary repentant sorrow, and

other holy affections which draw the body into sickness in

sympathy. But this proves nothing against the point that we

have asserted above. For that holy affections should produce
destructive effects upon the corporeity, would be impossible, if

the mutual relation of man's inner and outer life had not by
means of sin become an incongruity.

In the two kinds of sickness alluded to, the spirit gives the

impetus to the sickness. But because the pervading recipro-

cally conditioning relation of the spiritual-bodily natural con-

dition of man has become abnormal through sin, soul and

spirit fall sick frequently also by the agency of the body.

Morbid conditions of the body, founded in causes of an in-

ward or outward physical nature, act upon the soul and spirit ;

and not merely in such a way that they beget the feeling

of displeasure and of pain (r6n, Prov. xxiii. 35, Jer. v. 3),

but also by opposing all kinds of obstacles to the psychic-

spiritual activities, so far as these are instrumentally carried out

and conditioned, and bringing disturbances into their action.

If spirit and soul are strong enough to hold their ground

against the impulse of these obstacles and disturbances, and to
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make an effectual resistance, they will, in the carrying on of

such a contest and victory, become so much the stronger, more

independent, and more rich in experience. On the other hand,
the sickness of the body acts with such overmastering power,
that it either loses all self-manifestation of the spirit and the

soul in the passivity of the feeling of sickness, or else takes

prisoner the innermost personal life by delusive ideas. In the

latter case, the sickness of the soul or spirit appears in a more
restricted sense. Scripture designates it as an alteration

1
of the

understanding (toVP
n^, of which Pi. is,

" to behave as spiritu-

ally sick"), or as a change of the heart (Dan. iv. 13). There
is hardly a class of spiritually diseased persons who are not men-
tioned in the Scripture. The maniac is called (Prov. xxvi. 18)

TpWRQi and probably 3? r\Mft (Lam. iii. 65) is a name for

insanity. We have an instance of melancholy (njn mi) in

Saul, and an instance of metamorphosis (insania zoanthropicd)
in Nebuchadnezzar. David assumes the behaviour of a lunatic

(9JP&) in the house of Achish, in order to preserve himself

(1 Sam. xxi. 14-16). The characteristic of the frenzy, if this

be apprehended as a conception of spiritual disorder, is this,

that the illusion of another new personality is substituted in

the place of one's own real one : wherefore, on the one hand,
ywfo or i'lK (Hos. ix. 7) is applied as an opprobrious name to

the prophet ,
because the word of Jehovah is derided in him

as exaggerated fancy, i.e. sick dreams in a waking state ; on

the other hand, KS3nn
(1 Sam. xviii. 10) is also used of the

speech and demeanour of a really spiritually disordered person;
because prophecy and mania, according to an ingenious obser-

vation of Schleiermacher, symphonize, and are associated as

true speech, and deceitful speech. The former, ^W, in Hosea

(properly, the loose, sluggish man), indicates rather a deranged
than an insane man : the deranged or crazed man has not the

compact false personality that is peculiar to the insane; the

Ego of the latter is altogether decomposed by false illusions,

and hurried away by desultory disconnectedness of thought.
Another name of this spiritual disorder is m^n (Eccles. x. 13,

comp. ii. 2), the folly enhanced to sickness (of the soul)

(JWap). Finally, the Scripture is not wanting also in an
1 Not alienation

;
for inyD njt? does not mean, his understanding is

gone, olienata est
t but, it has become changed.
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appropriate designation of imbecility and stupidity (torpor),

namely J? flnn (coupled with flW, Deut. xxviii. 28).
There are, moreover, bodily sicknesses which have ethical,

and which have sentimental, and which have physical causes.

And there are diseases of soul and spirit which proceed from

ethical self-perversion, or from sentimental disturbance of

equanimity, or from physical restraint and interference : the

two first have bodily anomalies as their result, and the last have

such as their cause. A dynamical disturbance of the cerebral

life, or generally of the nervous system, is associated with every

spiritual disorder, of whatever kind it may be : without an ab-

normal affection of the nerves, it can attain no substantial ex-

istence. But that, without exception, all psychical diseases have

physical causes and reasons, is contrary to experience ; and even

if it were true that, in thepost mortem examinations of spiritually

diseased people, pathologic circumstances of the brain were

found 1
for the most part to confirm this, it would still in no

way follow therefrom. There are psychical diseases which

have their root manifestly in the various kinds of spiritual

selfishness, as pride, envy, avarice, and vices of this kind
;

arid

therefore in the personifying fundamental powers of the
spirit,

and which begin from thence to draw the body into special
sickness. Certainly, as there are for psychical disorders of a

sentimental kind physical inducements, so for psychical dis-

orders of a purely ethical kind there are physical attractions,
to wit, for all that are associated with the sexual life. But

these physical attractions still only then operate in a way of

disorder, when the soul and the spirit are wanting in power of

resistance, to prevent their growing powerful over themselves, to

their own disturbance. The fact of the transmission of sinful

dispositions embraces here, indeed, a world of mysteries which

cranioscopy has undertaken to ventilate; but the hereditary

1
Corap. F. W. Hagen, Psychiatric und Anatomie, 1855, p. 46 :

" The

post mortem results in the brains of spiritually disordered persons are not of

such a kind, that we could seek in them the proximate causes of psychical
disease ;" and iUd. p. 54,

" Anatomical experiments hitherto ought surely
to have taught sufficiently, that as the specially inner life of the brain is

not visibly material, even its aberrations cannot always be expected to be

such as you can grasp with the hand." The change of substance does not

usually appear till the later stages. There are abnormal conditions which

predispose to disease
;
but most of these are not causes, but consequences.
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sinful destination, in its individual blending, is just the ethical

problem into which man finds himself planted ; and for which,

moreover, when he comes in general to full consciousness, and

is not from his birth of a checked and troubled spirit, he is

sufficient, so far as he draws powers from God, and collects his

powers in God.

NATUEAL AND DEMONIACAL SICKNESS.

SEC. XVI.

IF death came into the world through Satan, who tempted the

first created man, all sickness goes back to him who has the

power of death (Heb. ii. 14), as its ultimate cause, but it is

well to be noted, its ultimate cause within the range of created

things ;
for the final super-creative cause of death and of

sickness is God, who manifestly (Isa. xlv. 7) is as well creator

of the darkness as former of the light, as well the maker of

peace as the creator of evil (jn K1)ta), i.e. not certainly of evil

in the sense of what is done, which comes into existence from

the freely-choosing created will and only from this, but of the

possibility of evil, and of the self-punishment of evil, and gene-

rally of the evil that comes in the form of punishment. Satan

is the first who established the possibility of evil implied in

created freedom, on the ground of actuality, and thereby be-

came the object of the divine anger, and the material of the

divine vengeance of fire, which expresses itself in him, as a

power to destroy his purely spiritual nature, and in the spirit-

embodied man as a power of death. This power of death is

God's, and it is Satan's only so far as everything which has not

become absolutely free from his dominion, succumbs to this

power of death set free by him : for the presence in the world

of divine wrath is centralized in this spirit of wrathful fire, who
was first a spirit of the light of love ; and when he gave up his

glorious position in the principle of love, he became a prince in

the principle of wrath.

But we should greatly err, if we thought that all death and
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all sickness, without exception, is only in a various manner the

operation of Satan, or of other evil spiritual natures.
1

I find

no such thought as this founded in Scripture. The one final

cause of all evil is the divine wrath that follows as the self-

punishment of sin, a wrath which certainly Satan kindled in

God's creation, and especially in humanity, but without there-

by becoming also the mediator of all individual operations of

the wrath of God, since God indeed makes even good angels
mediators of the same; as, e.g., the plague (2 Chron. xxi.) had its

occasion in a satanic temptation of David (ver. 1), but in itself

appears as the divine agency of the angel of Jehovah (ver. 15).

Moreover, as there are sicknesses and deaths that are the divine

operations of good angels (Isa. xxxvii. 36; Acts xii. 23), so

there are also such as are immediately decreed by God, as e.g.

is expressly said of the leprosy of Uzziah (2 Chron. xxvi. 20),
and of the blindness of Elymas (Acts xiii. 11). Such sicknesses

as do not evince any concursus specialis of divine interference,

we call natural. As there are fleshly and satanic temptations,
so also there are natural and demoniacal sicknesses. Scripture,

indeed, expressly distinguishes in Matt. iv. 24, viii. 16, Mark
iii. 15, and in many other passages, between these two kinds

of sickness. The former have, as their immediate cause, the

principle of wrath which rules over the present world together
with the principle of love ; the latter, on the other hand, are

effected mediately by Satan and other spiritual natures. For

there is beyond and beneath Satan an entire large kingdom
of super-terrestrial natures, which, in self-exaltation against

God, have extinguished in themselves the divine light of love,

and have become wholly and absolutely vessels of divine

wrath. This is the kingdom of &*!& ; in Greek, of the Sai/jioves

or SaijjLovia? That these can exercise upon men a destructive

influence, not merely of an ethical, but also of a magical kind,

1 See Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, i. 446, comp. 357
; Halm, Theologie d.

N. T. i. 304, 374
; Philippi, Glaubenskhre, iii. 322.

2 The definition (which sounds Swedenborgian) of Josephus, Bell. vii.

6, 3, T'* ^xiftoviot KovTtiQuv sartv oLv6ou7rav Kvsvf&ctToc,., is false
; yet there appear

credibly attested experiences to affirm that the demoniacal kingdom, in its

destructive influences upon men., is strengthened by the psychical spirits

of those who have died in sin. Thus also judges v. Rudloff, Lehre vom

Menschen, pp. 176, 280. But there is no Scripture testimony at hand

which would be favourable to it.
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is to be accounted for from the fact of the relation of bondage
and affinity into which the human race has fallen to this in-

visible kingdom of darkness since the primal sin. The power
of wrath of this kingdom over men, however, only reaches so

far as God permits it ;
and this permission is measured accord-

ing to His holy will of righteousness and grace, which makes

all created powers, whether of wrath or of love, minister to

Himself.

We first of all present to ourselves only symptomatically the

demoniacal forms of sickness that Scripture places before our

eyes, in order that we may then form thereupon, so far as they

come within the range of our purpose, a psychological judgment.
Demoniacal sicknesses consist partly in physical, partly in

physico-psychical constraint. Most of the cases of demoniacal

sickness of which Scripture makes mention, are (and this is

not commonly sufficiently considered) of the former kind. The

elephantiasis of Job which the prologue of the book makes to

proceed from Satan by God's permission, is a purely physical

disease ; for the high spiritual disturbances which are asso-

ciated therewith, even if in the meaning of the book they are

to be regarded as satanic, are still no special manifestations of

psychical disease. Of a like purely physical kind, is the crooked

spinal complaint of a woman for eighteen years, mentioned in

Luke xiii. 11 ; where, moreover, irvev^a ao-Oevetas, without

having a personal sense, indicates the hidden power of disease:
1

for the cure in this case was only the result of the laying on of

hands, and was not effected by means of exorcism. Even the

periodic attacks of disease, in which Paul is given to feel the

buffets of the messenger of Satan, were only a bodily evil ; for

he calls it a thorn in the flesh, by which God would keep him

in humility (2 Cor. xii. 7). A special kind of such demoniacal

1 For Luke expressly distinguishes between Trvsv^otra, vrovwpei and dete-

ntion (viii. 2, comp. v. 15). On this impersonal use of nil, see Bucher's

Magic and Magical Modes of Healing in the Talmud, p. 177. One says,

m"1 HI"!, spirit of spasm ; JTTTn HI"), spirit of a malignant attack (see

my Commentary on the Hebrews, p. 396, obs.), and the like
; just as, on

the other hand, sicknesses are certainly personified as demons, e.g. Dlpmp*
*#f&ieuc{ (Gittin, 676). To the impersonal pathologic use of Trvivpoc, is

allied the moral use of m/tv/ax, to indicate an overmastering power of a

spiritual kind, as Trvevpoe, 4X0010?, iropvelotg, n'hwqQivs. Vid. v. Zezschwitz,

Profangrdcitdt u. UU. Sprachgeist, p. 70.
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bodily diseases is the magical binding of organs that in them-

selves are healthy, as in the case of the dumb man (Matt. ix.

32), and the man who was at once blind and dumb (Matt.
xii. 22-24). The Lord heals them both by driving out the

demons. For demons have taken partial possession of their

corporeity, and have insinuated themselves therein. From
this possession and settlement the Lord drives them forth.

The narrative gives us no right to regard the dumbness as

dumbness arising from idiocy, as idiotic dulness; for on one

occasion it is associated with blindness. Just so, moreover, the

form of disease of the aek^via^o^evo^^ who had been dumb
from childhood, whom the Lord healed on coming down from

the Mount of Transfiguration, is without any special psychical
feature. The symptoms consist in convulsive movements, con-

tortions, extensions, and the like (Luke ix. 39-42) ; painful

crying out (Luke ix. 39), foaming at the mouth, gnashing with

the teeth (Mark ix. 18), wallowing on the ground (Mark ix. 20),

helpless falling down at the risk of life (Matt. xvii. 15), conse-

quent pining away (Mark ix. 18, if %qpcuve<r6ai> does not here

mean rather numbness or rigidity). These are all symptoms
of that which, in ancient medicine, is called morbus comitialis,

or (in Hippocrates and Celsus) morbus sacer^ of that incurable

evil
2 with which are frequently associated also mental disturb-

ances. But those morbid phenomena of the demoniacs are

still not merely epileptic. For the boy is, moreover, deaf and

dumb
; and the Lord cures him by driving out " the deaf and

dumb spirit
"
(Mark ix. 25), i.e. the demon who stood in relation

to the deafness and dumbness as cause for the effect. The

question whether, according to the biblical view, the epilepsy
in itself is in every case a demoniacal agency, is rather to be

answered in the negative than the affirmative. The o-e\t

rjvia^6-

Ijuevoi,, at least (Matt. iv. 24), are expressly distinguished from

the Saifjiovi&iJLevoL The characteristics that are in other cases

peculiar to epilepsy and lunacy, accompany, in the case of that

boy, only the deafness and dumbness in which the Lord recog-
nises the distinctive feature of the disease, and the abode of the

1 Vid. Winer, R. W. ii. 163.

2 The ancients used for it even beasts' and man's blood
;
vid. Th. Bartho-

linus, De Sanguine vetiio (1673), p. 8. Even still, at the present day, there

is a superstition that the blood of an executed criminal is a means of healing.
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demon, as is shown by the form of His exorcism
(
a Thou dumb

and deaf spirit,
I charge thee come out of him "). It is mani-

fest from this, that even the purely physical disorders which

Scripture designates as demoniacal, are of an extraordinary

nature, and do not coincide with the usual diseases that are

symptom atically allied with them. There are demoniacal

powers by which, in these cases, the bodily life is taken hold of,

as is plain from the fact that its functions are paralyzed and

disordered in a way distinct from the ordinary causes of disease.

The disease is a demoniacal one, but (although not without

psychical reflection) it is a purely physical one,

The demoniacal sickness does not become perfect posses-
sion until it announces itself not merely in physical, but at

the same time in expressed psychical phenomena. We have

such an illustration of the specially possessed (ScufjuowZo/jLevoi,

SaifjiovicrOevTeS) Sai/juoviov e^o^re?, in the narrower sense *) in

the demoniacs of Gadara. We discern in them the follow-

ing symptoms : they roar frightfully (Mark v. 5) ; they rend

asunder, with unnatural strength, the bonds with which they
are bound (Mark v. 3) ; will bear no clothes (Luke viii. 27) ;

they rage violently against themselves (Mark v. 5) ; they do not

stay at home, but sojourn day and night in burying-places and

mountains (Matt. viii. 28 ; Mark v. 5), and furiously attack

those who approach them (Matt. viii. 28, comp. Acts xix. 16).

1 There are other designations in Luke vi. 18, Acts v. 16, viii. 7, x. 38.

The later ecclesiastical designation was fvepyovftsvot, Guericke, K.G. i. 166

(ed. 8). The name " Possessed "
is not used in the New Testament

;
but

in Josephus, Ant. vi. 11, 2, it is said of Saul, aov rov Kovypov <7?vevpoiTo$

KXI ruv ^oiifAQviutt f'/KotQs^o/x.fvuv. Singular, that in the Talmuds, which are

crammed full of demonologic principles, there is no word for possession ;

and the very idea is wanting. It is said that an evil spirit abides in one, or

takes hold of one, hurries one abroad, and the like
;
but not that it enters

into one and possesses him. /. Therumoth 40&, the HDb> (the madman) is

described in a similar manner to the two Gadarenes, but there is nowhere
formed an adjective from or with *]& which corresponds to the New Testa-

ment $ou[tovi6psvo$, a proof how defectively the Talmuds reflect the

position of Judaism at the time of Christ. In the language of Christendom,
and also of Islam,

" Possession " became the customary expression. In

Arabic, the possessed is called mascun, malbus, mamur, scil. li-l-ginn (of a

genius, i.e. demon). The language of the church distinguished possessio

from obsessio as a lower degree.
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These symptoms correspond to that which, as a natural disease,

is called intermitting insanity.
1

By the inclination to graves
and desert places, this intermitting character betrays at once

its demoniacal character ; but the morbid type of one specially

possessed is first completed in the fact that the demon, or the

demons, with entire supplanting of the man's self-control, either

mediately, availing themselves of the human organs, or imme-

diately, speak out of him.2 Thus we hear them speak out of the

Gadarenes possessed (Matt. viii. 29, 31) ; out of the one in the

synagogue at Capernaum (Luke iv. 34), from whom the demon

issues, crying with a loud voice (Mark i. 26) ; from the one in

Ephesus (Acts xix. 15). Thus they spoke out of those many
whom Jesus healed, when He as the Christ constrained them

to be silent (Luke iv. 41, and the parallel in Mark) ; thus they
must also have spoken out of Mary Magdalene, as their num-

ber is specified (Luke viii. 2, comp. viii. 30). That these were

spirits who spoke out of such sick people, is shown by the fact,

that what was uttered betrayed a clear-sighted vision of the

person and work of Jesus, which transcended the degree of

knowledge of the men of that time ; and that they were evil

and impure spirits, is manifest from this, that they would have

nothing to do with Jesus, and that His proximity enhanced the

furiousness of the possessed one, so that he himself is afraid of

the access of pain that approached with the accomplishment of

the cure (Mark v. 7). In all these cases the Lord performed the

cure by exorcism, once by means of agency from a distance (Mark
vii. 30) .

3 The demons of the two possessed men at Gadara pray
1 V. Spielmann, Diagnostik der Geisteskrankheiten, 1855, pp. 42-45.
2 Even the declarations of the diseased man, that he harbours the devil

in him, are not yet sufficient. These declarations may, as I myself have had

opportunity of observing in a sick man, depend upon delusion. The demono-

maniacs, so called in the later psychiatry, are not all possessed as well
;

and, at all events, the possessed ones depicted in the New Testament are

rather of the predominating melancholic than of the frenzied type of posses-

sion. Of the writings of the old school, compare especially, Christ. Scriver,

Das verlorene und wiedergefundene Schaftein, 1672, etc.; and of the writings

of the later school, Blumhardt's Vertheidigungs-schriftgegende Valenti,1850.
'* How altogether different is the proceeding of the Jewish exorcists !

According to Josephus, Bell. vii. 6, 3, there grew in Jerusalem, in the valley

of Beta/5*?, bounding the north, a fire-coloured plant of the same name,
of which he relates fabulous things. This only needs the demoniac to be

brought near, and it drives out the demons. Eleazar, whom he himself,
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Jesus, in whom they recognise God's Son, their future Judge,
that they may be allowed to go into a herd of swine ; for, con-

cealing themselves in bodies, and venting their rage on bodily

creatures, the demons find an alleviation of the sense of wrath

with which their merely spiritual nature is seized and pervaded.

The Lord grants to them that which they ask for, that for

the two possessed men their wonderful deliverance might be

all the more convincing; but the swine, feeling themselves

laid hold upon by a foreign power, plunge into the sea.
1

Having thus stated the fact, the task is imposed upon us to

make it psychologically clear to ourselves as far as it is possible.

In doing so, we proceed from a treatise that introduces us

into the centre of the matter by Dieringer,
2
the same Koman

Catholic theologian who, in his work entitled A System of

Divine Facts (1841), so learnedly brought together the testi-

monies of the ancients on the continuance of the gift of cast-

ing out of demons, and of other miraculous gifts in the first

Christian centuries. Humanity ensnared in sin by the fall,

as such, says he, finds itself in an inward affinity with the

fallen spirits, which exposes it to their seducing and torment-

ing influence ; but how far this power may manifest itself in

the individual man, depends not only on his moral self-attes-

tation, but generally on the kind and manner of the interest

in the presence of Vespasian and his son, saw make proof of his power
over the demons (Ant. viii. 2, 5), held a ring, in which a root specified by
Solomon as of healing virtue was enclosed, under the sick man's nose, and

by conjuration and rehearsing of Solomon's formulas drew forth the demon.

In order to convince those present of the reality of the occurrence, he placed

a vessel full of water, or a foot-bath, on the ground, and bade the demon to

overturn it, in order to certify the spectators of the fact that he had left

the man. Thus was the art of exorcism practised also among the heathen :

6vpta,pot.ai x,otl x.otTce,lfGf/.r>i$', see Martin's Dial. c. 85. In respect of such a

circumstance, and of Acts xix. 13, what the Lord opposes to the Pharisees

(Matt. xii. 27), is only an argumentatio ad hominem: if they attribute what

their exorcists perform to divine power, it can certainly not be demoniacal

powers by which He, Jesus, overcomes the demons in such strength and

such extent as no other can.

1 Let the Manichseans explain, says Jerome on this point, if the soula

of men and of beasts are of the same nature and of the same origin, why
two thousand swine are drowned for the sake of delivering one or two

men.
2 Art. "

Besessenheit," in Aschbach's Allgem. Kirchen-Lexikon.
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which the individual, according to the inscrutable decree of

Providence, is to have in the common misery of the whole race :

for although all sickness is a consequence and punishment of

sin, still in the general, the personal guilt of a man is not to

be measured according to the share which has fallen to him in

the physical sufferings and privations of the race (John ix. 1-3,

and book of Job). Possession is, besides, only in degree dis-

tinguished from the influence which the hostile powers strive

to exercise more or less over every man ;
and it has its fearful

aspect only in its appearances that strike the eye, while other

modes of operation of fallen spirits withdraw themselves from

external perception, but on that account may become all the

more destructive to the souls of those who have given them

admission. Judas was not a possessed man, and yet Satan

entered into him, and seduced him into a blacker deed than ever

demoniac could accomplish (John xiii. 27). After determining

hereupon the preliminary degrees of possession, the temptations
and seductions (tentationes\ the snares (insidice)^ the besieging

(circumsessio), and the blockade (obsessio\ Dieringer seeks to

establish the distinction of the actual possession (possessio)

from these four degrees, and finds it in the fact, that in the

possession, the juxtaposition which still finds place in the

obsessio of the corporeally effected self-attestation of the demon

on the one hand, and on the other of the human soul, has

ceased, inasmuch as the demoniac force has entirely appro-

priated to itself the use of the bodily organs, or at least has

deprived the soul of their use, in such a way that the soul

appears as if in bondage; but is, in fact, only thrown back

upon its own internal nature, and remains remote from the

destructive influence of the evil one, so long as it does not

voluntarily acquiesce in it. Seldom, moreover, is this bondage
a total one in such a sense as that the soul should not still at

times come forward as an active principle; so that the condi-

tions of possession and obsession frequently alternate one with

another. How such a state of things comes to pass, is one of the

hardest of problems. Thus much is certain, that a demon can

never substantially take up its abode in the human soul, and

make this a mere instrumental agency, nor become, in place

of the soul, the inner living principle of the body ; for, in the

former case, the freedom of the soul would be abrogated ;
in the
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latter, the living unity of the two natures of man would be rent

asunder. And yet this influence of the demon is not to be

thought of as merely virtual, which would on the one hand be

opposed to unequivocal Scripture language, on the other, to

the nature of the case itself. Probably, therefore, we shall

speak most correctly, with J. von Gorres, in saying,
" that while

the soul from within outward is sheltered under all its capa-

cities, the demon from without inward endeavours to shelter

himself under them ; and when he has attained with this inward

pressure to a certain point, the state of possession begins." In

actual possession, therefore, there is found a sway over the

capacities and domains of the soul, which is effected by external

intrusion, on which account also there may be several of the

demons who seize possession. The natural precedent condition

may be found in a responsible or irresponsible bodily psychical

and moral predisposition.

Thus the case actually stands. Nevertheless, we cannot

concur in the view, that in possession culminates the same

demoniac influence upon man, which begins at the lowest point
with demoniacal temptations and seductions. Between such

ethical influences and possession there subsists not merely a

gradual but a specific difference,
1
as may be gathered from the

fact that the Lord does not exercise a moral influence upon
the demoniacs, as if they were corrupted, and so become pre-

eminently evil, but regards them as only peculiarly diseased,

who are to be healed first of all by loosing the ban which op-

presses them.2 In three points, however, the explanation has our

entire assent. Firstly, it proceeds rightly on the supposition, that

the soul is no absolutely simple monad, but a compact abstract

of manifold powers. Secondly, it rightly asserts an actual

irruption of the demoniac force into the region of these powers.
It is not sufficient that the ancient dogmatists make the soul

to be only sympathetically affected in the so-called bodily

occupation.
3 Demoniac power, in the bodily occupation not

less than in the so-called spiritual, takes prisoner the soul, and

even the spirit ; yet with the distinction, that in the spiritual

occupation the will of man is slavishly forced by the evil spirit,

1 Thus quite correctly, v. Rudloff, Lehre vom M'enschen, p. 274.
* Vid. A. Zeller, art.

"
Irre," in Ersch u. Gruber's Allg. EncyUopadie.

8
Quenstedt, Systema, i. 650.

Z
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without its ceasing to be actually free, and thus accountable;
1

whereas in the bodily occupation, all impulse and act of man is

the involuntary result of a magical compulsion. Thirdly, it is

true that the demoniacal violation takes its course from without

inwards, and indeed through the corporeity. It is impossible

that Satan should bind the man's freedom of action by im-

mediate agency upon his spirit. Such a demoniacal bondage
could not become possible, except by the man, as a spirit-

embodied nature, coming into bodily conditions which would

result in confusion, weakening, and paralyzing of his psychical

and spiritual powers.
In conformity with this, the specific character of possession

consists in this, that demons intrude themselves between the

corporeity more strictly, the nervous body and the soul of

man, and forcibly fetter the soul together with the spirit, but

make the bodily organs a means of their own self-attestation

full of torment to men. Possession as Eschenmeyer
2

de-

fines it on the ground of special observations is that unna-

tural operation, in which one or more impure spirits through

any sort of agency intrude into a human body, make themselves

masters of the instruments of sensation, of movement, and of

speech ; attach the power of the soul to them, and in shorter or

longer paroxysms make themselves manifest in strange sounds,

gestures, and movements, for the most part of a mocking,

licentious, and violent kind. In the same manner, also, Ebrard
3

conceives of possession as the binding and affecting of the

bodily-psychical life by a foreign influence proceeding from

without :
" The soul finds itself no longer in possession of its

body ; a strange something has forced itself between it and its

body, and exerts a disturbing and hindering influence upon the

bodily organs of the psychical life." And in harmony with

Ebrard, v. Rudloff,
4

although opposing it, explains that which

is expressed in the first edition of this our system :
" The soul

of man is not that which is possessed, but absolutely only his

1 Therefore Gerhard says, in his Isagoge : The obsessio corporalis is more

terrible because it is manifest to the senses, but the obsessio spiritualis in

worse and more perilous.
2 Geschlchte Besessener neuerer Zeit, p. 136.

8 Art. "
Damonische," in Herzog's Real-Encyklopadie.

* Lehre vom Mensclien, pp. 271-277.
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bodily organism ; for the soul, it is a mere obsessio
}
not a

possessio. The soul of the possessed person is not even an

instrument of the demon's ; in his impulses it is wholly uncon-

cerned with its self-attestation : in what the demon says or does

by means of the bodily organs of the possessed person, it is not

in the least degree active."

The view that the demon has established himself substan-

tially in the soul of the possessed person, is, as I now under-

stand, to be given up ; for that a created spiritual being could

transplant itself substantially into the spirit and soul of man,
is at variance with the limitation drawn by the Creator round

all created individual life, and with the power which belongs to

the Creator alone, substantially to permeate and pervade every
created thing, and even spirits,

1
without their own nature being

decomposed, and ceasing to be itself thereby. The locality

of possession is the human corporeity. In this and, indeed,

just where the soul exerts an influence upon it by means of the

nervous system, and receives reacting influences from it the

demon establishes himself, but from here outwardly exercises a

forcible influence, extending itself to soul and spirit : to the soul

at once, so far as he makes the corporeity, e.g. the instrument

of speech, a means of his self-manifestation, and thereby dis-

lodges the soul from its relation of power to the body that it

vitalizes ; to the spirit, inasmuch as he degrades the will to a

mere potentiality, and places it in fetters that cannot be broken.

He thus affects the nature of man even to its very foundation.

Even to the will, and thus even to the root of the soul, and of

the spirit, his influence penetrates. He binds the will in a

magical manner, and makes it subservient to himself, and thus

deprives the entire man of independence, and of all further

power over himself. Not as though he made himself the inter-

nally efficient principle of the human spirit, and this spirit his

instrument ; but from the boundary at which bodily life and

psychical life are connected, he declares over the powers of the

soul, especially the imaginative faculty, his urgent influence,
2

1
Augustin, de spir. et anima, c. 26, compared with de eccles. dogm. ch.

83, is right : Illabi menti illi soli possibile est qui creavit, qui natura sub-

sistens incorporeus capabilis est suae facturse.
2
"Diabolus," says Gisbert Voet (in Ebrard, I.e. p. 253),

" non illabitur

in mentem aut voiantatem, nee intra eas operatur, ut physica actione faciai
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and thence places the spirit as in a state of siege, so that it

becomes incapable of resistance in any attack. The power of

freedom may in flashes of light break through the dark ban,

for the freedom is restrained in its manifestation without being

annihilated in its nature. But, in general, the demoniac ban,

with its restraint of free agency, its darkening of the con-

sciousness, its perversion and distraction, is established over

spirit and soul and body, in all their powers, from that extreme

background, the will of the spirit, outwards.

Nothing makes the condition of demoniacal possession so

intelligible as the magnetic rapport in artificially produced

magnetic states. The magnetized person there appears as the

absolutely will-less instrument of the magnetizer ; and the con-

tents of the consciousness of the magnetizer are reflected in the

consciousness of the person magnetized, so that the individuality

of the one is, as it were, merged in that of the other. Pinch

the patient, he does not feel it ; pinch the operator, the patient

feels it as if he had been pinched, and complains of the injury

to the part affected. Put rhubarb in the patient's mouth, he

has no taste of it ; put rhubarb in the operator's mouth, and the

patient tastes and names this drug under the impression that he

has it in his own mouth. Placed on his legs, he stands as if

nailed to the ground ;
but following the movements of the mag-

netizer's hands, he is put into visibly involuntary and uneasy
motion. This sympathetic unity of will is raised even into

sympathetic unity of consciousness. The patient understands

even the unexpressed thoughts of the operator, and acquiesces

in them ; or he speaks as if from himself, but in such a way that

it is the manner of thought and the thought of the operator

transferred to him which he reproduces. That which is here

exhibited to us is an intoxication, a bondage, a possession of

one Psyche by the other, accompanied by an extra-natural en-

hancement of the powers by the intrusive co-operation of evil,

or even of good, influences of the spiritual world. From this

dynamical possession of one human soul by the other, we may

eas quidquam intelligere aut velle, sed in phantasiam et in reliquas facili-

tates sensitivas aliquid potest ;

" and Burmann,
" In animam quamquam

immediate illabi eamque intime affari et quibuscunque velit formis ac

ideis implere non possit, phantasise tamen ope ac per externos sensus valide

earn quatere ac multis modis teutare potest."
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form to ourselves an idea of the substantial possession of a human
soul by a demon. In the former case, the possession is only

dynamical, because the human soul is linked to its body ; in the

latter case it is substantial, although not local, because the demon,

by virtue of his purely spiritual nature, can penetrate into the

substantial condition of the man, without disintegrating its living

unity. But, in both cases, the powers of the soul have reached

even to the spiritual roots of the internal life under the un-

natural pressure of a foreign power, and have become involun-

tary forms of a substantial existence obtruded upon them.1

We have been compelled to limit ourselves to the New
Testament in characterizing the true possession ; for the Old

Testament has neither a name for, nor gives an illustration of,

this demoniacal condition. It speaks of sickness and the doom

of death, which come, by the agency of Satan and angels of

destruction, upon men; but we nowhere meet with such demonia-

cally diseased persons as Jesus healed in Gadara and elsewhere.

When Josephus (Ant. vi. 8, 2) says of Saul after the war of

the Amalekites, that TrdOrj TWO, teal ^aiy^ovia^ irvi^fjuov^ avTw

Kal crrpayyaXas eirKbepowra had attacked him, and when (Ant.
vi. 11, 2) he makes Jonathan say to his father that TOV Trovrjpov

TTvev/jLaros /cal Twv SciL/Aovlcov eryKaOitpfjiivtoV) David has driven

them out, and procured him peace of soul, he is carrying back,

here as elsewhere, a mode of view and of expression belonging
to his own time, into the antiquity of the Old Testament ; for

the historical records of the Old Testament themselves every-
where designate the melancholy of Saul, passing from time to

time into frenzy, the immediate operation of God. This opera-

1 Vid. Fr. Fischer, Der Somnambulismus, 1839
;
Ge. Earth, Der Lebens-

magnetismus, seine Erscheinungen und seine Praxis, 1852
;
and the work of

Joseph W. Haddock, Somnolism and Psycliism, 1852. Without losing sight

of the fact, that involuntary dependence and phantastical delusions throw

their dark shadows even into spontaneous somnambulism (vid. Sec. XVII.),
we have purposely spoken above only of that which is actively produced.
That this latter has become a trade of the most unprincipled charlatanism,

Mabru has lately disclosed in his work entitled Les Magnetiseurs juges par
eux memes, 1860

; who, after the example of Burdin, offers to the somnam-

bulist who proves herself veritablement lucide a reward of 3000 francs. In

view of this work, we must regret that we did not rather leave magnetic

phenomena altogether unconsidered
;
but this one authority is still not of

weight enough to supersede the others, which we follow.
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tion of God is absolutely indicated, as well in itself as in refer-

ence to its results, just as much as that which Saul underwent in

Gibeah (comp. 1 Sam. xviii. 10 with x. 10) : it is in both cases

God's Spirit who suddenly and forcibly overcomes him
(
n^) ;

and the consequence is,
in both cases, a speaking and demeanour

beside himself, removed beyond the region of the natural and

customary (Kijwnn). But the one time it is the Spirit of God

(^JL),- ^"
1

)
which comes upon him, the other time an evil spirit

from God (njn Dvii*
rrn, 1 Sam. xvi. 15, or njn iw nn,

1 Sam. xix. 9), a designation which we would not venture to

take upon our
lips,

if the Scripture did not so directly make

use of it. The one time it is the Spirit of God which pertains

to God's holy nature, and acts according to that nature of light

and love
;
the other time it is a spiritual agency of God, which

brings to bear upon Saul the dark and fiery powers of divine

wrath which he has aroused by his sin. Scripture throughout
makes no mention in this case of demoniacal agency ; and this

need not appear strange, since the assertion that all diseases of

the spirit are demoniacal, is neither agreeable to Scripture nor

to experience.

Are we, then, perchance to say that it is a mere chance,

that the form of demoniacal disease that characterizes real

possession is nowhere mentioned in the Holy Scriptures of the

Old Testament? Impossible ! The Thora, and the Old Testa-

ment generally, mentions, on the one hand (as we shall see in

the subsequent section), all kinds of magic ; on the other hand,
all forms of divinely caused disease, so designedly, that such a

chance as this is not to be thought of. Or are we to say,

that in the Old Testament Israel, although possession might
have occurred, yet it was not recognised, because the satanic

background of evil and of pain was at that time still hidden

from their knowledge 1 Even this mode of explanation is not

valid, true though it is that the knowledge of the kingdom of

darkness only gradually dawns in the Old Testament, and only
attains to full clearness through the decisive struggle of Christ.

For that there are human sufferings of which Satan is the

mediate cause, is assumed by the poet of the book of Job in the

time of Solomon, in such a manner that it must be regarded as

a view long current among the writer's people ;

l and besides,
i Hofmann, Schriftbeweist

i. 433.
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possession is a disease which exhibits its demoniacal character

so palpably, that, especially from the point of view familiar to

the people of Israel, it could not be mistaken. The only true

explanation is found in the fact, that as there are climatic

characters of disease, so also there are some special to the

history of the time ; and as there are diseases peculiar to the

country, so also there are some peculiar to the period.
1 This is

especially true of spiritual sickness or mental disorders. That

insanity is distinctively developed according to the colour of

the popular character, the degree of cultivation, and the rela-

tions of the period, is an acknowledged and generally familiar

fact in psychiatry, from which, however, we in no way deduce

the result, that even possession without objective reality rests only

upon delusions which, favoured by the prevailing laxity of the

spiritual life, the want of internal vigour, or the attraction

towards a false passivity, may have been only the reflex of the

then dominant superstition.
2

No, the kind and manner of the

assertion which Satan makes of his dominion over humanity,
is actually different according to times and circumstances. In

the Old Testament it was idolatry, which even there, according
to its true nature, is regarded as the worshipping of demons

(DH^, LXX. Scufjiowa), together with the manifold kinds of

witchcraft, mania, and divination associated therewith, by which

Satan held in subjection whole peoples, and even Israel before

the exile, rebellious from God. In this his dominion over

great masses, he did not need to manifest his power in indi-

viduals, as was the case in the special possession. But when
the wholesome disciplinary sufferings of the exile had given
the death-blow to idolatry in Israel for ever, the spiritual and

spirit-embodied power of destruction which characterized the

kingdom of darkness assumed another form ; and there began

among others those sporadic manifestations of bodily, or rather

spirit-embodied possession, which in the time of Jesus Christ

had increased with such terrible vigour in intensity and num-

ber, because the kingdom of darkness summoned all its powers
to resist its vanquisher at His entry into history, and to

1 It is an acknowledged fact, that not only does the geographical lati-

tude of the situation favour different diseases, but, moreover, gives to every
disease a prevailing form.

8 Thus even Neander, K.G. i. 25.
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contend with Him for men to be redeemed. But this was
God's ordering : the kingdom of God that came in and with
Christ was to announce itself unmistakeably by the visible

overcoming of demons (Luke xi. 20).

Nevertheless, that prevalence of demoniacal disorders, and

especially of possession, had also certainly a deep psychological
reason in the superstition of that day, in virtue of which it

was mingled with all kinds of magic (Acts viii. 9, xiii. 6, xix.

19). Superstition is not absolutely a mere subjective guiltless
delusion ; and, moreover, it is not a complication which is dis-

solved by truly scientific illumination into a mere nothing.
1

It

opens the human soul to demoniacal influences, just as much as
faith does to divine. And witchcraft is no empty guiltless

legerdemain, and neither is it an empty fraud, disclosing itself

to intelligent cultivation: it
is, in its often

sufficiently undeniable

reality, the fearful opposite of the sacred miracle, which apart
from God sets in movement created powers.

SUPERSTITION AND MAGIC.

SEC. XVII.

IT is not the man who believes in a super-terrene spirit-world,

reaching into that which is earthly, who on that account is

superstitious, although he is considered so by those who think

themselves enlightened. He assuredly believes what Scripture

declares, what reason finds consistent with itself, and what ex-

perience confirms. But he who, in respect of supersensual

things, and of the mysterious background of sensible things,

regards as true, and allows impressions to be made on himself by,

thoughts or occurrences, whose reality has neither the warranty
of undoubtedly credible tradition, nor the warranty of internal

force of conviction in their favour, is rightly called supersti-
tious ; and should he, by preference, be addicted to such a

1 It is therefore superficial, when Richard Mead, whom we name by way
of example, in his Medico, Sacra (1749), looks on the daemoniaci only as

insani et epileptici.
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pretence of mystery (jreoiep'ya^ Acts xix. 19), and act upon it

bigoted. It is thus essential to superstition, that the object

which one believes, should either not exist at all, or at least

should not exist in the way that he believes it ; whereas faith,

resting upon external and internal foundation, has for its object

and substance that which is real, though invisible. Supersti-

tion, moreover, is, in spite of the unsubstantiality of its object,

a tendency of the spirit and soul, neither subjectively indiffe-

rent nor objectively without relation. Not subjectively indif-

ferent ; for the surrender of man to that which is untrue, or

to the truth defaced, is always a self-perversion fraught with

danger, which finally makes him incapable of distinguishing

between truth and untruth, and wholly incapable of perception

of what is true. Not objectively without relation ; for, inasmuch

as the superstitious man plunges with his thought and imagina-

tion into the night-side of nature, and into the invisible world,

which is the reverse side of the visible, on the one hand, and

on the other allows himself, willingly and of set purpose, to be

affected thereby, he comes into a condition of reciprocal rela-

tion thereto, which affords to the evil spirits sufficient points of

connection to entangle him into increasingly mischievous delu-

sions, and to make use of him as a serviceable instrument. In

the former case, his spirit is led away further and further from

sound and wholesome perception of the truth, into errors in

which, confirmed by all kinds of illusory and marvellous expe-

riences, he loses himself more and more deeply ; in the latter

case, he involves himself actually with demoniacal powers.
This is the great wide region of magic, which by the ancients

is very rightly treated, along with the worship of idols, as a

species of superstition. On the lowest stage ((^ap^aKeia^ Gal.

v. 20), such mysterious means are used to attain certain results

as owe their efficiency absolutely to something beyond any
natural and experimental link of causation. One is not con-

scious to himself of a demoniacal co-operation ; indeed, one

perhaps believes himself acting altogether as an instrument of

God, because divine or other holy names are invoked therein,

in such a way, nevertheless, as that the effect is expected, not

from the promise given to the prayer of faith, and from powers
obtained from God by means of prayer, but from the tradition-

ally infallible operation of formulas and ceremonies. The form
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which is apparently the most harmless of this lowest degree of

magic, is the election of days; i.e. the superstitious opinion that

certain duties, if they are performed on certain days, with ob-

servance of certain rules, infallibly have a definitely good result,

and are protected against evil casualties. In this case, means

and end stand in no relationship ; it is a blind surrender of

one's self to a causality opposed to nature, or to a mocking delu-

sion. On a higher grade, one is conscious that there are higher

spiritual beings in whose strength he is speaking or acting ; but

regarding them as good angelic powers, he is a dupe, to the

injury of himself, and of others whom he designs to serve. To
this kind belongs, for the most part, the heathen magic as pseudo-

theurgy,
1 and the heathen soothsaying, which is essentially dis-

tinct from the Israelitish prophecy (Num. xxiii. 23). To this

belongs the Jewish practical Cabbala (jvfc^D r6np) ; the visionary
heretical griosis (Col. ii. 18), of which the pastoral epistles give

warning, as of that which is falsely named ; in addition to the

so-called divine magic (magia theurgica), with its secret books,

named after Adam, Abel, Enoch, Abraham, Solomon, and others.

To this also belong the modern magnetic oracular speech, and

the magnetic necromancy which are especially at home in Paris

and in London, and which are only a new form of the old God-

contemning disorder that was condemned by law (Deut. xviii.

11) and prophecy (Isa. viii. 19). On the highest grade, a man
is willingly and knowingly in covenant with evil spirits, whether

it be that, without intending thereby to revolt from God, he has

surrendered himself to them in exchange for some deceiving
assistances and glittering distinctions, or that, driven by enmity

against God, he has attached himself to the side of Satan, and

of the powers of the kingdom of darkness
2
enlisted under his

banner. In the first two degrees, the characteristic of an evil

design is not absolutely essential to magic ;

3
but, in this third

1 It was called in the imperial age of Rome, ars mathematica.

2 "
Diabolus," says the author of the Quxstiones v. et N. Test.,

" non

speciale nomen est, sed commune
; operis enim nomen est, non naturse."

3 This in opposition to Aberle, who, in his clear-sighted article
" Zau-

berei"inthe Wetzer- Welteschen Kirclien-Lexikon, declares that this is an

essential characteristic of all magical agency, that it proceeds from an evil

will. Chr. A. Crusius has rightly avoided adopting this characteristic into the

definition. He defines: Magia est genus superstitionis, ubi adhibitis formulis

certis et ritibus per se ad effectum non aptis vel saltern non sufiicieDtibus,
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degree, and the highest of all, it is human and demoniac

activity combined for evil purposes.

All these kinds of magic are strictly forbidden and rejected

in Scripture, with an acknowledgment of their objective dark

background
1

(Deut. xviii. 10-12; Jer. xxvii. 9; 2 Chron.

xxxiii. 6 ;
Mic. v. 11 ; Gal. v. 20). The church has from the

beginning lifted up her earnestly warning voice against it.
2

Nevertheless all are still current in the present day, from

the sympathetic cures, the election of days, the fortune-telling

by cards, even to the conjuration of the dead
;
and still further,

even to formal compacts with evil spirits, and formal obligation

to Satan, which usually ends in despair. These kinds of super-
stition and of magic it is not the problem of psychology to

set forth individually, but rather of the demonologic part of

dogmatics ; and it is the office of ethics to warn against them.

But psychology, in explaining the natural condition of man,

ope potentise, quse superat humanam, quseque suas operationes his condi-

tionibus adstringit, certi effectusvel praestantur vel tentantur.
1 Proof : The Egyptian magicians in Moses' time, whose magical works

are related as such, not as jugglers' tricks (Ex. vii. 11, viii. 3); Balaam,
whose incantation is regarded as a power from which Jehovah saved Israel

(Josh. xxiv. 10) ;
the witch of Endor, who actually disturbs the spirit of

Samuel from his repose (1 Sam. xxviii. 15) ; and, according to Scripture,

there are satanic miracles which, in the time of the end, will deceive many
(2 Thess. ii. 9

; Apoc. xiii. 13-15, xix. 20, xvi. 14). It is therefore false

when Aberle maintains that the objective reality of magical agency cannot

be proved from the Holy Scripture.
2 To the teachers whose writings are full of the most terrible warnings

of this kind, belongs first of all Augustine, who, prior to his conversion,

glanced deeply into this abyss. Thus he says, e.g., in respect of the election

of fortunate days, Sermo de temp. 215: "
Quia audivimus, quod aliquos viros

aut mulieres ita diabolus circumveniat, ut quinta feria nee viri opera faciant

nee mulieres lanificium, coram Deo et sanctis angelis ejus contestamur,

quia, quicunque hoc observare voluerint, nisi per prolixam et duram poeni-
tentiam tale sacrilegium emendaverint, ubi arsurus est diabolus, ibi et ipsi

damnandi sunt." And Serm. 241: u
Ego me apud Deum absolvo, dum

iterum atque iterum admoueo pariter et contestor, ut nullus ex vobis

carragos vel divinos sortileges requirat nee de qualibet eos aut causa aut

infirmitate interroget." And Tract, xiii. in Joan. :
" Contra mirabiliarios,

ut ita dicam, istos cautum me fecit Deus meus, dicens : In novissimis tern-

poribus exsurgent pseudo-prophetae. . . Ergo cantos nos fecit sponsus,

qui et miraculis decipi non debemus." Thus spoke the church, while at

the same time the synagogue, as the Talmuds show, was becoming ever more

securely entangled in the net of superstition and magic.
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as we are doing in this Division, cannot avoid drawing attention

to the demoniacal region, by which the natural condition of

man is surrounded on all sides as the earth is by the atmo-

sphere, or, according to a talmudic image, as the vine by the

heap of mould ; and from which dangers are threatening man,
all the greater in proportion as he has become in addition, in

consequence of the fall, the more related and the more acces-

sible to these powers of darkness.

We revert here once again to the already more than once

mentioned subject of somnambulism. That which we said of the

possessed in the Gospels is true also of this state. Antiquity
has nothing to produce that veils itself under this phenomenon.
The waking intercourse with the outer world in some other than

the customary way of the senses, the rapport, the absence of

memory on the part of the person awakened, and the waking

up of the memory immediately upon the re-entrance into a

similar condition, these are four characteristics which are thus

found associated in no analogous phenomenon of antiquity.
1

Most of the cases of ecstasy are distinguished from the som-

nambulists, by the fact that the ecstasy comes on without

intervening sleep as an immediate consequence of the convul-

sions. But Tertullian's Exstatica, of whom we made mention

above (Sec. XIII.), even apart from the fact that she did not

see in the condition of sleep, is distinct from a somnambulist,
because of the remembrance of what was seen abiding with

her after the ecstasy. And the maid at Philippi (Acts xvi.

16-18) runs in broad daylight after the apostles, while the

state of the somnambulist is always, even when sleep-walking is

1 It is in vain that Ennemoser (Gesch. des thier. Magnetismus), Passa-

vant, J. A. G. Meyer (Natur-Analogien, 1839), Steinbeck (Der DicJiter

ein Seher, 1836), Choulant (Vorlesung iiber den Animal Macjn. 1840),

Mayo
1

(Wahrheiten im Volksaberglauben, 1854), and others, have sought

to allege similar instances of antiquity. When Aberle (art. Verzuckuny in

Wetzer- Welteschen K.L.} says that somnambulism has been long known,
and that Augustine relates several cases, it is an assertion that leads to

error. The energoumenoi mentioned by Augustine in lib. xii. de Genesi ad

literam, are, more closely considered, very different from somnambulists.

I
1 Is this book perhaps Mayhew On the Truths contained in Popular

Superstitions? TE.]
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associated with
it,

a sleeping state. Moreover, the somnambulist

himself makes a clear distinction between himself and the spirits

with which he has intercourse ; while that maid does not speak

herself, but a Trvevpa irvOwvos speaks out of her, making use

of her organs of speech, which spirit the apostle drives out.

Even in the cases in which the ancient magic produced condi-

tions of clairvoyance, it occurred through other means than the

irradiation of magnetical power ; and the effect was a condition

similar indeed to somnambulism, but still not identical with it.
1

As Scripture mentions no special somnambulists, somnam-
bulism might appear to lie altogether beyond the region of

biblical psychology ;
but still it belongs to its region, inasmuch

as, if anywhere at all, we must expect a well-founded judgment

upon the subject from biblical psychology. In order to obtain

this, the spontaneous somnambulism (Idiosomnambulism) and

that which is induced by magnetic agency must be distinguished ;

wherein it may be observed, that the latter does not appear in

all, but only in rare cases of magnetic agency, as the climax of

the other symptomatic conditions. But it is always the boun-

dary of the present and future, on which the somnambulist

finds himself planted, at one time by the immediate direction

of God, at the other by human instrumentality. The true

religious-moral ground of his inward nature, withdrawn back

upon itself, and thus mightily empowered, which in the waking
state could not manifest itself, becomes evident. And they
are actually agencies of God and of spirits which go forth

upon the clairvoyant, and are reflected in his internal nature 2

laid open towards the spiritual world. So far as in this

phenomenon there is an evidence to confound materialistic

unbelief, and as there is always presented to the so-called reli-

1
Thus, e.gr.,

the magical practice of the oriental mustantikun (incan-

tatores) places boys, in order to have clear insight, and to predict, in a

benumbed state, but through enchanted potions and the like. The fact

still occurs, and is attested. See thereupon Fleischer, in the Catalogue of

MSS. of the Leipzig Town Library, p. 505.
2 Both very plainly in Selma, the Jewish Female Seer (1838). The

glimpses of light coming from above, and features of the father in the son,

are here unmistakeable. But the cloud, with its phantasmagorias, which

lies thereupon, remains unbroken. Noticeable is her confession,
"

I have

never been able to see quite clearly" (p. 121), and " no man can see quite

clearly and live" (p. 106).
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gious somnambulists the separate future destiny of the pious
and the godless in a manner corresponding to the divine

holiness, it suggests a loud call to repentance. Moreover, it is

not to be denied, that the declarations of all somnambulists

coincide in certain visionary facts, which, compared with Scrip-

ture, confirm its testimony, or may avail as experimental and

actual illustration of it. Apart from these fundamental facts,

the value of the declaration is measured always according to

the position which the somnambulist usually occupies in the

deepest ground of his heart towards the word of God and the

Redeemer. Even the special ecclesiastical position that he

occupies has some influence in determining their value; the

views and confessions have, according to the circumstances, a

Catholic, a Protestant, or even an indifferent colour. In Sec.

XIII. I spoke of a somnambulist, the phenomena of which

case have, more than any other known to me, a power to

awaken repentance, and truly sanctifying.

But the physical basis of somnambulism is always chroni-

cally morbid, not, as in the prophetic ecstasy, only as it were

a force put upon the body and its functions similar to that of

morbid action, but an actual disease, which, moreover, is re-

garded as such by the somnambulist, although he knows at the

same time that it is to serve the purpose of his cure, and of a tes-

timony to others. This morbid basis throws its dark shadows

into the clairvoyance. For the most part there are clouds ascend-

ing thence, which are formed into phantasmagoric images ; and

even the spiritual world, which allows itself to be seen in ob-

jective reality, suffers a more or less distorting refraction, on

account of the morbid background of the revealed inward

sense. Moreover, evil spirits are mingled among the good

ones, and force themselves into the field of view, in order to

mock the seer, and, through him, others ; and in the spiritual

ascendancy of which he is conscious, is only too easily aroused,

a^d by the surrounding circumstances is frequently encouraged
and fostered in an unjustifiable manner, the sin of all sins

the sin of self-reflected arrogant contemplation.
1

Thus, in the

1 V. Schubert, Die Zaubereisunden in ihrer alien und neuen Form, p. 37 ;

and comp. the decision of Fabri (Die Erweckungen auf deutschen Boden,

1861) upon the revivals associated with convulsive phenomena :

" There

are sudden illuminations out of the invisible world, in which angelic powers
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utterances of the somnambulists, elements divine, subjective,

and demoniacal occur confusedly. It would be a revolt from

God's word to rely upon such utterances as upon divine reve-

lations
; but not the less would it be a closing one's eyes to the

signs of the time, to refuse recognition and acknowledgment to

the experimental evidence of the truth of the biblical revelation,

to the call to repentance, and the trumpet sound of the coming

judgment, which are suggested in this phenomenon. It is plain

that it is psychologically infinitely instructive.

It cannot therefore be said that clairvoyance is a condition

purely demoniacal and pernicious to the soul;
1

it is an opening
of the inward perception, in which man is exposed to very
various spiritual influences. But our judgment is otherwise

formed upon the practice of magnetism. It is indeed a natural

and no demoniacal power which the magnetizer exercises upon
the patient, namely, that power of his own Psyche, which,

emanating therefrom, comprehends in itself the bodily powers
as the power of the entire life ; and on the first grade of its

effects, where they are still of a medicinal kind, magnetism

may avail as a means of cure as innocent as electricity. But
when from thence its effects are enhanced, it begins in the so-

called comatose state, and the symptoms associated therewith,

to render the patient as it were a living corpse and a bewitched

person : his eyes stare, without seeing ;
and the pupil, expanded

and immoveable, does not shrink even at the contact of the apple
of the eye with the finger, or at the approach of a blazing light.

This symptom of pavicavia (Gal. iii. 1), and the rest taken

together, are a state of unnatural bondage, which in Sec. XVI.
we have designated as a possession of one Psyche by the other.

2

are active
;
"but immediately upon these there lie in wait demoniacal powers

and others. The nervous convulsive casualties that not seldom appear in

such cases are a result of the mighty psychical excitement, which must be

first calmed and spiritually restored by the subsequent effect of the divine

word and spirit, if truly a living fruit is to grow forth out of it."

1 Read the noteworthy law-case of a somnambulist female, who in

the ecstatic sleep was dishonoured by a hypocritical villain, but remained

therein morally pure, in Hitzig's Annalen, edited by Schletter, 1855,

October part.
2 An illustration : In a moment of enthusiasm, a girl that had fallen

after her first communion into the somnambulic state, cried out that she

saw such beautiful and glorious things ;
and when the elders asked what
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The impression becomes more and more terrible when the

comatose state is heightened at the third stage to the somnam-

bulic, and at the fourth to the ecstatic. The patient, if God
do not for the sake of his heart-reality assist him by good

spirits,
here becomes an instrument of demoniacal delusion to

himself and others. He finds himself hard on the limit of

phrenzy and of death ; for the ecstasy may become so power-

ful, that (according to the statement of the initiate) if one does

not go cautiously to work in the matter, the soul is actually

withdrawn without return ; or if it return, it sinks into mad-

ness.
1 That which runs into such terrible manifestations of

power over man, is suspicious even in its beginnings.
2

Moreover, there is actually no art of dark magic which

has not associated itself with this magnetic practice : not

merely soothsaying professionally practised for gain,
3 and even

fihe saw, she answered,
" God surrounded by the angels, the apostles, and

Mary." The same girl subsequently was thrown by magnetism into the

somnambulic state by a friend of the elders, who was a Voltairian
;
and

when he asked the ecstatic patient what she saw, she replied, "God accom-

panied by His two apostles, Voltaire and Rousseau." Thus the soul of the

magnetized person is wholly and absolutely in the power of the magnetizer.
In the work of a Parisian physician, who, after long contradiction, was won
over to magnetism, may be read in this matter a warning which closes

with the words : Des qu'elles sont en somnambulisme, elles se trouvent

soumises comme des esclaves, plus que des esclaves, puisqu'elles sont

complices a des personnes qu'elles connaissent a peine ; lorsqu'elles sont

reveillees, elles ont oublie tout ce qu'on vient de leur faire. The book

itself where this is to be read (J. J. Beaux, De rinfluence de la Magnetisa-
tion sur le developpement de la voix et du gout en Musique, Paris 1855) is

not far from this spirit of impurity. In the Holy Scripture, unchastity

and witchcraft are twin ideas. A Brazilian of the race of the Coerunas,

questioned by v. Martins, comprehended the mystery of the Indian art of

healing in the words :

" All witchcraft comes from lust and from hatred,

and thence also is healing."
1
Cahagnet, Der Verkehr mit den Verstorbenen auf magnetischem Wege,

i. 196-198. The translation is by an authorized magnetizer in Berlin.

2
Aberle, Z.c., although acknowledging magnetism as a natural and

serviceable means of healing, says, nevertheless,
" Even if magnetism do

not go beyond the range of that which is natural, it is still undeniable

that it brings man into a condition which makes him more accessible to

demoniacal intrusions than is the case in his usual state."

8 In reference to a similar phenomenon in the Romish Church, Hermas,

in the Shepherd, gives the criterion :
u
Spiritus qui desursum est nemini

respondet interrogatus nee singulis respoudet, neque quum vult, homini
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necromancy with the table-rapping
1 and psychography, that

not long ago had become almost epidemic ; with those traps

laid for the spiritual kingdom, in which was caught not this

kingdom itself, but only a caricature of it;
2 but also the con-

struction of all kinds of magical machinery, and magical means

for healing, for defence, for disclosing and seeing forbidden

things. Let one single example suffice, in which the dark magic
whereunto the magnetic practice grows, is actually to be laid

hold of with the hands, and is even conceded by the narrator,

a magnetic physician, who stands upon the purely medicinal

stage. "There are persons," says D. Ge. Barth,
3 " who possess

loquitur spiritus Dei, sed tune loquitur, quum vult Deus." S. Hilgenfeld,

Glossolalie, pp. 71-73.
1 For the art of u

table-turning," we have Jewish testimonies as early

as the seventeenth century. Friedr. Breutz, in his Jiidischen abgestreiften

Schlangenbalg, 1614, denounces the Jews, therefore, as practising Kischuph

(magic).
" We make the table turn in playful times with Kischuph, and

whisper into one another's ears, Schemoth, Schel, Schedim (names of demons),
and the table springs up then, even when laden with many hundred-

weight." Zalman Zebi, in his Judischen Theirak, 1615, defends this table-

turning, as practised not through magic, but the power of God, Kablala

Maasith (practical Kabbala).
"
Thus, for the table-turning no Maasch

Schedim can be employed, for we sing for it excellent mismorim (songs), as

Adon olam jigdal (The Lord of the world be exalted). Thus there can be no

devil's work suffered when God is remembered." See thereupon v. Earless,

Das Buck von den ^Egypt. Mysterien (1858), pp. 130-132.
2
Examples of such deceptive intercourse with the spirits turning away

from the true heavenly ladder (John i. 51) are given in Hornung's Neue

Geheimnisse des Tages, Durch Geistes-Magnetismus Vermittelte Geister-

Manifestationen aus dem unenthullten Jenseits, 1858, 8. These manifesta-

tions of spirits reduce themselves to self-excitements of the so-called media,
and only too truly reflect the cultivation and the religious standing of these

personal media. Just so in Preiswerk's narrative of the superstition among
the Swiss people (Verhandlungen der Schweizerisch-reform Prediger, Ge-

sellsch. Schaffhausen 1856), it is decided,
" that the table-rapping is only

a deceiving performance, and only an echo and reflection of the persons

engaged in it." It is remarkable, that even the somnambulists deny the

reality of this spiritual intercourse by means of table-rapping and psycho-

graphy (p. 409) ; nay, the pretended spirits themselves are honest enough
to declare,

" We can give you nothing really but what must subsist in you

already ;" and one says to the medium,
"
Thy head is my library." H.

Leo and A. V. Harless deservedly lashed this spiritual disorder in the

course of the year 1858 in the Evang. K.Z.
8
Magnetism of Life, its Phenomena and its Practice, 1852, pp. 234-236.

2 A
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and exercise the capacity or power of seeing in glass globes, or

rock crystals, or mirrors formed in a certain manner, the past,

the distant present, and the future. Some of these seers descry
all this in glass bottles also, which are filled with magnetized

water, or in drops of ink which are poured into their hand.

I am certainly not in the position to explain the reason of this

capacity, but I do not doubt its authenticity, for I have seen

sufficient facts to convince me. The art of prophesying by
these means is very old, and certain old formulas are known
for the preparation and application of the crystals. When the

crystal is formed and polished, it is dedicated to some spirit or

another : this is called its consecration. Before its use, it is

'

charged/ i.e. there is spoken an invocation of this spirit, in

which a vision is prayed for of those things which are sought to

be known. Usually a young person is chosen to look into the

globe, and to contemplate the desired vision : after some time

the crystal becomes clouded, and there appears a diminutive

vision, which represents the persons, things, or scenes that are

necessary for the communication of the explanation sought for,

in a miniature picture to hirn who looks in the crystal. If the

desired disclosure be received, the crystal is
'

discharged,' and

the spirit to which it is dedicated is thanked for the service

rendered, and dismissed. 1 have neither time nor inclination

to enter upon this matter personally. I know from facts which

have come to my knowledge, that it is possible to employ super-
natural agencies pertaining to the spirit-world, to produce
results in this natural world. I know the fearful, shocking,
and ruinous consequences which have arisen to men from the

use of such agencies: although I have been summoned as a

magnetizer to make good the mischief done, as a magnetizer I

myself scorn this assistance."

Thus far this thoughtful physician. He makes a distinc-

tion between the magnetism which he practises and the former

magic. Even v. Schubert regards magnetism as an actually

tested means of cure, within the limits of a morally serious, in-

telligent, and conscientiously self-restrained treatment, as justi-

fiable. It does not become, says he, the sin of witchcraft until

it purposely leads the magically excited soul which is surren-

dered to it, beyond into the region of demoniacal enticements.

Uut for the psychical life-breath which, proceeding from the
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soul of the magnetizer into the nerves, pervades his own
nervous body, to be transferred by the power of the will into

the bodily domain of another soul, may be in itself an altogether

unexceptionable healing process.
1

Still, is not magnetism, even

upon this stage, a deliberate use of suspicious doubles, or mimic-

ries,
2
of the miracle performed by God's power? Is not this

irruption of one Psyche into the sphere of another a derange-
ment of limits contrary to nature? And are there not asso-

ciated therewith, in a sequence of unregulated declivity, so many
abnormal phenomena which Scripture rejects as witchcraft ?

Operative magnetism in itself is no magic, but it carries in it-

self all kinds of magic, and thus also its own decisive rejection.

We have now reached the furthest limit of the method of

inquiry which in Sec. I. we proposed to ourselves to follow, for

the knowledge of the natural essential condition of man as held

together by the soul ; and without intending it, the issues of

this Division have moulded themselves for us according to the

plan of Lord Bacon of Verulam.3 This fourth Division forms,
so to speak, the trunk of the entire system deduced from the

Scripture. Beginning from the innermost personal life, we
have advanced in a progressive method even to the visible

bodily life in its reciprocal relation to the soul, and have learnt

to know the manifold modes of disease to which the human
natural condition is exposed in its state of nature perverted by
sin. If we now compare the end of this Division (Sec. XVII.)
with the end of the foregoing one (Sec. V.), we see how, since the

fall of man, two principal distinct powers, a good and an evil

one, have grappled in contest about his soul. On the one side

there comes to aid man, the might of the divine love, which in

promises, and in the gospel of their fulfilment, addresses itself

to his faith ; on the other side there surround him demoniacal

powers which have fallen from the divine love, have their

being in the divine wrath, and seek to ensnare and ruin him
on the path of superstition. We shall now see how the love of

the soul, situated as it is between such opposites, approves

1 V. Schubert, I.e. pp. 11, 35.
1
Doppelganger, double-goers an untranslateable expression. TR.

8 De augmentis scientiarum, iv. 3 : Habet etiam pars ista de facultatibus

animse appendices duas altera harum est doctrina de divinatione natural!,

altera de fascinatione.
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itself, when, by the power of the redemption of the God-man,
it re-attains, in the spirit and in God, once more to the position

of its decayed ideal or likeness to God, and, as the Scripture

expresses itself, is transplanted out of the darkness, into God's

marvellous light.



APPENDIX.

Passages from the Physics of Comenius.

THE post-Reformation literature has scarcely any work to point

to, which in the smallest compass includes such a wealth of

interesting and suggestive matter in so light a form, and so

systematically put together, as the little pamphlet entitled

Physicce ad lumen divinum reformandce Synopsis (1635 and

1663, in 12mo), by John Amos Comenius, the last bishop of

the Bohemian-Moravian Brethren, who died in exile, at Am-

sterdam, in the year 1671. In addition to what had been done

by precursors, such as Ludovicus Vives, Thomas Campanella,
and Lord Bacon of Verulam, Comenius seeks herein to release

natural science from the bondage of heathen philosophy, and

especially of Aristotelian scholasticism, by vindicating, instead

of this, the divine revelation in the Scripture, but besides, the

perception of the senses, and reasonable investigation as its

principles of knowledge ; and by maintaining as certain, that

the results of natural research which are attained in an empi-
rical way, will never contradict the rightly understood testi-

monies of Scripture.
1

The idea that the Holy Scripture has no reference at all to

natural philosophy, is familiar to him. He refutes it in a strik-

ing manner :
" Cui obsecro usui," says he among other things,

" tot et tanta de mundi exordio, creationis processu, creaturarum

proprietatibus possim memorantur, si nihil de natura docere nos

voluit naturae parens idemque Scripturae dictator? Aiunt,
1

Comp. K. v. Kaumer, Geschichte der Padagogik, ii. 65-68, and gene-

rally the interesting characterization tb.ere given of Comenius.

373
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id eo spectare, ut rerum factorem agnoscere et adrnirari,

amare et metuere discamus. Recte, sed quomodo factorem

absque factura ? Annon quo melius quis picturse artem intel-

ligit, eo magis pictoris ingenium, si excellit, miratur et laudat?

Utique. Superficiaria cognitio nee amorem nee admirationem

excitabit unquam. Et quaero : ea quae de creaturis in Scrip-
tura occurrunt (etiam per similitudines inde ductas) veranb

sicut necne? Si vera (quis autem absque blasphemia aliter

statuat ?) cur ea non conferamus cum
iis, quas Sensu et Ratione

constant? ad deprehendendam scilicet earn, quae in rebus et

rerum Auctoris ore est, veritatis harmoniam !"

To quote an example: Comenius, on the ground of em-

pirical investigation, and of the biblical narrative of creation,

avows three principles of all things : matter, spirit, and light
or fire. The Thohu wa-Bohu is matter ; the Spirit of God
which broods over it is the power that moulds

it, and the life

that vitalizes it ; the light, which comes into being at God's

command, is that which refines, actualizes (inactuans), and
diversifies it. Light (Or) and Fire (Ur) are reciprocal.
" Primaeva lux," says he,

" fuit ingens moles Ignis ardentis, in

mundanae materia massa jussu creatoris accensa." To the

same purpose, Leibnitz, in his ingenious work, Protogcea.
Comenius comes to the conclusion, without intending it,

that the created essences of the elements (cether, aer, aqua, terra)
form a scale of seven degrees up to the pure spiritual nature.

To us it is more important, that in these seven essential classes

he recognises seven powers proceeding from God, of which the

subsequent always includes the precedent : Esse, motus, figura
seu qualitas, vita, sensus, ratio, intelligentia. He compares them
to the seven pillars (Prov. ix. 1), and to the seven steps (Ezek.
xl. 22) ;

and having called attention to the significance of the

number seven in all created things, he continues : Quid omnia

haec portendunt nisi ut expressa sit imago illius Dei, cujus

septem oculi permeant universam terram (Zech. iv. 10) et

cujus septem Spiritus sicut in conspectu throni ejus (Apoc.
i. 4), imo qui ipse cum quolibet gradu creaturae suae mysticam
constituit octavam ? In ipso enim vivunt, sunt et moventur

omnia quae vivunt, sunt et moventur (Acts xvii. 28) et ipse

operatur omnia in omnibus (1 Cor. xii. 6) et omnia haec sunt

quasi Ipse ille (Ecclus. xliii. 29), nee tamen quidquam eorum
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est Ipse ille (Job xii. 9), sed quia omnia ilia aliquid de divina

essentia effigiant et virtute ejus operantur quse operantur, hinc

est quod ille, super omnia, extra omnia, infra omnia existens

vera sit mystica octava omnium. Others may form a different

judgment ; we discern herein presentiments and perceptions

of the truth, and rejoice in them.

The section de angelis is excellent, in which Comenius dis-

tinguishes, besides other things, how far physics (in the sense

of that day), and how far theology, are respectively bound to

speak on this subject : we give therefrom only the second pro-

position, paradoxical, but thoroughly true, and its elucidation.

The proposition runs thus: "Angelus est homo incorporeus;" and

the explanation:
" Homo dici potest angelus eo sensu, quo homo

ipse Animal, Animal Planta, Planta concretum, etc., dicitur, id

est, propter inclusam prsecedentis formam, nova solum super-

addita perfectione. Homo enim creatura est rationalis ad

imaginem Dei condita, immortalis ; est et angelus, sed majoris

perfectionis ergo a corpore liber. Nihil igitur aliud est angelus

quam Homo a corpore nudus, nihil aliud Homo, quam angelus

corpore vestitus." In three points we find Comenius alto-

gether in agreement with ourselves : (1) That the angels were

created before the visible world ; (2) that, not less than man,

they were created after the image of God ; and (3) that they
are absolutely incorporeal. Each of these three points is proved

by Comenius, briefly, but convincingly.
In the doctrine of man, he does homage to that trichotomy

which has often been mentioned and maintained by us pre-

viously, that man consists of a body, spirit, and animal soul,

which he has in common with the brutes. He calls the spirit

anima or mens ; that animal soul, spiritus. His two chief posi-

tions are these: (1) Corpus est organon et habitaculum spiritus.

Spiritus vero habitaculum et organon animse ; and, (2) Ut

spiritus afficitur a corpore, ita Mens a Spiritu. We have the

body from the elements, as the brutes; the nature-soul (spiritus)

from the universal spirit of nature (spiritus mundi), as likewise

the brutes ;* the spiritual soul, on the other hand (anima, s.

mens\ from God, but not as a part of the divine nature : Deus
enim in partes divisibilis non est nee in essentiam cum creatura

1 "
Spiritus hie Comenii ex Spiritu Mundi,"says Quenstedt, i. 739, "est

ejusdem valoris cum Spiritu mundi h. e. segue fictitius et nullus."
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coibilis. Comenius thinks so little of the doctrine of emana-

tion, that he regards the inspiration of Gen. ii. 7 not at all as

an increating of a proper spiritual soul, but as a creative

deepening of the natural soul into spirit. He explains Gen. ii.

7 according to Zech. xii. 1. The natural soul, according to its

innermost condition, is an immortal spirit. It propagates itself

per traducem, but not as spirit. It only becomes spirit by
virtue of a constructive divine act, associated with procreation ;

an act which is the continuation of that original one in Gen. ii. 7.

Different as our views are from these, yet there is much in har-

mony with our idea, when Comenius attributes to the natural

soul attentiOj judicium, memoria (the three sensus interni), and

makes the spiritual soul, by means of these functions of the

natural soul, exercise its own functions, intellectus, voluntas, con-

scientia ; and we may appropriate to ourselves the apophthegm
of which Comenius makes use, as more applicable to our view

than to his : Hominem dum vides, Regem te videre cogita,

regie vestitum et in regio residentem solio. Rex enim mens

est, vestis ejus spiritus, solium corpus.

II.

THESES ON FIBE AND LIGHT, SOUL AND SPIBIT.

BY PROF. D. JULIUS HAMBERGER.

Communicated on April 13, 1860.

BY Fire is to be understood, on the one hand, only the desire

after Light and Being ; but, on the other hand also (as in the

thirst for the realities is announced the capability of the reality

itself), the might or power for both.

In God the Father, as the absolute supporter of Fire, is

contained, for that reason, the nature, i.e. the possibility of the

Being of the divine corporeity, and again also the Light, or the

idea, i.e. the possibility of the form of the same.

The actual supporter of the Light, or of the idea, is the Son

who proceeds from the Father, begotten by Him ; in whom, as

the actual essentiality is not to be conceived without form, is
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given the purpose of the fulfilment of the will of His Father,

through whom therefore, so far, the Father is reconciled.

The Holy Spirit, finally, is the supporter of the actual

Being, in that through Him the Fire-life of the Father and the

Light-life of the Son are brought together, the possibility of

the Essence and the possibility of the Form are united, and

thus the divine corporeity is shown forth in fact.

This forming forth ensues, according to the part in it of

the one or the other divine person, in seven impulses, distin-

guished from one another. These impulses are effected by the

divine persons : the divine persons thus stand absolutely above

them.

Moreover, certainly, as this forming forth of the divine cor-

poreity is an eternally free act of will, there must be assumed

for it ideally one impulse or moment in which the Godhead

presents to itself the mere possibility of that corporeity, which

then by the power of its will it brings to realization.

As the divine corporeity has its ground in the Father as

the supporter of Fire, in the Son as the supporter of Light,
and in the Holy Spirit as the supporter of actual essentiality ;

so, moreover, the world is created from God, through God, to

God, in the sense that by the Father first of all is established

the ground of its essentiality, therefore of its distinction from

God, or its independence ; by the Son is established the ground
of its form and figure, consequently of its analogy with God ;

but by the Holy Spirit both of these grounds are brought to

actual existence, and consequently the world is perfected and

brought back to God, from whom its being proceeded.

The individual impulses of the Mosaic history of creation

correspond to the impulses of the forming forth of the everlast-

ing corporeity of God.

The deepest ground of human being is the Fire-life be-

stowed upon man by God, consequently, the longing, on the

one side after Being, and on the other side after Light. This

Fire-life was first of all offered to him by God, through the

opening of the everlasting nature, as that which underlay all

creation. But because existences were already in being, when

man was to appear on the stage, and therefore man organically is

linked with the whole of nature, so essentiality itself was imme-

diately bestowed upon him, including all the powers of nature,
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i.e. in the earthly clod. Within this essentiality there already
subsisted also the Light, or the divine idea, but at first still in-

operative.

In the Fire-life which, as essentiality, was given to man by
the Father was rooted his soul ;

in the essentiality was based

his corporeity ; but in the idea which had been implanted in

him by the Son as the supporter of the whole ideal world, and

in which the whole law of his being floated before him, is given
the possibility of his elevation to spirit.

This threefold possibility became actualized by the Holy

Spirit, who awakened by His breath the idea that as yet was

not living, and herewith brought the corporeity of man to full

manifestation, so that now man might become a living soul.

Man merely HAS the body as he has the spirit, but he him-

self is the soul, and in it he has the will and the power of choice

between the Fire-life (in pride) and the Nature-life (in sensual

lust), and a life according to the will of God (godliness). Man
is only uni-personal, and not tri-personal as God is,

who bears

in Himself the reason not only of His will, but also of His ideal

as of His real Being.
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BY way of introduction to the following Division, I record a lay of Zion

sung by a congregation no longer known in Jerusalem, whose memorable

history (God willing) I shall relate elsewhere :

They told me that I was albumen :

How was I then distressed !

How did I despair,

Because spirit and soul were gone I

Then Jesus Christ found me,
And gave me intelligence once more ;

I know surely that He is,

And that He does not forget me :

I know now who I am.

I am the Father's child,

And Jesus is leading me
Whither all His people are

Whom He has purchased with His blood.-

I am not albumen !



THE DIVINE-HUMAN AKCHETYPE.

SEC. L

IF we were writing general instead of biblical psychology, we

should require to begin phenomenally, not rationalistically ;

i.e. we should be compelled to seek to advance in an analytical

manner from the psychical phenomena to their reasons, and to

the nature of the soul. But biblical psychology is perfectly

justified in proceeding synthetically: for its material is not

now to be discovered for the first time, but it is already given ;

and wherever it occurs, Scripture labours not according to the

manner of human science from below upwards, but sets forth

the world of phenomena as an announcement of revelation, in

the light of divine facts. Therefore as, when we considered

the primeval and natural psychical condition of man, we pro-

ceeded from the godlike archetype,
" for man was created after

the image of God," so now, when we wish to consider the new

spiritual life of the redeemed man, we proceed from the divine-

human archetype, the person of the Redeemer: "For whom
God did foreknow, He also did predestinate to be conformed

to the image of His Son, that He might be the first-born among
many brethren" (Rom. viii. 29).

In the original position of man, his spirit and his soul were

the exact image of God ; the former of His triune nature, and

the latter of His sevenfold doxa. Both were God's likeness,

not merely in their constitution, but also according to their life ;

for their background was the presence of God's love, by which

they were maintained and pervaded. Then, when man fell

from the good beginning into which he had been created, spirit

and soul did not indeed cease to be God's likeness according
to their constitution, for their substance remained unchanged ;

but they were so no longer according to their life, for their

substantially undiminished powers had fallen out of the stand-
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ing of peace, into that of the Turba, which is the consequence
of sin, and the effect of the wrath aroused thereby. How it

happened that this state of self-corruption was transferred by

inheritance, and could be again made good through no moral

act of man, we have already seen in Div. III. Sec. V. But

even although absolutely no reasons could be discovered to

make this transference intelligible, it is still a fact which con-

firms itself to the self-knowledge of every individual, in all

times and peoples, even to this day. And how radical, how

physically and ethically profound, is, at the same time, the ruin

consequent upon the fall, is shown by the fact, that even the

might of redemption accomplishes its reversal no otherwise

than as the progressive effect of a lengthened process, which

begins within the sphere of this world's life, passes through

death, and is not perfected until the resurrection.

Nothing less was necessary than that, to the primitive

Beginning perverted by sin and devoured with wrath, with its

development into death, a new beginning of similar creative

intensity should be applied ; and that, by means of a pro-

gressive perfecting of this new beginning, all the mischief

wherein the primitive beginning had resulted should be finally

abrogated. Any ethical agency of man's on himself was in-

capable of accomplishing this ; and still it could not be one-

sidedly an act of God's own, since a free nature such as man's

cannot be acted upon by compulsion, like a machine. .There

must thus have been a spontaneous act of God, which might
be at the same time a spontaneous act of humanity also. By a

transaction of the internal divine nature, which would at the

same time be a transaction of the history of the internal nature

of man, God's wrath upon humanity must be overcome, and

God's love must again be acquired, thoughts which assuredly

could not originate in us, if we did not know that God is a tri-

personal being ; and which would not originate in our minds, if

the mystery of the everlasting counsel of grace had not become

actually revealed in the fulness of times.

If God were not a tri-personal being, an Incarnation of

God would be absolutely inconceivable. But being tri-personal,

there can be conceived as well an event which is reciprocally

accomplished within the Godhead, tending to change the divine

wrath on humanity into love, as also a self-surrender of one
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of the three persons into humanity, without the two others

renouncing on that account their supra-mundane glory. This

self-surrender, indeed, would never be such, that by it the unity

of the associated Trinity would be sundered, or the eternal

nature of the Godhead, as it is in itself, be changed. But either

result occurs in this case as little as it does generally in God's

manifold relation to the world. The nature of God remains

in every multiplicity of His revelation and operation, ad extra,

always the same immutably in Himself.

This unchangeable self-identity will be found the more

conceivable, if we remember that in the history of the world,

and especially of humanity, nothing is realized in time which

had not been from eternity in the consciousness and will of the

Godhead. This is the case also with redemption. It is the

eternal counsel of the Godhead. Its realization is only the

temporal completion of that which had been willed from eter-

nity. The world to be created stands eternally before God
the Triune, in the mirror of His wisdom (vid. Div. I. Sec. II.),

not without the manifestation to Him at the same time of the

evil that is to usurp power over
it,

as something to be overcome

and to be eradicated by the redemption. But it thus appears to

Him, in that He regards the world, and especially humanity,
in Christ (Col. i. 16), i.e. in the Son of God, who, having
become man, will appease the future wrath, and change it into

love. If the mystery of redemption had not been from all

eternity hidden in God TO> irdvra icricravTi (Eph. iii. 9), the

world would never have come to creation at all.

Moreover, let it now be considered that, the world being

created, the incarnation of the Son so little contradicts the

relation of the Trinity, that rather the three persons work

together for the redemption of humanity, in a manner which is

the historical counterpart of their eternal reciprocal relation.

That the Mediator in the Godhead becomes also the Mediator

between God and man
; that the Father sends the Son, and

begets Him into humanity; that the Son of the Father, as God-

man, is unchangeably turned to the Father, and returns back

to Him ; that from the Father, through the exalted Son, the

Spirit proceeds and descends; these are all images of the

eternal relation of the Trinity, in the history, that is encom-

passed by eternity, of the realized counsel of redemption.
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Moreover, this history is infinitely deep and sacred earnest !

In consequence of sin, God's wrath, the wrath of the Triune

against humanity, is actually enkindled. Even the Son of

God, as such, cannot quench this wrath ; for it is indeed His

own wrath : it is the sacred wrath of the Godhead. But in

that He becomes man, and opposes to this wrath a holy human

life, over which the wrathful will has no power ; and in that

He subjects this holy life for humanity, which is His flesh and

blood, to the effects of the wrath enkindled in the divine

nature, and thence outwardly in the world of spirits and of

man, so that this wrath is given Him to drink, even to the last

dregs of the cup of death, He suffers this wrath in a manner

propitiatory and meritorious for entire humanity ; and thus

establishes, instead of the beginning of good that had been lost

in wrath, a new beginning, which is rooted in love regained, no

longer restrained by wrath. And it is the sacred loving will

of the Triune Godhead itself which thus accords itself in the

way discovered from eternity, with the not less holy will of

wrath, and quenches the not less holy fire of wrath of the

judicially aroused doxa. The love of God to humanity, as of

the Deviser of the work of reconciliation, and the love of the

God-man to humanity, as of the Mediator of the work of re-

conciliation, mutually moved towards one another, and broke

through the wrath between them. That these two loves, the

eternal love and the historical love plunged into humanity,
the atoning enduring love, and the decreed delivering love,

have joined hands by breaking through the wrath in all its

forms, is the fact that has accomplished our reconciliation.

But these are truths, whose biblical and systematic estab-

lishment is not a problem of theological psychology, but of

dogmatics. On the other hand, it is psychology which has

to offer to dogmatics the knowledge that is required for the

understanding of the human essential constitution of the God-

man; and, moreover, it is incumbent upon it itself, within

certain limits to bring the divine-human internal nature of the

Redeemer to our comprehension. For, first of all, this divine-

human internal nature of the Redeemer is in itself a phenome-
non just as enigmatical as it is full of solutions of the enigmas ;

a phenomenon which puts the fundamental view arrived at by

psychology, to a proof from whose decisive reaction it cannot
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withdraw itself;
1 and further, without a glimpse into the mys-

tery of that man in whom was realized an originally new be-

ginning of humanity, no psychological glimpse into the life of

regeneration is possible.

It is confessedly one of the greatest problems of the later

theology, the most sacred and the most deserving of inquiry,
in proportion to the pervading impression of true humanity and

of undivided unity which the person of Christ produces, as it

is presented to us in the Scripture, to abolish the contradictory
dualism beyond which the church view of the God-man has

not been able to attain, in such a manner that, without a relapse
into long vanquished errors, the substance of the Catholic dogma
may be maintained.2 That will be the true solution which,

firstly, holds fast the divine-human double nature of Christ,

without assuming, in contradiction to the eternally unchangeable

self-identity of God, a changing of the divine nature into the

human ; which, secondly, acquiesces in the position in its scrip-

tural truth, that in Christ, the Logos is the personifying nature,
and the humanity the assumed nature; and which, thirdly,

succeeds in showing how the Logos, without ceasing to be what
it eternally is, could nevertheless make itself the subject of a

1 Therefore may be mentioned the title of a book by Jac. Carpov, 1738,

which otherwise is a feeble and valueless performance of Wolfianism

melted down with orthodoxy : Psycliologia Sacratissima hoc est de anima
Christi hominis in se spectata commentatio tlieologico-pliilosopliica. Theod.

Kriiger, in his Theologia Moralis (1747), says with reference to this work
of Carpov, p. 232 : Quamquam psychologia Christi principiis rationis non

repugnet, transcendit tamen eandem, et non proponenda est meris sermoni-

bus, quos docet humana sapientia, sed quos potissimum Spiritus sanctu

docet, spiritualia spiritualibus comparans. The business of biblical-psycho-

logical inquiry in this region is acknowledged even by Beck, Christliche

Lehr-Wissenschaft, i. 481.
2 What is taught here, according to Bromel (Kliefoth-Mejers Kirch-

lick. Zeitschr. 1857, p. 144), Hengstenberg, Schenkel, Strobel (Luth.
Zeitschr. 1857, p. 760), Philippi (Glaubenstehre, iv. i. 369), by making the

Redeemer actually a merely pure man, overthrows the manifestly great

mystery of salvation. These all proceed upon the supposition, that the

Logos, if He surrender His omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence,
ceases to be God. But this assumption contradicts the declarations of the

God-man Himself, who in the Gospels disclaims for Himself these attri-

butes, and still does not thereby disclaim the divine nature. The historical

Christ is of more importance to me than the unhistorical defenders of His

divinity, and the bugbears of their bungling conclusions. The objections

V B
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being so truly human as everywhere meets us in the Christ of

the Gospels. The great question is this : How could the Logos
so renounce Himself as to surrender His eternal doxa; and still

more, as to surrender His eternal mode of being, and the attri-

butes flowing from Him to the world, of omnipotence, of omni-

science, and of omnipresence, without surrendering the identity

of His being *? The fact in question is established. The incar-

nate Logos is not in possession of the eternal doxa, for He looks

back longingly after it (John xvii. 5). Pie is not omniscient,

for He knows not, as He himself says, the day and the hour of

the end (Mark xiii. 32). He is not almighty, for the power over

all things is given to Him, as He says after His resurrection

(Matt, xxviii. 18). He is not omnipresent, for He ascended

up, that He might fill all things (Eph. iv. 10). If these three

statements be merely referred to Him as man, the unity of the

person is rent by inward contradiction, and the reality of the

human nature is changed into an appearance. It must there-

fore be shown
1 how the Logos might truly and actually sur-

render the eternal doxa, and these attributes of His divine

manner of being, without nevertheless surrendering His divine

advanced even by Dorner against the notion subsequently set forth of the

Kenosis, from the unchangeableness of God, deserve an examination which

cannot here be undertaken. We observe here, in general : (1) That Dorner

himself reduces the immutability to "
ethical self-identity," i.e. the divine

life of love, willing and maintaining itself
; (2) that he himself teaches

that the incarnation is not merely an act of God, as others are, but that it

brings with itself a new being of God Himself in the world, a being which

has come into existence through God's act, and which previously only
existed potentially, or in counsel

; (3) but that his own view, according to

which the unio naturarum in Christ did not become a full unio personalis
till His exaltation, prejudices the truth of the incarnation, and is irre-

concilable with the Incarnate One's own declarations, which everywhere

express a perfect two-sided divine human self-consciousness, and thus drive

him to another solution of the problem. We shall only severally reply to

a few objections, especially concerning us, in what follows.

1 There is found no inclination thereto in theosophy. "Hear dear

reason," says J. Bohme, in the Book of the Three Principles, xxiii. 8 :

" when the Word of God became man in the womb of Mary, was it not

then at the same time also high above the stars? When it was at Nazareth,
was it not also at Jerusalem, and everywhere in all thrones ?

" To a similar

effect runs the magnificent passage of Melito,
" Whilst He wandered on

earth. He filled also the heavens," etc., in Cureton, Spicileyium Sacrum, pp.
52-54.
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being, of which the doxa is the radiance, and of which these

attributes are the energy.
It has been shown (Div. IV. Sec. IV. and VII.) wherein

subsists the fundamental assumption of this possibility. The
essence of the absolute personality consists in infinite, absolutely

limitless self-determination ; and the root of the essence of the

Godhead chiefly, and of every one of the three persons in par-

ticular, (as, representatively, of the human spirit,) is the will

which is related to the actualized self-consciousness as precedent.
Thus God's Son, without foregoing Himself, might withdraw

Himself to this lowest basis this radical potentiality this

all-determining ground and origin of His nature; and thus, by
renunciation of His essential development, make Himself the

subject of a human personality, and become objective to Him-
self in a newly originating self-consciousness, which, although
it has as its substance His actual twofold nature, is still no

double nature, but one that arises from a compact divine human

ground of life.
1

By this there neither ensued a difficulty in the

immanent process of the Trinity, nor a breach in the world-

maintaining and world-governing activity of the triune God-

head. There ensued no hindrance in the immanent process
of the Trinity : for the act of the Father, by virtue of which

He comprises His essential fulness in the Son in exact resem-

blance and objectively; and that of the Son, by virtue of which

He comprehends Himself as God of God, and turns to His

primitive source in bright love (Div. IV. Sec. IV.); and that of

the Holy Ghost, by virtue of which He, proceeding from Father

and Son, brings into manifestation the combined life of the two,

and forms the embracing link of the Godhead ; these eternal

1 The kind and manner of the apprehension of the anypostasy of

human nature on the part of the ancients, suggests rather a humanity

becoming God, than a God becoming man
; yet it is also observed by

them, that the anypostasy of human nature before its union with the per-

sonifying Logos is only an abstraction (see in Schmid, Dogm. p. 225). A
deeper-seeing knowledge is made possible to us by the fact, that of later

times the essence of personality and of life has become more transparent,
and thereby the entire view of nature and of history has become organically

complete. In the Incarnate One, the Logos is certainly the personifying

principle ;
but the new self-consciousness of the Logos as the Incarnate

One has both natures as coefficients, and arises out of the mutual operation
of both, combining into one living centre.
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acts of the internal divine nature continue in their eternally

self-identical progression (to which is related the absolute pre-

sent o <&v, John i. 18, iii. 13 ; comp. viii. 58, xvii. 24). The

Son, moreover, remains in that state of withdrawal, and, so to

speak, systole of His essential development, wherein consists His

privation the other divine will, in which is reflected the proto-

typical will of the Father, and which has the essential fulness

of the Father as its moving substance. Further, there ensued

no breach in the world-supporting and the world-ruling activity

of the triune Godhead: for in the self-renunciation of the Son is

realized the eternal loving will of God the triune, and therefore

His own eternal will ; and " as its realization is one with the

government of the world, so it is true not less of the human
self-assertion of the Son than of the divine, not less of the

mundane than of the supra-mundane, that it is a government of

the world on His part. In the womb ripening towards birth,

as a youth increasing in body and spirit, sleeping and waking,

doing and suffering, He is a sharer in the government of the

world; because upon the relation of the Son to the Father

herein realized, which has the eternal fellowship of both for its

indwelling ground, depends the carrying into action of the

eternal counsel."
l In other words, redemption is the centre of

the sustaining and ordering of the world ;
and when therefore

God the Son, retiring to the foundation of His nature, exchanged
the form of God for the form of a servant, it caused so little of

a breach in the world-maintaining and world-governing activity

of the triune God, that in this self-privation of the Son, this

activity, without being dissolved therein, rather converged as it

were centripetally upon that very self-privation, and had its

centre of gravity there, so that the tyepwv ra nravra r&> prj/jiaTi,

7% Swaged)? avTov (Heb. i. 3) even thus maintained its enduring

truth, although under the veil of a mystery not to be penetrated

even by the angels; in like manner as the human spirit continues

to be the living power that pervades the body by means of the

1 See Hofmann, Schriftb. ii. 26 (the second edition, where now also

Dorner's and Gess's objections are refuted); and to the same effect,

Thomasius, Doym. sec. xlvii. The apparent ceasing of the world-governing

activity of the Son, which was the conditioning of His world-reconciling

agency, is no cessation of His interest in the government of the world
;
rather

co-operation in it was share in the completion of it.
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soul, not less in the bondage of sleep than in the full activity of

waking, without any interruption of its self-identical life. The

self-privation of the Son, and His divine human passion asso-

ciated therewith even to death, is indeed rightly considered the

most strong-willed, most energetic, most intense self-confirmation

of all. In this self-privation the free self-might of the eternal

Son culminates, and the eternal lovewhich wills and accomplishes

the perfection of the world is concentrated ;
its effects extend

not alone to the whole of humanity, but to heaven and earth.

Before proceeding onwards from this point, we will examine

the objections
1
first made by Dorner. To my assertion, that I

had arrived in a psychological way to that apprehension of the

Kenosis which coincides with that of Thomasius and Hofmann,
he makes a note of interrogation ; but Konig, Gaupp, and

others also, have made a similar statement. The revision of

the traditional views is actually here a necessity felt by many.

My leading point of view was the perception, that the will is

the essential ground of the spirit, and in archetypal manner of

the Godhead also. To my assertion, that the Logos withdrew

itself to this lowest basis of its nature, and thus, by privation
of its essential development, made itself the subject of a human

personality, he observes,
"
Plainly according to the connection,

with privation of His hypostasis also." But no : the Hypostasis
continues

; only, in its retreat to its essential ground is accom-

plished the eternal loving counsel of the triune Godhead in

a manner historical, and still not interrupted from eternity :

in other words, it is perfected temporally upon an eternal

foundation. To my designation of this regress from essential

development on to essential being, as a systole, he observes.,

"Like the old Sabellianism;" but what has my ecclesiastical

creed upon the triune God to do with the monad of Unitarian

Sabellianism enclosed in itself, and disclosing or expanding
itself in the Logos ? To my assertion, that the above compre-
hension of the Kenosis, as Thomasius shows, is the direct con-

sequence of the ancient Catholic and Lutheran Christology,
he remarks,

" that the view is not new ; and when it was

new, and as often as it was renewed, it was rejected by the

1 Treatise on the Right Conception of the Dogmatic Idea of the Immuta-

lility of God, in the Jahrlb. fur deutsche Theol 1856, p. 388 : comp.
1857, p. 440

; 1858, p. 579.
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church." But in fact it occurs in none of the rejected heresies

of the oecumenical councils from the first to the sixth, and has,

moreover, never been rejected ; because it grew out of percep-

tions which were never familiar in the old church, even to the

Formula of Concord, and for that very reason also is not re-

ferred to by the more ancient judicial sentences. Finally, when

I maintain that the ecclesiastical doctrine of the Trinity is not

affected thereby, Dorner suggests to me to consider whether, in

so saying, I may not perhaps
" have forgotten the Athanasian

Non tres ceterni, immensi, omnipotentes" Is this to signify that

the Son of God cannot deprive Himself of His absoluteness

and omnipotence, without this privation at the same time affect-

ing the Father? This conclusion is of no weight. He deprives

Himself indeed of His absoluteness and omnipotence, that He

may accomplish in Himself, as the centre of the divine loving

action, the loving will of the one Godhead, the triumph of

which actually consists in this sacrifice. But He can deprive

Himself, because He has the self-consciousness which pertains

to the threefold self-consciousness of the Godhead. And even

after the privation, He remains still the absolute, and the

almighty, because, being incarnate, it is by the power of His

own will that He is not actually absolute and almighty. As far

as regards eternity, however, even Father and Holy Spirit, in

their manner, are concerned in the historical process of the work

of redemption. The unfolded nature of all the three persons,

by the new relation into which the Godhead comes towards

humanity, actually undergoes a change, and such a one, too,

as is eternally completed, and is eternalized according to the

temporal completion. But the eternal fundamental nature of

fhe three persons, and their relation to one another, remains

absolutely unchanged ; and not only God's ethical, but also His

metaphysical identity of Himself with Himself, reaches beyond
the process which goes forth from it, and which it turns back

into itself. If indeed this conception of the Kenosis led to the

consequences which Gess has drawn,
1 we should hasten to reject

it, as the mother of the most fatal heresies. For at once the

first consequence which Gess infers that, in order to avoid in

1 The Doctrine of the Person of Christ developedfrom the Self-conscious-

ness of Christ and the Testimony of the Apostles, 1856
; comp. Thomasius,

Dogm. ii. 196-199.
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it that which is fruitless and illusory, the supposition of a

human soul in the person of Christ, distinct from the Logos,
must be abandoned would throw us back upon a standing
which the church with hard struggles has rejected. But such

distortions of truth are only incurred by seeking to grasp the

mystery intellectually. We are only concerned with the fact

whose right comprehension has to approve itself in this that

it allows to subsist as well the immanent Trinity of the divine

nature, as the true humanity and the personal unity of the two
natures constituted in the incarnation, and leaves untouched

the old Catholic dogmas upon the subject.

If the Son of God became very man, we must further dis-

tinguish, according to the knowledge that we have attained

from the natural condition of man, just as well a irvev^a begin-

ning to be in time, as a ^u%^ beginning to be in time, in Him.
He even attributes to Himself both : the latter when He says,
"My soul is exceeding sorrowful, even unto death" (Matt. xxvi.

38); the former when at His death He exclaims, "Father, into

Thy hands I commend my spirit" (Luke xxiii. 46).
1

Further,
as in man his

spirit, but in the God-man the Logos, is the

personifying element, we must assume that, in the moment of

incarnation, the eternal will of the Logos surrendered itself up
to the temporal will of the human spirit ; so that from thence-

forward He had this His human spirit in submission to the

law of human development, as the mirror of His nature and
the place of His consciousness. Thirdly, as the human soul is

the sevenfold doxa which emanates from the human spirit,

so the human soul is the Ti33 (Ps. xvi. 10, comp. ver. 9 ;

Acts ii. 25-27) for which He exchanged His heavenly "ri33.

And fourthly, Because it is the destination of the body by
means of the soul to become as the soul itself, the doxa of the

Spirit, or what is the same thing, a aw/Aa Trvev^arLfcoVj so

mediately also the body of the God-man belongs to the doxa

of the Logos united to His spirit. This psychico-corporeal

doxa, indeed, is in a position of humiliation, because the Logos

appeared ev Qpoiwpcuri avQpwTrwv (Phil. ii. 7), and indeed ev

1 "Immortalis veritas," says Augustine (de Agone Cliristi, c. 18), "per
spiritum animam et per animam corpus suscipiens toto homine assumpto
eum ab infirmitatibus suis liberavit." Thus also Hofmann

; comp. tlie

direct confession in the Schriftb. ii. 43.
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crap/cos a/jLcipTias (Rom. viii. 3) a doxa as yet veiled,

and still waiting for its perfection ; but even in the position of

humiliation, the energy of the Logos was still so great, that

the eyes of believers perceived in this man the doxa, as of the

Only-begotten who had come into time (John i. 14) ; and from

what they heard, saw, and tasted, received the impression of

the Word of Life that had been from eternity with the Father,

and was now manifested (1 John i. 1-3). But the result was,

that the Logos broke through the created limits of His natural

development, enhanced though they were by the consequence
of sin, a development into which He entered by the power of

free agency, and swallowed up the assumed humanity into His

recovered primitive doxa. The incarnation was a self-humilia-

tion,
1 but now it is so no more.

This Jesus is the second Adam. The good beginning which

the first Adam forfeited, found in Him a new indestructible

reality, and because He was exalted its conclusive perfection.

For the presence of God in the first Adam, which by his free

agency was to have established itself into a unio mystica, was

capable of being lost ; but in the second Adam, Godhead and

manhood have entered by a free agency of the Logos into the

position of indissoluble unio personalis. This appropriation of

human nature, through the Logos, and this impropriation of the

Logos into the human nature, became the inviolable ground of a

new humanity, which has in the God-man the creative principle

and the superabundant archetype of its growth. Union of the

spirit of man with God, and, what is the result thereof, perfect-

ing of His psychico-corporeal doxa, this is the twofold aim of

the redemption, of which the Redeemer is the archetype for the

redeemed. In that now this archetype realizes itself representa-

tively, the psychical condition of man suffers a change, which as

certainly falls within the range of biblical psychology as 1 Cor.

xv. 45-49 is an apostolic instruction of psychologic character.

1 A. Giintber, indeed, says (Vorscliule, ii. 447, ed. 2),
"

It is no humi.

liation of God when He takes back again into Himself that which origi-

nally proceeded from Him, by means of reunion ;" but what is emptying
Himself of glory (see John xvii. 5) other than humiliation ? Strikingly,

Thomasius had said (Dogni. ii. 236),
" In the humiliation, the divine fact

of the beginning (the self-limitation already contained in the incarnation)

became the divine- human fact of his whole life."
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THE NEW LIFE OF THE SPIEIT.

SEC. II.

WHEN, in treating of the fact of the resurrection, and espe-

cially of the constitution of the future corporeity, the apostle

says, in reference to Gen. ii. 7, that the first Adam was made

et? ^v^rjv ^waaV) the last, i.e. the Adam that concludes the

history of humanity, et? Trvevfia ^COOTTOIOVV, he characterizes

thereby the destination for which man was originally intended,

as a destination attained in Christ. For, in the first-created

man, spirit and body were first of all united by means of the

soul to a self-living nature (^v^rj fwcra), to whose own decision

it was left whether it would allow itself to be determined

according to God's mind by the spirit which immediately origi-

nates in God, or would selfishly conclude against God in its

own separate life. For the soul was first of all the personal
link of human nature; but the spirit was to become the personal

power, i.e. the ruling, glorifying, and, so to speak, personifying

power, of the entire personality. This object remained un-

attained
;
for the spirit instead of proving itself fwoTrotoOz/, i.e.

an all-pervading power of life, in ever increasing energy and

with ever extending result fell under the bondage of the flesh

in such a way, that, although its God-resembling substance

continues still, its God-resembling life is quenched. Man,
from the good, but still in some measure undetermined, posi-

tion of a self-living ^f%^ wcra (undetermined, in that it

still wanted the confirmation and establishment of man's own

proper self-determination), instead of becoming TrvevjuaTucos,

i.e. directed on all sides by the spirit that lives and moves

in the God who was its source, became ^v^i/cos and aapfUfcbs,

i.e. altogether determined by his ^v%^, fallen away from the

spirit, and identified in a mode adversely determined, and by
the crdp% fallen away from the spirit, and therefore, from a

material nature, become a gross materialistic nature. The spirit

is not what it was intended to be the personal might of the

entire life ; but only still a consciousness of the individual life

held together by the sou!5 the Psyche has usurped the right of

OF THE
UNIVERSITY
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tbe Pneuma ; in
it,

and not in the Pneuma, the individual life

of the person now has its compact form of existence.
1 But in

Christ a new beginning is established, which bears in itself the

most infallible guarantee of completion ;
and on account of the

superabundant intensity of its power of propagation, suggests

the hope of a renewal of the whole of humanity. The spirit of

the first Adam had God's presence, as it were, as a productive

root, from which it could be nourished and strengthened, but

from which also it might be disjoined. In the second Adam,
on the other hand, the Logos united Himself inseparably with

the human spirit, in such a way, that in proportion as the three-

fold human life is developed out of its embryonic elements, the

Logos also, which has made itself the personal ground of this

life, proves itself more and more to be the divine personifying

might of the same. Therefore the apostle says, o ea^aro?

'A$afjL (eyevero) et? Trvev^a ^COOTTOLOVV. The essential condition

of the Adam that brings the history of humanity to its result,

was distinguished at once, a priori, from, the essential condition

of the Adam that begins it. The latter was a beginning to

be completed ;
the former is the beginning of the completion

itself : for His spirit, because united to the Logos, is ^rvev^a

faoTToiovv, and it cannot but be that it must prove itself in the

region of His own personality, and thence outwardly upon

humanity, an all-overpowering principle of Life, and thereby

bring forward the end of the completion.
But that the history of humanity should have begun as it

now ends, was an impossibility. The apostle asserts this in

1 Cor. xv. 46. The position of man as a spiritually embodied

and free nature is of necessity constituted first of all psychical,

i.e. subjected to the actualized dominion of the spirit by means

of the Psyche. The pneumatic position is the appointed result.

Pervading by the spirit, or what is the same thing, glorification

of man's nature, is the end, not the beginning. Precisely

because it is the end, the irvev^a in the New Testament is con-

ceived as occupying a position that overtops and determines all

other psychological ideas.
2

The destination of the earthly man for a life pervaded by
the spirit of free powers, which had been placed at an un-

1 Vid. v. Zezschwitz, Profangrddtat u. lill. SpracJigeist^ p. 46.
2 Ibid. U. p. 33.

.
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attainable distance by the fall, is realized in Christ. "The first

man," adds the apostle, ver. 47,
"

is of the earth, formed of dust;

the second man is from heaven." But is not then the spirit of

the first man of heavenly origin, inasmuch as it was breathed

into him from God; and, moreover, is not the corporeity of Christ

also of earthly origin, inasmuch as He was born of Mary ? True,
in both cases : the first man had a heavenly side, and the second

man has an earthly side of His nature. Even the corporeity
of the Exalted One, although celestially transformed and taken

up into the Godhead, is still, in consideration of its origin, no

other than that which was assumed in Mary. But still the

antithesis of the apostle consists in its complete sharpness ; it

refers to the fundamentally and essentially distinct commence-
ments of the two founders of humanity. The one, in that

God the Creator first of all formed dust of the earth into a

human body, had a real earthly beginning ; the other, on the

other hand, had a personal heavenly beginning, in that God
the Redeemer, of His own free self-power, entered into the

womb of the Virgin: the one became a person, because the

created spirit was united with the body which came into exist-

ence without his co-operation ;
the other was already a person,

when He made Himself the subject of a human nature that

did not come into existence without His will. While thus

the task was proposed to the one, spiritually to overcome the

earthly foundation of his being, which anticipated his know-

ledge and will, a task which he might, arid also which he might

not, accomplish, and which in effect he did not accomplish; the

other is immediately, a priori, Lord in the region of human

nature, into which, descended from heaven, He entered, by
the power of a consciously free will, without losing Himself ;

and although His spirit does not at once glorify the body, it

is still in the power of the divine heavenly Ego, which is

conscious in Him of itself to itself in a human manner, an a

priori power and guarantee of an infallible glorification,
1 The

1 I have proceeded above from the critically attested reading, 6

i| ovpavov. The 6 Kvptos which the textus receptus has before l|

ovpoivov, is, however, altogether according to the meaning of the apostle ;

and when I consider the intentional expression ex, yy$ ^oi'^oV, it appears to

me that as l
oi/potvov corresponds to the tx, yjjf, there must also be a predi-

cative idea to correspond to the ;goi*oV. The original text had, as I am
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apostle is not here concerned with the path of the Lord from

the power of glorification to the realization of glorification : he

sees Him at once in the heavenly glory of the end attained,

but with especial retrospect to the divinely-fulfilled spiritual

principle, of which that life of glory must be the unfailing

consequence.

When, therefore, in ver. 48 he thence concludes, that as

the old humanity, according to the first Adam, must be made

earthly, so the new humanity, according to the second Adam,
must be made heavenly ; and that as we have borne the image of

the earthly (the first Adam), so also we shall bear (fopeaofjiev)

the image of the heavenly (the second Adam); he means thereby
the consummation placed before us at the resurrection, which

will bring to outward manifestation that for which the ground
is prepared, by our becoming previously inwardly like to Christ,

through being transplanted from the position of the ^w^f) %a)aa

into the position of the irvcv^a ^COOTTOLOW ;
for without parti-

cipation in the irvev^a &OTTOLOVV of the Incarnate One, although
He was still subjected to the mortal conditions of a fleshly

body, we have no part in the ow^a irvev^anKov of the Risen

and Exalted One.

But how do we receive a part in the life-giving spirit,
and in

consequence thereof, also in the spiritual body of Christ, the

new heavenly man ? A share in the body, soul, and spirit of

the first Adam, in their determination by the fall, we have by
means of physical begetting, like the lower animals. A new

humanity could not possibly originate from Christ in this

manner. It originates by means of a new creation, which

convinced, 6 ^ivrepos Kvptos e% ovpavov without the 6 before Kvptog. For

(1) Tertullian, Adv. Marc. v. 10, translates with the old Latin translation,
" Primus homo de humo terrenus, secundo dominus de ccfilo," without here

contending with Marcion. But that the latter, in ver. 45, read dominus

novissimus (o ia^arog Kvptoi) pro novissimo Adam, bears an indirect witness

in favour of the originality of the Kvptog in ver. 47. (2) The Greek Dial.

contra Marc, writes also the reading, 6 ^svrspos Kvpto$ l| ovpcti/ov, on

Marcion's account, who thereby had wished to oppose the reality of the

incarnation of Christ. It is plain how o fovrspos Kvpiog became suspicious,

as being Marcioriitish : one could not reconcile one's self to the true mean-

ing,
" the second (man), the Lord from heaven ;" and so found a remedy,

partly through a repetition of the oiudpunog, partly by insertion of the

article that was intentionally omitted before the predicative idea.
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moreover is a birth, but, as a birth from above, is essentially

different from the earthly birth. By the power of the eternal

Word united in Him with the human constitution of nature,

Christ is a person creatively powerful, which, so far generally
as the distance of the creature from God permits likeness, can

produce from its essence its like ; in addition to which, the

humanity of the God-man, after it is taken up into the circle

of the absolute internal divine life, became the Pleroma and

Medium of the entire triune Godhead.

But the new creation is distinguished from the first. The
latter created man out of nothingness into existence; the

former finds the ungodly being of man in existence, and trans-

forms it into a godly one.
1

Its point of entrance is the con-

science, that "remains of spirit in the psychical man;"
2 and

it is completed by above all changing the godlessness of man
his separation from God into fellowship with God, which is

effected by the proffer of itself of the newly-acquired divine

love through Christ to man, in the word that condemns sin

and promises forgiveness of sins, and by man's laying hold of

this word and its subject, and receiving them into himself by
means of the faith which this word produces. With this most

internal operation of all which addresses itself to the innermost

nature of man that is unalterably referred to God, and first of

all changes man's consciousness of his mutual relation to God,
i.e. his conscience, into a good, one, briefly, with justification,

the work of grace begins.
3

Its first operation is a free love,

that comes through on God's side to meet man
; on man's side

a change of consciousness effected sola fide. The transference

of the human Ego out of the principle of wrath into the prin-

1 For beyond the Sabbath of creation, into which God entered, there is

no further creation, in the sense of production of new natures, but only
creative confirmation of that which had been fundamentally created at

the beginning. This against Schultz, Voraussetzungen der cliristl. Unster-

blichkeitslehre (1861), p. 172.
2 Thus v. Zezschwitz names the conscience (Profang. u. bibl. Sprachg.

p. 55).
3 In F. Weber, Die Lehre vom Gewissen, Lc. p. 85 :

"
If the difference

between the divine and human will came into consciousness in the con-

science, there needed faith in the forgiveness of sins to do away with this

difference, to receive a good conscience by means of faith, i.e. to change the

judgment of conscience," etc.
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ciple of love makes the beginning (vid. Div. III. Sec. V.).

Thus, with the new birth or regeneration of the Ego, the work

of grace began in the old covenant ; and so far as it occurs

in the consciousness, it remains also in the New Testament,
limited within the present life to this life-giving point of

origination.

But since the mystery of the incarnation has been accom-

plished, other divine agencies are added to this one, which make
sinful man a partaker in the spirit, the soul, the body of Christ;

whereby, as by his descent from Adam he was earthly, so

by his derivation from Christ he may become spiritual and

heavenly. These are agencies which, just as little as in the

case of the inbreathing which endued the first man with soul,

and just as little as in the case of the descent of children,
in respect of spirit and soul, from their parents, are to be re-

presented as if Christ gave up a portion of His spirit, soul, and

body, which is absurd. But there proceed from Christ, accord-

ing to His threefold human condition, certain agencies, which

establish man, in the way of participation with Christ's spirit,

soul, and body, in a fellowship which is powerful to transform

his own spirit, his own soul, his own body. The work of

grace is thus carried forward by the fact, that (1) we receive

of the spirit of Christ, which, after it laid aside every limitation

in the resurrection, was combined into one with the Holy Spirit,

so that all communication of the Spirit, as is shown by the pen-
tecostal gift, is effected since the ascension of Christ through
the spirit of the Son of man. This communication of the Spirit

again revives the extinguished image of God in our spirit, and

keeps it living : it restores our spirit thereby to its true nature ;

so that man, who even naturally has not ceased to have a Trvev^a,

now for the first time again begins to have a rvev^ia rightly

(Jude 19), and to be Trvev/jLarL/cbs (1 Cor. ii. 12-16; comp.

Trvevjjia, John iii. 6).
1

(2.) We receive of Christ's soul, for we
1 The matter is clear, and yet is often lamentably confused. That

Scripture distinguishes in the work of grace a human Trvtvpa from the

Kvtvpot, of God or of Christ, is shown by passages such as Rom. viii. 16,

2 Cor. vii. 1, comp. 1 Cor. ii. 11, v. 3, without contradiction. Looking

to his substantial nature, no man is without this jrvivu.a, : but. looking to

his destination for a divinely-associated personal power of human entire

life, all who stand outside of grace are -j/vxtxol ;
and in so far as they have

extinguished in themselves the last remains of spirit the conscience they
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receive of Christ's blood ; but the blood is the soul, i.e. soul and

blood are involved in one another (Div. IV. Sec. XL). It is

the blood in and with which He poured out His soul for us

(Isa. liii. 12), but not that blood which flowed from His dying
form upon the ground, but that which remained, in identity

with the former, to Him the Exalted One, the blood which

extinguished the wrath, and is now entirely pervaded in its

complete perfect doxa by the divine love. This divine human
blood of the Mediator becomes the tincture of our soul, whose

doxa has become Turba ;

l and although, within the range of

this life, it still does not abrogate this Turba, yet it removes its

liability to condemnation, and therefore its curse ; and by the

power of love and of peace that it contains in itself, it appeases

the raging wild struggle of powers; so that by virtue of this blood,

and of the spirit which in Christ's spirit has again become God's,

the soul recovers its godlike doxa, if not at once in mid-day

clearness, yet still, as it were, in morning twilight and dawning.
In the essential relation in which the soul stands to the body,
this is also to the advantage of the body ; but we receive, more-

over, (3) of the flesh of Christ, which, because it came into being

by means of heavenly begetting in the womb of Mary, and is

pervaded by the life-giving Spirit (John vi. 63), is of the nature

of spirit,
and is communicable for spiritual benefit. This flesh,

which He Himself called heavenly bread of life, and manna that

makes immortal, enters into us without mingling with our sin-

pervaded materialistic animal flesh
; but in respect of this our

Adamic flesh, it becomes for us a power of gracious encourage-

are absolutely without spirit, Mivp.* py i^oyrs; (Jude 19). The work of

grace consists precisely in this, that it realizes again the lost godlike
nature of the spirit that is called to dominion, and develops a spiritual

beginning of the man thus once again restored (1 Cor. xv. 45). That in

many places it is hard to say whether the human or the divine wevftec, is

to be understood, arises from the fact that the irvivpa, of the Godhead
and of Christ, that has become immanent in the human irvevpat, or the

human irvev/aoi renewed by means of this immanence, is meant. Scripture
does not in that respect keep divided in conception that which is actually
involved.

1 The seven strings of the soul, says my Elberfeld critic, are out of

tune. That which has made them discordant, is the world-spirit that has

got within them, and through this the spirit of darkness. If the spirit of

Light do not again harmonize the seven strings, their noise and croaking
will neither cease in this world nor in the world to come.
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ment and of victory an assurance and pledge of life in the midst

of death a tincture of immortality, which in spite of corruption

lays hold of the essence of our flesh, in order eventually in the

resurrection to assimilate to itself even its outward appearance.
1

These three divine agencies peculiar to the New Testa-

ment, proceeding from Christ's spirit, soul, and body upon
our threefold constitution (1 Thess. v. 23), may be called the

regeneration of the natural life ; so far as the whole circum-

ference of the constitution innate in man, in which the merely
actual Ego is established as a centre, may be comprehended
under the name of nature (Div. IV. Sec. II.).

In what distinct way the means of grace, the word and

sacrament, serve to this manifestation of the new man accord-

1 That which Philo (who also in his fashion was a forerunner of Chris-

tianity) so often lays down as the aim of the soul, to be attained by the

condescending and merciful love of God, and of His Logos, has thus first

become truly attainable by the incarnation of the Logos, and the fulness

of grace disclosed thereby. The ladder which Jacob saw, says Philo (Opp.
ed. Mangey, i. 642), has a significance of a cosmologie-symbolical and of

an anthropologic :symbolical kind. "If we take in view the latter, the

soul corresponds to the ladder, whose basis, sensuous perception (afaOwtg),

is corporeal, and so to speak earthly ;
but its top, the absolutely pure spirit

(fin;?), is heavenly. In the soul, according to its entire nature, the Logoi

(Ao'yo/) of God pass incessantly up and down, drawing it upwards when

they ascend, with themselves, detaching it from this mortal state, procur-

ing for it the glimpse of things peculiarly and alone worthy to be seen,

without dragging it down when they descend. For God and the divine

Logos have not injury in view, but condescend to the human race in kind-

ness and compassion, rendering help and assistance in order to make alive

again the soul that is still dwelling in the body as in a fluctuating stream,

powers of healing breathing forth upon it from them. It is true, in

absolutely purified dispositions (j&tewotous) God alone dwells unheard and

unseen, the director of all, as is declared to the wise man in a recorded

saying of God (Lev. xxvi. 12),
'
I will dwell in them, and I will be their

God.' But to the souls of those who still are engaged in the process of

purification, and have as yet not fully cleansed the life that has become

foul and polluted by the encumbering corporeity, angels associate them-

selves, divine Logoi (Xo'yo/)? refining them by the contemplation of their

beauty and goodness. How heavy, however, is the evil confusion of evil

indwellers, which is expelled when the One Good (e?$ 6 dyuGoi) makes His

dwelling, is manifest. Therefore, soul, give diligence still to become God's

house a holy temple ;
from a soul so absolutely weak, to become a strong;

and from one so powerless, a mighty one
;
a prudent soul, from a foolish

one
;
a deliberate from a frantic one."
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ing to the likeness of Christ this and other dogmatic questions

are apart from the purpose of biblical psychology.
1

It would,

however, be to circumscribe this science unreasonably, if it were,

denied the right of expanding itself, in the way in which we have

undertaken to develop it, over the new spiritual life. As the

naturally pneumatico-psychical constitution of man is a constitu-

tion not merely ethically, but also substantially, affected with cor-

ruption, so also is its restoration a restitution at the same time

ethical and substantial ; and therefore the work of grace which is

the foundation of this restoration is a psychologic phenomenon.
Because the theological sciences are an organism, none is so

independent as not to be connected on all sides with the others,

and to be articulated with them. One is incomplete without

the others. How much need dogmatics have of psychology,
and how rightly the latter extends its investigation, even into

the soteriologic field, will be still more plainly evident, as we
come to agree upon the twofold sphere of human subjectivity^

in which the mysterious fact of regeneration is completed.

THE CONSCIOUS AND THE UNCONSCIOUS SIDE OF
THE WOKK OE GEACE.

SEC. III.

" MARVEL not," says Jesus to Nicodemus (John iii. 7),
" that

I said unto thee, Ye must be born from above. The wind

bloweth where it listeth, and thou nearest the sound thereof,

but canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth : so

is every one that is born of the Spirit." Nicodemus marvelled

because he could not otherwise conceive of a mystery which lay
out of the region of the sensible and the natural, than according
to sense and nature, and therefore found it contrary to com-

mon sense. Jesus, desirous of explaining that the birth from

above is not sensible and natural, in condescension to Nico-

demus makes use of a parable drawn from the region of nature.

The Spirit has its natural analogue in the wind, with which it

1 Vid. thereupon, Thomasius, Dogm. iv. 112-121.

2 C
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lias the same name : the wind is the most essentially similar

elementary phenomenon to the Spirit of God which pervades
the creation, and operates through the entire life of nature.

As the wind bloweth where it listeth, i.e. now here, now

there, without being subject to limits, and without allowing
its paths to be prescribed, and as its rush may be heard,

although it cannot be determined where it at first began, and

how far at the time it may go, or where it may cease ;

*
so it is

with every one that is born of the Spirit. The operation of the

Spirit of regeneration is therefore, (1) a free one, withdrawn

from the power of human volition, of human special agency; (2)

a mysterious one, lying beyond human consciousness, and only
to be recognised by its effects. The regenerated person recog-

nises himself, when he compares his present condition with his

old one and its still uneradicated remains, as a new man, with

a fundamentally changed tendency of all his powers, released,

by sprinkling with Christ's blood, from his previously evil con-

science, or what is essentially the same thing become, by the

justifying grace of redemption, instead of a child of wrath, once

more a child of the God of love, and renewed in the foundations

of his nature according to the image of God, even as that nature

has in Christ attained a new creative energy in humanity. He
hears the voice of the Spirit, like the rush of the wind, experi-

encing in himself the testimony of the spirit of his adoption

the groanings that cannot be uttered, mingling with his prayer
the cry of Abba the discipline of the Holy Spirit manifesting

itself in many ways, in instruction, warning, and reproof ;
he is

enlightened once for all ; he tastes the heavenly gift of forgive-

ness of sins, in which are comprehended all the riches of grace ;

he knows himself in the actual possession of the Holy Ghost ; he

tastes the dear comforting word of God, and the powers of the

future world of perfection, which are already acting upon this

present state (Heb. vi. 4 et seq.). But all these things are only

the results of that which has transpired in him : the divine fact

itself is,
and remains for him, in an unattainable depth placed

below his consciousness; and as the natural birth, which his

natural conscious life has as its foundation, so the spiritual birth,

the basis of his spiritual conscious life, remains hidden from him

in darkness. He is conscious to himself of that which is effected,

1 Thus ri-iitly Paul Anton, in Hengstenberg, in loco.
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but only as the result of a spiritual work that has transpired in

the region of his unconsciousness.

It is peculiar to all God's creative agencies, that the creature

which is thereby brought into existence, or in which this or that

is brought into existence, has no consciousness of what is occur-

ring. When Adam, in consequence of the divine inbreathing,

came to the consciousness of himself, his creation was then

already perfected ;
and when God would create the woman

out of him, He caused a deep sleep first to fall upon him
;
and

when he awoke, the woman stood before him. It is still just

in the same way that man comes into existence. In respect of

the husband and wife, who are the instruments of the propa-

gating divine creative power, the moment of conception is

associated with an actual veiling of the consciousness ; and

the consciousness of the spirit of the embryo is germinally re-

strained, and does not awake until, glimmering as a feeling of

self, it finds itself born into the light of the world as a complete
man. The creature, in coming into existence, is related to

God the Creator as the clay to the potter, Isa. xxix. 1 6, xlv. 9,

Ixiv. 7, Jer. xviii. 6, Ecclus. xxxvi. 13, comp. Rom. ix. 20,

where the apostle proceeds thereupon to prove the absoluteness

of God and of His world-plan as anticipating all consciousness,

and all individual agency of man. The creature which God
establishes in actual existence is therein absolutely passive.
Even to assume only the possibility of a conscious co-operation
of the creature, would be absurd.

The like is the case also with the birth from above. Even
the first operation of grace which overpowers us, while we allow

ourselves to be overpowered, occurs in us as in the condition of

sleep and of death (Eph. v. 14). And while the faith which
the grace effects, and which lays hold upon and clings to the

grace, this first stirring, and this continuous breathing of the

new life, is, although in the most manifold modification, a fact of

our consciousness
; and the word says to our consciousness what

God will further give to us by the means of grace, so that we
do not take these things for granted at random

; yet the events

themselves, named and promised by the word, all occur in us in

the depth of unconsciousness, and only now and then reflections

of them fall from them upon our consciousness. We receive of

the
spirit, of the body and blood of Christ, and our
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Ego is transformed into a growing new man within the husk of

the old one : we become through the God-man, who thus com-

municates to us of His essential fulness, and makes us partakers

of His nature at the same time partakers of the divine nature

(Qelas Kowtovol (/wcreo)?, 2 Pet. i. 4), in that the triune God is

internally present to us, and surrounds and pervades us with

His threefold love ; but we are able neither to contemplate, nor

even to distinguish, these divine agencies in their beginning and

progress. We know from the word, and from the testimony of

the Spirit by means of the word, what is bestowed upon us by

grace (1 Cor. ii. 12) ; but we know it in faith. As we have a

natural spontaneous feeling and consciousness of our life, even

without being able physiologically to analyze the process of life

and its factors ; and as this life, without our looking through its

mutually involved powers, and even without our applying to it

conscious attention, fulfils itself ; so we are in faith certain of

our life from God, without being able to raise the life that is

hidden with Christ in God (Col. iii. 3) into clear and permanent
consciousness ;

and this life fulfils itself, without being condi-

tioned by our knowledge and will, sufficiently for us to maintain

that living faith, which unites our Ego with this life, and awaits

the revelation (1 John iii. 2) of the riches of the glory of this

mystery (Col. i. 27). We perceive from Scripture what

occurred to us in baptism and the Lord's Supper : we recog-

nise the reality of what occurred, from many kinds of conse-

quences and manifestations which reach into our conscious life ;

but to what occurred itself we only stand in the relation of un-

conscious passivity ; and the fact of what occurred is purposely
withdrawn from our perception, and is, in the sense of Ex.

xxxiii. 22 (where there is permitted to Moses, not the view, but

only the back view only an after glance of one who was with-

drawing himself), purely a posteriori. How could the sacra-

mental controversy between our Church and the Reformed

Church have arisen, if the nature of the gift and effect of the

sacraments, and especially of the Lord's Supper, were not to be

determined only according to the word of Scripture, but could

have been decided from experimental observation ? And if the

fact of regeneration took place in the region of our conscious-

ness, how would it be possible that there could be found, even

among the most enlightened Christians, such a fluctuation of
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views upon the distinction between the operations of the word

and of the sacraments ? How would it be possible that the

question, whether there is also an extra-sacramental tasting of

Christ's flesh and blood, should be answered by some in one

way, by others in another? What we observed in considering
the natural pneumatico-psychical life of man viz. that as the

spirit's existence commences from a condition of unconscious-

ness, so also all spiritual growth ripens embryonically in the

dark depth of unconsciousness (Div. IV. Sec. VIII.), and that

this depth conceals within, more than is manifest to man, is

true in a still higher degree, and to a larger extent, of the facts

and of the substance of the spiritual life.

In all this we have not yet at all referred to infant baptism.

But if, as (Div. IV. Sec. VIII.) we have shown, the embryonic

beginning of human life is, at the same time, the beginning of

man's threefold i.e. bodily, spiritual, and psychical life, be-

cause certainly what is not a priori constituted in germ cannot be

developed, and, as we have just shown, even in the adult the

creation of a new beginning of this threefold life is consum-

mated in the region of unconsciousness, it is not to be doubted

that the sacrament of holy baptism may prove, even in the

newly born child, to be a bath of regeneration, and may ope-
rate in its independent natural life the beginning of a spiritual

life ; especially as the God-man, because He Himself was a

child, became even for the age of childhood in His manner

the possibility and power of regeneration.
1 But still this does

not vindicate infant baptism. For all regenerate life has faith

as its indispensable postulate since above all, the Ego of

the man is to be restored from perdition. Faith is just the

proof to one's self of the Ego turned towards the regenerating,
and first of all justifying, grace, and laying hold upon it ;

and baptism with respect to the man who undergoes it in right

apprehension is actually a longing that appeals to God for

a good conscience.
2

Eightly, therefore, has the question as to

1 " Omnes enim," says Irenseus, ii. 22, 4,
" venit per semet ipsum salvare,

onmes inquam, qui per eura renascuntur in Deum, infantes et parvulos et

pueros et juvenes et seniores. Ideo per omnem venit setatem, et infanti-

bus infans factus, sanctificans infantes."
2 Thus is avvtilyaw? uyxdr^ sTrspuTYipct. e!g eoi> (1 Pet. iii. 21) to be

understood, with Glider (Die Lehre vom Gewissen nach der Sclirift, in Stud.
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the justification of infant baptism concentrated itself in the

minds of our dogmatists in the question, whether infants are

able to believe. They recognise the conclusion, that he who is

not capable of faith (capax fidei\ is, moreover, not capable of

regeneration (capax regenerationis).
1 This conclusion is perfectly

scriptural. The birth of the spirit cannot be a divine agency
that leaves man's spirit alone ; it must, before all things, be a

divine agency that comprehends this. If it be supposed that a

change so ethico-physical as regeneration could occur even in

its elementary beginning without co-operation of the personal

Ego, then the very centre of human nature is excluded from

the regenerating agency of God, in a way that contradicts the

personality of man; and if it be supposed that, in the child that

is baptized, the necessity for redemption and the desire for

redemption take the place of faith, the enigma is not solved,

since this impulse for redemption, if it is not to be as a blind

natural impulse, must have the Ego as its subject, no less than

faith must. For although the consciousness of the Ego be not

associated with all human impulses and conceptions, still they
are distinguished from those of the brutes, by the fundamental

notion of Ego, even although it remains in the background.
Or if one supposes that by baptism by the power of the relation

of grace which the triune God introduces into it the child is

only transferred into the possibility of a regeneration to be

realized subsequently (which is confessedly the prevalent view

of the Reformed churches), then baptism which nevertheless

finds in the child no obstacle of opposition, as in the unbe-

lieving adult is emptied of the peculiar efficiency attested by
the Scripture. As, after what has been above said, the view

often expressed since the time of Augustine
2

that the want of

faith and intention on the part of the child may be supplied

by the faith of the sponsors and of the whole church, needs

no refutation, the justification of infant baptism remains thus,

u. Kritiken, 1857, pp. 283-285), Hofmann (Schriftb. iii. 184), Schott, and

others
;

for that sTrepum/aoi means not the beseeching inquiry, but the

granted claim, as v. Zezschwitz (.Pe Descensu, p. 45) assumes with Besser,

is contrary to the logic to be presumed of the definition.

1 See Schmid, Dogmatik der Ev. Luih. Kirche (edit. 4), p. 413.
2 " In ecclesia salvatoris," says Augustine, e.g., c. duas ep. Pelag. i. 22,

"
parvuli per alios credunt, sicut ex aliis quse in baptismo remittuntur

peccata traxerunt." Just so subsequently Luther also.
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without evasion, conditioned by the question whether the infants

can believe. If faith were a work of man's own, with a human

initiative, then this question would have to be answered abso-

lutely in the negative. But if faith is a human condition of

divine operation, a work of the grace that prevents man, and

takes its Ego for itself, there is left a possibility to reply to the

question in the affirmative. Depending on this, our old dog-
matists affirmed it when they said : Habent infantes fidem non

reflexam aut discursivam, sed directam et simplicem a Spiritu

sancto, cui malitiose non resistunt, per baptismum accensam. 1

For this reason, Brenz has the distinction of faith into a hidden

(abscondita), and a manifest (revelata), faith. Others distinguish

fides habitiialis and actualis, or actus seu operatio fidei primaria
et immediata, and secundaria et mediata;

2 but now that we are

more closely entering upon the distinction indicated, which,

not only for the question of infant baptism, but generally for

the right judgment of the spiritual life, is of the greatest

importance, it will be manifest that its most appropriate de-

signation is fides directa and reflexa.

THE ACTUS DIEECTI AND REFLEXI OF THE
LIFE OF GEACE.

SEC. IV.

IN order to elucidate the meaning of this distinction, which was

first applied dogmatically by Mart. Chemnitz, we proceed from

a fact that belongs to the department of the revelation of crea-

tion, in which it appears accurately expressed. After Paul, in

Rom. i. 20, has said how God from the beginning of the world

1
Thus, for example, Hollaz in the Cap. de gratia regenerante of his

Examen.
2
See, for the history of this distinction, Dieckhoff, Abendmalilslehre, i.

183-186, who says here, among other things:
" The precise distinctions

which here become necessary, may first be found with scientific certainty
on the ground of an anthropology and ethics prosecuted in conformity
with the faith of the Christian revelation.
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made Himself known to human knowledge by His works, so

that men are without excuse, he goes on :
" For although they

knew God, they glorified Him not nor thanked Him as God,
but became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart

was darkened." It is surprising that the apostle here attributes

to men a ryv&vat, rbv Oebv, whilst the heathens, who are here

especially under consideration, are elsewhere called ra eOwrj ra

pr) eiSora TOV ebv (1 Thess. iv. 5; Gal. iv. 8). In both cases

o 0609 is the true God ; so that thus in the same subject know-

ledge of the true God is affirmed and denied. If yvovre? be

resolved into <yv&vai Sw^eVre?, it is an unjustifiable exegetical
violence. If the attempt be made to understand yvovres as pluper-

fect, the 19th verse testifies, on the other hand, that the apostle
considers this ryvwcns not as something past, but as something
in the midst of the thanklessness and apostasy present there :

for he says of men upon whom the wrath of God is revealed,

because they restrain the truth in unrighteousness, that that

which may be known of God, i.e. God Himself, so far as He
has made Himself the subject of knowledge by creation, is

manifest in them, and is therefore present to their conscious-

ness.
1 Thus the question still remains, in what sense the apostle

attributes to the heathens an acquaintance with or knowledge of

God, which he elsewhere denies to them. The meaning of the

apostle is doubtless this, that God reveals Himself to all men
in His works ; that they have an organ of perception correspond-

ing to Him;
2 and that they all really acknowledge Him also

1 In Ps. xix. this yvaarw rov Qsov stored up in the creature is called

(ver. 3) njn, "Day unto day bubbleth forth the tidings" i.e. as out of a

living inexhaustible opening, the knowledge of God overflows from one day
to another " and night unto night showeth forth knowledge," i.e. every

approaching night sets forth the tidings to that which has vanished
;
so that

thus the knowledge of the Creator which is offered to the creature, is con-

ceived of as in incessant expression. Our forefathers call it an oljectwum
vocis non articulatas prteconium.

2
Oetinger calls it semus communis ; see thereon, Fabri, The Sensus

Communis the Organ of the Revelation of God in all Men, 1861. The sensus

communis is the capacity which has remained to man ever since the fall of

recognising God as Creator and Lawgiver and Lord, in the witness of the

creature, and of the conscience, and of history, the residuum left to man
of his likeness to God, which may be acknowledged without thereby abat-

ing the greatness and depth of original sin and its results, and which must

be acknowledged as the result of the above clear testimonies of Scripture.
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actu directo ;
l but that their knowledge has never come to the

inner assent to this self-revelation of God, never to the internal

comprehension of Him, never to the free making-subjective

(Subjectivirung) of the objectively revealed divine, i.e. it has never

come to actus reflexus. For, as the apostle says in ver. 28, men
did not regard it as worth the trouble to have God in their know-

ledge. He here uses eTrtyvcocns purposely instead of ryvwais ;
for

eTTiyvcixns, as distinct from 71/000^9, is always an actually recog-

nising apprehension of the object, whereof not the eTrlyvwcris,

although perhaps the yvwo-is, may be a false, a dead appre-
hension.

2 Men refused to accept God, and thus to have Him
in eTTLyvdMn,?, i.e. to make Kim the reflex subject of their

consciousness, although He was objectively knowable to them,
and was therefore spiritually perceived by them actu directo.

Their ungodly will permitted not that result to be produced ;

similarly as the Pharisees, from the works of Jesus, without

being able to evade them, received the impression of the most

intimate divine association of His person, but did not allow

the knowledge that arises from this impression to get at

them. For it is with spiritual perception as with the vision

of sense. When the eye falls on an object, this object is

copied in the eye, without the eye being able to evade it
;

but it can immediately turn away from the object perceived,

or become closed to it.

We meet with the same distinction of actus directi and

reflexi as in the first chapter of Romans, in the prologue of St

John's Gospel. When the Evangelist says there, in ver. 4, KOI

f) far) f)v TO (/>W9 TWV avOpaiTToov, i.e. that life which was in the

person of the Word, and which was the Word in person, was

the light of men, he regards in this statement 3
the operation of

the Logos, inclusively of His incarnation, yet wholly apart from

the relation of men to that light for which the life of the Logos
1 Tholuck thinks, probably, in substance the same, when he calls this a

"
potential latent knowledge."
2
Comp. Huther, On the Epistle to the Colossians, p. 75.

3 See Hengstenberg, in loco:
" The thought can only be, that the Logos

from the beginning was virtually the light and life of men
;
so that, before

He appeared in the flesh, men were excluded from light and life," ac-

cording to my own most decided conviction contrary to the spirit of the

Gospel of John, which teaches a saving operation of the Logos even prior
to His incarnation.
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was disclosed to them : he expresses only the fact, that the life

of the Logos disclosed itself radio directo for the light of entire

humanity, and shone into its internal eye. For further on (ver.

5) he is constrained to complain that the light which shone in

darkness was not welcomed with any desire of humanity to be

enlightened by the light : the light became thus what in itself,

and actu directo^ for humanity, it was not, even in subjectively

reflected operation. In the same objective sense, the Evangelist

says (ver. 9) of the true light, o <&met irdvra avOpwrrov, dis-

tinguishing sharply the divine agency going forth upon man,
and man's relation thereto. The true light beams without

exception upon every man : it has the destination, and the

power, and the desire, to enlighten every man ; but here also is

repeated the mournful complaint, that the world of humanity
did not acknowledge Him who wished to be its light, although
it was He by whom it received its existence.

The actus directus, in both those cases of revelation which

are treated of in the introductions to the Epistle to the Romans
and to the Gospel of St John, is rather divine than human. A
divine power, offering and awakening acknowledgment, pene-
trates from what is perceived into man, who stifles the growth
of the recognition at the moment when it ought to begin. Just

thus it is with the means of grace, with Word and Sacrament. If

no condition of external comprehension be wanting to the hearer,

yet he does not receive the word without the manifestation in

him of the divine energy of its power of conviction. Even

although he purposely restrains all wholesome reflection of it in

himself, the word, once understood and received, has attained

in him, with the power proceeding radio directo from it, an

internal objectivity : he bears it, although fjirj o-vytceKpafjuevov rfj

Trio-ret, (Heb. iv. 2), in his knowledge and memory ;
it is in him

as a seed fallen upon stony ground for the man it is as dead

but in itself it is living, and so soon as the ground of the human

heart becomes loosened striking root and shooting forth. As

long as man resists, the word in him is as a power of judgment*,

but in the fact that he knows the word of the grace of God in

Christ, he has still great advantage over him who knows it not:

for he needs only to forsake his resistance, and the word in

him will be manifested as a power for the enlightenment of his

spirit,
and for the changing of his personal life. What is true
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of the word, in the event of its attaining to man's knowledge, is

true also of the sacraments, in the event of man's submitting
himself to them freely, with the view of receiving them. The

condition of their saving reception is faith. There is no such

thing as a saving effect of the sacraments that is not conditioned

upon faith and that in this sense occurs ex opere operate.
1

Without faith, there is attained no reflex possession of the sacra-

mental gifts, and no reflex consequences of the sacramental

agencies. But even in the case where the faith of the receiver

does not respond to the sacraments, and the unbelief of the

receiver does not allow itself to be overcome, they remain, in

their substance and power, what they are in themselves by
virtue of the inviolable will of God, which is linked to no

human condition. He who is baptized, even if he have not

received baptism in a right mental comprehension, needs not to

be baptized again : the substantial contents of the sacrament

have attained in him a living presence once for all, and there

needs only faith, that that may realize itself in a reflex manner

in him to his salvation, which he already has inwardly present

actu directo, and which radio directo ever presses to be realized

in him.2 And he who does not receive the Lord's Supper in true

faith, still receives Christ's body and blood; and the sacramental

gifts manifest themselves in him, in the hope that he may allow

them to redound to salvation as disciplining powers (1 Cor. xi.

29-32). The substantial completeness of the sacrament is in

neither case dependent on the faith of the receiver.
3 But if man

in both cases receives what the sacraments by their appoint-
ment convey, their saving purpose in the case of unbelief

is at least so far attained, that the saving benefits compre-
hended in the sacraments are brought into immediate nearness

to the man. They are appropriated to him by God, for the

1 This is the very kernel of the polemics of our doctrinal writings against
the scholastic opus operatum. In remembrance of the assertion of Julius

Muller (Die Evangelische Union, 1854, p. 290), that in the doctrine of the

sacraments I find myself in contradiction to the creed of my church, I

might underline the above passage three times.
2 The passage of Schoberlein (Jahrbb. 1861, p. 71) goes too far : "Mere

baptism without faith establishes a body of the new man without a soul :

faith without baptism, a soul without a body."
3 Thus say our creeds and dogmatists : Fides non requiritur ad substan-

tialeni sacramenti integritatem. Vid> Schmid, I.e., p. 400.
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purpose that he should appropriate them to himself by means

of faith.
1

Psychologically, it is not to be wondered at. The sacra-

mental gifts, indeed, are pneumatical. For even the God-man,
in respect of the nature of His personality, is wholly Trvevjjia

(2 Cor. iii. 17). But God, who is spirit, can make Himself

present in man as, and by what means, He will. He can

encircle man with His wrath, or in grace with His love. By
the sacrament He makes Himself present to him in the whole

might of His redeeming, regenerating love. That man who,

nevertheless, does not believe, is as a blind man who does not

see the sun which beams upon him, or as a dead man, before

the door of whose grave, as before that of Lazarus, Christ the

raiser of the dead is standing. Much is conferred upon him by

grace a treasure is concealed in his field he can raise it at

any time.
2 He needs only to open the eyes of faith, and he

finds himself in a paradise, which existed without his faith, and

prior to it. The true light which shines into the darkness, and

enlightens every man radio directo (John i. 59), has gathered
itself around the Ego of the baptized person in the narrowest'

circle of light. The Ego needs only to open itself in faith, and

the whole man becomes a light in the Lord
(</>&>?

eV Kvpiw,

Eph. v. 8).

It is thus with the adult who, without having living faith,

submits himself to baptism. It is otherwise with the child. In

order to understand the difference, let the following considera-

tions be pondered. As the direct results of the grace of God

going forth upon man, and surrounding him, have faith as their

first and essential reflection ; so, on the other hand, the faith

itself is, according to its nature, an actus directus : namely, a line

drawn from us up to Christ, and to God in Christ ; a longing

1 In my Four Books of the Church (1847), and my Catechism of the

House of God in the Church (1849), I have shown what important results

flow therefrom upon the doctrine of the church
;
and it is since more and

more acknowledged, that the divine operations that are performed upon man,
on his personal and natural side, by means of the word and sacrament, are

the ground of the church's unity, and that the holy sacraments, according
to their special agency, form the spiritual natural ground of the church,

or, what is the same thing, they articulate it into the body of Christ, and

establish it in the articulation.

2 Thomasius makes use of this figure, Dogm. iv. 117.
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reaching forth to the salvation offered in word and sacrament ;

a look turned away from the innate natural state direct to

Christ ; an awakened yearning for His grace ; a grasp and

apprehension having relation to this grace in the unity of all

one's powers (Div. IV. Sec. IV.). This actus directus has in

itself the promise of God. The actus reflexi of divine assur-

ance, of joyous self-certainty, of experimental seeing and tasting,

belong not to the essence of justifying faith
;
but the former

actus directus is, as our ancients say, the forma fidei essentialis.

" It is necessary," says one of them,
1 " to acknowledge a two-

fold manifestation of faith. The first is called actio directa,

by which we lay hold of and embrace Christ ; the other actio

reflexa, by which we acknowledge our own doing, and feel or

experience that we have apprehended Christ. By the former

we believe, to speak accurately, on Christ; by the second,

however, we become assured of the fact that we believe, and

the faith which has laid hold on Christ falls back softly and

sweetly into itself. But there are many who have really laid

hold on Christ, although they do not feel that they have appre-
hended Him ; and these are none the less justified. For we
become incontestably righteous by the actio directa, and not by
the actio reflexa : we become justified, not because we feel that

we believe, but so far as we only believe." The faith is thus

in its essence jiducia supplex (assurance of refuge), not fiducia

triumphans seu gloriosa (assurance of experience). The faith

is God's agency, as well in the former state as in the latter: in

the one, it is the operation of His grace condescending towards

man; in the other, it is the operation of that grace appre-

hended, and assuring itself, and giving itself to be apprehended
by man.

But if the faith, even as actio directa, be God's agency, it is

not to be perceived why the grace of regeneration, which is

introduced into man by baptism (as also by the Lord's Supper),
associated with the word, cannot effect even in the child the

faith necessary to its saving reception.
2

It is said that faith

1 In Pontoppidan's Glaulensspiegel, pp. 301-3. The divine assurance

IB called by him reflexio passiva et supernaturalis : the self-certainty that

arises from self-examination according to God's word, reflexio activa et

rationalis sc. syllogistica.
2

See, on the older dogmatic writings belonging to this subject, the
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is not possible, and not conceivable, without consciousness.

But (1) the condition of the child is certainly not the absolute

opposite of consciousness : the entire threefold life of the man
is already existing in the child, although in the first commence-

ment of its development ; therefore even already it is the grow-

ing consciousness.
1 The unconsciousness out of which it is

developed is distinct from the brute condition of impersonality,

and remains indeed, even in the adult man, the reverse side of

consciousness, the ground wherein it is submerged in ceaseless

variation, and whence it emerges again, as, according to God's

ordinance, night and day, contrasted with one another, cease-

lessly change into one another. Wherefore, then, should God
not be able to effect in the remotely glimmering consciousness

of the child a germinal faith, just as well as a developed faith

in the daylight consciousness of the adult; especially as (2) even

in the adult, not merely in sleep, but even in the midst of every
strenuous labour not immediately religious, and in conditions

of sickness surrounded with darkness of the most manifold

kind, the actio directa subsides, out of the region of conscious-

ness, into unconsciousness, without by that means losing its

existence, which ever again breaks through these bonds, and

German treatment of the dissertation of J. G. Walsh, de fide i?ifantum,

by A. L. Miiller, Jena 1729, 8.

1 Therefore Cyprian asks, with reference to the baptism of infants, Quid
ei decet, qui semel in utero Dei manibus formatus est ? And therefore, as

Dorner argues (Jahrbb. fur Deutsche Theolog. 1856, p. 406), the union of

both natures in Christ, although the divine-human self-consciousness starts

from a dark ground, is from the moment of conception a unio personalis.

The child is not res, which BECOMES persona ; it is from the very beginning
an entire man, growing on all sides. Not inappropriately, K. Gobel com-

pares baptism to the so-called inoculation into the sleeping eye, which, in

the hope that the eye engrafted on the wild stock will shoot in the spring,

is examined in the midsummer of the second sap. The good eye remains

indeed, the whole winter through, in as it were a sleeping state, and

pushes forth first with stirring life and full impulse of sap in the spring ;

but it is already growing in the autumn, so far as it remains alive : it is

then taken up into the attraction of the sap of the wild plant, although it

does not till later put forth visible shoots. See Gobel's essay, Die Kinder-

taufe eine Oculation aufs Schlafende Auge< in the b^uen Eeformirten

Kirchenzeitung, 1855, Nos. 21 and 22, where nevertheless is asserted, that
" the seed of life which God plants in baptism in the newly-born child

must not be called faith, otherwise the idea of that faith which justifies is

prejudiced."
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even in powerlessness and seeming death, in phrenzy, and in

the highest degrees of resistance bordering on despair, may con-

tinue to subsist, as seen by God's all-penetrating eye ? Faith

in its perfect matured condition certainly subsists in the per-

fectly conscious acts of appreliensio cognoscitiva, approbativa,

and appropriated ; but every believer knows from experience,

that his faith began with a secret divine agency upon his will
;

and that this turning of the will already included, undeveloped

in itself, those acts of faith. To this point of unity faith

ever and anon returns : why should it not be able to begin

therewith also in the child? The glimpse of Him who has

overcome curse and death for us, is compared indeed to the

glimpse of the serpent lifted up in the wilderness (John iii. 14).

Such an inclination to Christ, effected by God, is even possible

in little children (Matt, xviii. 6, TWV fjbiKpwv TOUTWV TWV

Tncrrevoin-tov et? e'/^e),
and even not impossible to newly-born

children ;
for the consciousness begins from a remote point of

growth, when it is still as none, and even indeed actually still

none, thus also faith must be able to begin from a remote

point of growth, when it is still as if none, and even in fact

actually none, but yet is already present in seed and germ.
1

Even already in the life of the embryo the Scripture (as we saw

in Div. IV. Sec. VIII.) declares secret spiritual occurrences.

We are teaching in this, nothing essentially different from what

is affirmed by Thomasius and Martensen also : for although

Thomasius, on the one hand, indeed denies that baptism creates

a conscious condition, that it creates a personal faith in the

child ; but, on the other hand, designates its effect as an inward

laying open of the human spirit to the divine work of grace,

corresponding to the natural opening of the life of the child

towards the mother's love, which experimentally reaches far

behind the awakening of the self-consciousness back into the

earliest dawning life of the suckling,
2

still, herewith is attri-

buted to baptism the effect of that which determines the essen-

tial ground of faith: for what is faith, except the unclosed inner

eye, which adopts into itself the form of God the Kedeemer?

1 It is plainly seen from St John's Gospel what kind of a progressively

gradual idea -Trtartvetv is : it there runs through all degrees, from the lowest

to the highest.
2 Dogm. iv. 141.
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What we postulate is an effect of baptism comprehended in the

word upon the whole man. The final aim of the new creation,

says Martensen,
1

altogether in our sense, is the new man, who
does not become perfectly manifest until the new heaven and

the new earth become manifest, where not only the spirit, but

also the corporeity, celebrates its resurrection, where spirit and

nature dissolve into glory. The new creation, which embraces

the whole man body, soul, and spirit must for that reason

begin from an organic point, which is the point of union of

spirit and nature, and in germinating fulness contains what

appears disjoined in temporal development. This hidden

ground of life is the mystery of baptism. Every one of these

words of Martensen bears the stamp of truth. It is just this,

that is wanting to our view, that baptism comprehends the

natural aspect of the child not exclusively of his personality, but,

in a manner exalted above the merely symbolic circumcision,

places the entire personality (>Si) of the man in a living and

new relation to God.

The final psychological ground of possibility of all, is found

in the fact that the spiritual life, and in a typical manner also

the life of the soul, have, as their lowest foundation, not the

reflected self-consciousness, but the will and impulse which

contain in themselves this self-consciousness unreflected ; that,

expressed in Hofmann's mode of viewing it, there is a natural

will which precedes the personal will ;

2 and that the operation

of the sacraments, according to Stahl,
3

is directed not so much

to our occasional determinations of will, as to the substance of

our will, i.e. to the nature and essence of our spiritual being.

To this radical unity, situated on this side of the reflected self-

consciousness, corresponds a unity situated beyond the reflected

self-consciousness, in which will and thought combine together

to culminate in a third form of life : the region of the human

in the narrow sense, which we have already learnt to

1
Dogm. sec. 253.

2 See thereupon, Schriftb. i. 517, comp. iii. 196 :
" It is the natural

life of man, in which he is sold under sin
;
so that the effect of divine

power of life upon it becomes a counter agency against the power of evil

in him;" wherein, nevertheless, is to be observed, that the consequence

drawn by us is not drawn by Hofmann.
8 The Luth. Church and the Union (1859), p. 159.
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recognise, in Div. IV. Sec. V., as distinct from the human i/o{5?,

according to 1 Cor. xiv., as the medium of the speaking with

tongues. As there are acts of the spiritual life which precede

the reflected self-consciousness, so also there are such as re-

strain the actual self-consciousness. These we shall now more

closely consider.

THE THEEE FORMS OF THE DIVINELY-WROUGHT

ECSTASY, AND THE THEOPNEUSTIA.

SEC. V.

WE begin by recapitulation. The natural spirit-life
of man is

rooted in the still undistinguished unity of the will : it acts in

the self-consciousness proceeding therefrom, which comprehends
the acts of thought and will that have now become distinctive

(i>oO? or \6yos) ; and it culminates in the mind (Trvevfjia rov 1/009,

or irvevpa in the narrower sense), in which thought and will

are dissolved into a third form of life of a view or perception
situated beyond their distinction.

1

Conformably to this, the

supernatural spirit-life (the spiritual) is threefold. There are

(1) operations of divine grace which stimulate or move our will,

and precede the self-consciousness ; (2) such as proceed upon
our self-consciousness, and aim at becoming taken up, from

conscious thought into conscious will ; (3) such as give to our

mind the experience of heavenly blessedness, and the view of

the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven.9 In the operations of

grace of the third kind, so far as they do not transcend the mea-

1 It will be remembered here that Plato distinguishes the wg as seeing
and as comprehending (effecting the ITJVCTJ^) : the New Testament >nvivpa.

rov voog corresponds in some measure to that perceiving vov$ which Plato

considers as the innermost highest pilot (xt//3gpi/jjTi$) of the soul.
2 "We place first experience, as Ps. xxxiv. 8, ^"i} ID^tD.

" Nisi gusta-

veris," says Bernard,
" non videbis. Manna absconditum est, nomen novum

est, quod nemo scit, nisi qui accipit. Non illud eruditio, sed unctio docet,
non Bcientia, sed conscientia comprehendit."
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sure of that which is customary in the work of grace, there

prevail indeed experience and perception beyond the reflecting
will and discursive thought; nevertheless, these still always make
themselves observable therein, as ascending and descending

impulses. But there are also extraordinary operations of grace
of this kind, which act on the human spirit in its disposition,
in such a way that all reflection of the spirit upon itself, and

upon that which happens to
it,

is lost in the power of the all-

devouring impression. This is the state of ecstasy. We have

already considered phenomena of this kind so far as they are

composed of influences natural, demoni-angelic, and divine
1

in the final paragraphs of Div. IV. They now concern us only
as pure miracles of grace.

2

There is a threefold kind of such ecstasy pertaining to the

new life from God the mystic, the prophetic, and the charis-

matic. (1.) The mystic. The more manifestly and perfectly
the man loves God above everything, and the more earnestly
and constantly he crucifies his flesh, with the affections and

lusts, the deeper, clearer, and stronger becomes his spirit-life,

the more richly his death to all earthly things is compensated

by supra-terrene experiences. It happens sometimes, that the

indwelling of Christ and God and His Spirit which, besides,

is the supporting and originating ground of the life of the new
man (Gal. ii. 20; 1 Cor. xiv. 25; Kom. viii. 14; 1 John iii. 24)

signalizes itself with such an energy in the believer, that the

human individual life is overflowed and swallowed up by the

divine, as by a river of delight (Ps. xxxvi. 8), in respect of

which our fathers quote the example of the holy Ephrem, who,
after his conversion, experienced such wondrous consolation,

that he often cried to God,
"
Lord, withdraw Thy hand a little,

"
L'extase n'est qu'une forme indifferente en elle meme," says very

truly Theophile Kivier, in his Etude sur Balaam, Lausanne 1856,
"
ce qui

lui donne une valeur morale, c'est le fond bon ou mauvais qui la remplit,
la puissance salutaire ou pernicieuse qui agit en elle."

2 We call grace everything which proceeds from the principle of the

divine love turned back again to humanity in Christ, and nature all that

belongs to the natural constitution of man creatively established, and be-

come through sin selfish, and subjected to the influences of the kingdom of

darkness. The extraordinary phenomena of the soul-lite take for granted,
without distinction, so-called magic or mystic capabilities based in man

;

but they are distinguished according to the cause which brings these capa-
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for my heart is too weak to receive such excessive joy." It is

the presence of the divine love which, in such extraordinary

cases, hurries along with it man's will and self-consciousness,

and breaks out with such force in his mind (Rom. v. 5), that it

is altogether occupied and taken possession of by it. In other

cases it is certified, that the walk of the Christian is in heaven

(Phil. iii. 20, comp. Zech. iii. 7) actually, by the fact that

the future glory is not merely revealed to his perception as a

subject of hope (1 Cor. ii. 9), but is given him for a moment
to see and to share in by way of foretaste, as e.g. Thomas

Aquinas, in his last illness, after a long-continued ecstasy, cried

out, Arcana verba audivi; and John Arndt, awaking from a

short sleep, cried, "We saw His glory;" but chiefly, as Paul

relates of himself (2 Cor. xii. 1-4), that he once was caught up
into the third heaven, and indeed into the heavenly paradise,
and there heard unspeakable things, which it is not permitted
to any man to utter. Emphatically, he repeats that he knows

not whether at that time he was ev aw^ari or e'/cro? (yapls)
rov o-fttytaro?, God knoweth. At any rate, what is experienced
in such ecstasies is a prelude of that separation of the soul

from the body that results in death (Div. IV. Sec. XIV. to-

wards the end), during which separation the body is usually
found in a cataleptic condition, i.e. a state similar to the rigidity

of a corpse : but it remains an enigma whether the soul is actu-

ally separated from the body, and whether this does not draw

death after it, only for the reason that what is experienced is

compressed, like eternity, into a momentary now ; or whether

the union of the soul with the body continues to subsist, in that

the withdrawal is an extra-local one, and therefore may be re-

bilities into action, and their moral worth is measured according thereto.

Only in the light of the religion of revelation experimentally attested, is it

possible to see one's way in this region. The works of Bastian (Der Mensch

in der Geschichte. Zur Begrundung einer psycliologisclien Weltanschauung,

3 vols. 1860) and of Perty (Die mystischen Erscheinungen der menscJilichen

Natur, 1861) show in what a labyrinth one is lost who despises the

criteria offered to Christians in God's word. The former refers everything

to nature and deception ;
the latter to the magical power of man, to which

he most credulously entrusts the incredible, and to the participation in

the knowledge and power of the Geo-dsemon (earth-spirit), which his

fancy (like Fechner's, in his Zendavesta) interpolates between the universal

Spirit (God) and man.
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garded just as much as a condescension of that which is

heavenly, as an exaltation to the same.1

We distinguish this kind of ecstasy which has as its aim

the strengthening and recompensing of personal faith, from

the prophetic. For (2) the prophetic has, as its characteristic

attribute, the purpose, according to its vocation, of announcing
that which is given to be experienced and to be seen. If we
consider prophecy in general, there cannot be perceived a qua-
litative distinction between that of the Old and New Testament.

They are distinguished neither in regard of manifold spiritual

operations, which are removed sometimes more and sometimes

less remotely from the limits of natural life ; nor in respect of

the manifold vocation, which is by no means exhausted in special

foreseeing and foretelling. That which is common to all

prophecy of both Testaments, subsists in the fact, that it is the

receiver and the bearer of direct revelations of God, signifi-

cant in respect of salvation.
2 The prophet speaks always on

divine impulse, with divine power, from divine communication

or information, which has to justify its authenticity as well by
its substance as by the circumstances that accompany it (1 Cor.

xiv. ; Eph. iii. 5). Among the many Hebrew synonyms of

vision, njn is the standing general expression for prophetic

perception, whether vision or word be the form in which the

divine is announced to the prophet.
3 In both cases he sees

it,

in that he distinguishes, by means of the spiritual eye of the

inward sense which is designated after the noblest of the five

external senses this divine thing in its supernatural objectivity

1 Tertullian considers this question, de anima, c. 44. Lactantius ex-

presses the view, obit animus, manet anima ; but Tertullian, omnia magis

conjectes, quam istam licentiam animse sine morte fugitive et quidem ex

forma continuam (read continue} ;
but he does not venture to deny the

possibility of a rapid anticipatory loosing of the soul from the body. V.

Rudloff believes that in such cases the soul remains united to the body by
the nerve-spirit. But in the supposition that the soul, remaining within

this neighbouring medium of bodily animation, is removed out of the body,
the riddle becomes still more insoluble.

2 The name fcfQ}, ^J, signifies the announcer. See Fleischer, in my

Commentary on Genesis, pp. 634-636.
3 The Indian name of the prophet, rishi, is explained, "seer of the

divine word." See N&ve, Etudes stir les Hymnes du Rig- Veda, p. 21.
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from his own imagination and thinking. For the manner of

revelation is not always the specifically visionary. Prophecy,
even in respect of the mode of revelation, has a progressive

history. In the range of the later prophecy, the dream almost

wholly disappears : it is the lowest stage of revelation. And
the ecstasy or vision in the waking state, in the maturity of

prophecy that came in with Joel and Obadiah, serves only for

extraordinary purposes. The forms of revelation named in

Num. xxiv. 3 continue, but only as extraordinary occurrences,

within the range of a more constant intercourse with God
?

which approximates to God's revelation by Moses,
1 an inter-

course which is effected without vision only by means of the

word, and therefore after the manner of inspiration ; while the

willing, thinking, feeling spiritual life of the prophet, in the

condition of perfect waking power over himself, is elevated and

supported by a gentle divine influence, which he (as is indis-

pensable) is able clearly to distinguish from his own personal

agency (2 Pet. i. 21). This is the condition of inward pene-
tration by which is explained the change of persons so frequent
in the Old Testament books of prophecy. The prophet him-

self sometimes speaks from God, sometimes God Himself speaks
from the prophet ; sometimes the divine Ego asserts itself with

a supreme power that absorbs all other, sometimes the human
in the entire fulness of sanctified humanity ; but in both cases

it is the personality of the prophet, in the totality of its pneu-

matico-psychical powers, which becomes the more active or

passive organ of God. Ecstasy, on the other hand, consists in

this, that the human spirit is seized and compassed by the

divine, which searcheth all things, even the deep things of

God, with such force, that being averted from its life in itself

and in the soul and in the body, and fixed in the third of its

forms of life, it is altogether a seeing eye, a hearing ear, a per-

ceiving sense for the world and the things of eternity, or of the

future, whither the mighty agency of God has withdrawn it

from its customary sphere of life. Thus Isaiah in ch. vi. is

withdrawn into the temple-palace of the heavenly King, where

he is consecrated as a prophet ; thus he exists and lives in ch. xl.

to Ixvi., as if cut off from his actual presence in the exile ; and

1 More cannot be said, for the standing of Moses is not attained to
;

comp. Kurtz in the Dorpater Zeitschr. fur Theologie in Kirche, 1861, p. 127.
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from this his ideal presence, held fast through twenty-seven

chapters, looks forth with an excellent spirit (irvevfjiaTi, p(*yd\(p,

as Ecclus. xlviii. 24 says) upon the last things ;
and from the

clear vision which in the exile has become in form his natural

condition, he announces as with angel tongues the coming re-

demption. The withdrawal is in both cases a purely spiritual

event, and to be distinguished from such occurrences as that at

the baptism of Jordan, and on the mount of transfiguration, where

there are external facts of sacred history, which are not merely

represented in a spiritually perceptible manner for those for

whom they are intended, but are actually transacted. That

which is to be perceived has in these cases a subsistence indepen-
dent of perception of external, although not of grossly external

historical reality : it happens not merely in the domain of the

inward nature, as in the case of the prophetic withdrawal.

The objectivity of the latter consists in the fact, that it is not

a state into which the spirit of the prophet transposes itself

out of itself, but into which he is transplanted by the spirit

of prophecy. The future, indeed, has besides, at the time in

which the prophet is enabled to see it and to experience it, only
an ideal reality. But, moreover, the other world does not take

up the prophet into itself, as if he were one blissfully separated
thereto

;
but from the spiritual agency which operates on the

prophet's spirit there is developed the supersensual, which he is

to be permitted to behold, in that it becomes visible and audible

to him by the mediation of his psychico-corporeal nature,
1 and

according to the measure of his temporal limitations; but so

that by virtue of the divine agency which rules future and

present, heaven and earth, these are objective realities, into

whose contemplation the prophet is transported, objective

1 An irritation of the nerves of seeing and hearing proceeding from

within (see Luthardt, in Tholuck, Die Proph. p. 56) is herein not to be

supposed ; only the affected ganglionic parts of the brain, as in all concep-

tions, so also in these, are projected outwardly, but in fact are engaged
with internal forms. For the ecstasy is indeed, as Augustine rightly defines

it, alienatio mentis a sensibus corporis; and even hallucinations do not

always originate through irritation of the nerves of sense, but through

irritations which may proceed from the most distinct points of the body
furnished with nerves, and thence lay hold of the brain-ganglia, in other

words, through any influence upon the brain, and indeed upon those parts

of it which are the media of the impressions of sense for the subject, and
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occurrences, which bring their nature to manifestation in his

mind, in a clothing which is borrowed from the individual

nature of the prophet.

Scripture calls this ecstatical state yevea-0ai ev etca-rda-si,

(Acts xxii. 17), or else yevecrOat, ev Trvev/man (Apoc. i. 10) ;
for

although elvcu ev Trvevpari, (Kom. viii. 9) is the fundamental

state of the regenerate person generally, so far as his personal

life has broken with the fleshly life, and is the life of the spirit

in God's Spirit, yet in those passing acts of ecstasy, as in the

mystic ecstasy, this habitual reciprocal immanence of the human
and the divine spirit is so greatly enhanced, that the essential

connection of the human spirit with all that lies on this side,

and below this immanence, is, as it were, severed. Thus upon
the prophets of the schools of Samuel came the " hand of

Jehovah," not without abeyance of the external man. Saul is

violently taken hold of by the spirit of prophecy in Gibeah,
and goes thence with another heart pn&? 27, 1 Sam. x. 5). In

Naioth of Ramah, overcome by the Spirit, he strips off his

clothes, in order to make (so it appears, comp. Jer. xx. 9) the

inward burning more supportable, begins to prophesy, and lies

naked the whole day and the whole night on the ground (1

Sam. xix. 20-24). It may be easily explained why precisely the

prophetic endowment of the time of the judges has this violent

form. We are reminded of Balaam (Num. xxiv. 4) :
" That

falling down," observes Baumgarten,
1 "from which Balaam

calls himself /2>3,
is the perfect prostration, the sinking away

of the directly natural standing and condition. The less the

natural life is glorified into the spirit, the more forcibly is ex-

pressed the might of the divine Spirit that comes over the man."

And, in fact, where the Spirit of revelation has to make use of

which are able to represent the places of actual impressions of sense. Since,

for the rest, through pathologic irritation, or moreover internal spiritual

causation, lively perceptions may come into our circle of vision without

external agency, it will have to be conceded from the scientific standing,

that such like subjective seeing and hearing in certain cases may be pro-
duced by God

;
and there may be due to what is perceived at the same

time a higher truth and reality, a divine objectivity. I miss the acknow-

ledgment of this possib
:

lity in Hecker's Vorlesung tiber Visionen, 1848,

according to which Th. Sickel, in his treatise on Jeanne d'Arc, 1861, esti-

mates the visions of the heroine.
1
Theologischer Comm. zum Pentateuch, ii. 370.
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instruments such as Balaam and the Samson natures of the

time of the judges, it does not occur without such violence, and

constraint, and rending asunder of the strong links that still

unite spirit and flesh. But even still later, when the prophetic

endowment has already, so to speak, a nohler form, although
the prophetic state is not in itself associated with abalienatio

mentis and deliquium sensuumf yet probably the ecstasy is so,

which generally is not to be conceived without cessation of the

external agency of the senses, and without a temporary death

to the external world. The true prophets, however, are dis-

tinguished from the false, by the fact that there are no special

pathologic phenomena under which the visionary state comes

on ; further, by the fact that they do not, by any influence upon

themselves, throw themselves into this state, and that generally
in order to be able to behold divine visions, they are not first

thrown into this state by way of preparation ; but the conti-

nuity of their spirit's life is suddenly broken through by the

extraordinary operation of God, as when Ezekiel, sitting before

the elders of the exiles, is seized by the hand of Jehovah, and

snatched away to Jerusalem, and not till after long vision is

placed back by the Spirit of God which has taken him away, into

the external and conscious reality of his situation (Ezek. viii. 1-3,

comp. xi. 24) ; and it is the awe-inspiring, overpowering impres-
sion of the vision itself which throws them upon their face (Ezek.
i. 28, iii. 23, xliii. 3), that they are, as it were, sunken in deep

sleep (Dan. viii. 18, x. 9, comp. Zech. iv. 1), and lie upon the

ground, as
if,

as far as the outer man was concerned, they were

dead (Dan. x. 8 ; Apoc. i. 17). Their ecstatic state, moreover,
is distinguished from the forced false one (TrapeKa-Taais), by the

fact that they remember what has been given them to see, hear,

and speak in the ecstasy : their consciousness therefore suffers

no dislocation in the withdrawal ; it does not happen to them as

to the Cumsean Sibyl,
2

who, when the inspiration left her, had

no memory of what had been spoken.
3

But, in all cases, the

1 Thus Philippi, Kirchliche GlaubenskJire, i. 169. This is the Montanist

view, which Ritschl (Die Entstehung der altkatholischen Kirche, pp. 465-477,

ed. 2) rightly refers to the heathen-Christian confusion of prophecy with

soothsaying.
2
Justin, Cohort, ad Grascos, c. xxxvi.

* Comp Kurtz' Darstellung der UnterscMede der prophetischen und
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ecstatic vision never comes on without the life of the prophet

withdrawing itself from without, inwardly to the innermost

ground of the spirit. And, moreover, Balaam and Caiaphas
are not the only examples of the prophet prophesying what he

would not, and prophesying without knowing the prophetic
character of what was said. As Balaam blesses where he

would curse, so Jehovah's prophets at times are compelled to

curse where they would bless ; and as Caiaphas prophesied on

account of his high-priestly office, so David also prophesies

frequently in the Psalms without knowing it,
on account of his

typical character. The prophecy in all these cases is of like

character. The hand of God is laid on the prophet ; the

Spirit of God effects the capacity, and the substance of the

prophecy ; and it ranges from perfectly conscious free service,

to unconscious or unwilling instrumentality, down through a

number of mingled relations.

Whilst, however, the mystic ecstasy is not able to grasp that

which is seen, for the most part, in words, although it has been

seen in clear and not restrained but exalted consciousness

and thus the remembrance of it remains present it is involved

in the purpose of the ecstasy of the prophet who is so by his

calling, that he should bring the visions, seen ev Trvevfiar^ and,

becoming gradually conscious to him under the influence of the

vov? and of the psychical agencies, to adequate and intelligible

expression. For that which the prophet, as such, receives to see

and to apprehend, he sees and apprehends, not for himself alone,

but, as being the appointed mediator of the divine thoughts

respecting the order of salvation and divine decrees, for his

people and for humanity. Thus the prophetic ecstasy is distin-

guished, as from the mystic, so also (3) from the charismatic, for

instance, the glossolalic ecstasy, i.e. from that whence proceeded
the speaking with tongues, or speaking in strange languages

(whether they be languages actually existing, as at Pentecost, or

languages newly created1

) an exalted speech in an ecstatic state,

mantisclien Ekstase, I.e. p. 129. Meanwhile, also, a striking treatise by
Oehler, oa the relation oi the Old Testament prophecy to the heathen

soothsaying, appeared in 1861 (Programm zur Begluckwunschung der Univ.

Breslau bei ihrem Jubilaum).
1 In this accidental double form subsists the essential unity of the

Gloasolalia in the First Epistle to the Corinthians, and in the Acts of the
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which did not bring to the congregation any conscious advan-

tage, until either some other (1 Cor. xii. 10, xiv. 27) or the

speaker himself (ibid. v. 13) interpreted it (Sfcepyu^'yeue),
and so

translated it out of the eternal sphere of the Trvev^a into the

region of the you?. Hilgenfeld, indeed, is mistaken in ex-

plaining the unintelligibility of the fyAwcrcrat, only by the tran-

scendent nature of what they expressed to the merely human
consciousness:

1 but he observes with great truth, that that which

is common to prophecy and to glossolalia consisted in the exalta-

tion of the consciousness above the merely human sphere, but

that which is distinct consisted in this : that he who was pro-

phetically inspired was in the full possession of his reflecting

spiritual powers ; whilst the other inspiration expressed itself

only by the agency of the intuitive God-directed side of the

human spirit, with suppression of the discursive thought (i/ou?).

We have already spoken on this subject, Div. IV. Sec. V.,

where we showed that there is a human irvev^a in a narrower

sense, a capacity of immediate perception and insight. As
all ecstasy, so also glossolalia was perfected in this Trvevpa :

2
it

was a miraculous agency of the Spirit of God (Acts ii. 4, x. 45,

Apostles. For that the ecstatic sayings of the apostles had first been, by
additional interpretation, transferred into the special popular languages, as

Wieseler (Studien u. Krit. 1860, p. 117) supposes, is contrary to the verbal

tenor of the narrative
;
and that the proclamation was made in a spiritual

language, distinct from all popular tongues, is contrary to the historical

import of the fact (see v. Hofrnann, Schriftb. iii. 22). Whether glossolalia

repeated itself in this prominent pentecostal form, we know not
;

it cannot

be gathered from Acts x. 46. In 1 Cor. xii.-xiv. it appears throughout as

a speaking in unknown, new spirit-created tongues, which, instead of trspeti

y'huffffott or Kcttvail y"h.uaat, are called absolutely y'haaaaii, because /h.aaaat.i in

itself has also the meaning of a foreign obscure language ;
wherefore Wieseler

refers to Plutarch, de Pyth. orac. c. xxiv., where the expressions of the

Pythia are called yAw<r<rae/, and Pollux, Onom. ii. 4, according to which even

poetical expressions were so named (KU,\ rets 7rotvirtx,ci$ Quvois "/"hurra,;

ixa.AQv). Irenseus (v. 6, 1) says, 7r#j/ToBottf-a7f yXwUf; comp. ^ivatyuviiv

by Montanus in Euseb. h. e. v. 16.

1 Glossolalia in the Ancient Church, 1850; comp. the work of Ross-

teuscher, that appeared about the same time, The Gift of Tonf/ues in the

Apostolic Age, 1850. The charisma in itself is in the latter work more

justly apprehended.
2 See Burger on 1 Cor. xiv. 2, 31, where, moreover, the ecstatic character

of the speaking with tongues, which von Kudloff (p. 241) will not allow, ia

acknowledged.
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comp. Mark xvi. 17, 1 Cor. xiv. 22) in the human Trvevpa rov

1/009, i.e. in the depth that lies below the customary daylight

consciousness. He who spoke with tongues was in the condi-

tion of Trpoaevxrj, i.e. of adoring, praising prayer,
1 and indeed.

as the activity of his vovs ceased, of supernatural prayer, as our

fathers call it,

2 and whereof e.g. Joh. Arndt 3

says,
" Our spirit

dissolves therein, and is absorbed into the uncreated Spirit

of God: the heart therefore becomes, by true faith, filled with

God's love, in such a way that it can remember nothing but

God. What the soul then perceives is inexpressible ; and if in

such high devotion it should be asked, What perceivest thou?

it would answer, A good above all good. What seest thou t

A beauty which transcends all beauty. What feelest thou ?

A joy above all joy. Wr
hat tastest thou ? A graciousness above

all graciousness." In such a state of mystical ecstasy surren-

dered to God (1 Cor. xiv. 2, 28, comp. 2 Cor. v. 13), in which the

influence of the Holy Ghost, which moreover otherwise flows

forth to the prayers of the faithful (Rom. viii. 26), is enhanced

to the highest degree,
4 he who speaks with tongues finds him-

self speaking to his own edification (1 Cor. xiv. 4) ;
and this

mystic ecstasy becomes a charismatic ecstasy, intended for a

miraculous sign (1 Cor. xiv. 22), in that this prayerful disposi-

tion, triumphant and absorbed in God, creates to itself a form

of speech in which it incessantly breaks forth from the heart as

in sacred dithyrambics.
5

1
Confessedly, this is the idea of TFpwwxn, in distinction from Bljjcr/f,

fcWfvi/j, and tv%apwTioc, (1 Tim. ii. 1). JLv%xpt<rTt'ot, thus distinguished, is

giving thanks, not for the ordinary human, but for the special experiences of

grace. But the apostle (1 Cor. xiv.) uses for Kf>wtv-x,t<i6(x.i, of the speaker with

tongues, svxocpiarew also
;
and gyAoys/v, so far as it is thanks and praise

(n^in), is also the general nature of Kpoatvxq.

2 In Tertullian, adv. Marc. v. 8, oratio spiritalis.
3 True Christianity, ii. 20, comp. the division on charismatic prayer

in R. Lobers's Lehre vom Gebet (2d edit. 1860), p. 100, especially the

beautiful and genuine Paulinian expression : "In the charismatic prayer,

a man maintains a testimony of the living Christ, and a breathing of His

power, but not in order to build tabernacles on the mount of transfigura-

tion, but in order to carry the heavenly life into the valley of death, where

resounds the cry for help."
*
Hilgenfeld, I.e. p. 57.

1
That, as Wieseler supposes (I.e. pp. 113-116), the unintelligibility of

the speaking with tongues (1 Cor. xiv. 7-11, where it is compared with the
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A phenomenon very similar to glossolalia has often been

observed in clairvoyance. Not only that the soul, in all condi-

tions of more solemn excitement, or of enhancement of its powers,
associated with a gradual detachment from the body, is accus-

tomed to speak a purer, more select, more picturesque, and

more rhythmic language : in the state of clairvoyance, more-

over, it begins as if feeling the insufficiency of customary lan-

guage, and the need of one fuller of meaning and expression
to speak in tongues that are unintelligible to the hearers, but

produce an effect upon them as if of spiritual voices from a

distant world.
1 The degree of the soul's flight in the case of

the female seer of Prevorst, was in this respect, as generally,

only a very low one. Instead of other instances, I recur again
here also to the case of the somnambulist, already more than

once mentioned, who, although not without obscure intervals,

still beyond all doubt, during his somnambulic state, continued

under the protection of the Lord, to whom he was devoted in

his waking state with simple, childlike faith. "The songs,

prayers, and the like, which were made by our somnambulist in

foreign languages," says the narrator of the account,
" contain

sounds akin to the oriental and classic, but not to the northern

languages ; yet he in no way confuses these languages together.
But if, for example, he begins a song with Hebrew intonations,

he continues to use them to the end. Many known words

occur from the language chosen ; but nevertheless, according to

the judgment of one who knows the language, the whole is not

to be understood. Often, moreover, he sings very softly, with

trembling voice, a sorrowful oriental melody. Sometimes he

begins in a whisper, sometimes he concludes thus, and speaks
at length only in pantomime. Although in unintelligible lan-

guage, he speaks with the most delicate voice. In the begin-

ning of his somnambulism, he only at first spoke such words

and sentences isolated, but now in connected discourses. It is

effects of sounding instruments) is maintained in respect of the delivery,

and equally in vers. 10-12 (where the languages of intercourse are

opposed) in respect of the language, I cannot find
;
but certainly there

was associated with the foreign language of the ecstatic speaker with

tongues (as Wiesinger acknowledges), doubtless also a foreign delivery or

address.
1
Steinbeck, Der Dichter ein Seher, p. 547.
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as though at first he had learned by degrees to imitate these

heavenly tones, these angelic voices." When the narrator once

asked him, What sort of strange languages are they that thou

so often speakest ; and wherefore dost thou speak and sing in

these languages, although none of the hearers understand them ?

he answered, It is the Spirit's language, which only somnam-

bulists understand, and can weakly imitate. Further, who has

taught thee these languages I He replied, Ellas speaks to me,
and I hear his voice, and give heed to his words. Thou often

breakest off when thou wishest to disclose to us the future, and

then speakest in strange language : wherefore doest thou this?

He said, My angel of peace, Elias, then enjoins me silence : he

checks my speech, so that I can only speak to him.

This comparison of the somnambulic glossolalia with the

charismatic is justified ; for nothing is more true than (to adopt
J. H. Pabst's view l

) that the supernatural and the natural

ecstasy produce in many ways altogether similar phenomena.
What the apostle says (1 Cor. xiv. 21) of glossolalia, that it is

a sign of a judicial kind for the unbelieving, is also true in

some measure even of the somnambulist. But our point of

view in the comparison is not the similarity, but the great dis-

tinction in all this similarity. The charisma was conditioned

by no kind of bodily constitution. There was no cataleptic

state associated with
it,

such as is inseparable from the som-

nambulic clairvoyance, and such as occurs even iri the mystic
and prophetic ecstasy. He who possessed this charisma had

himself so far in his own power, that he could come forth with

it in the congregation or not (1 Cor. xiv. 18, 28). He was

bound to, and was able to, enjoin silence on himself, if no in-

terpreter were there ; for God had ordained for the gift of lan-

guages, as its complement, also the gift of interpretation, which,
even in somnambulic cases as relatively pure as the one just

mentioned, has never appeared. And whilst idio-somnambulism,

especially on this grade of clairvoyance, is always an exceedingly
rare occurrence, the early church gift of speaking with tongues
was possessed at the same time by several. It was one of the

many fruits of the pentecostal Spirit shed forth upon the primi-
tive congregation. It was a purely spiritual phenomenon.
For whilst the somnambulist converses with the outer world in

i Ein Wort iiber die Ekstase, 1834, p. 29
; comp. above, p. 355.
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the full activity of his psychico-pneumatical powers, although
not by means of the external senses, the speaker with tongues
was altogether turned towards God with his heart, and an in-

comparably purer mirror of the divine mysteries.

Nevertheless, we should be convinced, if a glossolalic dis-

course could be preserved to us in a faithful translation, that

there is no lifting away of the man out of the bonds of the body,
no withdrawal of the spirit from the flesh-enslaved Psyche,

no ravishing of the spirit into the directness, proportionally freed

from self, of his feeling and perceiving mind, wherein never-

theless, in spite of all the brightness, a shadow of the limited

human individuality, and its temporal necessities, allows itself to

be perceived. Between the future intuition of the blessed, and

the visions of the most favoured seer of this world, between

the being at home with the Lord, and every kind of spiritual

ecstasy, there is, and will be, a large interval. In all prophetic

visions, the power is given to contemplate the Godhead, and the

spirit-world, and the decreed future, in a manner accommodated

to the individuality of the prophet and the circumstances of

the time. He therefore beholds that which is seen, not as it is

in itself, but as it becomes visible to him in a symbol that yet
is formed for the purpose, chiefly from materials that are found

in his subjectivity. And even if the prophet apprehends the

divine word in itself, in a condition distinct from ecstasy, it

does not come to him without having first of all entered into

the form of his individuality. The divine thoughts take their

way to the Ego of the prophet through his nature. They
clothe themselves in popular human language, according to

the prophet's individual manner of thinking and speaking ;

and they present themselves in a form manifoldly limited,

according to the existing circumstances, and the horizon of

contemporary history. They maintain themselves in the ob-

jectivity and transcendency of their nature (1 Pet. i. 10),

but in a human, finite, accidental expression, which often

makes that which is in itself mysterious still more enigmatical.
Even the glimpse into the future which is granted to the pro-

phet, is conditioned, so to speak, according to the optical laws

of his internal perception.
1

Things which are widely removed
1
Comp. on this subject the interesting remarks in the work of v. Baader,

Ueber die Ekstase oder das Verzucktsein der magnetisclien Schlafredner, 1818,
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from one another, approach in the perspective : the prophet
sees the conclusive future on the brink of the present, without

the long ascending and descending road that lies between. By
the side of the remote perspective that is rendered possible by
the spirit of prophecy, there is always also a close view that is

not cancelled by the former; and hope, moreover, does its work of

drawing near the remote future into the closest neighbourhood
of the gloomy present. Prophecy is, indeed, not merely a Oelov :

it is, moreover, an avOptoTrwov, and both aspects of its nature

subserve the divine plan of salvation. God could do away with

the limits that are incident to the prophetic view of the remote

future; that He does not do so, is of His disciplinary wisdom.

The like, moreover, is obvious with the THEOPNEUSTIA, the

divine factor in the origination of the canonical Scripture (2 Tim.

iii. 16). It is inadmissible to distinguish between inspiratio

realis and verbalis. Substance and form are both the effect of

the one divine act. As the soul came into existence when God
breathed the spirit into man, so come into existence words of

divine nature and human form, when God breathes thoughts into

man. This is a fact of experience, which is not so altogether

exclusively pertinent to the future life, that every Christian has

not occasionally been able to experience it in himself. Moreover,

Theopneustia is a conception of a species which comprehends
within itself variously diversified spiritual operations, even ac-

cording to the special charisma, the special professional position,

and special literary occupation, i.e. even according as the writer

is related productively and continuously, or reproductively and

applicatively, to the revelation and the history of redemption.
But in both cases the divine appears under the affections of the

human. In the latter case, even errors are possible in the re-

production of the historical and transacted : failures of memory,
failures of combination, generally failures above which the

most spiritual human activity of all is not absolutely exalted.

Our ancient dogmatists evade this avowal, but their idea ofO 7

inspiration neither approves itself psychologically nor histori-

cally. It makes the influence of God, who takes the writer into

the service of the revealed history, into a too stiff, uniform,
forceful one-sidedness, without duly appreciating the co-opera-

p. 15; and, in addition, Hamberger, Cardinal Points of the Philosophy of
Baader (1855), pp. 43-45.
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tive individual manifold free agency of the writer. The act of

inspiration should, and must, be represented as an organic vital

interworking of the divine and human factor, without thereby

jeopardizing the infallibility of the revealed truth written in

the Scripture, and the faithfulness of the fundamental history

of redemption contained therein for all times. Or are we, in

order to open no breach to unbelief, to declare even the punctua-
tion of the Old Testament to be inspired, and the New Testa-

ment Greek to be free from all offences against classicality of

form? 1 The time when such assertions were possible is irre-

vocably past. Scripture is no book fallen from heaven : its

origination is just as much human as divine iravra Oela /cal

avBpwTnva TravTa? He who is offended at this, sins against
the Holy Spirit, whose condescension into humanity, by no

means docetic, and full of love, he ought rather to admire and

praise.

Man, indeed, is no angel, no pure spiritual nature perfected

by trial. However mightily God may remove man above the

limits of finite existence, of embodied spirituality, of nationality,

of the ideal range, of his language, of the individuality of his

endowment and his education, of the standing and the circum-

stances of his time, and commune with him, as it were, isolated

from his natural self in the Trvev/jLo, rov yoo? aurou, the limits

continue to subsist still within the present state, because only
an immediate sudden magical power could annihilate them ;

and their shadows reach even into that sanctuary of communion

with God, and tinge the light that thence breaks forth on man.

Therefore even the New Testament apostle, who possessed the

gifts of prophecy and of speech with tongues in the highest
measure (1 Cor. xiv. 18), and was favoured with lofty ecstasies,

declares that prophecy is a fragment, and that we (including

him) look upon the divine only through a mirror in an enig-
matic form (1 Cor. xiii.). It is the same apostle who in Rom.
vii. 24 sighs,

" O wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver

me from the body of this death 1
" The divine does not give

itself to us to inspect, without its beams being refracted in our

1 See Schraid, Dogmatik der Ev. Luth. Kirche, p. 25.

2 This expression, first of all transferred by Hamann to the spiritual

province, is from Hippocrates, who says it, with reference to the ispq vovvo;

(epilepsy), of the diseases (Opp. ed. Littre, vi. 394).
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manifoldly limited nature; and our life in God is not maintained,

without being under the necessity of constantly resisting the

pressure of our sinful nature.

THE UNABOLISHED ANTINOMY.

SEC. VI.

THERE is no .portion of Scripture which affords us a more pro-

found psychological insight into the internal condition of the

regenerate than Kom. vii. in association with ch. viii. But in

order to avoid misapprehension in the psychologic application
of this portion, we must first of all transport ourselves vitally

and fundamentally into the current of thought involved in the

apostolic argument.
1

In v. 12, etc., Paul has instituted a parallel between Adam
and Christ. There is in the world a dominion of death, as there

is of sin, which is caused by the one man in whom humanity

originates. All men die, because
(e^>' w) in the sin of one all

have sinned. The death of individuals is, even apart from their

special sins, the infallible consequence of the sin of the one.

This may be seen from the fact, that death reigned even in the

period before the law, when sin had not yet, as in the case of

Adam, the form of a transgression of law. But with Adam,
the One, stands contrasted Christ, the One, who has earned for

humanity that which in the first instance the individual does

not require to earn, as Adam incurred for it that which in the

first instance the individual does not require to incur. As the

sin of Adam had the doom of death as its result, which is com-

pleted on all men by reason of sin, so the obedience of the one

man Jesus Christ, on the other hand, brought about righteous-

1 Among the most solid things that have been produced on this subject,

is Hofmann's treatise on the Epistle to the Romans, in the course of his

treament of the history of the origination of the Scriptures, Zeitschrift fur
Protest, u. Kirche, 1860, p. 65. This treatise is subsequent to vol. i. of the

2d ed. of the Schriftbeweis (1857), and to Schott's work, Der Romerlrief
seinem Endzweck und Gedankengang nach ausgelegt (1858).

3 E
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ness and life, which are offered to all men as a gift of grace,

and are manifested as a contrary power far transcending the

consequences of the disobedience of the one. What position is

attributed to the law in this opposition, is declared in ch. v.

20, 21 : it was brought in to make sin all the more evident in

its manifestation, and so to reveal in its fulness the super-

abundance of grace. It was to be shown, that the dominion of

sin which effectually declares itself in death, is far exceeded by
the dominion of the New Testament grace, which is fulfilled by

righteousness in everlasting life. The apostle then anticipates

the immoral result which nvght perchance be gathered from

this, as though, in declaring the triumph of grace to be greater

in proportion as the sin is greater, he were giving to the sinner

a ground of palliation. He obviates this, by showing that tha

Christian, by virtue of baptism into the death of Christ, has

died to the old life conditioned by sin, and by virtue of the

resurrection of Christ is empowered and engaged to lead a

new divine life in the service of God (ch. vi. 1-14). That

mischievous consequence of the relation of grace to sin is thus

void. The apostle from this also obviates another false deduc-

tion from the Christian's freedom from the law, as though a

licence were thus set up for the sinner. This deduction also is

futile ;
for the standing of grace, as the position of a servant

under righteousness, is the absolute opposite of the standing of

a servant under sin. To be under grace is not only to be freed

from the bondage of sin, and its wages of death, but to have

entered into the service of righteousness, into the service of

God, whose gift of grace is eternal life in Christ Jesus TW

Kvpla THL&V (ch, vi. 14 et seq.). That Christ is our master, and

no longer the law, is proved by the apostle, with especial refer-

ence to the members of the Jewish community (ch. vii. 16).
He appeals to a fundamental principle of the positive law. Man
is subject to the law so long as he lives, but no longer : only
death abrogates the obligatory relation of man to the law ; but

this abrogates it effectually. He illustrates this by an example.
So long as the husband lives, the wife, as under the husband,
is thus bound to the law, which is represented with its weight
of obligation in the husband ; only death looses the legal bond,

which otherwise is indissoluble. Hereupon he concludes in

ver. 4a, from ver. 1 : We have died in and with the crucified
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One; over a dead man the law has no further power, there-

fore we are free from the law. And from vers. 2 and 3 he in-

fers in ver. 46 (efc TO <yevicr6ai, /e.r.X.) that the church of God
is first the church of the law

; but in Christ, who in the body
of His flesh represents the law, the law is dead for the church

of God, that the church might belong to Christ the risen, to

whom the law with its claims and its curse has no more right,

and espoused to whom the church is a church of grace and of

life. In ver. 5 he specifies the reason why man, in order to

bring forth fruit unto God, must be made to belong to another

than the law :
" for when we were in the flesh" (the condition

of moral weakness and corruption, which the law only enhances,

and does not abrogate),
" the sinful passions that were called

forth by the law were operative in our members to bring forth

fruit unto death; but now we are delivered from the law,

having died to that wherein we were held" (the power of the

law which enhances sin),
" so that now we serve in newness of

the spirit, and not in the oldness of the letter" (i.e.
not in the

old form of life, which the letter of the law acquiesces in, but

in the new, which is the operation of the Spirit).

Only misunderstanding can thus, from the principle that

the law enhancing sin treats the power of grace as folly, infer

such consequences as imperil sanctification. The freedom

from the law is no licence to sin ; rather it is the condition of

enfranchisement from sin. But thence it might appear as

though the law itself were sin. The apostle cannot carry on

the argument begun ver. 12 to the end, without first having
demolished this false appearance also. He accomplishes this

ch. vii. 7-12, by experimentally showing that the law brings to

man the consciousness of what sin is, and by its prohibition

occasions the transition from lust after that which is forbidden,

into the death-causing act of sin ; and that, far from being itself

sin, it actually thereby proves its holiness, in opposition to the

sinfulness of man ; or, as Hofmann 1 combines these thoughts of

the apostle, created by experience,
" that the law is only abused

by sin, to make the beginning of personal self-determination

the beginning of personal forfeiture to death. By nature

every individual man stands in an attitude of will opposed to

God and of being out of God, in sin and death, even before he
1
Schriftbcweis, i. 459, 1st ed.

; comp. 544 of 2d ed.
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becomes personally conscious of himself in his relation to God.

But thence, moreover, he enters upon such a consciousness, only
in virtue of his own decision as Ego to make that ungodly will

his own ; and herewith as the Ego, which he has now become,
to fall into that being out of God, within which he was when he

became Ego." Manifestly eyo> eo>z> and eyo> cnrkQavov stand in

contrast to one another. When Augustine explains the former,

vivere mihi videbar quia ante mandatum latebat peccatum, it is

insufficient. There is an existence meant, which, in comparison
with the condition of death subsequently self-produced by

personal sin, deserved the name of life, an existence in some

measure like the paradisaic status integritatis (only in some

measure similar, because sin, although as in a kind of death-

sleep, was already in being), namely, the condition of the child

not yet entered into the so-called status discretions (Div. IV.

Sec. III.), in which sin and death have not yet grown from

slumbering potentialities into personally realized facts. In the

divine law, the ripening man attains to the consciousness of

that which is good and evil : there begins now a self-conscious

conduct, and self-determining moral agency is perfected ; but

this beginning of personal moral self-attestation is also the

beginning of personal involvement in sin and death. The law,

therefore, is not itself sin ;
but that it makes sin and death

personal facts of experience for us, is the effect which is estab-

lished in our natural, i.e. inborn, condition inherited by birth

of the revelation in itself, holy and just and good, of that which

God claims from us.

To this setting aside of the one counter-question, whether

the law is a/juaprla, is linked another counter-question: Is there-

fore TO wyaObv, i.e. the law which proceeds from God, originat-

ing in goodness, having good as its aim, and promising good
is this become my death ? To this the apostle replies, Not the

law, but sin. This was to be evident precisely from the fact,

that by means of that which is good it wrought death in me, and

thus perverted the God-ordained means of life into a means of

death : it was thus to become manifest, in the abundance of its

ungodly nature, by the commandment which it thus misused.
" For we know," continues the apostle, associating himself with

all the faithful, who understand how to appreciate the signifi-

cance of the law in the whole of the divine institution,
" we
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know that the law is spiritual; but I am carnal, sold under sin."

It is the knowledge of a continual state of things that the

apostle here expresses. The declaration that the law is spiritual,

while he himself is flesh, and in bondage under sin, is related

to the present. For that very reason it is said, not (rapKi/cos,

but adpKwos: for crdpicwos is one who has in himself the bodily

nature and the sinful tendency inherited with it ; but a-apKiicos

is one whose personal fundamental tendency is this sinful

impulse of the flesh.
1

Flesh, born of the flesh, are we all, and

so remain until the regeneration is completed in the resurrec-

tion
; and, because with this inborn nature sin also is inborn in

us, we are and remain also inalienably burdened with sin, or, as

may moreover be said, since we cannot release ourselves from

it, imprisoned under it. Every Christian, as a child of Adam,
must acquiesce in what the apostle confesses. Thus, and no

otherwise, we appear to ourselves universally in the mirror of

the law. It is precisely this knowledge of our natural constitu-

tion that contradicts the law, that we owe to the law. It is this

acknowledgment which the law has it in view to produce in

man as he is descended from Adam. How this acknowledg-

ment, and with it the feeling of the necessity of redemption,

originates, the apostle explains further in the 15th and follow-

ing verses, from his own experience of life.

The law is spiritual in kind and nature, and therefore

claims a conduct which has the mastery over that which is

material and over itself ; but I am of flesh, and disposed accord-

ingly. For "thus the apostle makes good this 15th and 16th

verse " that which I do I know not," i.e. it is foreign to my
most special self-determination; "for not what I wish to do I

accomplish ; but what I hate, that do I. If then I do that which
I would not, I consent unto the law, that it is justly ordered."

It is precisely this contest between my will and my conduct that

gives to the law this testimony, in that that proportion of the

law which I do not accomplish is that which is properly willed

by me, while that which is sinful which I do is what I hate.

The law requires of me spiritual conduct, powerful over myself,
conformed to the sanctity of God, to the Spirit, and to the

1 Thus in this way are distinguished elvat \v aotpxi and tivat

oa.ox.ot. See Hofmann, Schriftb. i. 562. In Meyer and Schott I do not
find this distinction properly regarded.
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divine likeness of my spirit. That in spite of my will I never

accomplish this, is not the fault of the law, but of my own
fleshliness.

The apostle deduces from this, with reference back to the

preceding Treirpa/jievos VTTO rrjv afjiapriav^ ver. 17, that in such a

state of things it is no longer he that does such things, but the

sin that dwelleth in him; and proves (vers. 18-20) that sin, and

nothing else, is 'this power, distinct from his Ego, opposed to

his true nature. What the apostle here declares, can only
be repeated after him by one in whom a knowledge and will

of what is willed by God, opposed to the inborn nature, is

present, one in whom Ego and sin are in such a manner

isolated, that the sin, instead of passing as the action of his

Ego, may rather be regarded as the act of the sin that enslaves

it contrary to his wr
ill ; for the Ego is no longer one with sin

it is free from it
;

sin resides in such a man still, only as a

foreign power : there has come to pass in him, consequently, a

process of separation which is still foreign to the natural man,
and is thus effected by grace. But the apostle cannot by pos-

sibility mean, that in any such an one a sinful act could be

accomplished without his Ego being concerned therein. This

would be just as contrary to the idea of sin, which as an act is

always a personal fact, as it is contrary to all experience. For

instance, no sin of unchastity is possible, so long as the man is

able to hold his Ego at a distance absolutely from the urging

fleshly enticements : it is possible only when the might of

temptation succeeds either in overmastering, or even in interest-

ing, the Ego of the man. At times there are mingled in the

range of man's thoughts impure thoughts, which he acknow-

ledges as not less thought by his Ego than the pure ones which

it opposes to them in order to dislodge them. Sometimes

temptation succeeds in drawing in the man's Ego into itself ;

but in the midst of the sinful act, the man draws it back from

it, full of loathing for it. Sometimes, moreover, the Ego, in

order to complete the sinful act unrestrainedly, is voluntarily

absorbed into unconsciousness, and does not until after its

completion return with horror to recollection of itself
;
and the

spirit with shame becomes conscious of its having been veiled

by its own responsibility. When, therefore, in the 18th verse,

the apostle says,
" I know that in me (that is, in my flesh)
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dwelleth no good thing," he cannot thereby intend to say

that the flesh, and not the Ego, is the subject of sin. The

meaning is rather this, that in him to wit, as he explains by

way of restriction, in him so far as he is (rap/twos, i.e. consists

of flesh, and is thus easily overpowered by flesh no good thing
dwells. It is false if it is said that adp^ in such an ethical

connection does not mean the sensible flesh ; but it is not less

false if it be said that it signifies this in respect of itself alone.

It is the entire nature of man, sinful, and subject to death,

which is called <rdpt;. But Hengstenberg
1

rightly suggests the

question, how it happens that it should be called exactly adp^.
He replies, that it is because the impulses that proceed from

the spirit make an impression upon the flesh, the material

nature, because sins are accompanied with bodily excitements,

and as it were encamp in the body; because sinful impulses

are, moreover, already in the material nature in consequence of

inherited sin : for how else could there be family sins f This

is all true ; but the true final answer is that which we gave in

Div. III. Sec. I. towards the end. The entire natural man is

called crapf, because he has fallen absolutely into the power of

the evil potentialities of his fundamental nature, which the

original sin has set free. This setting free is the work of an

ungodly will ; but having once taken place, it is a fact that

can only be remedied by regeneration. The breadth of the

idea of
<rdp!;, in an ethical sense, is only thus to be explained.

In this sense o-dpj; is the palpable material flesh, inclusive of

its human existence from the beginning, the psychico-pneu-
matical internal nature homogeneous with it, and standing in

mutual relation with it, and even inclusive of the Ego that

suffers itself to be limited by the inborn fleshly nature (Div.
IV. Sec. II.), which, in complying with the sinful dispositions,

restraints, and allurements of his nature, enhances its own
inborn corruption.

It is not at all possible that the New Testament conception

<rap| (comp. Gen. vi. 3, "P3) should be otherwise intended.

For (1) the material flesh in itself can neither experience, nor

imagine, nor desire. All these things, although effected by
means of the body, are yet impossible acts without a psychical

1 See his Explanation of the Gospel of St John, vol. i. (1861), pp.
189-192 (on John iii. 6).
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background. Thus, when the New Testament, and especially

Paul, speaks of eTriOvfJuiai TT}? crap/cos (Gal. v. 16 ; Eph. ii. 3),

TTJ? trap/cos (Eph. ii. 3, comp. John i. 13), and even

t? roO C7fw/z-aro9 (Rom. viii. 13), the idea of (rdp% cannot

be satisfied with the meaning of the tangible flesh. It is neces-

sary, in order to avoid attaching absurdity to these biblical

expressions, to suppose that the flesh is conceived of together
with a fleshly soul pertaining to it. This view was widely
diffused among the most ancient fathers. Man was almost

generally defined as a nature consisting of a rational immortal

soul, and a body with a vegetative-sensitive soul. But, in oppo-
sition to the Manichaeism which supposed a good and an evil

soul in man, and to the Apollinarianism which explained the

incarnation as a union of the Logos with a corporeity consist-

ing of flesh and fleshly soul, it was decided, after careful consi-

deration, for the most part, that there is no inferior soul distinct

from the reasonable soul, but that the one spirit-soul (pla

tyvxfi \ojiKrj re KOI voepa, as the eleventh canon of the eighth
oecumenical council expresses it)

is that which animates the

body without the intervention of a fleshly soul.
1

This opposi-
tion to the view of two souls, although in this conception very

insufficient, was still justified. For (2) there is not actually

any fleshly soul distinct from the spiritual soul, capable of

experience, of imagination, and of desire. The school of

Giinther, which maintains this view with great acuteness, and

not without many respectable predecessors,
2

proceeds therein

1 In favour of the identity of the reasonable and the vegetative-sensi-

tive soul, there are, among others who specially treat on this question.

Tertullian and John of Damascus. Origen is rather in favour of the dis-

tinction. Lactantius calls the question inextricabilis. Augustine is in

favour of the identity, but not without hesitation. Among the scholastics,

Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus are in favour of the identity : the former

teaching that the anima rationalis virtualiter is at the same time the vege-

tativa et sensitive, ; the former, that the anima rationalis imparts to the

body its vegetative and sensitive life (dans esse corpori). Thus also the

Councils of Vienna (1311), and of Lateran (1513), explain themselves,

anima rationalis est forma corporis per se et essentialiter. In favour of the

difference, there are among the more celebrated scholastics only Alanus db

insulis and Occam.
* See Zukrigl's Critical Inquiry into the Nature of the Reasonable Spirit-

soul and ofthe Psychic Corporeity ofMan, with reference to the Conflict of the

present time, and to the Councils, Ecclesiastical Fathers, and Scholastics, 1854.
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on the supposition that the brute-soul is only the highest in-

tensification of matter, and is therefore no substance essen-

tially distinct from matter ; and on the not less unscriptural

supposition, that the body with which in man the spirit-soul is

united, contains in itself a soul similar in qualification to the

brute-soul, which only becomes awakened or actualized by the

super-addition of the spirit-soul. From these two unscriptural

assumptions, it is then further asserted, that when Scripture

speaks of a contrast of the flesh and the spirit, the flesh, with

the experiencing, imagining, and desiring internal character

peculiar to it as such, is meant, whose impure disorderly affec-

tions are urgent against the spirit-soul, and by its consent

become sin. If we remember that by scholasticism there are

distinguished in the locus de concupiscentia, firstly, motus primo-

primi, i.e. such as for a moment, benumbing the free-will, anti-

cipate its exercise ; then motus secundi, i.e. such as proceed

directly from the free-will ;
and thirdly, motus secundo-primi,

i.e. such as the free-will suffers itself to be hurried away in ;

then, according to the Guntherish theory, the motus primo-

primi proceed from the fleshly soul. As this, although con-

scious, is yet impersonal and not free, those motus primo-primi
are in themselves guiltless and irresponsible. Confessedly this

is a symbolically accepted proposition of Roman Catholic

morality. That the Giintherish theory finds so much contra-

diction in the Romish Church, is a fact which proves that that

position (which our church decidedly rejects) may be held

without accepting the Giintherish anima carnis. But the true

refutation of this latter is, at the same time, also the refutation

of the former position, which is perilous to the acknowledg-
ment of sins and reality of sanctification. We have already

sufficiently proved above, that Scripture only knows of one soul

of man,which is at once spiritual and fleshly soul.
1

That, even

in reference to the moral dualism in man, this essential unity
1 The third of the views given by Origen, de princ. iii. 4, that the

essentially one soul consists of a reasonable and an unreasonable part, and

that the latter again consists of the Qvpixov and the tiritivftixov, comes the

nearest to the truth, but still is some distance from it. It is brought to an

issue in Nemesios' book, TTSPI (pvatus dvQpa'XQv, against which the author of

the Ao'|oe/ maintains the view, that man lias three souls

and Aoy/jcij), but that they are one <5/ ryv avptyuviav

ev[tir 0,61icty.
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of spirit and soul is held by Scripture, is proved by 1 Pet. ii. 11.

Scripture nowhere speaks of an opposition of the soul and the

spirit, but only of the flesh and of the vovs; of the icapSia,

Rom. ii. 28 ; of the irvev^a ; or even, as in 1 Pet. ii. 11, of the

>|ru^. For not soul and flesh, but soul and spirit, are essen-

tially one; and even experience confirms this unity. When
an enticement to sin, e.g. to sensuality, proceeds from the body
to the inner man, this enticement is certainly as yet no sin,

although it belongs to the consequences of the sinfulness which

has distorted the true relation of the body to the spirit-soul, or,

as we say, to spirit and soul ; and therefore, even in itself, is

to be bewailed with penitence. But this blind, unconscious

natural impulse never becomes concupiscence, or lustfulriess,

until it is reflected in the psychico-spiritual internal nature of

man. That such an enticement can originate in us against

our will has its reason in the fact, that in our present natural

condition we are no longer lords of the material and power of

our body. But the enticement to sensuality never becomes the

form of sensuality ; or, as the scholastics formulate it, the con-

cupiscentia informis never becomes the concupiscentia formata
without the spiritual soul according to its nature, and this

form of sensuality is not, moreover, held by us for one minute

without the will of the spirit which is immanent in, and which

personifies the soul; and the changes in the body which minister

to sensuality do not originate without the impulse of the will

upon the nerves of motion, and the intentional agitations of the

flesh that are linked with this impulse. It is our Ego which is

carnalized in every act of sensual lust : the personifying spirit

which, by means of the Psyche belonging to it, ought to rule

the corporeity, sinks down into it,
and darkening itself, suc-

cumbs to its impressions. For the very reason that the Ego of

man, as he is from birth, has fallen under the superior autho-

rity of the flesh, the natural man is called o-ap/ci/tos, or even,

as his soul is fallen away from its destination, and the soul

conformed to its corporeally turned aspect has the dominion,

^ru^t/co?.
Of the flesh in this ethical sense, which embraces

the whole natural man, Paul says (Gal. v. 17), 97 <rapj; eTTiOvpel

tcara rov Trvev/jbaros. But he says it of the man in the position

of fjuerdvoia : he says it, speaking out of the New Testament

present, of the regenerate, in whom the Ego itself is divided,
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that is, has separated itself into a spiritual Ego turned to God,

and a fleshly Ego turned away from God. In the one Ego is a

double will, a will which is founded in that which it is by

nature, and a will which is founded in that which it is through

grace, a will conformed to the fleshly determination inherited

by the inborn nature, and a will conformed to the spiritual de-

termination received with the new beginning established by
the grace of regeneration. This twofold will is as an impell-

ing power and tendency simultaneous in man ; but its actual

movements always follow one another in time, as is shown by
close self-observation ;

and the one spirit-soul is,
as our consci-

ousness tells us, the subject of both, even although it may be in

a different relationship to the corporeity. The former may be

called, as Hofmann calls it,
1 the nature-will ;

the latter, the

personal-will; but this distinction cannot be properly applied

to the man who is matured to moral self-responsibility. Cer-

tainly an Adamitically determined nature-will precedes the

personal- will of the perfectly conscious man, an inherited

individualized participation in the ungodly human will of the

race, which may be called a will, for the very reason that the

growing man even from the outermost point of his growth is a

growing person ; but the personal will of the perfectly conscious

man, who is not yet effectually laid hold of by grace, is actually

itself the nature-will, which has now become personal-will. And
in the man effectually laid hold on by grace, the Adamitic

nature-will may indeed be distinguished from the new person-

will; but not in such a way that the one Ego should not be the

subject of both. Immediately the man is awakened to self-con-

sciousness, it is always he as Ego who himself determines himself,

either in conformity to the inborn sinful constitution of nature,

or, by the power of grace, in conformity to the divine will.
2

1 See Schriftb. i. 517, as a corrective explanation to Weiss, u. Erfullung
ii. 16 :

u The materiality of our auftot,, in consequence of Adam's trans-

gression, has a will directed to the world in its death, which may be dis-

tinguished from the 6&eu> of the vovg, of the self-conscious and the self-

determining Ego;" and, "If the personal will of man surrenders itself to the

will of his flesh, he has no other object for which he lives than the world."
2 See Thomasius, Dogm. i. 280; comp. my BibliscJi-prophetische Theologie,

207. Since even Hofmann understands by oeip% = nature, not only the

palpable bodily, but the entire sensuous-spiritual nature of man, the in-

born natural- will must from this premiss be received by him as a growing
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The apostle considers his personality from the two several

points of view, of grace and of nature, when he says (ver. 186),
" To will is present with me

; but how to perform that which is

good, I find not." The will to do that which is good which, as

the tendency of his true Ego, is most internally present to him

is established by grace ; but the flesh does not permit it to come
to the performance of that which is willed, either altogether

frustrating it,
or so defiling it,

that that which is performed is

no more purely Kokov. The apostle cannot here by possibility

mean such cases as if, e.g., I wish to write a letter that is in-

tended to rescue an erring man, and it becomes wholly impos-
sible to me, through any sort of indisposition of body. In such

a case, the will to do good is of equal value with the carrying out

of the same. But if I have purposed to allow my power of

labour or prayer to be weakened and abridged by no darkening

pleasure, and yet such a pleasure exercises over me a power of

attraction that I am not able to withstand, what the apostle says
is confirmed. It is not the flesh in itself which frustrates my good

determination, but the flesh with the nature-will that is stimu-

lated by it, i.e. the will of natural or inherited sin, whereby the

energy of the will most specially conformed to God is scattered.

The apostle has now explained, that between his will and

his deed subsists a contradiction which gives a testimony to

the goodness of the law to which the will is directed, and the

opposed constitution of his own nature (vers. 15, 16). In that

case, it is the sin which dwells in him, that is, in his flesh (or,

what is the same thing, his nature), which performs that which

is thus opposed to the will of his Ego (o ov 0e\co eyco, vers.

17-20); and in returning to the thought (ver. 14) from which

he proceeded, and which he now experimentally establishes, he

concludes thence (vers. 21-24), that the spiritual law of God
reveals to him in his nature a fleshly law, and thus (which is

just the redeeming purpose of that law of God) awakens and

sustains in him the longing after deliverance from this nature

which has fallen into the power of sin and death. This result-

person-will; for nature-will, as the designation of his idea, proves the

inborn impulse of will of the personally interested human nature, growing
to conscious self-determination immediately the man begins to act self-

consciously. The flesh, as such, has indeed no will, and (even according
to Hofmann) there is not a natural soul distinct from the spirit.
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ing statement he begins in ver. 21, with the inference, "I find

then a law, that when I would do good, evil is present with me."

To change this juxtaposition of his Ego that wills what is good,
and of the evil that thwarts its performance, or that mingles
itself with it, is beyond his ability : it is a 1/0/1109, i.e. it is for him

an inscrutably present fact, and a fact that inevitably limits

him.1 "For" thus he continues establishing and explaining
his position (vers. 22, 23)

" I delight in the law of God after

the inward man ;
but I see another law in my members warring

against the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity

to the law of sin which is in my members." There are two

correlative pairs of laws which the apostle distinguishes : (1)

an objective pair, o vo^o? rov Seov, the law of God which is

exalted over man by coming before him in the way of a revela-

tion, and o vofjios rijs a^aoria^ which subsists independently of

the Ego of man, inasmuch as he finds himself subjected to it ;

and then (2) a subjective pair, 6 1/0/^09 rov 1/009, the law of his

capacity of will and knowledge determining itself, and indeed

determining itself according to God's law ; and o vopos ev rofc

/-teXecrt, the law of the corporeity, which serves his Ego as an.

outward means of manifestation, which likewise ought to be

constituted in conformity to the law of God, but in reality is

determined by the law of sin that dwells in it. The genitives

in " law of God" and "law of sin
"

indicate, as genitivi auctoris,

the law-giving powers : the genitive in " law of the mind,"
on the other hand, and the attributive " in my members,"

designate the two laws of his own which are personal and

natural to man, which are the reflex of the two other ones, in

respect of the place and means of their determining opera-

1 Hofmann reads otherwise, Schrifib. i. 549 :
"

I thus find the law to me
who wills to do it, as the good, because evil dwelleth in me." But the

obvious connection of iroi&'iv TO xx'hov contradicts this
;

arid Meyer (edit. 2

and 3) : "I find then in me, while my will is directed to the law in order

to do good, that evil is foremost to me." But this is inconsistent, because

of the hard inversion of the rov vopov ru Qfaovrt spot, which would only be

supposable if iroitlv TO xxhov were in any way indicated as the point in

view. The supposition of Meyer, that rov vopov must be the positive law, is

erroneous. The law is meant which the apostle in ver. 22 distinguishes

from v6fto$ rov Qsov as erepos voftog. The objection against our explanation,

that the idea v6f&o; does not agree with the relation intimated by ep.ol T

rat, is met above.
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tion.
1 The law in the members is the law of sin imprinted on

the members, which Job xxiii. 12 calls ''ipn,

"
my own statute or

law," as opposed to God's commandments ; and the law of the

nous or mind is the delight of the inward man in the law of

God his wish and will to allow himself to be determined by
this law, and to put this law into practice. That o e<ro>

is not without some modification identical with o /caivbs a

is at once understood. Every man
is, in psychical association,

an inner and an outer nature : he has a dynamically manifold

and characteristically formed internal self, and a dynamically
manifold peculiarly and physiognomically formed outer self.

The apostle might have written Kara TOV vovv also, instead of

Kara TOV e'era> avOpwTrov.
2 On the other hand, it cannot be said

that the apostle might also have written Kara rbv KCUVQV dvOpwTrov.

For elsewhere, o ecrco (eacoOev) av6pa)7ros certainly
3

designates

the regenerate internal nature of man (2 Cor. iv. 16, Eph.
iii. 16; comp. o KpvTrrbs rfjs Kapbias avQpcoTros, 1 Pet. iii. 4),

although even there also, not in itself, but only in respect of

the connection ;

4 but here the inward man comes into conside-

ration, not yet as a new, i.e. a regenerate man, but first of all

only in his separation from the outward man effected by the

revelation of the law. Nevertheless, even here o eaw avOpwiro^
does not signify the reasonable moral nature of man as such, as

Meyer declares,
6
just as in Plato and Porphyry o eVro? avQpwrros

is the denomination of the human innermost nature partaking

1 Thus Hofraann, i. 551, and similarly also Ewald, against whom Meyer,
as Calov., says: "Lex membrorum et lex peccati idem sunt." They are,

moreover, truly essentially one, but they are distinguished as affected and

affecting; comp. for the rest, Besser on Rom. vii. (Bibelst. vii. 1), where the

double pair of laws is acknowledged, and the law of sin is comprehended
as the u

power of sin
"

(1 Cor. xv.).
2
As, for example, Philo says, i. 301, oLvOpuKQ? o \v SX-KOTU i}ftZ>y rig otv

tin TC~^W o vovs, x.T.A., and i. 533, o vovg, xvplag elntlv, aiv0ou7r6$ \<rriv iv

d'jQpuKw, xpsiTTav h %sipovt] OT Gregory of Nazianzum, ii. 88, ed. Bened.,

TOII vov o x,xl fta'h'hov a,vQpu7ro$; comp. Cicero, Somn. ch. viii., "Mens cujusque
is est quisque, non ea figura, quae digito demonstrare potest ;" and Lac-

tantius, de opijicio Dei, ch. xx.,
**

Ipse homo neque tangi neque adspici

neque comprehendi potest, quia latet intra hoc quod videtur."
8 Vid. Lechler, Die mutest. Lehre vom heiliyen Amte (1857), p. 24.

4 Vid. Schott on 1 Pet. iii. 4, p. 180.
6 Thus also Stirm, in his Anthropologico-exegetic Inquiries, in the Tu-

binyer Zeitschr. fur Theologie, 1844, 3; and not otherwise Osiander on
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in the idea. The apostle does not mean a higher and better

self that is left to man after the fall, but a self that is effected

by grace ; or, as may also be said, released by grace, to wit, the

training of the law according to the order of salvation.
1

For,

in the natural state, inner and outer man are both equally

under sin. It is therefore a work of grace when a man has

attained to the position of having an inward delight in God's

law according to his inward man, and according to his own

absolute prevailing personal life desires that which is good that

which is conformed to the spiritual law of God ; whilst in his

outward man, i.e. in his members, and generally in his natural

life, the law of sin still prevails, but in such a way as that he

hates sin, and as far as concerns his own prevailing Ego, does

not so much do it as suffer it. It is not merely un-Lutheran,

but it is also un-Pauline, when Meyer
2

says,
" Here the entire

connection determines that the o ecra> avOpwTros of the unre-

generate man is meant. Moreover, to him belongs (which

Philippi altogether arbitrarily denies) the avvriSofjLat, T&> VO/JLO)

rov @eou, and must belong to him, since the sinful nature is in

the o-dpj;. This does not, indeed, agree with the hypothesis

that just the higher powers of the natural man are e diametro

in contest with God and His law (Form. Cone. p. 640) ; but it

is nevertheless exegetically established." We agree with the

view in some measure, that Paul means the inward man of the

unregenerate man. He speaks, indeed, of himself the regene-

rate, i.e. of experiences still continuing, and not absolutely passed

away; but he does not speak of himself qua regenerate, i.e. not

of experiences which he has received by the specifically New
Testament grace of regeneration, but of experiences which the

divine law calls forth in every man who does not harden himself

against the grace that corresponds to the purpose of his salvation,

and prepares and continually disciplines him for it. That even

in the heathen world similar experiences may be associated with

2 Cor. iv. 16. That which is capable of regeneration (and therefore is also

in need of regeneration) is the true kernel of human nature.
1
Vid. Preger, Flacius, ii. 411. Man has in himself a divine ground of

life, which would not at all come into his consciousness apart from pre-

venient grace. But through the influence of that grace it certifies itself

in man since the fall, and becomes to him a law in his heart, which resists

the law of sin in the members in the flesh.

a
Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans (3d edit.), p. 265-
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the knowledge of the divine law imprinted, according to Bom.
ii. 15, upon every man, we do not deny ;

but the apostle is here

speaking of the positive historical law of salvation, and in any

case, of such a moral separation of the outer and inner man as

does not subsist in man as such, but is effected by the Holy

Spirit, who also is effectual by the law, although otherwise man

may allow himself to be brought to self-consideration, i.e. to the

knowledge of his duty to make God's will the substance of his

own will. For transmitted sin resides not merely in the flesh.

The proof that Paul does not derive sin from the sensuous

nature, i.e. the material nature of man, has been lately again
deduced by Ernesti with fundamental completeness.

1 The
state which Paul (vii. 5) indicates by elvcu eV T?} (rap/el is a con-

dition of the whole man, who is in the bonds of fleshly destina-

tion : it is, considered in the relation to God, a state of death

(ch. vi. 13). The man who desires the good and hates the evil,

and yet must experience the power of the flesh that neutralizes

the God-willed good, but always with pain and shame, has

already felt in himself the wholesome separation of a divinely-

produced inner man, and an innate outward man. For that

which is born of the flesh is flesh. The entire man is by nature

formed fleshly. He may, indeed, in his conscience know what

God claims from him, but the knowledge of that which is good
is not of itself the decided will to do good. He does not fear

God, does not love Him, does not trust Him, as he ought: the

alienation from God, which is the reverse side of fleshliness,

lords it over him within and without. The view of Philippi,
and the hypothesis of the Concordien-formel, that the natural

man is,
"
according to his highest powers and the light of

reason," in an ungodly state, is thoroughly scriptural, and

especially Pauline : for man's vovs is naturally vovs rtf? (rap/cos

(Col. ii. 18), and therefore /-tarato? (Eph. iv. 17) and

(Rom. i. 28) j his affections and tendencies of will are

1 H. Fr. Th. C. Ernesti, Die Theorie vom Ursprunge der Silnde aus der

Sinnlichkeit im Lichte des Paulinischen Lehrgehalts betrachtet, 1855. More-

over, Hahn's Theology of the New Testament teaches very distinctly, that

sin is rooted not in the flesh, but in man's supersensual inward nature
;

and it is gratifying that Tholuck has again borne a decided witness for the

more comprehensive and deeper significance of vp%, defended by him in

the Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. See his renewed inquiry
about 9up as the source of sin, in Stud. u. Krit. 1855, iii.
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T77? crapfco? /cal r&v Siavoiwv (Eph. ii. 3), i.e. originating in his

innate sinful nature, and his selfish God-estranged mental

capacities which are organized in accordance therewith. This

view of the profound inwardness of human corruption is so

little arbitrary, that if inherited sin were anything of less im-

portance, the Pauline doctrine, as well of reconciliation as of

the justification by grace by faith alone, would give way.
It is God's grace that divides man thus dualistically, as we

read vers. 14-23. He who is carnally secure, feels nothing of

it. But the more earnest is a man's moral contest, the more

painfully he feels this twofold division. And probably there

passes no one day in the life of any Christian, in which this

twofold division does not extort from him a similar complaint
to that of the apostle, ver. 24,

" O wretched man that I am !

who shall deliver me from the body of this death?" Even the

form of this complaint shows that it comes from the breast of a

converted man. An unconverted man would, before all, have

longingly to aspire after the deliverance of his Ego from the

will to do that which is ungodly, and from having pleasure

therein, and after power earnestly to will that which is good ;

but the converted man knows that in his own personal life he is

free from sin, and turned to God and to good. He sighs now
for final deliverance from this body of death, through which

his personal life is so burdened and disordered ; free from that

natural element that is spread around that punctum saliens of a

will conformed to the will of God, and in which sin, with its

wages of death, is ruling.
1

It is a yearning, not generally after

redemption, but after perfect redemption, which is expressed in

the question, Who shall deliver me, etc. ? The apostle himself

immediately answers this question to himself in ver. 25a : "I
thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord." It is the work

of Jesus Christ, that his yearning sigh can be transformed into

triumphal thanks. In Jesus Christ he has that after which he

sighs. Being in this body of death, he is still, because he is in

Jesus Christ, free from sin and death. That it is such thoughts

1 It is therefore no specifically Platonic, it is a truly Christian thought,
when the book of Wisdom (ix. 15) says,

" The corruptible body presseth

down the soul, and the earthy tabernacle weigheth down the mind that

museth upon many things." The body, as the actual au^ot, rov Qa.vTW, is

actually for the spirit a prison and a burden.

2 F
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as these that are contained in this short word of thankfulness,

may be known even from ch. v. 12 and ch. vi.

The apostle now sums up what he has said in vers. 14 25a

about his condition, by first of all drawing, in ver. 25&, a con-

sequence from vers. 14-24, and then in ch. viii. 1, a conse-

quence from ch. vii. 25a. The first, the result of vers. 14-24,

runs,
" So then with the mind I myself (ipse ego) serve the

law of God, but with the flesh the law of sin." As the verbal

proposition appropriate to this "I myself" (not I, the same) is

a united one, and is antithetically divided by /u,ez/-Se,
I give up

the view that "I myself" means as an equivalent I, according

to my true Ego.
1 The apostle means himself, for his own per-

son ; he means himself, as he is in himself, as contrasted with

him as he is in Christ. Not only the thanksgiving just uttered

brings with it this contrast, according to which he, who in him-

self must lament his miserable condition, knows, on the other

hand, that he is delivered from it through Jesus Christ ;
it

comes, moreover, to expression in the two resulting propositions

by means of dpa (consequently), where the self-finding of the

Christian in Christ Jesus (ro?9 ev Xpiara) 'ITJCTOV) is opposed
to his self-finding in himself in the face of the Sinaitic law

(ai/ro? 670)). What the apostle says in ver. 25 by means of

dpa aw, is the statement of the condition in which he finds

himself since he has learnt to know God's law, and has become

fond of this holy spiritual law. Since, then, he serves, with his

free self-determining nous, God's law, but with the flesh, in

consequence of a calamitous necessity of nature, the law of sin,

the law has attained in him its purpose of salvation. Sin

appears to him in the light of this law all the more sinful; but

he feels himself also all the more unfortunate, as his natural

constitution, resisting the law, does not allow him to get free

from sin. The law has not been able to bring him further

than to the yearning cry of complaint after redemption from

this body, which bears in itself death with sin. But he must

not sigh only, he can also thank. For he is not merely himself;

he is also in Christ. After what he is in himself, he finds him-

self still always subjected to that disunion that is called forth

in him by the law. But this disunion, although in the present
1 Combated by Hofmann, i. 556, and Meyer, p. 270 of the 3d edit, of

las Coinm
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it still continues, is yet not his whole, not his true present.
1

The vvv, ch. viii. 1, is only meant of time.

How the two consequent propositions are included in one

another by ap<z, is understood when we analyze the meaning
and substance of the cry of joy,

" I thank God through Jesus

Christ our Lord." The apostle thanks God through the Lord

Jesus Christ, that he, continuing in life, has become free and

released from this body of death, i.e. from this nature that im-

poses upon him a sinful death, and which brings coercion. If,

on the one hand, he is thus, so far as he is out of Christ, a ser-

vant of the law of God with his own real will, but one hurried

away sometimes by his sinful nature into the service of sin
; still,

on the other hand, for him, and for all who are in Christ Jesus,

and are able through Him to thank God as being delivered and

enfranchised from their body of death, all and every condem-

nation has now an end. " There is therefore now (actually at

this time) no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus;"
u for the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me
free from the law of sin and death." Through the law there

has arisen in him, not without the operation of the Holy Spirit,

a will to do good, but a will that is powerless on account of the

flesh ; a will which, precisely as being without result, does not

relieve him from condemnation. But if, at the same time, he is

in Christ, no more condemnation of any kind touches him now;
for he is no longer under that law which could not bring him
further than to that powerless unblessed state of disunion : he

has in himself a law removing him away above the law of sin and

death, namely, the spirit of the life of Christ, which now just

as much determines his Ego to prevail and to participate in the

capacity for good, as, when he regards himself as out of Christ,

his Ego is determined by the overmastering sinful nature that

makes all will to do good impossible. The incapacity of our Ego
to accomplish the good that is willed, and the constraint of the

flesh, which hurries us away against our better knowledge and
will to the commission of sin, and thereby since will without

acting of good cannot avail before God as the fulfilment of

law binds us under the curse of the law,
2
subsists no more,

1 Vid. v. Hofmann, in the Erlanger ZeitscTir. 1860, p. 82.
2 See Schott, Romerlrief, p. 284, with reference to v. Hofmann, Schriftb.

i. 556.
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since the spirit of life acts upon us in Christ ; and in this is

bestowed the power that capacitates us for the doing of good,

and therewith takes us away from the state of death incurred

by sin.
1 The law, far from being itself sin, and in itself the

cause of death, serves therefore, as being in itself holy and

spiritual, a purpose of salvation, in revealing to us sin, as a

death-bringing transgression of the divine will, in its full sin-

fulness ;
but it is incapable of procuring salvation of itself : it

effects only, and continually sharpens, the urgent longing after

the divine fact of redemption, which has made possible that

which was impossible to the law. " For what the law could

not do, in that it was weak through the flesh," i.e. through the

guilt of our flesh, which being in contradiction to its spirituality

opposes it, God has accomplished for our salvation, sending
His Son in the flesh, and indeed in likeness of our sinful flesh,

and for an atonement for sin (irepl ayLtapr/a?, i.e. as riNBn). He
has, for instance, in the flesh, i.e. in the flesh of Jesus for the

flesh of all of us, once for all fulfilled the judgment of con-

demnation ; so that in no way the teard/cpi^a of the law cleaves

to us, but the BiKaico^a (the justification and emancipation,

comp. vers. 16, 18, and therefore the promise of life) of the law

becomes fulfilled in us, who walk not after the flesh, but after

the spirit.
2 The sin that dwells in the flesh is condemned for

us all in the flesh of Jesus in a substitutionary atoning manner.

Thus in us there is no more anything to be condemned in us,

who, as the apostle (ch. vii. 14-24) has shown, hate it, fight

against it, and bemoan it, in us who, indeed, as he further

1
Comp. Frank, Lehre der Concordievformel, ii. 301 :

" The reception

of the Holy Spirit by the preaching of the gospel proves something alto-

gether different from this, that it is not without the Spirit's operation

when the law punishes man's sin. A reception of the Holy Spirit is not yet

established where only the operation of the Spirit is established in the view

of its object."
2 See my Commentary on (he Epistle to tlie Hebrews, pp. 716-718. That

Tiixotiupa, may mean the same as the law has rightly established (Meyer),
and therefore may imply the moral claim of the law (Hofm., Schott, and

others), I regard as possible ;
but in the New Testament usus loquendi in

question, it means the sentence (Rom. i. 32), the judgment (Rom. ii. 26,

etc.), the doom (Apoc. xv. 4), righteousness (Rom. v. 18; Apoc. xix. 8),

and justification (Rom. v. 16) ;
and of these meanings, the last is the fitting

one here.
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says, walk not Kara o-dpfca, but icara irvevfia ; which is possible

to us, as, through the judgment of God accomplished in the

flesh of Jesus, not only the curse, but also the power of sin, has

been broken, and a new 1/0/405 established, which is not a death-

bringing YpdfjLpa, but a life-giving irvevpa, founding in us a

new spiritual beginning of life, by which the body of sin and

death, as we have been already withdrawn from it in its con-

demnation and bondage, will finally be fully overcome.

If we now look back from ch. viii. 1-4 to ch. vii. 15-23,
it is first of all as clear as sunlight, that the apostle is not

speaking of himself as regenerate. But just as certain is
it,

that he does not describe himself as he is by nature without

God's influence. By nature he is "carnal, sold under sin;"

and still more than that, by nature he is fleshlike, i.e. not merely

suffering the constraint of his sinful nature, but even under

its influence and direction in respect of his thoughts and will.

The will to do good, the counter will against evil, is not inborn

in him. That he desires the good and hates the evil, and does

not succumb to sin, although in his inmost nature he is no

stranger to
it,

for this he has to thank God's law, which he

has learned to like, because it has won his love. This is not

the effect of the spirit of regeneration.
1 For the will to do

good, which we have described, is a powerless one. Moreover,
the powerless will to do good is not, as such, the operation of

the law. The powerlessness is the result of the overmastery of

the flesh, which continually diverts from this purpose the will

to which the divine law has given the tendency to good. It

is true, therefore, when it is said that in ch. vii. 15-23 are

depicted the moral experiences of the man under the law, of

whom grace has laid hold. The man is thus desirous of doing
what the law puts before him as God's will ; but the sin that

dwells in his nature makes it impossible to him. But does the

apostle describe this state as one which for the regenerate

person has absolutely passed away?
This is the main and fundamental question, to which we

1
Phiiippi in the Comm., comp. Dogm. iii. 229, maintaining this*

asserts at the same time, that in ch. vii. 14 the regenerate person, as such,

is speaking ;
but to this view is decidedly opposed ch. viii. 22. To this

effect also what is said in my Biblisch-prophet. Theologie, p. 260, must be

rightly added.
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reply in the negative. We maintain now, as ever, that even

in Rom. vii. 14-24 Paul is speaking
" out of the consciousness

of the regenerate person,"
1
without thereby meaning to say

that he is giving utterance to experiences which are permitted
to the regenerate as such

; rather experiences which even the

regenerate person is not spared. It certainly appears an irre-

concilable contradiction, to say that one and the same man is

fleshly, sold under sin (ch. vii. 14), and yet, on the other hand,
is freed from the law of sin and death by the spirit of life that

is in Christ Jesus (ch. viii. 2). But the apostle actually places
the two states in juxtaposition, as belonging to his present con-

dition. He does not say in ch. vii. 14, that he was previously

consisting of fleshly material, and was sold under sin, but that

this is his natural constitution, and that this contrariety sub-

sists between him and God's spiritual law. He speaks in the

present; and when he sets forth, in continuation, that his

acknowledgment of the law does not help him to do the pre-
scribed good, but that sin, in spite of his own will, makes him

do that which is against God's will, he speaks throughout in

the present. This established present claims to be all the more

considered, that the apostle (ch. vii. 7-13) also actually speaks
in historical form of a fact of experience which at that time be-

longs to the past. He looks back there into his childhood, and

shows how, in the degree that the claim of law entered into his

consciousness, the sin which was present in him, but not pre-
sent as his personal conduct, became his personal sin, and the

cause of his self-incurred death. It was the saving purpose of

the law declared in ver. 13 which he thus painfully experienced.
From ver. 14 onwards, the apostle then depicts how he, the

self-consciously willing one, finds himself and his doing disposed
in the light of the law. Every Christian is compelled to con-

firm what the apostle here says, from his own personal expe-
rience. And well for him if he can also confirm the fact that

God's law, and therefore God's will, is his delight, that he

desires the good and hates the evil ; and, indeed, in such a way
that the sin to which, against his will, he is hurried away, is

foreign to his inmost nature. But woe to him, if from his own

personal experience he could only confirm this, and not also the

1
Thus, for example, also v. Harless, Ethik, p. 45. Meyer does not

justly appreciate this view, and therefore wrongly classifies it.
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fact that the spirit of the new life that has its source in Christ

Jesus, has freed him from the urgency of sin, and the condi-

tion of death, which were not abrogated through the law, but

only brought to light ;
so that his will, which by the law was

inclined towards what is good, although powerless, now actually

capable of good, is opposed, as a predominating overmastering

power of life which will finally triumph in glory, to the deatli

that continues to work in him.

We agree with Hofmann 1
in Philippi, that the two passages,

ch. vii. 14-24 and viii. 1-11, must be taken together, if the form

of the regenerate life is not to be left one-sided. Meanwhile, ch.

vii. 14 is not the one side of the form of life of the regenerate,
as such : it is only the dim foundation of this form of life, that

has not yet disappeared even in the condition of regeneration.

For what Hofmann says is no less true, that the apostle in ch.

vii. 14 represents himself in respect of his own moral relation

to God, apart from the moral capacity which accrues to him

from his community of life with Christ, a capacity which does

not come into expression till ch. viii. Philippi,
2 on the other

hand, has objected,
" If I am in Christ, and am depicting that

which I am out of Christ, I depict in concrete not what I actu-

ally am, but what I once was out of Christ." It is only neces-

sary to look into one's own heart to feel what a sophism this is.

The man who is in Christ, just this very man, is divided indeed

into a man actually living in Christ, and a man who, although
surrounded by the new life, is not yet pervaded by it,

and

therefore is in effect out of Christ; as Flacius 3 remarks on Rom.

vii.,
" That two men are found in the skin of the one man, i.e.

that two kinds of power exist in the regenerate person." In

other words, there is, as our every-day experience teaches us,

in our life referred to God, a region pervaded by grace, and

a region only, so to speak, shone upon (illuminated) by grace.

Certainly, in the regenerate person, an all-powerful might of

good showr
s itself effectual ; but, opposed to it, there is also a

power of evil, which, although overcome, is still constantly need-

ing to be restrained ; and in this contest, which ought to be a

1 Vid. Schriftb. i. 556, and, as an explanation, Erlanger Zeitschr. I860,

pp. 82-84.
2
Romerbrief, p. 250, Anm.

; comp. Dogm. iii. 228.
8 Vid. Preger's work on Flacius, ii. 218.
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constant victory, a mournful powerlessness of good purposes

remaining unaccomplished throws its long dark shadows, as we
are compelled to avow in daily contrition, on every evening
self-examination. The separate representation of this light and

this twilight aspect in ch. vii. and viii., depends certainly upon
an abstraction ; but this abstraction, far removed from being,

according to Schott's
1

expression, a casus non dabilis^ is perfectly

justified in the history of redemption, inasmuch as the descrip-

tion in ch. vii. corresponds to the Old Testament condition

under the law
; and is experimentally justified, inasmuch as this

Old Testament condition is overcome in us, but not so annulled

that it does not constantly from time to time, in conformity
with its general ethical nature, intrude into our actual present

state, i.e. the being and walking in Christ. The abstraction,

therefore, only subsists in separate consideration of that which

in concrete, unfortunately, is only too manifoldly involved

together."
2

The unhappy disunion which the apostle depicts is, more-

over, not foreign to the regenerate. Even he is still o-dpiavos,

for his body is not yet spiritual. Even he is
TreTrpafjievos VTTO

TTJV afjiaprlav ; for, so long as we are compelled to implore the

forgiveness of our sins daily, yea hourly, we are still, as it

were, fettered to sin. But this disunion is not the Christian's

entire, not the Christian's proper and true present condition,

but only its twilight background, which is still waiting for its

perfect enlightenment. He bears in himself also a fundamen-

tally new life, which, peaceful in itself, floats over that disunion.

This new life is inwoven in his
1/01)9,

which desires the good : it

has its place in the irvev^a TOV 1/005 avrov (Eph. iv. 23, comp.
1 Pet. iii. 4), and subsists in the God-resembling nature which

there is once more enlivened and realized by actual communica-
tion of the irvevfjia of Christ. Here there has broken forth to

him a light eminent above the sorrowful disunion, that is not to

be done away in this mortal state ; a light, moreover, which shall

become a glorification even for his corporeity. His Ego that

desires God's will, knows already that it is redeemed, in that it is

removed away from the body of sin and death, into the divine,

God-resembling life-principle of the spirit which is exalted above

1
Rimerbriefi p. 276.

* Vid. Thomasius, Doym. i. 276, and Harless, Ethik, p. 45.
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the (frOopa, i.e. sin and death (eV roS a^ddprw rov

1 Pet. iii. 4). It has received Christ's Spirit as the principle in

which it dwells and takes root, as the sphere in which it feels

itself living, enfranchised, satisfied, and thus even here below

blessed, as the power by which it is impelled, and empowered
to rule over sin, and to act in a way that shall be pleasing to

God. 1

This is the twofold condition of the Christian, the un-

abolished dualism, or, as we may say, following Scripture testi-

mony still more closely, the unabolished antinomy. The state

described in ch. vii. 14-24, and that described ch. viii. 5-17,
are involved in one another, as the apostle says in a way
that is altogether unmistakeable, in ch. vii. 256 and viii. 1.

The Christian is not privileged to experience the latter state,

without at times also being compelled to experience the for-

mer ; and he does not experience the former, without being
able to patiently wait for the latter, (but of pure and unqua-
lified grace.) If he withdraws himself into the Trvev/jLa of

his you?, where, by communication of Christ's Spirit, is laid

the foundation of a new man, there subsists a wall of separa-
tion between him and the unblessed disunion : he enjoys right-

eousness, life, and peace; and he performs holy deeds from

1 As a sketch of what is stated in the section of the Epistle to the

Eomans just explained, occurs Gal. v. 16-18. In ver. 17, the disunion

depicted in Rom. vii. 14-24 is declared ; in vers. 16 and 18, the spiritual
elevation above that disunion, which the New Testament standing of grace
makes possible. Tlutvpct, in ver. 17, inclusively of the j/o<r, is generally the
internal nature of the man, so far as it is defined by the divinely originated

beginning of a new personal life. In a similar connection, Peter says even

(1 Pet. ii. 11) -fyvxA. By the latter as by the former denomination, is meant
the pneumatico-psychical internal nature of the man, not as it is by nature,
but through grace by the power of the indwelling of the Spirit of Christ.
" The power of sin," strikingly says H. TV. Rinck, agreeing with us in the

interpretation of Rom. vii.,
u which before had its citadel in the spirit and

in the soul, is broken and forced back into the flesh. It certainly has still

an existence in the soul : it is busy in the lower life of the soul, and reaches
even into the spirit, and pollutes body, soul, and spirit ;

but the new Ego,
the new man, ever overcomes it anew, and what we especially insist on

here, in conformity with Rom. vii. it remains uninvolved with sin, even

although sin exercises a power that is still often victorious. The innermost

Ego, when it is renewed by the Holy Spirit, remains separated from sin,
and subsists in constant struggle with it, until, after many defeats and

victories, it finally has possession of the field."
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tliis centre, deeds which indeed are not without any blot, but

still are accepted before God as holy, because they have their

origin and nature from the Spirit of His Son, the beloved one.

The corporeity with its members (<rco/m and
fjueX.rj)

is not yet

spiritual, but fleshly, darkened by sin and death : the nous is

involved in a struggle for the light, in favour of which it has

decided against the darkness, and is imprisoned in the never-

resting struggle ; but the spirit of the nous is redeemed from

darkness and contest in Christ the Redeemer. Here the Chris-

tian has his life-ground, and therefore he is no longer ev rfj

o-ap/ci (ch. viii. 9). In the forecourt is the darkness of death

(TO crwfJLa vercpovfti afjiaprlav, ch. viii. 10) ; in the holy place the

light glimmers through the darkness with which it struggles

(ch. vii. 23; Gal v. 17); in the holiest of all are enthroned

righteousness, life, peace (ch. viii. 6, 10) : there is the gentle

stillness, which in 1 Pet. iii. 4 is said to be the essence of true

womanhood : there is light, and thence come the fruits of light,

or, which is the same thing, of the Spirit ; for in the scriptural

language, and even in the Pauline, Trvev/na and
(/>w<?

are one

and the same thing
*

(comp. /capTrbs TOV (jxorb^ Eph. v. 9, with

tcapTrbs TOV irvev/jLaros, Gal. v. 22).
We have now examined the substance of the fact of the life

of regeneration. If we were to consider the fact of justification,

and all the agencies and experiences of grace which are linked

with this fundamental fact, we should overstep the limits of our

science. Mindful, however, of the risk which we suggested to

ourselves in the Prolegomena, we have only examined the fun-

damental facts and relations which proceed from the grace of

God in Christ. Even these would not indeed fall into the

1 The object of the spiritual affection, says J. H. Ursinus in his Theo-

logia Mystica, is rest in God, that sleep of grace (somnus gratix) contrasted

with the sleep of nature, by means of which the spirit enters as into a

sacred gloom, so that in the closed eyes of the understanding (intellectiis}

it understands nothing else than God above all understanding : the will

reposes from all desires, and the heart from all affections
;
and the peace of

God embraces and encircles the whole new man, the peace which is higher

than all reason, which passes all understanding. This repose is experienced

more or less by all those whom the Spirit of God impels in the spirit of

their mind (in spiritu mentis sux) ;
but the struggle continues none the less,

because sin continues to subsist in and around us : we taste the peace, but

its full enjoyment awaits us in that home where God shall be all in all.
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domain of psychology, if grace only made an ethical alteration

in the inner man ; but they become the subject of psychology, by
the fact that grace penetrates and changes fundamentally, newly

creating and newly moulding, the natural pneumatico-psychical
condition. The constitution of our pneumatico-psychical in-

ternal nature, in the condition of its integrity, in the state of the

ruin that followed the fall, and in the state of the begun process
of its restoration, is indeed not merely distinct superficially,

but to its profoundest core. The human soul has a changeful

history, within which its God-created substance continues to

subsist indeed, undestroyed, although it passes through the most

diverse kinds of phases and forms of being. Pursuing the

history further, we now accompany the soul into the future

state. Were it here only speculation that leads us where our

own immediate experience ceases, it would be a daring and

ineffectual attempt. But our guide is the divine revelation

that is put before us in Scripture. To exhibit the psycholo-

gical intimations presented by Scripture, and which are not

limited to this present temporal state of things, but reach back-

wards and forwards into the everlasting spiritual world this is

our problem.
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LUTHER'S TEICHOTOMY.

From his Exposition of the Magnificat of the Year 1521.

VOL. VII. OF THE EDITION OF WALCH, VOL. XLV. OF THE ERLANGEN EDITION".

SCRIPTURE divides man into three parts, as says St Paul

(1 Thess. v. 23) :
"
God, who is a God of peace, sanctify you

through and through ; that thus your whole SPIRIT, SOUL, and

BODY, may be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord

Jesus Christ." And every one of these three, together with

the entire man, is also divided in another way into two portions,

which are there called SPIRIT and FLESH. Which division is

not natural, but attributive ; i.e. nature has three portions

spirit, soul, and body and they may be altogether good or

evil. And this is called being spirit or flesh, of which at pre-

sent we are not to speak.
1

THE FIRST DIVISION. The spirit is the highest, noblest

part of man, wherewith he is fitted to apprehend intangible,

invisible, eternal things ; and it is briefly the house within which

the faith and word of God dwells. Of this David (Ps. li. 10)
1 "

Man," says Luther elsewhere, "with reason and will, internal and

external, with body and soul, is called flesh, for the reason that he, with

all his powers, internally and externally, only seeks that which is flesh, and

is advantageous to the flesh. The soul is thus deeply immersed into the

flesh, so that it wishes to preserve and protect it from suffering prejudice ;

and therefore that it is more flesh than the flesh itself." In the preface to

the Epistle to the Romans, "Thou art not to understand flesh and spirit here

in such a way as that flesh alone should be that which has to do with im-

purity, and spirit that which concerns what is internal in the heart
;
but St

460
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says, "Lord, make in my most inward part a right spirit," i.e.

an upright strong faith. Again, of those who were unbeliev-

ing he says (Ps. Ixxviii. 37),
" For their heart was not right

towards God, and their spirit was not in faith towards God."

(If the spirit be no longer holy, nothing besides is holy. But

the spirit's holiness subsists in the simple, sincere faith, because

the spirit does not concern itself with tangible things. Only
the faith of the spirit is important.)

THE SECOND the soul is just the same spirit conformed

to nature, but still in another agency; namely, in that in which

it vitalizes the body and operates through it, and is often taken

in Scripture for the life. For probably the spirit might live

without the body, but the body does not live without the spirit.

We see this division as it lives and acts even in sleep also,

and without intermission ; and its manner is not to apprehend

intangible things, but such as the reason can recognise and

estimate. And thus the reason is here the light in this house ;

and when the spirit does not enlighten, as with a higher light,

this light of reason rules ; and therefore it can never be with-

out error. For it is too feeble to act in respect of divine things.

To these two divisions Scripture appropriates many things as

sapientiam and scientiam the wisdom to the spirit, the know-

ledge to the soul
; and accordingly, also, hatred, love, desire,

horror, and the like.

THE THIRD is the body with its members, the agencies of

which are only bringing into exercise and use what the soul

knows and the spirit believes. And to adduce a parallel to this

from Scripture, Moses made a tabernacle with three distinct

compartments (Ex. xxvi. 33, 34, xxvii. 9). The first was called

sanctum sanctorum, within which dwelt God, and there was
no light therein. The second sanctum, within which stood a

candlestick with seven pipes and lamps. The third was called

Paul, as Christ (John iii. 6), calls flesh, all that which is born of flesh, the

whole man with body and soul, with reason and all senses
;
for the reason

that everything in him is stirring towards the flesh. Therefore thou mayest
know to call him fleshly who without grace thinks, teaches, talks of high

spiritual matters, as thou probably mayest learn it from the works of the

flesh (Gal. v. 19), since he also calls heresy and hatred works of the flesh
;

and Rom. viii. 3 says, that through the flesh the law is weakened, which is

said not of uncleanness, but of all sins, and most of all of unbelief, which ia

the most spiritual sin of all."
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atrium, the court ; and it was under the open heaven, in the

light of the sun. In the same figure a Christian man is

depicted. His spirit is sanctum sanctorum, God's dwelling-place
in dim faith without light. For he believes what he does not

see, nor feel, nor apprehend. His soul is sanctum there are

seven lights ;
that is, all kinds of understanding, discrimination,

knowledge, and perception of bodily visible things. His body
is atrium, which is manifest to every man, that it may be seen

what he does and how he lives. [If to a Christian his spirit be

maintained entire and complete (irvev/jua oXo/cXypov), the soul

and the body may also continue accordingly without error and

evil works. Otherwise it is not possible, where the spirit is

faithless, that in such a case the soul and the whole life should

not go wrong and ill ; although probably they avail themselves

of good intentions and imaginations, and use special devotion,
and have pleasure therein. Let this for the present be sufficient

for the illustration of the two words SOUL and SPIKIT, for the

reason that they are almost used in common in the Scripture.]

II.

UPON THE "SPIRIT OF THE MIND."

A. From the "
Scriptural Thoughts of the Powers of the Human

Soul" of Heinrich Wilh. Clemmens (Prof, and Preacher at

Bebenhausen).
1

HEILBRONN, 1760, 8.

THE powers of grace that operate in the soul, and new beget
the man, determine the spirit of the man, which afterwards

penetrates the entire soul ; and in so far as the spirit's abode is

in the innermost recesses of the soul, it is called the spirit of the

mind, Trvev/jua rov voo<$. As such a spirit it is again afterwards

specially subjected, in a gratefully passive manner, to the Holy

Spirit, and to His gracious influences, which are always carried

1 Communicated as the only endeavour known to me to establish the idea

of TTvtvpot, TOV j/oof, spiritus mentis. See above, p. 185; vid. Observation 2.
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forward and exalted in the hearts of the faithful, and is related

to these operations of the Holy Spirit, as human feeling con-

sidered in itself is related to the general assistance of grace, or

to that grace which is common to the first man as to all men.

"Spiritus est facultas animae," says in this sense Bengel, "quum
ea spiritus divini operationem suaviter patitur; at vovs est

facultas animse foras progredientis et cum proximo agentis,
1 Cor. xiv. 14."

In respect of the Reason, so far as it alone rules, the word

"TTvevfjua, which points to a foreign power, not for one time only,
stands as a manifest proof, that in the Reason man has a definite

ground of his doings peculiar, it is true, but altogether cor-

rupted by sin. If, on the other hand, the Reason is used in

good understanding, and by those who are brought under grace,
it occurs that now and then such an epithet as Trvevfia is applied
thereto ; while the faithful, for the very reason that they are

under grace, allow their reason and all their senses to be ani-

mated by the operations of grace, and receive a spirit in them-

selves which afterwards may receive and retain in the innermost

ground of the soul the impressions of the Holy Spirit, that does

not until then rightly carry on and complete the condition of

grace. Thus at least speaks the Holy Scripture ; for otherwise

it could not be known why, in 1 Cor. xiv. 14, Trvevpa and vovs,

spirit and understanding, should be distinguished, and why, ac-

cording to Eph. iv. 23, the believer is daily to allow himself to

be renewed in the spirit of the understanding, irvevfjua rov 1/009.

If the Reason works under grace, it becomes ever more

qualified to comprehend with all saints what is the breadth and

length, and the depth and height, of the knowledge of God
which is in Christ Jesus. At the beginning, it abides by the

first omnipresent grace which is near to all men ; and if it here

proves faithful, it will become from time to time invested with

new grace, and so pervaded, that a spirit of understanding
enlivens its doing and pleases God; and that these powers daily
become renewed, awakened, and set in movement to the praise
of the wisdom and glory of the great God and the Saviour

Jesus Christ ; and by the help of the good Spirit, and the gra-
cious work of the perfecting Spirit, and His constant influx,

Even in the innermost ground of the soul,

Mingle themselves with the most childlike sighs.
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Thus, then, in this innermost ground of the soul, the

rov voos, the spirit of the mind and of all the powers of the

soul, has its dwelling.

B. From a mediaeval pamphlet, entitled " The Life of the

Thinking Soul"

(MS. OF THE YEAR 1486, IN THE POSSESSION OF THE AUTHOR.)

HERE it is to be observed, that the soul is divided into three

parts in the Scripture, and each part has its specific name.

The lowest part is referred to the lowest powers ; therefore it is

named a soul when it is united with the part that is with the

body, and gives to the body a life. The middle part of the

soul is called a spirit, and is that which is conformed to the

three highest powers. The highest part of the soul is that in

which these three powers are originally in union ; and when

effluent, like the ray from the sun, it is called a mind or

thought, and is the apex sharp and pointed of the soul, wherein

(soil, the apex) the image of the Holy Trinity is impressed.
And it is so noble, that no appropriate name can be given to

it ; but it is described in many words as best it can be. And
this is the highest point in the soul, and the elevation of the

spirit. These are the highest powers, which must precede a

separation of the soul, that is, between the soul and the spirit.

When this elevation transpires with the spirit, all is free. The
division which, according to St Paul's words, is operative in us,

is the living and powerful word of God, which is penetrating
more than a sword that cuts on both sides, by which the spirit,

free from all things, may prosecute its subtle work of inspection ;

and, as St Augustine says, nothing is more wonderful than this

dividing between the soul and the spirit,
since they are essen-

tially one thing. But this division takes place for this reason,

that in man might not be left that which is brutal and sensual,

and that that which is spiritual in man might soar aloft in

freedom ; so that he may thus become fitted for the dignity of

beholding the divine glory, and so be united to God, and trans-

formed into God's own image. If he thus depends on God, he

becomes a spirit
with God.
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SOUL AND SPIRIT IN THE MIDST OF DEATH.

SEC. I.

SLEEP, as we have shown in Div. IV. Sec. XIV., is the periodi-

cal sinking down of the seventh, sixth, fifth psychico-somatical
form of life retrogressively into the fourth, towards the first.

The activity of the fourth, third, second, first, continues in

sleep, and is partly even more intense and perceptible than in

waking. If the activity of these lower forms of life ceases

also, and is changed into its opposite, death supervenes. The
heart stiffens (1 Sam. xxv. 37), or is broken (Jer. xxiii. 9); the

blood stands still, or flows forth (in the case of a violent death) ;

the last breath is drawn, to which no further one succeeds; the

body, thrown back into the first form of life (that of the D^l),

sinks, after complete extinction of all animal and vegetative

functions, into the purely elementary (psychico-chemical) de-

composing process of corruption (Sia<j)6opa) in the womb of

the earth (Job i. 21
; Ecclus. xl. 1), the absolute reverse of

the embryonic process of formation in the womb of the woman

(Ps. cxxxix. 15).

Death therefore is, as it is very generally named in Scrip-

ture, a falling asleep, but such an one as overpasses the natural

limit which is set to mere sleep. For sleep is only the relative,

while death is the absolute, opposite of waking ; falling asleep,

therefore, is a euphemism for dying (John xi. 11, etc.). He
who has fallen into the sleep of death (Hian }B^ Ps. xiii. 3), sleeps

D^iy rut? (Jer. li. 39, 57). In the sleeper, the soul has with-

drawn itself to the four lowest forms of life ; in the dead per-

son, it has wholly retired in the direction of these lower forms
out of the body. The spontaneous power of reawakening is

no longer there (Job xiv. 12).

467
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It is the $Q3 which, in scriptural language, is poured out in

violent death (Isa. liii. 12
;
Ps. cxli. 8), and is breathed forth in

every kind of death (Job xi. 20, xxxi. 39, Jer. xv. 9 ; comp.
Lam. ii. 12, 1 Kings xvii. 17). Scripture says directly, even

that the soul dies (rfin). That in this mode of expression

(Num. xxiii. 10, Judg. xvi. 30, Job xxxvi. 14; comp. Wisd. i. 11,

Mark iii. 4) $B3 does not synecdochically denote the person
who possesses the soul, but the soul itself, is proved by the fre-

quent form of speech $33 tfian, Gen. xxxvii. 21 (comp. $33
ilTp,

Deut. xxii. 26), according to which it is the soul of the man
which in killing by violence is fatally stricken. This sounds

wholly materialistic ; and, indeed, what is true in materialism

\s seen without qualification in Scripture.

But not as though the soul in itself, as distinct from the

spirit, were mortal. This view, which attributes to man a brute

and perishable soul as the link of his spirit and body, we must,

after having often postponed its discussion, here finally get rid of.

In Scripture, that which passes over from man when he dies,

into the unseen world, Ps. xlix. 19, comp. ver. 16, xvi. 10 (Acts
ii. 25), xxx. 3, is called, indeed, not only nvi, but also $33, as

well as that which returns to the body when man again comes

to life (1 Kings xvii. 22) ; and the departed are called as well

^TV^CLI (Apoc. vi. 9, xx. 4, comp. Wisd. iii. 1) as Trvevfjuara

(1 Pet. iii. 19, Heb. xii. 23).
1 Of the dying person is said just

as much, his soul goeth forth (Gen. xxxv. 18), as his spirit goeth

1 From the lx,x,\ya!ac, vparoToxav dTroysypot/^fiiycav sv ovpotvo7<;, i.e. the

church which is still struggling here below, with certain expectancy of the

heavenly inheritance, the church, whose new birth in relation to the still

unglorified remaining creation is called a first birth, are here distinguished

the Trvevp.aTce. %<x,oiiav reTShetaixevav, i.e. the spirits of the righteous, of the

old covenant, and of those added to them of the new covenant, which

exist as spirits withdrawn from all inward and outward disturbances of the

fleshly life, already in the position of completion, and are only still waiting
for the exaltation of their bodies also into the position of completion ;

comp. the song of the three children, v. 63, where wevftotra xeti \]/vxetl

liKociav are called upon to praise the Lord. The Sohar calls the blessed in

heaven fcOp'Hvn pnw Moreover, we remember the remarkable saying of

Cicero : prseclarum diem, cum ad illud divinum animorum concilium

csotumque proficiscar cumque ex hac turba et colluvione discedam. In

Homer, the departed are usually called $v%*i\ but he also says, //. vii. 129,

OU OtTTO (AthtUV OVVOU $6ftQI> *Af)0f i'l'ffa.
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forth (Ps. cxlvi. 4 ; Ecclus. xxxviii. 23 ; Wisd. xvi. 14) : of the

person who dies voluntarily, just as much that he surrenders

his spirit (John xix. 30), or yields it up (Matt, xxvii. 50), as

that he surrenders or yields up his soul (Acts xv. 26). This

going out, this surrender of the spirit, attends the last drawing
of breath (Eccles. viii. 8) : the breath is the sensible manifesta-

tion of life, which, in the widest extent, has its causal subject

in the spirit,
rrn or nBtf

(vid. Sec. II.). Therefore, in the

New Testament, the designation of dying is as well etcTrveeiv

as bc^r&x&v ;
in respect of which it is to be observed that the

former is used thrice, for an obvious reason, of the death of

Jesus : the latter is used thrice (in the Acts of the Apostles) of

the punishment of death of sinners.

How could this interchange of HYi, irvev^a^ and $B3, fyvyrj)

be possible when death is spoken of, if the soul perished in

death, and if it were not attested, even in the midst of death,

that spirit and soul, as principium principians and principium

principiatum of human individual life, are inseparably united

in unity of essence and causal connection? 1

Plainly, therefore, according to Scripture, soul and spirit

outlast the corruption of the body. And, nevertheless, it is

true of the soul, in a certain sense, that it dies ! It dies, so far

as it was wont to centralize in itself the natural powers of the

body, and to pervade the organs of the body with its own spirit-

like life. It does not die, so far as it is of the spirit (Matt. x.

1 As once in earlier times was expressed by Heyder in his work, Eccle-

siastse de Immortalitate animi qualis fuerit sententia (1838), that, according
to Old Testament representation, the spirit returns to God, the soul, on

the other hand, enters into Hades, so lately, Strobel (Zur Eschatologie,

Lutli. Zeitsclirift, 1855, iii.) has sought to prove that Scripture teaches that

the departed soul enters into the kingdom of death (Hades) ;
the separated

spirit, on the other hand, into a condition of bliss, or perdition. Upon the

anthropological fundamental text, Gen. ii. 7, he says (I.e. p. 494),
" He

who doubts of the possibility of the separation in question, should consider

that Gen. ii. 7 does not stand thus : God made the body out of the earth,
and breathed into it soul and spirit, and thus man was made. Having first

already created body and soul (man), the Lord breathed into him the life-

giving spirit, by which his soul, as distinguished from that of the brute,

became a living one. Spirit and soul are not contemporaneous in Adam,
were not even given in one kind of manner : he received the latter, like all

other psychic creatures, by his creation from the earth
;
the former subse-

quently out of God's mouth." But I find it now, as ever, just as much
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28) ; but it dies, so far as it has become of the body. Its life

that has emanated from the
spirit, endures ; but its life that is

immanent in the body, perishes with the body itself.
1

The matter of fact is not, however, this, that the soul with-

draws itself gradually from the body, in the degree in which

the body dies. If the case were thus, we could only speak figu-

ratively, only per zeugma, of a death of the soul. But the fact,

as both Scripture and experience attest, is otherwise. The soul

goes forth from the body (
n?-, Gen. xxxv. 18) not without

resistance : it seeks to maintain itself in the body as long as

possible (1 Kings xvii. 17), until at length it succumbs power-

lessly, when its connection with the body is forcibly severed

(Job xxvii. 8, vi. 9 ; Isa. xxxviii. 12). It is the light of the

bodily life ; and when this light burns clearly no longer, it still

flickers and glimmers on, until it finally goes out (Isa. xliii. 17).

It would lead to no result if we were to consider at length the

biblical figures of that power which comes more especially over

the body and the soul in dying (vid. Div. IV. Sec. X.). It is

indeed intelligible of itself, that man would experience no pain
at all if he had not a soul in which the pain-exciting bodily
affections are reflected. Therefore the soul, because it is the

subjtct of the bodily life, of sensation, and all its shadowings, is

moreover the peculiar subject of the suffering of death ; and

being this, it is impossible that the suffering of death should

contradictory of this scriptural statement as generally of the scriptural

representation, that the human soul was already in existence before the

divine inbreathing, and did not come into existence by means of this in-

breathing. It is true, Strobel reminds me (Luth. Zeitschr. 1857, p. 764)
that I teach what is substantially the same, when I say that " in the body
formed by God there were living powers, but they were not yet combined

into unity of life." But in vain : in my view, the soul is not, even in the

brute, to say nothing of man, a resultant of natural forces
;
for in all

creatures, whether they be unendowed with soul, or endowed with soul, or

deprived of soul, natural powers are actually operative.
1 Materialism only acknowledges the latter life. Of old it said, o Ao'yo?

ff7rtv0r,p
tv xivyaet x,p^ia,g ypuv (Wisd. ii. 2) ;

in the present day,
"
thought

is a phosphorescence of the brain ;" in opposition to which, J. von Liebig has

observed that the brain does not contain phosphorus, but only phosphoric

acid, which does not shine at all; and that our bones, which contain four

hundred times more phosphorus, ought in such a case to possess the wisest

thoughts. More cautiously, and not assailable in this manner, runs the say-

ing,
" Without phosphorus, no thought."
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result in death, unless the soul itself were stricken with death.

The soul dies, and yet it subsists on. The body, moreover,

continues to exist, but decomposing and decomposed in its fun-

damental elements. The soul continues to exist as the emanat-

ing doxa of the spirit. In what else, therefore, can its death

consist, than in the fact of its being driven forcibly back to

that from which it originated ? The body continues to exist,

even in corruption, i.e. while its elements, passing forth from

the bond of the living organism, arrange themselves in new
and more simple partially gaseous and putrid associations. But

the soul that monad which united the body into a compact
life cannot corrupt as the body corrupts. Its life subsists in

emanation ;
and its death, or, if it be preferred thus to speak, its

corruption, consists in remanation. It can no longer hold its

ground against the Turba, which has possessed itself of the

body with its natural powers, and its own powers. Constrained

to recoil to the lowest forms of its bodily self-manifestation, it

must at length vacate the body, the place of its dominion. De-

throned and driven to flight, it returns to the spirit from which

it went forth royally and masterfully to conquer and to rule.

But, inasmuch as the soul forsakes the body, the spirit also

which pervaded the body by means of the soul is isolated

therefrom. This isolation, if we regard death in itself as the

punishment of sin, is nothing at all of an enfranchisement.

For, to dwell in the body, to endow it with soul, and to live

itself forth therein, is the innate nature and destination of the

human
spirit. It is therefore an unnatural condition into which

the spirit is thrown back by means of death. The downfall of

the soul is also the downfall of the
spirit. Deprived of the

body of which it ought to be the life culminating in self-con-

sciousness, and in which it has the proximate material and the

proximate means of this life, even the spirit becomes surrounded
with darkness. For death is vv% (John ix. 4). But such a

surrounding with night is possible. For the essence of death

consists in the man's becoming again the same as he was.

And the existence of the spirit which began with unconscious-

ness, may also be thrown back into unconsciousness. The spirit
which proceeded from God, when He created man (Gen. ii. 7),
when it was to become a human

spirit, did not attain to self-

consciousness until its association with the body ; and since
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humanity has propagated itself, by the mode of begetting,
forth from that creative beginning, that is also the way of its

development. Therefore, when the association of the spirit

with the body ceases, that which is agreeable to nature, in

that which is contrary to nature, is this : that the spirit is

transplanted back into that restraint of its self-consciousness

with which its existence began. That actually, through the

darkening of death, the most intense effulgurations of its

nature springing from God thrill throughout it, as Cicero says,
"
appropinquante morte anima multo est divinior," does not

prove the contrary. This is usually explained by the fact, that

the
spirit, in proportion as its union with the body becomes more

loose, becomes the more capable of purely and freely attesting
its own self ;* but this view of death as a process of enfranchise-

ment according to natural law, is unscriptural. Only this is

true, that with the final sinking into sleep are associated intense

dreaming phenomena,
2

in that the spirit does not suffer the

violence wherein death consists without collecting together its

whole power, in order to defend itself therefrom, and to lift itself

above it. But it does suffer
it, as every injury of the body that

brings it near to death proves. This is the fact to which mate-

rialism points with contemptuous look of triumph. It may not

be denied. Death as such, does not, it is true, force man back

into absolute nothing, but back within the limit of that nothing-
ness which preceded his coming into being. That man con-

tinues self-conscious throughout death, and that it is possible

for him to live although he dies, this is the operation of redeem-

ing grace, which, for all who lay hold on
it, changes death into

life, and permits us sometimes to behold in the countenance of

dying persons the bright gleam of the heaven opened to them.3

This redeeming grace has, even for those who reject it, placed

a limit to the power of death.

1
See, for example, Petocz, AnsicTit der Welt (1838), p. 403.

2
Goschel, Der Mensch diesseits und jenseits, p. 43. In death, sleep is

perfected, as x,oe,T(popd, sinking ;
and again, the dream is perfected as

uvotQopa, raising.
3 An illustration, confirmed to me by an eye-witness, is the death of a

lad of five years old, related in the Kleinen Barmer Missionsfreund, 1858,

No. 9. About half-past one o'clock he bowed his dear head : the eye

appeared broken. Then at once he folded his hands, raised his head,

opened his eyes wide, and looked in silent amazement for about two minutes
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THE TEUE AKD THE FALSE IMMOETALITY.i

SEC. II.

IT is contrary to experience as well as to Scripture, to say that

man is immortal ; for man, in fact, dies. He is spoken of as the

frail and perishable B*foK
; he resembles, in respect of mutability,

a fading flower and a fleeing shadow (Job xiv. 2, and passim).
The son of Adam is not immortal OVK dOdvaros (Ecclus. xvii.

30). Moreover, it is just as little scriptural to say that the soul

is immortal, and that the spirit is immortal : for Scripture does

not hesitate to say of the soul, that it dies ; and of the spirit,

although it does not indeed say that it dies, yet it says nowhere

that it is immortal. Man was created by God in the position

of posse non mori, that he might thence attain to the position

of non posse mori, or of everlasting life (eV d^Oapo-la, Wisd.

ii. 23) : he was, according to the design, and so far certainly by

nature, immortal.2 But after he had fallen from this his desti-

nation, immortality (aOavacria or a^Oapaia) only exists for him

upwards. An inexpressible loftiness sate upon his countenance, his eyes

lightened, and his face was overflowed with a bright gleam. Full of

amazement, and with the cry of astonishment, we stood around his bed.

None of us, although some had already stood by many hundred deathbeds,
had ever seen such an one : it was a lightning flash of eternity, granted

bodily for a few moments, according to God's gracious pleasure, to mortal

sinful eyes.
1
As, from this paragraph forward, spirit and soul come into considera-

tion almost entirely in respect of the similarity of their future destiny,

founded in their indissolubility and unity of nature, therefore henceforth

"soul
"
will be used more frequently than elsewhere, in such a way as that

the spirit is included in the idea in like manner as God, in respect of His

doxa, is named, inclusively of His essence, fcpDK*, ovpavos, or even directly

the Doxa.
2
Hahn, Theologie der N. T. i. 389. I so far also agree with Hermann

Schultz, Die Voraussetzungen der christl. Lelire von der Unsterblichkeit, 1861,
that the personal continuance of being, and especially the everlasting life

of man, has no physical necessity actually founded in creation. But the

moral conditioning is not such as that therefrom would follow a conclusive

annihilation of evil, to which the chain of this theologian's argument
amounts. Scripture teaches an eternal personal continuance of being of

all personal natures.
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as a future spiritual gift to those who are reunited with God
the Immortal (1 Tim. vi. 16), and a grace that recompenses
faithfulness towards Him (Wisd. iii. 4, Eom. ii. 7, and else-

where). It is this which the oldest teachers of the church

opposed to philosophical heathenism. " The soul," cries Tatian,
"

is not in itself immortal, O ye Greeks." And Justin Martyr

says,
" It participates in life, so far as God wills it to live."

"For God alone," says Athanasius, "has immortality, and is

Himself immortality."
1

Where Scripture speaks of death as of a Kpifia common
to men (Ecclus. xli. 4), it is everywhere the whole man who
suffers it. Death is a breaking up of the divinely ordained

substance of a living being.
2 In this disruption the issue of

the Turba, which has laid hold of body, soul, and spirit, each

according to its manner (Div. III. Sec. II.) body, soul, and

spirit also share, each in its own way. Body and spirit fall

away from one another
;
and the spirit, to which the soul has

retreated, finds itself, so far as it is disembodied, in the con-

dition of death. Even of the spirits of the just made perfect
this is the case, although it is said only per zeugma? Scripture
calls the deceased altogether, not merely their bodies, ve/cpot ;

and teaches that the dead, not merely that their bodies, rise again,
for the resurrection is a restoration of the personal condition

that is dissolved by death.

Death is consequently the final destiny of the whole man.

How then is it possible, apart from redemption, to speak of the

immortality of man, or even only of the immortality of his soul?

If we understand, by immortality of the soul, its indissolubility
as the result of its simple nature, the expression does not affirm

what we have in view. For that that which is not compounded
cannot be dissolved, is self-evident

;
but is everything which

cannot perish in the way of dissolution, therefore of necessity
eternal ?

1 See the passages in v. Harless, Das Buck von der agyptischen Mysterien

(1858), pp. 14, 111.
2

Averts or A/Ay<7/, as Zacharias, bishop of Mitylene, loves to say in his

A;Xoyo? of the Beginning of the World and of Humanity.
3 This distinction is to be observed. In the Old Testament it might be

said the dead in Hades, but in the New Testament it cannot be said the
dead in heaven, although they are included when we acknowledge a resur-

rection of the dead, and Christ as the judge of the living and the dead.
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Even if we "understand, by the immortality of the soul and

the spirit, their incapability of annihilation, the expression is,

to say the least, unscriptural. For death and annihilation in

Scripture are not by any means coincident ideas. In general,

Scripture nowhere says that anything whatever of what has

been created is annihilated ; and, so far as our inquiry reaches,

we see no atom perish. But, from the nature of things, it

by no means follows, that God's word of might cannot again

transplant into nonentity that which it has called into existence.

And if such a conclusion followed from the nature of the soul,

still actual continuance of being and self-conscious continuance

of being are far from being necessarily associated. Whence
can it be concluded that human souls continue to subsist indi-

vidually, since the souls of the brutes are confessedly taken

back into the entire spirit of nature, of which they are indivi-

duations? That which is constituted by way of emanation

may also be taken back by way of remanation (Ps. civ. 29; Job

xxxiv. 14).

But in view of the personality which distinguishes the

human soul from the brute soul, annihilation, or remanation

of the former, is assuredly an idea of extreme improbability.
For personal freedom is the inexhaustible ground of possibility

of an endless development; and it is extremely improbable that

this development, in its origin, or broken off from its middle,

and the fulness of substance which the human soul has attained

by means of free life, should be forcibly extinguished. With

equal conviction, the doubt is met by another consideration. To
the doubting question of Eccles. iii. 21, the Preacher's own de-

claration of ch. iii. 11 may be used as a reply, in case this is to

be translated,
" God has given eternity in the heart of men." l

In the nature, i.e. in the inborn constitution of man, there is the

capability of conceiving of eternity, the struggle to apprehend

1 Just in the same way Oehler translates in his able work, Die Grund-

ziige der alttest. Weisheit (1855).
" The satisfaction," thus he explains it,

" which man attains from his action and work is wasted, as has been shown

chap. ii. 12, as soon as he reflects that he thereby attains no result which

lasts beyond his passing existence. That man cannot help striving after

that which is imperishable, is the first meaning of the words, God has

put eternity in man's heart." In post-biblical Hebraism D^JJ signifies not

only eternity backwards and forwards as incalculable duration, but also
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the everlasting, the longing after eternal life. Although we

may not thence conclude that man is derived from eternity, it

is yet certain that he is designed for eternity. The conclusion

is irrefragable, as also the Cartesian conclusion from the idea

of a God to the being of a God is irrefragable. This is the,

so called by the ancients, argumentum ab appetitu ceternitatis.
1

Pantheism, indeed, which makes a divinity of an absolute

nature that individualizes itself in a blind necessity, and takes

itself back out of the individualization, escapes both arguments
for personal continuance of existence, by being satisfied with an

impersonal expansion in that absolute nature, an issue of life

which may please an eccentric or thoughtless person, but which

surely sheds no smile upon a dying man. The existence of

man, if it has its end in such a hopeless drowning death as this,

becomes the most desperate enigma. Only in view of personal

continuance of being, is it such an enigma as can hope for

solution : and personal continuance of existence has as its fun-

damental postulate the existence of a personal God ; for its

final ground, the free determination of will of this God. But

immortality and personal continuance of being are, in Holy

Scripture, not at all co-extensive ideas. Only the man who is

united with God the immortal, through Christ who is risen

again, is immortal. For such an one temporal death has lost

the nature of death ; for all other men, a limit is only placed
to temporal death. Personal continuance of existence, more-

over, has its final reason in the counsel of redemption, whose

self-realization demands the continuance of personal being of

entire humanity. Without, therefore, dwelling long upon the

probable reasons for that future continued existence that are

based in the nature of the human soul, biblical psychology has

to seek for the solution of its eschatological enigma in the

revealed mystery of the counsel of redemption.

the world as that which endures incalculably (alow, seculurn). Biblical lan-

guage as yet knows not the word in the latter signification ;
and therefore

the words of the Preacher must not be understood of the impulse of man
to reflect upon the universe.

1
e.g. in Dannhauer, Collegium Psycliologicum (1627), p. 128, and Christ.

Aug. Crusius, Metaph. sec. 483. Comp. Oetinger in Earth's Suddeutschen

Originalien, i. 42. The sensus communis is the hidden thing of man, a

sensus tacitus Kternitatis; or as Solomon says, "God has placed
the hidden eternity, in the heart of man."
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THE FUTUBE STATE AKD THE BEDEMPTIOK

SEC. III.

DEATH in its sensible aspect is a return to the dust (Gen.
iii. 19). This is the destiny of the body. On the particular

destiny of the spirit and the soul, the word of divine wrath was

silent. Therefore there was thought to be no special revela-

tion ; but on the ground of that word of wrath, the destiny of

the spirit was conceived to be analogous to that of the body.
As the body is inherited by the grave, thus the inner part of

the earth
1

receives, as into a retreat, the bodiless spirit, a

representation not contradictory of the nature of the spirit.

For although the spirit is no extensum, it may still be locally

restrained; it is indeed so restrained so long as man lives in the

1 That Scheol was conceived of as sub-terrene, is manifest not only from

the collective expressions referring thereto, e.g. Ps. Ixiii. 10, Ezek. xxvi. 20,

xxxii. 18, Job xxvi. 5, but also from the history of the company of Korah

(Num. xvi. 30, 33), and the appearance of Samuel (1 Sam. xxviii. 13).

Certainly we are not to conceive of any localization, after the fashion of

the present state
;
and perhaps it is this which Hofmann means to say,

Schrifibeweis, i. 492,
" When the Scheol is called deep, it is not meant

to be so understood as if it were anywhere deep down under us, but it goes

down subterraneously, just as immeasurably deep as it goes up on high
towards heaven;" for the last

"
it" is not to be referred to Scheol. Strobel

goes further when, Z.c., he teaches that "the separated souls partially sojourn
also in the regions of the invisible world, which in the Apocalypse are

called heaven, i.e. not in the home of the blessed, but in that part of the

invisible world which bodiless creatures of good and evil kind have in com-

mon with one another." He asserts of the souls under the altar, Apoc. vi.,
" For them Hades is in heaven," with the remark,

u A super-terrene, supra-
mundane Hades of souls is far more consistent with Scripture teaching
than a sub-terrene and sub-mundane one." I ain compelled to declare the

limitation of Hades in this form, even in spite of Strbbel's reply (Luth.
Zeitschr. 1857, pp. 769-771), to be unscriptural ;

because he proceeds
from the assumption that soul and spirit separate themselves in death, and
that the former always is allotted to Hades : he is compelled to make the

heavenly state of the martyr-souls (Apoc. vi. 9) one which, although it is

found in heaven, is yet in Hades. Hades is, indeed, the kingdom of death;
but where God's eternal altar stands, there is heaven in the highest sense

6 ovpoiv6$, into which Christ has entered (Heb. ix. 24). This one text
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present state. Although itself unallied to space, it is limited in

the local body, and within and not outside of it.
1

The state of the spirit, or of the soul, in Scheol,
2 was not

conceived of as an enfranchised and more perfect state, but

since all the life of man is naturally carried on by means of the

body as a state deprived of actuality bound
; and, as death

is a doom of God's wrath, as a state cut off from God's grace,

and from communion with Him, as a half-life in the darkness

of the abyss, not without consciousness and remembrance and

fellowship, but all only in feeble passing remnants, and the

like in respect of good and evil, without any view of a return

to the upper world, or, which is the same thing, without any

prospect of redemption.
This is the most ancient notion of Scheol. It was, especially

in that want of distinction and want of hope that it assumed,

the pure reflex of the word of divine wrath, not without ad-

mixture of the hyperbolic fear of death found in the Old

overthrows that false assumption. All souls do not come into Hades
;
and

that the soul of a man may be found there while his spirit is in the heaven

of the blessed, is a notion just as contrary to reason as to Scripture; opposed
to which, the view of Jung Stilling (in his Knowledge of Saints, and its

Apology}, who places the peculiar hell in the centre of the earth, and

regards Hades as the mid-region between hell and heaven, is indeed not

contrary to reason, but at least finds no support in Scripture. For the

rest, we acknowledge with v. Rudloff, p. 331, "If even Holy Scripture

points very definitely to earthly localities of the kingdom of death, still

that kingdom cannot, as a region of immaterial, and therefore of spiritual

being, be subjected to the laws of locality of material beings, in the degree
in which the things of the visible world are so. There are spiritual locali-

ties, of which we can have no idea, very probably extending themselves

throughout the whole dimension of visibility, and beyond it." Still, we here

commend to inquiring comparison the chapter upon the localities of the in-

termediate state, in C. W. Rinck's work upon the state after death (1861).
1 In the local body, as say the ancients, the spirit is non localiter sen

dimensive, sed definitive. The scholastics (Bonaventura, Occam, and others)

say instead diffinitive as the opposite of circumscriptive.
8 For what of man could be in Scheol unless it were his soul ? When

in Baruch ii. 17 it is said of the dead in Hades, uv \~hyq>&v\ TO -Trvtvpa, dvo *

air'ha.ywuv OIVTUV, from whose inward parts the spirit was taken, "spirit"
is not the spiritus vitalis withdrawn from them (as Schott in his Licentia-

tenschrift at Gb'ttingen, Veteris testamenf.i de hominis Immortalitate Sen-

tentia illustrata, 1860, declares), but the spirit itself disembodied, and

leading a shadowy life in Hades.
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Testament, and, in its fantastic picturing, not without mythologic
elements.

1 But in itself it was no mythus.
2 Death is, indeed,

the punishment of the entire man. To the state of punishment
of the body corrupting in the grave, there must correspond an

analogous state of the incorruptible soul. Death, grave, Scheol,

therefore, are in the Old Testament most closely associated

ideas, interchanging with one another, and passing over into

one another.

New Testament Scripture puts to the existence of Hades

its seal in the history of redemption. In doing this, it at the

same time denies objectivity to the ideas of indiscrimination

and hopelessness associated with Scheol in the Old Testament:

to the former by the parable of the rich man, and by the word

of the crucified Lord, "This day shalt thou be with me in

paradise ;" to the latter by the whole work of redemption, as a

reward of which the keys of death and of Hades (Apoc. i. 18)
are in the hand of the God-man.

But, at the same time with God's wrath, God's love had
after the fall of man announced itself. The Old Testament
declarations of the future state are not merely reflections of

the former, but also of the latter. Even in the Old Testa-

ment, those confused mythologic representations are in many
ways broken through. The facts of the rapture of Enoch and

Elijah throw on to them their beams of light : Faith, the

Chokma, and Prophecy lay hold of them together, and over-

throw them. Faith takes refuge in Jehovah, the ever-living,

the redeemer (see especially Ps. xvi. xvii. xlix. Ixxiii.
3

). The
Chokma points the lover of wisdom with a promise upwards

(Prov. xv. 24, xii. 28, Wisd. vi. 13-20, comp. Eccles. iii. 21 4

),

1 The name of the dweller in Hades, D^an, the loosed (from KS1, weak,

languid), agrees with the Homeric designations o! KX/HOVTSS, the relaxed,

uftsi/Yi'jdi x,a,pY)va, the heads without power (^gj/oj), ax/a/, /'&y?ia, and occurs

also in the inscription of the Sidonian king Sargon.
2 That Scheol is only the shadow which the temporal horror of death

projects upon the spiritual world (Fr. Beck in the Theol. Jahrb. 1851, p.

473), is an unhistorical view.
3 Jul. Miiller, Unsterbiichkeitsglaule und Auferstehungshoffnung (1855),

pp. 21-23.
4
Heyder, Z.c., translates this passage,

"
Quis est qui cognoscat spiritum

hominum? hie est qui ascendit sursum; et spiritum pecoris? hie est qui,"
etc.

;
and certainly the vowel arrangement seems to require this translation,
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and declares already the mighty word,
" In the midst of death

the righteous is comforted" (Prov. xiv. 32, comp. Job xxvii.

8-10). The thought of a redemption out of Scheol already

appears, at least in the form of a wish (Job xiv. 14) ;
and the

thought of a future vision of the God who reveals Himself as

a redeemer, appears in the form of a postulate of faith, to which

the righteous man, misapprehended and persecuted even to the

death in this world, is urged (Job xix. 25-27 1

). The truth of

such glimpses of light into the future state does not annul the

truth of the existence of Scheol. The truth of Scheol subsists

in the fact, that by the power of the word of wrath (Gen. iii.

1.9) every man who dies comes under the principle of wrath

with body and soul ; and the truth of those better views con-

sists in the fact, that he who in this state has loved Jehovah,

even in the future state, although encompassed by the principle

of wrath, nevertheless, as waiting for a certain redemption, is in

the principle of love. He is with his soul in Scheol, as certainly

for n before y in a questioning significance is certainly elsewhere without

example. Yet the interrogative DF1XH (Judg. vi. 31) may be compared to

rA'yn, and the interrogative 3tpp| (Lev. x. 19) to J"fn 5n ;
and as well the

collocation as connection permit no other comprehension than that which

is repeated, moreover, by LXX., Targ., Syr., Jer., Luther: "Who knows

of the spirit of the children of men, whether this goeth upwards ;
and

of the spirit of the brute, whether this goeth down below towards the

earth?" As also elsewhere in this book (ch. ii. 19, vi. 12), JTP ^ lays

open a doubtful question ;
and there subsists between it and ch. xii. 7

no contradiction which could determine us to lean towards its exegetic

removal. For in ch. xii. 7 is declared the fact, in itself comfortless, that the

elements of man return to their original; and in ch. iii. 21, the uncertainty
whether the spirit bestowed upon man goes back in any other way to its

original source than does that of the brute. None the less, I have with

careful deliberation quoted above Eccles. iii. 21. In the doubt there is

a longing, and even the acknowledgment of the dilemma is an important

step in advance.
1
Everywhere in such passages of the books belonging to the literature

of the Chokma, there is anticipated a meaning which transcends the degree
of knowledge of redemption of the time then present ;

so that observations

such as Hitzig's on Prov. xiv. 32, "The proverb touches upon an earlier

time than that in which resurrection or immortality was believed in," de-

pend upon ignorance of the peculiar nature of the spiritual tendency of

that time, which was hurrying on a tendency which brought forth in the

midst of Israelite people, books bearing the stamp of common humanity,
such as the book of Proverbs and the book of Job.
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as the body is in the grave ; but resting in the depth of love

from which, in the fulness of time, the Overcomer of death and

of Hades will go forth. Looking beforehand to Him, Isaiah

prophesies the future swallowing up of death ; the waking up
of the bodies of the righteous, and the redemption of their souls

from Hades (Isa. xxiv.-xxvii.) ; and Ezekiel beholds the resto-

ration of Israel, as the animating of a large field strewed with

corpses, by the resurrection word of power of Jehovah. In the

book of Daniel
(xii. 2), moreover, the general rising of the dead

is declared without a figure, and plainly as the final fact of

time. The apocryphal literature shows us this new light still

in conflict with the ancient gloom. For the horizon of the

books of Baruch and Sirach is still bounded by the old Hades

view. The book of Wisdom teaches a blessed future of the souls

that have been united to God here below ; and a finally deter-

mining judgment, which raises the righteous to eternally blessed

dominion, and rejects the godless into everlasting shame, but

without giving expression to the statement so closely suggested
of a twofold resurrection. And the second book of Maccabees,

arming its martyrs with the hope of resurrection, confesses

a resurrection of the godless as of the righteous, without,

however, expressly extending it (vid. vii. 14) to the whole of

humanity, or even beyond the limits of Israel. Near to the

Christian times, however, the hope of resurrection was already

part of the inalienable substance of the believing conscious-

ness of Israel.
1 And it need not surprise us, since the eternal

counsel of redemption presides over temporal history ; and the

historical future of salvation is withal a coming one, which, as

it approaches nearer to the end, leaves behind it clearer traces

as well in history as in consciousness.

The more nearly the manifestation of Jesus Christ drew

nigh, the more preparatory became, as in the Christologic

questions the perception of His person, so in the eschatologic

questions the perception -of His work.2 This His work consists

1
Only the Sadducees denied it. When in Acts xxiii. 8 it is said that

they generally denied the existence of a wevpa, it is explained from

Josephus, Ant. xviii. 1, 4, according to whom they taught rtx,g -^/v^ecf

awoitpotviffoti Tolq ffuf^otaiv. They were materialists.
2
Bottcher, in his learned and careful work, de inferis (1846), represents

this process of development ;
but without considering it from the point of

2 H
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iii reconciliation, redemption, and perfection: reconciliation

through an atonement, which in love does away with the wrath

of God upon humanity; redemption, by the breaking up of all

powers and circumstances which bind humanity under the wrath

of God ; perfection, in the exaltation of humanity to the height
of its destination. In Him arose the Sun which in eternally

decisive manner enlightened the gloom of futurity, and main-

tained the hope of the faithful by facts of redemption that were

rich in results, and proved itself the essential unity of those

beams which had announced its coming.
In order to redeem humanity from death, the Redeemer

must, as the Sinless One, suffer the wrathful destiny of death.

He must die and be buried without seeing corruption, and go
down into Hades without being holden of Hades (Acts ii. 27).

1

The descent et? TO, /caTcbrepa peprj -n}? 77)5, i.e. into Hades, which

with the burial is comprised in the sojourn eV rfj /capita rfjs 777?

(Matt. xii. 40), is the extreme lowest point contrasted with the

ascension above all the heavens (Eph. iv. 9) ; for heaven and

Hades (Matt. XL 23), or heaven and the under world (Phil.

ii. 10; Apoc. v. 3), or heaven and the abyss (Rom. x. 6), or

heaven and the prison (1 Pet. iii. 19, 22), are opposite poles.

This lowest point of His humiliation was also the turning-

point and commencement of His exaltation. He did not appear
in Hades as the dead one, without immediately approving
Himself ev TrvevjjLCiTi to the spirits in prison as the living one;

for He went thither ev Trvev/jLari,, which could not, like His flesh,

be slain, but which, in the midst of the condition of death

awaiting the reunion with the body through the creative might
of the Father, asserted itself as an undestroyed power of life.

It is thus that we must understand ev w (1 Pet. iii. 18).
2 He

view of its object, without which, according to our conviction, neither

height into the unity of the several Old Testament views of the future

state, nor their just criticism, is possible.
1 See my Psalm- Commentary, on Ps. Ixiii. 10 (i. 470), where the LXX.

translates roc *4*rrr T% yijj ;
and Holemann's argument on behalf of

the reference of the passage, Eph. iv. 9, to the descensus ad inferos in his

Blbebtudien, Div. ii. p. 89.
2 Not only H. TV. Rinck, Vom Zustande nach dem Tode (1861), p. 87,

where the degree of consistency of the mention of the descent into Hades
in that passage is very well authenticated, but Wold. Schmidt, De Statu

animarum medio inter mortem et resurrectionem (1861), agrees with us in
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appeared in the world of the dead as a spirit,
1 while His incor-

ruptible but not yet glorified and risen body was at rest in the

grave ; but He appeared none the less in the unclissolved unity
of His divine-human person as the Prince of Life breaking

through the bands of Hades and the grave.
Thus manifesting Himself to the dead in Hades, He

preached to them (^/wfpvfev) the victory that had now come to

pass. He preached to the Old Testament dead the New Testa-

ment gospel (yeKpois vrjyy\l(707j) of the now completed redemp-
tion (1 Pet. iii. 19, iv. 6). There the fallen angelic powers
beheld Him as the conqueror ; the Old Testament saints, as the

Redeemer; those who had died in the attitude of hardening

themselves, as the Judge ; and for many who, as in the judg-
ment of the deluge, had been swallowed up by Hades in very

unequal measure of sin, there were glimpses of deliverance still

this, that the Lord went bodilessly into Hades, according to His spiritual

nature, and there manifested Himself not only as a Judge, but chiefly as

a Redeemer
;
but both, after the example of Bengel, allow the ^aocrortf&Jf

to coincide with the death in which His spirit indeed is for a moment en-

wrapped, but is at once forced through the night of death to life; wherefore

the latter is to be regarded as the correlation of the ftev-%s, which infers con-

temporaneousness, and the former corresponds to the prophecy according to

which the Christ of God should assuredly not be left in Hades. All this is

untenable. The words gmvnmfaig $e wvevftari, according to the New Testa-

ment use of language (John v. 21; Rom. iv. 17
;

1 Cor. xv. 22), can only
be understood of the awakening of which the resurrection was the conse-

quence. The assertion of the fact of the intermediate state begins for the

first time with kv u, and precisely by this h a (not merely $) it is charac-

terized as a fact that occurred apart from the body. The spirit, since it

was the might of indissoluble life (tuv*fti( /^aqg dxoe.Tot?iVTov, Heb. vii. 16),

needed no making alive. For the same reason, however, we are not com-

pelled to the supposition (last suggested by Schott) of a double descensus ;

such an one as perfected the reality of death, and such an one as had for

its subject the bodily aroused but yet not risen one. We subscribe to the

words of Ben gel,
" Christus vitam in semet ipso habens et Ipse vita spiritu

vivere neque desiit neque iterum ccepit, sed simul atque per mortifica-

tionem involucro infirrnitatis in came solutus erat, statim vitae solvi

nescise virtus modis novis et multo expgditissimis sese exserere coepit,"

referring the vivificatio not to this unfettering, but to the awakening, and

comprehending the descent into hell as the dividing limit and turning-

point of the two status.

1 This is the view which has become symbolical in the Romish Church,
and moreover is defended in our church by ancient teachers, as Urbanus

Rhegius, Lucas Osiander, and others, which, as I believe, is more conformed
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possible. There also the soul of the penitent thief beheld Him
in the bliss of Paradise.

Then ascending out of Hades, arising out of the grave, and

rising towards heaven, the Lord led captivity captive (^ftaXa)-
Tevcrev al^akwaiav) : the gifts which the Exalted One sends

down, are the fruits of His victory ; and, as it were, benefac-

tions out of the spoils of a triumphant victor (Eph. iv. 8). For

He has triumphed over the angelic powers (Col. ii. 15) ;
and

when He had subjected to Himself the spirits that rule in

the kingdom of death and of darkness, He led the men who

in Hades honoured Him as a Redeemer with Himself toward

heaven,
1

for the Paradise is from that time forth above the

earth (2 Cor. xii. 1-4). And the souls of the blessed dead are,

according to the constant testimony of New Testament Scrip-

ture, henceforth in heaven in the Jerusalem which is above,

under God's altar ; or, according to the synonymous expression

of the old synagogue, under the throne of glory. The enigma
of the prophetic word, which far transcended the prophet's own

to the Petrine assertion than the view that has become symbolical in the

Greek church, and even in our own (although in a less stringent manner).
Yet guoiroiyfals & wtvftctTi is meant, as it is said, of the awakening of the

corpse coincident with the resurrection, with which awakening the spirit-

life of glorification took its beginning, as the dying put an end to the

fleshly life of humiliation
;
and only \v &> will be so understood, as that He

went in the spirit, according to which (so that the now commencing life

had its determinate character in the spirit) He, in awakening up, was again

living. Little as I, with Besser (Zeitschr. fur Protest. 1856, p. 294), can

approve of Hofrnann's interpretation of this passage of Christ of the not

yet incarnate testimony to the race of men during the deluge during the

120 years of grace (Gen. vi. 3), yet I regard as just what he remarks, ii. 1,

474. By h u Trop&vQtis exvjpv%tit is designated a going and preaching of

Christ, for which the spirit served Him as an agent, in opposition to the

flesh; and it is not said in the state characterized as gaoiroivifais Trvevpari,

that He went and preached. Thus also judges Martensen, Dogm. sec. 171.

1 Even Hofmann finds in that which is related by Matthew (xxvii.

51-53), that this is at least hinted at
;
but observes, nevertheless,

" Al-

though the intelligence of the church of the earliest times has given thia

perhaps not unjustifiable expansion to the event testified, still the silence

of Scripture is for us a consenting testimony, that the scientific declaration

of Christendom has nothing to announce respecting it." We go further; for

what we teach above, proceeds on the assertions of Scripture of necessity

beyond the distinction of the spiritual condition of the Old Testament

and New Testament believers, and IB supported by the direct evidence of

Scripture.
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understanding (Hos. vi. 2), is solved : Hades has now, according
to the prophecy of Isaiah (xxvi. 19), yielded up the dead that

belong to the Israel of God ;

l
it now only remains as the fore-

hell (Apoc. xx. 14),
2

although only in such a way as there

1 It is there predicted, that while the oppressors of Israel are pressed
down into the shadowy kingdom, without the possibility of thinking of a

raising of themselves again, or a lifting of them up again (xxvi. 14), the

power of God's grace prepares for His people the restoration which they

long desired while under punishment, and in vain strove to attain by their

own efforts.
" We have not wrought deliverance to the land the dwellers

on the land have not come to light (vB*
1

'?]-!),"
i.e. a new race which shall

people the desert land (ver. 18). But now it has happened, instead of

celebrating the event in song, the prophecy transplants itself into the midst

of it : the people, in consequence of their long sufferings and chastisements,
is melted away to a small remnant; and many of them that might in truth

be numbered among them, lie in the dust of death. Then it cries to itself,

as if present to itself, pervaded with a hope which will not be ashamed,
THY DEAD MEN SHALL LIVE AGAIN consoles itself with the operation of

God's power and grace, even now exhibiting themselves in completion THE

CORPSES OF MEN SHALL ARISE
;
and cries, as certain of the purpose of God,

the mighty word of faith over the field of dead bodies, AWAKE, AND SING,

TE THAT DWELL IN THE DUST
;
and justifies this believing word of power

in its own sight, by acknowledging, with a glance upwards to God : FOR
THE DEW OF THE LIGHTS,

1
i.e. the powers of life, IS THY DEW

;
AND THE

EARTH WILL BRING FORTH SHADOWS, i.e. will again bear forth the dead who
are sunk down into it. Hofmann does not find prophesied here any pecu-
liar arising of the dead, but only that under the form of raising, which is

presupposed as an element of the Israelitish consciousness of faith, is pre-
dicted the restoration of Israel :

" The people of redemption does not awake

by any effort of Israel's own to new-create itself
;
but when it is all over

with it, God wondrously transforms it as out of death into life, although
of its own impulse there had been no hope for it for ever "

(Schriftb. ii.

2, 511). My conviction is different. Even (Ezek. xxxvii. 1-14) the rising

of the dead, which the prophet sees, is to me more as an image of the resto-

ration of the people buried in exile. The two prophets here prophesy what
the apocalyptic seer calls

" the first resurrection ;" the latter certainly in

more special and continuous connection, and in less enigmatical fashion.

Isaiah and Ezekiel unfold what is announced in Ps. xlix. 15. They unfold

it by the power of divine revelation, which has previously set forth the hope
of the rising of those that have died in the Lord, as the expectation of the

resurrection of the dead in general.
2 The idea of *$$$ is already on the way to this change in the Old

Testament, especially in the Proverbs
;
vid. Oehler, Veteris testamenti Sen-

1 Ros lucis, Yulg., the dew of the morning. TB.
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can be a fore-hell prior to the absolutely final decision. The

hope that the souls of the righteous are in God's hand, and in

the enjoyment of rest and peace (Wisd. iii. 1, 4, iv. 2), has

now its heavenly seal : the curtain is rent,
1 and the new and

living way is opened, on which henceforth all the faithful

follow their Kedeemer, without being compelled to pass further

through any veil, to the place where God's loving presence is

revealed in glory (Heb. x. 19). Thither look the eyes of the

dying; thither, when their eyes fail them, their hands still

point ; there they are in the presence of their risen and glorified

Saviour, who guarantees to them their own resurrection and

glorification, even in their disembodied state, blessed and wait-

ing in peace the dawning which will make even their bodies

alive again. They are in the enjoyment of the peace of blessed

inward contemplation, and blessed exaltation.
2

They are in

the heaven of glory, but this glory is still awaiting an increase.

The history upon earth must first have passed away before the

completion in heaven comes on (Heb. xi. 40). This completion is

their sweet longing, their blessed hope.
" Interim ergo," says the

holy Bernhard, in profound and beautiful figures,
" sub Christi

humanitate feliciter sancti quiescunt, in quam nimirum deside-

rant etiam angeli ipsi prospicere, donee veniat tempus, quando

jam non sub altari collocentur, sed exaltentur super altare."
J

tentla de rebus post mortem futuris. Our limitation above,
"
although only,"

etc., has not been strictly rendered by v. Rudloff, p. 329 : it indicates the

extreme limit of what biblical psychology is authorized to say.
1 Such an occurrence, says Goschel, Letzte Dinge, p. 78, with reference

to Matt. xxvi. 51, stands alone, as the death itself, of which it was the

result
;
but something similar, a shadow of that solitary fact, accompanies

every hour of death, where one soul passes away in the Lord, and another

looks after it. It is as if the veil were not closed until a little later. Gra-

dually therefore, even the sharpest anguish is lightened at the beginning :

the deepest affliction comes after.

2
Goschel, Der Mensch diesseits und jenseits, p. 91, thus distinguishes

zxrd'rotvffis and dva.7ra.vais. To this belongs also the thoughtful expression
in his work upon old age. The exit of the soul from the body first com-

pletes its entrance into itself.

8 In the first of the sermons on the Festival of All Saints. In agree-

ment with us, H. W. Rincke remarks ( Vom Zustande nach dem Tode, p. 61) :

" The purification which is completed by becoming enlightened and per-

vaded with light by the glorious light, and the heavenly glance of God's

fire, is something very distinct from an intermediate state of purgatory."
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This is, in outline, the doctrine of the Old and New Testa-

ment of the intermediate state between death and resurrection.

Of a purgatory we can say nothing, for Scripture teaches

none. The scriptural passages on which it is founded, impar-

tially looked at, and intelligently explained, prove quite other

things. The chief argument for purgatory is found in the

assertion of its psychologic-ethical necessity.
" It is the most

complete contradiction," it is said,
1 " to enter into heaven pol-

luted with sin, whether it be covered by atonement, or un-

covered. Therefore the question obtrudes itself, How is man

finally delivered from sin, and holiness established in him as a

fundamentally living principle ? Or, if we leave the earthly

world still stained with any sort of sinful character, how are we

to become purified from the same?" This question assuredly

presses upon us. Released from the body, we are not on

that account released from sin. And justification through the

grace of God in Christ, releases us from the guilt of our sin

in the way of responsibility, without therefore uprooting sin

itself in us. This continues to be weakened in us here be-

low ; and the most earnest endeavour after holiness gains the

mastery over it indeed rules it, banishes it within narrower

and narrower limits, but without being able entirely to sepa-

rate and eradicate it from us. How then is the soul which has

found grace in God, freed from sin at its translation into the

future state? Let it be done as it may, it is by no means

effected by a fire which is needed to help forward the effect of

the holy baptism, and the blood of the Son of God, which have

both in themselves the virtue of fire : it is by no means effected

through an expiating suffering, which would have to assist the

saving purpose of the reconciling passion of Christ, for the

first time to attain the effectuation of its final object. How
then ? It has been said that death itself is our purgatory ; and

the final shock of death also the final dividing (Heb. iv. 12),

which pierces through and through, even to the finally decisive

purification.
2

And, in fact, who could deny that every well-

resisted death-struggle is, moreover, a finally determining cru-

cible, which absolutely detaches the gold of the divinely wrought

spiritual life that will stand the fire, from the dross which

1 Thus e.g. Mohler in his Symbolik.
3 Thus Goscbel, in his work, Der Mensch diesseits undjenseits.
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burdened and disintegrated it here below ? But not every soul

is led through by God, by means of such a confirming and

refining fire of a long sickness and a victorious dying bed. It

must therefore be assumed that the spiritual life, begotten and

nourished in us by word and sacrament, is in itself actually

sufficiently powerful, when it has rid itself of the world lying
in the wicked one, or is suddenly withdrawn from it, to

break forth in the view of the manifest reality of that which

has been believed here below with such intensity, that it drives

out the sin which is still dwelling in human nature, even to

the last trace of its consequences. Whether this may happen
to one suddenly, to another by degrees, we know not. Scrip-

ture on this matter says nothing. And as far as concerns those

who, in the present state, are unconverted and unbelieving,

certainly the hope is at hand, that on this side of the final

destiny, the breaking through God's wrath to God's love is

still, under certain circumstances, possible ; but Scripture says

of it nothing, either direct or indirect, but contains expressions

which rather leave the opposite to be dreaded. And we there-

fore decline taking our flight into inferences and presumptions,
or following other lights than the one whose clearness, mea-

sured by the divine wisdom, ought to be sufficient for us here.

But we hold all the more strenuously to the doctrine of the

intermediate state which we have sketched above. In all its

details it depends upon irrefragable exegetic foundations, and

can appeal to the believing consciousness of the church brought

by Scripture and tradition from those times in which it had not

yet, in order to oppose superstitious disfigurements, exchanged
the primitive Christian views for a heartless dialectic rigidity

foreign to Scripture. That such passages of Scripture as 1 Pet.

iii. 18, iv. 6, speak of a subterraneous self-manifestation and

declaration of power on the part of Christ, seems to me as clear

as the sun
; although, because they appeared to militate against

the analogia fidei, they were banished I out of the range of the

1
Thus, for instance, David Chytrails' book, de morte ac vita asterna.

Polemics against the Romish purgatory have here operated mischievously.
The able John Heinr. Ursinus, in his work, On the State of Faithful Souls

after Death (1663), makes a glorious exception as well in the doctrine of

the descent into hell as of the intermediate state.
" The descent of the

Lord into hell," says he, p. 285,
"
belongs partly to His true death

;
be-
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illustria verbi divini testimonia ; and, as if blinding by their

intense brightness, they were sought to be dimmed and ob-

scured by other scriptural passages, especially Heb. ix. 27,

where is signified not a judgment immediately following death,

but the conclusive general judgment. In the meantime, it is

not a problem of biblical psychology to bring scriptural proof

for the above positions. These are lemmata from dogmatics,

against which one must be on one's guard, not to wish to know

either less than Scripture or more than Scripture.
1 To this

is essential quotation and scriptural proof ; wherefore we, in

order not to trench upon a foreign region of science, have

been thus aphoristically brief. But those disclosures of Scrip-

ture upon the intermediate state are the indispensable postulates
of certain questions, to the discussion of which dogmatics are

cause He, as all men as far as their souls are concerned, was gathered to

His fathers, and of His free-will for us was given up to the dominion of

death, in order to abrogate it for ever. But partly also it belongs to His

triumph ;
because He as a victorious Prince, and a hero of two parent

stems, overcame death thereby, and bound the devil. When the holy body
of Christ was borne to the grave, the soul of the Lord was gathered to the

fathers, and continued under the law of death till soul and body were united.

Thus He also triumphed over death, and awakened the dead fathers to be

the trophies of victory, and led them with Himself out of the condition of

death." " From which it plainly shines forth," adds Ursinus to this,
" that

our Lord maintained this triumph, not only in respect of the making alive

of His soul, but of the making alive of Himself in the grave with body and

soul; for how could He have triumphed over death if He had been subjected
in respect of the body to its laws ?

" For this same reason, in later times,

a twofold descensus is distinguished by Wiesinger, v. Zezschwitz (De Christi

ad inferos descensu, 1857), Engelhardt (Zeitschr. fur Protest. 1856, p. 285),

Schott, and others : one at death, involved in the death itself
;
and one at

the awakening (which would therefore have preceded the rising), subse-

quently in reassumed and glorified corporeity.
"
It was an exegetical

error," says Schott, On the First Epistle of Peter, p. 240,
" when the fathers

regarded the descendit ad inferos of the Apostles' Creed, and the vopevdsig

ixyipvZey of 1 Pet. iii. 19, as referring to one and the same event." We
are not of this opinion ;

and similarly, then as now, are we certain that

tx.vipv^ev cannot be understood of a preaching which had no saving object
in view : He who preaches KYipvaaei, provided that his preaching always
has in view whatever saving determination of themselves may be possible
in the case of those to whom He preaches. The absolute Mupvaaetv cannot

signify a partial concio damnatoria.
1

Schleiermacher, Dogm. sec. 161, 2, may serve as a representative of

the former error
; Jung Stilling of the latter.
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not directed ;
but upon which psychology, at least this espe-

cially, is called to enter.

THE FALSE DOCTEINE OF THE SOUL'S SLEEP.

SEC. IV.

PROCEEDING from the sound premises, that the combination

and unity of spirit and body is the peculiar nature of man as a

created whole ; that therefore the rending of this link puts the

soul-spirit not less than the body into a state of death, but that

the soul-spirit cannot die in the same way that the body does,

which latter is dispersed into its elementary constituents ; that

in general, on account of its divinely-formed nature, it cannot

perish, and by the might of the revealed will of God continues

to exist independently (which Origen maintained in opposition

to the SvyTo^vxirai, of Arabia), in primitive times some

have here and there chanced upon the thought, that the sepa-

rated soul is in a state of sleep without consciousness, and

without sensibility, until God wakens it up at the last day,

together with the body. Even Tertullian (de anima, ch. Iviii.)

is aware of this opinion, and controverts it. Vigilantius, whom
Jerome attacked, appeared inclined to it. The schismatic

Armenians entertained it. Even Luther expressed it here and

there, although only conjecturally and vaguely.
1 The sup-

1 He writes to Nic. Amsdorf about the 13th Jan. 1522 (see De Wette's

edition of the Letters of Luther, part ii. p. 122) :

" De animabus tuis non

satis habeo quod tibi respondeain. Proclive mihi est concedere tecum in

earn sententiam, justorum animas dormire ac usque ad judicii diem nescire

ubi sunt. In quam sententiam me trahit verbum Scripturae dormiunt cum

patribus suis. Et mortui resuscitati per Christum et apostolos idem testan-

tur cum velut a somno evigilarunt, ignari ubi fuerint." In what follows,

he concedes that there must be exceptions to this sleep of the soul as well

in the sphere of the blessed (Elias, Moses, Abraham, and Lazarus) as of the

lost (the spirits in prison, 1 Pet. iii. 19, who at least to the time of Christ's

preaching did not sleep ;
and the people of Sodom, of whom Jude 7 says,

in the present tense,
"

ignis aeterni poenam sustinentes"). But his conclu-

sion remains: " Verisimile autem, exceptis paucis omnes dormire insensi-
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porters of the special doctrine of the soul's sleep in the time of

the Reformation were the Anabaptists. Against these Calvin

wrote in 1534 his Psycliopannyclda^ It is only the coarsest

form of the doctrine which is here combated by Calvin, and is

touched by his counter-argument. The later advocates, espe-

cially among Socinians and Arminians,
2
limited themselves to

denying all external activity to the soul in its separate state.

Subsequently, with the increasing insight into the corporeal

mediation of the soul's activities, the adoption of an absolutely

unconscious sleep of the soul recurred all the more frequently.
3

tiles." The letter is of an earlier date, but the view here expressed occurs

still even in the Enarrationes in Genesin. It is true he says here, on

Gen. xv. (Erl. edit. pt. vi. p. 120), distinguishing the sleep of the future

state from natural slumber :

" Anima non sic dormit, sed vigilat et

patitur visiones, loquelas Angelorum et Dei ;" but on ch. xlix. (Erl. edit,

pt. xi. pp. 301-306), he compares the intermediate state with the condition

of the fostus in the womb, and seems to regard it as unconscious. " We

pass on and come again to the last day before we perceive it
; moreover,

we know not how long we have been in that state." We do not wish to

deny that this is the doctrine of the sleep of the soul, which, together with

its scriptural reasons, we shall proceed to confute
;
but Luther does not

teach thus: he expresses himself in- this way in all modesty only hypotheti-

cally, being very willing to be corrected, and at length declares that the

manner and the place of that rest of the future state are things that ara

placed beyond our knowledge.
1 The completion of the Psychopannychia belongs to the year 1534. In

the year 1536, Calvin added a second preface, moderating the polemical
bitterness

;
and in the year 1545, the book appeared at the same time in

two Strasburg editions, with somewhat differing titles. At the close, Calvin

put the seal to his refutation, saying:
" Istud rursum lectores omnes (si

qui tamen erunt) memoria tenere volo, Catabaptistas (purposely, instead

of Anabapiistas) quos ad omne genus flagitiorum designandum nominasse

satis est, esse prseclari hujus dogmatis authores." Comp. for the rest on

the history of the doctrine of the sleep of the soul, Sylloge Scriptorum
de Spiritibus puris et animabus humanis, etc. (Ratisb. 1790), pp. 87-92 (a

classified catalogue, whereas Grasse's Biblioiheca Psychologica, 1845, is

alphabetical) ;
and especially V. E. Loscher, Select Collection of the Best

Writings on the State of the Soul offer Death, 1735, excerpted and enriched

in Herbert Becker's communications from Dr Valentine Ernst Loscher's

auserlesener Sammlung, etc., two parts, Augsburg 1835-36.
2 But also among those who were theosophically disposed, as Ph. Matth.

Halm, and his associates, Goltz, Thomas Wizenmann, the friend of Fr.

Heinr. Jacobi, vol. i. (1859) p. 88.

3 Even about the middle of the previous century this was the solution

of the
"
Soul-sleepers (Hypnopsychites)," that as soon as the ORGANS of
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There are certainly scriptural passages which may appa-

rently be made available in favour of the sleep of the soul,

especially
in a period which, without distinguishing as to the

history of redemption between the Old and New Testament,

argues from isolated scriptural texts, no matter out of what

kind of books and connections. The many scriptural texts were

appealed to in which dying is called a falling asleep, and death

a sleep ;
for instance, 1 Cor. xv. 20, 1 Thess. iv. 13. Com-

plaints and questions were depended upon, such as those of Ps.

Ixxxviii. 10-12 (comp. Ps. vi. 5, xxx. 9, cxv. 17 ;
the whole

of the book of Job, nearly akin to Ps. Ixxxviii., Isa. xxxviii.

18, Ecclus. xvii. 27) :

Wilt Thou show wonders to the dead,

Or do shadows rise up to praise Thee ?

Shall Thy grace be declared in the grave,

Thy faithfulness in the under-world ?

Shall Thy wondrous might be known in the darkness,

And Thy righteousness in the land of forgetfulness ?

but especially upon Eccles. ix. 4,
" A living dog is better than

a dead lion. For the living know at least that they shall die :

but the dead know nothing, and have no reward to hope for;

for the memory of them is forgotten ;" and ix. 10,
" All that thy

the body were destroyed, the soul must sink into its original assoupissement,

its previous powerlessness. Thus, for example, Thorn. Burnet (mort. 1715),

in his work de statu mortuorum et resurgentium (in French, by Bion, 1731):

L'ame ne peut avoir aucune sensation ou perception du monde exterieur,

de quelque phenomene que ce soit, ni d'aucun mouvement de la matiere, a

moins qu'elle ne soit unie a quelque corps, ou a quelque portion de la

matiere. Thus in Germany, Heyne, in Werder, the chief advocate for the

soul's sleep. The best counter arguments are those of Simonetti and
Timoth. Seidel. Many of the productions on both sides are anonymous, as

A Treatise of the Sleep of Souls after Death (1754), and a letter to the

anonymous author of the Treatise on the Sleep of Souls after Death (in the

same year 1754). Both treatises proceed on the ground that every finite

actual spirit must have a body ;
but says the latter,

"
It is true that after

man's death the soul passes out of association with this body, but not

generally out of association with matter." In the frankest way, Fries

(Jahrbb. fur deutsche Theol. 1856) has lately expressed himself in Heyne's
view. That the personal Ego of man, says he, should be without the body,
is altogether not conceivable, and the soul can therefore only lead a dream -

life in the intermediate state. We cherish for this dear friend, who in the

meantime has gone to his home, a better hope than this.
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hand is able to do, do it with thy whole might ; for there is

no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in Scheol,

whither thou art going ;" with which John ix. 4,
" A night

cometh in which no man can work," appears to agree. Finally,

also appeal was made to those who were wondrously recalled

from death into this present life to Lazarus, Jairus' daughter,
the widow's son of Nain, and Tabitha. None of them that

were thus aroused from the dead gave any information upon
the condition of the spiritual world. For what other reason

than because not only their bodies, but also their souls, had

slept in unconsciousness f The foil to this mode of argument
is furnished in such statements of Scripture as characterize

the state of separate souls before the resurrection, certainly

as a state that still waits for its decided completion. At the

head of these scriptural assertions was placed Heb. xi. 39.

But the final ground of the assumption that the disembodied

souls sleep, was the presumption that the soul without the body
cannot be active ; because, as the author of the Qucestiones ad

Antiochum expresses it, soul and body are related as musician

and lyre; or because, as it is formulated by Lactantius, there is

wanting to the soul separated from its body the capacity of

perception, no less than to an eye torn out of the body is want-

ing the faculty of vision.

The futility of all this reasoning may be easily shown.

Scripture calls death a sleep, so far as the disappearance of the

soul of a dying person out of the body resembles the retreat of

the soul of a person falling asleep out of the corporeally evi-

denced external life ; but it nowhere says that souls departing
out of their bodies sleep. And although it compares the entire

state of the deceased person to sleep, yet from this compari-
son is not to be deduced a continuance of the soul in a state

without consciousness, and without sensation
; since, although

the soul of the sleeper has retreated from the full activity of

waking life, as carried on by the body, still it is not sunk into

a state of passivity without consciousness and perception. Now
there certainly, in places such as Eccles. ix. 10, appears to be

attributed to the separate existences in Scheol such a numb,

dull, self-contained passivity ; but by the side of such passages
there are others which show that the separate souls are neither

without consciousness, nor without memory, of what passed in
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this world, nor without fellowship with one another, although,
on account of their bodilessness and of their state of death, in

a shadowy manner. Read the scene represented by Isa. xiv. 9

in Scheol, at the entrance of the king of Babel :
" The kingdom

of the dead is moved from beneath, to rise up and meet thee :

it stirreth up the shadows for thee
; even all the lewd ones of

the earth ; it raiseth up from their thrones all the kings of the

nations. All rise up and say, Art thou also become weak as

we? art thou become like unto us?" In Ezek. xxxi. 16 all

the trees of Eden and Lebanon (princes) were comforted in the

under-world at the similar fate of the cedar (Pharaoh); and in

the description, Pharaoh, on his entrance into Scheol (Ezek.
xxxii. 17), is accosted by the mighty ones of the people, as in

Isaiah is the king of Babylon. The objection that these are

poetic fictions, does not set aside their demonstrative power.
For the history of the citation of the spirit of Samuel (1 Sam.

xxviii.
1

) proves in a similar way that the separated souls in

Scheol were not conceived of as without consciousness and

without perception : those prophetic pictures, therefore, proceed
from prevailing ideas, as moreover is confirmed by the Hades-

doctrine of other peoples, especially the Egyptians, according
to which the separate souls in Amentes do not sleep, but find

themselves, according to their position and character in this

world, unhappy or happy. The fact that in the Old Testament

we read nothing of the Egyptian distinction of the under-world

into hell and Paradise,
2 and on the other hand, that we find

such absolutely mournful lamentations as in Ps. Ixxxviii. 11-13,
arises from this, that the sense of death as a wrathful punish-
ment was deeper in Israel than elsewhere, and that, in default

of a word of revelation, men did not dare to picture to them-

selves more endurable representations of Scheol.

That souls in a separate state, because they are bodiless, are

incapable of perceiving what is external to themselves, and of

giving external evidence of themselves, is,
as is manifest from

the representations of the events of the under-world above

quoted, an assumption foreign to the Holy Scripture. Cer-

1 The evasion that this was a juggling or a diabolical deception (e.g.

Turret/in, Tertullian, and Jerome), is a self-delusion. See, on the other

hand, 1 Chron. x. 13, LXX., and Ecclus. xlvi. 20.

2 See Duncker, Geschichte des Alterthums. i. 70-76 (ed. 2).
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tainly the putting off of the body cuts through the intercourse

of man with this present world, as it has been corporeally and

especially sensibly effected ; but instead of the present world,

another surrounds him, and his life, far from being an uncon-

scious and absolutely inactive one, is still, although with a pre-

dominating inward direction, a life manifoldly related externally
to that world of the future.

1 The Old Testament shows to

us the inhabitants of Hades in communion with one another ;

the parable of the rich man gives us the same representation ;

and the visions of the spirit-world in the Apocalypse present to

our eyes anything rather than quietistic assemblies, or even

silent sleeping chambers.2

Certainly it cannot be physiologi-

cally proved at all, that the soul associated with the body into

a combined life, can moreover, without the body, continue

to lead a self-conscious active life ; and moreover, it can only
be approximately proved psychologically from the double life

which the spirit-soul leads already in this present state. But

biblical psychology, in the presence of the doctrine of the

soul's sleep, may be content with this, that the Holy Scripture
assumes as actual that which is not capable of proof by natural

means.

That people raised from the dead such as Lazarus had

nothing to relate of the other world (as it is taken for granted
that it must be concluded from the silence of Scripture on the

subject), is absolutely no proof of the sleep of the soul, as little

(as we have shown in Div. I. Sec. I.) as our knowing nothing
of a life that preceded our present life is a proof against the

doctrine of our pre-existence. The spirit of Samuel (1 Sam.

xxviii.) knows of the other world, and speaks forth from it, for

he remains in his sphere. But when a sphere of life is ex-

changed for one wholly different, as e.g. also in the magnetic

sleep, in that case the consciousness of the one is merged in

that of the other, and does not return till it reverts into the

condition that has been left.

But the chief mistake of those fruitless efforts of the

1 Thus also judges v. Hofmann, ii. 2, 482, where the idea is rejected,

that the incorporeity of the soul implies that it only regards itself, and is

deprived of the outward expression of its life.

2 Or even, to speak in human language, "a monastic world," as

Martensen (Dogm. sec. 276) thinks.
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Psychopannychia to establish itself, lies in the denial of the diffe-

rence of the two Testaments in their degree of development of the

plan of salvation.
1 There is a considerable difference between

the condition of the souls of the departed prior and subsequent
to the advent of Jesus Christ. If he who believeth on Christ

shall live, though he die if he shall not see death for ever if

he have eternal life now present, and be passed from death

unto life, in the light of these declarations of the Lord, it is

every way objectionable to conceive of the spiritual existence

of those whose spirit even here below was life (&rj Sia Si/eaio-

O-VVTJV, Rom. viii. 10), as an existence still subjected to the

supremacy of death, whether it be by the expression of this

1 Even the work of the able Capadose, directed against the sleep of the

soul, suffers from this deficiency, Gedanlwn iiber den Zustand der Seelen in

der Abgeschiedenheit zwischen Tod und Auferstehung (Dutch 1845
;
German

by Darnmann, Diisselthal 1846). As Capadose interprets the Old Testa-

ment declarations of the future world in a New Testament way, so May-
wahlen, in his book, Der Tod das Todtenreich und der Zustand der von hier

abgeschiedenen Seelen (1854), transplants the Old Testament kingdom of

the dead as such into the New Testament period, thinking that not until

the parousia of Christ do those who believe on Him break through the

bonds of Hades, and are taken up into heaven as those who are raised again.

We cite these two works only by way of illustration. Both errors against
the truth are old and widely diffused. Even Kbnig and Glider, although

acknowledging a history as belonging to Hades, teach, that even the souls

of the faithful come into Hades
;
and the latter even refers the word of

the Lord to Hades, which says,
" In my Father's house are many mansions."

Nevertheless, in the art. "Hades," in Herzog's R.A., he declares it to be

only probable that Hades is the middle place for the totality of the dead,

especially pointing to Apoc. xx. 13 as an apparent counter evidence. But
this passage (if there were no other important reasons to be found) would

prove nothing against it, since by ^a.'ha.aaix. on the one hand, and dctvotros

and efiy; on the other, are only indicated per merismum collective spaces
which conceal the dead (see v. Hofmann, Schriftb. iii. 725). An inside of

the earth concealing the dead will not be proved from that. On the other

hand, H. W. Rinck, in his work on the condition after death, of the view

that is declared in the Old Testament of Scheol as the place of assembly of

all the dead, even of the faithful, denies the objective actuality, and main-

tains, concerning the assumption that the pious of the Old Testament were

hi Hades, that it is without any scriptural foundation
;
and yet nothing is

more certain than that the Old Testament knows as yet nothing of blessed

men who are in heaven. It was not until the ascension of Christ that

heaven became open for men, and became the place of assembly for a

human ecclesia triumphans.
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supremacy in them as suffering, or only as bondage. The souls

of the righteous are only still awaiting the overcoming of death

in their bodies (Rom. viii. 11), and the overcoming of death

generally. They are veicpol, so far as the totality of their essential

state is not yet restored ; but in respect of the souls, they are

living in the land of the living: they are at home with the

Lord, after whom they longed : they are in that Paradise where

Paul heard unspeakable words : they are before God's throne,

and serve Him day and night in His temple, as John sees in

Apoc. vii. 15, when that which is to happen on this side of

the judgment of the world and the glorification of the world is

revealed to him ; for that these apocalyptic visions are antici-

pations of that which first awaits the blessed on the other side

of the resurrection, or that those blessed are already risen from

the dead,
1
as if the first resurrection were to be considered as

extending throughout the wrhole of secular history these are

idle and arbitrary subterfuges. No ; they even now as blessed

spirits behold God who is a Spirit, and the God-man who is the

Lord of the Spirit, through which He has already in this life

changed them by degrees into His image (2 Cor. iii. 18). At
least the degree of blessing of vision (visio beatifica) is even now
a manifest one, and many are partakers of it, although certainly,

beyond that closing act of the world's history, the bliss even of

the most favoured will experience a manifest enhancement.

In respect of those who have died in Christ, therefore, the

thought of a sleep of the soul ought never to have arisen. The
death of those who die in the Lord has only the mask, but

not the nature of death.
2 Considered in itself, it is the opera-

1 Thus v. Rudloff, Die Lehre vom Menschen, p. 395. Rightly on the

other hand, Karsten, Die Letzten Dinge (ed. iii. 1861). John sees especially

at five several periods of the history of the end, the souls of the faithful

standing before God
;
and from this fivefold image we can not only see

what sort of a condition the intermediate state is, but also how far and in

what direction we can speak of a process of development therein.
2 Thus it must be

;
and yet it would not be thus, if, as Strbbel thinks,

even the soul of the believing Christian passed into Hades, and found

itself there, not indeed in sleeping, but perchance in waking death, with

more or less dull pain or longing to retrace its steps. Such a notion

is rejected by Schleiermacher himself, when he, on the other hand,

says of the idea of a sleep of the soul,
" that our Christian self-

consciousness can put in no definite protest to the contrary" (Dogm. sec.

1G1, 2). But to him who rests on God's word, both representations are

2 I
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tion of divine wrath ;
but this operation of wrath, regarded

with respect to them, the dying, is penetrated through and

through by divine love. In the might of this love they break

through, and are found in the place where they already were in

this life in respect of their true nature; in the principle of love,

of light, of life, of liberty.
1

They are only dead Kara o-apKa,

but alive Kara irvevf^a ; they sleep not, but they enjoy a sab-

batical rest from their temporal trouble (Apoc. xiv. 13); they
wait in peace, as already perfected, for the conclusive perfec-

tion even of their bodies, by their being made alive again and

glorified. But it was not till the completion of the work of

redemption that the destiny of the pious had this heavenly
issue. The souls of the Old Testament dead, and indeed of

those who died in faith in God the Redeemer, not less than of

the godless, went to Hades. The souls of the former were, it

is true, in the midst of Hades in God's hand, but still in a state

of subjection to wrath and need of redemption. Perhaps the

parable of Lazarus and the rich man (Luke xvi. 19), and the

word of the Lord (Luke xxiii. 43),
"
To-day shalt thou be with

me in Paradise," might be regarded as a confirmation of the

faith that was at that time general among the Jewish people,

that Hades was divided into one place for the pious, and into

another place for the godless into Geenna (Gehinnom) and

Paradise (Gan Eden), which, moreover, was called the bosom

of Abraham (Dmsx fe Ip^)?
2 and is designated there in the

parable as the consolation which indemnifies for the affliction

equally opposed to the Christian self-consciousness realized by him. It is

true Strb'bel replies (Luth. Zeitschr. 1857, p. 772),
"
It is rhetoric nothing

further troublesome philosophizing rhetoric melting away before the

divine word of the Holy Scripture like butter in the sun ;" but we refer

then, as now, to the Epistle to the Hebrews, and the Apocalypse, which

afford us the deepest glimpse into the spiritual archetypal world, and to

the condition of those who are separated there in faith
;
and we will rejoice,

living and dying, that in front of the light that beams towards us from

thence, those thoughts of Hades concerning the intermediate state must

melt away like ice.

1 The kingdom of God is in us, says Ph. Nicolai, in Rocholl, Luth.

Zeitschr. 1860, p. 216
;
the young infant comes from the body of its mother

into the world, tanquam ab intra ad extra; but the regenerate soul of a

dying Christian passes out of the world into the kingdom of God's glory,

velut ab extra ad intra.

2 See thereupon v. Rudloff, Die LeJire vom Menschen, p. 310.
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of this present time. The expressions of the Old Testament

Scripture itself give us no clear image, because for the most

part they are coloured subjectively, and we might almost say

mythologically. Nevertheless they all agree in this, that the

state of Hades is a state of death still unabolished, a life

not void of consciousness and perception, but certainly dream-

like, and only darkly conscious in the shadows of the previous

bodies; and that the special horror of the destiny of Hades

consists in the being cut off from the revelation of God's love

in the land of the living.

THE PHENOMENAL COEPOEEITY AND
INVESTITUEE.

SEC. Y.

WHEN, by God's permission, Samuel appeared to king Saul, the

latter asked the witch, "What seest thou?" "I see," said she,
" Elohim (a lofty being) ascending out of the earth." What
form is he of?" asked he further. She answered,

" An old man
cometh up, and he is covered in a robe" (1 Sam. xxviii. 13).

Samuel, who came up out of Hades, had therefore form and

clothing as he had had in this world ; and when on the mount
two men approached Jesus the glorified, appearing likewise ev

of?7, and spoke with Him, the disciples immediately recognised
in them Moses and Elias (Matt. xvii. 3 ; Luke ix. 30). These

also appeared therefore in an external form, corresponding to

their temporal history, and are therefore unmistakeable. But
this external form is a spiritual one. For Samuel is invisible

to Saul, and only visible to the witch. Moses and Elias are

visible to the three disciples, but then these latter are in a state

of ecstasy.

Putting Elias out of the question, it was not their material

bodies in which Samuel and Moses appeared, for both of them

after their death had been committed to the earth. But that

material bodies were assumed for the occasion is contrary to

all analogy ; for, to say nothing of the Theophanies, even the
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angels, when they appear in the form of men, assume no mate-

rial bodies; but, by virtue of an internal power, they give
themselves human form when they make themselves visible to

whom they will, and whose inner sense is opened to see them.

We thence conclude, that even the external appearance con-

formed to the form that they had previously worn in this state,

wherein Moses and Samuel were manifested, was the immaterial

product of their pneumato-psychical nature
; and this conclu-

sion is confirmed by the fact, that as well in its pictures of

Hades, as in its pictures of heaven, Scripture shows us the

spirits or souls that are transferred thither, although actually

incorporeal, yet with a corporeal form.1 But if we compare
Isa. xiv., Ezek. xxxi., with Apoc. vii. and other passages, the

bodily form of the spirits that are in Hades is the copy of that

which they had worn in this world;
2 and the bodily form of

those that are in heaven is the pattern of their future glorified

body. And this is confirmed by the expressions of all to whom,
since the apostolic times, a glimpse into the spiritual kingdom
has been vouchsafed.

We are far from desiring to raise a dispute on what has

been said by the Smalcaldian Articles
(ii. 2) of our ecclesiastical

confession,
" that evil spirits have made a great deal of mischief

by appearing as human souls, with unspeakable lies and de-

ceptions." But still we do not decide, on that account, that

we can regard all appearances of the dead as a mocking game
of lying demons. For the reasons which Strobel

3

opposes to us

will not stand the test. He maintains (1) that a reappearance
of the departed is not possible without resurrection ; that no

soul can come forth from Hades, without at the same time

breaking the bars of death ; but that Scripture knows only one

key to Hades, the key of death in the hands of the Risen One

(i. 18). We no less distinctly acknowledge, that no soul can be

1 There remains to souls, says Umbreit in his work On Sin, 1853, p. 128,

after the flesh has passed from them, a certain corporeity, not further

described. In the same way, Heyder, I.e. p. 48, animx in Hade versanti

umbra corporis vindicatur.
2 In Ps. xlix. 14, this form, corresponding to that of the present state,

in which the ungodly appear, is called "nx == mi, image, form, pattern :

u
their image is given up to the hell for consumption, without any place

remaining for it (in the upper world)."
3 la his notice of this book of ours, Luih. Zeitschr. 1857, pp. 777-783.
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free from the bands of Hades and of death, unless this key opens

the way for it ;
but we reject the inference, that all appearances

of the dead must therefore be appearances of those who have

risen again. The saints which manifestly appeared, according

to Matt, xxvii. 52, after the resurrection of Jesus in Jerusalem,

were raised from the dead ; but Samuel, who appeared to king

Saul, was no raised person ; and Moses, who spake with Jesus

on the mount of transfiguration, had not risen from the dead.

It is true Strobel refers to both appearances in the chapter de

Us mortuis ; but that Samuel and Moses were raised up from

the dead for the purpose of a passing appearance, to die again

afterwards, is a romantic invention. Both of them were mani-

fested, not as redeemed out of Hades either for ever or for

a period : they appeared within the unabrogated limits of

their spiritual state as bodiless, and yet in conformity with

their previous corporeity visible spirits. But (2) how then,

asks Strobel, is a soul to make itself perceptible to the inhabit-

ants of the earth, if it have no body ? With as much reason

it might be asked, How then can angels make themselves

perceivable if they have no body? They do not appear in

assumed human bodies, which they afterwards lay aside like a

mask ; and yet they appear in human form, which they give to

themselves from within, and in which they operate upon mate-

rial nature. But with respect to the souls
(tyv%at,, Apoc. vi. 9),

or, as Scripture expresses itself (without, like Strobel, wrench-

ing asunder soul and spirit), to the spirits (-Tn/eujuara, 1 Pet.

iii. 19, Heb. xii. 23) of departed men, they, as creatively
intended for bodily manifestation, are even in themselves not,

according to the biblical view, without form. Wherefore

should they not be able to make themselves perceptible, on the

assumption that God wills it, and opens man's eyes for the

purpose of discerning them? But (3) God will not do so, says

Strobel, referring to the parable of the rich man and Lazarus.

From this parable we perceive, that the information upon God's

will which we have in God's word needed no filling up by means

of the preaching of those who for this purpose should be raised

from the dead, and sent to the living. But are we thence to

conclude, that the dead do not under any circumstances return to

life, in order still to tarry among the living for awhile as testi-

monies of the divine power of miracle, and thus of the truth of
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divine revelation? The dead who were raised by the Lord

Jesus prove exactly the contrary. And are we at all to con-

clude thence, that the dead even before their resurrection, and

without awakening of their bodies, are not able to appear again?
The appearances of Moses and of Samuel prove the contrary.

We stand upon the testimonies of Scripture, without interpret-

ing therein in favour of any dogmatic prejudices ; and we still

even now say with Erich Pontoppidan,
1 " What is acknow-

ledged to be possible in the Holy Scripture, must even outside

of it still be possible."

Even the ancients objected that the Samuel who appeared
in 1 Sam. xxviii. could not have been the true one ; because it

was not written that he had re-assumed his body, without which

he could not have been seen. One of our old theologians
2

answers thereto,
" Non opus fuit redassumptione corporis sui ;

spiritus Samuelis enim potuit vel alio quodam corpore aereo,

uti angeli, apparere in eoque figuram prioris humani corporis

repraeseritare, vel etiam sine illo cerni, facta solum elevatione

sensus oculorum mulieris et Saul is ad lumen e spiritu prodiens

recipiendum." We believe, on the other hand, that the spirits

of the departed are even in themselves not without a pheno-
menal bodily form. It is true it may not be assumed that the

soul, when separating from the body, continues to exist within

its nerve-spirit as its immaterial body:
3
for this nerve-spirit is

of very doubtful authenticity; and even if it were not so, would

belong to the region of power and matter without being of a

pneurnatico-psychical nature. We find it therefore inadmissible

that the soul retains the same nature which, in Div. IV. Sec.

XIII., we called its nerve-body, or rather which is called by
others

4
its nerve-spirit-body : it is contrary to the nature of

1 In his scriptural and intelligent treatise, On the Immortality of
Human Souls, etc., ed. 2, 1766.

2
Dachselt, in his Biblia Accentuata (1729), p. 434.

8 V. Rudloff, Lehre vom Menschen, p. 62, and elsewhere.
4 This view is widely circulated.

"
Perhaps," says Kastner himself, in

his Considerations on the Influence, ofNatural Study on Metaphysics, "there

is a certain portion of matter constantly associated with our soul, and the

rest no further than to form the clothing for the body which we call

ours." More definitely, v. Rudloff teaches an intermediate condition of

immaterial corporeity of the soul, which consists of its nephesch, i.e. (as he

understands this word) the nerve-spirit, or is formed through it.
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death, which consists in total separation of the soul from the

body, as well in its most subtle, as in its grossest, materiality.

Yet it is true as maintained by Tertullian and Iren^us, ap-

pealing to the parable of the rich man and Lazarus that the

soul in the future state has ejus corporis quod circumtulit effi-

giem (de anima, c. ix.), or preserves characterem corporis, in

quo etiam adaptantur, eundem (c. hcer. ii. 34, 1).
" The soul

of the spirit," we say with Goschel,
1 " after the separation from

its body, is not wholly without a body the inward body follows

it." We think that we must form for ourselves the conceptions

that follow therefrom, in which, moreover, we may do justice to

the truth contained in the confused heathenish representations
of the shadowy corporeity of the other world.

2

As the soul is a principle of bodily life derived from the

spirit, it is even in itself probable, that although immaterial, it

is still a manifestation of the spirit, formed conformably to the

organism which it enlivens by its universal presence. This is

an old view. To the question whether it is possible to see the

soul, Macarius answers (Horn. vii. 6 s.), "Like as these eyes
behold the sun, thus the enlightened, but only a few, behold the

form of their souls ;" and to the question whether the soul is in

any manner formed,
" As the angels have a form and likeness,

and as the outward man has a definite external appearance,
thus also the inner man has an angel-like form, and on the

other hand, a form like to the outer man." And Tertullian

relates, in ch. ix. of his book de anima, a story of a Christian

woman well known to him, who often fell into a state of ecstasy

(similar to a so-called religious somnambulist, but unlike in this

particular, that after the ecstasy she was able to remember what

she saw), and who once declared, "Among other things, the

soul was shown to me corporeally ; and I saw it as spirit, but

not of an inane and void (shadowy and spectral) character: no,

as capable of being grasped by hand, tender and light, and of

an aerial colour, and in altogether human form." In agree-

1 Letzte Dinge, p. 150.
2 See Nagelsbach, Homerische TJieologie, vii. 27 (of the Autenrieth ed.),

together with the discussions of Caesar upon the life of the Psyches as

ii^u^ee. of the living, according to Homeric ideas, in the Zeitschr. fur A. W.

1842, c. 991
;
Thiersch's Pindar, pt. ii. p. 233, on the words ao Is

;
and Bottcher's Ideas on Art-Mythology, ii. 477.
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ment with this vision which certainly becomes suspicious as a

vision, from the fact that it only confirmed what Tertullian him-

self taught is what J. B. von Helmont, in his treatise upon the

image of the spirit (imago mentis), relates of himself.
1 Three-

and-twenty long years havingbeen occupiedwith large aspirations

after knowledge of the soul, he finally in the year 1633, when he

in the midst of outwardly troubled circumstances was in a sab-

batical mood, saw in a vision his spirit in a human form. " It

was a light, absolutely pure, active Vision, a spiritual substance,

crystalline, enlightening in its own brightness, but enveloped in

another cloudy portion as in its husk (ttliqua), in which I could

not distinguish whether it had a brightness from itself, on

account of the predominating flashing of the crystalline bright-

ness therein contained." Moreover, J. Bohme answers to the

question, how the soul is specially formed and shaped :
" The

soul is formed according to the entire body, with all the limbs
;

the spirit portions it into the whole body ; all the limbs are its

boughs : its whole form looks like a tree with many twigs and

branches." We leave it to the reader to confront these testi-

monies of the ancients with our representation of the nature of

the soul, and its relation to the spirit,
and are satisfied ourselves

with the hint. It is the doxa of the spirit, immaterial, but

similarly formed to the body, which the spirit through it en-

souls; it is, as the outside of the spirit, so the inside of the body,
which in every change of its material condition maintains it in

identity with itself.

When the soul has thus been linked with a body thus or

thus articulated, has acted upon it, and has been subjected to

its influences, it has become a natural necessity for it to exhibit

itself conformed to the constitution of that body formed under

its physical and ethical co-operation, and the temporal relations

associated therewith. It continues, moreover, in the other

world in that form which, as the living principle of the body, it

had assumed. Its appearance remains a corporeal one, although

1
Opp. ed. Francofurt, i. 256 (not exactly communicated in Earth,

Lebensmagnetismus, p. 8). The "cloudy portion "is, in Helmont's mind,

the anima sensitiva, by him regarded as mental, which has its place circa

os stomachi, and pervades the whole body per ministrum organum archei ;

this archeus, according to our ideas, being the nervous power. S. Spiess,

J. B. von Helmont's System der Medicin, p. 46.
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immaterial. "We are constrained thus to express ourselves.

For although we hesitate to speak of an immaterial corporeity

of God and of the angels, because certainly materiality (even

although spiritualized) is an essential characteristic of cor-

poreity ; still it is precisely in this case that the idea of im-

material corporeity is no self-contradiction, because it is only
in this case that the form of corporeity will be conceived of

abstracted from its matter. For this intermediate state of

corporeity, as compared with the material corporeity, is on the

one hand only a shadow of the latter, but on the other hand

is, so to speak, its essence or extract, so far as it is a far more

immediate and more transparent image of the actual nature of

man, and is related to the corruptible body as the cast is to the

broken mould.1

As, generally, what the man has been and

how he has been in this life is not extinguished in the future

state, but becomes essentially manifest ; so there is reflected in

this material, or (as, to guard ourselves against misconstruction,

we prefer saying) this phenomenal psychical corporeity, all

that man has become through his own self-destination among

divinely-appointed relations. In this life, the soul has only a

limited power over the corporeity. In noble bodily forms

dwells often a hateful soul
;
in hateful forms, a noble soul. In

the other world it is otherwise. The phenomenal corporeity,

laying aside all that is inadequate, will be the adequate bodily

copy in human form of the ethical self-formation of the soul.

All that is good and divinely wrought in man, and all that is

evil, with the exception of that which is blotted out in the blood

of Christ Jesus, comes then to manifestation
; for as well good

as evil deeds leave behind lasting traces in the soul, and give to

it a permanent character.
2

Happy then is the soul, which,

purified by Christ's word, is pervaded by the cleansing fire of

death as a light in the Lord! 3

1 Just in this way Gregory of Nyssa. See Holier, I.e. p. 93, forma

qusedam (sloog) semper manens.
2 Therefore it is prayed at the close of the S^oXseo-T/xoV of Zacharias

(ed. Boissonade, p. 151) : rwg xaxov; %ctpKx,Ty]pa$ xai rvwovs rvi$ ^v^s
J|gAa<r<*<, $ei%oe,i re ryy tixovot rr.it Trparyv d6o"huTQv. By these are meant

stigmata et vibices, quibus vitia animas maculant et deformant, quasque eis

etiam a corporibus separatis insident.

3 See Gbschel, Der Mensch diesseits und jenseits, p. 71 :
" Death is the

final washing of the feet, for purification through the blood."
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I cannot refrain from citing here some expressions of the

two clairvoyants already often mentioned, which, on account of

their manifest piety, and on account of visible indications of

grace, of which they were thought worthy in their state, deserve

special consideration. No psychologist will deny that the cir-

cumstances which I communicate are deep glimpses into the

mystery of the life of the soul, although the actual fact of that

which was seen only allowed itself to be beheld by them in

symbolical refraction. " In every human soul," says one,
"

is

formed first of all a tree of life. This has its roots in the heart,

its several kinds of branches expand themselves in the breast,

and the tenderest twigs in the brain. The most various kind

of flowers as roses, lilies, tulips, and the like and its just as

various kinds of fruits, show forth from it outside the head in

the crown of the rays of righteousness. Thus, as by the tree

of life, the kingdom of plants is represented in the soul : thus

there are formed in it also, by strong spiritual operation, lifeless

forms, more strongly or more weakly stamped as animal, which

encamp around our heart ;
and there, even although they have

no life of their own, are stirred at the heaving of the passions.

There appears the serpent, as a symbol of malicious cunning;
the peacock, as that of vain pride; the goat, as that of sensuality;

the toad, as that of covetousness, and the like. And where

these dark brute-forms are encamped in more vivid character,

there the stream of life which pours from the heart to the brain

and again returns to the heart suffers, and there also the tree

of life suffers, an absolute darkening and change."
" Even the

evil men," says the other clairvoyante, a little girl of ten years

old,
" have flowers around their head; but I cannot in any wise

tell you how terrible, how disgusting they are. In the same

way that a darkness surrounds their whole body, which terrifies

me, and causes me cramps, so also are their flowers darkened.

They hang down all withered and heavy ; many appear abso-

lutely dark, many as if mouldered. Ah, no corrupted, rotting

earthly rose appears so loathsome as the black rose on the

darkened head of an evil man: its leaves are wildly torn to

pieces, and ragged in many withered rags ; and its darkness is

so frightful, that I cannot look upon it."
l

If these pictures must be regarded as visionary or poetical,
1 See M. Beesel, Letzte Aussagen (1851), p. 47.
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at any rate they are pictures of what is actual. "The will of

the soul-spirit" thus J. Bohme 1

expresses this matter of fact

"is eternal; that which is comprehended in the will of the soul-

spirit is taken along with the soul, when body and soul are

severed. Therefore it is necessary for us to aspire after some-

thing good, in which the soul can find its eternal occupation,

and within which it may have its enjoyment; for the works

of our soul follow us, and the works of the hands and of the

external spirit remain in this world, for the soul is in eternity.

What it makes and imagines its own in this state, this stands

ever before it, unless it shatters it again, and then it is as a

shattered work, on which it spends no more effort ; for it is

delivered from it. For eternity carves an eternal model, and

that which is fragile and incipient carves a perishable model ;

for all things of this state shall stand every one in its own
model. For what the eternal will grasps, lays hold of an im-

perishable form ; therefore it does not itself break that in

pieces."
2

There is a spiritual form of the soul which is the sum of its

present ethical conduct and condition.
3

This, even in the future

1
Oftlie Threefold Life of Man, xii. 2 (works published by Schiebler,

iv. 183).
2 If the testimony of the theosophist be rejected, let that of a late

philosopher be heard: "Every individuality," says J. H. Fichte, in his

work on the idea of personality, and of individual continuance (ed. ii.

p. 168),
" takes over along with it, in itself, its judgment, to the rest of

blessedness, or to ever unblessed rending opposition. The sum of its inner

and outer works, which it has lived in its passions and endeavours, its

capacities as its incapacities, it continues to take with it, as spiritually

formed habit and fundamental tendency. The self-conviction of this sum
of life establishes thereby at once the soul's condition after death. It is

the conditioning and the basis of the future corporeity."
3 Dante has this in mind when he sings (Purg. x. 121-126) :

44
Christians, and proud ! poor and wretched ones !

That, feeble in the mind's eye, lean your trust

Upon unstayed perverseness : know ye not

That we are worms, yet made at last to form

The winged insect,
1
imp'd with angel plumes,

That to heaven's justice unobstructed soars?"*

He who wishes to read another commentary upon these profound poetic

1 " Nati aformar Vangelica farfalia"
2
Carey's translation.
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intermediate state, will come to a more transparent manifesta-

tion, in that the soul by the power of the spirit makes itself

visible, in conformity with its present corporeity and its present

habitus, allowing for all the inadequacy of its spiritual form.

The godless person will then not be able to conceal his internal

condition, and will so far go <yvp,vo<$, as that his shame appears

(Apoc. xvi. 15). But he who already here below has lived in

God, and has put on righteousness in the faith of Christ, and

has been nourished by Christ's flesh and blood, his self-mani-

festation is the serene prelude of that perfection for which he

waits in peace ; and there shall appear upon him nothing of

sin, or standing in closer or remoter connection with sin : for

that is all swallowed up by justifying grace.
The phenomenal body, in which such an one manifests him-

self, is as the embodied blissful hope of his coming glorification ;

and as a pledge of this, he receives a white raiment, in which the

garment of salvation, wherewith even here below he was invested

inwardly, makes itself visible; and the faithfulness writh which

he watched over the purity of his robe of salvation finds its re-

compense.
1 The Apocalypse makes mention of these i^dna

\v/ca, or o-roXat \evxal, so frequently and continually (iii. 4, 5,

vi. 11, vii. 9, 13, xix. 14, comp. iii. 18, iv. 4), that it is exegeti-

eally impossible to regard this white raiment as a mere figure
of speech.

2

Moreover, none who at any time have been thought

worthy to catch a glimpse of the eternal state, have known
how sufficiently to extol this heavenly whiteness in which the

spirits of those who have died in the Lord are clothed. It is

the white raiment which Dante so ingeniously distinguishes,

words than the one above given by us, may read what Schoberlein says in

the Jahrbb. fur Deutsche Theol. 1861, p. 74, upon the corporeity of the

intermediate state
; among other things,

" The soul which is separated in

the Lord will after death be supported and surrounded by the internal

spiritual corporeity, which it has worked out here below in the silent hidden

way of faith through the power of the Holy Spirit."
1
Comp. H. W. Rinck, Vom Zustand nach dera Tode, p. 133

; against
whom Woldemar Schmidt, De statu animarum medio inter mortem et resur-

rectionem, p. 31, will only allow the one passage 2 Cor. v. 1-4 to be of

effect, and will not receive the aroA< favKctl as a testimony on behalf of

the corporeity of the intermediate state.

2 Thus v. Hofmann, ii. 2, 483-486. The garment white as light is the

glory of the saints; the palm, the adornment of their joy.
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as the first raiment, from the second raiment the resurrection

body.
1 But he mistakes

(if
in other respects I here penetrate

the meaning of the Scripture) in identifying this first garment
of the soul-spirit with the self-likeness of its body in the inter-

mediate state,
2 and regards the air as the material of this self-

likeness, when he, who even in this matter is otherwise an

incomparable theologian, sings of the soul causing its first

clothing (Purgatorio, xxv. 88-108) :

" Soon as the place
Receives her, round the plastic virtue beams,
Distinct as in the living limbs before :

And as the air, when saturate with showers,
The casual beam refracting, decks itself

With many a hue
;
so here the ambient air

Weareth that form, which influence of the soul

Imprints on it
;
and like the flame, that where

The fire moves, thither follows
;
so henceforth,

The new form on the spirit follows still
;

Hence hath it semblance and is shadow called,

With each sense,
3 even to the sight, endued :

Hence speech is ours, hence laughter, tears, and sighs,

Which thou may'st oft have witnessed on the mount.

The obedient shadow fails not to present

Whatever varying passion moves within us,

And this the cause of what thou marvell'st at." *

1 This distinction of a stola prima and secunda (bin% stolx) is ancient
;

it occurs in Augustine (Serm. iv. in solennitate sanctorum), Gregory the

Great (Dial. i. iv. ch. 25), Beda, Haymo, Anselm, Bernhard, etc.

2
Gbschel, Dante Alighieri's Osterfeier, pp. 73, 77, 98, comp. Letzte

Dingc, p. 13; Althaus, Letzte Dinge (1858), p. 33; Hebart, Die zweite

sichtbare Zukunft Christi, p. 234, where it is cautiously said,
" The white

garments POINT to corporeity;" Osiander, Commentary on the Corinthians,

ii. 181,
" The position and the clothing of the soul between death and

resurrection is to be thought of as a mediation between the new life and

the old."

3 In the original, e quindi organa poi ciascun sentire.

4
Gary's Dante. [The translator ventures to transcribe the marvellously

accurate and beautiful German version of the passage by Kopisch :

" Sobald der Statten eine die umfahet,
Erstrahlt die bildnerische Kraft nun ringshin,

So und so weit, wie in lebendgen Gliedern.

Und wie die Luft, wenn sie des Regens voll ist

Vom fremden Strahl, den sie in sich abspiegelt,

Geschmiicket wird mit mannigfacheu Farben :
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My purpose in this discussion on the soul's clothing in the

intermediate state, is to leave aside the passage 2 Cor. v. 1,

which even to this day is so variously explained. The heavenly
habitation which the apostle refers to, is here in no respect

the intermediate body, but the body of the resurrection or glori-

fication, which he, as in 1 Cor. xv. 48, calls a heavenly one,

because it originates through a heavenly agency of power, is

of a heavenly nature, and has heaven as its place of residence.

" We know," says he in ver. 1,
" that when our earthly house

of this tabernacle is dissolved, we have a building of God, an

house not made with hands, an eternal dwelling-place in heaven."

It pertains to the substance of the Christian's believing con-

sciousness, that when our earthly pilgrimage is at an end, we

receive as our own, a body of heavenly nature and abode. The

apostle transfers himself, in saying e^o/^er, into the period of

the parousia ;
or this e^o/juev

is an expression of the possession

which, after death has resulted, is future, but certain, and there-

fore already as good as present. In the expectation of the

parousia that fills the apostle, as of something that is immedi-

ately at hand, it cannot be surprising that the intermediate state

is passed over by him, or has almost wholly disappeared from his

view. In ver. 2, this certainty of ours of such a heavenly body

present to us after death is founded upon the fact, or is explained

by it,
that with our present groaning is associated the longing

So ordnet sich die naclibarliche Luft dort.

Zu der Gestalt, die ihr die Kraft der Seele

Aufpraget an dem Orte, wo sie weilet.

Und dann vergleichbar einer Flamme, welche

Dem Feuer immer folgt, wo man es hintragt,

Folgt nun dem Geiste seine neue Bildung.

Dorther empfahet er dann sein Erscheinen

Und heisst ein Schatten, riistet auch ein jedes

Empfinden vollig aus,
1 bis dass es sichtbar.

Deswegen reden wir dahier und lacheln,

Deswegen bilden Seufzer wir und Thranen,
Die der am Berg kannst wahrgenommen baben.

Nachdem uns Neigungen und andre Triebe

Festhalten, bildet sich der Schatten, siehe :

Dies ist der Grund des Yorgangs, dem du staunest."

KOPISCH.] TR.

* In the original, 6 quindi organa poi ciascun sentire.
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after a clothing upon with the heavenly investiture, i.e. after

a clothing with the same, which ensues immediately, and does

not wait until beyond death. " For in such a case
1 we groan

moreover, earnestly desiring to be clothed upon with our house

which is from heaven
"

(the immortal heavenly body). We
long for immediate clothing upon,

"
although it is true," adds

the apostle in ver. 3, "that being clothed" (and not clothed

upon),
" we shall not be found naked ;

"
for even those who

have already fallen asleep, are at the parousia clothed with a

heavenly body, and at the same time with those who are alive and

are clothed upon with the same, are brought to meet Christ (1

Thess. iv. 15-17, comp. 1 Cor. xv. 48). The future evpeOTjo-o^eda

refers to this meeting of Christ of the returned spirit, and of

His people who are taken up by Him now bodily from death,

and the aorist participle evSvad/jievoi, confirms what will have

happened there in the case of the latter : even having attained

the heavenly body by means of clothing (not clothing upon),

they become such, that they are not found naked.2 Nevertheless

we long after clothing upon ;

" for
"

thus ver. 4 founds or

explains the fact of longing "we that are in this tabernacle"

(the present body of dissolution through death)
" do also

groan, feeling ourselves burdened, for the reason that we may
not be unclothed

"
(in order that we might be clothed on the

other side of death for the first time),
" but clothed upon

"

1 I refer \v rcvra no longer to rov vxyvovs (ver. 1), but I take it in the

meaning
"
according to this" (in such a state of things), as John xvi. 30,

Acts xxiv. 16
; although, moreover, the meaning

"
presently,"

" in the

meanwhile,"
"
now," is suitable. Both meanings of the tv rovra (kv rwroig)

are frequent in classical Greek. See the new edition of Passow on Ovro$,

p. 5996.
2 That si xotl, moreover, in the New Testament usus loquendi, means

"if also= although," and that xal in this connection may belong to the chief

verb of the hypothetical sentence just as well as to a special member of the

sentence, needs no proof. In the only New Testament passage where ti' ye

Ku.1 occurs, it is in another meaning. The apostle says in Gal. iii. 4,
" Have

ye submitted to so immense an injury, as that which ye had received, c/xij,

for nothing, at random, without having anything substantial therefrom?"

and adds, e? ye KXI elxvi, i.e. if indeed it be so, that ye have suffered it for

nothing, and something has not assuredly rather grown up to you there-

from, to wit, corruption. In conformity with this use of ti' ye ee.t\

2 Cor. v. 3 would be explicable,
"

if indeed we also, in putting it on (the

heavenly habitation), be found to be not naked," i.e. so far as we, when
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(at the parousia without previous death), "so that thereby

mortality may be swallowed up
"

(at once transformed)
" of

life." The Christian does not fear death, but he sighs for

redemption from this body of death (Rom. vii. 24), by which

he feels himself burdened ; and the dearest thing that could

happen to him, and which therefore he thus longs for, is that

immediate clothing upon with the body of glorification which

awaits the faithful who live to see the day of the Lord, a

spiritual disposition which lies remote from our present life of

experience, because the day of the Lord is more or less pushed
out of its just place in our believing consciousness, and there-

fore the longing after it no longer fills our hearts as it did those

of the first Christians.

Our interpretation of ver. 3 essentially agrees with that

of Reiche.
1 Nevertheless the latter decides for the reading

efcSva-dfiievoi, :
"
although moreover, we, being unclothed from

our present body by death, shall not be found naked." In this

reading, the thought lies proportionally nearer to a corporeity

of the intermediate state ; and accordingly the whole passage
has been recently interpreted by Ernesti.

2 But if the apostle

looks upon death as e'/e8uo-acr&u, and the change at the day
of the coming of Christ as eirevSvaaa-Oai, there is left for

evbvaacrOat, only the idea presented by 1 Thess. iv. 16 ; and

the rather, as ot/co8oyu.?7, olicia^ oitcrjTijpiov of ver. 1 can in no

the Lord comes, shall not already be among those who have fallen asleep.

But this view, in itself forced, and loosening the strict connection between

vers. 2 and 4, is wrecked on the part. aor. li/^vaK/^ei/oi. Bengel and others

explain siquidem etiam indutos nos, non nudos (h. e. si vivos nos) inveniat

dies novissimus; but this must (in spite of J. Muller's defence, ii. 413),

require ivlslvptvot. De Wette and Meyer translate tiye xoti, for the rest

explaining differently, in the certain presumption to wit, (ti'yi) that actu-

ally (x/), and so on. But this apprehension of the particles corresponds

rather to the rationalistic theory of their use, than to their use itself. One

thing of the two, either the sentence with ti yt xa.i is restrictive (if indeed

also), or it is concessive (although indeed also). Only in the latter view

is a perfectly satisfactory meaning obtained.
1 See his Comm. crit. i. 353-365, and also Kling, St. u. Kr. 1839, 511.
2 In his Theorie vom Ursprunge der Siinde aus der Sinnlichkeit, pp.

117-121. Moreover, Roos, Flatt, Schnekkenburger, Schott, J. P. Lange,

Kern, Nitzsch, Martensen, Goschel, v. Rudloff, and in the latest times H.

W. Rinck and Wold. Schmidt, understand the passage of an intermediate

corporeity.
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case designate the corporeity of the intermediate state which

is referred to in ver. 3. An intermediate corporeity to which

these designations were appropriate, is known neither by Paul

nor by the Holy Scripture in general. Rightly, Reiche rejects

this reference of ver. 3 to a mortui organum quasi provisorium.
There is no intermediate corporeity which can be named a

habitation, and of which an ev^vaaaOai can be predicated.

That self-embodiment of the soul represented by Dante, and

here and there by later writers,
1

by means of an investiture

of any kind of substance external to itself, and still material,

however delicate and subtle it might be, is a wholly untenable

fantasy. The intermediate state is actually, as referred to the

resurrection and glorification, a yvfAvbv elvcu. Not till the day
of the appearance of Christ will the essential condition of man
be restored as a synthesis of the soul with a body. The im-

material corporeity, which we assume on the ground of other

scriptural testimonies beside 2 Cor. v. 1, is nothing else than

the corporiform appearance of the soul itself, nothing else than

the shadow of that which is put off, held fast, and conformed

to the true internal condition of the soul. It is as little in con-

tradiction to the assumed nakedness referred to by the apostle,

i.e. bodilessness, as is the white clothing with which God's grace
clothes the spirits in heaven.

THE RELATION OF THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS
TO THE CORPOREITY OF CHRIST.

SEC. VI.

" THE oltcla a^6t/307ro/77T09," says v. Hofmann, adopting another

course in the interpretation of 2 Cor. v. I,
2 "

is neither a pro-

visional dwelling appropriate to the dead nor their own for

ever glorious body. The former would give a romantic concep-
tion absolutely foreign to Scripture [an assertion by which our

1 See Glider, Lehre von der Ersclieinung Jesu Christi unter den Todten,

1853, p. 336.
v
Weissagung und Erfiillung, ii. 190.

2K
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idea discussed in Sec. V. is not affected]; the latter would

contradict either the doctrine elsewhere maintained by the

apostle, if the clothing with this body were to happen imme-

diately after death, or could not be reconciled with the present

eXppev if it were not to take place until the resurrection of the

righteous [but e%pp,ev with transposition into the time of the

death following, or of the parousia, is not at all a surprising

expression of that which is certain to happen afterwards, or

then]. Of the glorified corporeity of Christ, it may, on the

other hand, be said that we have in it, even now, an olicia

alcovios for our souls, even when our eirfyeios ol/cla is dis-

solved. Of it we might, while living in this our mortal

body, receive, and thereby be changed into, the fellowship of

its glory without death. Efye ical evSvadfjievot, ov <yvjjivol evpe-

Otja-o/AeBa, adds Paul by way of reminder
; which words, as it

appears to me, have therefore been so manifoldly and so terribly

misunderstood, because ov ^vjjivol has not been regarded as in

apposition with evovcrdfjLevot, and the latter not as a charac-

terization of a conduct, and indeed of such a conduct as must

have been pursued by us before the appearance of Christ, if

this manifestation be to tend to our glorification. Only upon
the supposition that we are already clothed with Christ, and

are not found naked, have we to expect that if we are alive at

the day of the manifestation of Christ, and are in the flesh,

we shall also see our <7a>jj,a -7-775 a-ap/cbs clothed upon with the

e&fjia 7-7)5 0^775 of Christ, and thus shall see TO OVTJTOV swal-

lowed up VTTO T7}5 0)775." Elsewhere,
1

v. Hofmann recapitu-
lates the declaration of the apostle in the following manner :

" The Christian, when dying he puts off his earthly body, will

exchange the earthly dwelling-place which he possessed therein

for a heavenly one : he will be taken up bodilessly in Christ

the glorified, or, which is the same thing, he will be taken up
into the heavenly house of God. Even without a body he

will be included in Christ, in whose glorified nature the entire

fulness of the divine essence has its bodily dwelling-place."
We willingly concede that against this view of the third

1
Schriftbeweis, 2, ii. 477. I have again tested my view of 1 Cor. v.

1-4 by the criticism to which it is there 466-474 subjected ;
but I find

myself corrected only in one essential point the reference of the \v

to the rou
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verse
1

nothing is to be objected in terms : the reading eiye

accommodates itself to it as well as elirep ; moreover, it gives

to the ev^va-dfjuevoi a meaning which elsewhere (comp. Gal. iii.

27; Eph. iv. 24; Col. iii. 10) in Paul it actually has, although
never without a corresponding definition of the object. But

we must not set aside the consideration, that it estranges the

evBvadfjievoi, (with which 1 Cor. xv. 53 is rather to be compared)
from the eschatological connection of the range of conception,

K^vaao-6ai (death), eirev^vaaadai (a change in the bodily life),

and evSvaacrOat, (resurrection). Let it be as it will with the

meaning of the third verse, in any case we insist upon this,

that the apostle, by the heavenly habitation, understands the

resurrection body,
2
not an intermediate corporeity, and still less

the glorified corporeity of Christ ; for this yields a view neither

declared by any appendix, nor otherwise to be authenticated in

the apostolic form of doctrine. The apostle teaches that the

word and sacrament make us members of the church, which is

the body of Christ. He teaches that our mortal bodies are

one day, whether by changing or by raising again, to become

conformed to the glorified body of Christ (see 2 Cor. iv.) ;

but he nowhere teaches, that in the intermediate state Christ's

glorified body will be to the hope of the resurrection our habi-

tation, and so to speak, the universal body, which embraces the

souls of all believers.

The case would indeed be somewhat otherwise, if in the

1 It has precursors in Jerome, Anselm, Luther, Calvin, Calixtus,

Calovius, Baldwin, Vitringa, Olshausen, Usteri
; moreover, it occurs in the

Greek fathers, and in other teachers of the time of the Reformation.

Macarius, for instance, is worthy of consideration (Horn. v. 6-8), who
understands by the heavenly habitation of ver. 1 the house of the spirit

which remains to the soul that is at home there at the breaking up of the

body, and by the power of the spirit maintains its final development in

the spiritual corporeity (Rom. viii. 11). This house of the spirit is to him

the immaterial corporeity of the intermediate state : for the soul appears to

him in itself as bodily (iv. 9, vii. 7), and God Himself has embodied Him-
self (sffaparovoiYiasv S&VTOV, iv. 9) in order to be able to become soul like to

soul.
" Let us strive," says he (ver. 8),

"
to attain to this clothing by faith

and by a divinely blessed walk, whereby we shall not be found naked when
we must put off the body, and have nothing which may make our flesh

predominant in that day."
2 Thus also the latest interpreters of the Epistle to the Corinthians,

Osiander and Burger, although (the former reading IxStxra^gj/o/, the latter
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Epistle to the Hebrews, which in any case is in some sort

Pauline, viii. 2, ix. 11, and elsewhere, were to be understood

by the heavenly archetypal and antitypal cvc^?), as Hofmann

explains it, the glorified body of Christ.
1 This view, which is

maintained also by J. Gerhard, Eg. Hunnius, Bengel, is certainly

suggested, when John ii. 21, where the body of Christ is

called a temple, is placed side by side with Eph. ii. 19-22,

according to which Christ and the church together form a holy

temple. Moreover, the Epistle to the Hebrews itself appears
in x. 20 to suggest this view

; for if the flesh of the crucified

One is the veil which must be rent, the glorification of the

corporeity of Christ is the uncovering of that which was hidden

by this veil. But I consider that, in the decisive passage

(Heb. ix. 11), where Hofmann associates ap^iepevs rwv yu-eX-

\6vTcov ayaOcov Bia rfjs /Wbz>o? KOI reXetore^av o-Kfjvfj^ (an high

priest of good things to come by means of His glorified human
nature as the tabernacle where now God dwells in humanity),
the association of Bia rrjs //,e/bi/o9 KOI reXetorepa? o-K^vrj^ with

el(rr)\6ev et? TO, ayia is the most obvious;
2

that, according to

viii. 3-6, the original Mosaic tabernacle was the copy of a

heavenly model, and accordingly the image and adumbration

of heavenly archetypes (T(V eTrovpaviav) ;

3

that, according to

the universal testimony of Old Testament Scripture, there is a

heavenly temple-palace, where God is enthroned in the midst

of blessed spirits ; that even the consciousness of the faith of

the synagogue is aware of a parallel heavenly sanctuary anti-

typical of the earthly sanctuary, which is neither the Shechina

fvbvodfAivot) they understand ver. 3 of the necessity of a precedent covering
of our nakedness with the righteousness of Christ.

1
Hofmann, Weissagung und Erfullung, ii. 190

; Schriftbeweis, 2, i. 411.
" The name awvq designates the house of God's dwelling in humanity as

the copy in the history of redemption of the habitation of God established

by Moses
; whereby alone every other interpretation appears excluded but

that which harmonizes with Col. ii. 9, that the divine fellowship of the

glorified Son of man must be thought of, whose bodily nature is the dwelling-

place of all the fulness of the Divine Being.
2
Bengel indeed thinks, even in this obvious association, that he must

understand <rx.yi>j) of the body of Christ : Tdbernaculo opponitur corpus, ut

sanguis sanguini. But as the <rxYi9j is designated as belonging to the

future world, this is impossible. Christ may be said to have passed through
His ooipZ, but not through His aup* 7% Jo'fuf.

3 See my Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 337.
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(i.e. the manifestation of the Godhead dwelling among men)
nor the church, but the everlasting place of worship of the

latter;
1
that even the seer of the Apocalypse gains a sight

of this rao? TTj? atcrjvrjs rov paprvpiov (xv. 5), and thoroughly
describes it in his book, even to the detail, without there being

given to us in xxi. 22 (where the new Jerusalem, as that which

is absolutely filled with the presence of God and of the Lamb,
is contrasted with the lower Jerusalem, in which city and temple
are distinct) a right to a spiritualistic interpretation of these

manifold and certainly pneumatistic realities. Therefore I

cannot appropriate to myself the view of Hofmann, that the

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews means by the cr/c^vr}

a\r)0ivr) the glorified human nature of Christ. But where,

then, would be that archetypal and antitypal place of worship ?

It is said in Heb. ix. 11, that " Christ being come as a high

priest of good things to come, by the greater and more perfect

tabernacle, one not made with hands, that is, not belonging to

this creation ; moreover, not by blood of goats and calves, but

by His own blood, He entered in once for ever into the Holy
of holies, effecting an eternal redemption." It is through the

tabernacle a tabernacle of the other world, belonging to the

world of glorification that entrance is made into the holy

place, i.e. as everywhere where rj o-/crjvij and Tci ayia are dis-

tinguished, the holiest of all. The two, moreover, are distin-

guished in the future world, although separated by no dividing
wall. The holiest of all TO, wyia is the place of God abso-

lutely elevated above place and time. This place of God is not

anywhere in the region of the created. It is heaven beyond all

heaven, filling everything, without being limited by anything
whatever ; it is the uncreated heaven of God, His eternal doxa.

But God the Eternal is He who constitutes space and time.

He reveals Himself to His creatures in a manner that is

appreciable according to laws of space and time. He reveals

Himself thus also to them who have entered into the repose of

eternity. Their life is rooted in eternity ; but it is lived there,

not outside of those forms which are inseparable from all created

existence. Accordingly there is a heaven of glory which does

not belong to the portions of the world-system which were

created once for all, and yet is somewhere, to wit, continually
1
Schbttgen, Horx Hebraicx et Talmudicx, p. 1212.
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produced and brought forth by God's will there, and throughout

there, and only there, where God will reveal Himself in His

bodily glory to angels and men. There also is that crfcyvr),

or rather, this heaven of glory is that o-icrjvr}, through which

Christ entered into the doxa (John xvii. 5), or the essence of

the Godhead self-revealed to Himself. "
Against this distinc-

tion," observes Hofmann,
1 " the remembrance appears to me to

be sufficient, that thereby both designations are applied con-

cerning its condition to the Old Testament sanctuary." But

this condition is there indeed fully justified. The tabernacle

is, in the form of expression adopted by Isaiah, the place of

the heavenly altar of incense (Isa. vi. 6), and the holiest of

all is the throne of the Lord : these two are not separated,
for the borders of His robe fill the temple ;

bub in order to

attain to the throne, which is its infinite background, the place
of the altar of incense must be passed through. On this

throne Christ is seated at the right hand of the Majesty, having

passed through the outer tabernacle, or, as it is called in Isaiah,

the Hechal. Subsequently this is the place of the angels; now,

moreover, a place of blessed men. And the sanctum sanctorum,
where now the God-man is enthroned with God, by the power
of Christ's atonement once for all accomplished, is not now, as

it was here below, veiled, obstructed, and unapproachable, but

manifest and open to the blissful inhabitants of the O-KTJVTJ by
the power of our High Priest enthroned there, and ruling in

the GKyvr).

Psychology is not called upon to say more upon these things ;

but to the inquiry, whether souls transplanted into the invisible

world have from that time an existence bearing no relation

to the world, to space, and to time, it may perhaps propose
this question in order to answer it in the negative on scriptural

ground. That which we call, in a metaphysical sense, eternity,

Scripture calls the absolute life of God,2 He who has God,

through Christ, dwelling in him, has God's absolute life for

1
ScJiriftbeweis, 2, i. 412.

2
Boethius, de consolatione philosophise, v. 6, defines thoroughly, ac-

cording to Scripture, seternitas est interminaUlis vitse tota simul et perfectn

possessio, remarking by way of explanation : Quod interminabilis vitas

plenitudinem totam pariter compreliendit ac possidet, cui neque futuri

quidquam absit, nee praeteriti fluxerit, id seternam esse jure perhibetur.
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his own living foundation, and is therefore rooted in eternity.

It is thus even here below, and in the other world it becomes

manifest. That which the God-blessed man only perceives

here below, when he is withdrawn to the innermost ground of

his spiritual life, becomes in the other state manifest even in

his outer life. When the eternal life that is latent in us shall

be emancipated from the conditionality of time and space, which

has become by sin a painful restraint, then we shall become,
as internally, so also externally, exalted above time and space.

Just as for God a thousand years are as one day (Ps. xc. 4),

and one day as a thousand years (2 Pet. iii. 8), i.e. as a thou-

sand years are for Him, who pervades them all, like a vanishing

point and, moreover, the most minute time is not so minute

that He could not in it perfect the greatest matter, the work

of a millennium, so then will no time seem to us too long or

too short, no space too wide or too narrow. We shall still be

living in time and space, but in such a way that in the midst

of the course of seons, and in the midst of our movement from

one divine dwelling-place to another, nevertheless our existence

floats in the limitless freedom of eternity, and is founded in

the still sabbath of eternity. It is the principle of everlasting

love which in heaven pervades the forms of time and of space,

and makes them the most appropriate conditions of the free

and blissful personal self-power of the creatures that dwell

there
; whereas in Hades or in hell the principle of eternal

wrath pervades the forms of time and space, and changes them

into those which in this world have emptied their being of all

their eternal and divine substance, in endlessly afflicting and

tormenting fetters.

As, therefore, eternity and infinity are in such a way imma-
nent in time and space, that these forms of existence continue

to subsist for the creature, unabrogated even in the future

world, therefore the blessed souls which are within the range
of eternity and infinity, so far as on the one hand the founda-

tion of their life is there, but on the other hand, are within the

range of time and space wherein they manifest themselves and

their life find themselves absolutely penetrated by eternity and

infinity, and therefore these are no limits prejudicial to their

blessedness. Their ground of life is the Godhead, into which

the Redeemer has gone back as the God-man. They are with
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Christ (Phil. i. 23). Even in this life they were, in respect of

their inmost personal life, in Him
; but now they have departed

out of the body of sin and death, and they are at home with

Him (2 Cor. v. 6-8). They are naked (2 Cor. v. 3), for they
have put off the mortal body, and have not yet received it back

glorified. Yet, moreover, they are not naked : for because they
have put on Christ here below, and have been nourished with

His flesh and blood, their true nature, now released from the

body of sin and death, comes to a manifestation all the more

serene and undisturbed
;
and already this manifestation is a

clothing for their nakedness. But not only this : the grace of

God in Christ, which even here below had put on them the

garments of salvation, adorns them also in that future world

with garments of glory. The white robes promised by Christ to

those that overcome, temporarily supply the place to them of

the glorification of their bodies ; and the assurance that they

may await this glorification, and all that they will have in it

with certainty, is given to them and pledged to them by the

contemplation of their Saviour risen again and glorified, and by
the close unchecked intercourse with Him from which Mary
Magdalene was repelled when He cried to her, "Touch me

not, for I am not yet ascended unto my Father." Now He is

ascended
;
and nothing further separates Him and the loving

souls who have ascended after Him, whom even here below He
has fed with His body, and has given to drink of His blood.

THE RELATION OF SOULS TO THEIE SOULLESS
CORPOREITY.

SEC. VII.

" TITE souls of the righteous are in God's hand, and there shall

no torment touch them" (Wisd. iii. 1). This assertion of an

apocryphal book is conformed to the sense of canonical Scrip-

ture, in proportion as it is certain that there is a justifying

grace which delivers from wrath and its effects. When, there-

fore, Job (xiv. 21) says of the dead,
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41 Should his sons come to honour, he knoweth it not ;

Or into affliction, he perceiveth it not :

Only his own flesh suffereth pain,

And his own soul mourneth,"

it might thence be concluded, with the addition of Isa. Ixvi. 24,

Judith xvi. 17, that the process of bodily corruption casts its

painful reflection on the separated souls ; but the souls of the

righteous are in peace, and, to use the words of Mayfart,
1
wait

for the resurrection of their bodies with longing, but still not

with pain, but with joy.

Yet an assumption underlies that representation of Job,
darkened as it is by spiritual opposition, an assumption which

meets us everywhere in the Holy Scripture, that the union

of the soul and its body, namely, is indeed severed by death,

but is not annihilated. " The soul," says Goschel,
2 "

proves
itself even in death the middle term ; it performs even after

death the function of mediating between body and spirit ; it

maintains during the external separation deep within the

threads of the connection of all the three powers. The con-

tinuous life of the spirit preserves the connection with the

forsaken body and the bodily life in its memory; and there

continues also between the soul of the spirit and the dead body,

during the intermediate period, a secret relation, somewhat akin

to a relation of polarity, a mutual attraction, a rapport." There

needs, after what was said in the fifth section, no further proof
of the scriptural character of this assertion. But there are

still at our disposal other proofs.

When the son of the woman of Sarepta died, Elijah stretched

himself three times upon the corpse, and prayed that the soul

of the child might come back to it (1 Kings xvii. 21). In a

1 Himmlisches Jerusalem (1664), book ii. ch. i.

9 Letzte Dinge, pp. 172, 150, comp. also Heyder, Z.c., p. 47 :

"
Quseritur,

num distracta ea, quse in homine vivo sunt conjuncta, nullo jam cohse-

reant modo? Vix credibile id quidem videbitur, si ad illam respexeris

rationem quse inter corpus, animam, spiritum e sacrorum autorum sententia

intercedit;" and Beck, Seelenlehre, p. 40: "The individual living con-

stitution appears rent and loosened asunder, but still not unconditionally
abolished

;
but as, in a chemical analysis, the agents obtain a new union, so,

while there remains to the soul its capacity of perception as akin to the body,
to the spirit the capacity of soul, they must still be held together by tho

united effort after a new living formation of the dissolved individuality."
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similar manner, Elisha in prayer lays himself upon the corpse
of the child of the Shunammite woman, mouth to mouth, eyes
to eyes, hands to hands, pressing himself closely to

it,
and thus

warms the chilled flesh, and brings it to that point at which the

boy sneezes and opens his eyes (2 Kings iv. 34). In both these

cases death is not only apparent, but it has actually ensued.

But that the soul in both cases can be, and must have been,

brought back, entitles us to conclude that its relation to the

body is still one that is closer, in proportion to the shortness of

the time that it has left it. Precisely in the same way is ex-

plained the wondrous miracle that is recorded in 2 Kings xiii.

21). Moreover, the New Testament raisings of the dead

(Jairus' daughter, the widow's son of Nain, Tabitha) occur

shortly after death has taken place. Only the raising of

Lazarus that had been dead four days, as an isolated act of

the kind by the future Kaiser of the dead, makes an exception.
Otherwise all the miracles of resurrection are recalls of the

soul, as it were, on the way from this world to the other. We
say

" as it were ;" for in fact the soul, from the moment at

which the thread of life is severed, is in the other world, but

still in such a lively relation of itself to its forsaken body, that a

miraculous reunion with the latter is permissible.
1

It
is, moreover, consistent with this, that in the Old Testa-

ment, according to a mode of speech which occurs for the first

time wholly unartificially in Lev. xix. 28, the corpse is called

tf??..
2

It is a task for biblical psychology to solve the enigma of

this usus loquendi. J. D. Michaelis asks whether PIM, in the

sense of dead body, does not probably refer to the verb ^?J in

1 Vid. Schubert, Gesch. der Seek, ii. 446. The Talmud says, with re-

ference to 1 Sam. xxviii. 3,
" Twelve months, as long as the body is still

uncorrupted, the soul hovers up and down," etc. (b. Sabbath 152&). That

the soul continues still in a certain association with the corpse, and through
it with the earthly life, is a view very widely diffused in antiquity.

2 That ^D: has this meaning is shown by Num. xix. 13, comp. 11, where

it is an explanatory permutative of flD : comp. fiD >D3, in association with

the genitive, Lev. xxi. 11, Num. vi. 6; fc^ar&Optp,
Lev. xxii. 4, Hag. ii. 13

;

comp. PB^, Lev. xxi. 1, Num. v. 2, ix. 6, vii. 10; t^Dr^y NtOH, Num.
V V : . V V T T

vi. 11
; J2ip B"ibN Lev. xix. 28. Therewith accords the talrnudic and

Syriac use of {J'B3 naficho, in the meaning a monument, e.g. in the beauti-

ful expression of Simon b. Gamaliel, "No DI^SJ are raised to the pious,
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the sense of ezspirare? Impossible, because the verb only

means to breathe, respirare, not to breathe out, to expire,

eKTTveeiv. Gesemus thinks that flip t?B3 is used as of mortuus

quis ; but, on the other hand, that PB3 means nothing but ali-

quis, implies that PB3, even in respect to itself alone, is already

the name of the corpse. Bottcher explains in a similar way,
that t?33 implies the person, and only (first of all in the associa-

tion n $33) the corpse, for the reason that even the unsouled

body was regarded by the Hebrews still as a person;
1
but he

proceeds upon the false assumption that 5P33 cannot by itself

alone signify the corpse (which is contradicted by the previously

occurring mode of speech), and substantially the explanation is

as good as none : for as tPB3
?
even in the sense of person, main-

tains, for the consciousness of the Hebrew speech its funda-

mental significance the question recurs, how the corpse can be

called $B3, i.e. soul = person. Rather might it be said since,

according to biblical and especially Old Testament representa-

tion, the death of man is a death of his soul that the corpse is

called $33 as a dead soul ; but even this is not likely to be pos-

sible, as the soul, according to biblical ideas, dies indeed, but is

not, in the sense of materialism, mortal, but, separated from the

decaying corpse ("139, njia ? Trrco^a, o-w/ia), continues to subsist

without annihilation or remanation. How then ? Is the corpse

perhaps called $33 as being divested of soul I Such a nomen-

clature per antiplirasin is in Hebrew without example. Even
in Greek it is true the butterfly is called ^f%?7, but not the

chrysalis or the caterpillar.
2 Or is the corpse called $33, soul,

their works are their honourable remembrance" (Schekalim ii. 7) ;
and in

the Syriac translation of 1 Mace. xiii. 28, of the monument with seven

pyramids which Simon Maccabeus erected to his fathers and their sons.

This $23 does not signify the tombstone, but a stone edifice built over the

grave with exalted walls. See thereupon Ziinz zur Gesch. u. Literatur, p.

390
; comp. Perles, in Frankel's Monatsschrift, 1861, p. 392.

1 See de inferis, sec. 127. Knobel also says, ^23 of the corpse signifies

the person as dead.
2 J. Grimm, Mytliologie, ii. 789 (ed. in.), and especially Bottcher's Ideas

on Art-Mythology, vol. ii. (1836), Cursus 4; the fable of Amor and Psyche.
On sarcophagi, Eros and Psyche mean the soul, as it were, having burst the

cocoon, escaped from the dungeon, reunited with the heavenly body, the

object of its longing; comp. Ottfried Mtiller, Handbuch der Archciologie,

p. 591 (ed. ii.).
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per euphemismum? This explanation would be relatively the

best, but only in default of another which should be better.

The true reason of the designation is found in the impres-

sion which a corpse makes. The body of a person just dead

gives a far more direct impression of soul than the body of a

living person. The lively and plain bodily effected activity has

ceased ;
its psychical background appears in the solemn stillness

that has now supervened as an open secret. The whole inter-

nal nature of the man lies in the corpse, as if turned out before

us ; we look there into the depth of the soul's struggle and of

the soul's peace under which the separation of the soul and the

body ensued; and the soul still hovers, to brighten or to disfigure,

over its structure so lately forsaken. Therefore every corpse

makes an impression so gloomy, spiritual, and phantom-like ;

and therefore it is called 5?M. The corpse of the person just

dead still bears the recent traces of its soul, which, separating

itself, has, as it were, impressed itself upon it : it is the dwell-

ing of the soul that is left behind ; it is, as it were, itself that

which was soul. Therefore the Romans also call it manes (e.g.

Lucan : inhumatos condere manes) ; therefore in Homer occurs

the notion, that the Psyches in Hades have the appearance of

the dead person at the moment of his death (Od. X. 38-43) ;

therefore, also, an old funeral urn itself has the inscription,

'Ev
fjLvpoi?,

c5 reicvov, q ^v^r).
1

In thus designating the corpse, therefore, is affirmed the

principle that, although death abrogates the living association

of the soul and body, it still does not neutralize the relation of

the former to the latter. Soon after the occurrence of death,

this relation is still so near a one, that the corpse may be called
;

SJ. As corruption gradually advances, it then becomes more

and more vague, but still continues to subsist undestroyed ; so

that although, on the one hand, the resurrection is indeed a

new creative work of divine omnipotence, yet, on the other,

to use the words of Gregory of Nyssa,
2

it is a concurrence

of things that belong to one another, and of elements combin^

ing again by virtue of a mysterious natural attraction (TWI

1 Gaetano Marini, Iscrizioni antiche, p. 184.
2 Vid. de hominis opificio, p. 116, and especially the detailed elucidation

of the matter in the Dialogue with Makrina, pp. 213-219, in vol. iii. of the

Paris edition.
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olfC6LQ)v (rvvSpo/jir), appijTO) Tivl TTJ T?)? <u<rea><? 6\icfj TTpos TO

i&iov eireiyo/jbevcov). Still even a later and well-known physio-

logist says that, in the relation which still continues to subsist

between the soul and the earth to which its body is committed,
are based the conditions of the restoration of the organic in-

dividuality dissolved by death, or the re-creation of a new

bodily life for it.
1

1
Purkinje, in R. Wagner, H. W. iii. ii. 470.
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UPON THE INTEEMEDIATE STATE OF SOULS.

BY JOHANN HEINRICH URSINUS.

IT is certain and undeniable, if it be only rightly understood,

that even the souls of the righteous although, according to

their nature, so far as it alone is concerned, they live immor-

tally, and by God's grace are blessed through Christ, and in

heaven are nevertheless subjected to the condition of death,

or, as the fathers say, to its laws, sway, and dominion, so long
as they are severed from their bodies. The Holy Scripture

describes such a state by the word Scheol, as a common place

whither all men descend, good and evil (Gen. xxxvii. 35, xlii.

38 ; Ps. Iv. 15). No one can deliver a soul from the hand of

hell, i.e. from the might and power of death (Ps. Ixxxix. 48) ;

and thus death and hell are usually associated, when not only
the godless, as Ps. xlix. 15, but also the elect are spoken of

(Hos. xiii. 14), until the Lord by His glorious appearing shall

destroy death, the last enemy (1 Cor. xv. 26), and the land

of the dead shall perish (Isa. xxvi. 19) ;* which passage

nobody interprets better than St John in his Revelation (xx.

14), that the Lord shall cast death and hell into the lake

of fire. Thus hell is distinguished from the lake of fire, and

therefore signifies nothing else than the kingdom and dominion

of death, which Isaiah calls the land of the dead, indicating
that after the resurrection none of His elect shall either die

1 Ursinus follows the translation of Luther (which, according to the

Masoretic vocalization, is impossible to be justified); but Luther himself

had previously translated as the passage is generally rendered now and
the land shall cast out its dead.
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or be under the mastery of death as heretofore; but death

and all his might, dominion, and kingdom, shall only take

effect upon the condemned which is the second and eternal

death. Even as St Paul says of Christ our Head, Henceforth

He shall die no more, death shall have no more dominion over

Him (Rom. vi. 9). And as now such a state of death as that

to which all men are subjected is named in Holy Scripture a

land of the dead, and Scheoly the grave ; not as if it were a

natural positive place in the world, but according to its custom

per condescensum of speaking thereof after human fashion ;

therefore the fathers of the church cannot be blamed who

retain such a manner of speaking ; thus they elsewhere do not

reject the divine doctrine of the blissful condition of souls, but

believe that all souls, because they are in the like state of death,

by reason of the severance of their bodies in a similar manner,
await the last day in a common keeping, in an invisible place,

but that they nevertheless, as immortal spirits, have also for

themselves their appointed dwellings ; and especially the faith-

ful souls, when they must go the way of all flesh, in the

midst of death, immediately press through the dark valley into

heaven, to eternal bliss. And this is the common dwelling,

and, as it were, the grave of souls, of which Dr. Lutlierus at

various times makes mention, of which those who see the truth

and yet wilfully abuse it make so much complaint. For he

certainly expressly establishes both positions : that the souls

ratione compositi in respect of their natural condition into which

they are created by God, that body and soul should be one

man, are subjected to the common dominion of death and its

laws ; and yet, moreover, ratione sui in respect of their own

spiritual immortal nature, retain their life outside of all the

power of death, and are either blessed in heaven or cursed in

hell.
1 Hence follows of itself,

Secondly, That the souls of the righteous are confessedly still

1 Thus Hades is no place, but a state
;
so that the separated souls of the

righteous are at the same time in heaven and in Hades. Scripture nowhere

thus expresses itself, and certainly does not wish thus to be understood. If

Hades were actually only the name of a state, it could not then be said

that the souls of the righteous are in Hades : they are in eternal life, which

they had even here below, free from the troubles that in this world accom-

pany their possession.
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until the last day, in a position constrained, unnatural, and incom-

plete, contrary to their nature and the final cause for which they

were created by God ; and thus they have not yet attained their

consummatam beatitudmem, as Bernhard rightly says. This is

the common doctrine of all the fathers of the church, thoroughly
based in God's word and Christian teaching, whence we know
that the soul was not for itself before and external to the body,

independently with God, but was first given after the formation

of the body to man by God in the creation ; that accordingly
the soul by the intention and plan of its Creator an ens incom-

pletum, was indeed thus constituted and endowed with immor-

tality, that even after death it may and should remain, subsist,

and live apart from the body, although contrary to its nature

and final cause. Thence, moreover, is gathered incontrover-

tibly the resurrection of bodies, because it is impossible that the

soul should continue in an unnatural state for ever, into which

it has fallen per accidens by means of sin, and for which God
did not create it. For although after death souls live and

praise the Highest, yet they are not the entire man (Ecclus.

xvii. 27), as the Platonic wisdom was apt to fancy, but only an

essential piece of man. On this account, that God might not

have created man in vain, which is contrary to His wisdom,
man must, although by death perchance he have ceased to be

a man,
1

nevertheless, by resurrection from the dead, again be-

come a man, and remain one to eternity ; that God's honour,

either in respect of His mercy to the elect, or His justice to

the condemned, but to all in respect of His power and divine

wisdom, might be manifested and praised to eternity.

Accordingly, (3) the soul of the righteous remains from

death to resurrection in a mediate condition ; blessed indeed

in heaven, so far as in its own nature it is an immortal soul,

and still not yet perfect, so far as it is a human soul. And
in this understanding, the Romish theologians rightly said at

1 Not so : the body without the soul is, indeed, only a thing ;
but the

spiritual soul, as that which personifies man, is, even without the body, still

a person. Death robs the human personality of the body belonging to it,

as its immediate means and object of attesting itself
;
but the soul, which

in its double- sidedness is the peculiar essential form of man, continues to

exist, and is therefore the man in respect of the essence of his spiritual

corporeity.
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Ferrara,
1
that the souls of the blessed, according to their nature,

considered specially for itself, so far as they are souls, had

already their perfect blessedness. On the other hand, the

fathers were also right in saying that such souls, so far as they
were human souls, and are so constituted that they inhabit

bodies, and are meant to be an essential part of man, had not

yet their perfect blessedness. If there were some among the

ancients (which cannot be denied) who left such a distinction

out of consideration, and attributed to the souls of the righteous

only a privativam beatitudinem, or such a blessedness as that

of being in their own nature freed from all evil, they have

given too little attention to the matter. On the other hand,

Popish teachers of the present day make too much of it, in

assigning to such souls entire perfect blessedness in such a

way, that they had nothing more to expect or to receive beyond
the glorification of their bodies. We adopt the middle course,

with all the fathers. And in this concurs also the saying of

the ancients, that the souls of the righteous had already received

primam stolam, the first white robe, but still had to expect

duplicia vel binas stolas.

But that (4) the perfect contemplation of the holy threefold

nature belongs to this separate blessedness of the righteous souls,

as the decree of the Florentine Concilii declares, remains a

matter of dispute. Bellarmine, who takes great pains to main-

tain this, has not strictly proved it by any single clear testimony
of Holy Scripture by any single express affirmation of the

old church teachers by any reasonable argument. The con-

demned, says Bellarmine, are already in torment (Luke xvi.) ;

therefore the righteous are already in bliss. Answer : But as

the former are not yet in perfect torment (even the devils are

not, as Bellarmine himself teaches) ; therefore the latter also

are not in perfect bliss. Further, the day of death of the

saints is their day of birth ; therefore it is a beginning of their

blessedness, for when they die on earth they are born in heaven.

Answer : Amen ! A beginning in the same way as a new-born

infant looks upon the light, lives upon earth, is his father's heir,

is nourished, cared for, beloved by his parents, is honoured by
the whole household as an heir, learns to know his father day

1 At the Council of Ferrara-Florence (1438-39), where the above

specified view of the Latins obtained the victory over the Greeks.

2 L
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by day, until a perfect man is formed therefrom; so also it is

in this case. Further, the hope which is deferred, pains the

souls : therefore the souls have at once what they hope for with-

out delay ;
for it is not fit that they should be pained which

have no sins. Answer : If the conclusion were true, the souls

in heaven would have to hope for no resurrection of their

bodies, no avenging judgment of God upon their enemies, no

new world and heavenly new Jerusalem. But such a hope,
because it is wholly certain, and unfailing, and depends upon
the time which God has appointed, causes neither fear nor pain,

but yet certifies that the souls have not yet attained the perfect

good.
But if the souls of the righteous regard their own blissful

condition, no time is long to them ; no time is, in fact, long:

they have already what alone, according to God's counsel and

promise, is proper for their satisfaction, and can desire for them-

selves in such a state nothing beyond ; because they know that,

according to God's will, they ought for themselves to desire

nothing further. The blessed souls live in no human time that

is reckoned by days, months, and years, but in an angelic time,

where a thousand years are as a watch in the night; even as

God's eternity is only a little point so little, that nothing there

is past or future, and so infinitely great, that it comprehends
and circumscribes in itself all times. Seven years Jacob served

Laban for Rachel with extreme labour
; yet they appeared to

him as it were but a single day, for the love that he bore her

(Gen. xxix. 20). How, then, could the time be long to elected

souls in the home of their Father, more beloved than all, and

with their Bridegroom, the fairest of all? But because they
know that God has prepared for them a still greater blessed-

ness
;
know that their brethren on earth are still engaged in

contest ; know that their adversary the devil still has dominion

upon the earth, as if there were no God in heaven, and His

vengeance were to sleep for ever ;
know that, separated from

their bodies through the power of death, they must live out of

their constituted position ; know that everything of such a

kind comes from sin (for death came into the world by sin,

so that it has dominion over all men till Christ shall put an end

to its dominion by His glorious appearing) ;
therefore they

long thereafter with heartfelt longing, but still in moderation,
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without fear, anguish, fretfulness, impatience, wholly acquiescing
in God's will arid ordinance, and well satisfied. That there is

still something wanting to infinite perfection, disturbs them as

little, as it does a youth that he is not yet a man. But they

long that body and soul should be crowned together on the

great coronation day of the Lord. Their longing especially is

indulged after the redemption of their bodies and reunion with

them, as Bernard writes. This natural craving is so strong

in them, that even their whole love and desire does not yet

freely go forth towards God ; but, as it were, it is indented and

wrinkled, etc. [The bold passage occurs in Sermo iii. in festo

omnium Sanctorum : Unde hoc tibi, O misera caro, foetida,

unde tibi hoc 1 Animas sanctse, quas propria Deus insignivit

imagine, te desiderant, quas redemit proprio sanguine te exspec-

tant, et ipsarum sine te compleri lastitia, perfici gloria, consum-

mari beatitude non potest. Adeo viget in eis desiderium hoc

naturale, ut necdum tota earum affectio libere pergat in Deum
sed contrahatur quodammodo et rugam faciat, cum inclinantur

desiderio tui.] Bernard regards the longing question of the

souls (Apoc. vi. 9) as proceeding not so much from desire after

judgment, as rather from longing after the resurrection and

glorification of their bodies, which will follow the day of judg-
ment. The holy souls are sine macula (Apoc. xiv. 5), but to

this well-justified longing they have aspired, yet not sine ruga.
The end of the history of redemption, however, is a glorified

church, which has neither spot nor wrinkle.
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THE RESURRECTION AND CONSUMMATION.

Erimus idem qui nunc, nee alii post, Dei quidem cultores apud Deum

semper, superinduti substantia propria seternitatis
; profani vero et qui

non integri ad Deum in poena seque jugis ignis, habentes ex ipsa natura

ejus divinam scilicet subrmnistrationem incorruptibilitatis.

TERTULLIANUS (Apologeticus).





SPIEIT AND SOUL IN THE ACT OF RESURRECTION.

SEC. I.

THE creation of man began with the formation of his body :

for the design of the creative wisdom contemplated a twofold

being, which should unite in itself spirit and nature in combina-

tion, and should in itself peaceably harmonize the spirit-world

with the material-world. Sin frustrated the effectuation of

this exalted destination of man, but redemption made it once

again possible : it is now completed by death, in the way of a

new-creative miracle. If death were not an actual disembodi-

ment of man, but a loosening, as of the spiritual nature of his

soul, so also of the true nature of his corporeity concealed here

below, of an inner body, which is further organized out of the

atoms of the higher world of light, in a manner conformable to

his progressive development,
1

it could not be comprehended
for what purpose the miracle of the resurrection was still

needed ; for the death itself of those who die in the Lord

would then be their resurrection. But Scripture looks upon
the death as an unclothing of man from that element of his

personality which makes him the point of union of both worlds.

1 Thus SchelKng, in the beautiful discourse now first published, On the

Connection of Nature with the Spirit- World, Works, Div. i. vol. ix.
;
and

thus also Fichte, in his work upon the Idea of Personality, and elsewhere.
** Death is a necessary event in the development of life, the complete sepa-

ration of the internal body from its copy woven out of the elements, and

even in this world constantly changing and transforming itself;" comp.

Bbhner, Naturforschung und Kulturleben (1858), p. 222 :

"
Bodily death

is an accelerated process of life, in which absolutely nothing is lost
;
but

spirit and body only unfold themselves according to their further destina-

tion." In his philosophia secunda, however, Schelling teaches in the future

life an intermediate state of mere being and of extinguished capability

requiring a resurrection, and thus teaches a state of restraint like a sleep of

the soul. See Works, Div. ii. vol. iv. 210.

535
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The corporeity of souls that have passed over into the other

world is only a phenomenal one, not a material, and therefore

no actual one. That which is effected in man by Christ's

word and sacrament, comes also in this phenomenal corporeity

to provisional manifestation ;
but their actual bodies lie in the

dust of the grave in hope : for they have received here below the

tincture of immortality, by virtue of which they cannot abide

in death ; and this tincture of their immortality is at the same

time the power of the glorification of the world.

Therefore the separated souls long for reunion with their

bodies ; nevertheless, they are unable to complete the reanima-

tion of these latter. It is a creative act of God the Father,

completed through the Son, and brought about by the Holv

Ghost, whereby they receive back their bodies. This act of

new creation is different in manifold ways from the creative

act of the primeval beginning. There, when the body was

formed, the personifying spirit who was to endow it with soul

was not yet present : here the self-conscious spirit is already at

hand
;
and the creative restoration of the body with which it

has already lived through a history conscious to its memory,
is an act of God, which does not come to it unforeseen, but

is longed for by it,
is guaranteed to it, and, as in this state, so

in the world to come also, is prepared for it. This is the

psychological point of view under which the transaction of the

resurrection falls. It is asked, How is the self-conscious spirit

related to this act of restoration? Does the beginning of a

new bodily life resemble the embryonic commencement of the

old one, so far as the self-conscious spirit is pressed back into

unconsciousness ; and attaining from this once more into full

and waking consciousness, does it find itself within the created

and restored body 1

No express answer to this question is given us in the Holy

Scripture. On the contrary, it says, without reconciling the

two passages, just as definitely that the separated souls are

partly in heaven and partly in Hades, as that all the dead shall

arise from their graves. It is confessed what mistakes have

been made by the adoption of one of these two facts, and

shutting one's eyes to the other. Either it was thought that

the souls were even to the resurrection day in a state of sleep

with their corrupting bodies, or " resurrection" was explained
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as a designation used only figuratively and by way of accom-

modation.

We let both facts stand, even although we should be unable

to reconcile them. Nevertheless, the informations of the Scrip-
ture upon the resurrection of the dead are so copious, that even

psychologic consideration finds a point of junction in order

to sketch for itself a picture of the mysterious procedure con-

formed to revelation.
1

The restoration of the human body results when God the

triune "supplies to the soul from the then glorified world of nature

materials for the new formation of its body, similar to those of

which its earthly body was formed, and with which, when the

soul impresses upon them the form of its inner spiritual body, its

spiritual nature may attain to full manifestation even in the

external body."
2 The assertion anima corpus suum creat (thus

formulated by Erigena), which we have already rejected in

respect of the primitive beginning and the propagation of man,
we must here also reject. The soul is neither the creative

principle of the body, nor the plastic and organizing principle
of its materiality. None the less on that account is it true, that

the formation of our bodies in the womb is not completed with-

out the co-operation of the soul
; and when it is added thereto,

that death, although it severs the living union of the soul and

the body, yet, as we have shown in the concluding paragraph of

1 Even J. P. Lange (BibliscTi-theologiscJie Erorterungen in Studien und
Krit. 1836) and Kliug (the same, 1839, p. 512) attempt this

;
but the

former in a manner that reminds one of Origen too boldly picturing ;
the

latter in a way which touches the truth of the resurrection as a going forth

from the grave, and otherwise wholly incapable of being carried into

effect even ideally. On the other hand, among the fathers of the church

is hardly found a disposition thereto, not even in Tertullian's work, de re-

surrectione carnis, although this outweighs all which had previously been

written upon resurrection.
2 Thus Schoberlein, Jalirbb. 1861, p. 77. Our own previous idea did not

sufficiently observe the sameness of the future body with the present. The

question, whether the glorification of the earth will precede or follow the

resurrection, we leave unanswered
;
but in any case, the materiality of the

resurrection body is essentially of a similar nature with the materiality of

the glorified earth (as also v. Rudloff, p. 421, supposes), and essentially

identical with the materiality of the body that has become subject to cor-

ruption (as we maintain with Schoberlein, Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 164,

against v. Rudloff).
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the foregoing division, does not destroy the real relation of the

soul to its corrupting and perishing body, it becomes more than

probable that this real relation, enhanced to attractive power, is

drawn into the creative restoration of the body. Thus Thomas

Aquinas and Darite conceive. And, in fact, assumption and

glorification in pure passivity of the soul are not perhaps con-

ceivable.
1

Nevertheless, the transaction is a mystery, and

moreover an uncompleted mystery, and the completion is,
even

although many creative potencies interact within it still an

absolutely creative mystery, not successive, but momentary.
2

The creative act of restoration, and the yearning, joyous

eagerness of the soul for its body to be again received from

death these are two acts that meet one another, and coincide

in one lightning-like now (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 52 with 1 Thess.

iv. 16). The reunion results in waking consciousness of the

soul, but in a condition of pleasurable awe, in which all reflect-

ing will and thought are merged ; and the formation of the

body which the soul finds in the moment of reunion as already

prepared, is a mystery withdrawn from its testimony and its

knowledge. Even the transformation of the bodies of the

living occurs so rapidly, that it withdraws itself from all obser-

vation, and no subsequent reflection is able to fathom the secret.

The resurrection body is not, as was the body of the first

created man, psychical, with the destination that it should be-

come pneumatical ; but it is immediately pneumatical, because

the spirit which, by means of the soul, seizes possession of it,

finds itself in the position of perfection (Heb. xii. 23). The

soul, besides, gives to that which in design is formed upon it,
in

the measure of the immaterial shadow which is left to it, its

perfected individual stamp ; for everything which it has here

1 See Gb'schel, Der Mensch diesseits und jenseits, p. 46.

2
Gregory of Nyssa, in his Dialogue with Macrina (Opp. ed. Paris, iii.

212-216), goes too far when he compares the soul, in respect of the dissolved

elements of its body, to an artist who knows how to unmix the colours of

a picture blended together and dispersed, and to combine them into the

same picture, or to a potter who can easily find the broken pieces of several

vessels from the rude mass of clay among which they are mixed
;
or when

he says that all the elements of the body run together, lik i many strings

in the soul, and therefore pia, rrt ry$ -^v^i ^vva.^t can be again drawn

together and combined. What is so said of the soul, is only true of God,
and of it as co-operating.
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below collected to itself as a treasure, as Macarius (Horn. v. 8)

says, will then become manifest and openly plain outwardly in

the body. That shadow of the spirits of perfected righteous
men was already a type of the glorification which is now bodily

perfected in them when they have again attained their bodies,
1

which cannot abide in death after the Holy Ghost has made

them His habitation (1 Cor. vi. 19; Rom. viii. II 2

); and Christ's

body and blood have become for them the tincture of everlasting

life ((fidpfjuaKov adavacrias). It is obvious that the sacramental

gifts do not remain with the corpses. They become absorbed by
the full possession and full enjoyment of Christ, into which the

separated soul enters. That the Lord gives to these, in their

state of intermediate corporeity, to enjoy the vision and the

embrace of His gracious glorified humanity, is a fact related to

the sacramental gifts, in the same way that the perfect actual

performance is to the earnest that guarantees it. It
is,

how-

ever, the effect of the sacramental gifts, that bodies do not cor-

rupt without an expectation of the restoration of their nature.

The human body formed by the hand of God, since it has

become materialistic, is as an overcrusted mystery. It is wholly
inconceivable that this mystery is not one day to become re-

vealed to the joy of all beings. The resurrection will place it

1 *' The adjustment of the identity of the rising body with the body of

this state," says Nitzsch, System, sec. 217, obs. 2,
"
will have to be sought

for in the same corporeity in which the soul that is being severed remains
;

and which, according to the constitution of the cosmical sphere to which

it now first of all in every case pertains, and according to the impulses of

its own internal formation, is changed for it even to that point at which it

attains the final condition." Martensen (sec. 276, obs.) even calls this pre-

paratory process a "concealed natural development" (i.e. development of

the soul's nature that is not to be thought of as purely out of nature).

On Kling, who describes this oddly, we have already spoken. The view of

these inquirers (including also Julius Miiller, Siinde, ii. 416) of the inter-

mediate corporeity is a different one from ours. To us this is an absolutely

immaterial purely psychical phenomenon. A substantial (not merely

typical) preparation of the resurrection body on behalf of the soul is to us

inconceivable.
2 Not only internal but external reasons (see Keiche, Comm. criticus, i.

54, 67) declare here for the reading B< TO evotzovv ^vlv^a, tv vpiv, S;a of

the objective moving cause, according to 2 Cor. v. 5 and other places.

The reading $< roD, W.T.A., is contrary to the doctrinal scheme of the

apostle.
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in the clearest light. But as yet we are not in a position to

make to ourselves a clear conception of the pneumatic bodies of

those who are risen again. If we attempt it, as, for example,

Origen did, who attributed to the risen, crwyu-a alOepiov re teal

o-cfraipoei&es TOJ a^fjuarL, our powerlessness and limitation

prove themselves here, if anywhere at all. They will become

of like form with the glorified body of the second Adam (Phil,

iii. 21). They will be as the body of the first Adam prior to

the establishment of the sexual distinction (Div. II. Sec. V. VI.) ;

but more glorious than this, because they will have attained the

glory which the psychical body of the first Adam ought to have

attained, but forfeited by the fall.
1

They will also be actual

human bodies, essentially even in respect of form identical

with those of this present state, and yet in quality infinitely

different from them. The perfected realization of the human

1 Tertullian (efe resurr. c. 60-62) maintains the continuance of all

human members, notwithstanding the cessation of the sexual and other

functions, et hodie, says he, with respect to fasting and chastity, vacare in-

testinis et pudendis licebit. In order to weaken the proof from Luke xx. 36,

he says, that as angels appearing in human form (e.g. Gen. xviii.) main-

tained their angelic nature, so also men in the angelic form of the future

life may maintain their bodily nature : Non magis solemnibus carnis

obnoxii sub angelico indumento quarn angeli tune solemnibus spiritus

Bub humano. Just so Jerome, allying himself to Tertullian, makes use of

Luke xx. 35 for the purpose : Ubi dicitur
;
non nubent neque nubentur,

sexuum diversitas demonstratur (in the Epitaphium Paulas). In an alto-

gether similar way, Hahn, Neutest. Theol. i. 268, and Kurtz, Bibel und

Astronomie, iv. sec. 18 (ed. 4), express themselves; and just so decides

Besser, who on 1 Cor. vi. 13 (Bibelst. viii.) remarks,
" Stomach and intes-

tines, in their special character of belly, serve the maintenance of this

natural life. Although, therefore, the spiritual resurrection body shall

have ALL ESSENTIAL PARTS of the natural body in a new manner (xv. 44), it

will still be without the necessity of the belly. For the belly changes the

nourishing part of the food into blood, and prepares that which i not

nourishing to be again rejected. In the kingdom of glory, on the other

hand, we shall so eat and drink (Matt. xxvi. 29), that the flesh and blood,

glorified into spiritual life, shall be pervaded with living food, as the atmo-

sphere is impregnatedwith sunbeams for the purpose of becoming transparent

and warm." The direction of xothtet is here limited, as it is by Keil (see

above, p. 102, obs. 1), to the organs that serve for digestion. And cer-

tainly thus say we also : an absolute abolition of the sexual distinctions

would not be different from an abolition of personal identity. But its con-

tinuance does not necessarily imply a continuance of that bodily external

manifestation of it which was its characteristic in this life.
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body as such, the mystery of its organism, become manifest the

heavenly antitype of its earthly type. Their identity with the

bodies of this present state is not founded in similarity of mate-

rial ; for even now in this state this identity is contained in an

unceasing origination and passing away.
1

But, moreover, it is

not merely in likeness of form (eZSo?), with entire distinction of

substance;
2
for such a merely formal identity as of a mould gives

no satisfaction to the idea of the resurrection, and militates

against the character of the grain of wheat which befits the

corrupting corpse (1 Cor. xv. 42-44). The true identity lies in

the mean, between the former grossly material, and the latter

merely formal, identity. Within the world once created, no

single atom is ever annihilated. The elementary materials

whereof the now corrupted body was composed, are therefore

still in existence ; and the Omniscient knows where they are,

and the Omnipotent can collect them together again. But, in

the meanwhile, together with the world of nature in which they
are laid up, they have undergone the process of fire, out of

which heaven and earth issue in brighter glorification. From
this glorified world, He who at first formed the body of man
of the earth of Eden, brings together again the elementary
materials of our bodies, in similar destination of the powers per-

1 See Julius Muller in Studien und Kritiken, 1835, p. 777. " Resurrec-

tion of the flesh
"

is nevertheless a justifiable expression, and one that has

become necessary in the face of the Origenistic doctrine of resurrection. It

cannot indeed be justified from Job xix. 26, where is only expressed the

hope of a future fleshless, therefore spiritual, vision of God, but perhaps
from John vi. It is certainly not Pauline : see, upon the Pauline distinction

between 00,0% and vupce., Tijssen, Pauli Anthropologia (Groningen, 1847),
and especially Holsten, the meaning of the word 2APS (1855), pp. 1-6.

The idea of flesh has, in the view of Paul, the essential characteristic of

earthly material nature. The resurrection body is aupa,, not (rupee, rvig

(rotpxos. The substance, of which it is a living articulation, is not aa.p% ;

but that the essential characteristic of that which is earthly material in
"
flesh and blood

"
is no absolutely inalienable one, is shown by the holy

communion, to which Irenseus expressly points.
2 The Origenistic view, "hoyog TI; (<T7rpp,xTix.o$} eyx-stroii ru> aMpcnt, d$

ov
ft,

1

/) Q&tipoptvov syeipsrxi ro aa/not ev dtydotpaioi (c. Cels. v. 23). See

Thomasius, Origen, p. 255. -(Eneas of Gaza (ed. Boissonade, pp. 65-67)
cites the parable : If a statue of Achilles, made of brass, and grown old,

were shattered, and an artist were to make a golden one of a like form, that

would be the same Achilles (i<p0eiin etv x,pvaoi>s 6
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vading them, and similar mingling of their essential elements,

so far as this purpose and this mingling are the conditions of

the individuality of each person remaining to him after sin,

with its precedents and results, has been deducted; and the soul,

with that form of body brought together again, takes possession

of it, as a queen takes possession of her throne, and pervades it

with its heavenly light, and makes it a transparent manifesta-

tion of the soul's spiritual nature, uniting itself therewith as

the object of the soul's longing into a compact self-completion

of its personality. The natural constitution of man had from

the beginning this design, that corporeity might be elevated

into the sphere of the spirit, and become a manifestation of the

spirit. This purpose was withal its problem, and this problenr.

is now solved. When the discord of the spirit and the soul shall

have already ceased with the victorious irruption through death

into life, the discord of the spirit and flesh which at death re-

sulted in absolute ruin of both shall be abrogated also. Man is

now, in the unity of his three constituent elements, spiritual.

The synthesis which distinguishes man from the pure spirit is

again established, but the dualism is compensated and balanced.

In the spirit is reflected the Godhead, and in the soul the spirit,

and in the body the spiritual soul. Man is now a microcosm

in the position of glorification. For as God the triune fills the

new world with the sevenfold doxa, so the human spirits created

after the image of the Godhead fill with their souls which

portray the divine doxa, their bodies that have become

Of the bodies of the ungodly this indeed cannot be said.

The bodies of these also shall arise. But this cannot possibly
be as spiritual. For they have not sought to attain the redemp-
tion as a renewing of the godlike actuality of their spirit.

Their spirit is powerlessly imprisoned in the turba which has

laid hold of the powers of the soul. They are psychical and

fleshly, and therefore their bodies will be so also. Scripture

1 The divinely-formative process which herewith is completed, is other-

wise apprehended by Bohme and Baader : Soul (^ Father), Idea (~ Son),

Spirit (rv Holy Spirit), spiritual body (>* eternal divine corporeity).

Thus also my Elberfeld critic :
" Soul does not correspond to doxa ; doxa

is corporeity." Just so also v. Rudloff and Schb'berlein. Let the reader

test these views and ours by the Scripture !
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does not expressly assert this, as it nowhere designedly declares

itself in general upon the resurrection to judgment. that night-

side of the general resurrection ; but that without a spiritual

internal nature there cannot be a spiritual external nature, is

self-evident.

It is the call to judgment penetrating through heaven and

Hades, in consequence of which even the souls of the ungodly
hasten to their bodies, which arise by God's creative mighty

operation contemporary with the call. It occurs with that

awful fear (Heb. x. 27), which even in this world shook their

carnally secure peace ; perhaps also riot without that vain hope
that is comparable to the wish of the demons (Matt. viii. 31),

that they might find in their bodies a covering for the disgrace-

ful nakedness of their souls, and a shield from God's anger.
The assumption of a participation of souls in the restoration of

their bodies is here, moreover, in the resurrection of the un-

godly, even more inevitable. For the human body is estab-

lished again, in order that man may come to stand before God's

judgment in the totality, and indeed in the true physico-ethical

nature of his spirit-embodied personality. The resurrection is

not yet the judgment itself, but only the preparation for it.

Therefore also the reconstitution of the bodies of the ungodly
is no purely judicial act of God. But if it be not this, it must

be supposed that the souls of the ungodly partake in the recon-

stitution of their bodies, so far as they express in those bodies,

rising by God's might and power, the alienation from God of

their individuality. In the bodies of the righteous, God sets

aside everything which is the consequence of sin
; and in the

bodies of the ungodly, He sets aside everything which could

delusively conceal their internal sinfulness ; but that which is

sinful itself, as well in its internal nature as in its external

manifestation, is the operation of souls concurring in the act of

reconstitution.

To this operation of souls, the finally decisive judgment
adds the judicial operation of God. As well turba as doxa

of those who have risen, there attain their final climax, their

eternally valid seal.
1 For not until the blissful spiritually

1 Julius Miiller places the ascension of Christ in a similar relation to

His resurrection, when he assumes a process from within outwards between

both facts, a process in which the Spirit of Christ progressively pervaded
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embodied vision of God, is perfected the doxa of the righteous,

when the doxa of the Triune is stamped upon them who behold

it (1 John iii. 2, comp. John xvii. 24) ; and only in hell where

wrath and love are not mingled as in the present world, but

wrath, or what is the same thing, darkness and fire, reign ex-

clusively is perfected the turba of the ungodly, in that the

wrathful fire of hell (whereof elementary fire is only a remote

created type) sets on fire its natural wheel of life (Jas. iii. 6).
1

Beyond the acts of God which close the history of salvation

which are recorded in Apoc. xx. 11-xxi. 1, the present world,

mingled of wrath and love this world of Paidagogia to Christ

is for ever put aside. There subsist only still the kingdom
of exclusive love infinitely exalted above the present world,
and the region of exclusive wrath lying at an infinite depth
below the present world, and therefore strikingly designated by
Baader as sub-material, sub-local, and sub-temporal. A state

such as the present into which the soul can return, in order,

after many changes, to attain finally again into the blissful,

bright region of love exists no more. The metempsychosis is

a lie.

His corporeity, and imparted itself thereto (CJiristian Doctrine of Sin, transl.;

Clark, For. Theol. Libr. vol. ii. p. 328) ;
a not improbable view, in which,

however, this is not acceptable, that the bodyx>f the Risen One was still

fftoftoc, %oix,w, and did not become aapa, Kvsvpa.Ttx,(>v, except as a result of

this development. Better is Keerl, Schopfungsgeschichte, p. 785. His body,
which originally was paradisaical, is glorified with His entrance into the

heavenly sanctuary, into the heavenly nature.

1
Karsten, in his work upon the last things, teaches that the ungodly

only arise in order to be unclothed, in the judgment of the world, of their

body that has been raised by the power of redemption, and then to con-

tinue to exist as disembodied spirits ; but Scripture says nothing to favour

this view.
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THE METEMPSYCHOSIS.

SEC. II.

THE metempsychosis
1

is the doctrine commonly, although not

always, associated closely with that of pre-existence, which we

have already passingly referred to in Div. I. Sec. I. We
should not here recur to

it,
if it had a history only external to

Judaism and Christianity. But it has found advocates of a

decided character as well in the synagogue as in the church.

The Pharisees, according to the testimony of Josephus, taught
that the souls of the wicked continue in everlasting punish-
ment ; but the souls of the good, on the contrary, pass into

other bodies.
2 This sounds as if the Pharisees had taught the

transmigration of souls ; but, in fact, it is only the biblical doc-

trine of resurrection maintained by the Pharisees in opposition

to the Sadducees, on which Josephus, that it might not be used

to put him to shame before the Romans, puts this Pythagorean-
Platonic garment.

3 How frequently we hear in the Talmuds

the Pharisees contending with the Sadducees about the resur-

rection (D^tsn JVnri) ; but about transmigration of souls nothing
is whispered, beyond that here and there appears to be supposed
that one and the same man may emerge at several times under

different names in the current history of this world,
4 an idea

which, at the time of Jesus, appears to have been a popular

superstition : for Herod the tetrarch thinks that Jesus is only
another incarnation of the soul of John, who was beheaded

(Matt. xiv. 1, comp. Mark vi. 16, Luke ix. 9); and as well John

1 Instead of [AtTtft-^vxcwis, it is called also (tirivaapu,Tuat$,

i.e. reuniting of the soul from one body to the other
; pirotyyiapo;, i.e.

transfusing from one vessel into the other; in the Latin fathers, animarum

transmigratlo^ translatio, revolutio, reciprocatio, etc.

2 Bell. jud. ii. viii. 14 (comp. iii. viii. 5), Ant. xviii. 1, 3. The chief

passage runs, ^v^v >x5t,<su,v oitydotprov, fAtraifiotivtiv $e sis tTtpoy aup.ce, v/iv

3 See Bb'ttcher, de inferis, sec. 518, p. 552
; Winer, R. W. ii. 247.

4
e.g. b. Sanhedrin 1056, according to which Beor (the father of

Balaam, not Balaam himself, as Bottcher supposes, sec. 552), Cushan

Kishathaim, and Laban the Aramaean, are one person.

2 M
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the Baptist (John i. 21) as Jesus (Matt. xvi. 14; Luke ix. 19),

are taken by the people for great personages of the past days,

appearing again. It has been thought also, that the question
of the disciples (John ix. 2) must be explained of a presumed

transmigration of souls, or at least, as De Wette, with Bruck-

ner's concurrence, supposes, of a presumed pre-existence ; but it

is not at all necessary to suppose that the disciples regard the one

of the two cases suggested as possible, as being just as conceiv-

able as the other. The question is the expression of the em-

barrassment into which they were thrown by the false premiss,
that bodily suffering of the individual is always the punishment
of sin. The Zohar first of all teaches not only, as the Talmud,
the pre-existence of souls, but also the transmigration of souls

from one form of temporal life into the other, till they finally

become worthy to return into the palace of the heavenly King.
1

In the ancient church, Origen awakened the suspicion of a

similar view, by declaring himself often expressly against the

transmigration of souls
;
and a continued embodiment of the

soul in this world is, moreover, actually foreign to his system,
2

which teaches for it a continual new creation of material worlds,

destined for places of purification of spirits, and thus prides

itself on establishing, in the place of the doctrine of the trans-

migration of souls, a far more exalted theory. None the less

Jerome accuses him of unmistakeably defending the transmi-

gration of souls,
3
in the sense of Plato and Pythagoras ; and

laments that the serpent's poison, so nearly allied to this of

the doctrine of pre-existence held by Origen, still always was

secretly entailed upon the church from Egypt and the East.4

1 See Franck. Cabbala, p. 177. The transmigration of souls is called

&ls63 (revolutio animarum), probably to distinguish it from

in another eschatological meaning. See Buxtorf, Lex. Chald. c. 438,

440.
2 Observe

;
a metensomatosis OF THIS WORLD. See his disputing this at

the beginning of vol. xiii. in Matthseum.
8 In the Epistle 59, ad Avitum {Opp. ed. Vallarsi, i. c. 923); and equally

the Emperor Justinian, in his writings in respect of the fifth Council of

Constantinople (550), in vol. ix. of the Collectio of Mansi. In Photios we

read also that Origen was responsible for the view, that the soul of the

Redeemer was the soul of Adam.
4 In the Ep. ad Demetriadem (Opp. i. c. 992) ; comp. Epitaphium

Paulx (ib. c. 715-719).
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The Gnosticism as well of the Jewish as of the Gentile Chris-

tians, adopted the erroneous doctrine thus favoured by philo-

sophy and the Cabbala, and nurtured it up.

And how is it proved from Holy Scripture I How Basilides

attempted it,
we are informed by Origen on Rom. vii. 9 :

" I died,

says the apostle, for sin began to be attributed to me. But Basi-

lides, without considering that this is to be understood of the

natural law, refers the apostolic word to absurd and ungodly

fables, to the Pythagorean dogma, seeking to prove from this

assertion of the apostle, that souls are continually transfused into

other bodies. When the apostle says, I lived once without law,

he means, according to Basilides : Before I came into this my
present body, I lived in the bodily form of a being that was not

under the law, namely, of a four-footed beast or of a bird.

Basilides therein sbuts his eyes to what follows : but when the

commandment came, sin revived again (revixit)"
1

Carpocrates

taught that the world is a work of world-spirits, whose place is

far beneath the true and highest God ;
and that the soul, passing

through the region of the world-spirits, and emancipated from

their trammels, has to take its way upwards to the eternal

uncreated Father. In this manner he interpreted the parabolic

saying of Jesus,
" When thou art in the way with thine adver-

sary, give diligence that thou mayest be delivered from him,
that he may not hale thee perchance to the judge, and the judge
deliver thee to the officer, and the officer cast thee into prison.

Verily I say unto thee, Thou shalt not depart thence till thou

hast paid the very last mite" (Luke xii. 58; Matt. v. 25). The

adversary, he said, is the devil, one of the world-spirits who

brings the departed souls before the judge the chief of the

world-spirits, who delivers them to the officer another of the

world-spirits, in order to enclose them in other bodies ; for the

body, say they, is a dungeon from which the soul does not

depart until it has lived through and experienced all that belongs
to this world, and has therein approved its freedom, in order

to soar upwards to the God who is exalted above the world-

forming angels.
2

Such a mode of scriptural argument needs no refutation.

1 Stier's Ausg. des Irenaos, i. 903.
2

Irenseus, c. hser. i. 25
; Tertullian, de anima, c. 35

; Epiphanius, hser.

xxvii. (Opp. ed. Petav. i. 106).
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It is still more absurd than if any one, as Augustine observes,

were to quote Ps. xlix. 12, 20, Ixxiv. 19, on behalf of the trans-

migration of souls, or than when Juda b. Aser, Abarbanel

and other Jewish religious philosophers, find in it the reason

of the Levirate law (DUTi DJ?to), and appeal to Job xxxiii. 29

as a proof text.
1

Scripture contains no intimation which even

remotely favours it. For even Matt. xi. 14 (comp. xvii. 12) is

not such an intimation. John himself denies that he is Elias

(John i. 21); he is therefore not Elias in the sense of the Jews,
but he is so nevertheless in a certain sense: for he is the second

Elias, who, according to scriptural prophecy, precedes the Lord;
and it was of great importance that he should be so regarded,
that the day of redemption which was then breaking, the hea-

venly kingdom of the second David that was appearing, should

not be mistaken. For the rest, Elias was already, according
to Scripture, bodily taken into heaven. That his soul should

be clothed upon with a new temporal body in the womb oi

Elisabeth, would be a contradiction of Scripture by itself.

The metempsychosis has therefore no biblical testimony to

adduce for itself; it only abases the word of God, as all false

wisdom does, to paint itself up withal. It is, on the contrary,

thoroughly contradictory to Scripture. For (1) it deranges,

contrary to reason and experience, the limits established by

creation, as the Holy Scripture testifies, between natural class

and class (j^), according to which it is impossible that one

nature should pass over into the other, which is substantially

the same as that the soul of one being should become the soul

of another. That the souls of those men whose god is their

belly, and whom their own greediness has stricken with stupidity
and sluggishness, pass into swine, asses, and similar brutes; the

souls of those who loved unrighteousness, exercised tyranny,
and were given to robbery, into wolves, hawks, and other crea-

tures of prey ; that the souls of those, on the other hand, who
lived morally and peaceably should pass, not essentially but

habitually, into bees or ants; and that these degraded souls

should ever, according to their conduct, be changed from brute

souls back into human souls, as we read in Plato, whether it be

regarded physically or ethically, is alike an absurdity. It is

1 See the two Hebrew treatises on the transmigration of souls in the

collection D^pT D^D, Frankfort-on-Maine 1854.
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absurd in a physical view; for "every body," says Aristotle

with absolute truth,
1 "has its peculiar internal form and exter-

nal formation ; and that every soul can without distinction

enter into every body, is therefore a fiction just as romantic as

if it were said that an architect can accomplish his work by

playing on the flute. In the same way that every art must have

its appropriate tools, the soul also needs a body corresponding
to it." It is absurd in an ethical view ; for a state of punish-

ment, without consciousness of the foregone sins to be expiated,

cannot possibly serve for man's moral purification; and a human
soul that has become the soul of a brute, is absolutely no longer

a being capable of moral accountableness and improvement.
The proof of this twofold (physical and ethical) absurdity of

the Pythagorean-Platonic dogma, is found as early as the writ-

ings of Justin Martyr.
2

Now it cannot indeed be said of the metempsychosis, if it

abandons that change of men into brutes, any more than of the

doctrine of pre-existence (Div. I. Sec. I.), that it is contrary
to reason. But it is contrary to revelation and contrary to

Scripture in all forms. For, (2) according to Scripture, death

1 In the three books, vtpl ^/y^jj?, i. 3.

2 At the beginning of the dialogue, c. Tryphon: comp. Irenseus, c. hazr.

ii. 33, which takes its counter proof from the want of all recollection of the

earlier condition
; Theodoret, Grsecarum affectionum curatio, c. xi. (p. 431,

s. ed. Gaisford), which, in connection with the migration into wasps, bees,

and ants, wittily remarks, that, according to Plato, the reward of those

who in their life have done wrong to no one, is to wound and injure others;

Augustine (civ. x. 30), who with satisfaction appeals to the fact, that even

Porphyry limited the doctrine of Plato and Plotinus his own master, to

a migration into human bodies : Puduit scilicet illud credere ne mater

fortasse filium in mulum revoluta vectaret, et non puduit hoc credere, ubi

revoluta mater in puellam filio forsitans nuberet. Unsurpassed in this

kind of contest is Tertullian, who, in his apologeticus, c. 48, and especially

de anima, c. 32-35, heaps upon the philosophico-gnostic metempsychosis s.

metensomatosis, in the mocking designation of which he is inexhaustibly

inventive, the most biting sarcasm of the coarsest wit. ^Eneas of Gaza

is the only one besides the above-named that embarks in a searching

refutation, in his dialogue Theophrastos ; Hermias scoffs not without wit
;

Lactantius and Chrysostom lose themselves in empty tirades. What else-

where is found in the fathers, consists partly of insignificant historical

notices (among the apologists, Clemens Alexandrinus, Epiphanius, Euse-

bius), partly of insufficient attempts at refutation (Cyril of Alexandria,
Isidorus Peleusianus, 1. iv. ep. 163). Besides Porphyry, Jamblichus and
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is the absolute end of the temporal history of every individual

man, and the parousia of Christ is the absolute end of the tem-

poral history of the whole of humanity. A general judgment
decides finally upon the destiny of all men, and of all the beings

that have been involved in the history of humanity ; and when

the present world shall have passed away, whose characteristic

is the mingling of wrath and love, there is no further world

beyond the new one which proceeds from the destruction of

the old world. The essence of eternity that has been immanent

in temporality has come to its breaking forth : the two principles

are for ever unmingled, and there remains still only a kingdom
of love or of light heaven ; and a kingdom of wrath or of

darkness and fire hell.

In the scriptural doctrine of the last things, therefore, there

is absolutely no place for a gradually progressive embodiment

of the separate souls, whether it be in the present world or in

another future one. Even Origen is compelled to allow this,

although his exegetical method permitted him to twist the

Scripture like a kaleidoscope. But if, among the great thinkers

of modern days, Lessing
1

so lightly spoke in behalf of the

Hierocles (according to the information in Photius) limited the human

metempsychosis to a transition into human bodies. Proclus and Syrianus
made another wonderful attempt to vindicate the Platonic dogma. They
said that the brute kept its own soul, but that the human soul, which passed
into the brute body, was bound in sympathy to the brute soul. 'O Is

says Proclus in the sixth book to Timseus, il<rxpfto6eu pen

wi Tyv oivQpUTrivviv fyvyftv, e^ovrot c) TQV oixsictv ,uqi>, xut tirl

tldX.pl6si(JOt,V fyvfcyv OlOV 7rO%OV/it:VYlU X.OU ty TTpOg OiVT^V ffVft'X'OlOsiCf'

We recall therein the cabbalistic doctrine of "VflJJ, i.e. of the im-

pregnation of a soul by another married in union with it. ^Eneas banters

the new device of his contemporary Proclus in a very successful manner.
1 In The Education of the Human Race (1780), where, in sec. 95, it

runs : "Is this hypothesis so ridiculous for the reason that it is the oldest

because the human understanding chanced upon it before the sophistry of

the schools had dissipated and weakened it?" That the oldest view of

futurity is that of metempsychosis, is false. It was first developed among
the Egyptians as well as the Indians, from the notion of Hades and its two-

fold state. In Israel no step was made beyond the revealed fundamental

view, either in the mythologic or in the speculative direction. Zschokke

has represented the faith of the transmigration of souls in a sentimental

novel entitled Harmonius: "
I knew three beings," says Harmonius there,

44 with which I was associated in a wondrous involuntary manner, as I waa
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transmigration of souls, it is explained from the fact that he

wholly lost the idea of a positive although progressive revela-

tion, and was only groping in the dark according to a position

that was spiritually just as free, as it was restrained to the divine-

human canon of Scripture. Both these things are true in a

more limited degree of Herder also, who closes his confutation

of Lessing with the words: " Purification of heart, improvement
of the soul, with all its impulses and desires : this, it seems to

me, is the true palingenesia of this life ; after which assuredly a

more joyous, a loftier metempsychosis, but which is unknown

to us, awaits us."
*

This "unknown" metempsychosis the only one that

Scripture teaches is the resurrection. As there their God-

resembling nature comes to manifestation in the bodies of the

righteous the nature in which Christ's blood has effaced every
stain so, through the not less humanly formed bodies of the

ungodly, will break through their nature, on the one hand

devilish, on the other brutal, and make them a dreadful and

loathsome reverse of glorification. This, but nothing further

than this, is the truth of the metempsychosis. The scriptural

revelation leaves unabolished the dualism of hell and heaven,

which the metempsychosis has it in view to cancel.

THE DOCTPJNE OF KESTOKATIOK

SEC. III.

WHEN the existing form of the world which is absolutely

a bridge thrown to man, whereby he may attain from wrath

to love, from curse to blessing, from death to life shall be

destroyed, man will be for ever established in the principle into

which in this world he has sought to enter in habit and life by
virtue of his own free determination. The fiery side, as the

with no other being during my life of seventy years' duration. In all these

three was the same tenderness, the same faithfulness." The first of these

beings was a bird, the second a dog, the third his wife.

1 Postscenien zur Geschichte der Menschheit, Werke (1807), vii. 277.
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light side of the divine doxa, will have in hell, as in heaven,
an eternal objectivity apart from God. There needs no final

abolition of hell in heaven, that the whole creation may be a

copy or expression of the everlasting triumph of light over

darkness, which is set forth by the divine doxa, considered with

respect to the internal nature of God (Div. IV. Sec. VI.).
This triumph is completed. If the whole of creation were one

being, it would indeed have to be perfected in such a manner
as that the darkness should be in this one nature abolished in

light. But as the entire creation is an infinite number of

beings, that triumph is then already perfected, when those

beings which have taken their stand in the principle of wrath

are capable of nothing further in opposition to the holy one

whose hereditary portion is in light, and which have become
the footstool of God and of his Christ, i.e. the dark ground on

which is enhanced the glory of the divine dominion. God is

thus, moreover, Trdvra eV Tracriv. He who, in respect of His

triune nature, is love, embraces all who have laid themselves

open to this love with the light of His doxa ; and all who have

shut their hearts to this love, He encircles with the darkness

and the fire of His doxa. Love has conquered. Evil is placed
under bonds. There needs not its absolute annihilation that

the hexaemeron of the world's history may close, as did that of

the world's creation, with HKD lit) mm (Gen. i. 31).
There is no doctrine that contradicts the Holy Scripture

in a more unwarrantable manner than that of the so-called

Apokatastasis. There is only needed one glance into the life

of Joh. Wilh. Petersen (f 1727), in order to be convinced

how even the noblest soul may be absolutely perverted in all

its relations by this doctrine. It is no postulate of reason for

which it is passed off. For as it has of late been observed with

perfect justice, the anthropologic, psychologic, and ethic view
of the case claims, on the contrary, the possibility of an eternal

condemnation. " Since man is not to be blessed by means of a

natural process, must it not be possible to his will to establish

his own induration, to continue rejecting grace for ever, and
thus himself to choose his own condemnation ? Will it be said

that this possibility of a continuous induration must include

also a constant possibility of conversion 1 This will be found to

be a precipitate conclusion. For this earthly life has already
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proved to us the fearful law of necessity, according to which

evil progressively assumes an unchangeable natural impress in

the individual. It is true that psychological experience also

shows us, that in the human soul may be introduced a mighty

turning-point, whereby the old is broken away from, and the

development of the character takes a new direction. But there

arises here the old question, whether, for the conversion of

man, there is not a terminus peremptorius an extremest limit,

beyond which atonement and conversion are no longer possible.

Although we dare not place this limit arbitrarily at any point

whatever within the range of time (e.g. at the end of this life),

still we must unconditionally place it at the end of time and of

history itself, which is exactly the idea of the final advent

of the Lord. So long as there is Time, conversion must be

possible, for it is actually the Christian idea of the significance

of time, that it is a period of trial and of grace ; and as long
as the sinner finds himself within the range of time, he exists

under the patience of God. But when not merely this or that

defined section of time, but Time itself, has passed by, then it

cannot be understood how conversion is still possible, because

conversion cannot be conceived of without a history of conversion.

The possibility of conversion depends, for instance, not merely
on the fact that there is good essentially present in man, and can

never be extinguished, which is just as much the possibility of

condemnation
;
but on the fact that internal and external con-

ditions of effectiveness for the development of this possibility are

present, that the sinner is still in that order of things which

bears in itself the stamp of that which is undecided, a state of

the world where trial and temptation may still be talked of."

What Martensen thus says of the natural character which

evil assumes, agrees with what, from Div. III. 2 onwards, we

have already frequently represented with respect to the conse-

quences not merely ethical, but also physical, of sin. What he

says of time is true in general of the present world, which, in

its temporally limited constitution its constitution calculated

not less to conceal than to reveal the Godhead its constitution

mingled of self-evidences of divine love arid divine wrath is

purposed to make man aware of his conditionary state, to render

sin distasteful to him by means of its own necessary conse-
1
Martensen, Dogmatik, sec. 286.
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quences, to check the enhancement of his sin to a demoniacal

character, and to train him to the salvation which is to be

attained by means of faith. If this psedagogic form of world

be destroyed, man is,
and remains, that which he has become

within himself. He is, and remains ; he is not annihilated : for

Scripture no more teaches the final annihilation of the wicked,

than it does their apokatastasis or restoration. Human reason

would like in one way or another to abolish the dualism with

which the history of the world closes. Let her do it upon her

own responsibility, but let her not falsify the Scripture. This

teaches an eternal personal continuance of all personal beings,

and a continuance fundamentally conditioned by what they
have become in time.

Here in this life, says Jac. Bohme,
1 '

; the soul is on the

balance, on the hinge ; and if it is evil, it can be born again in

love ; but when the hinge is shattered, then it is in its own terri-

tory, in its principle of being.

But within the two principles there is movement, and that

not only in a circle. The history of this world has ceased, yet

experience does not also cease
;
and therefore it is not the close

of all history.

1 See Hamberger, Lehre Jac. Bohme >

s
J p. 302. Jac. Bohme is decided

against the apokatastasis. His doctrine of the last things is therefore

found unsatisfactory by Hamberger (ibid. p. 331) ; as, moreover, Franz v.

Baader in this point became unfaithful to the master. We bow, as does

also v. Rudloff with J. Bohme, to the word of Scripture, and reply to the

apokatastasis with Augustine (civ. xxi. 23) : Ita plane hoc erit, si non quod
Deus dixit, sed quod suspicantur homines plus valebit. Also the sound

decision of H. W. Einck (Vom Zustand nach dern Tode, p. 291) deserves

here distinguishing mention :

"
It seems to us to be very precipitate to de-

cide, with Jung Stilling, that the supposition of an eternal condemnation

prejudices God's honour, and is unbecoming to God. Do we, then, so

thoroughly understand the proprieties of God? Do we fundamentally
understand the nature of Him before whom the seraphim with veiled faces

sing, Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Sabaoth?"
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PEOGKESS IN ETEENITY.

SEC. IV.

THE history of this world, which is completed in the conflict

of e;ood and evil, and permits to man in every one of its mo-

ments to decide upon his temporal and eternal destiny, has

indeed then passed away for ever. But as creatures as such

never cease to be finite and conditioned, and therefore time and

space in the world to come, although pervaded by eternity and

infinity, are still not annihilated ; as, further, heaven and hell

conceal an infinite number of beings, who, as well in respect

of their individuality, as of the grades of their condition of glory

or punishment, are distinct, and stand in a fellowship with one

another most abundant in relations ; as, finally, their relation

towards God admits of an endless deepening and an infinitely

manifold modification and progress, there is therefore, without

doubt, a continually progressive series of events, as well in the

region of love as in that of wrath. Between the two regions,

indeed, there is a gulf: a crossing over thither or hither is

expressly excluded by Scripture. But all spirits, those of men
as of angels, move in that principle which has, in their free

determination, become the sphere of their life.

Every glance into the blissful future which the Holy Scrip-

ture vouchsafes to us, shows that it is very far from being a

sameness without distinction that it is no inactive quietude.

And as no life revolves in a circle without growing in intensity

and substance, so also the life of the future state is not to be con-

ceived of without progress. We may assume, without contradict-

ing Scripture, a progression of the blissful spirits in knowledge
and glory.

1 The unfathomable depth of the divine nature,

1 Most of the ancients answer, to the question ;
Wherein consists the

activity of the blessed ? Surely always only in praising God. Thus e.g.

Augustine on Ps. Ixxxv. (Lat. Ixxxvi.) : "What will be our business in the

other world? what our activity? Sayest thou that rest excludes all activity ?

Then shall we sit there and be torpid, and do nothing ? If our love grow

cold, our actions will grow cold also. How then will that love, when in the

presence of God it shall have attained that satisfaction which it craved
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the unattainable height of the divine glory, render it possible.

The "
many mansions" of John xiv. 2 render it probable ; and

what the Apocalypse says (xxii. 2), not of the Jerusalem of the

millennium,
1 but of the Jerusalem of the new and glorified earth,

is a significant hint of the reality of this probable progress.
" In the midst of the street of it," says the seer there,

" and on

either side of the river, stood the tree of life, which bare twelve

(twelve manner of) fruits, yielding her fruit every month ; aiid

the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the heathens."

Contrary to the tenor of the words, Hengstenberg, in his

Exposition of the Revelation, understands this QepanreUu* TWV

eOvwv of the effect which was produced in this world by the

heavenly Jerusalem upon the heathens. QepaTreia is indeed

not necessarily healing of the sick ; it means here what it may
literally mean (comp. with Ezek. xlvii. 12, the use of K3"iD and

niKS") in the Proverbs), strengthening, increase of power, per-

fecting of health, convalescence of those who have recovered.
3

There is nothing really to the contrary, since the idea of per-

here below with sighing, how will it inflame us, enlighten us, change us !

What, therefore, shall we do there, brother? The psalm tells us, Blessed

are they who dwell in Thine house. Wherefore? They praise Thee there

for ever and ever. This will be our employment Praise of God." But

there are also in the literature of the ancient synagogue, as of the ancient

church, suggestions of a progress in the future state, e.g. the talmudic

apophthegm, based on Ps. Ixxxiv. 7, D^JO tib nnti D!"6 fK D^COn 'TB^n
feOn Di?iy2 N^l n?n, i.e. The wise strive restlessly forwards, as in this world,

so in the world to come (&. Berachoth 64a; Moed Katan 29a) ;
in con-

formity wherewith Irenseus says (ii. 28, 3), evtcc plv (ray sv rxlg ypottpxls

l'hVOpSV X,OC,T ^OtOlV 00t5, Z'JIO, $ OCVXKSlffSTXf T<H giM, XCt't QV

\v ru a-luyt ra vvvi, d'h'ha. Kl Iv rw ^>.AOJ<T/, 'iva. del fttv 6 so$ f>i!iu,<jx,vi9

7ro$ <$ did TTOIVTOS [tKvQoivy) TTotpx &ov. Of such a promoveri, crescere,

ascendere of the righteous, Irenaeus speaks frequently, partly with an ap-

peal to apostolic tradition. It has been sought of late to found the same

conviction on 1 Cor. xiii. 13 (e.g. by Siebenhaar in the work, de fide et spe
in seterna etiam vita mansuris, 1839), but contrary to the meaning of the

apostle (2 Cor. v. 7
;
Rom. viii. 24), although in a certain sense an eternal

faith and hope of the blessed is certainly to be assumed.
1 This is the view of v. Hofmann, and also of Karsten, which xxi. 1

decidedly opposes.
2 Thus H. W. Rinck, Vom Zustand nach dem Tode (1861), p. 324. The

expression "health" must not exactly presuppose sickness, but indicates

the perfect state of mature growth into the image of God, the completed
and harmonious penetration of the organism by the glory of God.
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fection in the intermediate state does not exclude enhancement

(comp. Heb. xii. 23 with xi. 40; Apoc. vi. 9-11; 1 Cor. xv.

23-28) ; so it will not exclude it, moreover, after the new creation

of heaven and earth. If there be, as undeniably there is,
a

multiplicity of degrees in the glory of the future state, there is

no reason why there should not, moreover, be exaltation from

the one degree to the other, since the highest good which is the

possession of all the blessed fellowship with God allows of

continually deeper and deeper sounding, a continually richer

giving and receiving, a continually and increasingly glorious

disclosure of itself. Therefore it is observed by von Gerlach

upon that passage of the Apocalypse referred to, with a full

apprehension of its meaning,
" There shall also be there one

more unceasing creation a reception of God's gifts of grace

as of the tree of life in Eden, and no unbending sameness, but

an eternal becoming and growing."
The seer can even say,

"
every month," for the blissful

world of spirits indeed is not compounded of an irrecoverable

past, a passing present, and a dim future ; but, on the other

hand, it is anything but a numb quietude and a uniform ab-

sence of events : it is a lapse of alwves T&V alwvcov filled and

pervaded by eternity. Time is therefore, after its manner,

glorified, as are the bodies of the blessed. The eternal source

whence it proceeded is broken through by it, and overflows it.

The blessed strike the root of their life in the eternal life of

God. In the lapse of aeons this is a present which is always

alike to them. There is no past which they should wish back,

and no future which should make the present painful to them.

Their present is God. To be deprived of this present, and still

to subsist without end this in itself alone is a torment of hell

for the condemned.

Our plan, as we sketched it in the Prolegomena, is now

accomplished. We have traced the history of the soul from

its eternal antecedents up to its eternal ultimate destiny. It

is a system that now stands before us, not a system built up
of scientific categories, but constructed in conformity with the

ways of God with the soul of man ways which proceed from

eternity, and return to eternity, a completed circle, whose

living centre is the Name which is above every name.
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That which from eternity was in the presence of God as an

ideal in the mirror of His wisdom, we now behold in self-living

eternal fulfilment and completion. The idea of humanity, in

its process of realization, disturbed by sin but renovated anew

and guided to victory by redemption, is now perfected eternal

reality. Enfranchised in God through Christ, man is henceforth

absolutely exalted above evil ; and his body is not merely, as it

was in its primitive origin, immortal in design, but immortal in

nature. The spirits of the redeemed are now, in conformity
with their destination, in blessed actuality the image of God
the Triune ; and their souls the image of the divine doxa ; and

their bodies the image of the body of the glory of the God-man.

The spirit of man lives and moves in God's triune love ; the

soul of man reflects in incessant delightful vision the loving

triumph of the divine doxa ; and the body of man, whose

spiritual and microcosmic typical meaning is now no longer a

concealed mystery but a revealed marvel, shines, as pervaded
with the loving light of the spirit and the soul, in the loveliest

beauty. But everything that redeeming love repelled to self-

induration is for ever absorbed into the wrathful aspects of the

doxa, and there leads a life self-consuming, and, as it were,

non-existent.
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From a Sermon of the Author's on the Fourth Sunday after

Trinity, 1854.

ON ROM. vin. 18-23.

WHENCE comes it, then, that our joy in nature, and the joy of

nature herself, is changed from time to time into mourning?
The answer to this question stands in the closest connection

with the state of our own soul and of our own body. It is

therefore sufficiently within our reach ; but by our own reason

we do not discover it, and in the wisdom of this world we shall

seek for it in vain. Whence comes it, then, that the body of

man, made in God's image, becomes at last a corrupting carcase,
as do the bodies of unreasoning brutes ? Whence comes it

that heat and cold, moisture and drought, wind and weather,

continually shake and wear it, as if it were a ruinous house 1

Whence comes it that, even before it is deprived of soul, it is

a habitation for worms ? Whence the sicknesses numberless,
and deformities and imperfections? whence that life, which,
even in the case of people in health, is more or less unsound,
with its seeds of death developing themselves more tardily or

rapidly ? Ask the wisdom of this world. It will give you the

absolutely comfortless disclosure : The constitution of man, and
his relation to the whole of nature, is the cause of these results.

And truly it is so ; but was it so originally, and is it therefore to

continue so for ever? To these questions natural wisdom either

answers not at all, and lets the enigma stand ; or it answers

yes, and so makes the enigma more enigmatical still. But
the Holy Scripture teaches us to understand the present in

the light of the past and of the future ; and perhaps no passage
is so specially instructive in this respect as Rom. viii. 18-24.

659
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I.

When a creature wishes to be emancipated from that which

God has imprinted upon it, there must, in respect of that which

is thus imprinted, have preceded a terrible change ; and when

even those who, according to their inner man, know and feel

themselves redeemed, nevertheless, as the apostle says, wait

with sighing and longing for the redemption of their body, the

human body must have come into a condition which is the most

lamentable disfigurement and perversion of the primitive one.

Thus it must be ; and when we look back to man's creation, thus

also we actually find it. You have perchance seen statues

hewn out of stone human forms wrought by human skill

which, by the perfect symmetry and by the majestic beauty
of their outlines, filled you with amazement. If even human

skill can produce that which is thus glorious, how glorious

must that have been which God's omnipotence produced, when,

according to His eternal counsel, He went about to lay the

foundation of humanity ; when He, as the Scripture narrates,

formed man out of the dust of the ground ! (Gen. ii. 7.) In

the creation of the beasts He had said,
" Let the earth bring

forth living creatures ;" but in the creation of man He did not

say,
" Let the earth bring forth man." Men did not come

into existence by such a creative command ;
but God Himself

laid hands to the work (to speak humanly), and formed the

body of the one first man out of the earth, moistened by the

primal dew of the delightsome land of Eden. LORD ! how

this was done we know not : for Thou art not a man, to have

done it with hands, and God the Son had not yet become man.

Thine invisible omnipotence it was, which in a manner incon-

ceivable to us formed the dust of the garden of Eden into the

body of Adam ;
Thine omnipotence, which also will form the

dust of the graves one day into bodies for those who shall rise

again. It was an act of Thine own love, according to the plan of

Thine eternal wisdom, and in the power of Thine omnipotence.

And when the human body was formed, then the Lord God

breathed into it the created, but God-like and God-related,

breath of life ;
and proceeding from it, the soul pervaded the

frame of the body, and subjected to itself the powers that move

therein. Thus originated man. His God-like spirit lived and
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moved in the God of its original source, and thence by the soul

ruled over the divine image of the earthly body. He ruled

therein as a king on his throne, and was appointed from this

throne to govern the creatures around him. The whole condi-

tion of his being was peace, and all creatures around him were

with him in peace ; and their progress to glory depended on the

fact that their king continued in the holiness imprinted on him.

For bodily he belonged to them, and spiritually, to the heavenly

spirits. Thus he stood there as the link of two worlds, for

heaven and earth might claim him for their own, an object of

wonder to heavenly angels, and a delight to heavenly wisdom,
but moreover envied by Satan, who succeeded in ruining him.

II.

What became of man when he broke up his fellowship with

God by disobedience, our text does not actually say ; but it

suggests what was the result to the unreasoning creature. It

became subject, it says, to vanity, to the service of perishing-

nature, on account of Him who hath subjected it. It is God
who, on account of man, has inflicted a curse on the ground. The
field is primarily meant, where now to man's careful sowing are

opposed weeds which threaten it with suffocation, and wildness,
and all kinds of risks, which often, even at the end, bring to

nothing the hope of the harvest. The apostle says to us, more-

over, that that curse extended over all creation for the sake of

man ; and that vanity and corruption, to which it is now sub-

jected, are the result of man's fall. What consequences the

fall had for man himself, may be gathered from this. The

light of the spirit is quenched ; and in the place of the glorifica-

tion of the body by the spirit, has now appeared the reverse of

glorification : the body of man has become a body of death, and

nakedness is thenceforward a shame. Man, who was summoned
to dominion over the earth, is now no longer endowed with

power over himself. The peace of the spirit, the soul, and the

body, has been changed into confused discord. The soul has

choked the image of God in the spirit, and disordered the body

by its lust ; and the body also entices the soul against its will.

In one word, man has fallen away from the love of God. He
has aroused the anger of God by sin, and that has now taken

entire possession of him and of nature. For the comprehension
2 N
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of the whole of nature with man for the glorification of both

had fallen out to the corruption of both. God's plan was hin-

dered, God's good-will was made of no effect ;
therefore God's

wrath kindled in the entire circumference whose centre was

man. But the apostle says in hope. If that has reference to

the creation, it is also true of man; for the creation is just on

that account not without hope, because man is not without

hope. With tlie wrath of God arose, at the same time, the

grace of God, and opposed itself to the wrath. That humanity
still subsists that the creation which pertains to it still sub-

sists that they still subsist, not without an evening glow of

their original beauty, this is God's grace. God promised to

humanity to overcome the wicked one. The overcomer of the

evil one is Jesus. Therefore I rejoice always when I find the

cross, which stands on our altars, also planted upon the hills,

or anywhere else under the open heaven. For the cross is not

only the standard of redemption for us men, but also for all

creatures that surround us. The blood which flowed down

therefrom, not only extinguished the anger upon us sinners, but

has also broken the power of the curse upon the earth. When

thou, then, standing on the mountain top, kindled with the view

which is presented around, criest out, How marvellous is God's

earth ! do not forget how infinitely more marvellous it will

be, when it has wholly become the reflection of God's love,

which the crucified One has won back again for us.

in.

Our body, and with it the creation, are to become spiritual,

free, and glorious. For the painful expectation of creation, says

the apostle, waiteth for the revelation of the children of God.

Revelation is a turning out of that which is within, that the ex-

ternal may be like to the internal. Revelation of the children

of God is an unveiling of their sonship, which now is veiled

by our fleshly body ; an unveiling of this, so that it appears in

the body which itself has become spiritual visibly to all crea-

tures. And further, the apostle says that the creature shall be

delivered from the bondage of the perishing being, into the

glorious liberty of the children of God. In what this glorious

liberty consists, is indicated in the closing words of our text
;

it

consists in the redemption of our body from sin and death.
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For sinlessness, that is liberty ; and immortality, that is glory !

Our worthless bodies, says the apostle in another place, shall be

like to the glorious body of Christ. For, for that purpose did the

Son of God become man, that He might descend into the abyss
of misery, into which our spirit and soul and body have come

by sin, and that He might wrest them free from the dominion

of darkness, and that He might lead them up with Himself, by
His reconciling suffering and death, to a glorious liberty. The

body in which He arose from the dead, is the same in which

He had been crucified ; but it is, nevertheless, another. For,
of the Lord in the days of His flesh, the contrite Israel con-

fesses, He had no form nor comeliness ; He was the most de-

spised and the most rejected of all men, full of pains and

sickness
; He was so despised, that men hid their faces from

Him; therefore we esteemed Him of no account (Isa. liii. 2, 3).

But when He appeared to Saul the persecutor, on the way to

Damascus, light from heaven shone around him (Acts ix. 3).

And when John received his revelation, he saw His eyes as

flames of fire, His feet as brass that glows in the furnace,

His countenance lightening like the sun. In this glorified body
of the God-man, we have the type of that of which our bodies

shall be representations. For the righteous, says He Him-

self, shall shine as the sun in the kingdom of their Father

(Matt. xiii. 43). It is sown, says our apostle (1 Cor. xv. 42-44),

corruptible, and shall arise incorruptible ; it is sown in dishonour,

and shall arise in glory ; it is sown in weakness, and shall arise

in power ; it is sown a natural body, and shall arise a spiritual

body. And this great Easter of humanity, wherewith its re-

demption is completed, is also the Easter of all creation. But

before the Easter comes, the Good Friday and the Sabbath

of the tomb must be undergone.

IV.

The redemption has already begun. But it has begun from

within, not from without. For, as a tree does not begin to

grow from its crown, but from the seed that lies in the conceal-

ment of the earth ; so also is the new life in Christ. It began
with the fact that, as our text expresses it, the first-fruits of the

Spirit are given to us. For as the creation of the world began
with the Spirit of God brooding upon the waters of the yet
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unformed mass, so also the new creation of man. We are flesh,

born of flesh. Our whole natural being, the invisible as well

as the visible, is a mass of corruption. But God hath taken

pity upon us. We are all washed. There has passed over us

the gracious water of life, the bath of regeneration, and of the

renewing of the Holy Spirit, which He hath shed upon us

abundantly through Jesus Christ our Saviour. Whether ye
allow this Spirit to work in you or not, ye have all received

Him, and He is near to you all by the power of the holy bap-
tism. But those who allow it to produce an effect on them,

experience it in themselves as the spirit of adoption, which cries

in us, Abba, dear Father ; and as the spirit of life in Christ

Jesus, which makes us free from the law of sin and death.

And yet we still groan, longing after the adoption, and wait-

ing for the redemption of our body. Even we, says the apostle,

who have the first-fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan.
For we are God's children are delivered by the Holy Spirit

from the law of sin and death
;
but it is not yet abolished in

us we still bear it about with us in our sinful dying body : we
are endued with power to gain the victory over sin, but yet
we conquer not without daily bitter and hard struggle. When
we would labour in the Lord's service, we feel the leaden

weight of this body, and the shadow that it casts upon our

devotion ; and when we strongly purpose in God to tread it

under foot, and to crucify it with its affections and lusts, it has

nevertheless again enticed us before we are aware of it, with its

sensual fantasies : we strive, and strive, and become weary even

unto death, and weary of life. We hate sin we desire to be

rid of this bondage we lift ourselves up with ever newly col-

lected power, and soar upwards with wings as eagles ; but we
soon sink, as if drawn back again to the earth with the power
of its fascination. We cannot otherwise rejoice in our adoption,

than when we hide ourselves in faith in God's free undeserved

grace, and retreat into the innermost sanctuary of our heart,

where God's Spirit has restored again the image of God in us:

for in our soul and our body burns an unblessed fire ;
and if

thou, O Christian, thou child of God, dost not daily extinguish

this fire with tears of repentance, and with the blood of the

Lord Jesus, it becomes a larger burning that consumes thee,

and at length it becomes a fire of hell. And to these expe-
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riences of sorrows that we ourselves undergo in ourselves, and

besides, the sufferings of this time which come from without,

the sorrow at the want of faith the lukewarmness, the loveless-

ness which surround us the conditions of life often so perilous

and yet so unchangeable, within which we are imprisoned the

wounds which the death of our beloved ones rends in our heart

the isolation into which we are thrown by the loss or the want of

faithful friends the frequent frustration of our purest designs,

and the disappointment of our most well-founded hopes ; and

shall I go on 1 It would be a long catalogue. The apostle is

thinking chiefly of ignominy and persecution for Christ's sake.

Of these we suffer now little or nothing. But these sufferings

also will, as in the first centuries, break out again over the

church of Christ ; and if our Christianity were less conformed

to the world, we should even now experience sufficient preludes

of them. This is the state of things in us ; this is the state of

things around us : therefore we groan, even we who have the

first-fruits of the Spirit ; and we groan, as our text says, within

ourselves ; that is,
we groan in the very depth of our inward

nature we groan from our deepest heart. For I ask all of you
who have found the one pearl of great price, Where, then, have

ye this pearl of great price ? Must ye not say with the apostle

(2 Cor. iv. 7), We have such a treasure in earthen vessels I

The pearl is enclosed in a coarse hard shell, and this shell has

grown on to a ledge of rocks, and the waves of the sea wash

over it. Therefore we groan within ourselves, desiring that

the Lord would bring up this pearl from the sea of this world,

and that He would break it off from the rock of the bondage
of sin and death, and that He would shatter the coarse hard

shell of our body, and set this pearl free.

v.

And we do not groan alone. Since God laid the earth under

the curse in consequence of the fall of man, the whole creation

longs with us, and is in pain, as the apostle says, continually

still, that is to say, from that time even to this present day.
It groans with us, and, as the apostle in the original text

suggestively allegorizes it, it is in pangs as a travailing woman ;

and as one who longingly expects a messenger from a distance,

lifts up his head with outstretched neck, as though he could
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draw the person waited for towards him, so is the creation

around us in the state of strained expectation. And what is

the message that it awaits ? It is the revelation of the sons of

God. To many of you this will sound altogether strange.

But the apostle does not think that he is saying an unfamiliar

thing to the Roman Christians ;

" for we know," says he,

associating himself with them,
" that the whole creation longs

with us, and is in pain still continually." Let me render the

matter plain by a simile. When the sun shines, it is the delight

of creation it is the condition of its growth and increase.

Now, conceive for a moment that the sun in heaven should

be extinguished : it would not only become night for ever ; all

creature life, moreover, would pine away, and finally perish.

In a similar relation to creation to that of the sun, but an

incomparably richer one in attraction and influence, man was

placed; his spirit, the lamp of God in him, was destined to

become the light of glorification for all the creatures that

surrounded him. But this light is quenched by sin. A pro-

found change resulted then in all creatures : the sun of heaven

still shines on them, but the sun of the Spirit has passed away
from them. Now indeed, God, who bade the light to shine

forth out of the darkness, has given again a bright light to

shine into our hearts (2 Cor. iv. 6) ;
but this bright shining is

still invisible to creation, for it is concealed by our flesh, as the

sun behind thick clouds. When one day this clear effulgence
shall also be revealed in our bodies, and the glorious liberty of

the children of God shall be discernible therein as in a crystal

mirror, then will the whole creation rejoice in the light of its

king, Man
; and it is just that after which it longs. It is no

longing with consciousness, but it is yet a longing ;
and the

object of its ardent craving is that which is named by the

apostle. All the tortures which men inflict upon brutes all the

tortures under which brutes mutually tear and rend one another

all the sufferings of their ceasing to be express themselves

in cries of pain, which, rightly understood, are at the same

time cries of longing ;
and all the forcible destruction of the

vegetable world that was intended to be serviceable to man by
its fruit, gives the impression of this craving ;

and all the discord,

all the disturbance of the elements, is, as it were, the birth-

pangs of this craving. And it is not therefore to continue.
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Throughout the whole of Scripture is promulgated the Evangel
of redemption and glorification even to the unintelligent creation.

When God redeems His people, then, as Isaiah prophesies

(xxxv. 1), the wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad

for them, and the plain shall rejoice and shall blossom as the

lilies : then nature, as all the prophets foretell, shall put on her

blissful festal attire
;
and as it has been compelled to share in

the sorrows of men, it shall also be a participator in their glory.

VI.

The apostle intimates to us how glorious it will be when this

groaning and longing is stilled, when he says that the sufferings

of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the

glory that shall be revealed in us. When grief and necessity

are gnawing thee in body and soul here below when sickness

and disease weigh down thy spirit when all kinds of affliction

assail thee, consider, if in one scale were placed this present

temporal sorrow7 and suffering, and in the other, the future

eternal glory, how infinitely more important thou wouldest find

the latter than the former ! When the Lord shall deliver the

captives of Zion, then shall we be like unto them that dream.

As a dream of the night which we can hardly remember, as a

little cloud that vanishes before the sun, so all that we have

endured in this world will be cast behind us. How soon thou

forgettest the sickness that has been overcome, when thou once

once more feelest thyself sound in body ; and how frequently

sayest thou in such a case, that until now thou hast not known

rightly how to value the blessing of health ! How completely,

then, will all temporal pain shrink together in thy remembrance,
and how well shalt thou then feel thyself, when this thy body
shall have become an external manifestation, a glorious vessel,

and a free instrument (freed from sin and all its consequences)
of thy inward spiritual life

; and when even all possibility of

disease, and of disaster, and of pain, all possibility of temptation
to sin, and of abuse to sin, and of disfigurement by sin, is taken

from it ! As those who are set free from a dungeon, we shall

then rejoice with the Psalmist (Ps. cxxiv. 7) : Our soul is

escaped as a bird out of the snare of the fowler ; the snare is

broken, and we are delivered. If we look, then, above us and

around us, we see ourselves surrounded by a new heaven and
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a new earth. It is the same heaven and the same earth, but

they are nevertheless different, as it is the same body which

enclothes us, and yet another. The whole world appears to us

now as a new creation of divine love. Hitherto wrath and

grace reigned in the world ; now the wrath is extinguished the

blood of Jesus Christ has quenched it : the wrath is extinct, the

grace has completed its work, and love reigns. The groaning
of creation has, vanished in delight, and its throes in exultation,

and its expectation in satisfaction, and its corruption in glory,

and its bondage in triumph. Humanity, believing in Christ, is

now glorified into the image of the glorified God-man, and all

the visible creation is glorified into the image of the glorified

humanity. There is peace between God and man, peace
between man's body and spirit, peace between humanity and

creation, peace between all creatures. The blood of Jesus

Christ has made peace ; through Him, God hath reconciled all

to Himself, whether it be on earth or in heaven.

VII.

But this is not true without exception of all men. Only that

which in this temporal world groaneth and longeth shall rejoice ;

only those who weep shall laugh ; only they who mourn in

Zion, as Isaiah predicts (Ixi. 3), shall receive beauty for ashes,

and the oil of joy for mourning, and beautiful garments for a

spirit of heaviness ; and only those who in this world of time

possess the first-fruits of the Spirit, shall experience the glorifica-

tion of their body, and the joy at the glorification of nature,

only such as even now have the Spirit which gives them witness

that they are God's children, which cries in them, Abba, dear

Father ! The apostle, indeed, calls the fulfilment after which

all creation longs with us, the revelation of the children of God,
the perfect realization of their divine and glorious freedom.

How can he who is no child of God be revealed as a child of

God ;
and how can he who so loves the bondage of this perishing

worldly life, that he would gladly enjoy it for ever, have the

glorious freedom of the children of God obtruded upon him ?

To you whose god is your belly, how is the body of glorification

fitted for you? What advantage is it to you, who have yielded

your members as instruments of unrighteousness? Ye also shall

not remain without bodies ye also shall arise ; but in your body
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shall be manifest what is in you, not God's image, which was

quenched in you, and has remained quenched because ye have

resisted the restoring grace of God, but the form of the brutes,

after whose manner ye have been enslaved to vice, and the form

of the devil, whose serpent-seed ye have cherished and fostered

within you. For when the mighty call of God's Son, the

first-born from the dead, goes forth to those who thus lie in

the graves, then, as in the Old Testament God's angel said to

Daniel (xii. 2), shall the many who sleep under the earth

awake, some to everlasting life, some to everlasting dibgrace
and shame.
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Spirit of God dwelling in man, . 108

Spirit and soul not absolutely
distinct natures, . .112

Spirit of child, . . .257
Spiritual significance of the

heart, . . . .366
Spiritual form of the soul, . 507

Spiritual body, . . . 563

Stasis and upostasis, . . 32

Synthetical consideration of bib-

lical psychology, . .381

Table-turning, . . .369
Teaching of temptation and fall, 162

Temptation addressed to woman,
and why, . . 127, 147

Temptation, its manner and

nature, . . 147

Temper and disposition, 280

Testimony of a physician, 309

Testimony of clairvoyance on
the state of souls, . 506

Theopneustia, . . 431

Thought of Ego, . 121

Threefold personality of God, 64

Threefold life of the human spirit, 205

Time and eternity, . .41

Time and space still existing in

eternity, . . . 519
Time glorified, . . .557
Traducianism (per traducem), . 131

Transmigration of souls, . 545

Trinity, doctrine of, . . 55

Trinity consistent with histori-

cal revelation, . . 56

Trinity of human nature, . 197

Trinity shadowed forth in human
spirit, . . . .200

Trinity a manifestation of love, 204

Trinity of the divine acts, . 201

Trinity of power, . . 227

Triplicity of man's spirit, . 196

Triplicity of the soul, . . 464
True and false prophecy, . 424

Turba, the condition of sickness, 328
Twofold nature of Christ, . 385
Two natures in regenerate per-

sons, .... 455

Types of the glorified body, . 516

Ultimate issue of the world, . 551

Unclothing of the body, . 512
Unconsciousness at birth, . 403

Value of somnambulism, . 310
Varieties of possession, . . 352

Vegetable creation not animated, 28

Victory of love, . . . 552
Viscera the seat of the affections, 314

Visibility of departed souls, . 501
Vision by crystals, . .370

Waiting of righteous souls, . 497

Waking and sleeping, health and

disease, . . .323
Waking vision an ecstasy, . 335
White raiment of souls, . 508
White robes, . . .520
Will of the flesh, . . 190

Will, man's characteristic, . 242

Witchcraft, when it begins, . 370
Woman the psychical element

in humanity, . . .126
Woman dependent on man, . 127
Woman's creation an argument

for traducianism, . .132
Word to express spirit and wind

the same, . . . 101

Word and sacraments, . . 400
Word and hearer, . . 410
Wrath and love mingled in the

world's constitution, . .77
Wrath of God for sin, . . 158

THE END.
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